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CHAPTER 1

Why Financial Invoti-otion?
arly criminologists categorized criminal activ-

:

ity into two large groupings: crimes against
people and crimes against property. Since the

victim's ölcrimes were either people (murder, robbery) or property
(burglary, arson) it was natural to list criminal activity by victim.
But today, criminal activities have evolved beyond merely
"against people" and "against property.- Criminal activity can
now be classified by motivation factors: passion or greed. This
textbook deals with crimes related to the latter, crimes motivated
by money.

With this new view of crime comes the need for a new
approach to dealing with criminal activity the financial inves-
tigative approach. Gone are the days when the headlines read
"James Gang Robs Bank." Today we are more likely to see a
headline that reads "International Bank Implicated In Money
Laundering Scheme.- A special type of investigator is needed to
deal with these crimes. This investigator must be able to use the
investigative techniques of the past in combination with a new set
of techniques. These new techniques focus on financial dealings.
Throughout this textbook. you will learn about the techniques
used by the financial investigator. But first, you will be provided
with an introduction to the financial investigative approach. This
chapter begins with a review of some of the more sensational
headlines of the time. It will become clear that a new approach to
criminal investigation is needed. You will then be provided with a
general overview of the financial investigative approach and we
will lnok into the types of crime where the approach is applicable.



The knowledges and skills required of a financial investigator will
be identified and then the chapter concludes with a look at
Federal government agencies that employ financial investigators.

After studying Chapter 1. you should be able to:

State whv there is a need for a new investigative approach.

Provide a general overview of the financial investigative
process.

Identify the skills required of a financial investigator.

Thday, the overwhelming majority of crimes committed in
America are motivated by money. Criminal activity is directed
toward making money in a way fashioned not to get caught.
Although this is not a revolutionary concept to the experienced
law enforcement officer, the importance of this fact is commonly
disregarded. In today's law enforcement, a new investigative
approach is emphasized along with a new type of investigator.
This approach and this type of investigator are the focus of this
chapter and this text.

A New Investigative Approach

It seems that we cannot pick up a newspaper. listen to a radio. or
watch television without learning about some crime that has been
alleged or committed. Crime is page-one news. It seems to be
everywhere. Let's recall some of the major headlines and sensa-
tional stories that appeared in the news in the late 1980s and
early I 990s. For example:

Ten-term Congressman Mario Biaggi was sentenced to
eight years in prison and fined 8242.000 f'or 15 felony convictions
ranging from racketeering to obstruction of justice and bribery.
Biaggi was involved in the Wedtech scandal. kNedtech paid mil-
lions of dollars in bribes to public officials to obtain no-bid kd-
end contracts.

Hotel queen 1.cona Helmsley was convicted of tax evasion
and sentenced to fonr years in prison. It seems she and her hus-



band avoided paving more than $1.7 million in federal and state
taxes from 1983 through 1985.

Ivan Boesky was sentenced to three years in prison and
paid $100 million in fines for insider trading.

Michael Milken, king of the junk bond, was indicted on 98
counts involving racketeering, insider trading. and assorted secu-
rities fraud. He pleaded guilty to six counts and the government
dropped all other charges. Milken was sentenced to 10 years in
prison and agreed to pay $600 million in penalties.

Operation Ill Wind, an investigation into Pentagon procure-
ment fraud, impacted individuals as well as corporations. Among
the casualties of the probe were Unisys Corporation and Melvyn
Paisley. Unisys agreed to pay $190 million in fines for having
bribed its way to hundreds of millions of dollars worth of defense
contracts. Paisley. a former assistant secretary of the Navy, admit-
ted he sold his influence for bribes and leaked secret government
information to defense firms bidding on weapons contracts.

The savings and loan scandal rocked America. The col-
lapse of the Lincoln Savings and Loan Association alone will cost
the American taxpayers 82.6 billion.

The list could go on and on! And what do all of the crimes
described above have in common? Money! It seems like most of
today's criminal activity either involves money or money is its
main motivator. And many of the crimes depicted by today's
headlines are crimes that cannot be solved solely by the use of
traditional investigative techniques.

In the past. police relied on investigative tools such as crime
scene analysis, physical evidence, fingerprint identification, eve
witness accmnits. informants, and confessions of the offender to
supply Ili understandable proof of tlw crime. These general
investigative techniques work best in situations where a crime
has been committed aml then law enforcenwnt tries to find the
criminal. However, will these tools work when the criminal is
kmmil mid authorities begin an investigation to prove the crime?



Infamous mobster Al Capone

%sasn't easy to catch. But when

IRS Special Agents, who are

trained accountants, stepped in
and charged him with tax m a-

sion, this crime czar's career
came to an end. Froof that some-
tinies only the accountant can

appreheml the criminal.

For example:

Organized crime legends like Al Capone, Lucky Luciano,
John Gotti, and Frank Balestrieri operated for years with relative
impunity. How does law enforcement prove criminal activity when
informants are killed, eve witnesses threatened, and confessions
are nonexistent?

Money launderers, tax evaders, and crooked politicians are
for the most part respected pillars of society. How does law enforce-

ment investigate the criminal activities of people like former Vice-

President Spiro Agnew and rock and roll legend Chuck Berry?
These are people whose power rivals that of law enforcement itself.

To answer these questions, it is necessary to go beyond the
mere inclusion of a few new tools in law enforcement's investiga-
tive arsenal. A brand new approach is called for in light of the
evolution of crime in America a financial inrestigatire
approach. The growth of money-motivated crimes mandates the
need for financial investigations. The future success of' law
enforcement is contingent upon its ability to conduct financial
investigations in conjunction with general criminal investigations.

What's Involved in the Financial Investigative Approach?

The major goal of a financial investigator is to identify and docu-

ment specific events involving the movement of money during the

course of a crime. Suppose an accountant is suspected of embez-

zling money from her employer. A financial investigator would

determine what accounts she is taking the money from, when she
took it. and where she is putting it. If the investigator is able to
identify these events and link them together, he or she will have

the basis of proof indicating the commission of' a crime. If the

events cannot be identified and linked together, the investigation

may support the &termination to discontinue further inquiry into

the matter.
Financial investigations bN their verv nature are record inten-

sive: specifically. records pointing to the moveme»t of' money.
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Bank account information (checking and savings account
records), motor vehicle registrations (title, place of purchase, and
lien-holder records), and real estate files (records showing mort-
gages and deeds records) are documents or records commonly
found in this type of investigation. However, records such as com-
puter disks, utility bills, divorce decrees, and credit card carbons
can play important roles in financial investigations. Any record
that pertains to or shows the paper trail qf events is important to a
financial investigation.

Crimes with a Financial Aspect

Now that you have a general understanding of what's involved in
the financial investigative approach, let's identify some criminal
activities where the application of the approach would be appro-
priate. The list below identifies and describes sonie crimes that
are financial in nature.

Fraud. Fraud is a generic term embracing all the ways one
person can falsely represent a fact to another in order to induce
that person to surrender something of value. Former television
evangelist and PTI. leader, Jim Bakker, was convicted of defraud-
ing followers by offering $1,000 "partnerships" that promised a

i



lifetime of lodging rights at his glitzy Heritage USA theme park in
Fort Mill. South Carolina. Between 1984 and 1987. 153.000 part-
nerships were sold but only 258 rooms were available. Ifs obvi-
ous that there 'A e re not enough rooms for the number of partners
that signed up. In fact. a reservations supervisor testified that in
any month during Bakker's last Year at the PTL. as many as 3.700
lifetime partners were denied accommodations at the theme park.

Tax evasion. Tax evasion occurs when a person commits
fraud in filing or paving taxes. Baseball legend Pete Rose was
convicted of tax evasion. He failed to report 8354.968 worth of
income between 1984 and 1987.

Bribery. Bribery occur, when money, goods. services. infor-
mation, or anything else of value is offered with the intent to
influence the actions. Opinions or decisions of the taker. You can
be charged with bribery whether You offer the bribe or accept it.
Jimmy Hoffa was convicted of bribing a juror who served at one of

his trials.

Embezzlement. Embezzlement occurs when a person who
has been entrusted with money or property appropriates it for his
or her own use and benefit. A former budget analyst with the U.S.
InfOrmation Agency embezzled 816.234 from the agency In sub-
mitting bogus requests for cash adx ances which were supported
In fake endor receipts he created on an office computer. That
budget analyst was in a position where he would be trusted with
the agem.\'s money. Instead. he decided to take sonie of the
money for himself.

Larceny. Larceny occurs when one person wrongfully takes
another person's money or property with the intent to appropriate.
convert. or steal it. If someone steals \ our car and then sells it. he

or she has committed larceny.

Forgery. Forgery occurs when a person passes a false or
worthless instrument. such as a check Or counterfeit securih. \\ ith
the intent to defraud or injure the recipient. An assistant book-

s ith Real Estate Magazines. line. was coin icted of stealing
85 LOW from the company I)\ cashing checks on %%Melt sine
forged the signature.
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Counterfeiting. Counteifeiting occurs when someone
copies or imitates an item IA ithout haY ing been authorized to do so
and passes the copy off for the genuine or original item. \Ix often
hear of counterfeit money. But the next time you buy an item of
designer clothing or pay for some prescription medication, make
sure it's the real thing!

Blackmail. Blackmail is a demand for money or other con-
siderations under threat to do bodily harm, to injure property, to
accuse of crime. or to expose disgraceful defects. Suppose a
politician has a skeleton in his closet and he'd rather keep it
there. Someone else knows the politician'S secret and threatens to
tell the world unless she .eives $25,000. That's blackmail.

Extortion. Extortion occurs when one person illegally
obtains property from another b actual or threatened force. fear.
or violence, or under cover of official right. A Washington. DC tax
auditor was convicted of extortion when it was revealed that he
threatened to assess high taxes against a small Ethiopian-owned
business unless the owner gave him sonic money.

Kickback. A company is awarded a contract to {mild a dor-
mitory on a college campus. One day the president of the college
receix es a S3.000 payment from the company. The president calls
the company's vice-president of finance, thanks him f'or the pay-
ment. and says he's glad the two parties were able to N ork out a
deal the contract for a few 83.000 payments. This is an exam-
ple of a kickback scheme. A kickback occurs when the person
who sells an item pays back a portion of the purchase price to the
buyer (or a public official).

Racketeering. Charges of racketeering can ('ON er a w ide
range of things. but the bottom line is that racketeering is running
an illegal business fOr personal profit.

Insider trading. Insider trading occurs when a person uses
-inside- or advance information to trade in shares of publicly
held corporations.

Money laundering. Money laundering is the investment or
transfer of money- from racketeering. drug transactions. and other
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illegal sources into legitimate channels so that its original source
cannot be traced.

The crimes listed above are what we normally think of when
we hear the term -financial crime.- But financial evidence is also
used to build cases against persons suspected of kidnapping,
espionage. murder, and arson. to name a few.

Financial Investigation Skills

As you see, a financial investigator can be involved in all sorts of
criminal investigations. This investigator brings a unique set of
skills to any investigation. The successful financial investigator
draws on different aspects from many professions to blend infor-
mation in ways. shapes, and forms never imagined by his or her
predecessors. Financial investigators need to be part cop, part
investigator, part accountant, part sociologist, part computer oper-
ator. and part attorney in order to combat and resolve the major
crimes of today and detect the crimes of the future. The ability to
understand the interdependence between financial events and
criminal activity is the essence of a successful financial investiga-
tor. Accordingly, a financial investigator needs to:

Know the statute(s) that define the crilne(s) under investi-
gation

Understand concepts whiting to the collection and admissi-
bility of evidence

Locate and interpret records that contain financial informa-
tion

Trace the movement of money through a financial institu-
tion

Use accounting and auditing techniques

Use methods of proof to link financial events together

Conduct financial interviews, record their findings. and
summarize them in report form

i



Use investigative techniques such as surveillance and
undercover operations

Each of the items listed above is a topic in this textbook.
When you complete this text. you will have a good understanding
of what's involved in conducting a financial investigation, and.
perhaps along the way, you will pick up a few financial investiga-
tive skills.

Today's Financial Investigators

The emergence of law enfiwcement's involvement in financial
investigations is reflected in the evolution of the Internal Revenue
Service's Criminal Investigation Division. Created in 1919 to
investigate fraud and dishonesty among IRS employees, this
Division has grown to over 2.800 agents and is the acknowledged
leader in the fields of tax fraud and money laundering investiga-
tion. The ability of the special agents to trace financial transac-
tions has taken them a long wav from tax returns and into the
middle of even' major financial investigation in America the
Savings and Loan Scandal, junk bond frauds, the Iran Contra
Affair spy trials, and drug and organized crime prosecutions.

Many other federal agencies also employ financial investiga-
tors. These agencies expand in size, function, and authority as laws
are devekped and policies to emphasize enforcement of various
crimes are devised. In the 19:30s. emphasis was on bootlegging and
the emerging Mafia. In the 1950s, organized crime's involvement
in political corruption %vas the issue. The 1980s targeted the "V'ar
on Drugs.- The 1990s are faced with the Savings and Loan and
Wall Street scandals. For this reason. the size and employment
needs of the agencies fluctuate to respond to current issues. The
following is a list of those federal agencies and their major inves-
tigative authority which most commonly employ full-time financial
investigators or utilize financial techniqt- s in its investigations.

U.S. Customs Service. The Customs Service has come to
mean many things to many people. "l'o the international traveler,
Customs is the men and women who examine personal luggage
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and facilitate the entry of passengeis upon their return to the
trifled States. To the importer, Customs pro ides adv ice, and pro-
tection and control of merchandise shipped into the country. To
the smuggler. Customs is the planes, vehicles, and vessels con-
stantly monitoring the nation's perimeters to thwart attempts at
illicit entries of merchandise, including narcotics and dangerous
drugs. Within Customs. there is an increasing emphasis being
placed on the investigation of schemes that defraud the U.S.
Govenment of rightful revenue the illicit transportation of cur-
rency. and export violations including the illegal shipment of
arms anti technologies.

U.S. Secret Service. Along with their protection services, the
Secret Service enfOrces the law against counterfeiting currency.
coins. or securities of the United States. The agency also enforces
the laws against fraud or fOrgery of government checks or bonds.
and other securities and obligations of the United States. Other
investigative responsibilities include credit and debit card fraud.
computer fraud, and electronic fund transfer fraud.

U.S. Marshal Service. The U.S. M I Sart.:3a. _erv.ce provides
pmtection to the Federal courts. judges. jurors. and witnesses:
apprehends Federal fugitives: executes court orders: manages and
sells property seized from criminals: operates the Witness
SecuriR Program: and administers the National Asset Seizure and
Forfeiture Program. Deputies assigned to the forfeiture program
establish computer-assisted bookkeeping procedures and inven-
tory contml systems to account for receipt. storage. and disposi-
titm of seized assets.

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. The Bureau of
lcohol. Tobacco. and hrearms is an agency within the Treasury

Department. The agency is made up of two sections: Compliance
Operations and Law Enforcement. The Law Enforcement Section
imestigates tax evasion. Operations carried on without a license or
permit. and the illegal use of' firearms. ammunition, and explosives.

Office of the Inspector General. OIG agents investigate
framl. waste. and government abuses. The agency serves as the
imestigatke watchdog for over fifty kderal agencies. MG agents.

lb
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Summary

Today, gambling organizations. drug cartels, and "mom and pop
grocery stores" are at ease with the personal computer and its
capabilities. Corporate fraud, insider trading violations, and the
sayings and loan scandals have been completed by the creation of
phony shell companies, ghost employees, and non-existent nomi-
nees. Sophisticated money launderers, large scale robbery rings,

and embezzlement and kickback operations maintain elaborate
accounting records that often are the envy of CPAs. Big-time
crime operates as a full-time business. To resolve today's crimes
and prepare for the challenges of tomorrow, law enforcement
requires an understanding of financial information. Whether
searching for leads in society's back alleys or board room suites,
financial information is going to be discovered during the course
of a criminal investigation. Consequently, law enforcement agen-
cies are seeking officers with proficiency in financial analysis.

A major challenge for financial investigators is to provide
investigative findings which present evidence of complex crimes
in simple and understandable terms which are comprehensible by
a jury. Consider the world of international high finance with its
shell corporations, universal letters of credit, offshore banks.
electronic transfers between numbered Swiss bank accounts, and
interlocking reciprocal trade arrangements. To a juror. this is
almost unfathomable. lt's up to the prosecution team. of which an
investigator is part, to dissect these complex ideas and translate
them into simple thoughts that everyone can understand. Ifs
lwetty easy to understand "he was caught smuggling a suitcase

full of 8100 bills out of the country."
As you continue through this textbook. bear in mind that as

law enforcement improves its techniques for detecting, combat-
ing. and resolving criminal activity, criminals will become more
:.ophisticated and innovative in their endeavors. You can be sure
that law enforcement practitioners will never work themselves out

of a job.
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CHAPTER 2

Laws Related to Financial Crimes

hapter I provided a general overview of cer-
tain crimes that are normally thought of as
financial in nature. In this chapter, we will

identify some of the federal statutes, the formal written laws, that
underlie-particular financial crimes. Chapter 1 described embez-
zlement as the unlawful appropriation of money or property lw a
person who has been entrusted with those items. In Chapter 2,
you'll see that there are several statutes related to embezzlement.
As an investigator, you must he aware of what statute the accused
is suspected of violating. Also, the commission of one crime could
include the violation of several different statutes. For example, if
someone is suspected of embezzlement from a bank, that person
might also be suspected of tax evasion. Both of these violations
are subjects of federal statutes.

You may be wondering why an investigator should be aware of
the statutes that are related to a suspected criminal activity. After
all, lawyers deal with things like statutes. So why does a financial
investigator have to have knowledge of this area? Well, it's
because statutes contain the elements of a crime those parts of
the crime that must be proven in order to gain a conviction. Once
an investigator has identified the elements of a crime, he or she
can fOcus evidence collection efforts on gathering relevant infor-
mation to prove that the accused committed the crime in ques-
tion.

After studying Chapter 2, you should be able to:

Define or describe selected terms related to the field of law.



ldentils the statute(s) related to a pal ticulai crime.
lAst the elements of a particular clime.

In Chapte, 1. we ,tated that the succes.ful financial nix e-41-
gator draws on knowledge from several professions. Among other

things. an investigator must be part attorney. This chapter fbcuses
on that part of a financial investigator.

Terms and Concepts

Before we begin a discussion of specific laws of interest to a
financial investigator, we should review some basic concepts
related to law. First. we will answer the question "What is law?"
Next. different categories of law will be identified. Hnal lv. sonw

concepts related to crime will be discussed.

What is Law?
If you were to ask 10 people to define -law.- you probably would

get 10 different answers. Someone will see "law- as the police
officer who hands out speeding tickets. Another person will see

-law- as a judge sentencing a person to prison. And another will

see -law- as a lawyer involved in a trial. As different as the 10
responses might lw. they will all have one thing in common a
)asic effort to place the affairs of society in order. And generally.

that is what law is a formal means of social control. It is

intended to guide or direct human lwhavior toward ends that sat-
isfy the conunon good. Laws embody moral principles and
express the rights and obligations that memlwrs of society hold

toward one another. Tlwv provide fbr individual protection and for

the cm»mon

Categories of Law
In the legal work!. there arc many categories of law. There is com-

mon law, the system of law !hat originated in h:ngland and was

the .bodv of law carried by the earliest English settlers to the
American colonies. There is COSS law, the practice of judges and



lawyers looking into decisions from past cases to determine the
state of the law for the case they are currently handling. The
financial investigator is most interested in substantive law and
two other categories of law derived from it: criminal and civil law.

Each of these categories is described below.

Substantive law. Substantive law is the body of law that
creates, discovers, and defines the rights and obligations of each

iwrson in society. Substantive law is composed of the statutes and
or(tinan('eA enacted by federal, state, and local legislative bodies

and any regulations proclaimed thereunder, in addition to each
state and federal constitution. Case law is pail of the body of sub-

stantive law in the United States. Criminal and cird laws are
derired.from substantive law.

Civil law. Civil law is the body of law that deals with con-
flicts and differences between individuals. These private wrong-
doings are often referred to as torts. ReMedies are usually in the
form of money damages or court-ordered actions to do, or refrain
from doing. certain specific things.

Criminal law. Criminal law is that branch of the law that
deals with offenses of a public nature. that is, wrongs committed
against the state. Such laxss may be imposed by federal or state
statutes and usualls provide penalties. fines, and/or incarceration

for their breach.

Classifications of (rime
Crinws can be distinguished between those that are felotnes and

those that are misdemeanors. A felony is a serious crbne punish-
aide bv incarceration for a period exceeding one year, a fine, and
loss of certain civil rights (right to vote and to hold public office).

Misdemeanors are crimes less serious than felonies and usually

pros ide for incarceration periods of less than one year. Fines also

may lw itnimsed.
Crimes also can be classified as to those that my mala in se

and those that are mala prohildta. Crimes that are Maki in se are

said to be eyil or immoral in and of' themselves. Thev are
"offenses against human conscience.- Common (Times of this



type include felonies such as murder and rape. Crimes that are
male prohibita are offenses that are made criminal by statute but
in and of themselves are not necessarily immoral. Ma la prohibita
crimes include most violations of government regulations, envi-
ronmental laws, and even traffic offenses. Crimes that are mala in
se often require proof of criminal intent, or. in legal terms, mons
rea. Crimes that are mala prohibita don't usually require proof of
criminal intent.

An Introduction to Statutes and the Elements of a Crime

Suppose you're an investigator for a federal agency and your boss
asks you to investigate a case of alleged embezzlement. "Get right
on it.- she says. Where do You begin? Well, befbre you put Vour
investigative skills into action. you've got to determine what
law(s) the suspect is allegedly violating. But you're an investiga-
tor, not a lawyer. Why do you need to be familiar with the laws
underlying a criminal violation? Because You need to be aware of
the elements of the crime. The elements of a crime are those con-
stituent parts that must be proven to sustain a conviction: that is.
sufficient to make a prima facie case. With a criminal violation, a
prima fade can is proven when evidence has been presented
which proves. beyond a reasonable doubt. the elements of the
crime. In Chapter 3, you'll read about collecting evidence and its
admissibility in court. For now. we will key in on two other skills
required of an investigator: inteipreting the law(s) that underlie a
crime and identifying the elements of the crime. But before vou
can do these two things. You must lw able to locate the law(s) that
define a crime.

United States Code
In 1925, Congress authorized the preparation of the l nited States
Code, a multi-volume publication of the text of statutes enacted
by Congress. The first set came out in 1926 and consisted four
volumes. As of 1988. the United States Code consists of 19 vol-
umes of statutes and several supplementary texts. Tile united
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CASE p.a.:al- hi

GANGSTERS
OF THIS CRIMINAL SYNDICATE
DEFRAUDED YOUR GOVERNMENT

BY EVADING ALCOHOL. TAXES OF

$ 3,750, 0 0 0
ENOUGH TO FEED THE CREWS OF

10 BATTLESHIPS
OF THE UNITED STATES NAVY

AT SEA FOR

ONE FULL YE AR
Y OU

WILL PAY FOR THIS FOOD!

AID DEFENSE!
REAL AMERICANS

WILL KEEP SUGAR
FROM BOOTLEGGERS!

Financial investigations ha% e

been the most effeoi \ e method

of -following the itione- to halt
tax evasion since the United

States Congress enactNI die

Re%enue Art of 1 913. Th,
above poster. from the odd

ar II era. solicits the support

of kmerican taxpaer, in coin-
halting tax easion.

States Code is updated every six years with cumulative supple-
ment volumes being issued during intervening years. You can
usually find the United States Code in the reference section of
any library.

The statutes are codified into 50 titles. Codification is the
process of collecting and arranging laws by subject. For example.
Title 2 is called "The Congress" and statutes relating to the elec-
tion of senators and representatives, the organization of Congress,
and the regulation of lobbying are found here. Titles may be fur-
ther subdivided into parts. subchapters, and/or chapters.

Suppose you're reading a legal document and you came
across the phrase "he was convicted of violating 26 U.S.C. §
7201." To find out what this person was convicted of, vou need to
be able to interpret what is meant by "26 U.S.C. § 7201." It's
easy U.S.C. stands for United States Code, 26 is the title num-
ber. and 7201 is the statute reference. You locate the volume of
the United States Code that contains Title 26. turn to the statute
referenced by the number 7201 and find the following:

§ 7201. Attempt to evade or defeat a tax or the payment
thereof
Any person who willfUlly attempts in any manner to evade or
defeat any tax imposed by this title or the payment thereof shall. in
addition to other penalties prodded by law. be guilty of a felony
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not more than
S250.000 (S500.000 in the case of a corporation) or imprisoned
not more than 5 Ivars. or both, together with the costs of prosecu-
tion.

Upon reading the statute, you determine that the person previ-
ously referenced was convicted of tax evasion. But what did the
investigator who worked on the case have to prove to show that
the person committed tax evasion? In ether words, what are the
elenlents of the crime?

Elements of a Crime
Earlier, we stated that the elements of a crime are those con-
stituent parts tllat must be proven to sustain a conviction. Well. to

r"-..
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aain a conviction for evasion of taxes, there are three elements that
must pros en beyond a ieasonable doubt. These elements are:

The suspect MN es additional taxes

The suspect attempted to evade the taxes

The suspect willfully attempted to evade the taxes

It is important that the financial investigator be able to use
the United States Code to locate statutes, however, with the com-
plex way statutes are written, it is not always easy to sort out the
elements of the crime. If in doubt. discuss the elements with the
prosecuting attorney. An understanding of these elements will
enable an investigator to focus his of her evidence collection
efforts on pertinent information.

Since criminal statutes may be enacted bY an y. level of gov-
ernment federal, state. and local it is important to remember
that the elements of anv particular crime may varv between the
three different jurisdictions. Investigators must be knowledgeable
about the statute used for criminal prosecution so that the appro-
priate evidence can be collected.
The remainder of the chapter deals with statutes that are of inter-
est to the financial investigator. Selected statutes from the follow-
ing four United States Code titles will be discussed:

'ride 15. Commerce and Trade

Title 18. Crinws and Criminal Procedure

Title 26. Internal Revenue Code

Title 31. '.41oney and Finance

Federal Statutes: Title 18, Crimes and Criminal Procedure

Title 18 vontains federal criminal laws that range from the triv-
ial a statute barring the unauthorized use of the Smokev the
Bear emblem. to the niomimental the criminal provisions of the
Antitrust laws. Selected statutes, along with the elements of the
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§ 201. Bribery of pubik offi-
dais and witness*:
(Li Ultuel.er
( 1) directly or indirectly, cor-
ruptly gives, offers or promises

anything of value to any intblic

official or offers or promises
any public off cial... to give
anything of tolue to any other
person or "may. with intent

At to influence any official
act; or

lit to influence such public
official_ to commit or aid in
committing, or collude in. or
(111(111. any fraud. or make
opportunitI .for the commission

of any fraud, on the nited
States; or

(C) to induce such public offi-
cial_ to do or omit to do any
act in violation of the laujitl
duty or such official
shall be fined not more than
three times the monetary equiv.-

(dent of the thing of mho% or
imprisoned .fin- not more thou

.fifteen teors. or both

crime, are listed and described on the following pages. As was
stated earlier, titles may be further subdivided into parts. sub-
chapters, and/or chapters. Title 18 happens to be divided into
121 chapters. The Title 18 statutes described in this text are
listed according to the chapter in which thev are found in the
United States Code. Keep in mind that chapters often contain
multiple statutes, but this text lists just selected ones. So if vou
see only one statute listed under a chapter. chances are that other
statutes exist in the chapter. but for purposes of this text they.
were not selected for inclusion.

Briberv/ Graft and Conflicts of Interest,
Bribes are given to influence the taker's actions. opinions, or deci-
sions. Title 18 U.S.C. § 201 makes it illegal for a public official or
a witness to accept a bribe and for a person to offer a bribe to
either of these parties. Section (b)(1), the part of the statute making
it illegal to bribe a public official, is shown on the next page.

The elements of the crime of bribing a public official include
the following:

The suspect knowingly offered a bribe to a public official

Tlw bribe was intended to influence the public official's
performance of an official act or lawfUl duty-



§ 287. False, fictitious, or
fraudulent claims
Whoever makes or presents to any

person or officer in the civil... ser-

tire qf the I tilted States. or to
an.I department Or agenc.1
thereof. any claitn upon or
against the I nited States, or an.1
department or agency thereof
knowing s,uh claim to he false.
fictitious. or .fraudulent shall be
fined not more than :.:.250.000. or

imprisoned not more than fire
%ears. or both.

§ 371. Conspiracy to commit
offense or to defraud the
United States

two or more persons mnspire
either to commit any tta'ense
against du. I nited States. or I()
defraud the I"nited States, or an.;

agency thereof in awl manner or
br aT, purpose, and one or Illore
Of such persons do any net to
effect the ohject of the mnspiraci,

each shall be fined not more than
5250.000 or imprisoned not
more dum 5 .lears. or both.

hon ever. the oilinse. tlw com-

mission of which is the object of

the mnspiracl is a misdenwanor
Ow punishment for curb

mnspiract shall Ool eAceed the
MO.timum punWiment pwrided
jiir Inimlenuw nor.

Claims and Services in Matters Affecting Government
We must protect the funds and property of our government from
fraudulent claims. Suppose someone is running a scheme where
he or she files federal income tax returns for people who do not
exist. and then pockets the refunds. This person is filing false
claims against the Internal Revenue Service. Title 18 C.S.C. §
287 makes this illegal.

The elements of the crime include the following:

The suspect made or presented a claim against the United
States or any of its departments or agencies

The suspect knew that the claim was false, fictitious, or
fraudulent

Conspiracy
Sometimes, two or more people agree to join forces and carry

out some illegal activity. Title 18 U.S.C. § 371 protects society

from these mutual agreements. According to the statute, the ille-
gal activity only has to be conspired to. it doesn't actually need to
lw accomplished. However, at least one of the co-conspirators
must have carried out one -overt act- in furtherance of' the con-

spiracy. The overt act need not be criminal in itself. It may be as
innocuous as making a phone call or writing a letter.

Conspiracy counts are favored by the prosecution because
they provide certain evidentiary and pleading advantages. If a
conspiracy is shown, the acts and statements of one co-conspira-
tor may lw admitted into evidence against all, and each co-con-
spirator may be convicted for the underlying substantive offense.

A corporation cannot conspire with one of its own employees
to commit an offense since the employee and employer are legally

viewed as one. A corporation may. however conspire with other
business entities or third parties in violation of this statute.

The ek.ments of tlw crime include the following:

The conspiracy was willfully formed

* The suspect willfnlly became a member of it
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§471. Obligations or socuritios
of tits United Shifts

hoetrr, with intent to drfiltud,
falseh makes, forges. counter-
lrits. or alters an obligatti or
other seeurit of the 1 nited
States. shall be fined not more
than 8250.000 or imprisoned not
more than fifteen yars. or both.

§ 641. Pubik monoy, proporty
or fiords

hoecer embezzlesiteals. pur-
loins. or knowingh concerts to
his use or the use of another. or
u about outhorit sells. contels
or disposes of an record.
toucher. nionrl or thing al cable
of the I nited States or am
department or agency thereof or
wt properh made or being

made under contract for the
nited States or an.1 departnwnt

or agenct thereof:or
Ulwerer reedit es. conceals. or
retoins the sante uith the intent
to tmwert it to his use or gain.
knotting it to hare been emlwz-

Jed, stolen. purloined or con-
t

.Shall be fined not more than
S250,01111 or imprisoned not
mon. thou tell work, or both: but

if the mine al such property does
not e.leeed the sum of 8100. he

1 he fined not more than
SLOW or imprisoned not more
than one war. ur both.

The tti ril -twine'. means fate.
par. nr market tattle, ar cast
price, either uholesule or retail.
whichetrr is greater.

At least one of the conspirators knowingly committed at
least one overt act in furtherance of the conspiracy

Counterfeiting and Forgery
Title 18 U.S.C. § 471 deals with the issue of committing fraud by
doing things such as forging checks and making counterfeit
money.

The elements of the crime include the following:

A scheme to defraud

The suspect willlullv used a fake, forged. altered, or coun-
terfeit U.S. obligation or security

Embezzlement and Theft
Chapter 31 of Title 18 contains sev,m-al statutes related to embez-
zlement and theft. While the financial investigator will be inter-
ested in each of' the statutes, only two are listed in this text.

Theft or Embezzlement From the Government
Title 18 U.S.C. § 641 states that it is illegal to embezzle, steal,
illegally appropriate. or knowingly convert anything of value from
the United States government. It is also illegal to receive, con-
ceal. and retain these items.

Tlw elements of the crime include the following:

Intent

Property belonged to the United States

The suspect knew that property belonged to the United
States

Theft or Embezzlement by Bank Employees
Title 18 U.S.C. § 656 focuses on theft, eml ezzlement. and misap-
plication of' funds by employees and officers of' banks. As you can
see from the two statutes concerning embezzlement and thefi, the
value of' the embezzled or stolen item impacts the punishment. If
the value is less than $100, the fine does not exceed $1,000 and



§ 656. Theft, embezzlement,
or misapplkation by bank offi-
cer or employee

Whoerer, being an officer, direc-

tor. agent, or emplo.iee of: or
conneded in awi capacit with
any Federal Reserve bank
embezzles. abstrat 'ts. purloins. or

willfid1.1 misapplies any of the

nunwys. Ands. or credits of such

bank... shall be fined not more
than SI.000.000 or imprisoned
not more than thirt.1 ears. or
both: but if the amount embez-

zled. abstracted. purloined or
misapplied. does not exceed
5100. he shall be.fillt'd not more
than SL(W) or imprisoned not
more than one .vear. or hoth.

§ 872. Extortion by officers or
employees of the United States

W hoever, being an officer or
employee lhe I nited States_
under the color or pretense of
office or emploiment commits or
attempts an act of extortion.
shall he fined not more Moo
92503100 or imprisoned not
more than three ears, or both:
hut tf the amount extorted or
demanded does not 1.1 reed 5100,

he shall lw fined not more thou!

,S5tut or impristmed not more
than tine war. or 1101h.

§ 873. Blackmail
It hoever. under threat (4 infin-m-

ing, or as a mnsiderathm fiw not

itdOrming, against um violation
of att law of the 1 nited States,
demands or reeeites tilt I mone

or other talualde thing. sholl he
fined not noire than 52.1100 or
imprioned not more than one
%ear, 111" b(A,

the
the

prison time is less than one veai. If the value is $100 or mole.
fines and amount of prison time are much steeper.
The elements of the crime include the following:

Intent

The suspect is a bank employee or officer

The suspect attempted to defraud the bank

Extortion and Threats
We have to protect ourselves from being forced to do things
against our will. Chapter 41 of Title 18 contains statutes that pro-
hibit the use of threats and force. Three of the statutes are listed
below.

Extortion
Title 18 U.S.C. § 872 states that government employees and offi-
cers cannot use their employment status with the government to
gain money or property through force or threats.

The elements of the crime include the following:

Intent

'Me suspect is an officer or employee of United States gov-
ernment

The suspect used his or her employment with government
as part of' the extortion scheme

Extortion is committed or attempted

Blackmail
Title 18 U.S.C. § 873 prohibits the use of blackmail to keep
someone from informing of criminal violations. It also prohibits
someone from blackmailing another by threatening to expose that

person's criminal activities.
.The elements of the crime include the following:

Intent

The suspect made threats
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§ 874. Kkkbacks from publk
works employees

lf-luwrer, by force, intimalation,

or threat of procuring dismissal
.fmtn emidolment... indoces awt
person emploied in the construc-

tion. prosecution. completion or
repair of any public work
financed in wlude or in part iii
loans or grants form I lilted

States. to gice up any part of the
compensation to which he is
entitled under his contract of
emploiment. shall be fined not
more than 8250.000 or impris-
oned not more than law lows. or
both.

§ 1001. False statements of
entries generally

boerer. in any molter williln the
furisdWtion aro department fIr
(IgeIle.t (lithe I nited States know-

ingli awl e7m-

reals or corers up lii ant- trick,
scheme. or det ice a material fact.
or mokes fidse.lictitiou.s or fraud-

olent statements or representa-
tions. or mokes or uses on.% .fidse

writing or document knou-ing the

same to contain ato Jidse. fOil-
tWos or fraudulent statement or
entrt be.fined not more than

82501100 or imprisoned not 111(We

than fire .lears. or both.

Kickbacks

Title 18 U.S.C. § 874 prevents a worker on a governmental pro-
ject from being compelled by force, threat, intimidation, or dis-
missal to give up part of the compensation he or she received or
ss as entitled to receive.

The elements of the crime include the following:

Intent

Tlw suspect made threats

Compensation kr threats would be from loans or grants
provided by the government

Public work financed. at least partially, by the government

Fraud and False Statements
Title 18 contains a number of related provisions which punish
false or fraudulent statements. made either orally or in writing, to
various federal agencies and departments. The principal statute is
Title 18 U.S.0 § 1001. It is most often used to prosecute false
statements made to law enforcement or regulators' officials in the
course of an official investigation, or on applications for kderal
employment. credit. visa, or passport applications. etc. This
statute also pertains to violations relating to altered or false docu-
ments submitted to agencies of the federal government with the
intent to defraud the United States.

A statement is "false" for the purposes of' the statute if' it was
known to be untrue when niade. A statement is"fraudulent- if' it
was known to be untrue and was made with the intent to deceive a
government agency. The agency need not actually have been
deceived. nor must the agency have in fact relied tilmn the false
statement, for a violation to occur. The statement must have been
-material,- that is, capable of influencing the agency involved.

The elements of the crime include the following:

Willfulness

The suspect knew that the statement was false

Oiw or inure of' tlw following
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§ 1341. Frauds and swindlis
Whoever, having devised or
intending to devise any scheme or

artifice to defraud, or for obtain-

ing rnone or property by nwans

of false or fraudulent pretenses.

representations. or promises. or to

sell, dispose of loan, exchange.

alter, give away. distribute. .,up-

ply. or furnish or procure for
unlauful use any counterfeit or
spurious coin, obligation. security.

or other article, or anything repre-

sented to be or intimated or held

out to be such counterfeit or spuri-

ous article. Pr the purpose of exe-

cuting such scheme or artifice or

attempting to do so. places in any

post eke or authorized depository

for mail matter. an.1 matter or
thing whatever to be sent or dein.-

ered by the Postal Service, or takes

or received therefrom. any such

matter or thing. or knowingly
causes to be delivered by mail
according to the direction
thereon, or at the place at which

it is directed to be delivered by

the person to whom it is

addressed, any such matter or
thing. shall he .lined not more
than $250010 or imprisoned not

nacre than 5 yars, or both. If the

violation aljects a financial josh-

fiction, such person shall not be

fined more than 81,0000fit or
imprisoned owe than 30 years.

or both.

falsification or concealment of a material fact
false statement
false writing or entry

Matter within jurisdiction of any U.S. agency

Mail Fraud
Chapter 63 of Title 18 contains statutes relating to the commis-
sion of fraud.

Mail Fraud
The mail fraud statute. Title 18 U.S.C. § 1341, is one of the most
common criminal fraud statutes used by the financial investigator.
This statute prevents the U.S. Postal Service from being used to
carry out anv scheme to defraud. The mailing itself does not need
to contain the false and fraudulent representations, as long as it is
an -integral" part of the scheme. What is considered integral or
incidental depends on the facts of each case; generally any mail-
ing which helps advance the scheme in any significant wav will
be considered sufficient.

The elements of the crime include the following:

Intent

Scheme to defraud

Use of mails to further scheme

iU



§ 1343. Fraud by win), radio,
or tolovision
Whoever. haring devised .or
intending to devise (in.) scheme

or artifice to defraud. or for
obtaining money or property... h.s

means qf wire, radio. television

communication and interstate or

Preign commerce... shall be
.fined not more than S250,000 or

imprisoned not more than 5
.lears, or both. If the violation
aff'ets a financial institution,
..nch person shall not be fined
r )re than S1.000,000 or impris-

oned more than 30 years, or both.

§ 1344. Rank Fraud
(a ) Whoever. knowingly esecutes.

or attempts to execute. a schenu,

or artifire

(1 r to deli-and a financial insti-

tution: or

(2) to obtain any if the moness.

fiuuls. credits, assets, securities or

other property owned by or under

the control iff a financial in.stitu-

tion by means uffalse or fraudu-

lent pretenses. representations. or

promises. sluill he fined not more

than SI.000.000 or imprisoned
not mon, than 30 .)ears, or both.

Wk. Fraud
Title 18 U.S.C. § 1343 prevents someone from using television
and radio, or phone lines (computer modems included) to defraud
the public.

The elements of the crime include the following:

Intent

Scheme to defraud

Use of interstate communications to further scheme

Bank Fraud
A relatively new federal statute makes it a crime to defraud, or
attempt to defraud, a federally chartered or insured bank.
Previously, such offenses were prosecuted under the more generic
fraud statutes, such as mail or wire fraud. As in the mail and wire
fraud statutes, the term "defraud" includes any misrepresenta-
tions or other conduct intended to deceive others in order to
obtain something of value. The prosecution must prove only an
attempt to execute this scheme, and need not show actual loss, or
that the victim institution was actually deceived, or that the
defendant personally benefitted from this scheme. The important
aspect is the attempt.

The elements of the crime include the following:

Intent

Scheme to defraud a financial institution

Racketeering
Chapter 95 of Title 18 contains statutes related to monev launder-
ing. By definition, money laundering is the process by which one
conceals the existence, illegal source, or legal application of
income and then disguises that income to make it appear legiti-
mate. This is taking "dirty money" and washing it to make it
appear "clean". Through these laws, the mere moving of money
known by an individual to be the proceeds from sonic illegal
activity creates a substantive criminal offense separate from the
illegal activity itself. hn the financial investigator, these statutes



§ 1956. laundering of mone-
tary Instruments

) Whoever, knowirig that the

property invoked in a financial
transaction represents the pro-

ceeds of some form of unlawlirl
activity. conducts or attempts to

conduct such a financial trans-

action which in liwt inroltws the
proceeds of specified unlaujUl

actirit ( i 1 with the intent

to promote the carrying on of
specified unlaujid activity: or

with the intent Ill engage in con-

duct constituting a riolation
section 7201 or 7206 of the
Intern(ll Revenue Code of / 986:

ortli) knowing that the transac-
tion is designed in whole or in
part tit to conceal or disguise
the nature. the location, the
sources. the ownership, or the
control oldie proceeds of specified

unlaulid actirity.. or to

a tronsaction reporting require-

ment under State or Federal law.

shall be sentenced to a .fine

not more than S500,000 or twice

the value of the proper() arrolryd

in the transaction. whicherer is

greater. or imprisonment fin- not

more dam turatc )ears Or, both.

provide criminal relief in investigations that involve the move-
ment of money through financial institutions when that money is
derived from an illegal activity. These money laundering statutes
have forfeiture provisions which allow for seizure and forfeiture of
money and assets that represent the proceeds of the substantive
illegal activity. (Chapter 11 of this text deals with this topic).

Money Laundering
Title 18 U.S.C. § 1956 makes it a federal crime to launder money
known to be the procee(ls of specified unlawful activities, as
defined by federal statutes. Note that only part of the statute
Ra)(1)] is displayed.

The elements of the crime include the following:

The suspect must conduct or attempt to conduct a "finan-
cial transaction'.

The suspect must know that the property involved in the
transaction represents the proceeds of some form of unlaw-

ful activity

The transaction must involve property which. in fact. repre-
sents the proceeds of "specified unlawfUl activity"

The suspect must engage in the transaction with either-
the intent of promoting the carrying on of the "specified

unlawful activity.- or-
the intent to engage in conduct constituting tax evasion

under Title 26 U.S.C. § 7201 or tax fraud under Title 26
§ 7206. or

knowledge that the purpose of the transaction, in whole
or in part, was either to conceal or disguise the nature.
location, source, ownership, or control of the proceeds of

"specified unlawful activity;- or to avoid a transaction
reporting requirement tinder State or Federal law

Transactions Involving Criminally Derived Property
Title 18 U.S.C. § 1957 states that it is unlawful to take part in. or
attempt to take part in. monetary transactions involving crimi-
nally derived property that is of a value greater than $10,000 and
is derived from a ipecified unlawful activity'.
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§ 1957. Engaging in monetary
transactions in property derived

from specified unlawful activity
tat Whoever, in any of the cir-
cumstances set forth in subsection

(d). knowingly engages or
attempts to evage in a monetary

transaction in criminally derived

property that is of a value greater

than S10,000 and is derived
from spe(ified unlauful activity.
shall be punished as provided in

subsection 114.

lb)(I) Eicept as provided in
paragraph (2). the pu n ish men t

an offense under thic section

is a fitw under title 18. United
tates Code. or imprisonment fin-

nol more than ten years or both.

The elements of the crime include the following:

The suspect must knowingly engage in a "monetary transac-
tion." A monetary transaction is any deposit. withdrawal. transfer.
or exchange, in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce, of
funds or a monetary instrument by, through, or to a financial insti-
tution. It excludes "any transaction necessary to preserve a per-
son's right to representation as guaranteed by the sixth amendment
to the Constitution"

The value of funds or monetary instrument involved in the
transaction or attempted transaction must exceed $10,000

The suspect must know that the funds or monetary instru-
ments involved in the transaction or attempted transaction.consti-
tute "crinibially derived property"

The property involved in the transaction must, in fact, con-
stitute the proceeds of "specified unlawful activity"

The offense must take place in the United States, in the
special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United States.
or, can take place outside the U.S. if the subject is a United States
person as defined in Title 18 U.S.C. § 3077. except for the
class described in paragraph (2)(D) of that section

Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations
(RICO)
RICO is probably the most well known and controversial federal
statute in use today. Title 18 U.S.C. § 1961 was originally enacted
in 1970 to fight organized crime's infiltration of legitimate busi-
ness. Its powerful criminal and civil provisions have been used in
a wide range of fraud cases. When applied in financial cases, the
statute outlaws, in general. the investment of ill-gotten gains in
another business enterprise, or the acquisition of an interest in an
enterprise through certain specified unlawfill activities. These
unlawful activities include: illegal interstate gambling, trafficking
in illegal substances, money laundering, prostitution, and other
specific illegal activities delineated by Congress. Criminal penal-
ties include stiff fines and jail terms, as well as forfeiture of all



illegal proceeds or interests acquired. Civil remedies include tre-
ble damages, attorney's fees, dissolution of the offending enter-
prise, and other remedial measures.

RICO's complexity is due, in part, to efforts to avoid constitu-
tional problems which voided attempted "anti-racketeer" legisla-
tion in the 1930s. The "1930 provisions" were found to be
unconstitutional because they punished the mere "status" of
being a gangster. rather than any particular wrongful conduct.
RICO avoids this impediment by basing its definition of "racke-
teering" and enhanced penalties on "patterns" of conduct defined
in the statute. The most controversial aspect of RICO is its civil
provisions. Civil actions may be brought by the government or
any private party injured by a defendant's business or property.
Critics complain that private party suits have been used to reach
"deep pocket" defendants, such as accounting firms who cannot
be characterized as racketeers, and to coerce unwanted settle-
ments from blameless defendants fearful of possible treble dam-

age judgments. A treble damage judgment involves the payment
of three times the amount of damages to the entity damaged by
the defendant. Supporters contend that a plaintiff cannot recover
unless he or she proves fraud or certain other identified criminal
acts. Several bills to repeal or amend RICO, particularly these
civil provisions, have been introduced in Congress in recent
years.
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Federal Statutes: Title 26, Internal Revenue Code

§ 7201. Attempt to evade or
defeat a tax or the payment
thereof
ny person who willfully attempts

in any manner to evade or defrat

any tax imposed by this title or
the payment thereof shall. in
addition to other penalties pro-

vided by law. be guilty of a
felony and, upon conviction
thereof. shall be fined not more

than 8250.000 (8.500,000 in the

case of a corporation) or
imprisoned not more than 5
years. or both, together with the

costs of prosecution.

§ 7203. Willful failure to file
rturn, supply information, or
pay tax

.4 ny person required under this

title to pay any estimated tax or
tax. or required by this title or by

regulations made under author-

ity thereof to make a return, keep

any records, or supply any infor-

fruition, who willfully jails to pay

srwh estimated ta.v or tax. make

such return, keep such records, or

supply such information. at the
time or times required by law or

regulations. shall. In addition to

other pen(zlties provided by law.

be guilty rf a misdemeanor and.

upon conviction thereof: shall be

fined not more than 32.5.00l)
ISI(0.100 in the ease of a corpo-

ration I. or imprisoned not more

than I year, or both. together
u the costs of prosecutbin...

The Internal Revenue Code is the body of law which codifies all
federal tax laws including incoine, estate, gift, excise, etc. taxes.
Our focus is on Chapter 75; Crimes. Other Offenses, and
Forfeitures.

Crimes, Other Offenses, And Forfeitures
The IRS is responsible for ensuring that we comply with tax laws
and regulations. The statutes listed below deal with tax abuse and
fraud.

Tax Evasion

Most individuals and corporations are required. by law, to pay
taxes on earnings and other sources of income. Title 26 U.S.C. §
7201 states that it is illegal for any person to avoid paying taxes
that they, or the corporation they represent. owe.

We coNered the elements of this crime earlier; however, we
shall revisit them here. The elements of the crime include the fol-
lowing:

The suspect owes additional taxes

The suspect attempted to evade the taxes

The suspect willfully attempted to evade the taxes

Failing to Filo, Supply Information, or Pay Tax
Title 26 § 7203 basically states that if you are required to
file a tax return, you must file it; if you are required to pay a tax,
vou must pay it; and if you are required to keep records or supply
information concerning taxes. von must keep the records or sup-
ply the inf4mation.

If the suspect failed to file, the elements of the crime include
the following:

Duty to file

Failure to file

Wi I !fulness



§ 7206. Fraud and false state-

ment
Ito person who II) II

makes and subscribes an
return. statement. or other docu-

ment. whb-h contains or is reri-

fied by ri written thclaration that
is made under penalties or per-
jars. and uhich he does not
heliere to be true Mid correct as

to erers material matter_ shall
he guilt.% (y. a felon and upon
conriction. shall he fined not
more than 8250.000 t8500.000

in the rust. u corporation) or

imprisoned not more than 3
teors. or hi ds. together with the

emlsorproseention.

If the suspect failed to supply information, the elements of the
crime include the following:

Duty to supply information

Failure to supply information

Willfulness

If the suspect failed to pay taxes. the elements of the crime
include the f011owing:

Duty to pay

Failure to pay

Willfulness

Filing a False or Fraudulent Return
When you file your federal income tax form. you place your signa-
ture on it. in doing so. you state that the information presented on
the form is accurate. Now, if you know that Your return is not
accurate, but you sign it anyway. you're filing a fraudulent return
in violation of Title 26 U.S.C. § 7206.

rl'he elements of the crime include the following:

The suspect made and subscribed under penalty of perjury

Tlw suspect knew that the statement was false or fraudulent

Willfulness
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Federal Statutes: Title 15, Commerce and Trade

Title 15 contains statutes related to the exchange, buying, or sell-
ing of piods, productions. and propertie.3 of any kind. There are
three -acts" contained in Title 15 that are of particular interest to
the financial investigator. They are discussed below.

Securities Act of 1933
The Securities Act of 1933 (Title 15 U.S.C. § 77 et sect) provides
for registration of securities which are to be sold to the public and
for complete information as to the issuer and stock offering. A
security is a stock. bond. note. or other document that represents
a share in a company or a debt owed by a company or government

entity.

Securities Exchange Act of 1934
The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (Title 15 U.S.C. § 78 et sect)
governs the operation of stock exchanges and over-the-counter
trading. lt requires, among other things, publication of informa-
tion concerning stocks which are listed on these exchanges.

Title 15 contains numerous statutes which prohibit false
statements and other fraudulent activity in connection with secu-
ritv transactions, These laws contain ci% il and administrative
remedies, enforced by the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC). as well as criminal sanctions enforced I ). LiI Ie .epartment
of Justice. Whether a particular violation is prosecuted civilly or
criminally depends in large nwasure on the degree of willfulness
that can be proven.

Electronic Funds Transfer Act
An electronics fund transfer is a transaction with a financial
institution bv means of a computer, telephone, or electmnic
instrunwnt. The Electronic Vunds "I'ransfer Act provides a basic
framework establishing the rights, liabilities, and responsibilities
of participants in electronic funds transfer systems. The zict
addresses the provision of individual consumer rights.



"Computer crime- is a new term in law enforcement, and the
Electronic Funds Transfer Act is one of several statutes that
relates to this type of crime. In a computer crime, the computer
can be the instrument of a crime or the object of one. As an
instrument, a computer may be used to steal funds from a bank
account. As the object of a crime, the information contained in a
computer may be stolen, altered, or destroyed. Most computer
crimes are still prosecuted under traditional fraud, theft, and
embezzlement statutes. Generally, the elements of a computer
crime include the following:

Unauthorized access (or excee(ling one's authority)

An intent to defraud

Obtaining anything of value
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Federal Statutes: Title 31, Money and Finance

§ 5313. Reports on Domostk
Coins and Currency Transactions

(a) When a domestic financial
institution is inrolred in 0 trans-

action for du, payment. receipt.

or transfer of mins or cur-
rency tor other monetari instru-

ments the Secretar.v of the
Treasury prescribes). in an
amount, denomination, or

amount and denomination, or
under circumstances the

Secretan prescribes by regula-

tion. the institution and any
other participant in the transac-

tion the Secretary nun prescribe

shall file a report on tIle transac-

tion at tlw time and in the way
the .;ecretary prescribes...

§ 5324. Structuring Trans-
actions to Evade Reporting
Requirement Prohibited
No person shall for the purpose

()/ eroding the report require-
ments of section 53/3((,) with
respect to such transaction

( I) use lh attempt to cause a
domestic financial institution to

fail to file a report required
under section 53 1 3(a):

(2) cattce or attempt to muse a

domestic fimmentl institution to

file a report required under sec-

tion 5313(a) that contains a
material omission or misstate-

ment offnct: or
(31 structure or assist in sinic-
luring, or attempt to structure or

as(ist in structuring. aro trans-
action with one or more domestic

financial institutions.

Title 31 contains statutes governing the money and finances of the
United States government. The two statutes listed below relate to
the movement of money through a financial institution.

Financial transactions in excess of 810,000 in currency must
be reported on a Currency Transaction Report (CTR). Title 31
U.S.C. § 5313 requires that financial institutions file this report.
If a person takes actions to falsely or fraudulently stop a financial
institution from filing the report with the federal government, a
violation of criminal law has occurred.

Title 31 U.S.C. § 5324 makes it illegal for an individual to
attempt to -structure transactions- in such a way as to evade the
reporting requirements of Title 31 U.S.C. § 5313. Such structur-
ing would include:

breaking deposits into amounts less than 810.000

withdrawing currency in amounts less than 510.000

utilizing various financial documents (cashiers checks. cer-
tified checks. money or(lers)



Summary

This chapter has detailed important federal statutes relating to
financial investigations. The successful financial investigator is
one who can sort out the elements of a crime from the legalese of
a statute so that he or she is in a position to gather the evidence
needed to prove a violation and sustain a conviction.
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Questions and Exercises

Answer the following questions then check your responses with
those provided at the back of the book.

I. What are the differences between civil law and criminal law?

2. What are the differences between felonies and misdemeanors?

3. What is the difference between a crime that is "mala pro-
hibita" and one that is triala in se?"

4. Descriptions of criminal activities are listed below. For each
description, identify all federal statutes that may have been vio-
lated and the elements of the crime. Refer only to those statutes
contained in Chapter 2.

a. Jerry Wilson owns a clothing store in Chicago. fle agreed to let
a drug dealer buy thousands of dollars of clothes there, using $10,
820, and $50 bills that had been used to buy crack and cocaine
on the streets.

b. Troy Avery is a high-ranking civil servant employed by the
U.S. Navy, lie has ties with a sports agent. One of the contractors
who works with Avery has a son who is sure to be the first player
selected in the college fmtball draft. Avery tells this contractor
that he had better convince his son to sign with Avery's sports
agent friend or Avery will see to it that the contractor loses his
job.



c. Jenny Lawrence cons unsuspecting victims into buying bogus
vacation packages by placing adds offering inexpensive vacations.
in newspapers and listing an 800 number for potential victims to
call.

d. David Stevens is employed by First National Bank and Trust.
He is diverting money, via wire transfers, from the bank's general
ledger account to a personal account at another bank.

e. Linda Carson is the president of a consulting firm that has
fallen on hard times. But Linda has some dirt on a competitor and
threatens to expose a kickback scheme that this person's com-
pany is involved in unless the competitor drops its pursuit of a
contact that Linda's company is bidding on.

f. Susan Tompkins is required to pay estimated taxes four times a
Year. She has missed one payment and has no intention paying
the other three.

5. Lance Gordon is a drug trafficker. Each week, he deposits his
profits in several different banks and makes sure that each
deposit is less than 810.000. What statute is he violating?
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Evidence

CHAPTER 3

n Chapter 2, some of the federal statutes of inter-
;

est to the financial investigator were identified. A
corresponding list of the "elements of the crime"

was provided for many of the statutes. These elements are of par-
ticular importance to the investigator because they direct the
focus of the evidence gathering process. In this chapter we will
discuss various concepts related to evidence. We will look at the
differences between direct and circumstantial evidence. We will
discuss various standards of proof and see how the standard of
proof for a criminal case differs from the standards for a civil
case. Selected "rules of evidence" also will be presented. The
chapter begins with a discussion of the grand jury process, for it
is here that initial evidence gathering efforts help determine
whether a suspect in a criminal case goes to trial.

After studying Chapter 3, you should be able to:

Describe the grand jury process.

Describe the "investigative tools" used by the grand jury.

Define evidence.

Distinguish among the five standards of proof.

Describe different classifications of evidence.

Determine the admissibility of evidence by applying
selected rules of evidence.
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One of the major responsibilities of a financial investigator is
to gather evidence. But there are many things the investigator
must consider in his or her quest for evidence. Does the evidence
bear directly upon a fact the prosecution wants to pmve or must
inferences be made to link the evidence to a fact? Is the person
who supplied some relevant fact able to testiN to that fact or are
the communications between that person and the accused privi-
leged? This chapter provides an introduction to many concepts
surrounding the collection, strength, and admissibility of evi-
dence. But before we get into a discussion of evidence, we will
look at the grand jury process. It is here that the determination is
made to charge someone with a violation of criminal law. The evi-
dence an investigator collects plavs a large role in determining
whether there is sufficient cause to believe that the accused com-
mitted a crime.

The Grand Jury

The American tiN stem of justice is adversarial in nature. This
means that both parties involved in the litigation (prosecution and
accused) present evidence to a third party (judge or jury) for a
determination of who is right or wrong (guilt or innocence). This
differs dramatically from other systems of justice. For example. in

an inquisitional system, defendants are presumed guilty and the
evidence to convict them is extracted from their mouths.

One of the many legal concepts that the American colonists
brought with them from England was that an individual accused of
a high crinw or major criminal violation should stand accountable
to that accusation in front of his or her peers. Under our
Constitution, a person cannot be indicted, receive a formal written
complaint of criminal charges. without first having th, facts and the
reasons leading up to and contained within the indictment reviewed

and approved by a jury of his or her peers a grand fury.

At the federal level, a grand jury consists of 16 to 23 people
chosen from the general poinilatim in a judicial district. 'Fhe jurors
investigate accusations against people and other entities. Upon a
finding of probable cause. a grand jury returns an indictment which
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requires the accused to stand trial for a criminal violation.
Normally a grand jury -sits,- or deliberates, for a period of

eighteen months to perkrm its function. Grand jun proceedings
are held in secrecy, and as such, only the jurors. government
attorney, witness, and stenographer are present while the jury is
in session. When the jun- is deliberating or voting, no one else is
allowed in the jun. room.

The role of the grand jury is that of fact finder. The jury meets
to gather information and documents, and to listen to witness tes-
timony concerning alleged criminal violations. After the informa-
tion, documents and testimony have been gathered. the grand
jury decides. by voting, whether or not to return a criminal
indictment. It takes 12 jurors to return an indictment. no matter
how large the jun..

Tools of the Grand Jury
To accomplish their fact finding, the grand jun has the power to
call witnesses to provide testimony, to issue orders that require
the production of records, and to impose legal sanctions to ensure
cmnpliance with its powers. The primary investigative tool of the
grand jun is the subpoena which requires a witness to appear
befOre the grand jurv. A subpoena can also require a witness to
produce records and documents. A subpoena details the testi-
nmny or records to be supplied and the place and time for the wit-
ness' appearance before the grand jury. Subpoenaed witnesses
that fail to comply can be cited ffir contempt of court and those
that are dishonest while providing testimony may face perjury
charges. Witnesses may not have their attorneys present with
them during the grand jury proceeding. however witnesses can
confer with their attorneys outside the grand jury proceedings
before answering questions.

Another grand jury investigative tool is the grant of immu-

nity. Immunity is granted to convince or compel a witness to pro-
vide testimony or produce documents. By guaranteeing that the
witness will not be prosecuted. the grand jury can obtain impor-
tant information otherwise unavailable. There are two types of

immunity grants: transactional and use.
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Transadional Immunity
Transactional immunity completely protects the witness from
prosecution for any criminal offenses about which he or she testi-
fies during the grand jury proceedings. If a witness states that she
has laundered money for a drug dealer, she cannot be charged for
the offense if she has been provided transactional immunity. This
form of immunity is rarely used.

Use Immunity
Use immunity protects witnesses from the prosecution's "use" of
their testimony against them. Let's look at that same witness who
laundered drug money. If she is granted use immunity, she cannot
be prosecuted for money laundering unless the prosecuting attor-
ney can develop independeni information and evidence from a
completely separate source of the witness' criminal wrongdoing.

Immunity can be given either formally or informally. Formal

immunity is granted by the court. As part of a grand jury proceed-
ing, the prosecuting attorney makes an application to a court (i.e.
federal judge) requesting a grant of formal immunity for the wit-
ness. The court official reviews the application and bases his or
her findings on:

The importance of the information to the success of the
investigation

The availability of the information from other sources

The culpability of the witness

If the court approves the application, a grant of formal immu-
nity is issued to the witness.

Informal immunity is offered to grand jury witnesses by the
prosecuting attorney via issuance of a "letter of immunity."
Such a letter assures witnesses that their grand jury testimony
will not be used against them in any subsequent criminal legal
proceeding.

Immunity is a powerful tool and the investigator and prose-
cuting attorney must use it wisely. They must weigh the evidence
they will receive from a witness against that witness criminal
wrong doings. The prosecutor will usually ask for a proffer. This
is a statement from the witness which details his involvement
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and cannot be used against him. It is used to determine if immu-
nity should be offered.

Role of the Financial Investigator
in the Grand Jury Process
Financial investigators routinely work with grand juries. They
serve subpoenas, gather information, take testimony from wit-

nesses, and report their investigative findings to the grand jury.
The cloak of secrecy applies to all information gathered by the
agent during the grand jury proceedings.

The financial investigator also assists the prosecution in the
investigative decision-making process. The investigator who has
talked to witnesses and analyzed the financial information can
advise the attorney on issues such as order of witness appearance,
questions to ask the witness, and even whom to offer immunity
grants.

A major advantage in conducting financial investigations
through the grand jury process is the ability for various law
enforcement agencies to work together. Allegations of criminal
violations often impact various statutes for which numerous agen-
cies hold investigative authority. Under the auspices of the. grand
jury, multiple violations can be simultaneously investigated and
ultimately charged through a coordinated multi-agency effort.

One disadvantage to conducting an investigation through the
grand jury process is related to the secrecy requirements of the
grand jury. Grand jury information may not be used in non-grand
jury investigations unless a court order is obtained permitting the
release of the grand jury information. If a suspect is not indicted
by the grand jury, the gran(l jury's investigative findings cannot be
used in other investigative activities (i.e. intelligence sharing or
other ongoing investigations) unless so authorized by a court
order.
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What Is Evidence?

From the discussion on the grand jury proceeding, you can see
that the financial investigator's role as a gatherer of evidence is a
vital one. In its simplest terms, evidence is anything that can
make a person believe that a fact or proposition is true or false.
Both parties involved in a lawsuit can submit evidence to prove
their points. In a criminal case, the prosecution must present evi-
dence to prove the commission of a crime. They do so by gather-
ing information, documents, and other items that prove the
elements of a crime. The defense presents evidence to show that
allegations are invalid.

Standards of Proof

Evidence is collected to establish proof. In the world of law
enforcement, the concept of proof varies according to the situa-
tion. In a criminal case, evidence must establish proof of a crime
"beyond a reasonable doubt." In most civil cases, evidence must
be strong enough to incline a person to believe one side over the
other. Discussions concerning five standards of proof follow.

Beyond a Reasonable Doubt
A defendant charged with a criminal violation is presumed inno-
cent until proven guilty. In a criminal proceeding, the government
bears the burden of proving that the accused is guilty of the
charges the accused does not have to prove his or her inno-
cence. To receive a guilty verdict, the government must prove
each and every element of a crime beyond a reasonable doubt.

The concept of beyond a reasonable doubt is something that
many of us talk about and, perhaps. struggle with. We do not have
to be sitting On a jury to give our personal opinions about a case.
We can read about a case in the newspaper. Some, we can watch
on television. So, when we get ready to give our personal verdicts
of guilt or innocence. we must measure the evidence presented
and determine if the prosecution has proven its case beyond a
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reasonable doubt. And then we ask ourselves "What is meant
by 'reasonable doubt'?"

Reasonable doubt is the degree of certainty that you have in
accomplishing or transacting the more important concerns of your
everyday life. For example, you are out for your nightly walk
around the neighborhood and you stop at an intersection. At the
same time, a car happens to pull up to a stop sign at the same
intersection. You and the driver make eve contact and the driver
waves at you to cross the street. You cross because you are con-
vinced, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the car will not pull out
and run over you.

We just described "reasonable doubt" in lav person's terms.
Let's see how the court defines "reasonable doubt?" A recent
court decision (U.S. v. Sunderland) defines the concept as follows:

A reasonable doubt, is a doubt founded upon a consideration

of all the evidence and must be based on reason. Beyond a
reasonable doubt does not mean to moral certainty or
beyond a mere possible doubt or an imaginary doubt. It is
such a doubt as would deter a reasonably prudent man or
woman from acting or deciding in the more important mat-
ters involved in his or her own affairs. Doubts which are not
based upon a reasonable and careful consideration of all the

evidence, what are purely imaginar y. or borne qf sympathy
alone, should not be considered and should not influence
your verdict. It is only necessary that you should hare cer-
tainty with which you transact the more important concerns
in life. If You hare that certaint.1; then you are convinced
beyond a reasonable doubt.

A clefendant may not be convicted upon mere suspicion or
conjecture. A defendant should be acquitted if the evidence is
equally consistent with innocence as with guilt.'

Preponderance of Evidence
The degree of proof required in many civil rimers is a preponder-

ance of evidence. Let's say you are sitting on a jury in a case



involving a lawsuit where one person is suing the other. You listen
to the evidence presented by the defendant and then you listen to
the evidence presented by the plaintiff. When it comes time to
deliberate, you find that you happen to believe the plaintiff. Both
sides presented evidence but the evidence presented by the
plaintiff made you believe that person. This is proof by prepon-
derance of evidence evidence that inclines an impartial mind
to one side rather than the other. And with preponderance of evi-
dence, it is not the quantity of evidence that matters, it's the qual-
ity. For example:

...when it is said that the burden rest upon either party to
establish any particular fact or proposition by preponderance
or greater weight of evidence, it is meant that the evidence
offered and introduced in support thereof to entitle said
party to a verdict, should, when fully and thoroughly con-
sidered, produce the stronger impression upon the mind and
be more convincing when weighed against the evidence
introduced in opposition thereto. Such preponderances are
not always to be determined by the number of witnesses on
the respective sides, although it may be thus determined all
of the things being equal.2

Clear and Convincing Evidence
Another standard of proof used in certain civil cases where fraud
may be involved is clear and convindng evidence. This type of
proof is not proof beyond a reasonable doubt as required in a
criminal case. but is stronger than a mere preponderance of evi-
dence as normally required in a civil matter. For example:

A mere preponderance of the evidence, meaning merely the
greater weight qf the evidence, is not sufficient to prove
fraud. This does not mean that you must be convinced of
fraud beyond a reasonable doubt, because this is not a crim-
inal case. However, an allegation of fraud does require a
greater degree of proof than is required in most civil cases.

and a mere preponderance of the evidence while enough to
incline the mind of an impartial juror to one side qf the issue
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rather than the other, is not enough to prove fraud. Fraud
must be established by evidence which is clear, cogent, and
convincing.3

Probable Cause
The three standards of proof just presented can be distinguished
from probable cause which serves as the basis for arrest and
search warrants. Probable cause is all the facts and circum-
stances within the knowledge of an investigator about a criminal
activity that can be considered reasonable and trustworthy. For an
arrest warrant to be issued, probable cause must be sufficient to
cause a person of reasonable caution to believe that a crime has
been committed and that the accused has committed it. To have a
search warrant issued, probable cause must be sufficient to make
a reasonable person believe that a crime has been or will be com-
mitted and that the evidence sought exists in the place to be
searched. Probable cause requires more than mere suspicion or
hunches but less than a preponderance of evidence.

Suspicious Situation
At the opposite end of the spectrum from "beyond a reasonable
doubt" in the continuum of standards of proof is the suspicious
situation. In Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968). the Supreme Court
establishe.d case law stating that police may briefly detain and
question a person for investigative purposes if there exists spe-
cific "articulable suspicions." Such a valid detainment of a sus-
pect may yield evidence to effect arrest or provide evidence in
support of a crime.

Classifications of Evidence

Now that you are familiar with the standards of proof. let's look at
the types of evidence that can be presented. In legal terminology,
evidence has various classifications. Evidence may be classified
according to its proof results (direct or circumstantial) or accord-



ing to its source (real, documentary, or testimonial). The following
paragraphs describe the different classifications of evidence.
Evidence admitted through a process called "judicial notice- is
also discussed.

Direct Evidence
A person under investigation is suspected of accepting a $5.000
bribe. Another person states that he was with the suspect. on
November 12. 1992 and saw the suspect accept the bribe. This
person has provided direct evidence of the crime. Direct evidence
is evidence to the precise point at issue.' A person is suspected of
accepting a bribe: another person says he saw the suspect accept
a bribe. Nothing needs to be inferred or presumed.

Circumstantial Evidence
Now let's look at the same suspect. only this time let's look at
some evidence that is not directly related to the point at issue. A»
investigator states that the suspect's bank statement reveals that
the suspect deposited 85,000 on November 12. 1992. Another
person testifies that on November 12, 1992, she saw the suspect
having breakfast with the person suspected of offering the bribe.
When looked at individually, neither of these pieces of evidence
prove that the suspect accepted a bribe. However, viewed
to;:ether, vou get the feeling that the suspect could have accepted
the bribe at breakfast and then deposited it in his bank.

The evidence presemed in the previous paragraph is circum-

stantial vidence. Circumstantial evidence is evidence relating to

a series of facts other than those at issue that tend, by inference.
to establish the fact at issue.7' Circunistantial evidence proves the
existence of the fact indirectly and depends on the strength of the
inferetwes raised by the evidence. The use of circumstantial ev
(imp is recognized by the courts as a legitimate means of proof
when it involves proving several material facts which, when con-
sidered in a relationship to each other, tend to (stablish the exis-
tence of the principle or ultimate fact.

Circumstantial evidence is the only type of evidence gener-
ally available to show certain elements of a crime. such as malice.
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willfulness, intent, or legal concepts which exist only in the mind
of the perpetrator of the deed. Accordingly. the proof of most
financial violations is based upon circumstantial evidence.

Real Evidence
Real evidence is evidence that is tangible: it can be presented to
the jury for inspection. Material objects such as knives. bullets.
guns, and jewelry are examples of real evidence.

Documentary Evidence
Documentary evidence consists of writings and documents, such
as judicial or official records, contracts. deeds. and the less for-
mal writings such as letters, memorandums, books. and records of
private persons and organizations. Documentary evidence is pri-
marily circumstantial in nature and must be introduced by a wit-
ness who can testify to the existence and authenticity of the
evidence.

Testimonial Evidence
Testimonial evidence is evidence .iven by word of mouth.
Witnesses under oath aml affirmation provide testimonial evi-
dence. A witness is a person who can testify as to what he or she
knows from haying seen. heard, or otherwise observed.

Judicial Notice
Not everything presented during a trial must be proved. There are
matters so well known to the court that it would be a waste of time
to ('ompel a party to offer evidence of their truth. For example, it
is a well known fact that the fOrmula for water is lt.A). There's no
reason for a lawyer to call a witness to the stand to attest to that

fact. The judge can allow the court to accept certain facts as evi-
dence through a legal process known as judicial notice. However.

if there is evidence which reasonably Inns a fact in dispute. judi-
cial notice will not be taken.



Rules of Evidence

The investigator is the one who gathers evidence during the
investigative process. For the investigator, evidence of financial
crimes includes the following:

Admissions and confessions freely given by the suspect

Statements made by witnesses who either observed the
criminal event or were victimized by it

Physical things which relate to the criminal activity (i.e.
books and records, currency, bank account information,
etc.)

Analysis completed by the investigator

But even the best of evidence, that which would result in
overwhelming indications of guilt, will mean nothing and will be
inadmissible at trial if the investigator ignores the rules and pro-
cedures regarding the admissibility of evidence at trial. These
rules directly impact on the financial investigator during the
investigative process.

At the federal level, the rules governing criminal procedures
a.nd evidence have been codified and represent the benchmark to
follow when gathering information during the investigative
process. The following rules are relevant to financial investiga-
tions:

Rule 401. Relevancy and Competency

Rule 501, Privileged Communications

Rule 801, Hearsay

Rule 901(a). Chain of Custody

Rules 1001 and 1002, Best Evidence and Requirement of
Original



Relevancy and Competency (Rule 401)
To be admissible, evidence must be relevant and competent. These
terms are not synonymous. If a fact offered in evidence relates in
some logical way to the principle fact it is considered to be roar
want. The compeoncy of evidence means that the fact offered into
evidence is adequately sufficient, reliable, and relevant to the case
and is presented by a qualified and capable witness.

Relevancy implies a traceable and significant connection. A
fact may not bear directly on the principle fact but it is consid-
ered relevant if it constitutes one link in a chain of evidence or if
it relates to facts that would constitute circumstantial evidence.
Some evidentiary matters that are considered relevant and there-
fore admissible are:"

The motive for a crime

The ability of the defendant to commit this specific crime

The opportunity to commit the crime

Threats or expressions of ill will by the suspect

The means of committing the offense

Physical evidence at the scene linking the accused to the
crime

The suspect's conduct and comments at the time of arrest

The attempt to conceal and/or destroy evidence

Valid confessions

Evidence, even if logically relevant, may be excluded by the
Court if that evidence is likely to inflame or confuse a jury, or
consume too much time. For example, testimony as to the statisti-
cal probability of guilt of the defendant, while logically relevant
when based on prior testimony, may be considered too prejudicial
and unreliable to be accepted by the Court.'

The issue of competency can relate to the witness presenting
the evidence or tIe evidence itself. If a person is called to testify
and does not understand the nature of the oath or is unable to nar-
rate with understanding the facts that he or she is to testify to, that



witness' competency will be questioned. Examples of incompetent
evidence include confessions involuntarily obtained or unsigned
carbon copies of a document which are offered into evidence with-
out any explanation for the failure to produce the original.

Privileged Communications (Rule 501)
This rule is based on the belief that it is necessary to maintain the
confidentiality of certain communications. However, it covers only
those communications that are a "unique product" of a protective
relationship. The one to whom the information has been given
cannot divulge that information without the consent of the other
party. Some of the more prevalent claims to privileged relation-
ships are:

Attorney/Client

Husband/Wife

Clergyman/Penitent

Physician/Patient

Accountant/Client

Law Enforcement Officer/Informant

Attorney/Client
The attorney/client privilege must be strictly adhered to.
However, this privileged relationship does not make every com-
munication between a client to his attorney confidential. It
applies only to those communications meant to be confidential
and made to the attorney in his or her capacity as an attorney.
When it does apply, the privilege covers corporate as well as indi-
vidual clients.

For the investigator, the attorney/client privilege does not
apply when a suspect's attorney is merely a conduit for handling
funds or is involved in something like researching or recording
the transfer of title to real estate (without consultation for legal
advice). Similarly, if the attorney is acting as an accountant or tax
return preparer. this privilege may not lw applicable.

c-o



Husband/Wife
Communications between a husband and wife, privately made,
are generally assumed to have been intended to be of a confiden-
tial nature, and therefore held to be privileged. These communi-
cations remain privileged even after a marriage terminates.
However, if it is obvious from the circumstances or nature of a
communication that no confidence was intended, there is no priv-
ilege. For example, communications between a husband and wife
made in the presence of a friend are not privileged.

In addition to the confidential communication privilege, there
exists an independent privilege a testimonial privilege. A mar-
ried person may refuse to testify against his or her spouse, at least
when the latter is a defendant in a criminal prosecution.

Clergyman/Penitent
The privilege between clergyman and penitent has been recog-
nized in the Federal courts, but this privilege has not been
extended to financial matters, such as contributions made through
a clergyman.

Physician/Patient
Many state courts recognize the physician/patient privilege.
although Federal courts generally have not approved it."

Accountant/Client
The accountant/client communication privilege is not recognized

under common or Federal law. Workpapers belonging to an
accountant are not privileged and must be produced if required.
Similarly, a suspect may be required to produce an accountant's
workpapers if they are in his or her possession.

An accountant employed by an attorney, or retained by a per-
son at the attorney's request to perform services essential to the
attorney/client relationship. may he covered by the attorney/client
privilege.

Law Enforcement Officer/Informant
T:.;s privikge allows law enforcement agencies to withhold from
disclosure the identit y of persons who furnish information con-
cerning violations of law. Unlike other privileges, it is the identity
of the informant that is privileged, not the communication.



This privilege also differs from the others in that it can be
waived only by the government, whereas the otheis are for the
benefit of, and can be waived by, the accused individual. Where
disclosure of an informant's identity or the content of the coMmu-
nication is relevant to a fair trial, the court may order disclosure.
If the government withholds the information, the court could dis-
miss the charges.

Conversations in the known presence of third parties do not
fall within the purview of privileged communications. The pro-
tected communications are those that are, in fact, intended to be
confidential. Exceptions are recognized for those situations where
third parties are indispensable to the communication itself (i.e.,
legal secretary, stenographer, or transcriber).

Hearsay (Rule 801)
Hearsay is evidence that does not conie from the personal knowl-
edge of the declarant but from the repetition of what the declarant
has heard others say. For example, an investigator says that the
suspect's business manager told him that checks written by the
suspect were for personal expenses, not business expenses. This
information would be considered hearsay and inadmissible in
court. The information would be admissible if the business man-
ager provided the testimony.

The major reason hearsay is inadmissible is the potential
unreliability of the witness providing the hearsay. Witnesses must
tell what they themselves know, not what they have heard from
others. Testimony that merely repeats what another person said is
not admitted as evidence because of the possibility of distortion
or misunderstanding.9

The justice system recognizes that there are occasions when
exceptions to the hearsay rule must be made. From a financial
investigative standpoint, exceptions to the hearsay rule include
the following:"'

Valid confession/tacit admission

Prior statements

Statement against interest
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Res gestae statement/excited utterance

Dying declaration

Official records rule

Shop book rule

Expert testimony

Valid Confession/Tadt Admission
A valid confession is a statement by the suspect acknowledging
the facts and validity of those facts upon which a criminal convic-
tion rests. Perhaps during an interview with the suspect, the sus-
pect tells the investigator: "Yeah, I took the money. I got sick of
my boss living the easy life off of all the hard work that I do so I
forged his name to a couple of checks and tried to take off for
South America.- A tacit admission is less than a full acknowledg-
ment by the suspect but is a statement of facts relative to his or
her criminal activity. An investigator can offer into evidence a
valid confession or tacit admission only if it was legally obtained
during the course of an investigation.

Prior Statements

If a defendant takes the stand in his or her own defense, the pros-
ecution can introduce, during cross-examination, statements
made by the defendant at prior trials or hearings. This is done to
show inconsistencies with the defendant's current testimony. or to
reflect expressed or implied charges against the defendant relat-
ing to the current trial.

Statement Against Interest
A statement against interest is a prior acknowledgment of a
material fact relevant to an issue now being litigated but this prior
acknowledgment differs from what is now being claimed. For
example, in a tax evasion prosecution, evidence in the form of a
financial statement submitted for life insurance shows a defen-
dant's net worth to be higher than she now claims. This prior
statement can be used as evidence against the defendant.
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Res Geste. Statement (Excited Utterance)

A FOS gestate statement is a spontaneous comment made at a
time of great emotional strain (i.e., at the time of arrest or at the
scene of an accident). The theory to allow this exception to the
hearsay nile is that it is very likely thai a statement made at such
a time is a truthful response. For example, during a raid of a
bookmaking establishment, one of the persons in the establish-
ment, upon seeing the raiding officers enter the room says: "Burn

the betting slips!" Even though the speaker is never identified
and is not available as a witness, an investigator who heard the
statement may be permitted to testify about it to prove that betting

slips existed.

Dying Declarations
Dying deelarations, either orally or in writing, are presumed to be
forthright and honest statements. Since the witness is unavailable.
an exception to the hearsay rule is made and the person who
heard the dying declaration can testify to its validity.

Official Records Rule
The official records rule allows for the introduction of books.
records. reports, and compilations kept as a regular and routine
duty by a public official. Custodians of those records, even though
they did not make the record per se. may introduce and act as
witnesses for this type of official record at trial.

Shop Book Rule
The shop book nile states that books of original entry kept in the
regular course of business can be introduced in court bv the per-
son who has custody of the books even though this person may
not be the person who made the original entries to the books. In
this instance, the "custodiati- must authenticate the records. tes-
tify that he or she is the custodian. that the entries are original
(not copi('s). and finally, that the entries were made contempora-
neously with the transactions transerilwd therein. For example. in
attempting to 'wove a sales transaction between the defendant and
Company ABC. the prosecution would call as a witness an
employee of Company ABC who would bring the businf'ss's book-
keeping records to court. This emidoyee. wit° is not the person
who made the original entries into the Woks, miuld prot e the



sales transaction by showing how the funds paid to Company
ABC by the defendant were recorded in the business's bookkeep-
ing system.

Expert Testimony
In cases where the subject matter is too difficult or too technical
for jurors to understand without assistance, expert testimony is
permitted.

Chain of Custody (Rule 901(a))
This rule requires that when evidence is obtained during the
course of an investigation, it should be marked, identified. inven-
toried, and preserved to maintain its original condition and to
establish a dear chain of custody until it is introdueed at trial.
This rule applies to documentary evidence and any other objects
acquired by the investigator. The term -acquired- means that the
evidence was obtained as a result of a subpoena. search warrant.
voluntary submission, or discovery during the course of the finan-
cial investigation. If gaps in possession or custody occur, the evi-
dence itself may be challenged at trial on the theory that the
document or object introduced mav not be the original or is not in
its original condition, and therefore is of doubtfill authenticity.

For a document to be considered admissible as evidence. it
is necessary to prove that it is the same document that was
secured by the investigator and that it is in the same condition as
it was when it was secured. An investigator who obtains original
documents should immediately identify them by some type of
marking so that he or she can later testify that they are the docu-
ments that were obtained and that they are in the same condition

as they were when first obtained. Markings indude an investiga-
tor's initials and the (late the information was obtained, and
could be placed in the margin, in the corner, or in some other
inconspicuous place on the front or back of each document
secured. If circumstances dictate that such markings would ren-
der the document subject to attack on the grounds that it has
been defaced or that the document is not in the same condition
as when it was obtained, the investigator may place the docu-
ment into an envelope and write a descripti(ni or any other iden-



tifying information relating to the document on the face of the
envelope.

Best Evidence and Requirement of Original
(Rules 1001 and 1002)
The Best Evidence Rule applies only to documentary evidence. It
states that the best proof of the contents of a document is the doc-
ument itself. However, if an original has been destroyed or is in
the hands of another party and it is not subject to legal process by
search warrant or subpoena, an authenticated copy of that original
may be substituted as evidence.

Facts about a document, other than its contents, are provable
without its production. For example, the fact that a sales contract
was made is a fact separate from the actual terms of the contract
and may be proved by testimony alone.

Certain documents such as leases, contracts, or even letters,
which are signed in more than one copy are all considered origi-
nals and any one of the copies may be produced as an original.
Production consists of either making the written document avail-
able to the judge and counsel for the adversary', or having it read
aloud in open court.

All evidence falling short of the standard for best evidence is
classified as secondary evidence. Secondary evidence may be
either the testimony of witnesses or a copy of the writing. Before
secondary evidence can be admitted, there must be satisfactory
evidence showing the present or former existence of an original
document. It must be established that the original has been
destroyed, lost, stolen or otherwise unavailable. Further, it must
be established that the party offering the document into evidence
attempted all reasonable means to obtain the original. In each
case, the sufficiency of the search for the original is a matter to be
determined by the court. If a document is offered as secondary
evidence, it must be shown to be a correct copy of the original.

For federal purposes, secondary evidence may be either a
copy of the document or testimony of witnesses relating to the
contents of the docunient itself. For example, the testimony of an
investigator as to the contents of a sales invoice that is unavail-
able vanild be secondary evidence. The investigator's testimony is



admissible even though the person who prepared the invoice is
available to testify. The Best Evidence Rule will not be invoked to .

exclude oral testimony of one witness merely because another
witness could 'give more conclusive testimony. However, in other
jurisdictions, testimony will not be allowed to prove the contents
of a document if there exists a secondary evidence to prove its
contents. This is known as the malority rule.

If an original document is destroyed by the party attempting
to prove its contents and who is offering it for evidence, secondary
evidence will be admitted if the destruction was in the ordinary
course of business or by mistake, or even intentionally, provided
it was not done for any fraudulent purpose.

Summary

The rules of evidence and procedure establish the legal frame-
work within which the financial investigator works. A full confes-
sion of guilt by the suspect becomes worthless if it was illegally
obtained and therefore inadmissible in court. The investigative
process requires the gathering of information, documents, and
testimony from witnesses, victims, and subjects involved in crimi-
nal activities. Though the legal statutes institute the benchmarks
of right and wrong. and the elements and degrees of proof neces-
sam for criminal conviction, it is the rules of evidence and crimi-
nal procedure that control both the investigative process and the
resultant judicial proceeding.



Questions and Exercises

Answer the following questions then check your responses with
those provided at the back of the book.

1. a. How many jurors usually "sit- on a federal grand jury?

b. How many jurors does it take to return an indictment?

2. Differentiate between transactional immunity and use immu-
nity.

3. What is evidence?

4. What is the relationship between eN idence and proof?

3. Differentiate between the following standards of proof:
"lwyond a reasonable doubt- and "preponderance of evidence.-

6. You are investigating a mail fraud scheme. One of the ele-
ments of the crime is the use of mails to further the scheme.
Provide an example of direct and circumstantial evidence that
you could collect to prove this element of the crime.
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7. What is judicial notice? Provide an example.

8. When an investigator gathers evidence, why is it important
that he or she keep the terms "relevancy" and "competency" in
mind?

9. Todd White is on trial in Federal court for drug trafficking and
money laundering offenses. Read the following descriptions of
proposed testimony and, based on the privilege(l communications
rule, answer the following questions for each (lescription: 1) Is the
testimony admissible in court? and 2) Why or why not?

a. Todd White's wife, Kay, says that before they were marrie(l.
Todd told her that he made a lot of money selling drugs.

1)

2)

b. While they were married, Kay White saw Todd measuring
white powder on a set of scales. She saw him put the white pow-
(ler into bags.

I )

2)
1.)



c. While they were married, Todd told Kay that the powder in the
bags was cocaine. Kay was not involved in the distribution of
drugs.-

1)

2)

d. Todd's Lon, Joey, says his father asked him to sell some
cocaine at school.

1)

2)

e. Leon Norton, Ta(1d's accountant says that Todd tohl him that
he had 825,000 in income from his auto repair business and
$250.000 in income from an inheritance.

1)

2)

66
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f. Kent Parks, Todd's attorney, says that he handled a real estate
closing for a house Todd bought. Todd paid $250,000 for the
house.

1)

2)

10. Why is hearsay evidence inadmissible?

11. What is the shop book rule?

12. What do the terms "best evidence.' and "secondary evi-
dence" mean to an investigator?
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CHAPTER 4

Sources of Information

hapter 3 focused on concepts related to the
collection and admissibility of evidence. This
chapter addresses where to look for informa-

tion that may ultimately be used as evidence against. oi . on the
other hand. in support of a suspect. As a financial investigation
begins, questions concerning a suspect's finances are plentifUl.
Does the suspect own the home in which she lives or does she
rent? If she owns the home, how much did she pay for it and how
did she pay for it? If she rents, how much. does she pay, and is she
the one who pays or does some second party pay the rent? Does
she have a criminal record? Does she own the car she drives?
How did she pay for the trip to China she took last Year? It all
seems pretty simple just ask her! Well. sometimes. if You have
a cooperative suspect. it is that simple. But how cooperative
would you be if you had the authorities investigating your
actions especially if VOU had something to hide?

This chapter begins with a discussion on selecting suspects to
target for an investigation. Tlw decision to target a suspect is not
made lightly as both the suspect and the investigative team can be
affected lw a poor decision. The remainder of the chapter and a
corresponding appendix (Appendix A) identify some of the many
sources of information of interest to an investigator. For the inves-
tigator. the important thing to keep in mind is that most financial
transactions, whether lawful or unlawful. are reconled and can be
recreated if the investigator can piece together the correct "paper
trail". The sources listed in this chapter and Appendix A provide a
foundation fOr the initiation of that paper trail.
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After studying Chapter 4, you should be able to:

Discuss what factors influence the selection of a suspect to
target in an investigation.

Identify appropriate sources to obtain specific information.

Analyze financial records for leads.

No matter how many computers, police cars, or Swat teams
law enforcement may possess, not one criminal will be put behind
bars unless the most precious of all commodities is available
information. Discovering, understanding, analyzing, and using
information is one of the keys to successful law enforcement,
When an investigator initiates an investigation, his or her knowl-
edge of' information sources is invaluable. This chapter and
Appendix A provide you with many sources of information of
interest to the financial investigator. These are selected sources
and by no means should the listings provided be considered
exhaustive. Remember, information is everywhere. The kev is to
focus on information that will resolve the allegation.

Initial Considerations

Before listing and describing various sources of information, we
will explore some of the things that are considered when an inves-
tigation is initiated. What should be considered before targeting a
suspect for investigation? How should an investigator deal with a
suspect as a source of information? What happens when a suspect
refuses to cooperate? Each of these issues will be addressed
below.

Selecting Who to Target for Investigation
The role of a financial investigator is to gather evidence to sup-
port, or in the altel tative, dispel allegations of financial criminal
activity. Where to look and what to look for are two integral ques-
tions facing every investigator. In theory, neither question is diffi-
cult to answer merely look everywhere for everything. But a

.
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problem surfaces when reality is thrown into the equation.
Investigators cannot spend their whole careers, working on only
one investigation. Resources (personnel, equipment, time, and
money) are scarce but law enforcement's challenges are limit-
less. Available resources must be used wisely. Those who deter-
mine which investigations to pursue must deal with questions
like: "Are we willing to commit 100 percent of our investigative
resources for an extended period of time to investigate a high-
level suspect when the probability of a conviction is only 40 per-
cent? Would we be better served by dividing our work force and
investigating three mid-level suspects with a probability of 65
percent success? Hoy about initiating 10 financial investigations
of low-level suspects with a success probability of 95 percent?"

The use of resources is only one factor to consider in deter-
mining which investigations to pursue. Suspects targeted for
investigation also must be 'selected wisely. Determining which
suspects to target is not a simple matter. Thrgeting priorities are
determined through the interaction of judicial interpretation of
law and jury appeal. The decision to target an individual for crim-
inal investigation is a momentous decision. Whether it is called
opening a file, numbering a case, initiating an investigation, or
information gathering, it is going to change a person's life. When
an investigator knocks on the door of a neighbor or shows his or
her badge to a banker to ask questions about the now designated
suspect. a chain of events is put into motion that cannot be
stopped. Arguably, the worst nonphysical event that can occur to
an individual is to have the authorities accuse him or her of crim-
inal activity. Possibly even worse is to have the accusation circu-
lated. among business associates, friends, and family.

When confronted with allegations or investigative findings.
suspects. in addition to telling the truth or lying, have suffered
heart attacks, emotional breakdowns. and committed suicide. In
1985, the United States Attorney's Office, the arm of the Federal
Government that handles criminal prosecutions, declined to pros-
ecute 27 percent of the suspects under investigation. In other
words. in 1985 over one-fourth of the suspects investigated and
subsequently recommended for criminal prosecution at the
Federal level were in fact not prosecuted. Reputations, estab-



lished professions, future business and financial prospects, and
social and family relationships turn on the decision to start an
investigation. The moral of the story is that by whatever means
possible, choose suspects carefully.

The Suspect as a Source of Information
Once a suspect is targeted, the investigator must work the investi-
gation effectively. He or she must identify the essence of the alle-
gations and facts surrounding the crime, and address them early
on in the investigative process. For example, a bank embezzle-
ment scheme would quickly take the investigator to the institu-
tion's books and records. In an alleged tax evasion matter, the
person who prepared the questionable return would be inter-
viewed at the onset of the investigation.

Most often, the best source of information in an investigation
is the suspect. The suspect has the answers to every allegation
and the documents to support or corroborate those answers. Bv
asking the suspect, the investigator may gain access to documents
that sunmiarize the suspect's personal income and expenditures.
These documents could represent everything the investigator
needs to complete the investigation. However, the response to that
same question may vary depending on how the investigator asks
it. There is a significant difference between asking (Would it be
possible for me to take a look at your finance-related documents?)
and commanding (I need to see those documents! Now!).

Law enfOrcement sometimes loses its objectivity when gather-
ing information during the course of an investigation. It can get
demanding and -badge !wavy.- assuming the answer before a
question is asked. Particularly significant investigations or sensa-
tional crimes create intense media attention and public pressure.
Sometimes. the investigator is tempted to go beyond the role of
fact finder and becomes judge. jum and executioner. The key is
to be prokssional. An investigator must conduct every investiga-

tion in a fair and impartial manner using. as opposed to abusing.
the tools of authority. Cooperation from witnesses and the suspect
can be obtained much easier aml more quickly with a fair and
professional approach.

A susiwet who says, "Get out of' here! I'm not giving you any-



thing. Talk to my attorney!" suggests another factor to consider
when asking the suspect for investigative information. The United
States Constitution, which establishes the ground rules for all lev-
els of law enforcement, guarantees certain rights to the criminal,
whether accused or convicted. The right to be secure in one's
home. the right against self-incrimination, and the right to coun-
sel are three important constitutional guarantees that directly
impact financial investigations and the request for information
from the accused.

What happens if the suspect in a financial investigation is
unknown or, if known, refuses to talk or provide records? Is the
investigation over, the matter dropped for lack of information? No,
the search for information turns to other sources. Unlike investi-
gations into crimes of passion where the only people directly
involved in the crime are the criminal and the victim, financial
crimes create "eye witnesses to the crime" every time a financial
transaction occurs. Knowing where to find these witnesses, and
what information they possess, is a key step toward a successful
financial investigation.

When conducting a financial investigation, there are three
things an investigator should keep in mind. They are:

Anyone may be a source of financial information. It's pos-
sible that a suspect's relatives. friends, acquaintances, and busi-
ness associates possess relevant documents. For example.
ex-spouses may have kept records of bank accounts or financial
statements, friends are often given financial documents for safe
keeping. and business associates frequently compile their own
files regarding the "suspectV illegal activities.

Go to the source. In Chapter 3. the "shop book rule" was
described. This rule of evidence identifies the "custodian" of
business records. that is, the individual who can introduce the
records in court. A payroll clerk who works with and has knowl-
edge of the infonnation requested from a business may not be
considered the legal custodian of those records. Tlw legal custo-
dian may be the company's comptroller or some other financial
officer. Only the proper custodian can legally provide the informa-
tion to the investigator.



Have authority. Due to variations in statutory authority
relating to law enforcement's ability to acquire information, an
investigator should know, and follow, the legal requirements for
obtaining, and if needed, compelling, the production of financial
records from a custodian.

The key to any investigation is to know where to look or whom
to ask to obtain knowledge about, or information on, anything.
Sources of financiaL information can be obtained from:

Public records

Business records

Government records

Financial institution records

Informants

The remainder of this chapter deals with information from
public, business, and government records. Financial institution
records are discussed in the next chapter. Using an informant as a
source of financial information is discussed in Chapter 10.

Public Records

Laws and regulations require that records of certain financial
transactions be disclosed and subject to review by anyone who
wishes to inquire. These records are known as public records and

they contain a tremendous amount of valuable financial informa-
tion. The records not only provide answers to questions such as
"What property does the suspect own?, Where is it located? and
What did the suspect pay for they can also be used to estab-
lish leads and corroborate or dispute the suspect's testimony.

Because of the wealth of information available from State,
county, and municipal records. researching public reconls should

be one of the first steps y(01 take in an investigation. The secret.
of course. is knowing where to look. The Mowing pages list and
describe various soumes of imblic reconis.



Real Estate Records
Real estate records are normally maintained in the county where
the real estate itself is located. Land ownership records such as
deeds of ownership and title certificates are kept in the Register
of Deeds or Land County Office. These records identify the cur-
rent and previous owners of the real estate in question.
Additionally, property tax records showing who pays the real
estate taxes on a particular piece property are on file with the Tax
Assessor's Office in the county where the land is located.

Corporate Records
All corporations must tile documents in the state in which the
incorporation occurred. If the incorporation occurred in one state
and the corporation conducts business in another, it normally will
have to file documents as a "foreign corporation" in the state in
which business is conducted. Information concerning corpora-
tions varies somewhat by jurisdiction. but usually the articles of
incorporation, annual reports on franchise taxes, and in some
cases. bylaws, are available. This information can be valuable in
tracing corporate ownership. Corporation documents will reflect
names of the incorporators. the registered agent in the state (nor-
mally the attorney who prepared the documents). and the initial
board of directors and officer-. In a limited number of cases.
financial statements are filed. II a company is publicly held, its
financial statements and record, of significant events must be
filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

Partnerships
A partnership is the association of two or more persons to carry on
as co-owners of a business for profit.2 Partnership records may or
may not be a matter of record in the state where the partnership
was fornied.

In the case of a general partnership, one in which the part-
ners share in all profits and losses, there is normally no require-
ment to file agreements with licensing authorities. Limited
partnerships, where a partner's liability is limited to his or her
investment, are normally filed in the state in which the limited

-
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partnership is formed. This "Certificate of Limited Partnership."'
will usually list the general partners. limited partners, capital
contributions of the partners, agreements regarding the divisions
of profit and loss, and the powers and duties of the various part-
ners.

Trusts
A trust is a legal entity in which a certain person or entity. known
as the.trustee, holds and administers property on behalf of others
(the beneficiaries). Trusts commonly are used as vehicles for land
transactions and other assets. Registration of a trust is required
by some states: however, the beneficiaries of the trust are not
always named.

Assumed Name Indexes
When a person or business conducts business in a name other
than their own (via a name. commercial name. etc.). they must
register their "assumed or fictitious name." An Assumed Name
Certificate is filed in the county, city, or state where the business
was organized. Although primarily used 14 legitimate purposes.
the Assumed Name Certificate can be used to hide principals and
the true nature of the business.

Better Business Bureau
The local Better Business Bureau maintains information cmicern-
ing a business 14 one of the following reasons:

The Bureau received a prior request for information

The business has volunteered information

A complaint has been lodged against the business

Chamber of Commerce
'Hie role of a Chamber of Commerce is to promote the local area.
It maintains information on commercial and industrial establish-
ments within its vicinity as well as information on trade and
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travel. Many Chambers of Commerce publish extensive lists of
business firms within the area and this list often includes the
names of officers of the companies.

Uniform Conimercial Code Filings (UCC)
Filings under the KC are made at the state and county level and
contain information regarding chattel (non-real estate) mortgages.
The UCC filings normally record loans made to individuals or
businesses for the purchase of equipment. furniture, automobiles.
and other types of personal property.

Court Records
Transcripts and legal decisions in criminal and civil law suits are
maintained at the Clerk of Court office. There are separate offices
for the Federal, State, and local court systems. Information relat-
ing to divorce decrees. bankruptcy petitions, judgments. insur-
ance. and property settlements are types of public records filled

with financial information.

Other Public Records
The following financial information is maintained as a matter of
public record by State. county, and municipal government offices.
However. since no nationwide uniformity exists for retrieval, no
specific source is cited.

Mortgages and releases Conditional sales contracts

Change of name Drivers' licenses

Hunting and fishing licenses Building and other permits

Fictitious 1111111(.5 index School and voter registration

Professional registrations Stale 111(01111 lax returns

Personal properly tax returns Beal estate tax payment

Inheritance and gift tax returns Wills

rtters of administration Inventories of estates



Welfare agency records

Public utility records

Workmen's compensation file

Occupancy and business
privilege licenses

Parole officers' and probation
departments' file

Registration of noncorporate
business entities

Minutes of board and agency
proceedings

Judgments, garnishments.
chattel mortgages, and other
liens

Civil Service applications

Health department records

Births, deaths, marriages, and
divorces

Auto licenses, transfers. and
sales of vehicles

Court records of civil and
criminal cases

Registration of corporate
entities and annual reports

Bids, purchase orders,
contracts, and
warrants for payment

State Unemployment
Compensation records

Business Records

Business records are another source of financial information. Every
business, large or small, legal or illegal, generates and maintains
records. The array of records available to the investigator is as var-
ied as the number of businesses in existence. Because of this, only
two examples are presented in this chapter. Appendix A contains a
number of other sources of business records.

Records from the Purchase of Real Estate
Let's say you are investigating Andrew Sinclair and you want to
find out about the house in which he lives. Does he rent or own?
If he rents. ho owns the house? Your investigative research
starts with the public real estate records found at the Register of'
Deeds or I .and County Office in the county where the house is



located. The records reveal that Mr. Sinclair owns the house and
has an outstanding mortgage held by a lending company. The
"warranty deed" indicates that the subject purchased the property
for 8120,000. The "Deed of Trust" (the mortgage document filed
with the county recorder's office) reveals that an outstanding mort-
gage of 8110.000 was obtained from ABC Mortgage Company.

You figure that Mr. Sinclair put the $110,000 mortgage loan
toward the house and paid off the rest with a 810,000 downpay-
ment. You contact ABC Mortgage Company and they confirm that
the suspect has a 8110,000 mortgage, but their information does
not tell you exactly what Mr. Sinclair did with the 8110,000.
Mortgage loans are to be applied toward the house for which they
are granted, but since you are investigating the guy because of
some alleged shady business dealings, you decide to look further.
You look to the business records surrounding the purchase of the
house. Your investigation leads you to Mr. John Phillips, the real
estate lawyer who handled the transaction.

Most real estate transactions are handled by a disinterested
third party acting for both the seller and buyer. This third party is
usually an escrow company or .a real estate attorney. The mort-
gage company submits a cashier's check in the amount of the loan
to the third party who ensures that all funds received are properly
accounted for and that all disbursements are properly made in
accordance with the sales contract.

A real estate sale may involve more than just a straight sale of
the property. There are often additional fees to be paid: sales
commissions to a real estate company, fees for appraisals, payoffs
of existing mortgages, real estate taxes due, and the third party's
service fee. Incoming monies received for the purchase may
include the buyer's earnest money (money given by the buyer to
the seller to bind the purchase agreement), downpayments, and
the amount receb, ed from the mortgage company. After costs are
allocated to the seller and buyer according to the sales contract.
the third party collects and disburses any anlounts due to the
seller and buyer at the closing. Records of these financial transac-
tions are business records and are retrievable lw the investigator.

ABC Mortgage Company had made out the cashier's check for
the mortgage loan to John Phillips, Esquire. Contact with Mr.

r-.



Phillips results in the acquisition of the document found on the
next page. This document is the closing statement for the pur-
chase of the house.

Closing Statement

Due Seller Buyer Credit

Sales price 8120,000 8(120,000)

Earnest money down 50,000

Apprai,a1 (BOO)

Real estate commissions (4,2(X))

Escrow fees (300) (300)

Additional downpayrnent 60.000

Real estate taxes due (5,((X))

New mortgage S / 10,0(X)

Balance due to OR (from) $ 109,700 899,700

Analysis of the closing statement reveals the following:
The seller is to collect $120,000 for the house from the

buyer. Of the $120,000, $10,300 is to be used to pay various fees
($800 to pay for the appraisal. $4,200 for real estate conmiis-
sions, $300 for escrow fees, and $5,000 to pay outstanding real
estate taxes).

When all is said and done, the seller will leave the settle-
ment with $109,700 ($120.0(10 minus 810,300).

The buyer, Mr. Sinclair. must provide $120.300 at closing.
$120.000 to pav for the house and $300 for his share of the
escrow.

Mr. Sinclair ends up having $220,000 at dosing. He pro-
vided 850.000 in earnest money. $60,000 in an additional down-
payment, and $110,000 from the mortgage company.

'Hie earnest money ($50,000) and additional downpavment
($60,000) are applied to the purchase price of the house
(8120.000). This means that the buyer owes only $10,000
($120,000 minus $110,000) toward the house.



810,000 of the loan supplied by ABC Mortgage ($110,000)
will be used to cover the remaining 810,000 due to the seller.
$300 will be used to pay the buyer's share of the escrow. 899,700
[8100,000 minus (810,000 + $300)] remains. This money is pro-
vided back to Mr. Sinclair who initially brought the $220,000 to
the closing. He can use the money to eventually pay off the mort-
gage, invest in other properties, etc.

Through this analysis, you realize that what you had originally
thought (that the $110,000 mortgage was applied to the purchase
price with the remaining 810,000 covered by a downpayment) is
far from true. What you discover instead, is that Mr. Sinclair
applied for and received a 8110,000 mortgage loan when he
really needed only $10,000. This discovery leads to other ques-
tions: Where did Andrew Sinclair get 150,000 earnest money and
$60,000 for a downpayment? Did he falsify his application for the
mortgage loan?

Your investigation into Andrew Sinclair's real estate deal may
lead you to other business records pertaining to a real estate
transaction. These records include:

A sales contract

Special instructions

Photocopies of instruments used to make earnest money
payments and downpavments

A ppraisals

Receipts for currency received

Existing mortgage loan payoff calculations (most often a
statement from the existing mortgage company)

A copy of new loan agreements. promissory notes. and
related documents

A copy of the instrument received from the new mortgage
company who disbursed the new loan

Copies of instruments received from Inlyer/seller at closing
for amounts due



Copies of all checks disbursed by the escrow company/real
estate attorney at closing

Correspondence with buyer and seller

Broker's Worksheet, Buyer's Closing Statement, and Seller's

Closing Statement

Records from the Purchase of a Vehicle
Similar to real estate information, both public and business
records exist regarding motor vehicle transactions. State and/or
county governments maintain comprehensive files listing vehicle
ownership. The vehicle's identification number (VIN) can be
cross-referenced to find the registered owner or vice versa.
Finance companies or financial institutions that have an interest
in the vehicle (lien holder) are recorded as a matter of public
record.

The financial investigation into vehicle ownership should not
stop after searching public records or lien holder information.
Business records kept by automobile dealerships often provide
detailed financial information and usually include:

Various sales contracts/offers prepared by the salesman
during negotiations

The final sales contract or purchase agreement

Loan documents if the customer obtained financing through
the dealership's credit sources

Carbons of receipts given to the customer for amounts
received. usually denoting cash or check and the check
number

Photocopies of the checks Or other instruments received in
payment bv the customer

Appraisal of' track-ins pirinired by the dealership service
department

Special instructions for registration of the vehicle

2



All requests for documents from an auto dealership should
include the service department records. With the advent of com-
puterized systems, the service department can usually provide a
listing of all subsequent repairs and maintenance service, per-
formed on the vehicle at any authorized dealership. This can also
be helpful in locating a subject who may have moved out of State.

Government Records

Information relating to financial transactions is maintained by
numerous Federal, State, and local government agencies. From
"information-gathering" activities like the FBI's National Crime
Information Center (NCIC) to tax returns (IRS), records of finan-
cial transactions are compiled, stored, and retrievable from these
sources of information. Several Federal intelligence networks are
described below. Appendix A identifies other government sources
and the information that they can provide.

National Crime Information Center (NCIC)
The National Crime Information Center is a repository of data
relating to crime and criminals gathered by local, state, and
Federal law enforcement agencies. The NCIC's computer equip-
ment is located at FBI Headquarters in Washington. D.C. The
present equipment is cap thle of accommodating nearly 2 million
records on criminal activities. In a matter of seconds, stored infor-
mation can be retrieved through equipment in the telecommuni-
cations network. Connecting terminals are located throughout the
country in police departnwnts. sheriffs offices, State Police facili-
ties. and Federal law enforcement agencies. Dispatchers can
respond quickly to requests. NC1C also furnishes computerized
data in a matter of seconds to all agencies participating in the
centralized State systems. The goal of NCIC is to serve as a
national index to fifty statewide computer systems and lwavily
poinilated metropolitan area systems.



National Law Enforcement Telecommunications
System (NLETS)
NUTS is a computerized communication network linking State
and local enforcement agencies in all 50 States. It can provide
information such as criminal history, driver's licenses, and vehi-

cle registration.

El Paso Intelligence Center (EPIC)
EPIC is a multi-agency operation that collects, processes. and
disseminates infbrmation on narcotics traffickers, gun smugglers.
and alien smugglers in support of ongoing field investigations.

If a suspect is or has been engaged in anv of the previously
mentioned actiyities..it is possible that EPIC will have intelli-
gence information on him or her. This information might include
the name of the individual: and his or her known activities. signif-
icant events, associations among individuals or activities, aircraft

or vessels used by the subject, observations of both foreign and
domestic movements of the suspect, and his or her associates and

their aircraft or vessels. EPIC also provides the name, agency.
and telephone number of each investigator having expressed an
interest in or having data regarding a subject. EPIC records often
contain substantial financial information relative to the subject.

International Criminal Police Organization (Interpol)
Interpol is an international police agency with bureaus set up in
member countries. In the United States, the National Central
Bureau is under the direction and control of the Departments of

Justice a n d "I'reasurv.

"l'he U.S. National Central Bureau can assist in such things as

criminal history checks, license !date and driver's license checks.

mid the hication of suspects. fugitives, and witnesses.

IRS National Computer Center
The National Computer Center is located in Martinsburg. West
Virginia and it maintains the Master File. a tax record of all
known taxpayers. The Master File is designed to accumulate all

data pertaining to the tax liabilities of all taxpayers. reganlless of



location. The Master File is separated into seeral categories. 'No
of the categories are the Business Master File and the Individual
Master File.

Summary

Selecting a suspect to target for investigation is not a decision
that should be taken lightly. The probability of a conviction must
be considered as well as the availability of resources and jury
appeal. Once an investigation begins. information must be col-
lected. Without information an investigator's most valuable
resource no criminal will ever be put behind bars. The source
of information with the most knowledge is the suspect. Some are
cooperative. others are not. But no matter what type of suspect an

investigator collies across. he or she must develop other sources
of information to verify or contradict what a suspect says. Thew
are all sorts of information available to an investigator, and the
good ones know how to focus on what they need and where to go

to get it.



Questions and Exercises

Answer the following questions using the information contained
in this chapter and Appendix A. Once you have completed the
questions, check your responses with those provided at the back
of the book.

1. Your suspect's social security number is 421-00-0123. What
lead does that provide?

2. You are investigating Base Ball, hw. You wonder if any com-
plaints have been lodged against the company. You know that
Base Ball, Inc. does a lot of business with a ball glove manufac-
turing company in Raleigh, North Carolina. You do not know the
name of the company in Raleigh, therefore. you want to get a list
of companies in that geographic area.

a. Who would you contact regarding possible coniplaints against
Base Ball. Inc?

b. Who would you contact f'or a list of businesses in the Raleigh,
North Carolina area?

3. Your suspect admits to owning an American Express Card.

a. Who can provide you with infirrmation concerning the sus-
pect's use of the credit card?



b. What leads might You obtain from analyzing a suspect's credit
card activity?

4. What factors come into play when selecting a suspect to target
for investigation?

5. What is the best source of infOrmation concerning a suspect?
Why?

6. Your suspect recently became a naturalized American citizen.
What Federal agencies maintain information concerning aliens
and naturalized citizens?

7. You are investigating a forgery case. What Federal agenc%
maintains records pertaining to forgery?

8. During the course of your investigation. you come across prop-
erty o u think is stolen. What Federal agency maintains the
National Stolen Property Index?

I



Endnotes

1 Compendium of Federal Justice Statistics, 1985, (U.S.
Department of Justice. Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of
Justice Statistics, NCJ-123560, July 1990), p. 9

2 Uniform Partnership Act, Section 6
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CHAPTER 5

Financial Institutions as Sources of Information
r

Chapter 4, various sources of information were
identified. Sources of public, business, and gov-

.
ernment records were provided. This chapter

focuses on information that can be obtained from financial institu-
tions. The chapter begins with a discussion of bank records. The
term "bank records" refers to the records of banks, savings and
loans, credit unions, and other similar types of institutions. These
records are probably the single most important source of informa-
tion available to the financial investigator. Banks handle two
basic types of transactions: account and non-account. Account
transactions involve actions such as depositing money to a sav-
ings account or withdrawing money from an account via a check.
These actions directly affect the movement of money through a
bank. Non-account transactions do not affect the flow of money
through a bank. Receiving a bank loan is an example of a non-
account transaction. All sorts of paperwork accompanies account
transactions and most non-account transactions. An investigator
must be aware of what records exist and must be able to interpret
the information contained I n the records.

Brokerage firms also maintain records involving financial
transactions. Not only must an investigator be aware of what
records exist, he or she must be familiar with the terminology of
the securities and commodities markets. Banks and brokerage
houses can provide a wealth of financial information, however,
there are other financial institutions that maintain records related
to financial transactions. This chapter concludes with a look at
two of these sources: V'estern Union and casinos.



After studying Chapter 5, you should be able to:

Describe terms related to banking and brokerage firms.

State what records are available from banks and brokerage
houses.

Analyze bank and brokerage firm records.

State what information is available from Western Union and

casinos.

The financial investigator's main objective is to track the
movement of money. This chapter examines the movement of

money to and through banks and brokerage houses. While many
criminal investigators view this ordeal as a "paper chase", finan-
cial investigators see financial institutions as road maps which
lead directly to the perpetrator and resolution of the crime. These
institutions are, in financial investigative terms, where the action
is. After all, banks, brokerage houses, and other financial institu-
tions were established to monitor the movement of money.

Banks as a Source of Information

Tracking the movement of money generated by criminal activity
will normall,' involve tracing financial transactions to a bank and
through its syMem. For the financial investigator, following the
flow of transactions to and/or through a bank is comparable to any
other asset tracing procedure. The investigator is looking for the
ultimate source and disposition of funds, and one never knows
what might turn up in the search unknown witnesses, informa-
tion, and documents; or, perhaps, new suspects.

The key to following the flow of money into and out of the
banking system is an understanding of the inner workings of the
system itself. From the tiniest rural community credit union to the

international banking giants, they all take in, account for, pay (nit,
and record the movement of money. The inner workings of the
banking system can be divided into two types of transactions:
account transactions and non-account transactions.



Account Transactions
Account transactions are financial events that directly affect the
movement of money through a bank account. In this context,
-directly affect- means deposits to. or withdrawals from, an
account. Account transactions occur in checking. savings. and
credit union accounts. Records of account transactions are main-
tained through the use of the following documents:

Signature card

Bank statements

Deposit tickets/items

Checks/withdrawal items

Credit and debit memorandums

Signature Cards Opening an Account
The first document prepared and maintained in a bank's system of
recordkeeping is the signature card. Every financial institution
requires that a customer (individuals, trusts, business organiza-
tions. etc.) fill out a signature card when opening an account. It
indicates who owns the account and may require that the account
owner(s) supply his or her address, occupation, employer,
date/place of birth, and social security number. When a business
organization opens an account, corporate resolutions, and part-
nership and trust agreements. if applicable, often are included as
part of the background information requested by the bank. This
type of information is kept with the signature card.

For the investigator, the signature card provides valuable
leads to other witnesses or unknown co-conspirators. Since the
card contains the signature of the account owner(s). it can serve
as a sample of the owner's handwriting.

Bank Statements Record of Transactions
I3anks periodically reconcile the financial activity in each
account. A record of this reconciliation is prepared and retained
by the institution and a copy is sent to the account's owner.
Details of all financial activity affecting the account for the period
in question are shown on a bank statement. A portion of Anthony
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Benidect's bank statement is shown on the next page. Mr.
Benidect is a suspect in a drug trafficking investigation.

The financial Inv estigatoi should tetriexe all bank statements
related to the time frame under investigative consideration, keep-
ing in mind that some criminal activities are well underway prior
to detection. therefore, bank statements must be retrieved for a
period of time prior to the detection of criminal activity. Through
bank statement analysis, the investigator will be able to recon-
struct the financial transactions that occurred during the period of

criminal activity. and identify sources of information or investiga-

tive leads to the movement of money. These sources or leads may

include:

L nusuallv high monthly balances in comparison to know n
sources of income

Unusually large deposits. deposits in round numbers, or
deposits in repeated amounts which are not attributable to
legitimate sources of income

The timing of deposits. This is particularly important when

dates of illegal payments are known

Checks written in unusually large amounts (in relation to
the suspect's known practices)

A lack of account activity. This may indicate transactions
in currency or the existence of other unknown bank

accounts



Checking Account Summary National Bank of the Nation

Customer Service-Operations Center
P.O. Box 0001, Washington. DC 20009

National Bank of the Nation

Anthony Benedict
1229 Springtide l'1, NW
Washington. DC 20001

Statement Peri(d
03/20/92- 0-1/20/92

If you have questions about your account. please call 202-555-111 or toll free 800-222-9999

Checking summary for account 097405813

Beginning balance 1.532.16 Nlinimum Ha lance 1.040.33

3 Deposit(s) totaling 10.011.91+ Average Balance -1.301.59

Interest this period 0.00+

8 Deduction(s) totalling 1.216.60-

Other deductions 0.00-

Service charges this period 0.00-

Ending balance 10.327.8()

Description of Account Transactions Dote Amount Balance

Beginning balance S1.532.46

Cash withdrawal Trans #1-552

Landmark 1 Alexandria \ A 03/22 100.00- 1.132.16

Check 546 03/23 67.25- 1.365.21

(leek 517 03/27 234.63- 1.130.58

Purchase

Mobil I lerndon V .1 03/28 15.25- 1.1 1 3.33

Cash wit lulrm% al Trans #08-19

West Village Washington DC 03/30 75.00- 1.01.0.33

Deposit 01/01 1.615,97+ 2.686.30

Cheek 518 01/01 623.3.1- 2.062.%

Deposit 01/02 6,750.00+ 8.812.96

Check 550 04/05 118.2:3- 8.69,1.73

519 01/12 12.90- 8,681.83

Deposit 0-1/15 1.645.97+ 10327.80

Ending Moue 510,327.80



Deposit Slips/Deposit Items
From the bank's point of vi'ew, the deposit function is the most
important of all of the banking transactions. The majority of loans
and investments made by the institution come from the deposi-
tors' dollars. When deposits cease, the institution ceases.

From the investigator's point of view, seeing a suspicious
deposit on a bank statement does not in and of itself provide
enough detail of the financial transaction. If a deposit appears to
be suspicious. the investigator will want to examine the corre-
sponding deposit slip. Upon reviewing Mr. Benidect's previously
shown bank statement, the investigator wants to further examine
the deposit made on April 2, 1992. That deposit slip is shown
below and it reveals that the deposit was comprised of $4,500 in
currency and a check for $2,250.

DEPOSIT TICKET

Anthony Benidect
1229 Springtide Place. NA

Washington. DC 20001

Date_ _ADR11.- 2- 19
HE 1\ %HAM I. Full MEIJI \ \\I, Fl. Tol

(

CASH
Hu"' 4500 ---
I:(11

\ Gil 2 250,.

iorki, mom ol1101 I1)E

\ HERE wit (

National Bank of the Nation

157099
540

A t1,01-1.,(111runoyFtilti)..t.rtI \o,a,

lin ER Ell

\ I I 111.o-Ir

I:0 54000V1 LI: 09740 5131130 998?

Upon reviewing the deposit slip, the investigator has to won-
der where Anthony 13enidect got $4.500 in cash and who wrote
the check that was deposited. Bank statements and deposit slips
do not speak for themselves: they need to be interpreted by
"financial witnesses-- the currency, checks, and other items
that comprise the deposit. By retrieving and examining the items
of deposit. the investigator may find additional leads to follow.

The original documents involved in a deposit are not retaint.d
bv the bank. Currency is returned to circulation. checks go back
to the bank of origin, and deposits made via an electronic transfer



show up as mere bookkeeping entries. However, copies of each
deposited item, except currency, are made. The bank organizes
and maintains these copies on microfilm. By reviewing these
records, the investigator may be able to locate other witnesses.

To successfully gather information from bank deposits. the
investigator needs an understanding of the bank's sy,tern of main-
tenance, organization, and retrieval of deposit information. An
overview of the system is shown on the next page and discussed
below.

Transaction entry point
A deposit enters the banking system through a transaction entry
point. There are three different types of transaction entry points:

Teller. A teller receives deposits directly from the customer,
or through the mail or automatic teller machine (ATM).

Cash Services Department. High volume deposit customers
such as major retail establishments, grocery stores, or governmen-
tal units make their deposits to the bank via armored cars or
delivery services. The Cash Services Department handles these
types of deposits.

Other Internal Departments of the Bank. Deposit transac-
tions can occur through intra-account activities (transfer of funds
from a sayings account into the same customer's checking
account) or electronic transfers between financial institutions.
Additionally, with the advent of direct deposit, businesses and
companies can make deposit transactions into bank accounts
from their own bookkeeping departments. Such services are han-
dled by different departments inside the financial institution.

The transaction entry point is vital in the investigative
process. It's even more than vital because at the point of deposit
two undeniable events occur: money is moved from somewhere by
sonwone am/ a permanent record is made.



Bank Operations

Deposit Tkket

Proof Deportment

Ti ono Items

Correspondent
Banks

Federal
Reserve

Banks

Cone( lion of out of
tote n becks receired

front depositors

Bookkeeping Department

During the early stages of a financial investigation. books and
records usually reveal nothing out of the ordinary and bank state-
ments often seem inconclusive of anv wrongdoing. The informa-
tion collected bv tlw investigator is sketchy and denials by tlw
suspect are frequent :

"I don't even know that guy."

"My firm never did lnisiness with that company."



However, through deposit analysis, the investigator often finds:

A photograph of the person who "didn't even know the
guy" depositing currency into the "guy's" savings account.
Financial institutions have security cameras that record
teller window transactions.

Checks from "that firm" going into "that company's"
checking account.

In certain investigations, the transaction entry point can be
critical to the investigation's success. In a counterfeiting investi-
gation, for example, intervention by law enforcement at the point
of entry is crucial. The same holds true for situations involving
buy money (narcotics cases) or marked bills (extortion or black-
mail cases). Investigators. perpetrators, and the currency in ques-
tion must meet simultaneously at the transaction point of entry, in
order to successfully defeat the criminal act. The importance of'
this is highlighted by the fact that all currency, once inside the
banking system, is treated alike. Once past the point of entry, it is
extremely difficult, if not entirely impossible, to reconstruct the
source of the currency. Accordingly, in these situations the finan-
cial institution should be requested to separate and segregate. the
currency in question before it enters any further into the banking
system.

The Proof Department
From the transaction entry point, deposits go to the Proof
Department. Here, checks are encrypted with the bank's own
numerical codes proof numbers. Proof numbers establish the
"location keys- for the bank's retrieval and bookkeeping system.
Magnetic ink character recognition (MICR) encoding also occurs
in the Proof Department. An MICR number enables a check to be
read by high speed computers during the processing and clearing
procedure. A pmtion of the MICR number is phiced on checks
when they are initially printed. After a check is deposited. the
remainder of' the MICR number is placed on the check in the
bank of deposit's Proof Department. (The MICR number is (uis-
cussed in greater detail later in this chapter.)



In addition to being encoded, the check is microfilmed. In the
microfilming process. all checks shown on one deposit slip are
microfilmed consecutively before proceeding to the next group of
deposited items. The order -of microfilming is generally deter-
mined by the transaction entry point. For example, all of Teller
No. I's transactions are microfilmed and then all of Teller No. 2's
transactions are microfilmed, etc.

Currency is not microfilmed. Once it is inside the bank it is
counted and. after the count has been verified, it goes its own sep-
arate way. Chapter 2 contains a discussion of Title 31 U.S.C. §
5313. that states financial institutions are required to file a report
on currency transactions. One such report is the Department of
the Treasury Form 4789, Currency Transaction Report (CTR), the
first page of whieh is shown on the next page. When currency in
excess of 810,000 is deposited, the CTR identifies the depositor
by address. social security number, and date of birth, and the
actual owner of the currency if he or she is someone other than
the depositor. The CTR also records the total amount of the trans-
action, the types of bills involved in the transaction, and various
other information.
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Government regulations allow financial institutions to exempt
certain customers from the CTR filing requirements. High volume
cash businesses, payroll account holders, and other commercial
companies that are routinely involved in transactions which
exceed $10,000 may be exempt. However, the bank must main-
tain a record of these exempted customers.

When an investigator searches the bank's proof tapes (micro-
film), he or she must be particularly careful when tracing a cur-
rency deposit. For example, investigative findings indicate that a
suspect received $18,000 in illegal payments on May 1. 1992. A
review of the target's bank statement for that period reveals that
on May 1, the suspect deposited only $9,000. By using the bank's
proof tape system, the investigator finds a deposit slip and it
shows a $9,000 currency deposit. (Note that the suspect kept the
deposit under $10,000 so he or she would not have to file a CTR
form.) The investigator has located half of the illegal payment, but
where did the other $9,000 go? A continued search of the proof
tape locates a similar $9,000 currency deposit to another account
which, unknown to the investigator, is also owned to the target.
Often, this type of extended search will uncover split currency
deposits and/or multiple transactions.

From the Proof Departim-nt, deposited items take different
mutes through the bank of deposit's system. The path that an item
takes is dependent upon the bank of origin's (bank upon which
the item is drawn) relationship to the bank of deposit. Let's look at
the four paths an item of deposit may take by looking at fimr
items deposited into Bank A. The four types of items and their
paths are shown and described on the following pages.
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Transit items. The first of our four items deposited into
Bank A is a transit item. Transit items are checks and other items
(money orders and travelers' checks) drawn on financial institu-
tions other than the bank of deposit. In the case of a check, the
bank of deposit ships the check back to the bank of origin. The
bank of origin, in turn. normally sends the check back to the cus-
tomer by including it in his or her bank staZcment. This happens
after the bank of deposit sends the check to an intermediary bank
that was established to assist in the clearing process.

Certain banks act as clearing houses for transit items. Tliese
banks. known as correspondent and dearing house banks,
receive items from banks all over the country and process them
back to the bank of origin located in their particular area. Major
banks in metropolitan areas act as correspondent banks. Also. the
Federal Reserve Bank is a clearing house bank.

Actually, there are 12 Federal Reserve Banks (and some have
branch banks) located throughout the country. The role of each i-
to monitor the commercial and savings banks in its region 1.0

ensure that they follow Federal Reserve Board regulations. Each
Federal Reserve Bank is a separate corporation. its stock owned
In commercial banks that are members of the Federal Reserve
System. The Federal Reserve System is made up ()fall nationally
chartered banks and any State chartered bank that is accepted for
menik.rship.



Transit items are provided with proof numbers and micro-
filmed by each bank they pass through during their return trip to
the bank of origin. This establishes a retrieval "audit trail" for
each item.

Out clearings. The second item deposited into Bank A is an
out clearing item. An out clearing item is an item drawn on a
bank in the same geographic area as the bank of deposit. These
items are handled in the same way as transit items and, like tran-
sit items, they are given proof numbers and microfilmed by each
bank they pass through on their return trip to the bank of origin.

Onus items. The third item deposited into Bank A is an
on-us item. An on-us item is a check drawn on the bank of
deposit. Certain on-us items require special handling during the
clearing process and are sent to a particular internal department
for final processing. All on-us items eventually flow into the book-
keeping department.

Items from a bank's internal departments. The fourth
item that Bank A deals with is an item from one of its internal
deposits. This item might be a transfer between intrabank
accounts. loan proceeds, a certificate of deposit, or an electronic
transfer into an account.

Checks/Withdrawal Items
Funds normally are withdrawn from a bank account through the
issuance of a check. Withdrawal slips and automatic teller
machines are also used to withdraw funds. The face of a check
contains information that is of interest to an investigator. It shows
the bank of origin. date and amount of the check, name of the
payee (the entity to whom the check was made payable), and the
authorized signature of the owner of the account on which the
check is drawn. The following information also appears mi the
face of a check:

American Banker's Association (ABA) Transit Number and
Federal Reserve Routing Code. I lave you ever noticed the num-
ber on the upper right side of a check that looks something like a
fraction? It provides sevend pieces of infornmtion. The numerator



contains the ABA transit number; the denominator is the bank of
origin's check routing symbol.

An ABA transit number is a two-part code assigned to banks
and savings institutions bv the American Banker's Association.
The first part shows a two- or three-digit number that corresponds
to the city, state, or territory where the bank of origin is located. (A
complete list of these two- or three-digit numbers is found in
Appendix B.) The second part of the ABA transit number identi-
fies the bank itself. The ABA transit number on the check shown
below tells an investigator that the bank is located in Washington,
DC and that "099" is the code for the National Bank of the Nation.

The bank of origin's check routing symbol is a three- or
four-digit number that provides the following three pieces of
information:

Anthony Benideet
1229 Springtide Place. NW
Washington. DC 20001

Pay to the
Order of:

:IBA transit number 548

15-099

Alarri4 24 1992- 540

ales C1a1itim5 tJarehou4e,
-two kuAt dfrecHhirttf-frykr and
National Bank of the Nation
Cheek routing simbol

1:0 5400099 LI: 09 740 si3 3101

Cheek routing synhol

1234 .63

Dollars

ost.a e d0000231113 et

Bank (mle romnt number

Pre-qualifiing number Post-quolifiing number

The bank of origin's h-deral Reserve district (These dis-
tricts are hsted in Appendix 13)

The federal reserve facility through which the check is col-

lected

The funds availability assigned to the check. Funds avail-
ability is either immediate or deferred. If "O'' is the last digit,
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immediate availability is indicated. A digit of 1 through 9 indi-
cates a deferred payment.

Pre-Qualifying Numbers. The portion of the MICR number
that comes printed on a check. The pre-qualifying number indi-
cates bank of origin information (paying bank's number and
check routing symbol), customer account number, and the check's
number.

Post-Qualifying Number. The portion of the MICR number
entered by the bank of deposit's Proof Department. It shows the
dollar amount of the check.

When investigators request a copy of a check, they should ask
f'or copies of both sides because the back side of a check also
contains valuable information. For one thing, it will show who
endorsed the check. If the check was issued to an individual, it
should contain that person's signature; if it was issued to a busi-
ness organization, it will probably contain a stamped endorse-
ment. The back of a check will also contain information related to
the movement of money. Proof numbers from all of the banks that
the check passed through will be available.

When a payee receives a check, he or she may either deposit
it or cash it. If the check is deposited, it follows the clearing
process previously discussed. Checks that are cashed are recog-
nizable by teller stamps or "cashed'. codes that are encoded or
stamped on the face of the check itself. These codes can lead an
investigator to the teller who cashed the check and who therefore
needs to be interviewed about the specific transaction. A teller's
stamp or "cashed- code also can be a possible link between a
specifi teller and the suspect. Many times a suspect will go to
the same teller and develop a relationship with that person.
Conversations between these people may reveal leads to the
crime. Whether knowingly or unknowingly, the teller may possess
valuable information.

From an investigatoCs standpoint, cheeks are of equal or
greater importance than deposits. flecks establish a strong finan-
cial link that cannot be overcome by verbal denials. Checks may
identiN other bank accounts, credit cards. the purchase or loca-
tion of major assets, and loan transactions which directly impact



on financial investigations. A $25 check for a utility hookup may
identify a $250,000 hidden condo.

Checks can be organized to reveal patterns of financial activ-
ity through an investigative technique known as check spread
analysis. To perform check spread analysis, the investigator lists a
suspect's checks by payee. A sample check spread analysis,
using checks obtained from our suspect, Mr. Anthony Benidect, is
shown below.

Check by Payee Analysis

Date Virginia Electric Date Franklin Gardens

1/23 8101.79 1/3 8650

2/21 8121.32 2/2 8650

3/21 892.56 3/1 8650

4/25 887.87

5/2 1 859.12 5/2 8650

6/27 863.45 6/2 8650

7/22 879.73 7/1 8650

8/20 898.92 8/3 8650

9/23 892.83 9/2 8650

1 0/2 1 8(4.55 JO/ 1 8650

11/24 858.52

12/28 887.62 I 2/2 8650

In the sample check analysis, the investigator listed all of Mr.
Benidect's cheeks payable to the Virginia Electric Company for
one calendar year. From this list, the investigator is able to deter-
mine that Mr. Benidect paid his electric bill every month. The
investigator then hsted all checks payable to "Franklin Garden
Apartments," the complex where Mr. Benidect rents an apart-
ment. The investigator finds that checks for rental payments are
missing for the months of April and November. The investigator
will want to find out how Mr. Benidect paid his rent for those
months. The absence of a check may indicate a currency payment
which can lead to possible undisclosed sources of illegal imoine.

Credit and Debit Memos Special Transactions
Any transact itm that affiTts an account but does not involve it



deposit ticket or check withdrawal requires special handling. A
record of these "unusual transactions" is listed on the customer's
bank statement through memorandum entries. These entries are
shown to report the movement of money that takes place.without
going through the normal transaction points of entry or with-
drawals through checks. Credit memos or "CM" indicate an
increase in the account funds, a flow of funds into the account. A
debit memo or "DM" indicates a decrease in the account funds, a
flow of funds out of the account.

Credit and Debit Memos

CM (+).

Interest earned
Loan proceeds
Wire transfer in
Special collection of funds
Transfer between accounts
Electronic deposit

DM (-)

Interest payment
Loan payment
Wire trawler out
Check printing fees
Transfer between accounts
Electronic withdrawal

Non-Account Transactions
Non-account transactions are financial transactions that occur at a
financial institution but do not flow through an account. Examples
of non-account transactions include loans; purchase or negotia-
tion of cashier's checks, money orders, travelers checks; and cur-
rency transactions such as exchanging currency for currency and

cashing third-party checks. For investigative purposes, wire
transfers. entries into a safe-deposit box, and the purchase or sale
of securities are also considered non-account transactions.

Loans
Loan applications, loan repayment ledgers, and loan correspon-
dence files are usually maintained by financial institutions. A
loan application usually requires a financial statement completed
by the individual requesting a loan. It represents a good "finan-
cial lead document" for the investigator. If an investigator is look-
ing to identify a suspect's assets and accounts, he or she should
turn to any available loan applications, since the suspect, eager to
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impress the bank with his or her solvency, will identify assets and
other accounts more candidly on that document than in an inves-
tigative interview. Furthermore, loan applications most often con-
tain a statement that the applicant is aware, by signing the
document, that it is a federal crime to knowingly make false state-
ments when applying for a loan.

The loan repayment schedule and correspondence files can
be used by the investigator to detect:

Repayment methods. Lump sum, accelerated, or unusual
repayments can be traced through the bank's proof system

Final disposition of loan proceeds. The disposition may be
within the bank (on-us items) or elsewhere. Either situation
is traceable through the bank's recordkeeping system

Loan collateral. The security pledged for the loan, if any.
may be an unknown asset

Downpayment. The loan proceeds may have been used to
finance an asset, the downpayment for which came from
illegal funds

Credit checks and internal memoranda. The investigations
done by the credit department to determine the riSk for the
bank may lead the investigator to additional assets, loans.
bank accounts, etc.

In any case, loan information leads to other people and other
assets. For example. loan proceeds may have been deposited into
hidden accounts or these accounts mav have been used to repay a
loan. Loan documents may have been co-signed lw a previously
unknown associate or the suspect may have taken a loan out for
someone else. Loan repayments could be traced to previously
unknown accounts or associates. Tracing the ultimate disposition
of the loan proceeds and the ultimate source of the loan repay-
ments is a vital technique for the trained investigator.

Cashier's Checks, Certified Checks, Traveler's Checks,

and Money Orders
These financial instruments require special handling by a bank
because they involve various departments inside the bank.

1 '1



Cashier's checks are checks drawn by. the bank on its own funds

and are issued by an authorized officer of the bank. The bank
employee will ask the customer to designate a remitter (person
purchasing the check) and a payee in order to fill in these lines
on the check. A certified check is a check where the bank guaran-
tees that there are sufficient funds on deposit for that particular

check. A money order is a negotiable instrument that serves as a
substitute for a check. The money order is issued for a specific
amount of payment and the customer fills in the name of the pur-
chaser and payee. The bank employee imprints only the amount
of payment. A traveler's check is an internationally redeemable
draft. It is purchased in various denominations. such as $20.00.
$50.00. and $100.00. and is only valid with the holder's own
endorsement against his or her original signature.

Investigative analysis of the bank checks described above
follow the "proof process- if they were deposited into or pur-
chased by withdrawal from a known account. If these documents
were purchased with currency or checks drawn on an unknown
account. locating them is significantly more difficult. In most situ-
ations. retrieval requires a hand search of each bank check writ-
ten, which is a yery labor intensive process. In the alternative.
interviewing bank employees in an attempt to pinpoint the transac-
tion date and the amount may prove more successful. If the sus-
[wet goes to the same bank and uses the same hank officer or
teller to complete his or her bank transactions. these people may
be able to assist in narrowing the search 14 the retrieval of the
bank checks at issue.

Currency Transactions Currency Exchanges
and the Cashing of Third-Party Checks
Documenting the movement of money involved in a pure currency
exchange is difficult. Currency-for-currency exchange transac-
tions generally leave no paper trail inside the Imtik system unless
Ow amount exceeds the $10.000 and then a CTR must he filed.
The best source of information is the testimonial recollections of
hank personnel.

.1 third-party check is a check that the payee endorses to
imother parh. It can be traced 1)% the bank's "proof svstem- if
the third part% is a legitimate entity.

1b6
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finely require two forms of identification to cash a check, but if
the check is made payable to a fictitious third party and is
cashed using false identification. the proof system is unworkable.
When this situation occurs, the only alternative is to contact the
entity who originated the check.

Wire Transfers Electronic Transfers
There is nothing mysterious about a wire transfer. Records detail-
ing both ends of the transaction should be available either from
the bank of origin or destination. or both. Out-of-the-country (off
shore) wire transfers can create a retrieval problem depending on
the country involved. Various "haven countries" are known to
offer a legal and/or economic climate r',1- laundering money Or
hiding illegally gotten profits. These ht.(' often located in the
Caribbean and other areas, and restrict dissemination of this type
of financial infOrmation. When money is moved by a wire transfer
and neither the source of the funds nor the date of the transfer is
known, retrieval of anv identifying infOrmation is very difficult.

Safe-Deposit Boxes

Financial institutions rent or lease storage facilities in secured
areas of the bank to its customers. The safe-deposit box rental
agreement indicates the date the box was first rented and the
identity of the renter. however, bank records will not reveal the
contents of the box. In entry log maintained by the bank shows
the (late and times of visits to the box and also reports the identity
of the visitor. This information may have significant investigatorv
importance. For example. records of entry into a safe-deposit box
can corroborate testimony relating to the receipt of illegal cur-
rency or the proceeds from illegal activities.

Bank Credit Cards
Since many banks offer credit cards to their customers. charge
slips and repayment information relating to these canls might be
available. Tlw financial investigator may find leads to purchases
of jewelry. cars, furs. etc. through these records.



Quesfions about Bank Records
Before discussing other types of financial institutions as sources
of information, the following two items concerning the retrieval of
financial records should be addressed:

Now easy is it for an investigator obtain to financial records
from a financial institution?

As was stated in Chapter 4, the most knowledgeable source of
financial information are the suspects targeted for investigation.
Just as they have the answers to questions relating to guilt or
innocence. they also have custody of financial records of impor-
tance to the investigator. Suspects are the customers of banks. the
applicants for loans, and the purchasers of the securities.
Therefore, they possess the original records relating to the money
movement. By asking for these records, the in% estigator can gain
access to this otherwise restricted information.

Financial institutions restrict access to records of money
movement. The Bank Secrecy Act and the Right To Financial
Privacy Provisions of Federal law restrict open dissemination of
financial information to law enforcement. Accordingly, without
the individual customer's permission, banks are forbidden to pro-
ide financial records to anyone, except when they are legally

compelled to do so. Banks are also required to notify the customer
of anv request unless legally told not to. Such legal compulsion
can take the form of subpoenas, summonses. or court orders.

While financial institutions cannot provide documents or
access to infiirmation in the customer's account, except in accor-
dance with the law, they can notify the Government of the exis-
tence of relevant information in those records. The law states.
"nothing in this chapter shall preclude any financial institution.
or any officer. employee, or agent of a financial institution from
notifYing a Government authority that such institution or officer.
employee, or agent has information which may be relevant to a
possible violation of any statute or regulation."'

In other words, if a financial institution has informatimi or a
belief that information exists relating to a violation of a Federal
statute or regulation, they can ('ontact the Government (or agency
charged with responsibility for compliance) and tell them that
such information exists. It is up to the Federal agency to go
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through the hoops to get the proper authority for dissemination of
the records.

Now long is a financial institution required to maintain cus-
tomer records?

The Bank Secrecy Act requires financial institutions to keep
certain records of customer transactions. United States Treasury
Regulations implementing the Bank Secrecy Act provide, in part,
that an original, microfilm, or other copy or reproduction of most
checking account deposits and sayings accounts records must be
retained for 5 Years.' The records must include the following:

Signature card

Statements, ledger cards. or other records disclosing all
deposits and withdrawals

Copies of both sides of customer checks. bank draft money
orders, and cashier's checks drawn on the bank or issued
and payable by it

In addition, banks mtist retain, for a 2-year period, all records
necessary to:

Reconstruct a customer's checking account. These records
must include copies of customers deposit tickets.

Trace and supply a description of a check deposited to a
customees checking account.

The requirements listed above apply only to checks and
deposits in excess of $100. Most banks, however, find it cheaper
to microfilm all such records including checks and deposits of
less than $100 rather than sort their records. The Bank Secrecy
Act also requires financial institutions to retain a record of any
extension of credit over 85.000 as well as ever tnmsfer of more
than $10,000 Outside the United States.

lii



Brokerage Firms as a Source of Information

Tb analyze stock accounts, an investigator must possess a knowl-
edge of the different types of brokerage transactions and terminol-
ogy related to the field. There are two basic types of brokerage
markets: securities and commodities. The securities market
involves buying and selling of stocks and bonds. The commodi-
ties market involves buying and selling of produced goods, such
as grain, livestock, gold, or timber. Both markets operate under
similar structures, but the terminologies may differ somewhat.

Fundamentals of Securities
People who own stock own part of the corporation issuing the
stock. A person's ownership is represented by the number of
shares that he or she owns. The shares are a claim on the corpora-
tion's assets and earnings. A bond is any interest bearing or dis-
counted government or corporate security that obligates the issuer
to pay the bondholder a specified sum of money, usually at spe-
cific intervals, and to repay the amount of the loan at maturity.

Stocks

When a corporation is formed, capital stock may be issued.
Capital stock is stock that is authorized by the company's dialler
and represents ownership of the corporation. Each stockholder is
entitled to a stock certificate showing ownership of a specified
number of shares of stock in the corporation. There are two prin-
cipal classes of stock, common and preferred. Common stock are
units of ownership that allow the owner to receive dividends on
his or her holdings. A dividend is a distribution of earnings.
Preferred stock is so called because of the preferences granted to
its owners. One preference concerns dividends. If a corporation
(leclares dividends, the preferred stockholders will receive their
dividend before (i) mon stockhoblers. Preferred stock does tH,t
ordinarily carry voting rights. If a corporation is authorized to
issue only one class of stock, it is common stock that is autho-
rized. The number of shares authorized by a company's charter
can In' changed by formal approval of the stockholders.

Shares issued aml subsequently reacquired by the corporation
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through purchase or donation are referred to as treasury stock.
Treasury stock cannot be voted and it pays or accrues no divi-
dends. The number of shares of stock that a corporation has out-
standing will always equal the number of shares issued, less the
number of shares of treasury stock.

If a stockholder desires to buy more stock, it is not necessary
to obtain the permission of the corporation. The stockholder
acquires it privately or by purchase in the open market.
Conversely, if a stockholder desires to sell shares, he or she can-
not demand that the corporation buy back the stock. Instead, the
stockholder is free to seek a buyer for the stock either in the open
market or by private sale.

After the sale terms have been agreed upon, the mechanics
are simple. The seller signs his or her name on the back of the
stock certificate and delivers it to the buyer or the buyer's broker.
A record of all outstanding stock certificates is kept by the corpo-
ration or by its duly appointed transfer agent, usually a commer-
cial bank appointed by the corporation. The transfer agent
records the names and addresses of the stockholders and the
number of shares owned by each. After determining that an old
stock certificate is in proper form for transfer, the transfer agent
issues a new certificate to the new owner. Most companies have a
registrar whose duty is to double check the actions of the transfer
agent to prevent improper issue of stock or fraudulent transfer.

Dividends

A corporation may pay a dividend in cash, stock, or property.
When cash dividends are paid. the company or its dividend dis-
bursing agent (usually a bank), sends checks to all stockholders
whose names appear on the books of the company. When cash
dividends are distributed they are paid in terms of so much per
share.

Some companies. in order to conserve cash. pay a dividend in
their own stock. A stock dividend is usually stated as a percent-
age of the outstanding shares, up to a maximum of 25 percent.

When a corporation pays a property dividend it is usually in
the form of stock of another corporation which has limn acquired
lqr investment or mime other purpose.
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Bonds
When a corporation or governmental unit wishes to borrow money
for some period, usually fbr more than 5 years, it will sell a bond
issue. Each bond is generally of 81,000 denomination and the
certificate issued serves as evidence of a loan from the bond-
holder to the corporation or governmental unit. A bond pays a
stated rate of interest and matures on a stated date. On that date,
a fixed sum of money will be repaid to the bondholder.
Bondholders do not have corporate ownership privileges as stock-.
holders do.

There are several different types of bonds. Some are
described Mow.

Corporate Bond. A corporate bond is issued by private cor-
porations such as railroads, public utilities, and industrial corpo-
rations. They are registered bonds, that is, they are bonds
registered in the name of the holder on the books of the issuer or
the issuer's registrar and can be transferred to another owner only
when endorsed by the registered owner.

Municipal Bond. A municipal bond is an obligation of a
state. county. municipality or any agency thereof. By statute, all
municipal bonds issued after July 1, 1983. are registered. The
interest accrued on a municipal bond is free from Federal taxes.

U.S. Government Obligations:

Treasury Bills. T-Bills are short term securities with maturi-
ties of one year or less (13 weeks. 26 weeks, and 52
weeks). They do not pay a fixed rate of interest and they are
issued, and subsequently traded, at a discount from face-
value. No certificate is issued: the purchase and payment
are strictly accounting entries. T-Bills are issued in mini-
mum denominations of S10,000 with 55,000 increments.

Treasury Notes. T-Notes are intermediate securities with
maturities from one to ten years aml are issued in denomi-
nations ranging from 81.000 to $I million, or more. They
carry a fixed interest rate and are issued and traded at face
value or at a percentage of their face value.



Treasury Bonds. T-Bonds are long-term bonds with maturi-
ties of 10 years or longer (usually 25-40 years). They carry a fixed
interest rate and are issued and traded as a percentage of their
face value. Minimum denomination is $1,000.

Not only are there different types of bonds, there are also the
following classifications:

Registered Bond. The name of the owner of a registered
bond appears on the bond certificate. The owner's name, is also
recorded on the proper corporate records (usually maintained by
a registrar and/or transfer agent). Interest on the bond is paid by
check directly to the registered holder. While a registered bond
possesses limited negotiability, it has the advantage of protecting
the owner in the event of its loss.

Coupon Bond. A coupon bond has coupons attached to the
bond certificate, one coupon for each interest payment due during
the life of the bond. The interest is payable to whoever turns in
the coupon, whether or not that person initially bought the bond.
The holder of the coupons is the bond's legal owner, hence the
term "bearer bond."

Registered Coupon Bond. With a registered coupon bond,
the name of the owner appears on records maintained by a regis-
trar and/or transfer agent. The interest coupons attached to the
bond certificate do not contain the name of the owner and are
payable to the bearer. Registered coupon bonds are registered for
the principal only, not for interest.

Organized Securities Exchanges

Securities exchanges or stock exchanges neither buy nor sell
securities themselves. An exchange functions as a central mar-
ketplace and provides facilities for executing orders. Member
brokers representing buyers and sellers carry out these transac-
tions.

The two major exchanges are the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE) and the American Stock Exchange (AMEX). both located
in New York City. While there are approximately a dozen addi-
tional regional exchanges (Midwest, Pacific Coast, Philadelphia-
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Baltimore-Washington, etc.), the NYSE and AMEX together han-
dle more than 90 percent of the trading done thniugh organized
exchanges.

If a security is to be traded on an exchange. the issue must be
approved for listing by that exchange. Securities traded on the
NYSE or AMEX may also be listed and traded on a regional
exchange. howeN el-. no security is listed on both the NYSE and

A MEX.

Over-theCounter Market
The over-the-counter securities market handles most of the secu-
rities transactions that take place in the United States. In fact, its
operations are so extensive that the easiest way to describe it is to
indicate what it does not do in securities transactions. The over-
the-counter market does not handle the purchase or sale of secu-
rities that are listed on securities exchanges. but it handles
everything else in the way of securities transactions. Thus. securi-
ties not listed on a securities exchange are -unlisted.- that is.
traded over-the-counter.

Many different types of securities are traded over-the-counter.

They include the following:

Bank stocks

Insurance company stocks

U.S. Government securities

Municipal bonds

Open-end investment company shares (mutual funds)

Most corporate bonds

Stocks of a large number of industrial and utility corpora-
tions. including nearly all new issues

Securities of many foreign corporations

The over-the-counter market is not located in ails one central
place. Bather. it consists of' thousands of securities houses
located in hundreds of different cities and towns all over the

United States. These securities houses are called brokers or
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dealers and are engaged in buying and selling securities usually
for their own.account.

Ownership of Securities
There are two principal ways securities are held, in the name of
the account holder or in street name. In the first instance, the
securities owned simply reflect the name of the customer who
maintains the account. When securities are held in a street name.
theV are registered in the name of the broker.

Fundamentals of Commodities
A here the stock market is involved with the buying and selling of
shares in corporations. the commodities market is generally
involved with buying and selling commonly accepted quantities
of' marketable materials. Things sold on the commodities market
include sov beans. wheat, corn, pork bellies, rice, gold. silver.
and many more too numerous to mention. In the commodities
market. the basic instrument of exchange:is called the futures
contract. A futures contract is a legally binding commitment to
make delivery (sell) or take delivery (buy) of a given quantity and
quality of a commodity at a contracted price and date. Virtually
eyery type of marketable item is sold on the commodities market.

Organized Commodity Exchanges
In general. futures contracts are bought and sold on commodities
exchanges. Commodities exchanges are similar to stock
exchanges in that they function as central marketplaces and pro-
vide facilities for executing buy and sell orders. Two major com-
modities exchanges are the Chicago Board of Trade and the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Other U.S. commodities
exchanges are located in New York. Minneapolis. and Kansas
Citv. The exchanges do not enter into the trading of contracts or
establishment of contract prices.

Actual trading of futures contracts is done "on the floor- of
the exchange by exchange members. There are specific rules gov-
erning the trading of futures. All contracts are standardizNI
regarding size, date, and deliverY terms. Basically, the price of
the contract is the sole variable, and this is negotiated at the
exchanp. Buying or selling a futures contract does not mean that



an investor necessarily accepts or makes delivery of the actual
commodity (although legally obligated to do so). The primary
means of fulfilling one's obligation under the contract is to enter
into an offsetting contract. This legally cancels the outstanding
obligation.

Available Documentation
A broker is an agent who handles the public's orders to buy and
sell securities and commodities, usually for a commission. A bro-
ker may be a corporation, partnership, or individual and is often a
member of a stock exchange or a member of a stock exchange
securities firm. A registered representative, also known as a secu-
rities salesperson, account executive, or just plain broker, person-
ally places customers' orders and maintains their accounts. While
commonly referred to as a broker, a registered representative is
usually an employee of a brokerage firm rather than a member.

The broker or brokerage firm can furnish virtually all source
documents relating to securities and/or commodities account
activity. The principal documents available are:

An applicafion for an account. This document is prepared
by the customer when opening of an account. It includes personal
data and sonic financial information such as bank reference,
credit checks performed, etc.

Customer account cards. This card is kept in the broker's
personal files for reference. The broker records all transactions
conducted for the customer on this card. A sample card is shown
on the next page.
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Client Anthony Benidect Account number 40-3801

Home address 1229 Springtide Place, NW
Washington, DC 20001

Business address 94 West Avenue
Sterling, VA 22170

Investment objective Growth

Special interests None

Home telephone

Business telephone

(202) 555-7896

(703) 555-3654

Desaiption

Date

Bought

#Share Price Date

Sold

#Share Price

Approximate

Profit Loss

Kingman 6/4 10 22 X 6/20 10 1 7 'A 554

6/17 12 23 V

8/1 20 17 X

Dane Ind. 10/2 40 16 Y. 10/15 40 93 V 8280

Kingman 10/4 6

Bremer Co. 11/7 92 20 A

Signature card. A signature card shows who has authority
to conduct transactions on the account.

Securities receipts. These receipts are issued to a customer
when he or she delivers securities to the broker for sale.

Cash receipts. These receipts are issued to a customer
when he or she delivers currency to the broker.

Confirmation slips. Confirmation slips are issued to a cus-
tomer to show the type of transaction (buy or sell) and the amount
involved in the transaction.

Securities delivered receipt. This receipt is signed by the
customer when a securities purchase is actually delivered to the
customer.

Brokerage account statement. 'flie brokerage account
statement is usually issued on a monthly basis and provides infor-
mation on all transactions conducted (luring the period. It lists all
purchases and sales. the name of the security, the number of



Roberts and Company incorporated

units, the amount per unit, the total amount of the transaction, the
account balance, payments received from the customer, disburse-
ments to the customer (usually with the check number issued),
and the customer's position (securities that are held by the bro-
kerage firm for the customer). A sample statement is shown
below.

Member New York Stock Exchange American Stock Exchange
1485 I Street. NW, Washington. DC 20006
(202) 555-4500

Entry Bought or

Date Received

Sold or

Delivered Description

Price or Entry

Description

Amount
Debited

Amount

Credited

02/12 100 Overton Airlines Sec Rey

02/12 100 Overton Airlines 9 'X 8936.30

02/14 100 Polk Corp. 41 X 84,098.20

02/15 Funds Cash Dsb $5.034.50

02/15

02/15 100

1(X) Weber Corp.

Weber Corp.

36 'X,

Sec Her

53,621.60

02/15 1(H) Dare. Inc. Sec Her

02/23 100 Dare. Inc. 83 Yi 58.112.50

02/28 Closing Balance SI 2.037.10

Position

None

Mi. Anthony Benidect 02/28/92 10-3801 1

1229 Springtide Place. NA Period Ending .kccount Page

A ashington. DC 20001 Number

When a subject purchases sliwk, he or she usually has the
option of taking "delivery" of the certificates from the broker or
leaving them in the broker's custody for possible future sale. A
peNOn active in trading usualk keeps all stock with his or her
broker. If the customer takes delivery of the certificates, the num-
ber of shares would be noted in the "sold Of delivered" column.

and the "dote" column would show the date of delivery. The
same holds true if a customer delivers stock certificates to the
broker for sale, except the number of shares would be placed the
"bought or received" column.



Other Financial Institutions

Banks and brokerage firms are not the only financial institutions
where financial transactions occur. Let's take a look at two other
types of financial institutions and see what information they can

provide to the financial investigator.

Western Union
A financial transaction conducted with a Western Union money
order creates the following three documents:

The original application prepared lw the purchaser or sender

The original request for payment prepared by the recipient of
the funds

The bank draft drawn by Western Union payable to the person
receiving the money

The canceled drafts. after clearing through banking channels.
are united with the original telegram applications and sent to the
St. Louis. Missouri office for storage under the jurisdiction of the

money order auditor. These records (except for money orders over

S; .000) are destroyed after three Vears.

Casinos
Casino Nwrations maintain extensive financial information con-
cerning the movement of money. Their records represent a blend

of information hank account statements. credit card and loan
applications. and hotel/room service documentation. Since the
casino industry is Government regulated. currency movenients in

excess of 8 l0.000 (purchase of chips or re(lemption of winnings)

must be reported to the U.S. Treasury Department via a Currency

Transaction Report 1).1 Casnws. Form 8362. A sample Form 8362

is found on the next page.



Fon 8362
Flay Allay 1992)

Desererent of the Trim low
Ironed Revenue Service

Currency Transaction Report by Casinos
File separate Form it362 for each transaction. Pious type or print

(COMpOeffe all applicab(e partssee instructions)

0ki 5 No. '545-0906

P.,11 I individual or Organization for'Whom This Transaction Was Completed
indieduere lest name First name MIcidle halal Socai iewtly ntinbe

Orgenizaton's name Employer identricatfon number MINI Phenol lumber Country

Address (number. street and eat or suite no OcCupaton. profession, cc braless Men regstrabsn rancor Country

Crty State 2IP code Covey (if rot US.) Driver'. tense (number end slake

Port II Identity of individual Conducting the Transaction (Complete only if an agent conducts a transaction
for the person in Part I)

Last name est name Mddle aitai Soc.. Monty rarnber

Address inumber. street. and apt. or iota no.)

Cty iState

Passport number

ZIP code

Country Hien repatratm number I Country

Gauntry )4 rat U S.) Dover's hcenee (nomber and statei

Pnrt III Patron's Account or Receipt Number

Pirt IV Description of Transaction
If more space needed, attach a Separate schedule and check tn,s box

1 Type of transaction. Check the applicable boxes to describe transact co.
a 0 Currency exchange (currency for currency)
b CASH IN.

(1) 0 Deposit (front aro safekeeping) (3) 0 Check purchased (see item 6 below) (5) 0 Corect.on on account
(2) 0 Chips purchased (4) 0 Wire transfer of funds (6) J Other cash .n

(spec ty)c CASH OUT:
(1) 0 Withdrawa; of deposit (front ano safekeepngi (3) U CAPPS redeemed (5) U Other cash out

(2) 0 Check cashed (see dein 6 below) (4) C Credrt advance (specify)

2 Total amount of cunency transaction (in
U S doltarS)

3 Amount r dem 2 n $100 Ns or nigher 4 Date of transaction (month, day, end year)

00 S

5 tf other than U.S currency is involved, please furnish the following Information

Currency name Country

.00

Total amount of each, foreign currency (in U S dollars)

00
6 If a crieck was involved in this transachon please furnish the tonowing information fsee instructlonsy

Oats of check Amount of check In U S dollars) Payee of check

.do

Maker of check Drawee dank and crty

Par I V Casino Reporting the Financial Transaction

Name 1 Ernpoyer identifiCation number (EIN1

Address (number. street and apt. 0, suite no ) where Iransactico occurred

City

Sign
Here

7itate I ZIP code

Caere employee WI'S Mantled Intl ttari55Ct0-)

(aalatO.C;ikral tirr Ovong and apranytey the Form 63621 (liae) 00101

For Papenvork Reduction Act Not= se* back of fonn.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Cat No 622911 Forrn 8362 Sev 5-921



Summary

This chapter describes the types of financial information available
from banks, brokerage houses, casinos, and Western Union. The
key is to know what information is available and how to interpret
it. Seemingly insignificant details, such as charges for interest on
a bank statement, have resulted in resolving major financial
crimes. Securities held in a "street name" have lead to the dis-
covery of information that has put criminals behind bars. High
rollers at "the tables" have been defeated by financial documents
revealing their activities. Tracing financial records to and through
financial institutions is much more than a mere paper chase.
Whether it is a check, a wire transfer, a deposit. a sale of a stock
or bond, a purchase of a marketable security, the movement of
money and the paper trail which it leaves behind is. for the finan-
cial investigator, "where the action is" and the road map of crimi-
nal activity.



Questions and Exercises

Answer the following questions then check your responses with
t, those provided at the back of the book.
,,

fr#'

1. What information does the following check provide?

Henclerson

923 Prospect I,ane
Rockville, Maryland 2(1854

874

687.999 ;

561

Pav to the
Order of: 41c241.4414.40X:42 dUltrinett 4 7 5 ro

AntA, 4.14.Ad/1.-eLt CIA(41 gAtid f)oHars

Nati(mal Bank of the Nation

aNte.!:
1:056 L0999 LI: 08493 L L 2 Le

aite4enc Ife0a2A-sok,
0874 .1 00000475000 I.'

2. Why is check spread analysis a useful investigative tool?

3. What information surrounding a saf'e-deposit box is useful in a

financial investigation?

1. hu a checking account. what records are banks required to
retain for 5 years?
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5. Why is it difficult to trace a currency-for-currency transaction?

6. What must an investigator do to gain access to a suspect's
bank records?

7. What are "haven countries.' and what role do they play in
financial investigations?

8. Whv is a loan application a good source of financial informa-
tim?

9. What financial information is ,:r..ailable from the following:

a. Western Union

b. casino

10. Distinguish between the following:

a. Securities and commodities



b. Stock and bond

c. Common stock and preferred stock

d. Transfer agent and registrar

e. Corporate bond and municipal bond

f. Treasury bill and treasury bond

g. Securities held in owner's name and securities held in street
name

11. Analyze the following three bank statements and identify four
things an investigator will want to follow up on.
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Cheddng Account Seminary Conewango Bank

Account Number 65432198

David Davids
8 Mockingbird Lane
Herndon, Virginia 22070

Statement Period
05/01/92- 05/31/92

Beginning Balance 82.145.98

Transaction Date Amount Balance

Check 176 05/02 745.00- 1,400.98

Deposit 05/02 1,534.56+ 2,935.54

Check 177 05/09 57.23- 2,878.31

Check 178 05/13 152.61- 2.725.70

Deposit 05/15 1.534.56+ 4,260.26

Check 179 05/22 19.56- 4,240.70

Check 180 05/25 198.21- 4,042.49

Check 181 95/28 234.34- 3.808.15

Ending Balance 83,808.15

Checking Account Summary Conewango Bank

Account Number 65432198

David Davids
8 Mockingbird I:dne
Herndon, Virginia 22070

Beginning Balance

Statement Period
06/01/92- 06/30/92

83,808.15

Transaction Dote Amount Balance

Check 182 06/02 745.00- 3,063.15

Deposit 06/02 1.534.56+ 4.597.71

Check 183 06/06 2.000.00- 2.597.71

Deposit 06/10 50)0.00+ 7,597.71

Deposit 06/15 1.534.56+ 9.132.27

Check 184 06/20 22.03- 9310.24

Check 185 06/23 189.13- 8.921.1 I

Check 186 06/29 ,129.84- 8,491.27

Ending Balance 88.491.27



Checking Account Summary Conewango Bank

Account Number 65432198

David Davids
8 Mockingbird Lane
Herndon, Virginia 22070

Statement Period
07/1/92- 07/31/92

Beginning Balance 88.491.27

Transaction Date Amount Balance

Deposit 07/01 1.534.56+ 10,025.83

Check 187 07/04 5.000.00- 5.025.8:3

Check 188 07/14 54.11- 4,971.72

Check 189 07/14 156.21- 4.815.51

Deposit 07/15 1.534.56+ 6.350.07

Check 190 07/20 22.46- 6,327.61

Check 191 07/28 141.69- 6,185.92

Check 192 07/30 533.37- 5,652.55

Ending Balance S5.652.55

a.

b.

C.



12. Why would you be suspicious if you loCated the following
deposit slips?

DEPOSIT TICKET

Larry Ftl)(

12 Mountain Drive
Barrington. Illinois 60005

00 op
CASH \ _2-999

LIST CIIE(:As.41\1;1.1 710

1)ate aily 14 1952- rol \ LI:Him mull sun,. 70 00
DErosris4 \1%) NOT H A %WAWA'. FOR IMMEDItri-:%x rrimit kV. 11. FOTAI. 7 500 00 1 $ E Omni sIOF 0111

ADMIT) \ u.i.isnx(,
I Ess ( \.41 RF:).F:111-.1)

-sit; \ IfERF. FOR 1.,11111;1'.11.1-.111-117-1110 1111111 \ Er DEPOsIT 7500 OC)

Rank of the 1.00p

40 7 LOO 999 LI: 08 9 20140 610 L 2 L 2

DEPOSIT TICKET

Larry Fox
12 Mountain Drive

Barrington. Illinois 60005

Date
or.rosIr, 111) \or . MEDI \ IE I MDR M

ulf 19 92-

sH;;%-ja:HE 1.1)11FV.Il 11111.)1114.11.,-

White Sox Bank

CASHIA
IMF. N. C1-6 000 CO
COI \

I IS T CHECKS SI \ GI.1

ror FRoM (wail :-11*:

OC)
Itss). \ sIl RFCVI \ EH

- _....

.
\ I- I. iwrorr 6,000 00f

1:0 7 L0000 L 01425 2980 70 7 2 L 2

27001
710

sE Iron- It
won lox ki I is.rix,



Henry and Sons, Inc.

13. Interpret the following brokerage account statement.

Member New York Stock Exchange Washington Stock Exchange
920 H Street. NW, Washington, DC 20006
(202) 555-9700

Entry Bought Or Sold or

Date Rmeived Delivered Description

Price or Entry

Description

Amount

Debited

Amount

Credited

07/18 250 Lakewood, Inc. 5 X 81,375.00

07/22 1000 K Engines Sec Rec

07/22 100 Lake/wood. Inc 6 8600.00

07/22 100 Smith. Inc. 17 'A 81,737.50

07/24 50 Lakewood. Inc. 6 'A 81,031.25

07/30 200 Warren Inc. 10 82,000.00

07/31 Closing Balance 85.112.50 81.631.25

Position

None

Nancs Garrity 7/31/92 72-8072 1

25 Chelsea Lane, N.E. Period Ending Account Page

Washington, D.C. 20007 Number

Endnotes

United States Code, Title 12, Section 3403(c), "Right to
Financial Privacy Act," (Washington, DC: U.S. Government
Printing Office, Superintendent of Documents)

2 United States Code. Title 31, Section 103.31 through 103.37,
inclusive, as stated in Title 12, Section 1829b, (Washington,
DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, Superintendent of
Documents)
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CHAPTER 6

Tracing the Moveineitlol, Money through a Business

hapter 5 dealt with tracing the movement of
money through financial institutions. In this
chapter, you'll see how an investigator traces

the movtent of money through a business. This skill requires an
understanding of business organizations and a working knowledge
of the principles of accounting. The proprietorship, partnership,
and corporation are the predominate forms of business organiza-
tion found in the American economy. The composition and funda-
mentals of each will be addressed in this chapter.

Accounting is the language of business. It reports, classifies,
and summarizes the effects of financial transactions upon a busi-
ness. From the writing of a check for the purchase of raw materi-
als, to the receipt of currency for the sale of a finished product,
accounting maintains a record of all business financial events.
Illegal events such as enthezzlement, insider trading, tax evasion
and money laundering can often be detected through the analysis
of accounting records. Accordingly, a familiarity with business
books and records, accounting systems and methods, financial
reports, and auditing techniques becomes important to the finan-
cial investigator.

After studying Chapter 6, you should be able to:

Describe the basic forms of business organization.

Explain why a knowledge of accounting is important to the
financial investigator.

Define or describe basic accounting terms.



Journalize transactions.

Post journal entries to a general ledger.

Prepare a balance sheet and an income statement.

The discussion in Chapter 5 focused on tracing the movement
of money to and through financial institutions. The focus of this
chapter is tracing the movement of money through the financial
records maintained by a business. But before we get into that, a
discussion on the different types of business organizations is nec-
essary. It is important that the financial investigator be aware of
the "form" of the business organization he or she is investigating.
A business organization's form can be manipulated to conceal
true ownership or financial interest, or to hide illegal activities.
Also, the type and complexity of a business's accounting system
can be affected by the business's form of organization.

Types of Business Organizations

Consider the different types of businesses that make up today's
economy: fast food restaurants. gas stations, video stores. hospi-
tals. construction companies, government agencies. etc. There are
literally hundreds of thousands of businesses. Luckily, for both
the accountant and the financial investigator, there are not hun-
dreds of thousands of different types of recordkeeping and organi-
zation systems. Standards for recordkeeping have been
established and our legal system recognizes the following three
primary types of business organizations:

Proprietorship

Partnership

Corporation

Proprietorship
Generally speaking. a proprhitorship (also known as the single or
sole pmprietorship) is a business owned by one person who is



usually both the manager and the owner. Historically, proprietor-
ships have been small scale or localized operations, however.
there is no legal or theoretical limit to the scope. complexity, or
size of this type of Operation.

A proprietorship is the most common form of business opera-
tion and, as such, it is the most frequent type of business the
financial investigator will encounter. .4nyone who enters into a
business without designating.an organizational type is considered

a sole proprietor. -There are no special legal requirements to be
met in starting a proprietorship.

The sole proprietor has the advantage of making all decisions
and collecting all profits. but he or she also shoulders all respon-
sibilities and suffers all losses.

Partnership
In order to become successful, a business ma.' require more
resources than are available to a single person. Specific knowl-
edge. skills, or management capabilities mav be required that one
person alone cannot supply. In these situations, and in many oth-
erS, two or more people combine assets mul skills and become
joint owners in a single business a partnership. A partner can
be a person. another partnership, or a corporation and. like a pro-
prietorship, there are no special legal requirements to be met in
stalling a partnership.

Partnerships have been in existence for a long time. The
English common law of partnership, from which the American
system is derived. began as Roman law. The Uniform Partnership
Act (UPA) codified the majority of the common-law rules relating
to partnership actions and is acknowledged as the controlling
document for partnership activity. Section 6 of the tPA defines a
partnership as -an association of two or more persons to carry on
as co-owners of a business fOr profit.'" Because partners are co-
ow ners. each:

!las a right to share in the business profits (and losses)

!las a voice in management affairs

Is a co-owner of the partnership property

1:3



Since a partnership involves two or more persons. it requires
more structure than a proprietorship. A partnership agreement is
essential, although it is not a legal requirement. This agreement
will prevent (hopefully) future misunderstandings. An agreement
of this type, generally known as the Artkies of Partnership (see
page 129). contains all the terms pertinent to the formation. oper-
ation, and dissolution of the partnership, including:

The names of the partners and the partnership

The name, location, and type of business to be conducted

The effective date of the agreement and the agreement's
expiration date, if any

An agreement as to the value of the assets to be contributed
to the partnership by each partner

The duties and rights of each partner. and the manner in
which each partner shares profits. losses, and responsibili-
ties

The salary to be paid to each partner and the provisions for
.terminating the partnership

Additional factors pertinent to a partnership include:

The fidudary relationship between each partner. Each
partner must maintain the highest standards of trust, good faith
and integrity when dealing with his or her partners or acting on
behalf of the partnership.

Agency relationship. According to law. each partner is an
agent for all other partners. This means that in transactions with
others, the partnership is liable for the actions of a partner.

Terminating the partnership. Ending a partnership is com-
posed of two steps: dissolution and winding up. Dissolution sets
the procedure into motion by announcing the partnership's inten-
tions to close out business. Winding up is the actual settling.
dividing, and terminating the partnership.

13



Articles of Partnership

THIS CONTRACT made and entered into on the fifth dav of December. 1989. by and between Paul E.
Blake and Richard T. Nelson. both of Billings. Montana.

WITNESSETH: That the said parties have this day formed a partnership for the purpose of
engaging in and conducting a wholesale automotive supply business in the city of Billings under the
following stipulations. which are a part of this contract:

FIRST: The said partnership is to continue for a term of ten years from January I. 1990.

SECOND: The business is to be conducted under the firm name of Blake & Nelson at 159 West
Gilbert Street. Billings, Montana 59101.

THIRD: The investments ate as follows: Paul E. Blake. cash. $60,000: Richard I Nelson.
cash. 860.000. These invested assets are partnership property in which the equity of each partner is the
same.

FOURTH: Each r.rtner is to devote his entire time and attention to the business awl to engage in
no other business enterprise without the written consent of the other partner.

HMI: During the operation of this partnership. neither partner is to become surety or bondsman
for anyone without the written consent of the other partner.

SIXTH: Each partner is to receive an annual salary as follows: Paul E. Blake. $27,200.00:
Richard Nelson. 826.000.00. One twelfth of the annual salary is payable in cash on the last business
day of each month. At the end of each annual fiscal period, the net income or the net loss shown by the
income statement, after the salaries of the two partners have lwen allowed, is to be shared as follows:
Paul E. Blake. 60 percent: Richard T. Nelson. 40 percent.

SEVENTH: Neither partner is to withdraw assets in excess of his salary. any part of the assets
invested. or assets in anticipation of net income to be earned.1%ithout the written consent of the
other partner.

EIGIIT: In case of the death or the legal disability of either partner. the other partner is to
continue the oiwrations of the business until the close of the annual fiscal period on the following
Decemlwr 31. At that time, the continuing partner is to be given an optiim to buy the interest of the
dtweased or incapacitated partner at tutt more than 10 percent alaive the value of the deceased or
incapacitated pailner's proprietary interest as shown bv the balance of his capital account after the
Is a dcs are clostslon Decemlwr 31. It is agreed that this purchase price is to be paid one half in cash
and tlw balance in four equal installments pa able quarterk.

NINTII: At the c(mclusitat of this contract. unless it is mutually agreell to continue the operation
of the business under a new contract. the assets of the patinership, after the liabilities arc paid. are to
be divided in proportion to the net credit to each partner's capital account on that date.

IN W ITN ESS WIIEREOF, the parties aforesaid have lwremito set their hands and affixed their
seals on the day and ear al /Me written.

(Seah

riwata (seal)
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Corporation
Corporations are quite different from proprietorships and partner-
ships for a number of reasons. Among them are:

Legal entity. A corporation is a legal entity and may come
into existence only by the sanction of a state.

An entity distinct from its owners. A corporation is a legal

entity in and of itself, separate and distinct from its owners. It's
owners are stockholders. Whereas partners and sole proprietors
are personally responsible for their debts, stockholders are not
personally responsible for a corporation's debts.

Continuous existence. A corporation has a continuous exis-
tence independent of the existences of its members. Partnerships
and proprietorships have limited lives.

Because a corporation is a separate legal entity, it must seek
approval to operate. Permission is granted by either State or
Federal authorities after review of the requesting Organization's
Articles of incorporation.

A corporation's Articles of Incorporation (see page 131) con-
tains several pieces of information of interest to the financial
investigator. Items of interest include the following:

The name and purpose of the corporation and the location
of the corporation's main office

The date of the incorporation, the name of the state where
incorporated. and the names and addresses of the incorpo-
rators

The amount and kinds of capital stock that are authorized
14 the corporation, and the number of shares into which
the ownership may lw divided

The amount of capital with which the corporation will begin
operations

'I he Articles qf Incorporation are normally filed with die
Secretary of' State in the state ul'ere the coworation is being
formed. After approval by the State or Federal authority, a certi-
fied copy of the document is sent to the corporate office. This cer-



Articles of Incorporation

of
SNOWMOBILE CORPORATION

.E1RST: The name of the corporation is Snowmobile Corporation.

SECOND: The principal office of said corporation is located at 21014 Beckett Avenue, in the City of
Wilmington, County of New Castle, Delaware 19805.

The nature of the business, or objects or purposes to be transacted. promoted. or carried on.
is to engage in the business of selling snowmobiles and all business incidental to such sale.

FOURTH: The total number of shares of stock that the corporation shall have authority to issue is
Two Thousand (2,0(X)) aml the par value of each of such share is One Hundred Dollars (8)00.00).
amounting in the aggregate to Two Hundred Thousand Dollars (8200,000).

The amount of capital with which the corporation will begin business is One Hundred
Thousand Dollars (8100,000).

SIXTH: The names and places of residence of the incorporators are as follows:

Melvin C. Dahl 1336 Vine Place, Dover. Delaware 19901

David E. Gates 2547 Trim!) le Avenue, V( ilmington, Delaware 19808

Gordon W". Rotz 139 Beecherest Road. Newport, Delaware 19804

SEVENTH: The corporation is to have perpetual existence.

WE. THE UNDERSIGNED, being each of the incorporators hereinbefore named for the purpose of
forming a corporation to do business both within and without the State of Delaware. under Chapter 65 of
the Revised Code of Delaware. and the acts amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto. do make this
certificate, hereby declaring and certifying that the facts herein stated are true and accordingly have
hereunto set our hands and seals this fifth day of June. 1990.

In the presence of:

Nviwtviulculyikt.)
State of De loware ) ss.:
County of New Castle)

BE IT REMEMBERED. that on this fifth day of June. A.D. 1990. personally came before me, Mary
D. Manning. a Notary Puldir for the State of Delaware, all of the parties ki the fioregoing certificate of
incorporation. known to me personally to be such. and severally acknowledged the said certificate to lw
the act anti (lewd of the signers respectively aml that tlw facts tlwrein stated are truly set fiwth.

(Seal)

(Seal)

(Seal)

GIVEN under tii hand and seal of office the da and sear afo

1 V

Notary Public



titled copy is known as the Corporate Charter.
After incorporation, a corporation may hold an organizational

meeting where a Board of Directors and/or corporate officers are
elected. Also, a set of bylaws may be adopted. The corporate
bylaWs regulate the actions and affairs of the corporation.

In Chapter 5, the securities market was discussed. It is
through issuing securities that corporations obtain financing for
their operation. Investors can either purchase stock (equity secu-
rities) or bonds (debt securities). An investor who purchases stock
becomes an owner of the corporation, with each share of stock
representing a valued interest. Even though stockholders are the
owners of a corporation, they normally have no direct dominion

over the management of the business. Stockholders exercise their
power indirectly through the election of the Board of Directors.
The duty of the Board of Directors is to determine corporate pol-
icy and oversee the carrying out of the policy by the corporate
employees. Bondholders do not purchase an ownership interest in
the corporation, they lend money to the corporation. The corpora-
tion promises to repay the bondholders what they have lent, plus
interest.

All corporate security sales are reviewed by government
authorities to protect the investing public from fraudulent offer-
ings. Accordingly, corporations often provide detailed financial
information to the reviewing authorities. These authorities, which
include state incorporation departments and Federal agencies
such as Securities and Exchange Commission. have valuable
information to provide the financial investigator.

A Comparison of Business Organizations
A table that lists the advantages and disadvantages of the three
basic types of business organizations is found on the next page.

Business Organization Derivations
There are derivations of the three forms of business organiza-

tions. Descriptions of some follow:

Limited Partnership. A limited partnership permits partners
to limit their risk of loss on their investment to the amount of their
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A comparison of three types of business organizations

S. Proprietorship

Advantages

Ownership of all profits

Ease of organization

Freedom of action

Minimum of legal restrictions

Maximum personal incentive

No tax on the business entity

Ease of dissolution

Disadvantages

l'nlimited liability for
business debts

Limited capital resources

Business ends with the death of
the proprietor

General Partnership

Advantages

Larger capital resources than sole
proprietorship

Better credit standing than
single individual

More managerial talent than
single individual

Few legal restrictions

High degree of personal incentive

No tax on the business entity

Ease of dissolution

Disadvantages

Unlimited liability for
business debts

Existence ends with death or
ithdrawal of any partner

Restricteil transfer of organization
ownership

Corporation

Advantoges

Limited habilitv of stockholders

Very large capital resources

Ease of transfer of ownership

Long or perpetual life

Ease of expansion

Legal entity distinct from others

Some Federal tax incentives

Disadvantages

Tax on business income

Extensive legal restrictions
and regulations

Expenses of incorporation

Possibly limited personal incentive

investment. Their risk is similar to the limited liability of a stock-
holder. A limited partnership agreement must be in writing and
there must be at least one general partner who assumes unlimited
liability. Limited partners may not participate in the management
of the firm, although they may meet from time to time to vote on
general policies of operation. This form of organization is popular
in oil well drilling, cattle feeding. and real estate businesses.

Cooperative. A cooperative is a corporation in which prof-
its are distributed to shareholders not in proportion to the number
of shares each owns. but in proportion to the amount of business
each shareholder does with the cooperative. Unlike normal corpo-
rations which generally allow one vote per share, each member of
a cooperative has only one you%



Mutual Company. A mutual company is a type of corpora-

tion that has no stockholders. It is common in the fields of life
insurance and savings, and is owned by its customers (policy-

holders or depositors) who, depending on the provisions of the

charter, may or may not have the right to vote for the directors. If

any profits are distributed. they are paid out according to the size

of the policy or the size of the deposit.

Shell Corporation. A shell corporation is one that has no
assets or liabilities. It simply has a charter to do business. The
attraction of a shell corporation is confidentiality. An application

to do business may take weeks to approve and the names of per-

sons on the charter are subject to review; however, the names of
subsequent stockholders and directors are not identified on pub-

lic records.

Joint Stock Company. A joint stock company is an tmincor-
porated association that closely resembles a corporationh but for

most purposes, it is treated like a partnership.

Joint Venture. A joint venture, which is sometimes called a

joint adventure or joint enterprise, is a partnership created for a

limited purpose or duration.

Syndicate. A syndicate, also known as an investment

group, is a group of investors usually involved in a specific enter-
prise (i.e. financing a real estate development).

After i(lentifying the type of business organization. the next

stet) for the investigator is to analyze financial transactions effrct-

ing the organization itself. Through such analysis the movement

of money. from both legal and illegal activities. can lw systemati-

cally detected.

What is Accounting?
act count-ing\e' kaunt-q\n. I. The system of recording and sum-

marizing business and financial transactions ill books and analyz-

ing. verifying. zuul reporting the results.2
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Archaeologists have traced accounting's roots back more than

1000 years. Clay and stone tablets which contain a recorded his-

tory of ancient financial transactions have been found in various

locations around the world. During the reign of the Roman
Empire, sophisticated accounting methods were developed to

record military records and maintenance of other monetary data.

Other cultures also used accounting methods and systems
Chinese dynasties preserved tax information. Middle Eastern cul-

tures kept census records, and American Indians used an
accounting system to identify the accumulation of possessions (by

notches on sticks or the number of beads on a string).

Accounting evolved slowly until commerce achieved a degree

of complexity which necessitated a more sophisticated system of

recording financial transactions. Could IBM or Apple Computer

keep a record of its customer warranties on clay and stone

tablets? Could the Federal Government maintain its payroll

records for its civil and military personnel by placing notches on

sticks? Of course not! Ever since Europe's Industrial Revolution

established the foundation for the current climate of business and

finance, the need for recording. summarizing, and verifying finan-

cial information has become paramount. Today, accounting estab-

lishes. in monetary terms, the framework for a business a
framework for evaluating the efficiency of a business's operations.

for recording a history of a business's failures and accomplish-

ments. and for projecting a business's future.

The American Institute of Accountants defines accounting as

"the art of recording. classifying, and summarizing, in a signifi-

cant manner and in terms of money, transactions and events
which are. in part at least, of a financial character and interpret-

ing the results thereol.-3 Accordingly. the cornerstone of account-

ing is the classification of "pieces of paper- (invoices, sales
receipts. payroll records, etc.) involving financial transactions. To

the financial investigator, these "pieces of papee' represent valu-

able information about monetary events.
Since the function of accounting is to record and summarize

the accunmlation. spending. and/or transportation of money by an

individual or organization, a financial investigator should be con-

versant in fundamental accounting principles and understand the



role of an accountant in the business organization. Since financial
information is the key to unlocking the hidden answers to the rid-
dles encountered in an investigation, accounting becomes, for the
financial investigator, the ke y. to reading the map of unknown
events which leads to resolving a crime.

Accounting Systems

Businesses produce goods and provide services to be bought and
sold. It makes sense that the exchange of goods and services can
be observed and measured. Accounting is the language of busi-
ness because it objectively measures and records the business
exchanges that occur throughout society.

For accounting purposes, a transaction is the exchange of
goods and services and begins with recording, in dollars and
cents, what is received and what is paid out. All businesses use
some system of accounting, from the sole proprietor who runs his
or her business out of a checkbook to General Motors which
employs hundreds of accountants to keep its books. Everyone
who is faced with earning a living needs to keep track of what
they earn. That is what accounting is about.

The ultimate objective of accounting is to show, in a summary
form. the results of a business's transactions. In order to achieve
this goal. two systems of accounting have been developed.

Sing leEniry Bookkeeping
The single-entry bookkeeping system has been used for most of
accounting's 3,000-year history. It is the simplest form of noting
and recording a financial transaction. In this system, financial
transactions from all source documents are chronologically
recorded in one place, usually in columnar form. A checking
account register. an example of which is shown on the next page.
is a type of single-entry bookkeeping system.



Double-Entry Bookkeeping
For most businesses, recording single transactions in chronologi-
cal order in a checkbook register is not a sufficient way to track
their business affairs. Let's say you are a business owner and you
want to know how much you paid your employees in 1991. Your

Record all charges or credits that affect your account

Fee
Payment/Debit 1 (If Any)

Deposit/Credit Balance
Number Date Description of Transaction $

fra 5/12 ,Tales Calk- 1943 793 t2.
I

1

1 i 2501--
.5/IL 'Deposti---101,1n4 1043 12.
1

1

I

1

83129
8111' M3 Walker 'Weir/ 83 2? 151 83

945 FM KitroyisPeli 72 /1 88 GP c/2--
!

1
Rif ;20

5/13 peps i t -SatiJorteS 84 21, 171 18
i i , 273180
1 i

81(9 5713 Sally rorrence, 21'3 80 677 38
Remember to record automatic payments/deposits on date authorized

accountant would have to pull out the checkbook register related
to 1991. find each transaction related to paying each employee.
and total them. Wouldn't it be easier to record all the payroll pay-
ments in one place rather than have them scattered throughout a
checkbook register?

Since it is easier to look at the summary of a group of transac-
tions, an accountant must have a means of compressing similar
transactions. The device employed for this purpose is called an
account. Typically, accounts are established to record the move-
ment of cash into and out of the business, the payments of
expenses, the purchase of assets, and the equity of the owner. A

business may have many different types of accounts: payroll, sales,
cash. office furniture, and insurance expenses to name just a few.

In a double-entry bookkeeping system, a single transaction
always affects two or more accounts. 1.et's say your business pur-
chases a new desk and pays $200 cash for it. Two accounts are
affected, cash and office furniture. You have increased the
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amount of furniture your business has, but, at the same time, the
amount of cash available has decreased. The double-entry book-
keeping system allows this financial transaction to be recorded in
the two accounts it affects, thereby showing the full effect of the
financial transaction on the business.

Comparison of Mooting Systems

Single-Entry

Transactions are recorded by one
entry into business records

Relatively simple form
of bookkeeping

Transactions are not classified
according to type

May not show full effect of
transaction on business

Double-fatty

Two or more entries are required to
record transactions into business
records

Relatively complex form
of bookkeeping

Transactions are classified
according to type

Shows full effect of transactions
on the business

Methods of Accounting

Within the double-entry bookkeeping system there are two recog-
nized methods or ways of recording transactions, cash and
accrual.

Cash Basis
With this method, business receipts (revenue) are recorded when
cash is received and business expenditures (expenses) are
recorded when cash is paid out.

The pivotal words are "received" and "paid out". In other
words. only when the business has physically received the cash
(i.e. currency, check). as opposed to a promise to pay. O has actu-
ally paid the expense does the business record the transaction.
For example. a business orders $500 worth of computer paper for
delivery in December, however, it does not pay for the paper until
January. When using a cash basis method of recording transac-
tions, the $500 would be recorded as an expense when pahl in



January. Professionals such as doctors and lawyers usually main-
tain their accounting records on a cash basis.

Accrual Basis
With this method, business revenues are recorded when earned
(regardless of when collected) and expenses are recorded when
incurred (regardless of when cash was disbursed). Let's look at that
same $500 purchase of computer paper described above. The $500
would be recorded as an expense when incurred (or committed for)
in December if the accrual basis of accounting is used. Most busi-
nesses maintain their accounting records on an accrual basis.

Hybrid Method
A method of accounting that combines the features of both the
cash and accrual methods is called the hybrid method. It is per-
missible to use the hybrid method when it is consistently applied
and clearly reflects income. This method is most commonly used
in small businesses where the "timing" betVeen the incurring of
expenses and the paying of expenses is usually of short duration
and when "income" is reported on the cash basis. If there is no
material distortion of the matching of business income and
expenses, a hybrid method may be used.

A Comparison of the Accounting Methods
The table below provides a comparison of the three types of
accounting.

Comparison of Accounting Methods

Cash

Receipts are recorded when they
are received

Expenses are reNalletl when they
are paid

Transaetions are reconled %%lien
they are entered into the
business's books

Matches income and expenses

Accrual Hybrid

Receipts are ircorded when they
are earned

Expenses are reconled %s hen they
are incurred

Transactiims are reconlet1 %%hen
they are entered into the
business's hooks

Matches income and expenses

Receipts are reported via
the cash method

Expenses are re/uorted via the
accrual method

No material distortion of income
and expenses



The Fundamental Accounting Equation
Matching a business's income and expenses is the important
function of accounting. This matching concept is based on the
principle that every item of value in a business is owned or
claimed by someone. This concept may be expressed by the fol-
lowing equation:

Items of Value = Claims

Items of Value. The various things owned by a business are
called assets. Examples of assets include cash, supplies, machin=
ery, furniture, fixtures, land, and other tangible objects.
Additionally, there are assets which are not tangible items. These
types of assets include the right to collect money from others,
patents, investments, and goodwill (the dollar value assigned to a
business's managerial skills and reputation). To be considered an
asset, an item must meet the following two requirements:

It must be owned by the business

It must have monetary value

Claims. There are two types of claims against assets:

Claims of the owner

Claims of the creditors

The claims of the owner are called Capital Account Equity or

Owner's Net Worth. In a proprietorship, all owner equity belongs
to the sole proprietor. In a partnership, the share of owner equity
belonging to each partner is designated in the Articles of
Partnership. In a corporation, the claims of the owner are called
corporate net worth. Corporate net worth is divided into two sep-
arate accounts. One account is called the "Retained Earnings" or
"Surplus Account," and it records profits or losses. The second
account is called "The Capital Stock Account," and it represents
shareholder investment.

The claims of the creditors are called liabilities. These claims
may be made by suppliers, banks, mortgage holders, and bond-
holders.
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The equation "Items of Value = Claims" can now be con-
verted to the fundamental accounting equation shown below:

Assets = Liabilities + Owner's Equity

A = L + OE

You may also see the equation as:

A = L + C (Capital)

Although business transactions effect different components of
the equation, the total assets must always equal the total daims
(liabilities and owner's equity). Therefore, if the equation is to be
maintained, it is impossible to change a single item without
changing another. For example, when an asset is increased, a cor-
responding adjustment must be made in the equation or it will not
balance; either another asset must be decreased, or a liability or
owner's equity account must be increased.

Business Financial Statements

Business owners, potential investors, and creditors need some
type of summary or report that describes the financial condition of
a business during a specific period of operation. Also, they need
to know whether or not the business is making or losing money.
Accounting records provide the information that creates these
types of financial reports. One of the important functions of an
accountant is to summarize transaction entries and prepare the
financial reports for a business. These reports are called Balance
Sheets and Income Statements and they represent the summary of
financial activity entered into by a business during an identified
period of time.

Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet, often called the Statenwnt of Financial
Condition or Statement of Financial Position, depicts the assets.
liabilities, and owner's equity of a business organization at a spe-
cific point in time. It is called a balance sheet because, upon its
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completion, it must be in balance. In other words, the total value
of the business's assets must equal the total value of the liabilities
plus owner's equity a reference back to the fundamental
accounting equation, A = L + OE.

A balance sheet is prepared at the close of business of tlit
last day of the accounting period. It identifies the business by
name, sets out the fact that it is a balance sheet. and gives the
date of the statement. The date assigned to a balance sheet does
not cover a period of time, but rather represents a moment in
time. One prepared on Tuesday the 12th will differ from one pre-
pared on Monday the 11th and Wednesday the 13th. A balance
sheet presents a picture of the business's financial position. as if
frozen for a split second, on the statement date.

Balance sheets are usually formatted in one of two ways. The
account form lists liabilities and owner's e(1uitY to the right of
assets. The report form lists liabilities and owner's equity below
the assets. A balance sheet in account form is shown below: one
in a report format is shown on the next page.

Account Form

123 Company

tialanti Sheet

1)ecember 31. 1991

Current Assets Current Liabilities

Cash S130A)00 Accounts payable 5270.000

Accounts receivalile 486.000 Accnied expenses 117.000

(memory 602.000 Income tax payble 30.(100

Prelmid expenses 900H) Notes payable 320.000

Total curnnt assets 81.308.000 Total current liabilities S737.0(K)

Fixed Assets Long-Term liabilities

Machinery 364.000 Payables 500.000

Equipment 116.000 Total liabilities S1.237.000

Furnittin 3(H1.000

Total li \ell assets 8780.000 Owner's Equity

Paid-in capital S701.000

Retained earnings 1503)00

Total equity S851,000

Total Assets 52,088.0(10 Total liabilites and Equity S2.088.000



Report Form

123 Company
Balance Sheet

December 31, 1991

Assets

Current Assets

Cash S130,000

Accounts receivable 486,000

Inventory 602.000

Pre-paid expenses 90.000

Total current assets 81.308.000

Fixed Assets

Machinery 8364.000

Equipment 116.000

Furniture 300.000

Total fixed assets $780,000

Total assets 82,088.00

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Accounts payable 8270.000

Accrued expenses 117.000

Income tax payable 30.0(10

Notes payable 320.000

Total current liabilities 8737.000

Long-Tenn Liabilities

Payables 500.000

long-tenn liabilities 5500.000

Total liabilities 81.237.000

Owner's Equity

Paid-in capital S701.000

Retained earnings 130,000

Total equity 8851.000

'rotal liabilities and equi'., $2.088.000



Each separate asset, liability, and owner's equity entry shown
on the balance sheet represents an account. The balance sheet
does not report the flow of funds into and out of the accounts dur-
ing the accounting period. Only each account's ending balance as
of the statement date is shown.

Look back at the two balance sheets shown above. Note that
both classify and organize the individual accounts listed. Under
the category "Current Assets," you find the following accounts:
cash, accounts receivable, inventory, and pre-paid expenses. The
categories shown on the preceding balance sheets often appear on
a balance sheet and do so in the order presented. Keep in mind
that not all balance sheets require all of the categories listed, and
some may require others not shown. A discussion of the different
categories follows.

Current Assets

This class of assets includes cash and any other asset that could
be converted to cash within one accounting cycle or balance sheet
period (normally one year). Current assets should be listed
according to their degree of liquidity (likelihood of being con-
verted to cash). Examples of current assets include:

Cash The bills and coins in the business as well as the
money on deposit in savings and checking accounts.

Notes Receivable A formal written promise by a debtor
to pay a specified amount of money, usually with interest, at a def-
Mite time.

Accounts Receivable Claims against customers arising
from the sale of merchandise or services on credit.

Allowance for Bad Debt An estimated amount of
accounts receivable which will probably he uncollectible due to
nonpayment by a customer. This account is normally shown as a
reduction to current assets. Tlw balance in this account is
deducted from the original receivable balance in the asset
account.

Merchandise Inventory Goods purchased or produced for
the purliose of sale to customers.
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Pre-Paid Expenses Expenses paid in advance, such as
rent and insurance.

Fixed Assets
This class of assets, sometimes called Property, Plant, and
Equipment, includes assets that are not intended for sale but are
to be used by the business over several years. Examples of fixed
assets include:

Furniture and Fixtures The furniture and fixtures owned
by the business.

Allowance for Depreciation The total amount set aside
for the decline in the useful value of the fixed assets due to wear
and tear from usage and the passage of time. This account is nor-
mally shown as a re'duction to fixed assets. The balance in this
account is deducted from the original cost balance in the asset
account.

Delivery Equipment The vehicles used to get the goods
from the business to the customer.

Building The physical structure which houses the com-
pany.

Current Liabilities
This class of liabilities includes all debts of the business that will
come due within one year of the balance sheet date. Examples of
current liabilities include:

Notes Payable A promissory note given by the business
to a bank, individual, or other business entity as evidence of a
debt owed for the purchase of merchandise or some other asset.

Accounts Payable A short-term liability usually arising
from the purchase of merchandise for credit. Unlike the note
r iyable, no formal written promise to pay is issued.

Accrued Expenses Payable Expenses which are owed
but hot yet paid. A common example is salaries owed to the
employees but not paid until the end of the pay period.
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Long-Term Liabilities
This class of liabilities involves all debts with maturity dates
more than one year after the balance sheet date. One account that
you might find under this category is mortgage payable. This lia-
bility deals with debts secured by mortgages on specific assets of
the business. Failure by the business to pay this obligation would
give the creditor a legal right to force the sale of the pledged asset
as a means of obtaining payment.

Owner's Equity
Owner's equity shows how much of a business has been "fur-
nished" by its owner(s). There are two basic accounts for owner's
equity. These accounts are:

Paid-in Capital When the owners invest their assets (i.e.
cash. property. etc.) into the business. they are contributing
capital which increases the worth of the business.

Retained Earnings The accumulated profits and losses of
a corporation.

Income Statement
The second accounting report that is important to a financial
investigator or anyone else interested in the financial condition of
a Imsiness organization is the Income Statement. The income
statement, also called the Profit and Loss Statement. reports rev-
enue and expenses incurred bv a business for a designated period

of time.

While the balance sheet reports the financial condition of a
business at a given date. the income statement reports the busi-
ness's operating activities for the whole accounting period. The
income statenwnt matches the amounts received from selling the
goods and/or services prmluml by the business (income) against
all the costs and/or services (expenses) needed to operate the
business. Tlw result of this matching process is a financial state-
ment of the business's profit or loss fin- the period.

I.ike the balance sheet. there are two general formats for an
income statement. single-step and multi-step..



Sing lo-Stop Format

In its simplest format, the single-step income statement presents
the following three items:

Revenue for the period

Applicable expenses

Net income or loss (revenue minus expenses)

The following shows a single-step income statement.

ABC Company
Income Statement

For the Vear ended December 31. 1991

Revenue:

Sales S4.212.000

Expenses:

Cost of goods sold S2.808.000

Selling expenses 936,000

Administrative exrnses 116.000

Interest expense 52.000

Income tax expense 1 2(1O00

Thtal exi)enses 84.032.000

Net Income $ 180,000

Note the heading of the income statement. Like the balance
sheet, it consists of the name of the company, the name of the
financial statement, and the date. However, unlike the balance
sheet, the income statement date is preceded bv the term "for the
year, period, or month ending." The income statement reflects a
business's net income or loss for the entire period stated in the
heading.

MuIti-Stop Format
Many income statement users maintain that there are a number of
significant relatior,ships between total revenue and net income
which are not brought out in a single-step income statement. They
contend. for example, that some intermediate subtotals such as
gross profit, operating earnings. and earnings before tax are as



important as total revenue, total expenses, and net income.' They
prefer an income statement format which presents intermediate
steps, the multi-step format.

The multi-step format is designed to be read in a stairstep
manner. Each step down is a deduction of one or more expenses.
Look at the sample income statement in multi-step format shown
on the next page. The first step down deducts the cost of goods

sold from the business's sales revenue. This deduction results in
the line entitled gross profit. This measurement is captioned
"gross" because other expenses are yet to be deducted.

In the next step down, operating expenses (selling expenses
and administrative expenses) are deducted from the gross profit
figure. Then other expenses (i.e. taxes, interest, etc.) are also sub-
tracted from the calculation to arrive at the final step down net

income. Net income is the bottom line in the matching process
between business income and business expenses. If income
remains after the deduction of expenses a net income (profit) is
reported. Correspondingly, if the business expenses for the period
exceed the business income, a net loss is reported.

ABC Company
Income Statement

For the year ended December 31. 1991

Sales revenue 84.212.000

Less: cost of goods sold 2.808.000

Gross profit 8 I .404.000

Less: selling expenses 936.0(X)

Administrative expenses 116.0(X)

Thtal operating expenses 1.052.000

Operating earnings 8352.000

Less: interest expense 52.000

Earnings before tax 8300.000

Less: Income Tax expense 120.000

Net Income 8180.000



Recording Financial Transactions

The effect of each individual financial transaction entered into by
a business during the accounting period is eventually reflected on
a business's balance sheet and income statement. Since a busi-
ness may engage in hundreds or even thousands of transactions
daily, an accounting procedure is needed to record and classify
financial transactions in order to organize this type of financial
information inside the business's bookkeeping system. Every
check written, invoice paid, and sales receipt issued by a busi-
ness represents a source document of accounting information. The
financial information from the source documents is entered into
the business's bookkeeping system through the establishment of
accounts. As was stated earlier, accounts are established to record
the movement of cash into and out of the business, the payments
of expenses, the purchase of assets, and the equity of the owner.

Chart of Accounts
The number of accounts needed by a business will depend on its
size, nature of operations, and the extent to which management
wants detailed classification of information. To assist in tracking
its accounts, a business will create a chart of accounts. A chart of
accounts is a listing, in sequentially numbered order, of a busi-
ness's established accounts. The chart of accounts for Ogle
Insurance Company is found on the next page.

Bookkeeping Systems and Accounts
Single-entry bookkeeping only accounts for the cash coming into
or cash going out of a business. It does not separate financial
transactions into individual accounts or at tempt to balance the
effects of each transaction in the business's books and records.

In a double-entry system of accounting, financial transactions
are recorded in a manner that balances the effect of each individ-
ual transaction in the business's books and records. Under the
double-entry system, recording a financial transaction in the busi-
ness's books affects two or more accounts.



Ogle Insurance Company
Chart of Accounts

Assets

101 Cash on Hand
1015 Cash in Bank
102 Accounts Receivable
105 Merchandise Inventory
106 Pre-paid Insurance
117.0 Delivery Equipment
117.5 Accumulated Depreciation

Delivery Equipment
118.0 Office Furniture
118.5 Accumulated Depreciation

Office Furniture
119.0 Office Equipment
119.5 Accumulated Depreciation

Office Equipment
120 Goodwill

130 Land
140 Building
150 Petty Cash

Liabilities

201

202
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

Net Worth

Accounts Payable Expense
Salaries Payable
Employees Income Tax
FICA Tax Payable
State Unemployment Tax Payable
Sales Tax Payable
Notes Payable
Mortgage Payable
Loans l'ayable

251 Capital. Robert Ogle
252 Draw ing. Robert Ogle
253 Profit and I A)tiS

Revenue

301 Sales
302 Sales Returns and Allowances
303 Sales Discount
311 Purchases

Operating Expenses

401 Delivery Expenses
402 Depreciation Expenses

Delivery Equipment
403 Salaries Expenses
404 Payroll Expenses
405 Miscellaneous Selling Expense
407 Depreciation Expense

Office Furniture
408 Depreciation Expense

Office Equipment
409 Insurance Expense
410 Office Supplies
412 Bad Debt Expense
413 Miscellaneous General Expense

Other income

501 Gain on Disposal of Plant Assets
502 Interest Income

Other Expenses

601 Rent Expense
602 "klephone Expense



Journals
Financial information is taken from source documents and
entered into the accounting system through a business's journals.
Journals are called the Books:of Original Entry and they main-
tain, in chronological order, the details of each financial transac-
tion entered into by a business. In the double-entry system of
bookkeeping, each transaction affects two or more accounts and,
accordingly, two or more journal entries must be made to record
the transaction, never just one.

The example below shows how a singlt- transaction is
recorded in a journal within a double-entry bookkeeping system.
Three entries are needed to record the following transaction:

Company X sold 82.000 Worth of merchandise to MLB
Limited. The invoice shows that MLB Limited paid 8500 cash
and put the remaining 81.500 on account.

General Journal page J-16

Date ledger

1992 Accounts and Explanations Folio' Debit Credit

8/13 Cash 101 500

Accounts Receivable 102 1,5(X)

Sales 301

Sold merchandise to MLR Limited.

2.000

Account number - refer to chart of accounts

Note that a description of the transaction. and the actual
increase and decrease in terms of money are recorded in the jour-
nal. The dollar value of the transaction is recorded in one of two
colunms in the journal. The column on the left is called the debit

column and the column on the right is called the credit column.

The terms debit (Dr.) and credit (Cr.) represent accounting
nomenclature 14 "making an entry on the left side or right side of

an account, and hold no other meanings or connotations. To
"debit an account- means to make an entry On the left side or in
the left column of an account. To "credit an account- means to
make an entry on the right side or in the right column of an
account. The accounting niles for reconling the increases and

decreases resulting from financial transactions are found On the
next page.



Ryles for Recording
Increases and Decreases

Assets

Increases on the left Decreases on the right
(debit) (credit)

Liabilities and Owner's Equity (Capital)

Decreases on the left Increases on the right
(debit) (credit)

Revenue

Decreases on the left Increases on the right
(debit) (credit)

Expenses
.

Increases on the left Decileases on the right
(debit) (credit)

Let's look .back at the sample journal entries on page 151 to
see if the rules above were properly applied. The $500 cash (an
asset that increased) was debited to the "Cash" account and the
$1,500 balance, also an asset that increased, was debited to the
Accounts Receivable account. Sales, a revenue account, was
increased by the credit of $2,000.

Why is it important that a financial investigator understand
how information from source documents eventually finds its way
into a business's journals? Journals provide the financial link
between the outside world's source documents and the business
world's accounting records. Through analysis of journal entries,
often a determination can be made as to whether or not the busi-
ness has properly recorded the financial event as shown on the
source document. This analysis can be completed by:

Determining the accounts affected by the transaction

Determining the affect in dollar terms of the transaction on
each account

Reviewing the recorded journal entry for the correct
debit/credit entries relating to the financial transaction



Types of Journals
Special types of journals are devoted to particular kinds of busi-
ness transactions. Examples of these different types of journals
are the following:

Cash Receipts Journal. Records the dates, sources, and
amounts of money received into a business.

Cash Disbursements Journal. Records the dates, amounts,
and recipients of payments made by a business.

Sales Journal (Accounts Receivable Journal). Lists sales
invoices in date or numerical order for sales made on
credit.

Purchases Journal (Accounts Payable Journal). Records all
acquisitions of merchandise or services purchased on
credit by the business.

General Journal. Reflects transactions not covered by spe-
cific purpose journals. It is also used to record adjustments
to the books and records.

The following pages illustrate various types of journals and
journal formats. Read each of the examples to see how various
transactions are recorded. Refer to the chart of accounts on page
150 and the rules for recording increases and decreases to jour-
nals on page 152 as necessary.



Cosh Receipts barna Entries

1992 Finandal Transactions

7-14 Received 8250 from Redhay and Co. on account.
7-18 Sold 8175 merchandise for cash to Reed Manufacturing.
7-22 Received a 8300 payment from Bur, Inc. for cash sale.

Cosh Receipts Journal

Date Received From Form # Debit Credit

1992

7/14 Cash 101 250.00

Accounts Receivable 102 250.00

Redbay & Co. - paid acct.

7/18 Cash 101 175.00

Sales 301 175.00

Sold merchandise to Reed Mfg.

7/22 Cash 101 300.00

Sales 301 300.00

Sold merchandise to Bur. Inc.

Cash Receipts Journal Entries

1992 Randal Transactions

7-6 Received 87,800 from Pike Mfg. on account.
7-8 Sold 87,000 of merchandise for cash to Iron Works.

7-10 Received a 89.000 payment from Bates Motel for a cash sale.
7-14 Sold 82.500 of merchandise for cash to Wilcox Motors.
7-18 Received 81.500 from Cloud Mfg. on account.
7-19 Cash sale to Hickory Co. for $2,500.

Cash Receipts Pg. CR-3

Date

1992

July

Payee Cash

Debit

(101)

A/R

Credit

(102)

Sales

Credit

(301)

6 Pike Mfg. 87,800.00 87.800.00

8 Irtm Works 87.000.00 87.000.00

10 Bates Motel $9.(100A10 89.000.00

11 Wilcox Motors S2.500.00 52.500.00

18 Chmil Mfg. S1.500.00 S1.500.00

19 Hickory Co. 52.500.(H) 52.500.(H)
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Cash Disbursements Journal Entries

1992 Fluandal Transactions

1-25 8500 is paid to Sylvester Sage on account.
1-25 875 is paid to )1le Telephone Company for the monthly bill.
1-27 8250 is paid to John Woods on account.
1-29 8300 is paid to Realty Management.

Cash Disbursements Journal

Date
1992 Paid to LF. Debit Coed

1/25 Accounts Payable 201 8500

Cash (CK #275) 101 8500

Paid to Sylvester Sage on account

1/25 Telephone Expense 602 875

Cash (CK #276) 101 875

Paid telephone bill for month

1/27 Accounts Payable 201 8250

Cash (CK #277) 101 8250

Paid to John Uods on account

1/29 Rent Expense 601 8300

Cash (CK #278) 101 8300

Paid to Realty Management

Sales Journal Entries

1992 Finandal Transactions

1-3 Sales to XYZ Company on account = 81.0(X)
1-4 Sales to 123 Company on account = 85(K)
1-5 Sales to Bob Company on account = 3250
1-6 Saks to XYZ Company on account = 81.000
1-7 Saks to 123 Company on account = 8500

Sales Journal Pg. SJ-I

Date (103) (301)
1992 Customer Name Accounts Receivable (DR) Sales (CR)

1/3 X YZ Co. 81.0(X) 81.000

1/4 123 Co. 5(H) 5(H)

1/5 Rol) Co. 250 250

1/6 XYZ Co. 1.0(X) 1.000

1/7 123 Co. 500 500

83.250 83.250



Purchase Journal En Mel

1992 financial Transactions

1-1 Bought merchandise on account from wholesaler X for 8250
1-2 Bought merchandise on account from vendor Y for 8500
1-:3 Bought merchandise on account from wholesaler Z for 8750
1-4 Purchased merchandise on account from vendor Y for 8500

1-4 Purchased merchandise on account from wholesaler Z for 8750

Purchase Journal Pg. PJ-1

Date
1992 Vendor Name Purchases (DR) Accounts.Payable (CR)

1/1 X Wholesaler 8250 $250

1/2 N. Vendor 500 500

113 Z Wholesaler 750 750

1/4 Y \endor 500 500

1/4 Z Wholesaler 750 750

The Ledger
Journalising entries, recording each business transaction from a
source document into the journals, continues throughout the
accounting period. Because of this, financial information con-
tained within the journals grows during the accounting period,
particularly in businesses that engage in a high volume of trans-
actions. It would be difficult for a business owner, accountant, or
financial investigator to analyze a journal full of financial transac-
tions entered in chronological order, particularly when he or she
is searching for specific account information (i.e., "all the rent
expense payments" or " all sales to a particular customer"). An

accounting device called a ledger is used to summarize journal
entries by specific accounts. The summary of account information
contained in ledgers is used to prepare a business's balance sheet
and income statement.

A ledger is established to accumulate all the transactions
affecting a specific account during the accounting period. For
example. all transactions affecting the "cash account." a busi-
ness's receipt of cash debit) and pay outs of cash (credit)
recorded in the journals, would be summarized in the ledger
account entitled "cash". At the end of the accounting period, the

balance of the ledger account (the mathematical difference



between the total debit entries and total credit entries) is used as
the basis for balance sheet and income statement reports.

A popular format for a ledger is the "T-account." A ledger
account in the T-format looks like the following:

Cash (101)

1/4/92 900.00 1/3/92 394.00

1/7/92 1.435.00 1/8/92 13.95

1/13/92 52.43

In the T-account format, ledger entries to show increases and
decreases in different types of accounts are made as follows:

Assets Uabllitles Owner's Equity

(Dr.) (Cr.) (Dr.) (Cr.)

Expenses Revenue

(Dr.) (Cr.) (Dr.) (Cr.)

(Dr.) (Cr.)

The T-account format is very convenient for illustrative pur-
poses; however, in formal accounting records, more information is
needed and the T-account is replaced by something similar to the
following:

Date Explanation Ref Debit Credit Balance



The Date column shows the date of the transaction, which is
not necessarily the same date that the entry is made into the
account. The Explanation column is needed only for unusual
items often it is not used. The Ref (Reference) column is used
to list the page number of the journal in which the transaction is
recorded. This makes it possible to trace ledger transactions back
to their source.

When financial information that has been entered into jour-
nals is transferred to and entered in the appropriate ledger
account, it has gone through the process known as posting. Thus.
transactions are journalized and then posted to a ledger. Note how
the journal entries on the following page are posted to ledger
accounts.

General Journal Page J-16

Date Ledger

1992 Accounts and Explanations Folio Debit Credit

9/1 Cash 101 60.000

Owner's Equity 251 60.000

Owner invests S60,000 cash
in Inisiness.

9/3 Cash 101 21.000

Land 130 21.000

Company purchases land for
S21.000 cash.

9/5 Building 110 36.000

Cash 101 153000

Accounts Payable 201 21.11410

Company purchases 836.000
building. pays SI5.000 cash
and S21.000 on account
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Cash (101)

9/1 60,000 9/3 21,000

9/5 15,000

Owner's Equity (251)

9/1 60,000

Land (130)

9/3 21,000 I

Suading (140)

9/5 36,000

Accounts Payable (201)

I 9/5 21,000

Trial Balance
If the computation of account balances has been accurate, it fol-
lows that the total of the accounts with debit balances must be
equal to the total of the accounts with credit balances. This proof
is called a trial balance. A trial balance is a two-column listing of
the names and balances of all accounts in the order in which they
appear in the ledger. The debit balances arc listed in the left col-

Frank's Turkey Farni
Trial Balance

August 31, 1992

Cash 15.278

Accounts Receivable 3.923

Land 9,998

Building 4,276

Office Equilintynt I ,934

Accounts Payable 11.254

Vrank Lyn. (:aliital 24.137

35.411 35.411

.ioJ



umn, the credit balances in the right. The trial balance is pre-
pared prior to the creation of the balance sheet and income state-
ment.

Keep in mind that the trial balance proves only one aspect of
the ledgers, the equality of debits and credits. It does not prove
that ledger entries are correct or accurate.

Analyzing Business Books and Records

Financial investigators rarely are asked to construct, or have a
need to reconstruct, a full set of financial books and records.
However, searching through or analyzing information in financial
records is a common investigative technique. Analysis of these
types of business records tie financial transactions to criminal
activity. There exists a ruthless logic in accounting which over-
comes deceit and deception.

Analyzing accounting records is known as auditing. Audit
techniques are based on three action words analyze, scrutinize,
and compare. They are key terms in dissecting and tracing finan-
cial transactions. Investigators need to look beyond the written
figures in books and records. They need to:

Analyze. During analysis, the accounting books and
records are broken into their component parts. For example, jour-
nals are analyzed by reviewing individual entries and seeing if
they are compatible with the account to which they are charged.

Scrutinize. Look for leads in unusual notations on docu-
ments, absence of a business purpose for a transaction, or lack of
documentation for a transaction.

Compare. Evaluate and compare the accounting source
document to independent indicators available from sources out-
side the business. Analyze for inconsistencies and out-of-the-
ordinary transactions.

I. 6



Money Laundering Example
Let's look at two situations to see how a financial investigator
might approach them. The first situation, which is described
below, depicts an investigation into alleged money laundering.

Information indicates that Robert Ogle has started an insur-
ance business to conceal his true business that of a money
launderer. Prior findings show that Ogle appears to have
limited financial resources and little experience in the insur-
ance industry-. Also, investigative research reveals that Ogle
has never before owned or operated a business, nor has he
received any training in bookkeeping or accounting. When
contacted, Ogle declined the opportunity to discuss the mat-
ter but provided his business's journals and ledger accounts
to the investigator stating, "It is all there in black and
white."

For the investigator's purposes, financial analysis of a money
laundering allegation could be completed through the examina-
tion of every source document associated with each transaction
entered into by Ogle and his insurance company. However,
attempting to identify "suspect transactions" from this perspec-
tive is often a time consuming and labor intensive process. The
process is made even more complex when the analysis includes a
high volume of transactions over an extended period of time.
What the investigator needs to facilitate his or her analysis is a
"transactional road map." a written record of financial events
entered into by a business the journal.

The following page contains entries into the Ogle Insurance
Company's General Journal during January 1992. Upon scrutiny
of the entries, several seem to merit further inquiry within the
investigative context. These entries are:

Entry (a) The 810,000 investment by Ogle to start up
the business.

Entry (b) The ability of R. Ogle Insurance Company, a
new business, to secure a 895,000 mortgage with only a 5
percent (85,000) down payment.

Entry (e) The sale of a 815,000 insurance policy.
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Entries (0 and (h) The sale of a $13,000 insurance pol-
icy on crediz.

Entries (g) and (k) The particular details of the $30,000
loan and subsequent repayment.

The journal entries provide information which narrows the
scope of inquiry from eleven transactions to seven "suspect trans-
actions." However, the journal entries leave certain questions
unanswered: Who are L. Able, 'F. Albert, and E. Drew?, who pro-
vided the $30,000 loan? and what is meant by the 1/31 journal
description "equally divided?"

The answers to the questions can be found in the business
ledger accounts. By analyzing ledger accounts, the investigator
can determine the details, in terms of dollars. for every transac-
tion during the accounting period for each specific account.
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Ogle Insurance Company
General Journal

Date
1992 Account titles Ref. Debit Credit

(a) 1/1 Cash 101 10,000

R. Ogle, Capital 251 10,000

Investment by R. Ogle to start business

(b) 1/6 Land 130 10,000

Building 140 90,000

Cash 101 5,000

Mortgage Payable 209 95,000

Purchase of office building

(c) 1/7 Office Furniture 118 2.0(X)

Cash 101 2,000

To record purchasing office furniture

(d) 1/9 Office Equipment 119 1,000

Accounts Payable 201 1,0(X)

Purchasing office equipment

(e) 1/15 Cash 101 15.000

Sales 301 15,000

Record cash sales to L. Able

(0 1/20 Accounts Receivable 102 13,000

Saks 301 13.000

Record sales on account to Albert

(g) 1/20 Cash 101 30.000

Notes Payable 208 30.000

To record loans to the business notes issues in exchange

(h) 1/24 Accounts Receivable 102 14.000

Sales 301 14.000

Record sales on account to E. Drew

(i) 1/29 Accounts Payable 201 500

Cash 101 500

Paid on account

(j) 1/30 Cash 101 10.000

Accounts Receivable 102 10.000

Receipt of cash on account of T. All)ert

(k) 1/31 Notes l'ayable 208 5.000

Cash 101 5.(X)0

Paid on note/equally divided
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The following illustrates, in T-account format, Ogle Insurance
Company's ledger accounts as of 1/31/92.

Cash (101) Accounts Receivable (102)

(a)1-1-92 10,000 1-6-92 5.000(b) (01-20-92 13.000 1-30-92 10,000(j)

(e)1-15 15,000 1-7 2,000(e) (h)1-24 14.000

(g)1-20 30,000 1-29 500(0 27.000 10,000

(j)1-30 10 000 1-31 ,19_00(k) 1-31 Bal. 17,000

65.000 12.500

1-31 Bal. 52.500

Accounts Receivable
Subsidiary Ledger

Office Furniture (118) Thomas Albert
(e)1-7-92 2,000 P.O. Box 123

N.Y., N.Y.

Office Equipment (119)

(d)1-7-92 1.000

Land (130)

b)1 -6-92 10.000

Building (140)

(b)1 -6-92 90,000

001

(1)1-20-92 13.000 1-30-92 10,000(j)

1-31 Bal. 3,000

Accounts Receivable
Subsidiary Ledger

Edward Drew
P.O. Box 123
N.Y., N.Y. 002

(h) 1-24-92 14,000

VI



Accounts Payable (201) Notes Payable (208)

(i)1-29-92 500 1-9-92 1.000(d) (k)1-31-92 5 000 1-20-92 30,000(g)

1-31-92 Bal. 500 1-31 Bal. 25.000

Mortgage Payable (209)

1-6-92

R. Ogle, Capitol (251)

95,000(b) Notes Payable
Sobsidiary Ledger

Henry Brown
P.O. Box 123
N.Y., N.Y. 001

1-1-92 10.000(a) (k )1 -31-92

Sales (301)

2 500 1-20-92

1-31 Bal.

15,000(g)

12.500

Notes Payable
Subsidiary Ledger

Dell Clark
P.O. Box 123

1-15-92 15.000(e) N.Y., N.Y. 002

1-20-92 13.000(0 (k)1-31-92 2 500 1-20-92 15,000(g)

1-24-92 14.000(h) 1-31 Bal. 12,500

1-31 Bal. 42.000

Ledger accounts offer additional investigative information
relating to the movement of money. The posted journal transac-
tions for the Ogle Insurance Company reveal:

The business generated sales in the amount of S42,000 for
the month. However, the business incurred zero expenses for the
month. (Sales ledger)

The identities of Thomas Albert and Edward Drew, two
individuals who purchased insurance on credit, have been deter-
mined. (Accounts Receivable subsidiary ledgers 001 and 002.
respectively)

The providers of the 830,000 loan. Henry Brown and Dell
Clark, have been identified (Notes Payable subsidiary ledgers
001 and 002, respectively)



The mailing address for Albert, Drew, Brown and Clark has
been identified P.O. Box )23, New York, New York.

Some specialized ledgers, called subsidiary lodgers, are
mentioned in the discussion above. These ledgers are used by
accountants to provide details about certain accounts. Business
owners need to know not only the total amount of outstanding
accounts receivables owed to the business, but also what each
individual customer owes. The same holds true for the business's
accounts payable, loans payable, and certain expense accounts.
This internal control is maintained through the use of subsidiary
ledgers where the particulars (name, address, credit limits. etc.)
of the accounts are shown.

Based upon the financial analysis of Ogle Insurance
Company's accounting books and records, various transactions
appear to be suspect. Analysis of the source documents relating
to these particular transactions will be the next investigative step.
The following illustrates, in narrative form, the source documents
pertaining to the Ogle Insurance Company financial transactions.
The letters (a, b. etc.) that precede the descriptions can be traced
back to ledger and journal entries.

a. On I/1/92. a $10,000 certified check, made payable to
"Cash- was deposited into the Ogle Insurance Company checking
account.

b. On 1/6/92, Ogle Insurance Company completes a real
estate purchase by buying an office ilding. The closing state-
ment. loan application, mortgage note, and repayment agreement
are maintained by the insurance company. The loan is extended
to Ogle Insurance Company and a Mr. Thomas Albert, as an indi-
vidual. The total cost of the transaction is $100,000 with 90% of
this cost allocated to the building and 10c/c to the land.

c. On 1/7/92. Ogle purchases office furniture in the amount
of $2.000. Ogle Insurance pays for the furniture via a check
(#101). The store issues a receipt for the purchase.

d. On 1/9/92. Ogle purchases office equipinent in the amount
of $1.000. The purchase is nuule on credit. The terms of the
repayment are 8250 a month with the first month's payment due
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30 days after purchase. The store issues a receipt and a credit
terms agreement to Ogle Insurance Company.

e. On 1/15/92, Ogle Insurance sells an insurance policy to
Lyle Able in the amount of $15,000. Able pays for the policy in
cash. Able is issued a receipt for his payment.

f. On 1/20/92, Ogle Insurance sells an insurance policy to
Thomas Albert in the amount of $13,000. Albert promises to pay
for the policy by making a $10,000 payment by 1/30/92 and
81,000 payments every 30 days after that. A credit agreement is
issued to Thomas Albert.

g. On 1/20/92, two of Robert Ogle's friends each loan the
insurance company 815,000. Both Henry Brown and Dell Clark
provide $15,000 in currency. The insurance company prepares a
repayment agreement stating the terms of the repayment to be
82,500 within 30 days and the balance repaid within one year.
Robert Ogle. Henry Brown. and Dell Clark agree to and sign the
loan note. The 530.000 in cash is deposited into the business's
checking account.

h. On 1/24/92, Ogle Insurance sells an insurance policy to
Edward Drew in the amount of $14,000. Edward Drew promises
to pay for the policy within 30 days. A credit agreement is issued
to Edward Drew by the insurance company.

i. On 1/29/92. Ogle Insurance check #102 is issued in the
amount of $500 to the store where their office equipment was pur-
chased in partial payment of the outstanding bill.

j. On 1/30/92. cash in the amount of SI 0,000 is received by
the insurance company from Thomas Albert. This amount is
applied to his outstamling account.

k. Ou 1/31/92, Ogle Insurance Company checks #103 and
#104. both in the amount of 82,500. are mailed to Henry Brown
and Dell Clark. respectively. These payments are niade according
to the agreed upon terms of repayment as outlined in (g) above.

As shown through the Ogle Insurance Company example,
investigative analysis of the movement of money into and through
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a business is accomplished through an understanding of the
accounting principles of journal and ledger entries. With the Ogle
Insurance Company investigation, journal entries were scruti-
nized to determine if any appeared suspicious or required further
inquiry. Once specific entries were selected, the ledger postings
related to them were analyzed. Finally, the documentation related
to a transaction was examined.

Political Corruption Example
Now let's see how auditing investigative techniques are used in a
case of alleged political corruption.

The contractor, Woodruff Contracting Company, writes a
check to a supplier, York Company; for "service", in the
amount of $10,000. The check was endorsed and deposited
by the York Company. In reviewing Woodruff Contracting
Company's Cash Disbursements Journal, the investigator
notices that other checks to York Company are usually in
amounts less than $1,000.

Uodruff Contracting Company

Cash Disbursements Journal

Date

March

1

2

3

6

9

10

14

16

17

19

20

21

Vendor

Tye Co. 86.000.00

York Co. 500.00

Mill Co. 3.500.(X)

York Co. 450.00

Smith Co. 3.250.00

York Co. 750.00

Tye Co. 5.000.00

Mill Co. 3.500.00

York Co. 10.000.00

York Co. 950.00

750.00

See Co. 7.000.00
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The investigator scrutinized the check and then went one step
further and compared that check to other payments made to York
Company. Something was out of the ordinary.

Inspection of York Company's Cash Receipts Journal shows
NO entry for the Woodruff Contracting Company payment
during the month of March.

lork Conr-anv

Cash Receipts Journal

Date Customer

March

10 Russell Co.

10 Moore Manufacturing
_

12 Falls Inn

13 Grand Co.

14 Franklin Co.

17 Sussex Contracting

19 Campbell Co.

20 Branch, Inc.
. . .

22 Calhoun. Inc.

23 Adams Co.

25 Roberts Contracting

8800.00

8500.00

8400.00

8910.00

8450.00

8780.00

$950.00

8700.00

81.000.00

8600.00

8500.00

The investigator scrutinized York Company's Cash Receipts
Journal and compared it to what should have happened. (When
York Company receives money, normally it is recorded in the
Cash Receipts Journal).

Review of York Company's General Ledger reveals a large
debit entry to the Miscellaneous Expenses Account and a
credit to the Cash Account, both in the amount qf $10,000
on 3/17.
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General ledger

Cob 101 Misc. Expenses 800

Date Folio Debit Crest Balance

882,500

Date Folio Debit Credit klance

81.000

3/2 8 400 82,100 3/2 8 200 .20.0

3/3 1,000 81,000 3/4 75 1,275

3/4 .4.000 77.100 3/7 500 L775

3/9 300 76.800 3/9 200 1,975

3/11 825 75.975 3/10 400 2;475

3/15 1.250 74,725 :' /12 925 3,300

3/17 10,000 64,725 3/17 10,000 13,300

3/22 650 64,075 3/26 350 13,650

3/23 1,250 62,825 3/27 1,300 14,950

3/26 750 62,075 3/29 450 15,400

A canceled check, made payable to cash
was located. The check was dated March
the president of the York Companj: The cl
stamp and the notation "CC-I-59199'
endorsement.

and noted "Misc. Exp.,"
17 and was prepared by

peck was endorsed with a
was written below the

York Company
1115 Lancaster Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22308

Pay to the
Ouler of: CASH

00
Ten thousand dollars and 100

March 17 19 92

1308

68-999
-5-61

0.000.00

Pinkerton Bank

Misc. Exp.

1:05610999 it: 081193 b 2 LIP 1. 308 ' oocIA0000c

Dollars

0 0"



The investigator analyzed the general ledger and then scruti-

nized canceled checks for possible leads. A $10,000 check,
made payable to "Cash," drawn on March 17, was located. It was
signed by the president of York Company, endorsed with the com-
pany stamp, and the notation "CC-1-59199" appeared below the

endorsement.
The notation "CC-1-59199- was placed on the York
Company check by a financial institution. It indicates that
the check was used to buy Cashier's Check #1-59199. A copy
of the Cashier's Check was obtained from the financial insti-
tution. It was to be paid to Bache & Co.

American Security and Trust
Washington. DC 20001

Remitter G. York

Bache & Go.
00

Ten thousand dollars and 100

Cashier's Check

March 19 19 92

1-59199

1,7999
560

MMOMM

kios ES-mitit.)
I:05600999/g 0849111.2P e 000).000000
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The investigator scrutinized the check, saw the Cashier's
Check notation, and again scrutinized the endorsement of that
check.

An interview with a representative of Bache & Co. revealed
how they recorded the receipt of the Cashier's Check. The
check was credited to a customer's account. Bache & Co.
records disclose that the customer is Thomas Foster, a city
building inspector. Foster used the money to buy stock and
he is having it held in a "street" name (Recall from Lesson 5
that stock held in "street" name is held in the name of the
broker or brokerage firm., not in the name of the owner).

Through financial investigative techniques, the investigator
traced the movement of money from a business's books and
records through two financial institutions to the resolution of a
financial crime.

The investigator now has the documentary evidence to con-
front the president of York Company. Confronted by such evi-
dence, the president admits his involvement as the "go-between"
and confirms ihe political corruption scheme.

Indicators of Fraud

Fraud investigations usually are initiated when several small
events, taken together, point to a possible pattern of deception.
Within a business's accounting system, there are often physical
indicators that point to a pattern of deception. The following indi-
cators may signify that financial fraud is taking place:

Maintaining two sets of books and records

Concealment of assets

Destruction of hooks and records

Large or frequent currency transactions

Payments to fictitious companies or persons

False or altered entries and documents
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False invoices or billings

Purchase or sale of under or over-valued assets

Use of nominees

Large company loans to employees or other persons

Frequent cashing of checks received

Frequent use of cashier's checks

Using photocopies of invoices or receipts instead of origi-
nal documents

Personal expenses paid with corporate funds

Payee names on checks left blank and inserted at a later
date

Excessive billing discounts

Excessive spoilage or defects

Double payments on billings

Unnecessary use of collection accounts

An individual negotiating checks made payable to
a corporation

Second or third-party endorsements on corporate checks

Excessive use of exchange checks r clearing accounts

,
1 1



Summary

For the financial investigator, analysis of a business's journals and
ledgers and an understanding of accounting procedures can assist

Identifying the movement of money during, a financial
crime

Identifying the sources and/or applications of funds made
by an individual or business for a given period of time

Determining participants in specific financial transactions

Uncovering additional leads for further investigative analysis

The accounting principles and audit techniques described in
this chapter should not be considered tools to be rigidly memo-
rized and applied. but rather an inventory of perspectives which
will broaden the base of knowledge for the investigator.
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Questions and Exercises

Answer the following questions then check your responses with
those provided at the back of the book.

1. How do the three major forms of business organizations com-
pare when it comes to being responsible for debts? In other
words, who is responsible for the debts of a proprietorship, a part-
nership. and a corporation?

2. Why are a corporation's Articles of Incorporation and a part-
nership's Articles of Partnership important to the financial inves-
tigator?

3. Describe the terms "liability,- "asset.- and "owner's equity.-

4. The balance sheet you are reviewing has coffee stains on it.
You can barely make out that the total amount of assets is
8675,325 and the owner's equity is 8276.580. What is the total
amount of liabilities reported?.

5. The objective of accounting is to show in summary form the
results of financial transactions on a business. How is this Objec-
tive accomplishM?

6. What does the phrase "the balance sheet represents a snap-
shot of a business's condition- mean?



7. What does the following journal entry indicate?

Cash 10,000
Accounts Receivable 10,000

8. Make the appropriate ledger account entries (in T-account for-
mat) that would result from the journal transaction in question 7.

9. Based on the following information. prepare a balance sheet
for Collier Company (statement (late is 12/18/92).

On 12/12/92, the company sold 25.000 shares of stock.
Each share sold for 81 with the proceeds of the sale placed into
the company checking account.

On 12/14/92, the company purchased a machine for
812.000. It paid $6,000 and financed the balance with a bank
note.

On 12/15/92, the company bought production materials
(inventory) for 840.000. It paid $15,000 and promised to pay the
balance in 30 days.

On 12/16/92, the company bought a second machine for
$3,000 cash.



10. Journalize the entries (as they would appear in the general
journal) for the transactions listed in question 9.

11. Make the appropriate ledger account entries (in T-account for-
mat) that would result from the journal transaction in. question 9.

12. Based on the following information, prepare an income state-
ment (in multi-step format) for Pratt, Inc. (period ending
12/31/92) :

Cost of goods sold 830,000

Selling expenses 85,000

Interest expense 810.000

Administrative expenses $100,000

Sales revenue $155,000

Sales returns and allowances 85.000



13. Why is a knowledge of accounting important to the financial
investigator?

Endnotes

1 Unifiwm Partnership Act, Section 6

2 Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, (Websters New World,
1977).

3 James Edwards, Roger Hermanson, and R.F. Salamonson,
Accounting: A Programmed Text (rev ed.), (Homewood, IL:
Richard D. Irwin, Inc. 1972), p. 47

4 Kenneth W Perry, Accounting: An Introduction. (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company. 1971). p. 510



CHAPTER 7

Tracing Funds Using the. Direct Method of Proof
v _ or the financial investigator, the proof of a

financial crime is accomplished by document-
ing a suspect's receipt and/or disposition of the

proceeds- "from an illegal activity. Proof, like evidence, can be
either direct or circumstantial. In this chapter and the next, you
will learn about methods of proof. Chapter 8 focuses on three
methods of indirect (circumstantial) proof. This chapter deals
with the specific item method, a direct method of proof. This
method of proof is the simplest method of proving that a suspect
has paid for something using illicit funds or received funds
through an illegal means. The investigator looks for specific ille-
gal transactions. Nothing is implied or inferred. A direct link is
established between the suspect and a financial transaction.

The specific item method can be used to document the move-
ment of money from either the point of payment or the point of
receipt. An example of each is contained in this chapter. This
chapter als6 describes several schemes a business or individual
may use to cover illegal activities. Once a specific financial trans-
action is discovered, the investigator needs to review the informa-
tion surrounding the transaction. This chapter contains a
discussion on reviewing "suspect payments.- The chapter con-
cludes with some thoughts on using the specific item method.
After studying Chapter 7, vou should be able to:

Explain the cmwept of "direct proof.-

Describe various point-of-pavnient schemes.
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Describe information surrounding "suspect payments" that
cause an investigator to become suspicious.

The goal of a financial investigator is to trace the movement of
money. In doing so, the investigator tries to prove that a suspect
received or tendered illegal funds. The proof can be either direct
or circumstantial. This chapter focuses on the specific item
method of tracing funds, a direct method of proof.

What is the Specific Item Method?

The specific item method is the technique most commonly used
by the financial investigator. It enables an investigator to offer
proof of a suspect's receipt and/or disposition of funds from an
illegal activity. This proof, like evidence, can be categorized as
either ditect or circumstantial. The proof obtained via the spe-
cific item method is direct proof proof precise to the point at
issue. This direct proof is achieved when investigative findings
identify specific financial transactions involving the suspect.
Such findings show a direct link between financial transactions
and the suspect. Direct proof reveals the suspect's personal
involvement and knowledge of the illegality of the financial
activity under investigation. With the specific item method, the
investigator tries to uncover a specific illegal or unusual finan-
cial transaction and then analyze the information obtained from
the transaction to identify the parties involved. The specific item
method is the preferred technique of proving financial criminal
activity because it is the easiest to present at trial and the proof
that results from its application is the most difficult for the sus-
pect to refute.

There are two sides to every financial transaction: payment
and receipt. The specific item method can be used to document
the movement of money from either side of a transaction. Point-

of-payment analysis begins at the transaction's origin the
payor of the funds. Alternatively, point-of-receipt analysis
begins with the receiver the recipient of the funds. Usually.
the choice of which type of analysis to use is contingent upon the
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circumstances of the investigation. Normally, the investigator
chooses the method which appears to be the easiest.

Example of Point-of-Payment Analysis

William Drawer, president of Leo, Inc., is suspected of purchas-
ing illegal drugs. During an interview with him, he denies the
allegation and contends that he is not financially able to purchase
narcotics. The investigator reviews the books and records of Mr.
Drawer's business and compares the Cash Receipts Journal (the
journal used to record the dates, sources, and amounts of money
received into the business) to the bank statements. Everything
balances. The investigator then interviews the company book-
keeper who states that all payments to Leo, Inc. are received in
the mail. The bookkeeper further states that before Mr. Drawer
sees the mail, the payments are extracted and deposited into the
bank. Next, the investigator reviews Mr. Drawer's personal
finances. That review tends to support Mr. Drawer's statement
relating to his financial inability to purchase illegal drugs.

The investigator contacts Leo, Inc.'s customers and finds that
their records balance to the receipts recorded in the Leo, Inc.'s
Cash Receipts Journal. Next, the investigator reviews the
expenses recorded in Leo, Inc.'s Cash Disbursements Journal (the
journal used to record the dates, amounts, and recipients of pay-
ments made by the business). The investigator locates an entry for
a 81,500 check made payable to Gemini Corporation. A review of
Gemini Corporation's books reveals that they have no record of
receiving the $1,500 check.

The bookkeeper at Leo, Inc. locates the canceled check and
provides it to the investigator. Analysis of the check shows that it
was cashed at the bank where Mr. Drawer has his personal
account and, through analysis of handwriting exemplars, a hand-
writing expert determines that Mr. Drawer, not the appropriate
person from Gemini Corporation, endorsed the check. These spe-
cific items, the transaction recorded in Gemini Corporation's Cash
Disbursements Journal and the canceled check, provide the proof
the investigator needs. The investigator now has a source of funds
that Mr. Drawer could have used for the purchase of illegal drugs.



Example of Point-of-Receipt Analysis
Harold O'Brien is a witness in the case against AKP Paints. A
review of his bank records reveals a $2,000 check made payable
to AKP Paints. The check is notated "supplies" and the encoding

on the bottom right corner confirms the amount paid as $1000.
Upon review of AKP Paints's Cash Receipts Journal, the investi-
gator discovers that the business recorded a $750 payment for
supplies from Harold O'Brien. The bank statement balances to
the entry made in the journal. However, there is a discrepancy of
$1,250 between the amount of the check and the entry in the
Cash Receipts Journal. It is this discrepancy. this specific item,
that the financial investigator will want to trace.

The investigator reviews the back of the canceled check and
sees a "For Deposit Only" stamp on it, indicating that the check

was deposited into. AKP Paint's corporate account. Next, the
investigator reviews the deposit slip used tO deposit the check. It
reveals a split deposit transaction. Only $750 was deposited into
the account while the remaining $1,250 was returned in currency.
Now, the investigator can question the suspect (the person who

deposited the check) as to the disposition of the $1,250 in cur-
rency. When confronted with the proof, the suspect confesses to
cashing the check and taking the currency for her own use.

Point-of-Payment Schemes

The specific item method often becomes difficult to use as an inves-
tigative technique when tracing the flow of funds from the point of
receipt. For example. in instances where payments are received in
cash or the movement of money is not reflected in a business's
books and records, tracing from the point of receipt is difficult.
Luckily, the financial investigator has other options to use in these
instances methods of indirect proof. Those methods are dis-

cussed in Chapter 8. For now, we will concentrate on applying the
method of direct proof. the specific item method. to resolving crimi-

nal financial activity from the point-of-payment approach.
Financial fraud, whether in the form of kickbacks, emlwzzle-

tnent, insider tracling, or money laundering, is often discernible



through investigative analysis using a point-of-payment approach.
There are various "point-of-payment" schemes a business may
use to cover its illegal activities. These schemes, and the inves-
tigative steps used to detect them, are discussed below.

Fictitious Payable Schemes'
Within a business setting, fraudulent activity is often perfected
through the establishment of fictitious accounts payable or fraud-
ulent entries in the Accounts Payable journal. Through the cre-
ation of fictitious vendors and false billings, fraudulent financial
transactions can occur. Detectibn of these transactions can best
be accomplished by analyzing the following types of records:

Accounting Books and Records

Cash Disbursement Journals

Cash Receipts Journals

Ledgers

Sales Documentation

Purchase Orders

Invoices

Documentation showing receipt of goods ordered, etc.

Bank Account Information

All records of payments: canceled checks. wire transfer
receipts. receipts for purchases of cashier's checks and
money orders, and withdrawal slips

Check Registers

Account Statements

'Die most important of the above information, and often suffi-
cient in and of itself, is the bank account information. When
reviewing bank account information, the investigator should look
14 the following:



Payments by check and other types of account with-
drawals made payable or charged to the account on which the
illicit payments are suspected. For example, if the investigator
suspects that kickbacks were paid on sales to the Teaparty
Corporation, the search would begin with checks made payable to
"Teaparty Corporation" and continue with the analysis of those
checks as they move through the bookkeeping system.

Payments by check for services rendered. Be sure to look
into transactions involving sales commissions and consulting fees.
These types of services do not require the delivery of goods, and
relatively little documentation, other than the check itself, is
required as a record of payment.

Atypical charges for the business. Look for out-of-the-
ordinary charges relating to unusual/unnatural services that the
business is not normally involved in. For example, a video pro-
duction company would not normally be involved in business
transactions with a plumbing supply company.

Ghost Employee and Payroll Kickback Schemes
Illicit funds may be generated and disguised as salary payments
to fictitious or former employees. For example, payments to cur-
rent employees, in the form of bonuses or expense reimburse-
ments, can be returned to the pavor or passed on to another
individual. In instances where ghost employee or payroll schemes
are suspected, the following records should be obtained by the
investigator from the suspect company in order to trace the flow of
funds:

Payroll and employee lists (e.g., time and attendance
recor( is)

Personnel files, employment applications, tax withholding
forms, and social security numbers

Payroll checks
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Investigative attempts to identify the ghost employee or payroll
kickback scheme can be completed through the following steps:

Compare personnel office employee records with the pay-
roll records. Discrepancies should be analyzed. Any employee
who does not have taxes withheld from his or her paycheck or
does not participate in the company's health insurance program
should be scrutinized.

Verify the employee's claimed social security number. A

fictitious employee may be given a social security number which
does not exist.

Look for inflated salaries and travel expenses. An

employee's normal salary may also be inflated or, more commonly,
his or her travel and expense reimbursements may be padded to
generate illicit payments. Look for unusual disbursements from
the accounts where such checks are deposited.

Once a suspicious paycheck has been identified, the flow of
the check through the bank system can be traced by using the
applicable bank statement and the bank's proofing system.

Overbilling Schemes
Illicit funds may be added to legitimate payments for goods or
services provided by actual suppliers, with the additional
amounts being passed on by the supplier, or returned, usually via
currency to the payor for distribution. The records required for
tracing phony payables from both the original payor and any
intermediaries (shell companies and/or straw/nominee individu-
als) are available to the investigator. Important indicators of over-
payment schemes are:

Notations on invoices or other billing documents that break
out "extra- or special charges. particularly those which require no
delivery of goods

Discrepancies between the purchase order or invoice
amount and the amount of paviiwnt



Unusually large amounts appearing on particular bills, or
bills which break a consistent pattern as shown on the books and
records

Offbook and Currency Schemes
Using the specific item method of tracing funds from the point of
payment becomes more complex when those payments do not go
through a business's books and records or when they are made in
currency. For example, customers of the suspect's business may
demand that their illegal payments be diverted to off-book
accounts; therefore, they will not be reflected in the suspect busi-
ness's books and records. These types of transactions may be dis-
covered through contact with the suspect business's competitors
or by analyzing unusual costs and expenses shown on the com-
pany books which are not associated with known sales or busi-

ness activity.
In most industries, there is a fixed relationship between the

cost of producing and selling a particular item and the revenues
that the item generates. In other words, the amount of raw materi-
als and labor used to produce a product or perform a service usu-
ally is fairly consistent. The same is normally true with respect to
utility usage. transportation cost. etc. Therefore, a significant
imbalance in these ratios indicates possible unrecorded transac-
tions. For example. an investigator should be suspicious if a com-
pany's records show that it ordered twice the amount of raw
materials that it usually does but did not produce twice the
amount of product.

Currency payments arl be traced from the point of payment
by matching the payor's currency withdrawals to the recipient's
corresponding currency deposits, expenditures, or visits to a safe
deposit box. Another strong indicator of currency payments is the
purchase of a cashier's cheek or a wire transfer made payable to
the recipient at or shortly after cash withdrawals or disbursements
b) the payor. Cnexplained or unusual currency dislmrsements or
withdrawals, particularly from a business which does not nor-
mally deal in currency. may itself indicate illicit transactions.



Reviewing Suspect Payments

Tracing the flow of funds from the point of payment often involves
reviewing the "suspect payments" themselves. In a transaction
involving a canceled check, this would include:

Reviewing the endorsement on the check. This endorse-
ment may be a signature, but more commonly it is an endorse-
ment stamp in the name of the business payee:The identity of the
endorser frequently is the corrupt recipient.

Noting the location where the check was negotiated.
When the endorsement is not obvious, the identity of the bank at
which the deposit was made becomes important. The depository
bank's stamp will appear on the back of the check as a part of the
proofing system. Through the check's routing symbols (ABA tran-
sit number and check routing symbol), the geographical location
of the depository bank can be identified and the locale of the sus-
pected recipient can be determined. This type of information can
be used to determine the location of the recipient's bank account
if it becomes necessary to analyze his or her bank records.

Checks with a second endorsement. A check payable to a
business which is endorsed by that business and then endorsed a
second time by a specific person, thereby allowing the check to
be cashed or deposited into that person's personal account. is typ-
ical of a fictitious payable scheme. Another example would be a
check payable to a third party which is endorsed by that third
party and then endorsed over to the issuer of the check.

Checks payable to a business which are cashed-out.
Normal business practice calls for checks to be deposited.
Usually, a "For Deposit Only" stamp appears on the back of
deposited checks. When checks are cashed-out at a bank instead
of deposited into an accountsuspicions should arise.

Checks which fall into unexplained patterns. Unusual or
unexplained patterns of check transactions can be an indicator of
illegal activity. For example. the discovery of a pattern of checks.
one per numth. written to a particular custonwr. with each check's
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amount equaling 10% of the monthly sales made to that customer,
can indicate a potential kickback situation.

If the examination of the checks themselves do not yield any
clear and convincing patterns relating to the illegal movement of
money from the point of payment, the next step would be to com-
pare the record of payment to "backup documentation- in the
business's accounting system. Particular attention should be
given to the following circumstances:

The absence of documentation to support a particular
payment. It is suspicious when no invoice is on file for payments
to suppliers or no receipt exists to indicate that materials paid for
were actually delivered and received.

Discrepancies between the payment information and
the backup documentation. For example, the amount of a check
payable to a supplier is different from the invoice amount, or a
check payable to a person or business is different from the person
or business identified on the invoice itself.

Coincidences in the backup documentation. Look for
invoices from several suppliers which have different names but
share the same business address. Also look for invoices from dif-
ferent companies that are signed by the same person.

Unnumbered or sequentially unusual invoices.
Unnumbered invoices are suspicious and a situation where
invoices #101, #102. and #103 are dated 30 days apart is also
suspicious.

Alterations or photocopieu of backup documentation.
Photocopies of backup documentation may be made to conceal
alterations to the originals.
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Thoughts on Using the Specific Item Method

When using a specific item method to trace the flow of funds from
the point of payment. it is important to remember that financial
statements and accounting records are only representations of
something that should exist in the real world. A financial state-
ment for a business that reports cash of 85.000, means that some-
where that business should have 85.000 in cash. And. if a
company claims an inventory of 810.000, that inventory should
be observable. There always is an analytical relationship between
representations in financial documents and the physical goods
and assets.'

When searching for fraud, the investigator should be inquisi-
tive and challenge things that appear to be out of the ordinary or
out of sequence. If sales are rising, the cost of outbound freight
should be rising. If purchases are increasing, the cost of inbound
freight should be increasing. Every business has analytical rela-
tionships that should exist. Therefore. examining financial state-
ment data, including bank financial statement data. to see if it
makes sense with respect to non-financial statement data is one of
the best ways to detect fraud. Investigators who ask themselves if
reported amounts are too small, too large. too early, too late, too
often, and too rare or who look for things that are reported at odd
times. by odd people. and using odd procedures are much more
likely to detect fraud than those who view the financial statements
without any hint of skepticism.'

The embodiment of such skepticism is the .specific item
method of tracing the flow of funds. It provides financial proof of
the receipt or disposition of illicit funds by the suspect under
investigation.



Summary

In this chapter. vou were introduced to the technique most corn-
monly used by the financial investigator, the specific item method
of tracing funds. The proof obtained by the application of this
method is direct proof, proof precise to the point at issue. When
investigative findings reveal specific financial transactions being
paid by Or received by the suspect. direct proof of a financial
crime is achieved. Such findings reveal a specific link between
the suspect and the transactions at issue.

The specific item method can be used to trace the movement
of money from either its point of payment or its point of receipt. In
instances when specific financial events can be identified with
particular financial crimes (i.e., insider trading, kickback pay-
ments, embezzlement, etc.) the specific item method can be suc-
cessfully employed as an analysis technique. This method also
can be applied when financial transactions leave an audit trail.
either in a business's accounting records or a financial institu-
tion's recordkeeping system.
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Questions and Exercises

Answer the following questions and then check your responses
with those provided at the back of the book.

1. The specific item method is known as a "direct method of trac-
ing funds.- What does this mean?

2. What type of information is most useful when dealing with a
fictitious payable scheme?

3. When investigating a possible payroll kickback scheme. why
would an investigator wan', to look into an employee's travel
expenses?

-1. Describe. by example. an overbilling scheme.

5. Tracing currency payments via the specific item nwthod is not
an easy task. Identify two situations that may indicate currency
payments in an illicit transaction..



6. What is unusual about the following information compiled from
a suspect's Cash Disbursements Journal and bank statements?
1/18/91 Paid Lopez Electronics $250
1/31/91 Paid Lopez Electronics $25
2/16/91 Paid Lopez Electronics 8265
2/28/91 Paid Lopez*Electronics $26.50
3/17/91 Paid Lopez Electronics $230
3/31/91 Paid Lopez Electronics $23

7. Larry's Weight Club wrote a $3,500 check to Silver Ironworks,
Inc. Silver Ironworks cashed the check. Why might an investiga-
tor become suspicious of this situation?

8. List three situations involving "backup documentation- that
would cause an investigator to become suspicious.

Endnotes

1 Jack T. Wells. W. Steve Albrecht. Jack Bologna. and Gilbert
Geis. Fraud Examiner's Manual. (National Association of
Certified Fraud Examiners. 1989). Section 111. pp. 38 - 44.

2 Fraud Examiner's Manual. Section 111, pp. 17 and 18

3 Fraud Examiner's Manual. Section 111. pp. 13 - 19



CHAPTER 8

Tracing Funds Usi irect Methods of Proof

n Chapter 7, the specific item method, a direct
method of proof, was discussed. This chapter
focuses on three indirect methods of proof: net

worth analysis, the expenditures method, and the bank deposit
method. Each of these methods can be used to show that a sus-

pect's expenses exceed his or her known sources of income.

However, none of them can prove where the extra income comes

from. That is why the three methods are called "indirect methods

of proof," for, like circumstantial evidence, inference is needed to

estabhsh the fact at issue. And just what is that fact? It's that

somehow, the individual under investigation is receiving more

income than he or she legitimately "earns."
With the specific item method, an investigator searches for a

specific financial transaction to investigate. With the indirect
methods of proof, an investigator gathers all sorts of financial

information and then plugs the information into mathematical for-

mulas. This chapter contains an example of a calculation for each

indirect method of proof.
After studying Chapter 8, you should be able to:

Differentiate between direct proof and indirect proof.

Describe what types of information are gathered through

the completion of a financial profile.

State when it is appmpriate to use an indirect method of

proof.
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State the requirements of proof for each indirect method of
proof.

Write the formula for each indirect method of proof.

Perform net worth analysis.

Perform expenditures analysis.

Perform bank deposit analysis.

It is not always possible to use the specific item method when
tracipg the flow of funds. For example, it is difficult to use the.
specific item method when cash payments are made or the move-
ment of money is not reflected in a business's books and records.
It's hard to find a specific item to investigate when transactions
are not recorded in financial records. So, while it is not always

possible to use the specific item method, the investigator need not
worry other methods are available, indirect methods of proof.
Through indirect or circumstantial methods, the investigator can
trace the proceeds from almost any type of illegal activity from
fraud and corruption to tax evasion or drug dealing all from the
point of receipt.'

The indirect methods of tracing funds are based on a simple.
and almost invariably true, principle

Morie% -. in anv significant amount. will crentualh- show up.
directly or indirectiv in the accounts. assets, or expenditures (),I.

the recipient.

The indirect methods of proof are most useful when the sus-
pect is taking currency or other payments that cannot be directly
traced. As an investigative tool, the indirect methods can corrobo-
rate testimony alleging hidden illicit payments. Thev not only
provide the investigator with the evidence of a financial crime. but
provide "leads" pointing to further investigative inquiry as well.

r.



The Financial Profile'

The specific item method relies on a microscopic view of financial
transactions through the review of books, records, or bank accounts
of the recipient and payor of illegal funds. In contrast. the indirect
methods of proof require a macroscopic view of the financial situa-
tion under investigation. Since the indirect methods of proof do not
allow the investigator to directly trace transactions, he or she must
prepare an overview of the suspect's financial condition a finan-
cial profile. This is accomplished by uncovering what the suspect
owes, owns, earns, and spends at a given point in time or over a
given period of time. Also, it entails finding out the sources and
applications of funds used to make purchases or pay expenses. The
financial profile may uncover direct proof of illegal income or hid-
den assets, or circumstantially show that the suspect's expendi-
tures exceed his or her known sources of funds.

A financial profile is completed via techniques used by the
inve,stigator during the investigative process. Of major importance
to the completion of the financial profile is a thorough interview
with the suspect. Other information can he gathered through third-
party contacts and from public information sources. Financial
transactions maintained within the records of financial institutions
that the suspect deals with are important sources of information in
the completion of the financial profile. Historically, illicit funds in
any significant amount eventually pass through a suspect's account
in his or her financial institution. Such movement creates a record
that can lead to other accounts, assets, and information.

When developing a financial profile for use with any indirect
method of proof, the analysis should mirror the suspect's method of'
accounting (cash or accrual). For example. if the suspect business's
accounting system is on the accrual basis, the indirect proof analy-
sis should be completed utilizing the accrual basis of accounting.

The table on the next page contains information concerning the
development of a linancial profile. Ilw left side of the table lists
typical assets, liabilities, sources of funds, and expenditures a sus-
pect may own or have. The right side lists questions the financial
investigator will want to pursue to coniplete a detailed financial
profile.



The finandel Profile

Typical assets

Residence

Real estate

Bank accounts

Stocks and bonds

Automobiles

Insurance

Cash on hand

Typical Whin
_

Mortgage(s)

Other loans

Lines of credit

Credit cards Installment purchases

Accounts payable

Taxes and other bills

Alimony and child support

_

Jewelry

Clothing

Collectibles

Pensions

Home furnishings

Boats

Typical sources of funds

Salary

Gifts

Rental income

Dividends

Interest

Sale of assets

Typical expenditures

Rent and mortgage

Health co!..ts

Interest on loans

Credit cards

Car payments

Trio el

Insurance proceeds

Commissions and fees

Assards

Inheritances

Disability pas ments

Clothing

Utilities

Food

Insurance

'Dave!

For each significant asset, determine
.

When was it acquired and from whom?

How much did it cost?

How was it paid for (currency, check, cashier's check. etc.)?

What source of funds was used to acquire it?

What documentation exists for the purchase and where is it?

For each significant liability, determine

What was the original amount of the liability?

What is the present balance due?

When was the liability incurred?

What was the purpose for the loan or debt?

How were the proceeds used and where were they deposited?

What security (collateral), if any. was given for the debt?

What documentation exists for the transaction and

where is it?

Was the debt written off as a bad loan for tax purposes?

Who was the creditor or lender?

For each source of funds, determine

What was the total amount during a given period?

What was the source?

How was it paid for ((urrency. check. by other means)?

When were the funds received?

Where was it deposited?

How was it spent?

What documentation exists (i.e.. \\ -2 or 1099 form) and

where is it?

For each molar expenditure item, determine

What was the total amount spent?

How was it paid for (currency. check. credit card. etc.)?

Where were the hinds obtained to pa the expense?

What documentation (i.e.. receipts. bilk etc.)

exists and where is it?

kt hen mas the pa mew made?



Net Worth Analysis

Any recipient of funds, honest citizen or suspect, has only four
possible ways of disposing of that income:

Saving it. An individual may place income in a financial
institution or keep it in his or her possession.

Buying assets. Individuals may expend their income on
assets.

Paying off debts. Individuals may use income to reduce
their liabilities.

Spending it. An individual may use his or her income to
make personal or business expenditures.

Indirect methods of proof show the relationship between a
suspect's receipt and subsequent disposition of funds. The results
of the indirect methods of proof do not identify specific financial
transactions entered into by the suspect (i.e. they cannot prove
that illicit funds were used to pay the mortgage). however, they do
reveal that the suspect was able to partake in financial transac-
tions above and beyond his or her known sources of funds.
Indirect methods of proof result in inferences inferences that
an unknown source of funds must be present and available to the
suspect.

Net worth analysis begins with the completion of a suspect's
financial profile. Through identification of the suspect's assets,
liabilities, income, and expenses. a net worth statement (the dif-
ference between a person's assets and liabilities at a given point
in time) can be determined. Once completed, changes in the sus-
pect's net worth can be compared to his or her known income, and
differences, if any. may be inferred as coming from unknown
smirces. (Note: For the pUrposes qf this textbook. payments received
from legal sources be labeled as known sources and payments
determined to be receired from illegal sour(es will be labeled as
unknown sources.)



The Net Worth Formula
The basic component in computing net worth is the establishment

of a starting point the base year. For investigative purposes, the

base year is the year prior to the year that the alleged illegal

activity began. For example, if the investigator believes that the

suspect began embezzling money in 1991, 1990 becomes the
base year, the point of reference for comparison to subsequent

years' net worth changes. Why does the investigator need to
establish the suspect's financial profile for 1990? Because in
1990, the suspect was living as he or she "normally" would
without income from the alleged embezzlement.

Once the investigator has developed financial profiles for the

base year and each of the years of alleged illegal activity, the net

worth analysis formula can be applied. The formula for computing
funds from unknown sources using the net worth method is:

Net Worth Analysis Formula

Assets
Nlinus: Liabilities

Equals Net worth

N1 inns: Prior's year's net worth

Equals intrease in net worth front previous year

Plus: Known expenses*

Equals Total net worth increase

Minus: hinds from known sources
Equals hinds from unknown sources

* For net worth purposes. the payment of an expense repre-
sents the reduction of an asset. Therefore. these reductions must

1w accounted for and added back into the calculation.

Performing Net Worth Analysis
The suspect. Jitn Dealer, is being investigate(I for some alleged

illegal activity which occurred in 1991 and 1992. This means
that the investigator must develop finaocial profiles for tlw years

1990. 1991, and 1992. The results of the profiles are descrilwd

below and are calculated into the net worth onnputation on the

next page.
ri
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(a) Mr. Dealer stated that as of 12/31/90 he had $1,000 cash-on-
hand. He had no cash-on-hand at the end of 1991 and 1992.
(Cash-on-hand is currency in possession of the suspect.)

(b) On 12/31/90, Dealer's bank account reflected a balance of
$1,500. On 12/31/91, it contained $4,750 and on 12/31/92, it
contained $5,225. The account earned 8250 in interest in 1991,
$475 in 1992. Total deposits in 1991 were $22,160. with rede-
posits of 8660. 'Nal deposits in 1992 were 819,585. with rede-
posits of 8100.

(c) As of 12/31/90. Dealer owned 81,000 worth of jewelry. In
1991. he purchased jewelry worth $5,000. and in 1992. he
bought 86,000 more.

(d) Sometime in 1990. Dealer purchased a boat costing S17.500.
He still owned the boat as of 12/31/92.

(e) During 1992. Dealer purchased an 818,250 car. He paid cash.

(1) Dealer purchased a $150,000 residence on 1/1/91. He made a
cash downpayment of 550.000 and financed the balance. interest
free.

(g) As of 12/31/90. Dealer owed 8275. interest free, to a finance
company. He made no pavnwnts on this note during 1991 or
1992.

(11) Dealer bon-owed 83.000. interest free, from a loan company on
6/30/91. Beginning 7/1/91. he made monthly payments of 5100.

(i) Beginning 1/1/91. Dealer mwle monthly payments of 8500 per
month on his new residence. He made eleven similar pavnwnts in
1901 and twelve similar pav ments in 1992.

(j) Dealer paid 81,460 on his credit cards in 1991 and 83,000 on

them in 1992.

(k) Dealer was able to document personal living expenses in
addition to those listed in (a) through (j). In 1991, the expenses
totaled 811.000. and in 1992, they were 810.000.

(I) Dealer earned $25.200 from his job in 1991 and 822.200 in

1992.



Net Worth Analysis

Suspect- Jim Dealer

Assets Base Year Year One Year Tv-ro

(1990) (1991) (1992)

Cash on hand (a) 8 1,000 8 0 S 0

Bank account balance (b) 1.500 4.750 5.225

Jewelry (c) 1.000 6.000 12.000

Boat ((I) 17.500 17.500 17,500

Car (e) 0 0 18.250

Real estate (f) 0 150,000 150.000

Total Assets

liabilities

821.000 8178.250 8202.975

Note payable - finance company (g) S 275 8 275 8 275
Loan (h) 0 2.400 1.200

Mortgage on real estate (.1. if 0 94.000 88.000

'Nal Liabilities 8 275 596.673 889.475

Net Worth (assets - liabilities) 520.725 881.575 8113.500

Minus: Prior year's net worth 20.725 81.575

Equals: Increase In net worth 860.850 8 31.923

Plus: Known expenses

Credit card payments (j) S 1.160 8 3000
Other peNonal living expenses (k) I 1.000 10.000

Equals: Total net worth increase 873.310 844.925

Minus: Funds from known sources

Interest on bank account (b) S 230 S 475

Wages (1) 25.200 22,200

Equals: hinds from unknown sources 547.860 822.250



Keys to Not Worth Analysis

Cash-on-hand

Cash in hanks

lsset aluation

knnu.n EApenses

A review of the previous table shows that between 1990 and
1992, Jim Dealer's assets increased significantly. In 1991, he was
able to purchase a 8150,000 house (with a 850,000 downpay-
ment) and 85,000 worth of jewelry. Also, his bank account
increased by 83,750. All this from a man with an income of
825,450. Mr. Dealer's assets increased again in 1992 and. in that
same year, he was able to decrease his liabilities.

Keys to Net Worth Analysis
From the net worth analysis done on Jim Dealer. it seems pretty
obvious that he has some other source(s) of funds that he is keep-
ing quiet about. That is, if the information the investigator.
obtained while doing the financial profiles is complete and accu-
rate. The key to a successful net worth analysis is reliable base
year. or "opening net worth," information. The starting point must
include all assets and liabilities of the suspect as of that time. If
assets or liabilities are uncovered at a later date, it will cast doubt
on the entire analysis and require a complete recalculation.

An inverse relationship exists between one year and the next
in a net worth analysis. For example, an understatement of the net
worth in one year will result in an overstatement of the increase in
the net wotih for the subsequent year. Conversely, an overstate-
ment of the net worth in a year results in an understatement of the
increase in net worth for the subsequent year. Accordingly, the
investigator should pay special attention to the following elements
when completing a net worth analysis:

Determining Cashon-Hand. When developing a financial
profile to use with net worth analysis, possibly the most important
asset to establish is "cash-on-hand." For net worth purposes.
cash-on- hand represents emency in the possession of the sus-
pect. This does not include currency in financial institutions or
currency that is tied up in investments or other assets. Cash-on-

hand is all the suspect's currency whether on the person. under
a mattress, or buried in the backyard. The in: ltility of the investi-
gator to establish a firm and accurate anuttmt of eash-on-hand an
be fatal to the investigation. Susiwcts may try to inflate their cash-
on-hand figure by saying that they have more cash-on-hand than
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they really do. "I was able to buy that boat because I had $20,000
stuffed away in a cookie jar." This alleging a "cash hoard" is a
common deknse in a net worth case.

Cash-on-hand is almost always shown by circumstantial evi-
dence. The best source for determining this figure is during the
interview process with the suspect. Questions such as: "Did you
ever have more than $100 in cash-on-hand?" or, "more than
$500?" or, "more than $1,000?" may result in admissions that
can be used to establish cash-on- hand at a particular time. The
location and denomination of cash-on-hand may also be useful
information to support or refute a suspect's claims. Even without
an interview or answers to the questions, an investigator can
determine a suspect's cash-on-hand. It can be determined
through analysis of previously filed financial statements, loan and
credit card applications, and other records relating to the sus-
pect's financial activity.

Cash in Banks. Most likely, the suspect will have funds
deposited in financial institutions. Since many account state-
ments have cut-off dates other than the end of the net worth
analysis period, they must be reconciled to determine the bal-
ances as of the end of the period. Unusual transactions (large
deposits and/or withdrawals) that occur near the end of the analy-
sis period must be traced to their ultimate source or disposition.
Unusual financial transactions can affect the net worth analysis.
For example, a large withdrawal of funds that was not used to pur-
chase an asset, reduce a liability, make a personal expenditure. or
pay a business expense, must be treated as an increase in cash on
hand. Similarly, large deposits made early in the analysis year
must be scrutinized and then allocated to the appropriate net
worth year. A consistent treatment of transactions is vital to the
validity of the net worth analysis.

Asset Valuation. All assets should be valued at cost as
opposed to fair market value. Subsequent appreciation or depre-
ciation of assets is ignored for purposes of net worth analysis.

Known Expenses. Me amount of a suspect's expenditures,
his or her actual "cost of living." can be difficult to document.
The amount a person spends on items such as food, entertain-



ment, cleaning, clothing, health and beauty aids, and sundry
items is difficult to obtain. Therefore, estimates, if used, should
be low or eliminated entirely. Any doubts should be resolved in
favor of the suspect. Assuming that the net worth will still show
substantial unexplained funds, the result will be an even more
convincing demonstration of the dependence on illegal sources.

A Court-Approved Method
Because net worth analysis provides circumstantial evidence, its
validity as a method of proving criminal activity had to be
approved by the courts. The landmark case, decided by the
Supreme Court in 1954, that established net worth analysis as
prima facia evidence of a crime was Holland v. United States. 348
U.S. 121, 75 S.St. 127. An overall description of a net worth
method is also set forth in United States v. Sorrentino, 726 E2d
876. 879, 880 (1st Cir. 1984) and is stated in part as follows (note
that these cases relate to Federal income tax evasion, thus the ref-
erences to terms relating to taxability):

"The government makes out a prima facia case under the
net worth method of proof if it establishes the defendant's
opening net worth (computed as assets at cost basis less lia-

bilities) with reasonable certainty and then shows increases
in his net worth for each year in question which, added to
his non-deductthle expenditures and excluding his known
non-taxable receipts Jo. r the year. exceeded his reported tax-

able income by a substantial amount. The jury may infer
that the defendant's excess increases represent unreported
taxable income if the government either shows a likely
source or negates all possible non-taxable sources; the jury
may juirther infer willidness from the fact qf underreporting
coupled with the evidence of conduct by the defendant tend-

ing to mislead or conceal.-

The Court established the following three requirements that
the investigator must meet in order to establish a prima facia net
worth case:
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Establish a reliable opening net worth

Investigate all relevant leads that might show the suspect's
innocence

Establish a likely taxable source of income together with
evidence indicating an increase in net worth

How do investigators establish a prima facia net worth case?
Well, through the development of a financial profile, they can
establish a reliable opening net worth. During this same process,
investigators can develop relevant leads indicating potential non-
taxable sources of net worth increase (gifts, inheritances, insur-
ance settlements. etc.). Investigators also must either prove a
likely source of taxable income for the suspect or negate all non-
taxable sources of income. A "likely source of income" does not
have to be from the suspect's principal business activity. Sources
of net worth increases could be from interest or dividend income,
gambling winnings, or front transactions involving illegal activi-
ties (narcotics, embezzlement, kickbacks, or other fraudulent
activity).

Expenditures Method

With the expenditures method. a comparison is made between the
suspect's known expenditures and known sources of funds during
a given period of time. Any excess expenditures must be the
result of income from unknown sources. The expenditures method
also can be used to compute "cash-on-hand" for the base year of'
a net worth computation.

In theory, the expenditures method is closely related to net
worth analysis. They are merely accounting variations of the same
principle. Both of these indirect nwthods of proof look at a sus-
peers source of' funds, expenditures, assets, and liabilities.
However, each mellud examines the items in a different way.
1 PCs take another look at our suspect, Jim Dealer. Through the
completion of financial profiles for the years 1990. 1991, and
1992. an investigator was able to determine that Mr. Dealer's



bank account held $1,500 in 1990, $4,750 in 1991, and 85,225
in 1992. Each of these figures is used in the net worth computa-
tion in the table on page 90. However, in the expenditures
method, the investigator will look at only the net effect (the differ-
ence between the ending balance and beginning balance) of a
transaction (increase of an asset or decrease in a liability). In Jim
Dealer's case. the investigator will note a $3,250 increase in
Dealer's bank account between 1990 and 1991, and a 8475
increase between 1991 and 1992. With the expenditures method,
only the year-to-year increases or decreases in the suspect's
assets and liabilities are considered for analysis purposes. When
the suspect's assets and liabilities remain unchanged during the
period. they are not listed in the analysis.

The Expenditures Method Formula
The formula for computing funds from unknown sources using the
expenditures method is as follows:

Expenditures Method Formula

Total expenditures
Minus: Known sources of funds

Equals Funds from unknown sources

The two main factors in the above formula are expenditures
and sources of funds. But the investigator also gathers information
concerning assets and liabilities. So, how does this information fit
into the formula?

As was stated previously, the expenditures method focuses on
the net effect of a transaction. So, if an asset or liability is
involved in a transaction, it will be classified as either an expen-
diture or a source of funds depending on its net effect (increase
Or decease). liw table on the next page classifies the net effect of
difkrent types of transactions.
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Expenektures Method Transaction Treatment

If during the period under analysis, the net effect of a transaction results in
an increase or decrease for the period, this net effect is recorded as

Expenditure (Application of Funds) SCUM (Soun.e of Funds)

NN hen cash-on-hand increases When cash-on-hand decreases

When bank accounts increase When bank accounts decrease

A hen assets increase When assets decrease

When liabilities decrease When liabilities increase

When personal living When loans, gifts. or inheritances
expenses are made are receixed

When cash expenditures are made When assets are sold

A hen salaries or lnisiness
profits are earned

When other sources of
income are knimn

A sample expenditures computation is found on the next
page. Note that. unlike the net worth analysis computation, there
are no figures listed for the base year. And. unlike the net worth
analysis, the dollar amounts shown reflect the difkences between
one year and the next. not an absolute amount.



Expenditures Compatation

Year One Year Two

Application of funds

ItuTease in cash-on-hand S S 1.000

Increase in cash in banks 5.000 2.500

Increase in inventory 5.000 12.500

Increase in loans and accounts recekabie 1.000 3.000

Increase in furniture and fixtures 0 1.500

Increase in real estate 0 25.000

Decrease in accounts payable 500 0

Decrease in notes payable 0 5.000

Decrease in mortgage payable 13.0(10 0

Personal living expenses 14.000 12.3(X)

Federal income tax 1.100 1.000

Gifts made 1.500 0

Thtal application of (intik 541.000 563.800

Minus:

known sources of funds

Decrease in cash-on-hand S 500 S 0

Decrease in securities 3.500 0

Incn.ase in mites payalde 10.000 0

Im.rease in nuirtgage payable 0 18.000

Increase in accumulated depreciation 500 1 .000

1.ile insurani.e pnieo 'I Is 0 8.100

Inheritance 0 5.01)0

Total sinirces of funds S11.500 S32.100

Equals: funds from unknmt n sources 826.600 531.700

difference between the amount of the suspect's expendi-

tures and his ot her known sources of funds is attributed to

unknown sources.
The table on page 2(X) contains the net worth analysis of Our

suspect. Jim Dealer. The followMg example presents the same facts

relating to the Jim Dealer financial investigation. only this time the

expenditures method is used. The figures in the table reflect the

finamial profile inf.( wmation found on page 199.



Expenditere Analysis

Suspect Jim Dealer

Year One Year Two

(1991) (1992)

Expenditures

Increase in bank balance (b) S 3.250 S 475

Purchase of jewelry (c) 5.000 6.000

Dimnpayment on house (f) 50.000 0

Purchase of car (e) 0 18.250

Nearly mortgage payments 0) 6.000 6,000

Credit card payments (j) 1.460 3,000

!man repayments (h) 600 1.200

Other personal lking expenses (k) 11.000 10.000

Total expenditures 877.310 844,925

Minus: Knoun sinirces of fumls

Cash-on-hand (a) 8 1.00(1 8 0

Interest on bank aconint (b) 250 475

Loan (h) 3.000 0

Wages (1) 25.200 22.200

Total known sources of funds 29,450 22.675

Equals: Funds from unknown sources 847.860 822,250

In the Jim Dealer example. both the net worth and expendi-
tures methods of tracing the flow of funds resulted in identical
bottoni line figures. In each case. $47.860 in funds from unknown
sources was discovered in 1991 and $22.250 was discovered in
1992.

As with the net worth method, there is no statutory provision
expressly authorizing the investigative use of the expenditures
analysis for criminal purposes. Accordingly. court cases have
established "case law- that sets forth the requirements of proof to
establish a prima facia expenditures case." 'Hie elements of proof
requirement for the expenditures method is identical to that of the
net worth method of proof:
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Establish a firm starting point

Establish a likely source of income

Investigate leads which tend to establish the subject's
innocence

Bank Deposit Method

Through bank deposit analysis, unknown sources of funds are
located through analysis of bank records and other financial
transactions entered into by the suspect. The bank deposit
method is applied in situations where assets and liabilities are
constant from year to year and indications of extravagant expendi-
tures are nonexistent. but investigative findings reveal that the
suspect's known sources of income are being deposited into finan-
cial institutions.

Bank Deposit Analysis Formula
The formula for computing funds from unknown sources using the

bank deposit method is:

Dank Deposit Analysis Formula

Total deposits to all accounts
Minus: Transfers and redeposits

Equals Net deposits to all accounts

Plus: Cash expemlitures

Equals Total receipts from all sources

Minus: Fulnls from known sources

Equals Funds from unknown sources

The details of each component of thy bank delmsit formula
are described on the following pages.

Total Deposits to All Accounts
The bank deposit method considers all deposits made by a sus-
pect, no matter what type of financial institution (banks. savings



and loans, brokerage houses, credit unions, etc.) is involved. Also
included in the "total deposits" element of the bank deposit for-
mula is the amount of cash-on-hand the suspect accumulated
during the period under investigation.

A key to establishing "total deposits" is to remember that
only funds actually deposited into an account are included. If
several checks are listed on a deposit slip and the suspect
deducts an amount to be returned to him or her in cash (a split
deposit), only the net amount of the deposit should be used in
computing total deposits.

Transfers and Redeposits

The transfer of funds between a suspect's bank accounts (i.e., tak-
ing money from a checking account and depositing it into a say-
ings account). and funds that are withdrawn and then redeposited
(i.e.. a "non-sufficient funds" check) must be considered in the
bank deposit formula. These represent duplicate items for analy-
sis purposes and must be subtracted from total deposits to arrive
at the net deposits to all accounts.

Cash Expenditures

Cash expenditures consist of the total outlay of funds made by the
suspect during the period in question rninus net bank disburse-
ments. Cash expenditures are calculated by the following formula:

Cash Expenditures Formula

Total Outlay of Funds
Minus: Net bank disbursements

Equals Cash expenditures

The suspect's total outlay of funds for the period under analy-
sis includes all payments in currency or by check. For analysis
purposes. there is no need to determine which part was paid by
currency and which part was paid by check. Total outlays muld
include purchases of capital assets or investments, loan repay-
ments, k flOWfl t'XIWINCS, etc.

One of the elements in the formula shown above is "Net Bank
Disbursements.- To determine this element, a separate calcula-
tion is needed. This calculation is made as follows:



Net Bank Disbursements Formula

Net deposits to all accounts
Plus: Beginning balances

Equals Net bank funds available

Minus: Ending balances

Equals Net bank disbursements

Net bank disbursements represent the maximum amount (in
dollar terms) that could have been paid by the suspect through
financial institution check withdrawals.

Funds from Known Sources
Funds from known sources include, hut are not limited to:
salaries, business profits, gifts received, loans received, and
inheritances. Funds from known sources are subtracted from total
receipts to derive the funds from unknown sources.

Sample Bank Deposit Analysis
The findings below pertain to the movement of money for a sus-
pect named Dan Street.

The information is used in the bank deposit computation
found on the next page.

...111
Reference

Number Type of Transaction Amount

( 11 Fees and commissions (known income) S320.000

(2) Total deposits into all accounts 400,000

(3) Transfers between accounts 70.000

(.1) Known expenses 50,000

(3) Cash placed into and maintained in a 25.000
safe deposit lmx during the is.riod under
investigation

(0) Dimsit of pniceeds from limn into 25.1)(10

checking account

(7) Purchase of a car from the proceeds of a 20.010

cash gift

(8) 1:ash on hand at beginning of period 0

under invest igat i(1n

(9) Net bank disbursements 11).000



Bank Deposit Analysis

Suspect Don Street
. .

Ref #

'Nal Deposits 8400,000 (2)

Minus: Transfers between accounts 70.000 (3)

Equals: Net deposits 8330.000

Plus: Cash Expenditure,

Known expenses 850.000 (4)

Increase in cash on hand 25,000 (5.8)

Purchase of car 20,000 (7)

Total Outlay of Funds 95,000

Minus: Net bank disbursements 40,000 (9)

Equals: Cash Expenditures 855.000

Equals: Total receipts S385.000

!Vlinus: Funds from known sources

Fees and commissions S320.000 (I)

Loan proceeds 25.000 (6)

Cash gift 20.000 (7)

Total from known sources 8365.000

Equals: Funds from unknown sources S 20.000

The example on the next page presents the information relat-
ing to the Jim Dealer financial investigation in the bank deposit
method format. Again, the figures contained in the table reflect
the financial profile information found on page 199.



Bank Deposit Analysis

Suspect .11as Dealer

1991 1992

'Nal deposits (b) 822,160 . S19.585

Minus: Redeposits (b) 600 100

Equals: Net deposits $21.500 $19,485

Outlays

Jewelry purchase (c) S 5,000 8 6,0(X)

Downpayment on house (f) 50A)00 0

Car purchase (e) 0 18.250

Monthly mortgage payments (i) 6.000 6.000

Credit card payments (j) 1.460 3.000

Loan repayments (h) 600 1.200

Other personal living expenses (k) 11,000 10.000

Total outlays 874,060 844,450

Minus: Net bank disbursements* 818.250 819,010

Equals: Cash disbursements 835.810 $25.440

Plus: Cash disbursements 55.810 25.440

Equals: Total receipts $77.310 $44,925

Minus: Cash from known sources

Cash-on-hand (a) 1.000 0

Bank account interest (I)) 250 475

Loans (h) 3.000 0

Wages (I) 23.200 22.675

Total known sources $29.450 822.675

Minus: known sinirces 29.130 22.675

Equals: Funds from unknown sources 847.860 822.673



stIot Bonk Disbursemonts Computation

1991 1992

Net bank deposits 821,500 819,485

Plus: Beginning balance 1,500 4,750

Equals: Net bank funds available 823,000 24,235

Minus: Ending balance 4,750 5.225

Equals: Net bank disbursements 818,250 819,010

In the Jim Dealer example, all three indirect methods of proof
resulted in identical bottom line figures. In each case, 847,860 in
funds from unknown sources was discovered in 1991 and
$22,250 was discovered in 1992.

Since there is no statutory authority for using the bank
deposit tnethod of proof. authority stems from case law.' The evi-
dentiary facts most often used and accepted by the courts, to
establish a prima facia bank deposit case are:

The suspect was engaged in a lucrative income-producing
business or profession

The suspect made periodic deposits of funds into accounts
in his/her own name, over which he/she had exercised con-
trol

A thorough analysis of deposits was made by the investigat-
ing agent in order to negate the likelihood that the deposit
came f'rom non-taxable sources

Unidentified deposits have the inherent appearance of
income

The principle defense in a bank deposit case is that the
deposits themselves represent non-taxable sources (i.e. other peo-
ple's money, prior accumulated funds, redeposits of cash with-
(Irawals, or transfers of funds between accounts). This tvlw of a
defense can be Overc(Hne by a thorough analysis of the deposit
and withdrawal activity in the accounts under investigation.
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Use of Each Indirect Method of Proof

Since there are three methods of indirect proof. an investigator
must be able to determine which method to apply to a given situa-
tion. The following section explains when each indirect method of
proof is applicable.

Net Worth Analysis
Net worth analysis is often used when several of the suspect's
assets and/or liabilities have changed during the period under
investigation and one of the following conditions exists:

The suspect maintains no books and records

The suspect's books and records are not available

The suspect's books and records are inadequate

The suspect withholds his or her books and records

In addition to being used as a primary method of proving im.ome
in civil and criminal financial cases, net worth analysis can also
be used to:

Corroborate other methods of proving income

Verify the accuracy of known or reported income

Expenditures Method
The expenditures metlmd is used as a prinlary method of estab-
lishing funds from unknown sources when a specific item case
cannot be made. One of the following conditions must exist:

The suspect maintains no books and records

The suspect's books and reconls are not available

The suspect's books and records are inadequate

"rhe suspect ithholds his or her books and records

In cases where the suspect has several assets and liabilities
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whose cost basis remains the same throughout the period in
which you are interested, the expenditures method may be pre-
ferred over net worth analysis because a more brief presentation
can be made in the computation. Assets and liabilities which do
not change during the period under investigation are omitted from
the expenditures statement.

Bank Deposit Method
The bank deposit method is recommended as a primary method of
proof when most of the subject's income is deposited and the sub-
ject's books and records are:

Unavailable

Withheld

Incomplete

The use of the bank deposit method is not limited to the
above circumstances. If the suspect's books and records appear to
be complete and accurate, the methods can be used and there is
no requirement to disprove the accuracy of the books and records
in order to do so.

Indirect Methods of Proof an Investigative Tool

Besides being used to prove income, the indirect methods of proof
can be used as an investigative tool. They can help evaluate infor-
mation provided by informants and can be used to show that a
suspect warrants investigation or prosecution. At trial, an indirect
method of proof can be used to convince the jury that the suspect
is guilty. The following scenario will be used to illustrate these
usages.

infOrnumt comes into an investigator's office and provides
infOrmation concerning Bilh. Bob Snath. Acmrding to the infor-
mant, Billy Bob has embezzINI money from the bank where he is
employed. The infOrmant does not know how much money has been
taken. but alleges it is substantial.
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An indirect method of proof can be used to evaluate the infor-
mant's allegation. A net worth, expenditures, or bank deposit
computation could substantiate the informant's allegation and
indicate Billy Bob Smith has funds in excess of his legitimate
income. This analysis would show that an investigation is war-
ranted.

While conducting the investigation, indirect methods of proof
can be used as a measuring device. This investigative tool will
indicate whether a substantial portion of the embezzled funds
have been identified. For example, suppose the investigator uses
the specific item method of proof and documents three acts of
embezzlement by Billy Bob. In each case, Billy Bob took $5,000.
However, the investigator's indirect method of proof computation
shows $75,000 of unknown income. The investigator has docu-
mented only 20% of the embezzlement through the use of the spe-
cific item method. The investigation should be pursued further.
Now, if the indirect method of proof computation reflected
$20,000 of unknown income instead of $75,000, the investigator
may decide to stop the investigation and present his or her find-
ings to the prosecutor since it appears the major portion of the
embezzlement has been documented.

The approach described above also can be used to convince a
supervisor to allocate resources necessary to an investigation or
prosecutors to take a ease to trial. While the specific item method
mav document three acts of embezzlement, an indirect method of
proof may indicate $100,000 was received from the embezzle-
ment. This may convince a prosecutor to indict a suspect. It also
may convince a jury that on three occasions Billy Bob Smith did
embezzle money from his employer.

Indirect methods of proof also are useful in money laundering
and forfeiture investigations. They can provide the information
the investigator needs to prove that an asset was vurchased with
money obtained through illegal activity. Money laundering and
forfeiture investigations are discussed in Chapter I I.
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Summary

Since the key to proving a financial crime often rests on a showing
of the suspect's disposition or receipt of illegal funds, the ability
to follow the flow of funds and the movement of money is of
utmost importance to a financial investigator.

The specific item method, the method of direct proof dis-
cussed in Chapter 7. relies on a microscopic view of the move-
ment of money through a suspect's books and records or into and
out of the suspect's bank accounts. In contrast, indirect methods
require a macroscopic view of the financial situation. To prepare
such an overview of the suspect's financial condition requires that
the investigator complete a "financial profile" or detailed finan-
cial statement of what the suspect owns, owes, earns, and spends
during the particular time period under examination. The finan-
cial profile identifies the assets, liabilities, expenses, and expen-
ditures of the suspect. Additionally, it details the identified
sources and applications of the funds used to make the purchases
and payments. Through the use of the financial profile, financial
events can be identified which trace the movement of money by
indirect means.

Net worth analysis is one indirect method of proof. This
analysis is based on the theory that increases or decreases in a
person's or business's net worth, during a specific period, results
in the identification of unknown/illegally received funds. The net
worth formula is shown below.

Net Worth Analysis Formula

Assets

Minus: Liabilities

Net worth

M inns: Prior's year's nil worth

Equals increase in net worth from previous year

Plus: Known expenses

FApials Total net worth Manse

Minus: Funds from known sources

Equals Funds from unknown sourres



Expenditures analysis is a second indirect method of tracing
the flow of funds. In the expenditures method, a comparison is
made between known expenditures and known sources of funds
during a given period of time. This analysis concludes that any
excess expenditures must result from unknown funds received by
the suspect. The expenditures formula is:

Expenditures Method Formula

Total expenditures
Minus: Known sources of funds

Equals Funds from unknown sources

Bank deposit analysis is another method of tracing the receipt of
unkilown funds by indirect means. Through analysis of bank
records and known sources of funds, a determination of funds
received from unknown sources is derived. The bank deposit foi-
mula is shown below.

Bank Deposit Analysis formula

Total deposits to all accounts
Minus: Transfers and redeposits

Equals Net deposits to all accounts

Plus: Cash expenditures

Equals Total receipts from all sources

M inus: Funds from known sources

Equals Funds from unknown sources
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Questions and Exercises

Answer the following questions and then check your responses
with those provided at the back of the book.

1. When is it appropriate to use an indirect method of proof?

2. The base year is a key factor in the net worth computation.
Explain why.

3. In an expenditures analysis, what effect does understating the
"known sources of funds" have on the computation?

4. Compare and contrast the net worth and expenditures methods
of tracing the flow of funds.

5. What is meant by the statement, "the specific item method

represents a microscopic view of the movement of money, whereas

indirect methods represent a macroscopic view of financial activ-

ity?"

6. When using the expenditures method, you must determine if a

transaction is an expenditure or source of funds. Review the fol-

lowing list of transactions and for those that are expenditures.
place an "E" in the blank space that precedes the transaction; for
those that are sources of funds, place an "S" in the blank.

f'? ,
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a. Suspect has a bank account balance of 81,300 on
January 1, 1991, and $1,600 on December 31, 1991.

b. Suspect's mortgage decreased from $27,500 to
$25,200 during the year.

c. Suspect's beginning inventory was $52,000 and end-
ing inventory was $38,000.

d. Suspect sold stock costing $5,000 for $8,000.

e. Suspect paid $13,250 for a new car.

f. Suspect embezzled $40,000 from his employer.

g. Suspect took out a $50,000 loan to purchase a boat.

_ h. Suspect donated $10,000 to the University of Higher
Education.

7. Given the following scenario and facts, compute the subject's
funds from unknown sources using net worth analysis.

Scenario

Richard Ross operates a flower shop downtown. It is alleged that
this business is a "front- for his bookmaking and loan sharking
activities.

Facts

a. You find a financial statement signed by Ross and dated
December 31. 1991. The statement indicates that Ross had
81,000 cash on hand.

b. Ross has a checking account which he opened on June 1.
1991. His balance as of December 31, 1991 was $4,000. During
1992. Ross made total cash deposits of $30,000 and withdrawals
of 825,000. His balance as of December 31, 1992 was 89.000.
During 1993, Ross made total cash deposits of 825,0(X) and with-
drawals of 832.000. His balance as of December 31. 1993 was
82,000.

c. A search of your county real estate records shows that Ross
purchased his present home in 1991 for $l30,000 and that he
obtained a 830,0(X) mortgage. Real estate taxes on the property
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amounted to $1,500 for each of the years 1992 and 1993. Contact
with the lending institution shows that Ross made monthly pay-
ments of $1,000 to the lending institution during the subject
years. The mortgage balances are as follows:

December 31. 1991 $98,000
December 31, 1992 $96,500
December 31, 1993 894,500

Interest payments are as follows:

1992 $10.500
1993 $10,000

d. Ross bought a new car in April, 1991. He paid $25,000 cash.

e. City records indicate that Ross applied for a building permit in
1992 for the construction of a swimming pool in his backyard.
Contact with the pool construction company reveals that Ross
paid $20.000 for the pool. He made a $10.000 cash downpayment
and received an interest-free loan from the pool company for the
remaining $10,000. The pool was completed in June, 1992. Ross
made monthly payments of $500 to the pool company. The loan
balance on December 31, 1992 was $7,000 and on December 31.
1993, the loan balance was $1,000.

1. An informant stated that since 1991. Ross had maintained a
$1.500 a month apartment for his girlfriend, Becky Perry. The
informant's information was verified as being accurate.

g. During your investigation. you find that on Vebruary 28, 1992.
Ross purchased a diamond ring and necklace for $25.100 cash
and on December 23.1993. he paid $15,900 cash for a mink coat.

h. During an interview with Ms. Perry. she told You that in addi-
tion to the apartment. Ross provided her with a new car which he
leased on January 1.1992. Contact with the auto leasing company
revealed that Ross made lease payments of $300 a month (luring
1992 and 1993.

i. Information obtained from a local boat company shows that
Ross purchased a boat on June 4. 1993 for 8.24.(K)O.



j. The county judgment index shows that Ross borrowed 55,000
from a local finance company in 1990. He has never made any
repayments.

k. Records of the local travel agency disclosed that Ross took his
girlfriend on a vacation to the Orient in 1993. It cost 812,000.

I. You interviewed Ross and he showed you the books and
records for his flower shop which indicated that he had a net
profit of 840,000 in 1992 and 845,000 in 1993.

Net Worth Analysis Computation



8. Given the scenario and facts listed for question 7, compute
the subject's funds from unknown sources using the expenditures
method.

Expenditures Method Computation



9. Given the scenario and facts listed for question 7, compute
the subject's funds from unknown sources using the bank deposit
method.

Bank Deposit Method Computation
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CHAPTER 9

Planning, Conduc d Recording an Interview

k is cheap because supply exceeds demand."

he above statement may be true in many situa-
tions, but when it comes to an investigator try-
ing to get answers out of a witness, the

opposite will probably happen. One of the most important skills
investigators can develop is the ability to get people to open up
and talk to them. In this chapter, you will learn about the "art" of
interviewing. Yes, it is an art because those who do it well are
more successful than those who shrug interviewing off as just
"asking questions and writing down answers."

An interview is more than just going to someone's house,
knocking on the door, and then asking questions. It takes plan-
ning. If you come across in a threatening manner or can't ade-
quately explain why you need to interview a witness, you'll never
get any voluntary cooperation. If you ask complex questions or
don't allow witnesses to tell their story' in their own words, you're
not going to get what it is you are after. And finally, if you cannot
adequately convey to others what you found out during the inter-
view, it may as well not have taken place. The "art" of interview-
ing consists of three phases planning. conducting. and
recording all of which are discussed in this chapter.

After studying Chapter 9, You should be able to:

State the purpose of a financial interview.

List the objectives of a financial interview.



Describe the elements that must be considered when
planning an interview.

Describe techniques used when conducting an interview.

Identify and describe methods used to record an interview.

"Just the facts." Remember Sergeant Joe Friday's famous
phrase from the television show Dragnet? For years, every week
like clockwork, Joe had the uncanny ability to detect, investigate,
and resolve criminal matters in 30 minutes or less.

Television makes it look easy. Unfortunately it isn't. Detecting
and investigating a financial crime can take weeks, months, and
even years. So, while reality significantly differs from what hap-
pens on television, one thing remains the same financial investi-
gators, just like Joe Friday, search for facts by interviewing people.

Few skills are as important to the financial investigator as the
ability to talk to people and successfully gather information from
them. Yet, law enforcement officers are not empowered to force
people to talk to them. These powers are granted only to courts,
grand juries, and certain judicial and legislative bodies.
Consequently, investigators face the double duty of convincing
the interviewee (hereafter called the witness) to agree to be
interviewed and then getting the witness to talk after getting
inside the door.

What is an Interview?

An Interview Phone interviews. Employment interviews. Counseling interviews.
hur-tolitee Investigatory interviews. As you can see, there are many types of
Task related purpose interviews. And though they all serve different purposes, they are

founded on the same definition: an interview is a specialized
form of oral, face-to-face communication between people that is
entered into for a specific task-related purpose associated with a
particular subject matter.'

For the financial investigator, two aspects of this definition
should be noted. The first one is that an interview is a face-to-face
communication. Not only will investigators listen to what wit-



nesses say, they will be able to see what the witnesses do. The
visual and non-verbal aspects of an interview are very important
and should not be overlooked. Secondly, the interview has a spe-
cific task-related purpose. This task-related purpose is what
makes an interview different from mere conversation. A conversa-
tion can take off in many directions; an interview must be focused
on relevant content.

Introduction to the Financial Interview

Before we get into a general discussion of the interview process.
we should look at some specifics of the financial interview. The
purpose of a financial interview, its objectives, and the type of
question to be asked during a financial interview are discussed
below.

Purpose and Objectives
For the financial investigator, the interviem; is a tool used to deter-
mine what knowledge a witness has concerning an investigation.
Knowledge in this context includes information about the allega-
tion or crime in question. and any relevant records in a witness's
possession. The information and documents provided to the
investigator form the basis of the witness's testimony.

A financial interview is different from .a financial interroga-
tion. Financial interviews are conducted to obtain information
and documentation from witnesses. Financial interrogations are
conducted with suspects and hostile witnesses to elicit confes-
sions or admissions of culpability. An investigator may plan on
conducting an interview and have it turn into an interrogation.
Conversely, interrogation can commence only to discover that the
witness appears to be innocent, and with that, an interrogation
turns into an interview.

The financial interview is not something that investigators
undertake haphazardly. Prior to each interview. they must decide
what they hope to accomplish by interviewing a particular witness.
In other words, they lutist detemine the interview's objective(s).
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The objectives of a financial interview are:2

To obtain information that establishes or refutes the allega-
tion or crime under investigation

To obtain leads for further development of the case

To obtain all information and documents in the witness's
possession relative to the financial investigation

To obtain the cooperation of the witness for any subsequent

legal proceeding

To obtain background and personal information about the
witness and motivation for involvement in the crime

Type of Question Asked
A financial interview is a special type of investigatory interview.
During most investigations, people are interviewed to obtain their

recollections of events. For example:

"Can you describe the person who came into the bank?"

"Do you remember if anyone was with him?"

"What color was the car she purchased?"

Ask questions related to Financial interviews go beyond recollection questions. like

specifics. not fast general the financial investigation itself. they are concerned with specific

recolledions details of financial transactions and the movement of money. For

example:

"Why did you have this check cashed?"

"You notarized two signatures on this document. One is the

suspect's. V'ho is the other individual?"

"How did she pav for the car?"

0



The Three Phases of an Interview

For any investigator, an interview is more than just asking a wit-
ness some questions. Who should be interviewed? What ques-
tions should be asked? In what order should the questions be
asked? Where should the interview take place? How can the wit-
ness be put at ease so that he or she cooperates? What happens to
the information collected? These are just some of the questions an
investigator must ask before, during, and after the interview.

A good interview requires lot of forethought, skillful execu-
tion, and an ability to convey what happened during the interview
to others. The interview process is comprised of the following
three phases:

Planning

Conducting

Recording

Planning an Interview
Prior to planning any interview, the investigator is usually faced
with one or more of the following conditions:3

A crime has been alleged or committed, but the facts relat-
ing to the situation have not vet been established

A complainant or victim has been identified. This could be
an individual. business, or governmental entity

Records or documents reflecting financial transactions
relating to the suspected criminal activity have surfaced

Rumors, innuendo, or factual information pointing to a spe-
cific susfwet have emerged

The investigator uses the interview to develop information
about these existing conditions. The information collected will be
used to support or dispel the allegations.
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Selecting Witnesses

When an investigation begins, investigators must determine who
they want to interview and in what order. Traditional criminal
cases are generally investigated by first contacting the outer cir-
cle of honest, disinterested witnesses and then working inward to
the co-conspirators and ultimately to the target. Law enforcement
normally starts the interview process with the complaining wit-
ness and after exhausting his or her knowledge of the facts and
reasons for suspicion, proceeds in a similar manner around the
outer circle of witnesses.4

In a financial investigation this traditional sequence is often
altered. Following the movement of money dictates talking to wit-
nesses that have knowledge of financial transactions.
Accordingly, the hierarchy of interviews is determined by the
degree of knowledge or participation in financial activities cre-
ated by the alleged criminal event or crime at issue. For example,
in a political corruption investigation, documents showing the
movement of money from the payer of the bribe to the taker of the
bribe would be of paramount importance to the investigator.
People with documents (bankers, money couriers, business asso-
ciates) would be priority contacts. In an embezzlement or tax eva-
sion investigation, the key ifiterviews would be with custodians of
accounting records and internal audit files, and tax return prepar-
ers. Even in a drug case, financial transactions decide the order
of contacts for the investigator. The priority witnesses will have
records reflecting the suspect's use of proceeds from the drug
trade. While each investigation offers a different set of interview
options and priorities, the bottom line in a financial investigation
is that every person who has documents pertaining to financial
transactions, or knowledge about them, should be interviewed.

Types of Witnesses

One of the things an investigator must consider prior to contacting
an individual for an interview is what type of witness will that
person be. Will he or she be cooperative, hostile, or have no feel-
ings one way or the other? Prospective witnesses can be catego-
rized into three general types:'



Types of Witnesses

Neutral

This is an uninterested third party such as a custodian of public or financial

records. This person has no interest in the outcome of the investigation and

provides documents and/or unbiased information.

Fdendly

A friendly witness is one who cooperates. Witnesses are friendly for a variety

of reasons. Certain people naturally tell anybody everything. Others realize

that they stand to benefit front providing information about the suspect to

authorities. Also, many people seem to enjoy "playing detective" and get

caught up in the excitement of being a part of an important investigation.

Reluctant or hostile

This is an uncooperative party who is typically a friend or associate of the

suspect. This witness may also be hostile due to his or her own culpability in

the criminal activity under investigation.

Neutral and friendly witnesses usually agree to interviews
upon request. No more than proper identification and introduction
by the investigator opens the door. Interviewing hostile witnesses
often presents greater challenges. Most likely, these witnesses
will not voluntarily submit to an interview. They refuse to provide
information and documents.

Since law enforcement cannot, on its own, compel any witness
to say or do anything, investigators need assistance from the legal
system. With approval from a government attorney (i.e. city or
district attorney, or U.S. Attorney) the investigator can be issued a
document (i.e., summons, subpoena) which commands a witness
to appear and submit to an interview. The investigator serves this
document on the witness and, if the witness disregards the docu-
ment, contempt charges and incarceration possibly could result.
But even an investigative tool that can command appearance
before the investigator does not override a witness's constitutional
guarantees. So, while a hostile witness can be ordered to open the
door and submit to an interview, he or she cannot be cotnpelled to
say anything incriminating.
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Contacting tit. Suspect
In Chapter 4, we stated that the suspect was a valuable source of
information. It follows then that deciding when to interview the
suspect is an important decision. Should he or she be contacted at
the start of the investigation or confronted upon its completion?
Should the investigator contact the suspect at all? The decision is
determined by the investigator and is different for each investiga-
tion. Interviewing the suspect during the early stages of the inves-
tigation makes good sense if it is feared that records in his or her
possession may be destroyed or an alibi may be concocted. Often,
catching the suspect off guard results in a more responsive inter-
view filled with more answers and more documents. Also, early
interviews have resulted in quick confessions and/or early indica-
tions of innocence.

On the other hand, delaying contact with the suspect may be
advantageous if information and documents gathered from other
witnesses can be used to refute the suspect's alibis and lies.
Additionally, confessions sometimes occur when the suspect is
confronted face to face with the evidence of guilt.

In certain situations, the suspect may not be interviewed at
all. He or she may be beyond the reach of law enforcement (i.e.
out of the country) or may be represented by an attorney who
refuses to allow his or her client to be interviewed on constitu-
tional grounds.

Method of Questioning
While planning an interview, the investigator must determine the
method of questioning to use. Questioning can be organized in a
number of ways:

Chronological method. The witness is questioned about the
events in the order that they occurred from beginning to end. This
is the usual organization of questioning.

Questioning according to documents. In this type of inter-
view format a particular document (financial statement, canceled
check, tax return) is the focus. The witness may be the legal cus-
todian of the record and have no other involvement in the investi-
gat im).
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Quostioning according to transodions or *vents. The wit-
ness may have sold the subject a house or delivered a package for
him or her. The questions in this situation would center on the
event and radiate from there.

During the planning phase, the investigator should prepare a
written outline that lists main topics tG be covered in the inter-
view. An outline allows the investigator to concentrate on impor-
tant ideas and areas to be covered. However, writing down every
specific question to be asked and in a specified order should be
avoided as this has the tendency to make the investigator inflexi-
ble and tied to the next question. The investigator unwittingly
becomes guided by what is written on the sheet of paper instead
of what is being said by the witness. Also, the witness may catch
a glimpse of the upcoming questions and prepare responses in
advance. The following page contains a simplified example of an
interview outline. The outline used for an actual interview would
be more extensive.
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Semple Interview Wine

Ray Austin Interview

Introduction: Identify Self

State Purpose

Background: DOB

SSN

Address

Married

Wife (Maiden Namel

Children

Source of income

Parents

Education

Military

Prior Arrest. Convictions

Assets

Associates:

Liabilities Cash-on-Hand

Adkins HTB Inc.

Allen Cleveland

Massey TB Trust

Massey Cemetery

Rosemary Westbury

Tony Idaho

Toni Boise

Marc Fresno

Conducting an Interview
Once an investigator is finished with the planning phase, he or
she is ready to conduct the interview. The interview itself is corn-
posed of three distinct parts:
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Introduction

Body

Close

Introduction
The introduction is critical as it sets the tone for the whole inter-
view. It serves the following two purposes:

Allows the investigator to identify himself or herself to the
witness

Allows the investigator to state the purpose of the contact

The following shows right and wrong ways for an investigator
to introduce himself or herself!'

Wrong

"Mr. Smith, my name is John Jones and this is Mary Adams. We're with the

government. We're investigating Jim Dealer and we need to talk to you."

Right

"Mr. Smith. my name is John Jones. I am a Special Agent with the Internal

Revenue Service's Criminal Investigation Division. This is Special Agent

Mary Adams from the Drug Enforcement Administration. \e are currently

conducting an investigation involving alleged violations of money laundering

laws by Jim Dealer. May we speak to you for a few moments?"

The objective of the introduction is to put witnesses at ease
and to get them to agree to answer questions. However, once the
investigator identifies himself or herself, the next question nor-
mally is asked by the witness.

Witness:

Imestigatiir:

"W liv are von contacting nw?"

"We %mold like to ask soine quest ions about our financial

ikalings with Jim Dealer and his associates."
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Since the investigator's goal is to put the witness in a frame-
of-mind to answer questions, he or she must supply a reason
which leads the witness to perceive that he or she will benefit
from cooperating with the investigator. If the witness believes that
the investigator represents a threat, voluntary cooperation is gen-
erally lost. The next page shows some right and wrong ways to
gain the cooperation of a hesitant witness.

During the introduction, the investigator should ask general.
almost generic, questions such as name, address, telephone num-
ber. and date of birth. Since many witnesses are apprehensive.
the investigator needs to be patient and avoid rushing into impor-
tant questions. Through reassuring the witness that his or her
cooperation will not cause anv undue hardships, inconveniences.
or embarrassment, a rapport can be established that will assist
both the witness and the investigator during the interview
process. When the introduction has been completed and the wit-

ness is reads' to talk. the investigator moves on to the second part

of the actual interview the body.

/* ,
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Right and WMlig Ways to Gain the Cooperation of a Witness

Wrong

Witness: "Why should I talk to you? I don't want to get involved."

Investigator: "You should have thought of that sooner it's too late now.

We can talk here or we can talk downtown. It's your choice."

Right

Witness: "Why should I talk to you? I don't want to get involved."

Investigator: "You certainly are not required to talk to me. I am just seeking

some information on a serious matter which may or may not

result in legal action. By speaking informally with me now, it

may save you the trouble of having to testify later, depending

on the information you have. Is that o.k.?"

or

W t ness: "I don't want to answer any questions at this time without first

talking to my lawyer.-

Investigator: "You certainly don't have to talk to me. ith or without your

lawyer. Let's (10 it this way. I.et me ask you a few questions and

if vou don't want to answer them, just say so. I'm not trying to

get ymi into trouble. I'm just trying to do my job and get solar

answers. Is that o.k.?"

The Body

The body of the interview is the fact finding part of the interview
process. Questions are asked and answers are provided. The
structure of the interview is determined by the method of ques-
tioning (chronological, iw document, or by transaction or event)
which should have been pre-determined and outlined by the
invest igator.

In this stage of the interview, witnesses should be allowed to

tell their story in their own words. Recognizing that a witness's
story will usually be disjointed and rambling, the investigator
must lw prepared to put onler to the material find the details.
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focus for clarity, and ensure the accuracy. For the investigator,
conducting an interview is much more than just asking questions
and writing down answers. This process requires concentration
and active participation by the investigator if his or her objectives
are going to be achieved.

The time-honored questioning devices of who, what, where.
when, why, and how allow investigators to push witnesses for
details. Investigators should continue the questions until they are
convinced that a witness's knowledge of a topic is exhausted.
Details, details, details! Whether recollections or records, it is the
detail provided bv the witness that lays the foundation for a suc-
cessful financial investigation. The following exchange between
an investigator and a witness illustrates how to pursue the detail
in a line of questioning.
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Investigator: "How was the kickback payment made?"

Witness "At a meeting."

Investigator: "Where did this meeting take place?"

Witness: "In Mr. X's office."

Investigator: "How many people were there?"

Witness: "There were three of us."

Investigator: "Who were they?"

Witness: "Mr. X, Bill Baker, and me."

Investigator: -How was the kickback divided?"

Witness: "Mr X split it into three piles."

Investigator: "How much did each of you get?"

Witness: "I don't know. Mr. X didn't count the money. He just estimated

the size of each pile."

Investigator: "Did you all get the same size piles?"

Witness: "Yes. I counted it at my office. I had just a little over

$100,000."

Investigator: "Would you say that Mr. X received about 8100,000 also?"

Witness: -That would seem about right."

A witness's opinion of events often clouds the facts. Although
there is nothing wrong with requesting an opinion from a witness.
the investigator, through proper questioning, needs to separate
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the facts (what was said) from the opinions (what was talked
about). The goal is a verbatim recollection from the witness. For
example:

Wrong

"What did you and Jim Dealer talk about?"

Right

What did Jim Dealer sav to you?

What did you sav to hint?"

As was stated earlier, an investigator must actively participate
in the interview process. It's not as simple as ask a question, write
down a response. The investigator must constantly anaiyze
responses, and continually check for inconsistencies, inaccura-
cies, and incompleteness. For example:

Investigator: "How long did your meeting with Mr. Grey last?"

Witness: "It lasted all day."

Investigator: "What did Mr. Grey say?"

Witness: "Not much."

An all day meeting with not much said should raise a red flag
in the investigator's mind. This line of questioning needs to be
pursued.

During an interview, investigators have a multitude of tasks to
handle simultaneously. From listening to a response and record-
ing it, to formulating the next question, they have a lot to do.
There are some general "do's and don'ts" that investigators
should consider when performing an interview. They are found on
the next page.
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hiterview Do's and Don'ts

Do interviews as a team. One investigator listens and controls the ques-

tioning while the second records the responses.

Do interview witnesses individually. Attempting to interview two wit-

nesses in the same room at the same time results in one of tuo things

one witness influences the other's responses or one witness becomes mute

thereby allowing the second witness to answer all the questions. Always

separate witnesses and conduct their interviews simultaneously.

Do control the interview. Don't let, for example, an attorney who is present

disrupt the interview. Before beginning the interview, advise each partici-

pant of their role in the process. This should help eliminate any control

problems.

Do provide the witness with an out. If a witness has previously denied

knowledge. or has supplied false information, there is often reluctance to

admit it. The investigator should provide this witness an "out-. It normally

will be taken. For example:

"Mr. Smith. I know when we talked before you denied knowing Mr.

Dealer. You probably forgot about meeting him. Can we start overr

Don't ask compound/complex or negatively phrased questions, (i.e. "you

didn't see the money, did your). Questions should be simple. to the point.

and positively phrased.

Don't make threats and avoid threatening remarks. Threats rarely work, so

overbearing tactics should be avoided. The "good cop/bad cop- interview

technique !mks good on tele% ision but is usually inappropriate in finan-

cial investigations.

As was discussed in Chapter 3, in our legal system. (lieu-
nwnts rinnot speak for themselves, either figuratively or literally.
A witness must identify. explain, and introduce every financial
document to give it meaning in any legal proceeding or court
action. So what does interviewing have to do with the introduction
of documents into a legal proceeding. Plenty! Successful inter-



viewing creates cooperative witnesses who breathe life into finan-
cial records involving the movement of money.

Technical areas such as accounting procedures or business
specialties should be covered in detail during the body of an
interview. The investigator should ask questions concerning the
document's entries, meanings, and purposes. The investigator
should also determine the identity of the document's custodian
and solicit the authenticity of the document. Investigators should
not be afraid to ask questions and should keep that old saying,
"There is no such thing as a stupid question" in mind. Any ques-
tion can lead to a surprising answer.

The investigator's job during the interview process is not com-
plete until he or she has exhausted the witness's knowledge on
the important topics relative to the ongoing investigation.
Successful interviews obtain information and financial leads, as
opposed to solving the case. If enough interviews are conducted
and enough information is uncovered, the case will solve itself.'

The Close

After the witness has provided information, the investigator
should review the key points gathered during the body of the
interview. This process of summing up the important facts serves
the following two purposes:

It allows the investigator to clarify the facts

It provides an opportunity for the investigator and witness
to agree with the investigator's summation

Once the summation has been agreed on, the investigator
should ask the following three questions:"

"Is there anything that I have forgotten to ask?"
Probably the number one reason investigators fail to get the
answers they seek is that they simply fail to ask the ques-
tion. Using this "catch-all" question allows the witness the
opportunity to play detective.



"Is there anyone els* you think I should speak with?"
This question is designed to find more leads. If the witness
is hesitant, it's ok to say that his or her name will not be
revealed to the person(s) suggested.

"Is there anything else that you would Iike to say?"
This should be the investigator's last question. It gives the
witness one final chance to say anything that he or she
wishes.

Exit gracefully, even after encounters with hostile witnesses.
Soothe the apprehensive witness by mentioning that all the infor-
mation that he or she provided will be held in confidence and/or
for official purposes only. If the witness was cooperative, thank
him or her for the cooperation; if nothing was said, express regrets
and leave the door open for future contacts.

Recording an Interview
Investigators conduct interviews to obtain information and docu-
ments in an attempt to resolve financial crimes. It is also neces-
sary to prepare a permanent record of each interview for future
reference and use. Often in a financial investigation, persons
interviewed become trial witnesses. The record of the financial
interview as prepared by the investigator can be used to refresh
the witness's memory and assist the witness in the identification
process relative to a financial document.

The complexity and investigative importance of an interview
determines the best method to record it. In situations where no
information is secured, a limited report or record of interview is
acceptable. However, in situations where "case critical ques-
tions"' are answered, or denials are made by an important witness,
a more formal record becomes necessary. The only constraint in
the recordation process is the requirement for accuracy and com-

pleteness b,y the investigator preparing the written summary.
When an investigator plays the role of an interviewer, he or

she must be accurate. fair and just. The prosecuting attorney
relies on the investigator's written notes taken during an inter-
view. The investigator's portrayal of the interview process should
accurately and completely reflect the witness's testimony.
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Informal Notes
The "informal notes" taken by investigators during the

course of the interview, in conjunction with their recollections,
provide the basis for the written record. Informal notes should
contain sufficient detail to permit investigators to refresh their
memories as to what transpired during the intervieW. Any method
of recording the details is sufficient if it shows the date, time,
place, persons present. and what occurred. The following is an
example of the informal notes taken by Special Agent John Jones
during an interview with Richard Smith. Special Agents Jones
and Adams interviewed Smith concerning a financial transaction
(the purchase of a car) he had with the suspect. Jim Dealer.

Example of Informal Notes

Re: Dee*

'raked wfRickted 5mith

is3 A Sheet-

Teater called SmiTh abet* trUCk

Sri" QdverhSed. Deqlece cqn g lo sge *tick aly)ut

14- lour oMe.y cctj. lest droVe -truck arouitol Yock

Alien pdici *25, on in cqsli, $ too -1)1(is, 4/ {luck

I990 +ruck, seriql 1173745

3-ohm Tones, 1k5

/Mary Mcions, DEA

Tuly 25, (111

10awi - 10:47awi

Memorandum
A second way to record interviews is to "formalize- the inyestiga-
tor's informal notes into a "memorandum of interview". A mem-

orandum should he prepared when details of an interview are too
numerous to lw fully and properly related through inhirmal notes.
It shouhl state what occurred (luring the interview and show the



date, time, place, and persons present. If the person interviewed
was advised of his or her constitutional rights during the inter-
view, this fact should also be noted iri the memorandum. The final
typed memorandum should be prepared as soon as possible, and
promptly signed and dated by the investigators present during the
interview. The actual date of preparation should be shown at the
bottom of the memorandum. If it becomes necessary to correct or
supplement a memorandum after it has been finalized, the sup-
plemental memorandum should clearly state the date and reason
for such action, and the previous memorandum should be
attached.

Handwritten notes made during an interview and used as the
basis for a more detailed memorandum may be subject to inspec-
tion by a court and should be retained in the case file.
Investigators should confine memorandums to the facts developed
in the interviews and should avoid opinions, conclusions, and
other extraneous matters.

When deciding whether or not to use a memorandum as a
means of recording interview notes, an investigator should con-
sider the following advantages and disadvantages:

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Memorandum

Advantages Disadvantages

Informal Does not c(aitain the exact
words of the interviewee

Contains all pertinent testimony
obtained in the interview

Memorandums can be prepared
bv topic and therefore are easy
to Mow

Does not require an oath
or affirmation

Since information was not
mechanically recorded. there is a
chance for some information to
be lOrgotten

An example of a memorandum appears on the following page.
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Example of Memaandem of Interview

In re: James Dealer
115 South Street
Miami. Florida

Present: Richard Smith. Witness
Special Agent. Mary Adams
Special Agent. John Jones

Place: Office of Richard Smith
117 Elm Street
North Miami. Florida

Date: July 25. 1991

Time: 10:00 a.m. to 10:47 a.m.

I. S/A Adams and I nrade a field call to a travel agency located at 117 Elm Street. the known employer of
Richard Smith. Records obtained from State vehicle registration files reveal that Smith transferred the title
of a truck (serial number 1173945) to Dealer in May. 1990.

2. After proper introduction and identification (by displaying our credentials and badges). I asked Mr. Smith
if he would answer a few questions about the sale of his truck. Mr. Smith agreed and when asked, stated
the following:

a. He advertised his truck for salt, in a newspaper at 525.000.

b. Dealer responded to the ad and Itought the truck lw paving 825.000 in currency. composed of one hun-
dred dollar bills.

The sale was completed on May 29. 1990. when the currenc) was exchanged for the truck and registra-
tion paperwork.

3. M. Smith further stated that he would agree to reducing the information to a %%ritten Aida% it and suear to
it's accurac%.

4. I suggested that we meet again tomorrow at his home to prepare the affidavit. Mr. Smith agreed.

5. This interview concluded at 10:47 a.m. %%hen %%e left Mr. Smith's office.

1prelmred/dioatedl this menutrandum on July 26. 1091. after refreshing my metnon from notes made during
aml itomediatelv after the interview with Richard Smith.

OXL/g
Special Agent

I certif.) that this memorandum has recorded in it a summary of all pertinent matters discussed nith Richard
Smith on July 25. 1991.

Marrow
itness

n-- ,



Question and Answer Statement
A question and answer statement is a Complete transcript of the
questions, answers, and statements made by each participant dur-
ing an interview. It may be prepared from a stenographer's notes
or from a mechanical recording device. The source used to pre-
pare the transcript should be preserved and associated with the
case file as it may be needed in court to establish what was said.

A question and answer statement should contain:

When and where the testimony was obtained

The name and address of the person giving the testimony

The matter the testimony relates to, including the purpose of
the interview

The name and title of the investigator asking questions and
the name and title of the person giving answers

The names and titles of all persons present during the testi-
mony and the reason for each person being present, if not obvious

The consent of the person being interviewed to use a tape
recorder if a mechanical recording is being made

Information given to the person being interviewed concern-
ing his or her rights to counsel and against self-incrimination, if
appropriate

Administration of an oath if given

Questions and answers establishing that the statement was
made freely and voluntarily. without duress. and that no promises
or commitments were made by the investigators

Signatures of the investigators who conducted the interview
and the person being interviewed

Signature and the certification of the person transcribing the
statement, showing the source of the original information used

Information that the person being ititerviewed was given the
oliportunity to extunine the statement. correct any errors. and sign it
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The following is a format that can be used for question and
answer statements.

Question ana Answer Statement Format

Testimony of (name. address) given at (location including address) at (time) on (date) about (subject of iniestigation and their address).

Present at this inteniew are (names and titles of all persons present).

Questions were asked by (name and title of person asking the questions) and answers gken by (person being inteniewed).

This interview is being recorded. as agreed upon. by means of (method of recording).

I. Q. You were requested to appear at (location) to answer questions concerning (subject matter). (If appropriate. ad% ise the person
being inten levied of his or her rights to counsel. rte..)

2. Q. Please stand and raise your right hand. Do you (person being interviewed( solemnly swear that the answers you are about to gilt .
to the questions asked will be the truth, so help jou God?

3. Q. Did you sell a truck that you owned to Mr. Jim Dealer?

A. lanswert

1. Q. I Iow much did he pay you for thi, truck?

A. (answer)

Notc: buten iew is brought to a close with the (Aiming questions.

1 20 . Q. Ilaiv I. (or has am other int estigator or officer. threatened or intimidated jou in an manner?

A. (answer)

121. Q. Hai e I. or any (Alter i iii est igator or officer. iiffered you anj rewards. promises or iimounitj. in return for thisstatement?

A. (answer)

122. Q. Hai.. you gicen this statement lreil nd Yoluntarily?

A. (answer)

123. Q. Is Ihen anything further you care to mld for the record?

A. (a ns%erl

1fter this statement has been transcribed. you will be gic en an opportunit to read it. mrrect an errors. and sign it.

Note: hen transcribing the statement include the following:

I havf carefully read the foregoing statement consisting of page I lo Ilast page number). inclusice. which is a correct transcript of nic
answeN to questions liskA Mr on (date of statement) at (location where statement was giy relathe to (subject of investigation and
their address). I hereb certify that the foregoing answers are true and correct. that I Ion t mmle the mrrections shown. hat e placed uui \

mitials opposite each concetion. and that I hay r each paw of the statement.

l'iignature ol person gic ing statement I
Subscribed and sworn to laifore me di (time). on (date) al (pre,wit) hovation I.

(sign:Min' and title iii in% t,tigittor)
(signature and title of witnessing ime.t(gator)

I (name ol person transcribing do Itlrchc% certib that I took the folegoing statement ol ()cerstn gi% ing statement( from (method
of tecording) and personally transcribed it and hay(' initialed each page.

(signature and title ol transcriber)



Normally people will review and sign a question and answer
statement after it has been put in its final form. Sometimes, for
various reasons, the person may change his or her position and
refuse to sign the statement. When an investigator is faced with
such a refusal, he or she should request that the statement be
read and verified for correctness. In such situations, the following
can be inserted at the end of the statement:

This statement was nad by (name) on ((late) who stated
that it was true and correct, but refused to be placed under
oath or to sign it.

Just as there are advantages and disadvantages to using a
memorandum as a recording device, so there are for the use of a
question and answer statement.

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Question and Answer Statement

Advantages

Reflects both questions and answers

Questions are generally asked in a
logical sequence

Is difficult to dispute with claims of
misunderstanding

Is preferred when the issues are
complicated

Is useful when the person testifying
under oath is illiterate or below
average intelligence

Can be used to challenge or
discredit a witness

Disodvantages

Usually contains unnecessary
material

Is often very long and involved

It is unedited: therefore, it picks up
incorrect grammar. etc

Tape recorder will pick up outside
noises which can disrupt recording

Unalile to make voice distinction

Mechanical failure
(if talw recorder use(l)

Can lw viewed as intimidating by
delmment: therefiire. witnesses are
often not willing to participate



Affidavit
An affidavit is a written declaration of facts made voluntarily and
confirmed by oath or affirmation. The text of an affidavit may be
prepared extemporaneously or composed by agreement between
the affiant, the person making the statement, and the investiga-
tor. An affidavit can be either typed or handwritten, and prepared
either by the affiant or investigator. There are certain advantages
to allowing the affiant to compose and write an affidavit. These
advantages are :

The affidavit will be in the affiant's own words

The affidavit will be more credible because it is in the affi-
ant's own ha.ldwriting. It would be difficult for the affiant to
later deny the affidavit was his or hers

One advantage to having the investigator prepare the affidavit
is that the investigator will ensure that only relevant information
will be covered and that the information will appear in an orderly
fashion. In cases where the affiant is unable to either read or
write, a witness other than the affiant or the investigator must read
the affidavit to the affiant before he or she signs it. The affidavit
must also be signed by both the investigator and witness.

No particular form of affidavit is required by common law. It
is customary that affidavits have a caption or title, the judicial
district in which given, the signature of the affiant, and the jurat.
A jurat is the certification on an affidavit declaring when, where,
and before whom it was sworn.

The affidavit is one of the most commonly used forms of
-recording testimony. It can be used during trial to impeach a wit-
ness, refresh nwmory, or it can be introduced as evidence. An

affidavit should not contain hearsay or information about which
the witness has no dired knowledge. If the person being inter-
viewed was advised of his or her constitutional rights, this should
be included in the affidavit.

A sample affidavit is found on the next page.
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S. Affidavit

United States of America Southern )
Judicial . District of Florida

I. Richard L. Smith
I reside at 123 A Street, Miami, Florida
I am currently employed as a travel agent at Miami Travel, located at 117 Elm Street, Miami, Florida. On May
28. 1990, 1 placed a newspaper advertisement in the Miami Herald classified ads offering my 1989 truck for
sale. I listed the asking price as $25,000. On May 29, I received a phone call from a man who said that he
read the ad and would like to see my truck. He stated that he would like to look at it that afternoon. I gave
him my address and he came over about 30 minutes later. I gave him the keys and we took a ride around the
block. He said that he would buy the truck for $25,000. He opened the trunk of the car he was driving and
pulled out a briefcase. We went into my house where he took $25,000 in one hundred dollar bills from the
briefcase to pay for the truck. I was surprised at being paid in currency, but the man stated that he wanted the
truck today and knew that it would take time for a check to clear the bank, so he brought cash. I gave him the
ownership papers for the truck. I said thanks for buying the truck and gave him my business card requesting
that he give ine a call if he needed any travel planning. He gave me his business card and said hewas in the
import-export business. Jim went to his car and made a telephone call and a couple of minutes later two guys
arrived and one drove Jim's ear while Jim drove the truck away. I have not seen or heard from Jim since that
day. On today's date, I gave Special Agent John Jones a copy of the truck registration, serial number
1173945. that I sold to Jim Dealer on May 29. 1990, and the business card I received from Jim Dealer on that
sante date. I have received a receipt for both of these items from Special Agent Jones.

. state that:

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of I page(s). and have signed it. I fully understand this state-
ment mid it is true, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief.

I made this statement freely and voluntarily without any threats or rewards. or promises of reward having been
miulepx. e in return for it.

(Signat re of affiant)
Subscribed and sworn to me bef(m. this 29th
dav of July , 1991.
at Miami. Horida

(Signature)

(Tit,e)sectitt.
tame,

(Signature of ness. if any)



The affidavit, like the memorandum and the question and
answer statement, has advantages and disadvantages to its use.
Prior to using an affidavit, the items listed below should be con-
sidered.

Advantages and Disadvantages of an Affidavit

Advantages

Preserves probable testimony

Frequently used in requiring
testimony from:

Hostile witnesses
Witnesses who have
changed allegiance

May be used as grounds to
impeach witness

Usually is easier to write than
other types

Valuable in developing an
investigation

May be written or typed and
prepared on the spot

Nlav IW concise anil brief

Disadvantages

Does not reflect questions asked

May contain non-related information
if prepared by affiant

May not contain all pertinent
information when prepared by affiant

May not be well written or
clear if prepared by affiant

Sworn Statement
A sworn statement is, in a general sense, a declaration of matters
of fact. It may be prepared in any form and should be signed and
dated by the person preparing it. A sworn statement has the same
judicial bearing as an affidavit. The investigator taking the state-
ment administers an oath prior to the witness signing the statement.

The following is an example of an oath that can be administered:



Do you (name of person giving statement) solemnly swear
that everything contained in this statement is true and
correct.

Mechanical Recordings
A mechanical recording device may be used to record statements
when a stenographer is not readily available if all parties to the
conversation consent. A recording device also may be used in
conjunction with a stenographer, when necessary, again provided
that all parties consent. When mechanical recording devices are
used, the following guidelines are suggested:

Identify, on tape, the individuals engaged in the conversa-
tion, any other persons present, and the time, date, and location

Immediately after the original has been made, make a copy
of the tape for use in transcribing the conversation. If the record-
ing was made during an undercover operation, seal and store the
original after a transcribed copy has been made

Keep a written record of the tape's custodians and storage
arrangements from the time it was recorded to the time it is sub-
mitted as evidence

When tape recordings are going to be used in taking a con-
fession. advise the suspect of his or her rights and have the sus-
pect state at the start of the tape recording that he or she is aware
that a recording is being made

Off the record discussions between the investigator and the
suspect should not be permitted during a recorded interview and
should be kept to a mininlum during a recorded interview with
anyone else

Form Letter
A form letter can be used to request information of a similar
nature from several third parties. An example of a form letter is
found on the next page.
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Sample Form Letter

Prosecuting Attorney's Office
Glynn County
300 South Main Street, 4th Floor
Brunswick, GA 31523
Telephone: (912) 555-5982

June 4, 1992

Ms. Michelle Thllmadge

1111 B Street

Glynco. GA 31520

Dear Ms. Tallmadge.

This office is conducting an investigation concerning Rosemary Westbury for the years 1989. 1990. and 1991.

Ms. Westbury is a corporate officer of Massey TB, Inc. She is also the trustee for Massey TB Trust. We have

reviewed the bank records of Massey TB. Inc.. and Massey TB Trust. We found several checks made payable

to you. Please answer the questions below n hich relate to the checks we finmd. We have included copies of

the checks for sour review.

SInnihl you have any questions. please call investigator Dennis S. Paul at the telephone number listed above.

I. Did vou receive checks number 1521. 1571. 1681, 1952. 1991?

2. Did you endorse these checks?

3. Please explain nli these checks nere deposited into Massey TB Trust's bank account.

4. We would like to talk to you about these checks. Please call us. or provide your daytime telephone number

so se can schedule an appointment.

Sincerely. -rdowo e.57.

-,



Grand Jury Tranuript
A complete grand jury transcript will contain the questions,
answers. and statements made by each participant before the
grand jury. This transcript can be used as basis for a charge of
perjury if the witness gives false information before the grand jury.

The Art of Interviewing

Through practice, an investigator can improve his or her interview
skills. But, equally important is practicing the art of critical self-
analysis when dealing with others. This starts by stripping away
the prejudices and other self-imposed barriers to impartiality that
surface when communicating with people. It continues by learn-
ing to converse in different styles of language. Interviewing a col-
lege graduate and a fifth grade drop-out require different
communication skills. How something is said is just as important
as what is said. Everyone communicates through speech patterns
and non-spoken behavior patterns. Witnesses sense the presence
of the investigator's questions, not only with their ears. but by
watching his or her gestures. making or avoiding eve contact. and
feeling the stress in the room.

The interview process should flow naturally. The investigator
should enter into the interview with general questions in mind.
After the first question is asked. the investigator assumes a new
role the listener. Contingent upon what is heard the investiga-
tor leads the interview toward the next question and then listens.
This asking and listening process. controlled by the investigator.
continues until the objectives of the interview have been
achieved.

,A successful interviewer has empathy for others. No one likes
the thought of appearing foolish. Many witnesses are actually vic-
tims of fraudulent actions committed against them by the subject
of the investigation and are embarrassed about being victimized.
For example, businesses victimized by insiders are often reluc-
tant to let the public know that they were vulnerable to fraud. A
business may have more than money at stake. It becomes a matter
of confidence and prestige in the public or industry's eye. An



investigator who can become sensitive to a witness's situation
quickly improves his or her interviewing techniques.

Summary

The goal of an investigator is to conduct each interview in such a
manner as to gather all available information and documents per-
taining to the investigation and then make a permanent record of
each witness's testimony for further reference.

The planning phase of the interview process is the foundation
of an interview. Poor planning will have the same effect on an
interview as a weak foundation has on a building. Proper plan-
ning enhances the probability of a successful interview. A suc-
cessful interview can create a cooperative witness who can
breathe life into financial records. It could also provide additional
leads for the investigator to solve the case.

Once the investigator has decided on who, when, where, and
how to interview the witness, the investigator should prepare a
topical outline of the questions to be asked. Just as planning is
the foundation of the interview process, the opening of an inter-
view sets its tone. The body of the interview is the fact finding
part of the process. The closing summarizes the key facts and pro-
vides an opportunity for the witness and the investigator to agree
with the summation.

The medium used to record an interview should be reflective
of the significance of the witness and the information and records
provided by the witness.

Interviewing is a skill that can be developed and improved
upon through practice. Few skills are as important to the financial
investigator as the ability to talk to people and successfully gather
information from them.

r
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Questions and Exercises

11111111.\

Answer the following questions and then check your responses
with those provided on pages at the back of the book.

1. How does an interview differ from an interrogation?

2. How do ouestions asked in a financial interview differ from
those asked in other types of investigative interviews?

3. What are some things an investigator should consider when
planning financial interviews during the course of an investigation?

1. Identify and descrihe the three methods of questioning that
can he used in a financial interview.

0



5. Why is the introduction critical te a successful interview?

6. How can an investigator gain the cooperation of a hesitant
witness?

7. Explain the following statement:

The interview process is more than just asking questions and
writing down responses.

8. What is wrong with the following question?

He didn't have anyone with him when he came into the bank did
he. but if he did, do you remember if the person was male or
female and can you give a description of the person?

-
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9. What is the last question an investigator should ask during an
interview?

10. You are preparing to record an interview and you can't
decide which method of recordation to use. You are torn between
the memorandum and the question and answer statement.
Describe the pros and cons of each.

11. What advantages are there to havi lig a witness compose and
write his Or her own affidavit?

r
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CHAPTER 10

Investigative Tedild ues

n the previous chapter, we discussed how to plan
and conduct a financial interview. The financial
interview, if properly done, is a very valuable tool

for the inVestigator. In this chapter, we will explore some other
investigative techniques. We will begin with a discussion of the
search warrant for financial records: what it is, how it differs from
a "general- search warrant. and how one is issued to an investiga-
tor. We will then explore the undercover operation. surveillance,
the use of informants, recovering information from trash, gather-
ing information from a suspect's mail, and retrieving evidence
from a computer. We will look at how document examiners apply
forensic science techniques to aid in investigations. The chapter
concludes with an examination of a tool called "link analysis.-

After studying Chapter 10, you should be able to:

State the importance of obtaining a valid search warrant.

Describe the terms "probable cause- aml "curtilage.-

State the purpose of an affidavit.

I.ist and describe the types of information required in an
affidavit for a search warrant for financial information.

I.ist the objectives of undercover operations.

List the objectives of surveillance.

Describe the difkrent types of surveillance.

Describe how infOrmants contribute to an investigation.
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State why recovering evidence from a suspect's trash, read-
ing the covers of a suspect's mail, and retrieving evidence from a
computer are.valuable investigative techniques.

List and describe the types of analyses a document exam-
iner can perform.

Use link analysis to show relationships in an investigation.

Persons involved in criminal activities do not flaunt their
indiscretions in the faces of law enforcement officers. They try to
hide what they are doing. And some of the webs criminals weave
are very complex. Because of this, investigators rely on certain
investigative techniques to help them gather information concern-
ing criminal activities. These techniques are discussed in this
chapter.

The Search Warrant

Mr=

"Revenuers" executing a court
authorized search %%arrant on

bootleg akohol during the
1930's.

Special Agent Wilson Taggart is working on a narcotics investi-
gation where Tim Anthony is the prime suspect. Taggart
receives an anonymous letter indicating that David Anthony.
Tim's father, recently paid cash for a new 823.000 car.
Wondering if Tim provided his father with the money, Taggart
decides to visit David Anthony. Taggart goes to Mr. Anthony's
house, identifies himself, and says he'd like to ask a few ques-
tions about Tim. Mr. Anthony lets him in. Taggart asks if it is
alright for him to take a look around and, even though Mr.
Anthony says no. Taggart acts as if he doesn't hear. Taggart
Opens a briefcase thai is sitting on a desk and finds that it con-
tains 8100,000. He asks Mr. Anthony where he got the money
but Mr. Anthony just shrugs his shoulders. Then Taggart spies a
checking account statement that indicates Mr. Anthony had a
balance of 81,494 less than a month ago. Taggart wants to know
if Mr. Anthony has other accounts, but, again. Mr. Anthony just
shrugs his shoulders. "Flow did you get 823,000 to pay for a
new carr Taggart asks. "None of your business,- Mr. Anthony
replies. -Now, get out of here.- When he leaves. Taggart takes



the briefcase full of money and the checking account statement
with him.

The scenario presented above is fictitious, but suppose it
really happened. Will Special Agent Taggart be able to use what
he collected as evidence against Tim Anthony?

The answer is no. Taggart obtained the evidence without a
valid search warrant. Mr. Anthony was under the assumption that
Special Agent Taggart wanted to ask him a few questions about
his son. When he invited Special Agent Taggart in, he had no rea-
son to believe that the agent was going to search the house. The
Fourth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution protects citizens
against actions such as Special Agent Taggart's. The amendment
provides that the people have the right to be "...secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures..." If evidence is obtained by an unreason-
able search and seizure, or in violation of the privileges guaran-
teed by the Fourth Amendment, the evidence will be excluded
from trial. Investigators need to be aware of the importance of
obtaining a valid search warrant. Otherwise, critical evidence will
be ruled inadmissible.

What is a Search Warrant?
A search warrant is a written order issued by a judge or magis-
trate. It describes the place to be searched as well as the things to
be seized. Search warrants are usually issued for the search of a
premise, person, or vehicle. Generally, search warrants are issued
based on evidence gathered by the investigator during the con-
duct of the investigation. This evidence must establish that a
crime has been or will be committed.

A specialized form of search warrant is a search warrant for
financial records. This specialized warrant directs a law enforce-
ment officer to search for financial documents or records. If
Company XYZ is a suspect in a kickback investigation, the inves-
tigators probably will not be interested in searching and seizing
office equipment and personnel files. However. they will be inter-
ested in obtaining the company's journals, ledgers, and other
financial. records. That's what a search warrant for financial
records will allow them to do.
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A search warrant is usually prepared by the prosecuting attor-
ney before it is submitted to a judge or magistrate. Search war-
rants are usually required to be executed during daytime hours on
a given day and are executable within a 72 hour period. At the
completion of the search, a detailed inventory of the items seized
is prepared. A copy of the search warrant and the inventory are to
be left at the place searched or with the person searched. The
investigator will then return the warrant and the inventory to the
judge or magistrate who authorized the warrant.

Probable Cause
A judge or magistrate will issue a search warrant only after a find-
ing of probable cause. Probable cause is all the facts and circum-
stances within the knowledge of the investigator about a criminal
activity that can be considered reasonable and trustworthy.

When developing probable cause. an investigator must keep
the following tw6 principles in mind:

Probable cause must be current

Probable cause must be reasonable and trustworthy to a
degree sufficient to ensure that a reasonable person will believe
that a crime has been or will be committed and that the evidence
sought exists in the place to be searched

Probable cause may van from investigation to investigation but
only in matters of degree. It must be present and it must be suffi-
cient to enable an impartial judicial officer to issue the warrant.

The Affidavit
Judges or magistrates issue search warrants and do so only after a
finding of probable cause. "l'o convince a judge or magistrate that
probable cause exists, an investigator prepares a sworn state-
ment called an affidavit. In affidavits, investigators summarize
their expertise and the information gathered (luring their investi-
gations. The investigator who pre)ares an affidavit is called the
of fiord.

An affidavit for a search warrant should contain certain types
of information. Affidavits for "general- search warrants and



search warrants for financial records should contain the following
types of infOrmation:

Affiant's experience

Detailed account of the criminal activity

Description of place(s) to be searched

Financial evidence

Items to be seized

An affidavit for a search warrant for financial records requires
an additional type of information: conclusions based on the affi-

ant's expertise.
The following paragraphs describe the types of information to

be included in a search warrant for financial records. An example
of a statement reflecting the type of information is also provided.

Affiant's experience
The affidavit should contain a sufficient amount of detail concern-
ing the affiant's experience, training, and investigative background.

I am a Special Agent with the IRS, Criminal Investigation
Division, arzd have been so employed since March. 1977. I have
conducted or assisted in over forty investigations of alleged
criminal violations of IRS laws; of the distribution of drugs
and controlled substances; and of money laundering. For tlze
past 2'/ years. I have held the position of Intelligence Analyst. I
have been in charge of the Division's High Level Drug Leaders
Project. Project Narcotics Currenc.1; and Project White Collar
Currency. All of these projects anahze igkmation relative to
the flow of drug proceeds throughout the State of Wisconsin.

Account of criminal activity
The alliant must detail the illegal activity that has been uncov-
ered during the investigation.

In January 1992. JOur FBI irzfizrmants who have previously
provided reliable irzformation reported that Thriz nio was
selling cocaine in the Milwaukee area. Vco of tlw infOrmants
stated tliat nio was selling cocaine out of his residence. One
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informant reported that a friend of his had seen several trash
bags of currency in Trio's house.

Description of place(s) to be searched
The affiant must show that the defendant exercises dominion and
control over the location(s) to be searched. To do this, the affiant
can cite information contained in documentation such as tele-
phone and utility records. The affiant can also point to surveil-
lance findings as well as information secured through interviews
from third parties.

The Milwaukee City Phone Directory lists Tom Trio's address as
102 North West Street. Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Financial evidence
The affidavit should document major asset purchases and expen-
ditures made by the defendant. It should describe any acts of
deceit or fraudulent schemes uncovered, such as the use of
aliases or the existence of any money laundering activities. Tax
information, if available, should be presented as financial evi-
dence. Generally, a court order is needed before tax returns can
be released to non-IRS law enforcement personnel because of
confidentiality laws. However, tax returns can be obtained from
non-IRS sources such as an ex-spouse, bookkeeper, accountant or
return preparer, or loan documents.

Federal income tax records reveal that Tom Trio has reported a
total income of $54,000 during the past two years.

Items to be searched/seized
An itemized list of specific property (documents and evidence) to
be searched for and seized must be attached to the affidavit.

Search the residence located at 102 :North West Street.
Milwaukee. Wisconsth and the 1990 Mercedes with HA' num-
ber G1.482323 Jiff:

U.S. currency

Cocaine

Books. records. receipts. notes. ledgers. and other papers relating
to the transportation, ordering, sale. and distribution (il'cocaine

e
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Conduskas based on the affiant's expertise
As previously indicated, what distinguishes the affidavit for a
search warrant for financial records from the affidavit for a "gen-
eral" search warrant is the reliance on the affiant's expertise to
establish that records and other evidence will be at specific loca-
tions.

Based upon my training and experience, and my participation
in other investigations involving the distribution of cocaine, I
know that:

a. drug traffickers must maintain, on hand, large amounts of
U.S. currency to maintain and finance their ongoing narcotics
business

b. drug traffickers maintain books, records, receipts, notes,
ledgers, and other papers relating to the transportation, order-
ing, sale, and distribution of controlled substances

A sample affidavit for a search warrant for financial records is
shown on pages 270 through 272. Page 273 contains the search
warrant issued as a result of the affidavit.



STATE OF WISCONSIN )

MILWAUKEE COUNTY )

ss

AFFIDAVIT

John Smith. being first duly sworn on oath, here deposes and says:

1. I am a Special Agent with the IRS, Criminal Investigation Division. and have been so employed since

March. 1977. I have conducted or assisted in over forty investigations of alleged criminal %iolations

of IRS laws; of the distribution of drugs and controlled substances: and of money laundering. For the

past 2 1/2 years. I have held the position of Intelligence Analyst. I have been in charge of the

Di% ision's High Level Drug Leaders Project. Project Narcotics Currency. and Project White Collar

Currency. All of these projects analyze information relative to the flow of dnig proceeds throughout

the State of Wisconsin.

2. I have attended and instructed in-service training seminars which concentrated on currency report-

ing statutes (Title 31. U.S.C.). money laundering statutes (Title 18. U.S.C. §§ 1956. 1957) and drug

statutes (Title 21. U.S.C. §§ 848. 851, 881). I have conducted net worth and expenditure investiga-

tions and I have planned. drafted and executed both financial and traditional search warrants. 1 have
been qualified in the U.S. District Court as an expert in financial and money laundering investiga-

tions.

3. As part of my duties. I am involved in the investigation of Thm Trio for cocaine trafficking in violation

of Title 21 of the United States t:ode. Special agents from the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the

Drug Enforcement Administration and officers from the City of Milwaukee Police Department have

participated in this investigation. The information in this affidavit comes from my own personal

investigation and observation. or from the information provided to me by personnel of these other

agencies.

I. In January 1992. fimr FBI infiirmants %%Ito hac pre% iously provided reliable intiirmation stated that

Tom Trio %%as selling cocaine in the Milwaukee area. 'No of the infUrmants stated that Trio was sell-

ing tttt aine out of his residence. One informant n.ported that a friend of his hail seen se%eral trash

liags of currency in Trio's house.

5. The Miks aukee City Phone Director% lists Toni Trio's address as 102 North Aest Street. Milwaukee.

A isconsin.

6. Real Estate records at the County Courthouse in \I iNzulkee. A isconsin slmw that on August 12,

1991. 'font Trio purchased the residence at 102 North West Street frion John Jakes fOr 864.000. No

mortgage documents have been locatell for tlw pniperty.

7. In an interview with John lakes, he stated that Trio attempted to pa!, cash at the time of settlement .

lakes refUsed to accept payment in cash and Trio subsequently provided him with eight $8.(MK)

cashier's checks.

/1. Tom Trio is employed b Venders and Associates. Inc. This is his only place of emplonumt.



9. Local income tax reeords reveal that Toni Trio has reported a total income of 854.000 during the past

two years.

10. On February 6. 1992. I collected and went through the trash left for garbage collection at 102 North

West Street. The garbage included bills addressed to Tom Trio of that address. M & I Bank

envelopes. 12 money wrappers marked for 82,000 each, and the title to a 1990 Mercedes with AIN

number GI AB2323. The garbage also contained freezer paper cut into small squares. Special Agent

Thomas Gore of the Drug Enforcement Administration told me that such paper is commonly used to

wrap 1 ounce quantities of cocaine. The garbage also included three large plastic garbage bags that

contained fiber glass cartons. Special Agent Gore told me that cartons of that size and type commonly

contain kilograms of cocaine. The inside of the packages had powdery. residue which Special Agent

Gore tested for the presence of cocaine. The test was positive.

Docunwntation from the dealership where Tom Tho bought the 1990 Mercedes shows that he paid

827,000 in cash for the car.

12. Between February 16 and Feliruary 24. 1992, one of the previously mentioned informants inirchased

cocaiiw from Torn Trio three times. Each buy was a controlle(I buy. All three buys tiwk place at Trio's

house. Each time, the substance purchased was tested for the presence of cocaine. Each time, the

substance tested positive.

13. Based upon my training and experience. and my inirticipation in other investigations involving the

distribution of cocaine. I know that:

a. drug traffickers must maintain. on ham!. large anumnts (if U.S. currency to maintain and finance

their ongoing narcotics business:

b. drug traffickers maintain books, records. receipts. notes. ledgers. and other papers relating to the

transportation. ordering, sale, and distribution of controlled substances:

c. the aforementioned Imoks, rec.onls. receipts. notes. leilgers. me., are eInnimmly maintained where

drug traffickers have ready access to them. i.e.. homes, offices. automobiles:

I. it is common for drug traffickers to hide contraband. prweeds from drug sales. and records of drug

transactions in secure locations for read y. access:

e. cocaine traffickers usually keep paraphernalia for packaging. cutting. weighing. and distributing

cocaine:

f. the courts have recognized that unexplaineil wealth is probative evidence of crimes motivated bv

greed. particularly trafficking in cmitrolkd substaiwes.

II. Based on the information contained herein, and my experience and training. 1 have probable cause to

believe that 'row Trio is involved in cocaine traffirking in uolation of 'fide 21 U.S.C. § 881 (11). The

liwations to be seawhed and property to be seized are included on the attachment to this affidavit.

4-AA-
ohm Smith

Special Agent

"



Attachment

Search the residence located at 102 North West Street. Milwaukee. Wisconsin and the 1990 Mercedes

with k' N number ClAB2323 for:

U.S. currency

Cocaine

Drug paraphernalia for packaging. cutting. weighing. and distributing cocaine. including. but not

limited to. scales, freezer paper. and spoons

Books, records, receipts. notes. ledgers, and other papers relating to the transportation. ordering.

sale, and distribution of cocaine

Books, records, receipts, bank statements and records, money drafts, letters of credit. passbooks.

bank checks, and other items evidencing the obtaining, secreting. transfer, and concealment of

assets and the obtaining, secreting, transfer, concealment. and expenditure of money

Income tax returns

/ t!)



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN

AT LAW AND IN ADMIRALTY

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

Plaintiff.

vs.

Thomas Trio

Warrant No. 1

SEARCII WARRANT
(21 U.S.C. § 881 (B))

TO: ANY DEPUTY UNITED STATES MARSHAL OR OTHER FEDERAL OFFICER
An affidavit has been made before me bv Special Agent John Smith of the United States Internal

Revenue Service that he lias reason to believe that 'km Trio of 102 North West Street, Milwaukee

Wisconsin is involved in cocaine trafficking in violation of Title 21 U.S.C. § 881 (3). Special Agent

Smith's affidavit further states that he has reason to believe that evidence needed to support such a claim

is located at the residence of 102 North West Street. 1 am satisfied that there are sufficient facts and cir-

cumstances to support the probable cause standard to believe that the items listed on the attachment to

this warrant are currently located at 102 North \Vest Street in Milwaukee. \\ isconsin. and that grounds

exist for the issuance of this seizure warrant as stated in the supporting Affidavit.

101. ARE IIEREBY COMM ANDED to proceed to 102 North West Street to seize the items listed

or described on the attachment to this warrant within a period of three days. ser% ing this warrant and

seizing this property during daytime hours 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.. leaving a copy of this warrant. piepar-

ing a written inventory 1 if all the puiperty seized. and promptly returning this %%arrant and bringing the

inventory liefore this court as required by law within ten days after seizure.

Dated at Milwaukee. Wisconsin. this Zda% of March. 1992.

CALA

nited States Magistrate

4tJ



Undercover Operations
Operation ABSCAM was an investigation into corruption among
U.S. government officials. Over the course of a year and a half, FBI
undercover agents approached public officials thought to be
involved in political corruption and told them that oil-rich Arab
sheiks would offer money in exchange for political favors. The
agents met with the public figures and paid out considerable sums
in cash. Several public officials were indicted and convicted.

In August 1989, 46 traders from the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange and the Chicago Board of Trade were indicted on
charges ranging from defrauding customers to tax evasion to rack-
eteering. The charges were the result of a two-year undercover
operation that put wired FBI undercover agents in the trading pits
at the two exchanges.

In March 1991, law enforcement agents raided three
University of Virginia fraternity houses and arrested 12 students
for selling drugs to undercover agents. The raids came after more
than six months of investigation by federal and state officials. The
investigation involved undercover purchases of designer drugs,
LSD, cocaine, and marijuana.

What is an Undercover Operation?
The undercover operation is something we hear about all the
time. In an undercover operation, law enforcement officers or pri-
vate individuals assume an identity other than their own for the
purpose of gathering information relating to criminal violations.

Undercover operations require the highest degree of skill and
planning to be successful. Used in a timely manner and with
great care, the inulercover operation can bring results to investi-
gations that cannot be achieved in any other way. Used in the
wrong way or handled poorly, these operations can lead to death.
injury. serious financial liability, and agency embarrassment.'

An undercover operation is frequently the only investigative
technique that can lw used effectively against well-organized
criminal groups or sophisticated criminal activities. Through the
use of disguise and deceit, inf'ormation is gathered directly from
those involved in the criminal offense. Take, for example. the
wiflercover activities of Joe Pistone. Pistone was an undercover
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agent who infiltrated the Bonnano and Columbo crime families,
posing for five years (19764981) as jewel thief Donnie Brasco.
Pistone was instrumental in gaining more than 100 federal con-
victions against organized crime members.'

Undercover activities can last a long or short period of time.
As was just indicated, Joe Pistone was undercover for five years.
The length of the undercover operation is contingent on the
amount of information necessary to develop a picture of the
alleged criminal activity. Situations involving organized crime fig-
ures and sophisticated financial crime networks dictate lengthy
undercover operations.

At the other extreme are short-term undercover operations
called stings. The previously described drug raid at the
University of Virginia is an example of a sting operation.

Objectives of Undercover Operations
Undercover operations are accepted by the courts as a legitimate
function of public and private law enforcement personnel, pro-
vided that the undercover operation is conducted in those situa-
tions where sufficient probable cause exists to believe that a
crime has been or is being committed. Entrapment issues make it
essential to establish that the suspect has a pre-disposition or
prior intent to commit the crime. The only factor the government
provides is the opportunity for the suspect to commit the offense.

The courts will not allow covert Operations to be conducted as
law enforcement "fishing expeditions.** Undercover operations
should be based on a written plan that details time frames and
specific objectives. Specific Objectives of an undercover operation
may include:'

Observing and attending planning sessions for future viola-
tions

Identifying unknown violators and developing infOrmation
related to violations currently in process

Purchasing contraband (i.e., drugs. firearms, counterfeit
currency)

Identifying the fruits of a crime (illegal prwee(is and profits)



Developing information related to past crimes or criminal
activities

Locating contraband or weapons

Locating violation sites

Identifying co-conspirators and/or key witnesses

Obtaining probable cause for search and arrest warrants

Checking the reliability of informants

Corroborating a witness' statements and testimony

Gathering information and documents relative to the crimi-
nal investigation

Obtaining information and leads to purchases and expendi-
tures

Surveillance

Jonathan J. Pollard was a civilian analyst for the U.S. Naval
Intelligence Center in Suit land, Maryland. In November 1985,
Pollard's supervisor, Jerry Agee. began suspecting that Pollard
was taking classified documents from his workplace and provid-
ing them to a foreign government. Agee shared his suspicions
with a senior naval intelligenc e officer. The Naval Investigative
Service and the FBI agreed to investigate. As the investigation
progressed, the agents determined that Pollard was providing
classified information to a foreign government. They just did not
know which one.

Eventually the investigators discovered that Pollard was pro-
viding the classified information to Israel. How did they deter-
mine this? They placed a round-the-clock surveillance on
Pol lard.

On November 21, 1985, Pollard and his wife decided to make
a run for it even though they knew that were going to be follossed.

Pollard felt sure he could shake the surveillance as he and his
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Surveillance vans assist investi-
gators v.hile conducting moving.

stationary and electronic sur-
%eillance. Some surveillance

%chicks contain hidden cam-

eras. microphones. instamatic

canieriis that zoom in on license

plates and two-way radiiis In
cotmnunicate ith a command

wife drove in circles around Washington, DC. Several unmarked
FBI cars were involved in the surveillance one car would pick
up the tail then drop it when another car became involved. Would
the Pollards lead them to the foreign government involved in the
espionage ring? Yes. The Pollards revealed the government they
were providing classified information to when they pulled up to
the Israeli embassy.'

What is Surveillance?
Surveillance is the secretive and continuous observation of pemons,
places and things to obtain information concerning the identity and
activity of individuals suspected of violating criminal laws. Like
undercover operations, surveillance provides a means to obtain
information and evidence which probably would not be available by
anv other means. It is a technique that requires experience, team-
work, and knowledge of the "thing" to be surveilled.

Private citizens who form neighborhood watch groups use sur-
veillance to gather information. So do private companies that
employ security cameras. Countries use intelligence agencies to
set up surveillance operations that are a matter of national secu-
rity. Even criminals perform surveillance on their suspects before
comnntting crimes.

Objectives of Surveillance
The objectives of a surveillance are to:

Obtain evidence of a crime

Obtain probable cause for search and arrest warrants

IdentifV co-conspirators and associates of the suspects

Apprehend violators during the commission of a crime

Develop investigative leads

Provide protection and corroboration for undercover officers

I petite persons and things

Gather intelligence

2



Types of Surveillance
Various types of surveillance activities are utilized by law
enforcement. They can be classified as follows:

Stationary

Moving

Electronic

Stationary
Stationary surveillance is where neither the suspect or the agent
maintaining the surveillance are mobile. Sitting in an unmarked
car and watching someone's home or Ace is an example of sta-
tionary surveillance. A common term for stationary surveillance is

stakeout. The surveillance on Jonathan Pollard began as a stake-
out. But when Pollard and his wife decided to make a run for it.
the surveillance requirements changed. A moving surveillance
was needed.

Moving
A moving surveillance is one where the suspect does not remain
in one position. Following a suspect in an automobile is an exam-
ple of a moving surveillance. Following a suspect on foot or in a
boat. or watching a car from an airplane also would be considered
moving surveillances.

The risk of detection is higher in a moving surveillance than
it is in a stakeout. Also, a moving surveillance consumes signifi-
cantly' more manpower. In the instance of WIowing an automo-
bile. a minimum of three cars with radio contact would be
necessary. In most investigative situations. surveillance tech-
niques mandate that it is better to lose the sust)mt than compro-
mise the surveillance.

Electronk
The FBI agents who went undercover as traders in the pits at the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange and the Chicago Board of Traile
secretly tape recorded hundreds of incriminating conversations.

To make sun. they would not lose touch with tlw Pollards dur-
ing a moving surveillance. the NI phnited an electronic tracking
device inside the bumper of the Pollard's car.
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In each of the incidents above, electronic devices were used
to assist law enforcement officers in obtaining evidence against
their suspects. Used in a secretive manner, electronic surveil-
lance can be of tremendous assistance to an investigation, but it
must be used with care. Some devices available for use may
require court orders.

In the trading pit incident, at least one of the people involved
in the taped conversations knew the conversations were being
recorded. This is called consimsuni monitoring. At the federal
level, such monitorings are Constitutional and statutorily permis-
sible: however, this irvestigative technique is subject to careful
regulation in order to avoid any abuse or any unwarranted inva-
sion of privacy. At the state level, some states have made consen-
sual monitoring illegal. Therefore, it is important for an
investigator to know the legal precedents in the state where an
investigation occurs.

Thdav's sophisticated electronic monitoring devices can be
concealed in virtually anything. Briefcases, light fixtures. and jog-
ging suits can be used to conceal microphones and tape recording
devices. Pen registers (telephone number recording devices) can
be activated by the change in voltage and used to record the num-
bers dialed on outgoing calls. Other electronic devices can make
a record of the incoming telephone calls to a suspect's number.

Informants

Larry Bullock was an Illinois State Representative who dreamed
of becoming Chicago's first black mayor. His district encom-
passed McCormick Place Exposition Hall, a place that would
play an active role in the 1992 World's Fair if Chicago was
selected as the host city.

By law. a certain percentage of all public construction pro-
jects had to be awarded to minority business enterprises (MBE).
Eugene Blackmon was an MBE general contractor and he was
experiencing difficulty in getting his money from another general
contractor to pay his sub-contractors. Blackmon approached
Bullock to enlist his aid in securing his money. Bullock said he
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could help - for a price! Bullock also promised Blackmon that he
would play a prominent role in the awarding of the World's Fair
contracts.
Blackmon did not have the money to pay Bullock. But he was
desperate to get his money, so one Friday afternoon he went to the
Office of the U.S. Attorney and told them about his encounter
with Bullock. The government and Blackmon reached an agree-
ment where Blackmon would become an informant and would
meet with Bullock to discuss fixing contracts and other matters in
political corruption. In return, the government would give
Blackmon money to "pay" Bullock so that his contract money
would be released.

Over the next few weeks. Blackmon had a series of meetings
with Bullock and paid him thousands of dollars of FBI money.
Blackmon wore a concealed recording device to the first meeting
but something went wrong with the equipment and, instead of
recorded conversations, all the FBI got was a mess of spaghetti
tape because.the tape had come off the spool. At all subsequent
meetings. Blackmon wore a recording device and had a transmit-
ting device concealed in his briefcase.

Toward the end of the investigation. Bullock and his attorney
were invited to the U.S. Attorney's Office and were treated to
selected portions of the recorded conversations. The government
offered Bullock the opportunity to cooperate with them in investi-
gating political corruption. Bullock refuses, choosing rather to go
to trial. After a long trial. during which Blackmon spent a week
on the stand testifying. Bullock was found guilty of a multitude of
offenses. He was sentenced to six ;ears in prison.

What is an Informant?
In the case described above, it is important to note that the role of
the informant was kev in carrying out the investigation. An infor-
mant is a person who has specific knowledge of a criminal event
anti pmvides that informati(m to a law enkrcement officer.

The development of an informant to provide confidential
information is a legitimate function of investigators. If properly
developed. informants can greatly enhance an investigation.

Many criminal eases have originated from informant inform-



tion. Others have been successfully completed only because an
informant supplied information that would have otherwise been
unknown. Take, for example, the case against Al Capone. Capone
was one of the United States' most notorious gangsters. You'd

think that when he eventually went to prison he would have gone
for murder or racketeering. No, Al Capone was brought down by a
mild-mannered tax investigator from the IRS. This investigator
was able to build a case against Capone when one of Capone's

associates told IRS agents where they could seize books reflecting
Capone's income.3

Perhaps the most common reason informants supply inform-
fion is because they themselves are involved in the criminal
offense and by furnishing information on the suspect they can dif-
fuse suspicion from their own activities. Particularly when look-
ing at jail time, individuals are willing to become informants in
order to get a reduced sentence based on their cooperation.

Many informants are motivated by revenge. They sense that
they've been wronged or taken advantage of by the suspect and
want to get even. For example, in the case of drug dealing, an
informant mav furnish information on the suspect because the
suspect is a "business" competitor. Other informants feel a social
responsibility to provide law enforcement their knowledge of any
criminal wrongdoing. It is critical that the investigator be able to
determine why the informant is cooperating and to use that infor-
mation to properly assess how the informant and information pro-
vided should lw handled.

Informants can be used in surveillances. consensual monitor-
ings. and as participants in undercover operations. Control is a
key element in dealing with an informant. Informants should take
directions from the investigator, not the other way around.
Without control, not only is the investigation in jeopardy. but the
investigator could be at risk. If informants are willing to violate a
basic tenet of our culture and inform on someone close to them.
consider how quickly thes would be willing to blackmail agents if
they can discover some wrongdoing.

informants can be powerful tools in a financial investigation.
owe ver, all informant in fo rma t ion shou be corroborat ed

through independent verification to ensure it's accuracy.
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Evidence Recovered from Trash

An informant tells an investigator that Billy Greenwood is dealing
drugs. The investigator watches

Greenwood's home and observes a number of cars making
brief nighttime stops at the house. Based on the informant's infor-
mation and the surveillance, the investigator asks the garbage
collector for the plastic garbage bags in front of Greenwood's
house. While sifting through the garbage, the police uncover
drug-related paraphernalia, straws containing cocaine residue,
and phone bills listing calls to people with dnig records. Based on
this evidence, the investigators obtain a warrant to search the
house and find cocaine and hashish. They arrest Greenwood. Can
the evidence the investigators collected from the trash be used
against Greenwood at trial?

Yes. In May 1988, the Supreme Court ruled that police may
freely rummage through ordinary household trash left at a curb-
side without obtaining a search warrant." This decision evolved
from the incident described above.

Investigators often find that picking up a suspecG garbage is
a useful tool for identifying leads. People often dispose of impor-
tant documents and information pertaining to their criminal activ-
ities when they throw out their trash. Once the trash leaves the
suspect's possession. they no longer have a reasonable expecta-
tion of privacy in the contents of their trash. However, the investi-
gator must be careful not to violate the suspect's curtilogc
Curtilage usually. but not always, refers to the area inside the
boundary of a person's residence or business location, which has
been marked off bv any number of man-made or naturally occur-
ring devices. These boundary lines include fences. sidewalks.
tree lines. and rows of shrubbery. Inside this area, a person has a
reasonable expectation of privacy based on the Fourth
Amendment to the Constitution.



Reading Mail Covers

Since letters, packages, and other documents travel through the
U.S. and other mail delivery services, a person cannot attach a
reasonable expectation of privacy to the outside of the mail itself.
Therefore, an investigator, in conjunction with the U.S. Postal
Service, can make a record of the outside of any mail. Return
addresses and postmark information can provide an excellent
source of financial leads (i.e. names of banks, credit card compa-

nies. etc).

Forensic Science

Timothy Wilson Spencer was suspected of murdering a number of
women in Richmond and Arlington, Virginia. Police had reason to
suspect Spencer but had no confession, no witnesses, and a lim-
ited amount of physical evidence. Then it was found that
Spencer's DNA perfectly matched that from semen found at three
of the murder scenes. The likelihood that someone else could
have produced all three matching patterns was 1 in 135 million.
Subsequently. Spencer was found guilty on four counts of murder
and sentenced to death:

Genetic fingerprinting played a crucial role in the case
against Spencer. Genetic fingerprinting is a technique used in.
forensic science. Forensic science is the application of scientific
techniques to legal matters, in particular to investigations of crim-
inal activities. The forensk sdences have been utilized in the
investigation of violent crimes for centuries. Traditional tech-
niques such as fingerprint identification, ballistics classifications,
and drug. blood, and urine analyses have served the purposes of
law enforcement successfully in the past.

Not all criminal cases evolve around forensic evidence like
fingerprint identification and ballistics classification. Sometimes
evidence comes from the fOrensic analysis of documents involved
in the crime. Take, for example, the Lindbergh kidnapping case.
On March I. 1932. 20-month old Charles A. Lindbergh, Jr. was



kidnapped. A ransom note left at the scene of the crime read:

Have fifty thousand dollars ready; 25,000 in twenty-dollar
bills 15,000 in ten-dollar bills, and 10,000 in five-dollar bills.
In 4-5 days we will inform you where to deliver the money. We
warn you for making anything public o f for notify the police.
The child is in gut care. Indication for all letter are signature
and three holes.

On May 12, 1932 the child's body was found in some woods a
few miles from the Lindbergh mansion. It wasn't until September,
1935 that a person was charged with the kidnapping and murder
of the Lindbergh baby. On January 2, 1935 Bruno Richard
Hauptmann went to trial. Since the ransom note was a key piece
of evidence, the prosecution needed to show that Hauptmann
wrote the note. They obtained other samples of his handwriting
and compared them to the ransom note. Handwriting experts took
the stand and stated that Hauptmann's handwriting and that of the
ransom note were one and the same. This crucial testimony
helped convict Hauptmann.8

What is a Questioned Document?
Since the end product of financial investigation is documentary
evidence, scientific examination of documents by a qualified
expert can be an important aspect of the investigation. Besides
verifying a person's handwriting, a document examiner can ana-
lyze checks, kidnapping and hold-up notes, hate letters, wills,
contracts. birth/death/marriage certificates, passports or any other
document to determine if they have been forged, erased, or
changed in any way.

Document examiners are called into an investigation when a
questioned document is involved. A questioned document is a
document that has been questioned in whole or in part with
respect to its authenticity, origin, or contents. For example, a sus-
pect denies that she signed a check used to make a bribe pay-
ment. Or Cousin Jane accuses Cousin Larry of altering Uncle
Charlie's will so that I Arrv receives the bulk of Charlie's estate.
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Types of Forensic Analyses
Document examiners can perform many types of analyses on a
document. The following types of forensic analyses are discussed
in this section:

Handwriting analysis

Typewriter analysis

Alteration analysis

Ink analysis

Paper analysis

Document restoration

Handwriting Analysis
Over the years, an individuars brain, arms, and fingers create

a pattern of handwriting. Everyone's handwriting possesses "nor-
mal" or "natural" variations. But the basic pattern does not
change. When analyzing handwriting, the document examiner has
the suspect submit an exemplar, a sample to be used in compari-
son to the questioned document. The document examiner deter-
mines the range of variation in a person's handwriting from the
exemplar and compares that handwriting to the questioned docu-
ment. The document examiner can determine if the writing on the
questioned document falls within the individual's "normal" or
"natural" range.

Typewriting Analysis
Every typewriter is unique. Each one types differently from every
other one because typewriters develop individual characteristic's
during the manufacturing process and through use. Examiners
attempt to determine a document's type style and escapement
(pica. elite, or proportional) to establish the make and model of the
typewriter that created it. Also, the examiner attempts to find hori-
zontal and vertical misalignment of characters, which if signifi-
cant, is considered to be an identifYing characteristic. Examiners
also search for any typeface defects or damaged letters.

1
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Alteration Analysis
Document examiners can determine if a document has been
altered. They look for additions (inserts between lines, addition of
a word, sentence, or paragraph to a document) and deletions (era-
sures or obliterations). Utilizing infrared and ultraviolet viewing
techniques and photography, alterations unseen by the naked eye
become apparent. By looking through a microscope, a document
examiner can determine if information was erased by determining
if paper fibers were disturbed due to abrasive action.

Sophisticated chemical deletions such as white-out oblitera-
tions or ink over-writes can be examined through infrared reflec-
tants.

Inter lineation. the addition of a wonl, sentence or an entire
paragraph to a document can be detected because it is nearly
impossible to perfectly realign paper in a typewriter once a docu-
ment has been removed. The examiner can detect the misalign-
ment of the added information by the use of typewriting test
plates.

Ink Analysis
The ink on a questioned document can be examined through the
use of scientific techniques. One ink can be differentiated from

another by microscopy, infrared reflectants, transmission. flores-
cence. and thin layer spectro-chromatography. Inks are identified
and dated by their chemical properties. Even pencil writing can
be dated within 50 years based on carbon methods.

Paper Analysis
Paper can be identified by characteristics such as dimensions.
texture, thickness. color and opacity. H igher grades of paper have
watermarks that identify both the brand of paper and its manuftw-
hirer. Some papers are coded by the manufiicturer to show the
Year of make.

Document Restoration
It is possible to restore a document that has been tont. mutilated.
or even burned. Thonigh scientific processing. some documents
that have been partially (kstroyed cim In pieced together and
used for investigative purposes.

In this age of desktop publishing. a new type ()I' forgery has



come about - desktop forgery. With a scanner, computer. and laser
printer, desktop forgers can re-create almost anything: checks.
invoices. etc. While some of the forensic analysis techniques
described above can be applied to desktop forgers', new tech-
niques will evolve.

Evidence Recovered from Computers

Recent law enforcement reports suggest that - just as legitimate
business managers have found computers indispensable in con-
ducting business - organized criminals, drug dealers, and even
child pornographers increasingly depend On computer transac-
tions." The computer is a powerful tool in today's business society.
pnwiding access to many services and programs. Computers also
can provide evidence of criminal activity. A coniputer could con-
tain a drug dealer's database. the daily operations of a prostitution
ring, or a pornographer's mailing list. PhysiCal evidence including
handwritten notes, pcintout:,, mantwls, sales invoices, pho-
tographs, and fingerprints may also bc fOund in the area of the
computer.

Link Analysis

Link analysis is a technique fOr evaluating, integrating, and pre-
senting complex information by taking bits of information col-
lected front various sources and putting them together to show
patterns and meanings. It provides a graphic picture of associa-
tions 'aml relationships among various of persons and organiza-
tions. Link analysis is Wally suited for showing the associations
among identifiers such as:

Telephone numbers

Vehicle license plates

A ircrall/boat/velticle registratimi lumilwrs



Property ownership

Financial transactions

For the investigator, link analysis converts written informa-
tion into a graphic summary called an association matrix. The
association matrix is converted into a link diagram which
graphically depicts relationships among people, organizations,
and activities. Look at how an association simplifies the follou-
ing relationships:

Smith is the rice president of the ABC Corporation and
President of DEF Corporation, a subsidiary of ABC. DEE is a
general partner in two limited partnerships. Jones and Green
are limited partners in the first partnership, Brown and Black
are limited partners in the second partnership. Black is also a
general partner in a third partnership., Smith may hare an
interest in the first partnership.

ABC

Corp

DEF

Corp

LTD 1 LTD 2



Link networking can also be used to identify the direction and
frequency of telephone traffic between suspect parties. The num-
bers inside the small circles indicate the number of calls made to
particular telephone numbers.

Link networking offers the investigator the ability to simplify
and synthesize the relationships and suspected relationships of
people in organizations involved in a criminal activity. This tech-
nique can be used to present material during the investigative
process or at any legal proceedings that may occur subsequent to
the investigation.
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Summary

' - An investigator's success or failure is often determined by the
investigative techniques used. "Proving a financial crime"
requires evidence of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. This often
can be achieved only through the .use of specialized techniques.
With the continuing growth and sophistication of financial crimes,
knowing what investigative means are available and how to apply
them is the trademark of a successful financial investigator.



Questions and Exercises

Answer the following questions then check your responses with
those provided at the back of the book.

1. Why is it important that an investigator obtain a search war-
rant prior to searching a suspect's residence or place of business?

2. What is probable cause and how does an investigator show
that probable cause exists?

3. What six types of information should be included in an affi-
davit for a search warrant for financial information? After you
have listed the six, place an * beside the type of information that
is not required in an affidavit for a "general- search warrant.

a.

b.

c.

d.



e.

f.

4. Abu are developing an affidavit for a search warrant for finan-
cial information. You are trying to obtain a warrant to search John
Winkler's residence at 34 Tremont Avenue. Winkler is an
accounting clerk suspected of embezzling money from the com-
pany he works for. In your affidavit. You include the following

statement:

While going through the trash left for garbage collection at 34
Tremont Arenue, I found an electric and phone bill addressed to
John Winkler of that address. I also found a bill fr om Haggler's
Electronic Store indicating that Winkler recently bought 82,435
worth of stereo and video recording equipment.

How does the statement support your quest for a search warrant?

5. During the execution of a search warrant, a typewritten con-
tract between the suspect. Toni -Fuesday. and Frank Friday is
seized. Mr. Friday claims that the contract is a fake. that it is not
the contract his office created. What could a document examiner
contribute to the investigation?



6. The University of Muckraker's basketball team is under inves-
tigation for its suspected involvement with professional gamblers
in a point-shaving scandal. You have been tasked with going
undercover as one of the team's tutors. What do you suppose are
some of the objectives of this undercover operation?

7. During your undercover activities at the University of
Muckraker, you discover the following:

Sam Roundball and Terry Rebound are the starting for-
wards for the basketball team. They are also roommates and live
in a fraternity house off campus.

Roundball's uncle. Joe Bench, served time in prison.
Bench shared a cell with Jack Dice. Dice was convicted of run-
ning an illegal gambling operation.

Dice is a season ticket holder for University of Muckraker
basketball games. Dice's son. Kurt. attends the university. Kurt
Dice lives in the same fraternity house as Sam Roundball and
Terry Rebound.

Jack and Kurt Dice often attend University of Muckraker
basketball games together.

Develop an association matrix that depicts the relationships
described above.

K flow might an inl.onnant contrilnite to vont. imestigation of the
ilk ersitv of Muckraker's basketball team?
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CHAPTER 1 1

Money Laundering and Forfeitures

av hack in Chapter I. we described money
lau..dering as "the investment or transfer
of money from racket-ering. drug transac-

tions, and other illegal sources into legitimate channels so that its
original source cannot be traced.- This chapter identifies methods
used to launder funds and techniques for detecting laundering
schemes. Additionally. th specific laws used in prosecuting
money laundering crimes are detailed. The eyidentiarN. require-
ments for successfully imposing fOrfeitures are also discussed in
this chapter. Forfeiture actions are a means to take the profit out
of criminal activity. The knowledge and expertise of the financial
investigator is particularly suited to dealing with the crime of
money laundering.

After studying Chapter 11. you should be able to:

Distinguish between the two types of transaction systems.

Describe three methods of tnoving monov from the cash
transaction system to the business transaction system.

Identify methods uso I to move mon?y into and mit of the
United States.

Identify characteristics of businesses used as money latm-
tiering fronts.

Identify and interpret money laundering and forfeiture
statutes.

Distinguish between civil and criminal forfeitures.
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Describe the factors that assist an investigator in establish-
ing probable cause for a forfeiture proceeding.

In 1989, it was reported that "the international trade in illicit
drugs may now be worth $300 billion a year. Most of that cash
must be laundered before it can be spent or invested. In the past.
narco-cops have spent most of their time, resources, and energy
trying to seize illicit drugs and arrest drug traffickers, many of
whom were minor miscreants. Now the attention has switched to
tracing flows of dirty money, arresting launderers. and confiscat-
ing the assets of traffickers."

Even though the preceding quote focuses on drug trafficking
and money laundering, it pretty much sums up what this textbook
is all about. In Chapter 1. you read that an overwhelming majority
of crimes committed in America today are mofivated Lw money
and that many of these crimes cannot be solved solely by the use
of traditional investigative techniques. In fact, not only are new
investigative techniques required. a whole new approach to inves-
tigation is needed - a financial approach. The quote above con-
firms all of this. Investigations are now being geared to the
financial aspect of the crime.

This chapter deals with the crime of money laundering. The
term "money laundering" typically invokes the thought of money
being transported to a foreign country and, through some vague
method. being "cleaned up." This clean cash is then somehow
secretly transported back to the United States for use by narcotics
traffickers. The truth is. money laundering can occur on any street
corner or in any bank: may not involve currency: and does not
exclusively relate to narcotics trafficking. The growth of this
crime poses a major challenge to law enforcement because money
laundering takes place in the majority of financial crimes commit-
ted in America.

In a report issued bv the Presidential Commission On
Organized Crime. money laundering was defined as "the pnwess
by which one conceals the existence, illegal source, or illegal
application of income and then disguises that income to make it
appear legitimate."'The financial criminal has a need to manipu-
late the proceeds generated front a crime so that he or she can use
them for I)ersonal benefit. Both the embezzling bank teller and
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the top echelon narcotics trafficker need to be able to spend their
illegal gains. And they want to achieve their goal without being
detected by law enforcement. They must launder their money.

Transaction Systems

Everyone conducts financial trausactions. Activities such as buy-
ing groceries, paying bills. carrying on a business, and conduct-
ing an illegal activity all involve financial transactions. These
transactions are conducted either by a cash system or by what can
be referred to as a business system. The cash transaction system

is a method of condocting all financial transactions exclusively
through the use of currency. The business transaction system is a
method of conducting transactions that generates a trail of finan-
cial records (i.e.. checks, receipts. invoices, deeds. etc.). The
resultant records summarize the financial activity by reflecting
specific sources, destinations. participants, and dates.

For the financial criminal there are advantages and disadvan-
tages to both systems. The table on the next page lists the advan-
tages and disadvantages of both transaction systems.

if' it was feasible to remain entirely within one system, partic-
ularly the cash system. criminals would be afforded strong protec-
tion from law enforcement.s detection and scrutiny. However.
motivations exist for financial criminals to carry out some of their
activities in both systems. and virtually all move from one system
to the other. From an investigative viewpoint, the movement
between systems is often where the criminal is most vulnerable.

(
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Transaction Systems

Cash Transaction System

Advantages

Everyone can cow up with currency to
pay for illegal goods and services

l..ack of records makes it difficult to connect
a person with a criminal activit or with
the purchase of illicit goods and services

Unrepirteil re% enues are not taxed

Curreiwy is unkersally accepted

Disadvantages

In large amounts. cash is suspicious and calls
attention to those wlm board it

Lack of re«nxls makes it difficult to pre%ent
theft bv emplmees

Large amounts of cash are difficult to
handle and transport

Certain assets cannot be arquirt.d for cash
without an extensk e inquin into its source

Business Transaction System

Advantages

There is greater efficiency and security
in the transfer of funds

Losses owing to employee theft are controllable

Other business opportunities are available such as
legitimate investments in real estate and securities

A legitimate Imsiness is a valuable base of operations
and source of cash for criminal activities

Ownership of a business permits acquisition of
community standing and influence which pro% ides
additional canutuflage for illegal ojwrations

Disadvantages

Taxes must be paid on reported reenues

Business records are subject to
examination by authorities

Falsification of records is a criminal act o,id
ran lead to a prosecution even without
proof of other criminal acti% ities

"fransactions have a source and destination
hich can lead to tlw criminal activits

Methods of Laundering Funds

There are three basic methods used by financial criminals to
mono. their illegal funds from ome transaction] system to anothon.

These methods are:
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Legitimate businesses

Buy/sell transactions

Offshore havens

Use Of A Legitimate Business
Legitimate businesses are often used to move money from the
cash system into the business transaction system. The proceeds
from an illegal activity can be laundered through a legitimate
business by one or more of the following means:

Overstatement of legitimate revenue

Overstatement of legitimate expenses

Deposits of currency

Let's look at how Stage One Records and Videos moves
money between the cash and business transaction systems. Well
also introduce sonw investigative strategies that can be used to
detect money laundering.

Stage One Records and Videos is located in a small metropoli-
tan shopping mall. The bulk of its business activity is the sale
of records, tapes, and compact discs. A smaller portion of busi-
ness revenue is generated from the rental of video tapes. The
owner. Greg November. a local narcotics dealer, works part-
time in the store owl has four lidl-time employees who are not
aware of the his drug actirio: November's wife' who is aware of
the illegal activity maintains the business's books and records.
Customers are encouraged to pay cash for purclutses. and when
they do. they receive a 15e4 discount.

Overstatement of Legitimate Revenue
A ith this method of money laundering. illegal proceeds are added
into the sales records of a legitimate business. Greg Novemlwr
employs this scheme at Stage Oiw by doing the follm%ing three
things:

Falsifying invoices. Novendwr has his stafT compute the
15e4 cash discount on purchases at the cheek-Out line but has



them show the full price on the sales invoice "for bookkeeping
purposes." For 1992, total legitimate cash sales as recorded on
invoices amounted to 8300,000. The 15% cash discount reduced.
actual cash receipts by 845,000, for net cash receipts of
8255.000. Now November can deposit 845.000 of drug proceeds
into the business's bank account to replace the discount reduc-
tion.

Generating phony invokes. November generated phony
sales invoices and video rental invoices totaling $65,000 and
832.000, respectively. The creation of fictitious sales involves a
little more risk because it requires completely fabricating all ele-
ments of a sale rather than just modifying part of a normal sale.
But apparently for November it's worth the risk. Now he can
deposit an additional 897,000 in narcotics proceeds.

Inflating the cost of goods sold. In 1992. the actual cost of
goods sold was 8260.000. November inflated this amount by
828.000 by copying, and then altering, purchase invoices.

The income statement on the next page shows the affect of
November's money laundering activities on his business. The
results of the activities described above can be seen in the Gross
Income figure.



Stage One Records and Video

Income statement for year ending

DecemIter 31, 1992

Sales:

Without
Money laundering

With
Money laundering

Cash S255,000 8365.000

Cheeks 120,000 120,000

Video rentals 52,000 84,000

'Nal sales S427,000 569,000

Cost of goods sold 5260,000 S288,000

Gross inrome S167.000 8281,000

Expenses:

Salaries/wages 96,000 I 44.000

Supplies 6,000 10,000

Rtnt 36,000 36,000

Interest expense 12,000 I 2.000

Tehphone 9.000 9,000

Consultants' fees 0 10.000

Total expenses S159,000 S221.000

ct income $8.(00 $60,000

Overstatement of reported revenue does have one significant
disadvantage; because the additional income is openly reported.
the atnount is taxable. Unless financial criminals want to pay a
large portion of their laundered proceeds in taxes. they need to
find some way to reduce their increased tax liability. They resolve
this problem by overstating their legitimate business expenses.

Overstatement of Legitimate Expenses
Overstating business expenses compliments overstating revenues.
Because inflated expenses. like real expenses. are tax deductible.
the additional tax liability caused by inflated revenues can be
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reduced or eliminated. The liossibilities of meistating expenses
are limited onl. In one's imagination. Amounts can be -paid- for
supplies 01 goods nes ei leceiyed. fictitious consultants can be
-paid- fees. nonexistent employees can be "paid" on a regular
basis, and depreciation can be claimed on inflated or nonexistent
assets.

By reviewing the income statement on page 301, You can see
that Greg November inflated his legitimate business expenses in
1992 by 562.000. He added two of his narcotics distributors to
his payroll ledger and increased his yearly salary expenses by-
S48.000. BY withholding taxes and issuing Vear-end wage state-
ments. lw has provided his distributors with an apparent legiti-
mate source of income. Throughout the year. he overpaid
suppliers by 54.000 and then deposited their refund checks to the
business's bank account as additional revenue from sales. The
original amount paid the supplier is recorded as an expense and
the canceled check is used as substantiation of the expense.

A consultant's fee of S10.000 is shown as an expense. This
could lw completely fictitious maybe November paid the
8 10.000 to a narcotics confederate in his illegal activity or maybe
he used the money to purchase a peNonal asset.

Greg Novendwr manipulated his business's financial activi-
ties by merstating both revenues and expenses. Not all money
launderers use kith methods together. Some use just one or the
other. A narcotics dealer who wishes to generate a substantial
amount of income to support a lavish lifestyle. may only overstate
revenues. On the other hand. a money lainnkring front that hopes

to evade taxes, would inflate only expenses.

Deposits of Cash
The third means for a legitimate business to launder money is to
deposit cash proceeds generated from an illegal actiY directlY

into business bank amaints yy idiom disguising the deposits as
normal business receipts. This method cannot withstand the
scrutinv of an investigator because any cash that goes into a busi-
ness must come from somewhere: if not from re,..enues. ihen innn
loans, sales of business assets, or investments from the owners.

The deposits of cash method is used mainly to take advantage
of the lnisiness's bank accounts to transfer illegal proceeds to the
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business transaction system. Checks can then be written on busi-
ness accounts for personal living expenses. and purchase of per-
sonal assets. etc.. thereby avoiding the arousal of suspicion that
large amounts of currency would generate.

Indicators of Money Laundering Fronts
As von can see from our example involving Stage One Records
and Video. the use of legitimate enterprises as fronts to conceal
and commingle illicit dollars in a money laundering operation
involves compromising accounting procedures. The illegal dollars
are rarely physically mixed with the legitimate business receipts.
rather, the accounting records are falsified to attribute more
income or more expenses to the enterprise (and indirectly to the
owners) titan was actuail l. earned or incurred.

Ideally. a money laundering store front operation would be
one that:

Deals primarily in currency

Has relatively fixed costs

Is exempt from bank currency reporting requirements

Historically. taverns. restaurants, movie theaters, and mas-
sage parlors have been used as "front operation- in monev laun-
dering schemes. These types of business operations provide a
ready location for illicit sales and clandestine meetings.
Depending on the sophistication and managerial talents of the
persons involved. almost an y. business activitV can he used for
money laundering. However. businesses that are highlY competi-
tive or require substantial technical skills. are less likely to
attract direct criminal involvement. The rationale fOr this is that it

is difficult to run both a demanding business and a demanding
criminal organization at the sante time.

Independent indicators can be used to develop financial leads
when money laundering is suspected. For example. if Stage One
Records and video had an ;In entorv of .1.00 videotapes and the

rental fee was 82 a day. then the monthly gross reyenue should
not exceed S24.000 (8100 x 2 x 30). If the store reports gross
receipts of 835.000 per month. the investigator should deduce
that 811.000 was coming from elsewlwre. While small variations



do not constitute adequate proof of fraud, large scale fraud is
extremely hard to hide from this type of analysis.

The validity of certain types of expenses can be determined
through the use of independent indicators. For example, the
reported purchase of gasoline (a business expense) in amounts
that are enough to keep a delivery service truck running for 24
hours a day all year long would obviously be suspect. The exis-
tence of fictitious employees may be independently verified by
non-payroll sources of information (timecards. union records,
unemployment compensation payments. and tax withholding
records). Investigative findings revealing that certain sales never
took place. employee; on the payroll never existed, or reported
inventory items are false, would provide strong indications of a
money laundering operation. For the financial investigator, detec-
tion of money laundering is heavily dependent upon the quality of
documentation. By using independent indicators to test the valid-
ity of reported revenue and expenses. the ektent of the variation
from true business-related activities can be determined.

Buy/Sell Transaction'
Besides using legitimate businesses as a way of moving money
into the business transaction system, the manipulated buy/sell
transaction can accomplish the same thing. Real estate or other
types of personal property transactions can be manipulated to
hide the flow of illegal proceeds and provide an apparent source
of legitimate income to the financial criminal. Suppose you're
buying a house that has a fair market value of $2 million. You and
the seller agree that You will pav 81 million dollars for the house
and pav the balance paid off the books (i.e. in eminency. (Irugs). In
this instance. the transfer from the cash transaction system to the
business transaction system has been accomplished and money
laundering has occurred. In principle, this type of money laun-
dering can be used in any kn./sell transaction. Through indepen-
dent appraisals or comparative sales data. the "real value- of a
transaction can lw discovered.



Off Shore Havens
Countries in various parts of the world have legal and/or eco-
nomic climates exactly right for laundering of "dirty money.-
Historically, places such as the Cayman Islands. the Bahamas,
Switzerland, Panama and the Netherland Antilles have been asso-
ciated with hidden bank accounts, fictitious corporations, and
money laundering. Even though there have been successful pros-
ecutions, little is known about the actual operation of laundering
factories- in these "off shore- havens. Narcotics traffickers and
other financial criminals frequently use financial institutions.
legitimate businesses and/or front operations to move the pro-
ceeds of their illegal activity out of the country. Often. there is
virtually no wav to obtain documentation of these transactions
mwe they leave the United States. Accordingly, in a money laun-

dering investigation, it is incumbent upon the investigator to fol-
low the flow of funds as thev cross the border. The graphic on the
next page highlights the common methods of moving cash into
and out of the country during a money laundering operation. Each
of these methods is discussed below.

Methods of Moving Money Out of the United States
Physical Transportation. Illegally obtained currency is

physically transported from the United States to an off shore
haven in a briefcase, luggage. on a person. etc.

Wire Transfer. Illegal proceeds are deposited into bank
accounts in the United States in increments below 810.000. thus
avoiding the filing of a Currency Transaction Report. After
deposit. wire transfers are sent from the domestic bank to a bank
account in an off-shore country.

Cashier's Check. Currency is deposited into bank act.ounts
(as described above) and cashier's checks are purchased. The
cashier's checks are eitlwr mailed or physically transpoded off
shore. Additionally, cashier's checks can be directly purchased in
increments less than S10.000.



Attorneys, Accountants, and Money Managers. Currency is
given to a party such as an attorney, accountant, or money man-
ager who deposits the currency into his or her trust account. A
trust account is a bank account maintained by and under the cus-
tody and control of this party which is used for funds relating to
the client's financial and/or business interests. The other party
then transfers (i.e. wires, purchases cashier's checks. etc.) the
funds off shore.

Methods out of U.S.

Physical Transportation
Wire Transfer
Cashier's Checks
A ttorneys. Accountants
13rokerage flotNes
A ire Services

Methods into U.S.

Proceeds of Ficticious Loans
Ficticious Foreign Investors
Finder's Fee Services Rendered
Corporate "'Salary-
Cashier's Checks Wire Transfers
Physical Transportation CMIR Filed

For money laundering purposes. the term "financial institu-
tion.' goes beyond banks and brokerage houses. Individuals can

be finandal institutions. A person who is in the business of
receiving monev or negotiating fOr the movement of futuls. is con-
sidered a financial institution. Accordingly. attorneys. accoun-
tants. money managers. and even couriers who assist in the
nimenumt of money can be considewd financial institutions. As a
financial institution. when currency is moved in increments of'
over S10.000 by an individual. he or she must file the required



forms (Currency Transaction Reports, and Currency and Monetary
Instrument Reports) to report the flow of funds.

Brokerage Accounts. Currency, cashier's cheeks or ficti-
tious business or personal checks are deposited into brokerage
accounts. The subsequent withdrawals are mailed or physically
transported off shore.

Wire Services. Wire services (Western Union, Ameriean
Express, etc.) are often used to domestically transfer funds, but
can be used to move money off shore.

Western Union and other "wire service" transfers are no
longer just point to point forwarding of funds. A "deposit" can be
accessecl by the receiving party at any domestic or foreign office
of the wire service. Additionally, the sender is not required to pro-
duce identification and, by the use of passwords and/or false
identification. the receiver can conceal his/her true identity. For
example:

A local drug dealer, Perry Webster, needs to forward $30,000
to a supplier. Martin Sapata. in Phoenix. Arizona. Webster goes to
a Western Union office, provides a fictitious name: and requests a
$7,500 wire transfer to "Eddy Tucker" who will use the password
"Ironwood" as an identifier. Webster goes to three other Western
Union offices and repeats the procedure using different fictitious
nanws and passwords at each office. Sapata then goes to the finir
different Western offices in Phoenix. provides the fictitious
name and appropriate identifying password for each transfer and
receives four drafts of $7.500 each.

Wire transfers can be difficult to trace, or even identify, and
are available internationally.

Methods of Moving Money into the United States
Fictitious Loans. Fictitious corporations can set up bank

accounts in a foreign country. Checks are then mailed back to the
United States as loans from these fictitious companies. Cashier's
checks or wire transfers can also be used.

Fictitious Foreign Investors. A legitimate business is
formed in the United States, but fictitious "foreign in% estors" are
used to provide capital to the enterprise. Business transaction



system payments (cashier's checks, wire transfers, and business
checks from fictitious companies or individuals) flow back into
the country.

Finder's Fees. Finder's fees or payments for services ren-
dered are generated. These false transactions may be. for locating
investors for foreign businesses, negotiating real estate purchases,
etc.

Corporate Salaries. Corporate "salaries" are paid from fic-
titious off shore companies by wav of cOrporate checks, wire
transfers, or cashier's checks.

Cashier's Checks and Wire Transfers. Cashier's checks and
wire transfers are obtained from foreign banks and sent into the
country.

Physical Transportation. Physical transportation of large
amounts of currency back into the United States with the appro-
priate Currency and Monetary Instrument Report (CMIR) being
filed at the border. This isolates the incoming currency from the
illegal activity that originally generated the currency.

Combinations of any of the befbre-mentioned methods, both
going out and coming into the country, are often used in complex
money laundering operations. For example. once the proceeds are
in a bank account in the Cayman Islands. an electronic transfer
can be made to a bank account held under a fictitious name in
Panama by the Panamanian company that controls the Cayman
account. From there a "loan- is made to a shell corporation in the

Bahamas. which in turn "invests" in a real estate venture in the
United States controlled by the financial criminal who in fact gen-
erated the illegal proceeds. Investigative problems arise when
money laundering goes off shore. beyoml the jurisdiction and

resources of law enforcement. The key to detecting and resolving
money laundering operations is documenting the flow of money

prior to its leaving the United States.
Laundered funds may be left in a foreign country to be used

bv the criminal for foreign investments, trips abroad, or the pur-
Aase of assets. A secondary effect of international money laun-
dering occus when the funds are repatriated. They often come



back in the form of "tax-free" sources of income. Loans, gifts and
investments used to capitalize or start-up a business are nontax-
able receipts and represent a nontaxable source of income to the
alleged money launderer.

The investigator's most valuable asset in a money laundering
investigation is information. Information is developed through
informants or by the utilization of undercover and surveillance
operations. Of particular importance is information concerning
the movement of money through financial institutions. Once cur-
rency that is generated from an illegal activity enters the banking
system, it loses its identity and becomes inseparable from other
funds inside the bank. The transaction entry point (i.e. the teller
window), is where currency moves into the business transaction
system. It is here that the Currency Transaction Reports (Form
4789) are generated when more than $10,000 in currency is
deposited, withdrawn, or exchanged. The information provided by
these reports is used to detect money laundering activities.
Similarly. Currency and Monetary Instrument Reports (Form
4790) are required to be filed with the U.S. Customs Service when
more than $10,000 in currency or monetary instruments crosses
an international border. The failure to file either of these reports
is a criminal violation of the money laundering laws. Additionally.
structuring transactions in such a way as to avoid the $10,000
benchmark for either the CTR or the CM1R, can be a prose-
cutable offense.

Money Laundering Statutes

Crimes involving money laundering made for big headlines in the
1980s and continue to do so in the 1990s. Over the years. fed?ral
statutes have been developed for use against those who launder
money and/or those who assist them. -Although the four money
laundering statutes were listed and described in Chapter 2. it is
appropriate that we revisit them here.



Title 18 U.S.C. § 1956. Laundering of Monetary
Instruments
Title 18 U.S.C. § 1956 states that it is illegal to:

Conduct or attempt to cond,ict a financial transaction if you
know that the proceeds used in the transaction are from an illegal
activity

Take part in a transaction that is designed to conceal or
disguise, in any manner, the proceeds of an illegal activity

Transport, transmit, transfer, (or attempt to) money into or
(Jut of the United States with the intent to promote a specified
unlawful activity or knowing that the money represents the pro-
ceeds of an unlawful activity

Avoid a transaction reporting requirement or conduct a
financial transaction involving property that law enforcement rep-
resents to he the proceeds of an unlawful activity

§ 1956. Laundering of monetary instruments
)(1) Whoerer, knowing that the property inrolivd in a limincial

transaction represents the proceeds of some form of unlaufid actir-
itv conducts or attenipts to conduct such a .financial transaction
which inflict inrolres the proceeds of specified unlawfid activity-

tit i ) with the intent to promote the cart-Ong on of specified unlaw-

ml (tetirity: or

with the intent to engage hi conduct constituting a riolation of
section 7201 or 7206 qf the Internal Kerenue Code qf 1986; or

(8) knowing that the transaction is designed in whole or in part

to conceal or disguise the nature. the location, the sources, the

ownership. or the control of tlie proceeds qf specified unlawful (wily-

ity: or

(ii) to avoid a transmlion reporting requirement under tate or
Federal law....

shall be sentenced to a fine of not more than $500.000 or twice the

r,,
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value of the property involved in the transaction, whichever is
greater, or imprisonment for not more than twenty years or, both.

(2) Whoever transports, transmits, or transfers, or attempts to trans-
port, transmit, or transfer a monetary instrument or funds from a
place in the United States to or through a place outside the United
States or to a place in the United States from or through a place
outside the United States

(A) with the intent to promote the carrying on of specified unlawful
activity; or

(B) knowing that the monetary instrument or Ands involved in the
transportation represent the proceeds of some form of unlawful
activity and knowing that such transportation is designed in whole
or in port

(i) to conceal or disguise the nature, the location, the source, the
ownership, or the control of the proceeds of specified unlawfal activ-

it y; or

( ) to avoid a transaction reporting requirement under State or
Federal law...

shall be sentenced to a fine of 8500,000 or twice the value of tlw
monetary instrument or funds involved in the transportation,
whichever is greater. or imprisonment fin- not more than twenty
years. or both...

(3) Whoever, with the intent

(A) to promote the carrying on of specified unlauful activity;

(B) to conceal or disguise the nature, location. source. ownership.
or control of property believed to be the proceeds of specified unlaw-

lid activity: or

(C) to avoid a transaction reporting requirement under tate or
Federal law. condiwts or atteolpts to conduct a financial transac-
tion involving property represented by a law enfOrcement officer to
be tlw proceeds of specUied unlaufnl activit y. or property used to
conduct or facilitate specified unlawfUl actirity. shall lw fined
under this title or imprisoned fOr not more than 20 jrars. or both.
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Title 18 U.S.C. § 1957. Engaging in Monetary
Transactions in Property Derived from Specified
Unlawful Activity
Title 18 U.S.C. § 1957 states that it is unlawful to take part in. or
attempt to take part in. monetary transactions involving crimi-
nally derived property that is of a value greater than 810.000 and
is derived from a specified unlawful activity.

§ 1957. Engaging in monetary transactions in property derived
from specified unlawful activity
(a) Whoever, in any of the circumstances set .forth in subsection (d),
knowingly engages or attempts to engage in a monetary transac-
tion in criminally derived property that is of a value greater than
810.000 and is derived from specified unlauful actiritl; shall be
punished as provided in subsection (b).

(b)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2). the punishment for an
quimse under this section is a fine under title 18. United States
Code. or imprisonment for not more than ten years or both.

Title 31 U.S.C. § 5313. Reports on Domestic Coins and
Currency %nations
hnancial transactions in excess of S10,000 must be reported on a
Currency Transaction Report (CTR). Title 31 U.S.C. § 5313
requires that financial institutions file this report. If a person
takes actions to falsely or fraudulently stop a financial institution
from filing the report with the federal government, a violation of
criminal law has occurred.

§ 5313. Reports on Domestic Coins and Currency Transactions

(a) When a domestic financial institution is involved in a transac-
tion for the payment. receipt, or tratmfer qf United States coins or
currency (or other monetary instruments the Secretary qf the
Treasury prescribes), in an amount. denomination. or amount and
denominati(m. or under circumstances the Secretary prescribes by
regulation, the institution and any other participant in the transac-
tion the Secretary may prescribe shall file a report on the transac-
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tion at the time and in the way the Secretary prescribes. A partici-
pant acting for another person shall make the report as the agent
or bailee of the person and identify the person for whom the trans-
action is being made...

(c)(1 ) A person (except a domestic financial institution designated
under subsection (b) of this section) required to .file a report under
this section shall file the report

(A) with the institution inrolred in the transaction if the institution
was designated;

(B) in the way the Secretary prescribes when the institution was not
designated; or

(C) with the Secretary.

(2) The Secretary shall prescribe

(.4) the ,filing procedure for a domestic financial institution desig-
nated under subsection (b) of this section; and

(B) the way the institution shall submit reports filed with it.

Title 31 U.S.C. § 5324. Structuring Transactions to
Evade Reporting Requirement Prohibited
Title 31 U.S.C. § 5324 makes it unlawful to structure a single
cache of currency over $10,000 into increments of $10,000 or
less and conduct multiple transactions for the purpose of evading
the C'TR reporting requirements. The multiple transactions take
forms such as depositing money:

Several times at the same bank branch on the same day

At different branches of the same bank gn the same day

At different banks on the same day

At the same bank on different days

At different banks on different days

Note that if the structuring occurs at tlw same bank on the
same business day, then the bank must file a CTR if the bank has
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knowledge of the multiple transactions aggregating more than
810.000. If the bank files a CTR, then the launderer may still be
guilty of an attempt.

§ 5324. Structuring transactions to evade reporting requirement
prohibited
No person shall for the purpose qf evading the reporting require-
ments qf section 5313(a) with respect to such transaction

(1 ) cause or attempt to cause a domestic financial institution to fail

to file a report required under section 5313(a);

(2 ) cause or attempt to cause a domestic financial institution to file

a report required under section 5313(a) that contains a material

Omission or misstatement offact: or

(3 ) structure or assist in structuring, or attempt to structure or assist

in structuring. any transaction with one or more domestic,financial

institutions.

Asset Forfeitures

The money criminals make from their financial crimes is often
put toward their personal benefit. They buy cars, boats. propertv.

clothing, etc. Fortunately for law enforcement, new and stronger
laws provide the means to divest criminals of their illegal gains.
This means is commonly referred to as "forfeiture." A forfeiture

is a legal proceeding that the Govermnent initiates against the
proceeds of an illegal activity. The term "proceeds" is a flexible

term that appears in many areas of the law and in virtually every

context. the term means "whatever is received when an object is
sold. exchanged. or otherwise disposed of.- It does not necessar-
ily mean just money. Each time proceeds are disposed of and
exchanged for other property. the newly-acquired property
becomes proceeds. In a sense. proceeds is a status that attaches
to any property substituted for what was originally exchanged.



Criminal and Civil Forfeitures
In Chapter 2. you read that law can be divided into many cate-
gories. Two of these categories are criminal and civil law. Well.
just like law, forfeitures can be either criminal or civil in nature.
The government brings suit against the property or owner of the
property and, if successful, gains right, title, and interest thereof.
To initiate a forfeiture action, the government needs to show that
"probable cause" exists. In this instance, probable cause is a
belief that the property in question was either used illegally or
represents the proceeds from unlawful activity. This probable
cause standard is identical to the standard discussed in Chapter 9
for the issuance of search warrants.

Criminal forfeitures are imposed by Court order at the con-
clusion of a criminal trial or as a part of a guilty plea agreement.
To impose a criminal forfeiture, the government must prove beyond
a reasonable doubt that the property to be forfeited was either the
proceeds of some illegal activity or was significantly connected to
the illegal activity.

In a civil forfeiture proceeding, the government need only
show that probable cause exists and that the property to be for-
feited was involved in some illegal activity. No criminal convic-
tion is necessary and it is up to the individual With an interest in
tlw property to prove. through a preponderance of the evidence.
that the government's contentions are incorrect. Should the
claimant fUil to present any evidence, the property is forfeited to
the government. Because of this burden on the claimant rather
than the government, in a civil forfeiture action the "discovery
process- can be used to obtain information pertaining to the
movement of money. The claimant may be deposed and the dis-
closure of his/her financial records compelled. Additionally. per-
jury and contempt sanctions are available for use by the
government against untruthful or recalcitrant witnesses. These
legal possibilities place. the claimant in an awkward legal posture
when criminal charges against him or her are pending. Asserting
a Fifth Amendment Constitutional right against self -incrimina-
tion. mav result in an adverse civil determination (forfeiture),
while answering questions may have incriminating consequences
in the criminal proceedings.
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In Rem versus In Personam
The history of civil forfeiture goes back to Medieval England
when in rem proceedings could be instituted against any property
which had been involved in some type of wrongdoing. An in rem
proceeding refers to a legal proceeding directed solely against
property. The legal findings determine the proper ownership of
the property in question. The defendant in an in rem proceeding
is the object or property itself, and since in rem proceedings are
limited to the determination of ownership, they do not impose
personal obligations. In rem proceedings are totally independent
of any criminal action against the owner.

Medieval England also had a form of criminal forfeiture. If an
individual was convicted of a crime, the felon's property was for-
feited to the king as a form of fine. The proceedings to establish
the forfeiture action were in personam, against the felon, and sue-
cess depended upon proving that the felon was criminally guilty.

In 1790, the first Congress of the United States prohibited these
"criminal- forfeitures and criminal forfeitures were unheard of in
the United States for another 180 years. It wasn't until 1970 when
Congress enacted the Racketeer Influenced and Corruption
Organization Act (RICO) that the concept was resurrected.

Facilitation Versus Proceeds
Forfeiture laws distinguish between property which represents
-proceeds- and property which "facilitates- a violation. To "facil-
itate- means to have a significant connection to. Federal law pro-
vides for the forfeiture of conveyances that facilitate the sale.
receipt, possession. or concealment of illegal activity. Whether
property can be seized and forfeited for facilitating an offense is

determined by whether a significant connection exists to the pro-
hibited activity. For example, an airplane used to move narcotics
from Columbia to Chicago is closely connected to the illegal
activity and could be seized aml forfeited.



Federal Forfeiture Statutes

The key question in a forfeiture action, for both the investigator
and the court, is not the good faith or guilty knowledge of the
owner, but the use of the property in question and whether that
use requires forfeiture under the statute. For instance, was the
monetary instrument acquired in a financial transaction designed
to conceal the ownership of proceeds of specific unlawful activ-
ity? Or, is a deposit in a financial institution traceable to coin or
currency used in a transaction designed to evade or defeat the
CTR filing requirements?

The following Federal statutes relate to forfeiture procedures:

Title 18 U.S.C. § 981. Civil Forfeiture

Title 18 U.S.C. § 982. Criminal Forfeiture

Title 21 U.S.C. § 881. Forfeitures

Title 18 U.S.C. § 981. Civil Forfeiture
Title 18 U.S.C. § 981 states that the following property is subject
to forfeiture:

Property obtained, directly or indirectly, through violation
of Title 18 U.S.C. § 1956 or § 1957

Any property which represents the proceeds from the sale
or distribution of a controlled substance

Any coin. currency, or interest in property traceable to a
transaction or attempted transaction in violation of Title 31 U.S.C.
§ 5313 or § 5324

g 981. Civil Forfeiture
(a)(/)... the lidlowing property is subject to fOrkiture to the United
States:

) Any property. real or personal. inrolred in a transaction or
attempted transaction in violation qfsection 5313(a) or .5324 of
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Title 31, or of section 1956 or 1967 of this title, or any property
traceable to such propero..

(B) Ayr) property within the jurisdiction of the United States,
which represents the proceeds of an offense against the fin-eign
national involving a manufacturer, "sale or distribution of a con-
trolled substance..."

(C) Any coin and currenc):.. or any interest in any other property.
including any deposit in a financial institution, traceable to such
coin or currency involved in a transaction or attempted transaction
in violation of Sections 5313(a) or 5324 of Title 31 may be seized

and forfeited to the United States government...

litle 18 U.S.C. § 982. Criminal Forfeiture
Title 18 U.S.C. § 982 states that a person convicted of money
laundering is required to forfeit any properly which resulted from
the illegal activity.

§ 982. Criminal Forfeiture
(a) The Court, in imposing sentence on a person convicted of an
offense mkt- Section 1956 or 1957 (money laundering violations)
of this title shall order that the person .forfeit to the United States
any property. real or personal. which represents the gross receipts
the person obtained directly or indirectly as a result qf such
offense, or which is traceable to such gross receipts.

Title 21 U.S.C. § 881. Forfeitures
Title 21 U.S.C. § 881 (see page 320) identifies items that are sub-
ject to forfeiture to the Unites States government. The items listed
Lire associated with the manufacture and distribution of controlled

substances.

Statutory Authority Versus Constitutional Standards
The authority granted by the language of a statute or the written
opinions in a case law finding does not end the discussion on for-



feiture proceedings. All case law and statutory authorizations
must comply with Constitutional standards. A statute or legal
opinion cannot authorize conduct which comes into conflict with
protected Constitutional rights. Therefore, any seizure and/or sub-
sequent forfeiture action must be in agreement with the reason-
ableness requirement of the Constitution's Fourth and Fifth
Amendments.

For Constitutional purposes, a search results from an investi-
gator's intrusion into an individuars "reasonable expectation of
privacy" and a seizure occurs when an investigator's conduct
"interferes with a person's ownership of property." The law has
consistently preferred that a warrant be obtained prior to any
search procedure. This legal preference for a warrant is not as
great in seizure and subsequent forfeiture actions. The basis for

this difference is that a seizure, the first step in a forfeiture action.
when based upon probable cause is considered reasonable action
under the Fourth Amendment. However, evidence obtained in
violation of either Fourth Amendment or Fifth Amendment guar-
antees is not admissible in court. The seizure of property in

"plain view" is presumed reasonable, assuming that the investi-
gator can establish probable cause to associate the property with

criminal activity.
The government's right to seize the proceeds of an illegal

activity even though it interferes with the owner's Constitutional
right of ownership was enacted by statute and upheld by the
Supreme Court. The Supreme Court first enunciated this legal
position, known as The Doctrine of Relation, in U. S. v. Stowell,

133 U.S. (1.890).` In that decision, the Court indicated that when
a statute provides for civil forfeiture, the forfeiture takes place at
the moment the property is used or illegally generated. unless
another statute provides otherwise. At that moment, all rights and
legal title to the property vest in the goyermnent and any subse-
quent transfer is of no effect. In the eyes of the law. the subse-
quent judicial pmceedings merely confirm a forfeiture that has, in

theory, already taken place. Because the government's right to
proceeds relates back to the time they are generated. it is legally
entitled to all the gain thereafter accruing from the proceeds of'
the illegal activity.



§ 881. Forfeituros
(a) Subject property.

The following shall be subject to forfeiture to the United States and
no property right shall exist in them:

( 1 ) All controlled substances which hare been mamdactured. dis-
tributed. dispensed, or acquired in violation of this subchapter.

(2) All raw materials, products, and equipment of any kind which
are used, or intended for use. in manufacturing, compounding,
processing, delivering. importing. or exporting any controlled sub-
stance in violation of this subchapter.

(3) All property which is used, or intended jiff use. Os a container
for property described in paragraph (1) or (2).

(4) .411 conveyances, including aircraft, vehicles, or vessels, which
are used, or are intended for use. to transport. or in any manner to

facilitate the transportation, sale, receipt. possession, or conceal-
ment of property described in paragraph (1) or (2). except that

(.4) no conveyance used by any person as a common carrier in the
transaction qf business as a COMM011 carrier shall be forfeited
under the provisions of this section unless it shall appear that the
owner or other person in charge of such conveyance was a consent-
ing party or privy to a violation of this subchapter or subchapter II
of this chapter: and

(B) no conveyance shall be .forfrited umler the provisions of this
section by reason of any act or omission established by the owner
thereof to luwe been committed or omitted by any person other than
such owner while such conveyance was unlaujally in the possession
of a person other than the owner in violation gf the criminal laws
of the United States, or of any State.

(5) V/ hooks. records. and research. including jarmulas. microfilm.
tapes, and data which are used, or intended fOr use, in violation of
this subchapter.

(6) .411 moneys, negotiable instruments. securities, or other things
of value furnished or intended to be furnished by any person in
exchange ,fi)r a controlled substance in violation of this subchapter,



all proceeds traceable to such an exchange, and all moneys, nego-
tiable instruments, and securities used or intended to be used to
facilitate any violation of this subchapter, except that no property
shall be forfeited under this paragraph, to the extent of the interest
of an owner, by reason of any act or omission established by that
owner to have been committed or omitted without the knowledge or

consent of that owner.

(7) All real propert); including any right, title, and interest in the
whole of any lot of tract of land and any appurtenances or
improvements, which is used, or intended to be used, in any man-
ner or part, to commit, or to .facilitate the commission of a viola-
tion of this title punishable by more than one year's imprisonment,
except that no property shall be forfeited under this paragraph, to
the extent of an interest of an owner, by reason of any act or omis-
sion established by that owner to have been committed or omitted
without the knowledge or consent of that owner.

(8) All controlled substances which have been possessed in violation

of this subchapter.

Factors That Establish Probable Cause

The paper trail of financial events is the investigator's starting
point in a forfeiture investigation. The investigator must be pre-
pared to use techniques such as subpoenas, surveillance, and
interviewing to secure financial records relative to the movement
of money. The majority of forfeiture actions do not require com-
plex document analysis. The basis for this in large part is due to
the standard of proof (probable cause) necessary to start the for-
feiture action and the judiciary's willingness to accept the fact
that illegal activities generate illegal income. lt follows then that
the key to a forfeiture investigation is discovering factors that
establish probable cause. The following are examples of court
recognized situations that can be used by the financial investiga-
tor to establish pmbable cause in a forfeiture investigation.
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Close proximity. In situations where targeted forfeitable
proceeds are found in close proximity to narcotics, probable cause
can be established to support the forfeiture action. For example, in
The United States v. 533,000 United States Currenc y. probable
cause for forfeiture was satisfied by the following evidence:3

Claimant's guilty plea to conspiracy to distribute marijuana
and to evade taxes

The seizure of 833,000 located in a brown paper bag in
claimant's home

The presence of drugs on the premises

The claimant's lack of legitimate employment

Close proximity does not necessarily require direct physical
proximity to the narcotics/contraband. In The United Stdtes
Brock, the government sought forfeiture of jewelry valued at
8120,000 which was found in a bag in the claimant's attic.
Despite the absence of any direct evidence connecting the jew-
elry with the claimant's narcotic's activity, the Court of Appeals
concluded probable cause was present and sufficient to support
the forfeiture action. The Court felt that(

The circumstances were sufficient to warrant a conclusion that
there was no other way that Brock could have acquired the jew-
elry other than... as proceeds of the alleged narcotics violation.
The jewelry was found secreted in the same house as the nar-
cotics and paraphernalia fir distribution qf narcotics. In addi-
tion, a large quantity of cash and a loaded revolver. firther
suggestive of ongoing narcotics activity, were seized at the
house. These circumstances fairly lead to an iuference that the

jewelry was the proceeds qf narcotics activity... circumstantial
eridence and irYerences therefrom are good grounds.for a .find-

ing qf probable cause in a forfeiture proceeding. . .

Moans of support. in situations where there aipear to be
obvious discrepancies between the claimant's lifestyle aml his or
her apparent means 04:support. Imibable cause for a forfeituref:



action can be established. In particular, substantial currency
expenditures, without apparent legitimate employment, has
proven to be extremely probative (supplying evidence or proof).

Pre-trial statements. Statements made to associates or to
undercover agents during the investigative stages of a criminal
prosecution can result in probable cause to establish a forfeiture
action. For example, in The United States v. A Single-Family
Residence, testimony from several co-conspirators established that
the trafficker had told them narcotics proceeds had been used to
buy the property.'

Narcotics records. Records of narcotics sales can provide
the basis for probable cause in a forfeiture investigation. By
reporting the "profits earned," investigators can show the illegal
proceeds generated from drug dealing. During the investigative
process. the claimant's effort to conceal or commingle his or her
illegal funds with legitimate sources of income artd/or his or her
evasive testimony can be important factors in the establishment of
probable cause.

Summary

Money laundering is the process by which one conceals the exis-
tence, illegal source, or illegal application of income and then
disguises that income to make it appear legitimate. There are two
basic transaction systems money launderers work with: the cash
transaction system and the business transaction system. The goal
of the money launderer is to move from the cash transaction sys-
tem to the business transaction system. The goal of the investiga-
tor is to spot this movement and halt the laundering operation.

There are three basic methods available to launder money:
through legitimate businesses, buy/sell transactions. and off shore
havens. Legitimate businesses launder money by overstating legit-
imate revenue and expenses, or by depositing currency into busi-
ness accounts. Buy/sell transactions are manipulated financial
transactions that use an aiparent legitimate purchase or sale of an



asset to transfer currency into the business transaction system. Off
shore havens are used by criminals to hide their illegal proceeds.

Asset forfeiture continues to hold great potential for attacking
large-scale financial crimes. By using the benefits of civil discov-
ery and the lower burden of proof, law enforcement has an oppor-
tunity to strike at the profits generated by financial crimes.
Existing case law demonstrates that forfeitures can be accom-
plished through modes of proof that are relatively straight forward
when tracing the flow of funds from illegal activity. Even beyond
that, indirect methods of tracing the movement of money may
offer new means for reaching the proceeds of illegal activity and
bankrupting complex financial criminal enterprises thereby
putting them out of business.

Questions and Exercises

Answer the following questions and then check your responses
with those provided at the back of the book.

1. What is the difference between the cash transaction system
and the business transaction system?

2. List three characteristics of a business used for money laun-
dering.

3. What affect does overstating its legitimate revenue have on a
business? Ilow is this affect counteracted?
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4. Suppose you were going to purchase a 820,000 car from a
friend. Explain how you could use a buy/sell transaction to laun-
der money.

5. List three methods used to move U.S. currency into and three
methods used to move currency out of the United States.

6. What is meant by -structuring" financial transactions? Identify
three ways a criminal can structure transactions.

7. What are the "proceeds" of a crime?

8. Describe the burden of proof as it relates to civil and criminal
forfeitures.

9. Explain what is meant by the following statement:

The car he Owned "facilitated" his ability to .4e11 narcotics; there-
fore, it is subject to forfeiture.

10. In Chapter 8. you read about the methods of indirect proof.
What role would these methods play in establishing probable
cause for forfeiture of assets?
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Responses to End-of-Chapter Questions

Chapter 2
I Civil law deals with private conflicts and differences between

individuals, whereas criminal law deals with public wrongs
against the state. Remedies for violations of civil law are usu-
ally in the form of money damages or court-ordered actions to
do, or refrain from doing, certain specific things. Remedies for
violations of criminal law include fines, penalties, and/or incar-

ceration.

2 A felony is a more serious crime than a misdemeanor. Felonies
are punishable by incarceration of more than one year. a fine.
and loss of certain civil rights. Misdemeanors are punishable
by fines and/or incarceration of less than one year.

3 An offense that is "mala prohibita- is an offense made criminal
by statute, whereas an offense that is "mala in se- is an offense
that is evil in and of itself.

4 a. Jerry Wilson has conspired with a drug dealer to allow his
clothing store to be used to launder drug money. The statutes
violated and their corresponding elements are as follows:

1) Title 18 U.S.C. § 371. Conspiracy to commit offense or to
defraud the United States

The conspiracy was willfully formed

The suspect willfully became a member of the conspiracy

At least (me of the conspirators knowingly committed at
least one overt act in furtherance of the conspiracy

d



2) Title 18 U.S.C. § 1956. Laundering of monetary instruments

The suspect must conduct or attempt to conduct a "finan-
cial transaction"

The suspect must know that the property involved in the
transaction represents the proceeds of some form of unlaw-
ful activity

The transaction must involve property which, in fact, repre-
sents the proceeds of **specified unlawful activity"

The suspect must engage in the transaction with either

the intent of promoting the carrying on of the "specifiea
unlawful activity," or

the intent to engage in conduct constituting tax evasion
under Title 26 U.S.C. § 7201 or tax fraud under Title 26
U.S.C. § 7206, or

knowledge that the purpose of the transaction, in whole or
in part. was either to conceal or disguise the nature, loca-
tion. source, ownership. or control of the proceeds of "spec-
ified unlawful activity;" or to avoid a transaction reporting
requirement under State or Federal law

b. Trov Avery is using his position with the Navy to threaten
another employee into doing something. Avery is committing
extortion in violation of Title 18 U.S.C. § 872. extortion by offi-
cers or employees of the United States. Elements of the crime
include the following:

Intent

The suspect is an officer or employee of United States gov-
ernment

The suspect used his or her employment with goyeniment
as part of the extortion sheme

Extortion is committed or attempted

c. Sime Jenny is using an 800 number to further her scheme to
defraud. slw is committing wire fraud in violation of Title 18



U.S.C. § 1343, fraud by wire, radio, or television. Elements of
the crime include the following:

Intent

Scheme to defraud

Use of interstate communications to further scheme

d. David Stevens is a bank employee who is using his position
with the bank to commit embezzlement and bank fraud. The
statutes violated and their corresponding elements are as follows:

1) Title 18 U.S.C. § 656. Theft, embezzlement, or misapplica-
tion by bank officer or employee

Intent

The suspect is a hank employee or officer

The suspect attempted to defraud the bank

2) Title 18 U.S.C. § 1344. Bank fraud

Intent

Scheme to defraud a financial institution

e. Linda Carson is threatening to use the fact that her competi-
tor is involved in a criminal activity to get that person to do
something against his or her will. Linda is committing black-
mail in violation of Title 18 U.S.C. § 873. Elements of the
crime include the following:

Intent

The suspect made threats

f. Susan Tompkins is in violation of Title 26 U.S.C. § 7203,
Willful failure to file return, supply information, or pay tax.
Elenwnts of the crime include the following:

Duty to pav

Failure to pay

Willfulness



5 Lance Gordon is intentionally structuring his financial transac-
tions so that the financial institutions he is dealing with do not
file Currency Transaction Reports. The money involved hap-
pens to be from an illegal activity, therefore, Lance is in viola-
tion of Title 31 U.S.C. 5324, Structuring transactions to evade
reporting requirement prohibited.

Chapter 3
1 a. 16 to 23 people "sit- on a federal grand jury.

b. It takes 12 jurors to return an indictment.

2 If a witness is granted transactional immunity, he or she cannot
be prosecuted for any criminal offenses about which he or she
testifies during grand jury proceedings. The witness could
admit to murder and drug trafficking, and not be prosecuted for
them.

If a witness is granted use immunity, the testimony that the
witness provides cannot be used in prosecutions against the
witness. For example, a witness testifies that she forged checks
in order to get cash to buy drugs. If that witness is brought up
on drug charges, that testimony cannot be used against her.

Transactional immunity is rarely used. If immunity is
offered, it is more likely to be use immunity.

3 Evidence is anything that can make a person believe that a fact
or proposition is true or false.

4 Proof is the result of evidence.

5 In criminal cases. the standard of proof is "beyond a reason-
able doubt:- in most civil cases the standard is "preponder-
ance of evidence." "Beyond a reasonable doubt" is a greater
degree of proof than is "preponderance of evidence.- To reach
a conviction in a criminal case, each juror must have no doubt
that, based on the evidence presented, the accused committed
the crime. Venlicts in civil cases where the preponderance of
evidence is the standard of proof. are reached by the jurors
weighing the evidence presented and deciding who they
believe. the piaigtiff or the defendant.
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6 Use of mails to further scheme Direct evidence could be an
item of mail received by a victim of the fraud that was sent by
the suspect to perpetuate the fraud. Circumstantial evidence
could be testimony from a postal employee who assisted the
suspect in matters related to the mailing.

7 Judicial notice is when a judge allows a known fact to be
admitted as evidence. Examples of judicial notice include:
George Washington was our first president; May 2, 1993 falls
on a Saturday; and a financial depression occurred in America
in 1931.

8 According to Rule 401, evidence must be relevant and compe-
tent. A fact presented as evidence must, in some logical way,
relate to proving the case. If you are trying to prove that the
suspect committed bank fraud, you're not going to submit as
evidence testimony stating that the suspect washed his car
every Sunday morning. It's not relevant. And you've got to
make sure that the relevant evidence is provided by a compe-
tent person. Testimony provided by a former spouse with an ax
to grind may not come off as very convincing.

9 a. Kay White can, if she chooses to (she has testimonial privi-
lege), provide the testimony because it is not a confidential
communication since it occurred before she and Todd were
married.

b. Again, Kay can, if she chooses, provide the testimony. In
this instance she'd testify to something she saw, not something
that was said.

c. This testimony is covered by the confidential communica-
tion privilege. Kay can provide it only if Todd consents to the
testimony.

d. Joey can provide the testimony since there is no
parent/child communications privilege.

e. Leon Norton can provide the testimony since the Federal
courts do not recognize an accountant/client communications
privilege.
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f. Kent Parks can provide the testimony since it deals with an
event rather than a communication.

10 Hearsay evidence is inadmissible because when one person
repeats what another has said, there is room for distortion and
misunderstanding.

11 The shop book rule allows that a person who currently is the
"custodian" of a business's books can introduce the books and
provide testimony about them even though that person did not
make the original entries.

12 The terms "best evidence" and "secondary evidence" apply to
documentary evidence. If evidence concerning a document is
needed, the "best evidence" is the document itself. If the origi-
nal has been destroyed or is not attainable even through the
use of a search warrant or subpoena, an authenticated copy of
the document can be used. "Secondary evidence" is used when
an original of the document in question is unavailable. A wit-

ness can testify to the contents of the document or a copy of the

document.

Chapter 4
1 According to the table in Appendix A, a social security number

that begins with the numbers "421," is issued in the state of
Alabama.

2 a. To discover if any complaints have been lodged against
Base Ball, Inc., you should contact the Better Business Bureau
that serves the area where the company is located.

b. To obtain a list of businesses in the Raleigh, North Carolina
area, you should contact the Chamber of Commerce that serves
the area.

3 a. If you want information concerning a suspect's use of his or
her American Express Card, you can contact the American
Express Company in New York City.

b. By analyzing a suspect's credit card activity you can find



out all sorts of things. Has the suspect made any major pur-
chases using the credit card? If the suspect used the card on a
trip, you can track where the suspect went as well as what the
suspect purchased. Did the suspect use the credit card to get a
cash advance? How does the suspect pay off what he or she
owes on the credit card? These are just so-me of the things that
an investigator can discover about a suspect when analyzing
the suspect's credit card activity.

4 The following factors come into play when selecting a suspect
to target for investigation:

Available law enforcement resources

Probability of obtaining a conviction

Jury appeal

Judicial interpretations of the law

5 The best source of information concerning a suspect is the sus-
pect. Suspects know what really happened and can easily pro-
vide, if they choose, information and documents to assist the
investigator.

6 The Immigration and Naturalization Service and the U.S.
District Court maintain information concerning aliens and nat-
uralized citizens.

7 The U.S. Secret Service maintains records pertaining to
forgery.

8 The FBI maintains the National Stolen Property Index.

Chapter 5
1 The check provides the following information:

Owner of the account is Allison Hemlerson. She lives in
Rockville. Maryland. at 923 Prospect Lane.

The payee is Hankinson's Automotive. Apparently. Allison
took her car in for a tune up and paid for it on June
I 992.
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Allison's checking account number is 084931121.

The first part of the ABA transit number. "68," tells us that
the Capital Bank and Trust is located in Virginia.

The second part of the ABA transit number tells us that the
code for the Capital Bank and Trust is "999."

The number "561" is the check routing symbol. The "5"
means that the Capital Bank and Trust is located in the
fifth Federal Reserve district (Richmond). The "6" corre-
sponds to the federal reserve facility that collected the
check and the "1" indicates a deferred payment.

2 Check spread analysis is a useful investigative tool because it
reveals a suspect's pattern of financial activity. A break in the
pattern is cause for further investigation, for example. if a usual
monthly payment (mortgage, rent. phone. electric, etc.) is
absent, the investigator will want to see how the suspect made
the payment.

3. A safe-deposit box rental agreement and entry log are avail-
able. The rental agreement will show who rented the box and
on what date. The entry log shows the date and times of visits
to the box and who made them. Bank records do not reveal the
emitents of the box.

I Banks are required to retain the following records for 5 years:

The signature card filled out when the account was opened

Bank statements disclosing all deposits and withdrawals

Copies of both sides of customer diecks

5 It is difficult to trace currencv-for-currencv transactions
because they seldom leave a paper trail inside the bank unless
the transaction is in excess of 810.000. Transactions of
S10.000 or in()re must be recorded on a Currency Transaction
Report.

6 An investigator can ask suspects fOr their bank records or for
permission to get them from the bank. If a suspect is uncooper-
ative. it becomes a bit more difficult for the investigator
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because the Bank Secrecy Act and the Right To Financial
Privacy Provisions of Federal law cause banks to restrict

access to a customer's records. However, banks can be legally

compelled to provide records.

7 A haven country is a country that offers a legal and/or eco-

nomic climate for laundering money or hiding illegally gotten

profits. It is difficult for an investigator to gain access to infor-

mation concerning money sent to a haven country via a wire

transfer.

8 A loan application is good source of financial information
because a suspect, wanting to get the loan approved, will iden-

tify assets and other accounts to impress the person who

reviews to application.

The documentation surrounding a Western Union money order

will identify who purchased the money order, who received it,

and the money order's worth.
A casino can provide bank statements, loan applications.

credit card applications, and other financial information.
Casinos are also required to file reports on currency transac-
tions in excess of 810,000.

9

10 a. Securities are stocks and bonds whereas commodities are

produced goods, such as grain, livestock. gold. or timber.

b. A stock represents ownership in a corporation, that is a
claim against the corporations assets and earnings. A bond is

issued when a corporation or governmental unit wishes to bor-

row money for some period. Stockholders can s-11. their shares

of stock at any time. and receive a profit or loss based on the

relationship of the purchase price to the selling price.
Bondholders can collect on their investment only at a specified

time.

c. ConinHm stock are units of Ownership that allow owners to

receive dividends on their holdings and vote on matters affect-

ing the corimratiini in which they own stock. If a stockholder

owns preferred stock, he or she will lw paid dividends below

common stockholders. however. preferred stock does not ordi-
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narily carry voting rights. If a corporation is authorized to issue
only one class of stock, it is common stock that is authorized.

d. Transfer agents keep a record of a corporation's outstanding
stock certificates. A transfer agent is usually a commercial
bank appointed by the corporation. A registrar double checks
the actions of the transfer agent to prevent improper issue of
stock or fraudulent transfer.

e. A corporate bond is a registered bond issued by a private
corporation. A municipal bond is an obligation of a state,
county, municipality or any agency thereof. All municipal
bonds issued after July 1, 1983, are registered. The interest on
a municipal bond is free from Federal taxes.

f. Treasury bills are short term securities with maturities of one
year or less. They do not pay a fixed rate of interest and are
issued and subsequent]) traded at a discount from face value.
Treasury bills are issued in minimum denominations of
$10,000, with $5,000 increments. Treasury bonds are long-
term bonds with maturities of 10 years or longer. They carry a
fixed interest rate and are issued and traded as a percentage of
their face value. Their minimum denomination is $1.000.

g. Securities held in the name of the account holder simply
reflect the name of the customer who maintains the account.
Securities held in a street name are registered in the name of
the owner's broker.

11 An investigator will probably want to pursue the following:

a. Check 183, written for $2000.

b. Check 187, written for $5,000. Both cheeks 183 and 184
are significantly higher than the next highest payment ($745).

c. The $5,000 deposit on June 10. All other deposits to the
account are the same amount and deposited at the same time in
each month.

d. No check was written in the amount of $745 in July. Mr.
Davids has plenty of money to make the payment. Maybe he
forgot. Maybe he paid in cash.
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12 Both of the deposit slips show that currency was deposited. The
total amount deposited equals $13,500. Had all of the currency
been deposited into one account, the bank would have had to
file a Currency Transaction Report (CTR). Since the deposits
are into two different accounts owned by the same person, it
looks like that person may have split the deposit to avoid hav-
ing to have a CTR filed.

13 The brokerage account statement reveals that Nancy Garrity
bought, sold, and received stock during July 1992. She made a
8256.25 profit on her Lakewood, Inc. stock. Unless other
account statements are available for analysis, an investigator
cannot determine if Nancy's brokerage activities for July 1992
are unusual.

Chapter 6
1 In a proprietorship, the owner of the business is responsible for

all debts incurred. In a partnership, the partners are personally
responsible for the business's debts. Since a corporation is a
legal entity in and of itself. it is responsible for its debts, not its
owners (stockholders).

2 A corporation's Articles of Incorporation and a partnership's
Articles of Partnership are important to the financial investiga-
tor because of the information they provide. Each of these doc-
uments provides personal and financial information relating to
those involved in the start up of the business.

3 A liability is a claim on an asset by a creditor. An asset is
something of value owned by a business and the owner's equity
is the amount of capital furnished by a business's owner(s).

4 Based on the equation A = L + OE, and given that assets
equals $675,325 and owner's equity is 8276,580, it follows that
liabilities equals 8398.745.

5 Accounting is able to slmw, in sumtnary form, the results of a
business's financial transactions through financial records such
as journals, ledgers, balances sheets, and income statements.

0 45



6 A balance sheet represents a business's condition at the
moment the document is prepared. One prepared on Monday
will differ from one prepared on Tuesday, etc. This is because
Monday's transactions that affect balance sheet accounts will
differ from Tuesday's transactions, and so on.

7 The following journal entry:

Cash 10,000
Accounts Receivable 10,000

8

describes a financial transaction. An asset, cash, has increased
by $10,000. Another asset, accounts receivable, has decreased
accordingly. The journal entry indicates that $10,000 that was
owed to a business through the extension of credit (accounts
receivable) has been paid in cash.

Cash

10.000

Accounts Receivable

9

Clillier Company

Balance sheet

December 18. 1992

10.000

Current Assets Current Liabilities

Cash $ 1.000 Accounts Payable 825.000

Inventory 40,000 Notes Payable 6,000

Thtal current assets $11.000 Total Current 1.iabilities 831,000

Fixed Assets Owner's Equity

Equipmnt 815.000 Capital from stock $25.000

Thtal assets S56.000 Total Liabilities and Equity S56,000
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Gollier Company

General Journal

Date Ledger

1992 Accounts and Explanations Folio Debit Credit

12/12. Cash 25.000

Capital 25.0(X)

Stock sale

12/14 Equipment 12,000

Cash 6.000

Notes payable 6,000

Bought machine

12/15 Inventory 40,000

Cash 15.000

Accounts Payable 25.000

Bought production materials

12/16 Equipment 3.000

Cash 3.000

Bought machine

1 1

Cash Capital Equipment

12/12 25.000 12/14 6,000 12/12 25.0(X) 12/14 12,000

12/15 15,000 12/16 3.000

12/16 3.000

Inventory Accounts Payable Notes Payable

12/14 40,000 12/15 25.000 12/14 6.000

*-0
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Pratt. Inc.
Income statement

For the year ended December 31. 1992

Sales.revenue 8155,000

Less: sales returns and allowances 5,000

Net sales $150.000

Less: cost of goods sold 30,000

Gross profit $120,000

Less: Administrative expenses 100,000

Interest expense 10,000

Selling expense 5.000

Total operating expenses 115.000

Net income 5.000

13 A financial investigator can use accounting skills to evaluate
the appropri-ateness of journal and ledger entries. By knowing
how transactions are to be recorded and summarized, the finan-
cial investigator is better able to trace the impact of a transac-
tion on a business.

Chapter 7
1 With the specific item method, the investigator tries to find a

direct link between a suspect and a specific financial transac-
tion involving the payment or receipt of illegal funds. Once dis-
covered, this direct link is very difficult for the suspect to deny.

2 Bank account information is the type of information most use-
ful in a fictitious payable scheme.

3 An investigator will want to look into an employee's travel
expenses because travel expense reimbursements may be
padded to generate illicit funds.



4 The following is in example of an overbilling scheme:

Company A buys a service from Company B for 82,500.
Instead of writing Company B a check for 82,500, Company A
writes a check for 83,500. Company B returns the extra
81,000, in cash, to Company A.

5 Illicit payments via currency are indicated by:

Unexplained or unusual currency disbursements or with-
drawals, particularly from a business which does not nor-
mally deal in.currency

Matching the payor's currency withdrawals to the recipi-
ent's corresponding currency deposits, expenditures, or vis-
its to a safe deposit box

The purchase of a cashier's check or a wire transfer made
payable to the recipient at or shortly after cash withdrawals
or disbursements by the payor

6 Each month, two checks are written to Lopez Electronics. In
each instance, the second check is 10% of the first. This may
indicate some type of kickback scheme.

7 Checks written to a business are usually deposited into an
account at a financial institution. An investigator should
become suspicious if too many checks are cashed out instead
of being deposited.

8 Situations involving backup documentation that should make
an investigator suspicious include the following:

The absence of documentation to support a particular pay-
ment

Discrepancies between the payment information and the
backup documentation

Coincidences in the backup documentation

Unnumbered or sequentially unusual invoices

Alterations or photocopies of backup documentation

9 4



Chapter 8
1 Indirect methods of proof are most useful when the suspect is

taking currency or other payments that cannot be directly
traced.

2 The base year becomes the point of comparison for subsequent
years' net worth changes. If the base year findings come into
question once the net worth analysis is complete. the entire
analysis is in doubt and must be recalculated.

3 Looking at the expenditures method formula, it becomes clear
that if the "known sources of funds'. is understated. the "funds
from unknown sources- will be overstated. For example. if
"total expenditures- equals 850.000 and "known sources of
funds- is S45.000. then "funds from unknown sources:. equals
85.000. But if "total expenditures- equals $50,000 and
"known sources of funds- is underestimated at 843,000. then
"funds from unknown source.s- becomes overstated at 87.000.

4 Both the net worth and expenditures methods look at a sus-
pect's sources of funds. expenditures, assets, and liabilities.
However, in the net worth method. the absolute amount of an
item is considered whereas the expenditures method considers
the net effect. not the absolute. For example. data shows that in
die base year the suspect owned S500 worth of jewelry and in
Year I. she owned $1,000 worth. In the net worth analysis, the
amount of Jewelry owned in Year I would be listed as SI.000
the absolute amount owned. In the expenditures method. Year
I would show S500 worth of jeweln the difference between
Year I and ihe base Year. With the expenditures method. only
the vear-to-year increase and decreases in a suspect's assets
and liabilities are considered.

5 With the specific item method, an investigator is looking for a
specific financial transaction to link to a suspect. This link is a
direct one one to the point at issue aml cannot easily lw
denied by the suspect. The indirect methods. on the other
hand. imply that a suspect's expenses exemd his or her known
sources of income (holds). 'Hwy cannot prove where Ow addi-

tional monies canwfilmi.



6. E a. Suspect has a bank account balance of 51300 on
January 1. 1991. and 81,600 on December 31, 1991.

E b. Suspect's mortgage decreased from 527.500 to
825,200 during the year.

S c. Suspect's beginning inventory was $52,000 and end-
ing inventory was 538.000.

S d. Suspect sold stock costing 55.000 for 58.000.

E e. Suspect paid 813,250 for a new Car.

S f. Suspect embezzled $40,000 from his employer.

g. Suspect took out a 850,000 loan to purchase a boat.

E h. Suspect donated 810.000 to the University of Higher

Education.



7 Net Worth Problem Solution

1991 1992 1993

Assets

Cash-on-hand $ 1.000 8 0 8 0

Checking account 4.000 9,000 2,000

Jewelry 0 25.100 25,100

Mink coat 0 0 15.900

Car 25.000 25.000 25,000

Boat 0 0 24.000

Residence 130,000 130,000 130.000

Pool 0 20,000 20.000

Total assets 8160.000 8209,100 8242.000

Minus:

liabilities

Loan- pool 8 0 S. 7.0(X) 8 1.000
Mortgage- residence 98.000 96.500 94.500

Loan- finance company 5.000 5.0(X) 5.000

Total liabilities 103.000 108,500 100.500

Equal*: Net mirth 857.000 Sl00.600 8141.500

Minus: Prior year's net worth 57.0(X) 100.600

Equals: Net worth increase 43.600 40.900

Plus: Known expenses

Mortgage interest 10,500 10.000

Real estate taxes 1.500 1.500

Apartment rental 18.000 18.000

Lease payments - car 3,600 3.6(X)

Vacat ion 0 12.000

Taal known expenses 877.200 886.000

Minus: Funds from known sources

Net Profit - flower shop 40,000 43,000

Equals: Funds from unknown sources 837,200 841,000



8 Expenditures Method Solution

1992 1993

Expenditores

Increase in bank account S 5,000 0

Purchase of jewelry 25,100 0

Purchase of mink coat 0 15,900

Purchase of boat 0 24.000

Downpayment - pool 10,000 0

Pool loan repayments 3.000 6,000

Mortgage repayments 12,000 12,000

Real estate taxes 1.500 1.500

Apartment rental payments 18,000 18,000

Lease payments car 3.600 3.600

Vacation 0 12.000

Total expenditures 878,200 893,000

Minus: known sources of funds

Cash-on-hand 8 1.000 S 0

Rank account decrease 0 7,000

Net profit - flower shop 40.000 45.000

Total known sources of funds 41.000 52,000

Equals: Funds from unknown sources 837.200 841,000



9 Bank Deposit Solution

1992 1993

Total deposits $30,000 825,000

Minus: Transfers and redeposits 0

Equals: Net deposits $30,000 $25,000

Outlays:

Jewelry purchase $25,100 $ 0

Mink coat purchase 0 15,900

Boat purchase 0 24,000

Downpayment - pool 10.000 0

Pool loan repayments 3,000 6,000

Mortgage repayments 12,000 12,0(X)

Real estate taxes 1,500 1,500

Apartment rental payments 18,000 18,000

Lease payments car 3.600 3,600

Vacation 0 12.000

Total outlays 873.200 $93.000

Minus: Net bank disbursements 25,000 32.000

Equals: Cash expenditures 848,200 861,000

Plus: Cash disbursements 48.200 61.000

Equals: Thtal receipts (income) 878.200 $86,000

Minus: funds from km)wn sources 1,000 0

Cash-on-hand 40.000 .15,000

Net Profit Hower shop total knolsn sources 841.000 845.000

Minus: Knimn sources 41,000 45,000

Equals: Funds from unknown sources 837.200 841.000



Chapter 9
1 A financial interview is conducted to obtain information and

documentation from a witness. A financial interrogation is con-
ducted for a different purpose. Its purpose is to elicit confes-
sions or admissions of culpability from suspects or hostile
witnesses.

2 Many investigative interviews focus on the recollection of wit-
nesses. Questions such as "Do you remember seeing any suspi-
cious cars in the neighborhood? or What color jacket was he
wearing? are asked. Financial interviews go beyond recollec-
tion questions and deal with the specific details of financial
transactions and the movement of money.

3 When planning interviews, an investigator should consider the
following:

Who should I interview?

In what order should I interview the witnesses?

What type of witness is this person going to be?

Should I contact the suspect?

When should I contact the suspect?

What method of questioning should I use?

4 There are three general methods of questioning an investigator
can use during a financial interview:

The chronological method

Questioning according to documents

Questioning according to transactions or events

With the chronological method of questioMng. a witness is
questimwd about the events in the order that they occurred.
from beginning to end. With questioning according to docu-
ments. a particular document (financial statement, canceled
check, tax return) is the focus of the interview. When question-
ing according to transaction or event, questions focus on a par-
ticular situation. f,



5 The introduction is critical as it sets the tone for the whole
interview. Its primary objective is to put the witness at ease and
get him or her to agree to answer questions.

6 To get hesitant witnesses to agree to cooperate, and investigator
must avoid coming across as a threat. He or she should try to
lead witnesses to believe that they will benefit from cooperating

with the investigator.

7 An investigator must actively participate in the interview
process. He or she must constantly analyze responses, and con-

tinually check for inconsistencies, inaccuracies, and incom-
pleteness. Also, investigators must attend to what witnesses do
during ar interview. The visual and non-verbal aspects of an
interview are very important.

8 The sentence is negatively phrased, and so long and complex
that no one is going to understand it. Investigators should avoid
asking complex and negatively phrased questions. All ques-
tions should be simple, to the point, and positively phrased.

9 The final question an investigator should ask is: "Is there any-
thing else that you would like to sav?" It gives the witness one
final chance to say anything that he or she wishes.

10 The major advantage of the question and answer statement is
that it contains all of the questions asked and answers provided
during an interview. Of course, this could be viewed as a disad-
vantage also. The statement will be long, unedited, and could
contain unnecessary material. On the other hand, the memo-
randutn is more informal and it contains all pertinent testimony
obtained (luring the interview. However, the testimony is
recorded as the investigator recalls after refreshing his or her
memory through informal notes. The memorandum does not
contain the exact words of the witness. Both the memorandum
and question and answer statement are good methods for
recording an interview. The choice the investigator makes
shoul, lw based on the complexity and investigative impor-
tance of the interview.

J



11 By allowing the affiant to create the affidavit, the investigator
ensures that the affidavit will be in the affiant's own words and
the credibility of the affidavit will increase because it is in the
affiant's own handwriting. It would be difficult for the affiant to
later deny the affidavit was his or hers.

Chapter 10
1 If an investigator seizes evidence from a suspect's home or

office without first obtaining a search warrant, the evidence
collected could be ruled inadmissible.

2 Probable cause means that, based on the facts presented and
the experience of the investigator, a reasonable person would
think that the evidence sought exists in the place to be
searched. Probable cause is shown via an affidavit.

3 a. Affiant's experience

b. Detailed account of criminal activity

c. Description of place(s) to be searched

d. Financial evidence

e. Items to be seized

f. Conclusions based on the affiant's expertise*

4 The statement supports two types of information that must be
in an affidavit. The statement While going through the trash
left for garbage collection at 34 Tremont Avenue, I found an
electric and phone bill addressed to John Winkler of that
address shows that the suspect exercises dominion and con-
trol over 34 Tremont Avenue, the place you want to search. The
second statement I also found a bill from Haggler's
Electronic Store indicating that Winkler recently bought $2,435
worth qf stereo and video recording equipment is financial
evidence of a major expenditure and asset purchase.

0



5 A document examiner could perform handwriting analysis to
determine the authenticity of the signatures on the contract,
could determine whose typewriter was used to create the con-
tract, and could analyze the paper to see if it's the same type of

paper used in the creation of contracts in Mr. Friday's office.

6 Undercover operation objectives could include:

Identifying persons on the basketball team and outside the
team who may be involved in the point-shaving activities

Obtaining probable cause for search and arrest warrants

Gathering information and documents relative to the inves-

tigation

Obtaining information and leads to purchases and expendi-
tures made bv members of the basketball team



7

Baseball

Team

,..

Fraternity
House .
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8 An informant could tell you many things including which bas-
ketball players are involved in point shaving. who on tlte out-
side directs the players to shave points, what past games were
involved, what future games might be involved, and how the
players are paid ofT.
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Chapter 1 1
1 With the cash transaction system, all financial transactions are

conducted exclusively through the use of currency. In the busi-
ness transaction system, financial transactions are conducted
using methods that generate a trail of financial records.

2 The three characteristics of a business used as a money laun-
dering front are:

Deals primarily in currency

Has relatively fixed costs

Is exempt from bank currency reporting requirements

3 By overstating its revenue, a business increases its taxable
income. They reduce their tax liability by overstating their
business expenses.

4 ou and your friend could agree that you purchase the car for
some amount less than $20,000 and then pay the remainder of
the balance off the books.

5 The six methods used to transport currency out of the United
States are: physical transportation; wire transfer; cashier's
check; attorneys, accountants, and money managers: brokerage
accounts; and wire services.

The six methods used to transport currency into the United
States are: fictitious loans, fictitious foreign investors, finder's
fees, corporate salaries, cashier's checks and wire transfers,
and physical transportation.

6 Structuring means taking an amount of money in excess of
810,000, breaking it into increments of $10.000 or less, and
then conducting multiple transactions for the purpose of evad-
ing the CTR reporting requirements. There are many ways
money launderers can structure transactions. They can deposit
tnoney:

Several times a day at the same bank brandi

At different branches of the same bank on the same day

At different banks on the same day

f`. -*
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At the same bank on different days

At different banks on different days

7 The proceeds of a crime are "whatever is received when an
object is sold, exchanged, or otherwise disposed of." Money is
not the only proceed that may result from a crime. Goods and
services are also considered proceeds.

8 A major difference between the two types of forfeitures has to
do with the burden of proof required and who that burden rests
with. In a criminal forfeiture, the burden of proof is "beyond a
reasonable doubt" and it rests with the government. In a civil
forfeiture, the burden of proof is a "preponderance of evi-
dence" and it rests with the claimant.

9 The car described assisted the criminal in performing a crime.
It is subject to forfeiture.

10 The methods of indirect proof can be used to show that a sus-
pect "lives beyond his or her means," and although they cannot
pinpoint from where the suspect is receiving his or her addi-
tional funds, the methods of indirect proof can be used to
strengthen the means of support or close proximity factors in
establishing probable cause for forfeiture.



Glossary

This glossary contains terms
presented in the text as well as
terms which may be brought
out in discussion.

Account

An accounting device used in
recording the day-to-day
changes in revenue, expense,
asset, liability, and owner's
equity items.

Account, nominal. Temporary
account for an item appearing
on an income statement and
closed to a balance sheet
account at the end of an
accounting period.

Account, real. Account jOr an
item appearing on a balance
sheet.

Accounting

The system of recording and
summarizing business and
financial transactions in books
and analyzing. verifYing. and
ref mrting the results.

(3

Accounting, cost. The process of
collecting material, labor, and
overhead costs and attaching
them to products.

Accounting Period

The period of time over which
the transactions of a business
are recorded and at the end of
which a financial statement is
prepared.

Account Payable

An obligation to pay an amount
to a creditor.

Account Resolvable

An amount that is owed to the
business, usually by one of its
customers, as a result of the
ordinary extension of credit.

Account Transactions

Financial events that directly
affect the nmyement of money
through a bank account.

Accrual Basis of Accounting

Recording business revenues
when they are earned. regard-
less of when they are collmted.



and recording expenses when
they are incurred, regardless of
when cash was disbursed.

Accrued _Expenses

Expenses incurred but not vet
paid for.

Accrued Income

Income earned but not yet
received.

Adjusting Entry
Recording the correction of an
error, accruals, writeoffs, provi-
sions for bad debts or deprecia-
tion, etc., expressed in the form
of a simple journal entry.

Affiant
The person who prepares an
affidavit.

Affidavit
A handwritten or typed decla-
ration or statement of facts
made voluntarily and con-
firmed by.the oath or affirma-
fion of the party making it
before an officer having author-
ity to administer such oath.

Alien Corporation
Corporation of another nation-
ality operating in the United
States.

Amortise
To write off a portion or all of
the cost of an intangible asset.

Appraise

Cash or value established by
systematic procedures that
include physical examination,
priing. and often engineering
estimates.

Asset
Property or resources owned by
a business or individual.

Asset, current. An asset which is
either currently in the fiwm of
cash or is expected to be con-
verted into cash within a short
period, usually one year.

Asset, fixed. Tangible property qf
relatively long life that gener-
ally is used in the production qf
goods and services.

Association Matrix
The graphic summary that
results from link analysis.

Audit
A critical review of a business's
accounting records.

Bad Debts

Accounts that are considered to
be uncollectible.

Balance, Beginning

The amount in an account at
the start of the accininting
period.

Balance, New

The amount in an account at
the end of the accounting



period, it is the difference
between the beginning balance
plus increases and minus
decreases.

Balance Sheet

A financial statement that
reports the assets, liabilities,
and equities of a company as
of a specified time.

Balance Sheet, consolidated.
Aggregate accounts for the vari-
ous categories of assets and lia-
bilities of a corporate family
(more than one corporation).

Bank Deposit Method
An indirect method of proving
unknown sources of funds
through an analysis of bank
records and other financial
transactions entered into by a
suspect.

Bank Reconciliation
A comparison of the customer's
records with the records of the
bank, listing differences to
bring balances into agreement.

Bank Statement
A document rendered by the
bank to the depositor. usually
monthly, which reflects
deposits and checks which
have cleared the bank.

Blackmail
A demand for money or other
considerations under threat to

do bodily harm, to injure prop-
erty, to accuse of crime, or to
expose disgraceful defects.

Bond

Any interest bearing or dis-
counted government or corpo-
rate security that obligates the
issuer to pay the bondholder a
specified sum of money, usually
at specific intervals, and to
repay the amount of the loan at
maturity.

Bond, corporate. A bond issued
by a private corporation.

Bond, coupon. A bond that has
coupons attached to the bond
certificate, one coupon for each
interest payment due during the
life of the bond. The interest is
payable to whoever turns in the
coupon. whether or not that per-
son initially bought the bond.

Bond, municipal. A bond issued
by a state, county; municipalitj;
or any agency thereof.

Bond, registered. A bond where

the name o f the owner appears
on the bond certificate. Interest
on the bond is paid by check
directly to the registered holder.

Bond. registered coupon. A

bond where the nwne of the
owner appears on records main-
tained by a registrar and/or
transfer agent. The interest



coupons attached to the bond
certificate do not contain the
name of the owner and are
payable to the bearer.
Registered coupon bonds are
registered for the principal onlj;
not for interest.
Bribery
When money. goods, services,
information, or anything else of
value is offered with the intent
to influence the actions, opin-
ions, or decisions of the taker.

Bylaws
The rules adopted by the stock-
holders setting forth the gen-
eral method by which the
corporate functions are to be
carried on subject to the corpo-
rate charter.

Case Law
The practice of judges and
lawyers looking into decisions
from past cases to determine
the state of law for the case
they are currently handling.

Cash Basis of Accounting
Recording business revenues
when cash is received and
business expenses when cash
is paid.

Cash Flow
The cash flow calculation
attempts to measure the actual
cash receipts and cash
expenses of t firm.

Cashier's Check
A check drawn by a bank on its
own funds and issued by an
authorized officer of the bank.

Certified Check
A check where the bank guar-
antees that there are sufficient
funds on deposit for that partic-
ular check.

Chart of Accounts
A listing, in sequentially num-
bered order, of a business's
accounts.

Civil Law

That body of law that deals
with conflicts and differences
between individuals.

Closed Corporation
Corporation owned lw a few
stockholders, not available for
investment bv public.

Codification
The process of collecting and
arranging laws 1)y subject.

Collateral
Something of value pledged as
security for a loan.

Common Law

The system of law that origi-
nated in Englaml and was the
body of law carried In the ear-
liest higlish settlers to the
American colonies.



Contingency
A possible future event or con-
dition arising from causes
unknown or at present undeter-
minable.

Contra Account

One of two or more accounts
which partially or wholly offset
each other. On financial state-
ments, they may either be
merged or appear together. for
example. an account receivable
from and payable to the same
individual.

Cooperative
A corporation in which profits
are distributed to shareholders
in proportion to the amount of'
business each shareholder does
with the company.

Counterfeiting
Copying or inntating an item
without having been authorized
to do so and passing the copy
off for the genuine or original
item.

Corporation
An artificial !wing or business
entity created under state or
federal law which is legally
separate from the peNons who
own it. Ownership is in the
fonn of stock and the liability
of the owners is limited to the
anmunt of their investment in
the companx.

CR

Abbreviation of credit.

Credit Entry
An entry on the right-hand side
of a T-account.

Creditor
One who lends money.

Criminal Law
That branch of law that deals
with offenses of a public
nature, that is, wrongs commit-
ted against the state.

Cartilage
The area inside the boundary
of a person's residence or busi-
ness location which hit; been
marked off lw man-made or
naturally-occurring devices.

Debit Entry
A entry on the left-hand side of

T-account.

Debt

Current aml non-current liabil-
ities.

Defalcation
The embezzlement of' money.

Depreciation
The expiration of an asset's
"quality of usefulness.-

Discount

Anumin by which the face
1aillIV of a financial instrument
exceeds the sales price.



Dividend
Portion of a company's profits
distributed to stockholders.

Dividend, cash. Dividend paid
in the form pf cash.

Dividend, property. Dividend
paid in the Jo' rm of stock fr. om

another corporation.

Dividend, stock. Dividend paid
in the form of shares of stock in
the issuing corporation.

Domestic Corporation
A corporation doing business
in the state from which it
received its charter.

Double-Entry Accounting
The type of accounting in
which the two aspects of each
financial event are recorded.

DR

Abbreviation of (el)it.

Draft
An order in writing directing
the pas ment of mtnier by one
party (the drawee) to another
!tarty (the payee). A bank
che('k is an example of a draft.

Electronics Fund Transfer

A transaction with a financial
institution 1)5 means of a com-
puter. telephone. or electronic

instrument.

0ti 0 t)

Elements of a Crime
Those constituent parts of a
crime that must be proven to
sustain a conviction.

Embezzlement
When one entrusted with
money or property appropriates
it for his or her own use and
benefit.

Entry, Closing

An entry reducing one account
to zero and offset by an entry
increasing another account by
the sante amount. It is one step
in transferring the balance of
an account to another account.

Equity, Owner's
Claims against assets by the
owner(s).

Evidence

Anything that can make a per-
son lwlieve that a fact or propo-
sition is true or false.

Etidence. cirt.umstant jot.
Evidence relating to a series of

facts other than those at issue
that tend. by inference. to estab-
lish the fact at issue.

Evidence. direct. Evidence pre-
cise to the point at issue.

Evidence. documentary,
Evit fence in the jarm (#. writings

WWI dOCIIIIIents.



Evidence, real. Evidence that is
tangible.

Evidence, testimonial. Evidence
given by word of mouth.

Exemplar
Non-testimonial identification
evidence from a defendant,
such as a blood or handwriting
sample.

Expenditure
Payment for acquiring an asset
or service.

Expenditures Method
An indirect method of deter-
mining unknown sources of
funds by comparison of all
known expenditures with all
known receipts during a partic-
ular period of time.

Expense

Goods or services consumed in
operating a business.

Expense. accrued. .4 liability
account arising fi-om expenses
that are incurred prior to the
related expenditure, for exam-
ple. accrued wages.

Expense. prepaid. An expense
recognized afier a relevant
expenditure. for example. lUture
bemlits.

Extortion
Illegally obtaining property from
another by actual or threatened

force, fear, or violence, or under
cover of official right.

Felony

A serious crime punishable by
incarceration for a period
exceeding one year, a fine, and
the loss of certain civil rights.

Financial Condition
The results conveyed by pre-
senting the assets, liabilities.
and capital of an enterprise in
the form of a balance sheet.
Sometimes called financial
position.

Finandal Interviewing
The systematic questioning of
persons who have knowledge of
events, those involved, and evi-
dence surrounding a case
under investigation.

Fiscal Year

An accounting period of twelve
successive calendar months.

Foreign Corporation
A corporation with a charter
from another state. A California
corporation doing business in
Nevada is a foreign corporation
in Nevada.

Forensic Science

The application of scientific
techniques to legal matters.



Forgery

Passing a false or worthless
instrument, such as a check or
counterfeit security, with the
intent to defraud or injure the
recipient.

Forfeiture
A legal proceeding that the
Government initiates against the
proceeds of an illegal activity.

Fraud

Falsely representing a fact to
another in order to induce that
person to surrender something
of value.

General Partner
A partner personally liable for
partnership debts.

Goodwill
An intangible asset represent-
ing the difference between the
purchase price and the value of
the tangible assets purchased.

Grand Jury

A jury who hears evidence
obtained by the prosecution
and then decides whether or
not a trial ought to occur.

Guarantor
One who promises to make
good if another fails to pay or
otherwise perform an assigned
or contractual task.

Hearsay

Evidence that does not come
from the personal knowledge of
the declarant but from the rep-
etition of what the declarant
has heard others say.

Hybrid Method
Method of accounting which is
a combination of the cash and
accrual methods.

Immunity
An investigative tool used by
the grand jury that allows a wit-
ness to provide testimony or
documents without fear of pros-
ecution.

Income Statement

A financial statement showing
revenues earned by a business,
the expenses incurred in con-
ducting business, and the
resulting net income or net loss.

Income, Het

Excess of total revenues over
total expenses in a given
period.

Indictment
A formal written complaint of
criminal charges.

Indirect Methods
Ways of proving unknown or
illegal sources of funds which
rely upon circumstantial evi-
dence.



Informant
A person who has specific
knowledge of a criminal event
and provides that information
to a law enforcement officer.

Insider Trading
Using "inside" or advance
information to trade in shares
of pubhcly held corporations.

Intangible Asset
Any nonphysical asset, such as
goodwill or a patent. which has
no physical existence. Its value
is dependent on the rights that
possession confers upon the
owner.

Interest
Charge for the use of money.

Interrogation
Questioning of suspects and/or
uncooperative witnesses for the
purpose of obtaining testimony
and evidence or proof of signif-
icant Omissions.

Interview
A specialized form of face-to-
face communication between
people that is entered into for a
specific task-wlated purpose
associated with a Nirtienlar
subject matter.

Inventory
Goods being held for sale. and
material and partly finished

products, which upon comple-
tion. will be sold.

Investment Banker
A person or company in the
business of marketing bonds
and stocks for a corporation
desiring to raise money.

Invoice
Bill for goods delivered or ser-
vices rendered.

Journal
A book of original entry in
which transactions are initially
recorded before being posted to
a ledger.

Judicial Notice
When a court recognizes the
existence and truth of certain
facts.

Kickback
When a person who sells an
item pays back a portion of the
purchase price to the buyer or
public official.

Lapping
The substitution of checks for
cash received. A term used in
embezzlement schemes.

Larceny
Wrongfully taking another per-
son's money or prorrty with
the intent to alpropriate. con-
vert. or steal it.



Law

A formal means of social con-
trol intended to guide or direct
human behavior toward ends
that satisfy the common good.

Ledger

An accounting device used to
summarize journal entries by
specific accounts.

Lessee

The person or company pos-
sessing and using a leased item.

Lessor

The person or company holding
legal title to a leased item.

Letter of Credit
A document issued by a bank
authorizing designated banks
to make payments on demand
to a specified individual up to a
stated total amount.

Liability
A debt owed.

Liability. current. Obligation
that becomes due within a short

time. usually one year.

Liability. long-term. Obligation
with maturity dates more than
otw year after the balance sheet

date.

Line of Credit
A commitment bs a bank to a
borrower to lend money at a

stated interest rate for a stated
period.

Link Analysis
A technique for evaluating,
integrating, and presenting
complex information collected
from various sources and
putting them together to show
patterns and meanings.

Liquidity
Ability to meet current obliga-
tions.

Loss, Net

Excess of total expenses over
total revenue in a given period.

Mala in Se
Crimes that are said to be evil
or immoral in and of them-
selves.

Main Prohibita
Offenses that are made crimi-
nal by statute but in and of
themselves are not neCessarily
immoral.

Maturity of Loan
Me due date of a loan.

Memorandum
A written record of an inter-
view embodying something that
an investigator desires to fix in

niemorv.

Mons Rea

A legal term meaning proof of
criminal intent.



Misdemeanor
Crimes less serious than
felonies that are punishable by
incarceration for a period of
less than one year and/or a
fine.

Money Laundering
The process by which one con-
ceals the existence, illegal
source, or legal application of
income and then disguises that
income to make it appear legit-
imate.

Money Order
A negotiable instrument that
serves as a substitute for a
check.

Mutual Company

Type of corporation that has no
stockholders, but is owned by
its customers.

Net Worth
The excess of asset value over
creditor claims; Assets -
Liabilities = Net Worth (Equity).

Net Worth Method
An indirect method of proving
unknown sources of funds by
comparing net worth at the
beginning and end of specified
period'of time.

Note

A written promise to repay a
loan.
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Note Receivable

A debt that is evidenced by a
note or other written acknowl-
edgment.

Open Corporation

A corporation whose stock is
available for investment by the
public.

Partner
One of the owners of an unin-
corporated business.

Par Value

A specified amount printed on
the face of a stock certificate.

Partnership
A company created when two
or more individuals agree to do
business together.

Percentage Method
An indirect method of proving
unknown sources of funds by
using percentages or ratios
considered typical of a busi-
ness under investigation.

Physical Inventory, Taking of
Counting all merchandise on
hand, usually at the end of an
accounting period.

Posting
Transfer of an entry from a
journal to a ledger account.

Probable Cause

All the facts aml circumstances
within the knowledge of an



investigator about a criminal
activity that can be considered
reasonable and trustworthy.

Proceeds

Whatever is received when an
object is sold, exchanged, or
otherwise disposed of.

Profit and Loss Account

A temporary account where
revenue and expense accounts
are transferred at the end of an
accounting period.

Profit, Gross
Sales minus cost of goods sold.

Proof
The establishment of a fact by
evidence.

Proprietor
The owner of an unincorpo-
rated business.

Proprietorship
A business owned by one per-
son who is usually both the
manager and the oWner.

Prospedus
A summary of a corporation
registration statement designed
to inform a prospective pur-
chaser of securities. It must
contain a fairly extensive dis-
closure statement of essential
facts pertinent to the security.

Question and Answer
Statement

A complete transcript of the
questions, answers, and state-
ments made by each partici-
pant during an interview.

Questioned Document

A document that has been
questioned in whole or in part
in respect to its authenticity,
identity, or origin.

Racketeering
Running an illegal business for
personal profit.

Reasonable Doubt

The degree of certainty a per-
son has in accomplishing or
transacting the more important
concerns in everyday life.

Registration Statement
A statement describing, in
detail, the financial condition
of a corporation, its business,
and the reasons it proposes to
offer an issue of stocks or
bonds to the public.

Revenue

An increase in owner's equity
arising from operations.

Search Warrant

A written order by a judge or
magistrate, it describes the
place to be searched as well as
the items to be seized.



Security
A stock, bond, note, or other
document that represents a
share in a company or.a debt
owed by a company or govern-
ment entity.

Shell Corporation
A corporation that has no
assets or liabilities, simply a
charter to do business.

Single-Entry Accounting

A system of accounting that
makes no effort to balance
accounts.

Silent Partner
A partner not liable for debts of
the partnership beyond the
amount of his or her investment
in the partnership and who
does not participate in manage-
ment. Also known as a limited
partner.

Stakeout
A common term for statimiary

surveillance.

Sting
A short-term undercover opera-
tion.

Stock

Ownership of a corporation
represe»ted by shares that are
a claim On the corNration's
assets and earnings.

ki

Stock. capital. Stock that is
authorized by a company's
charter.

Stock, common. linits ofowner-
ship in a company that allow
the owner to receive dividends
on his or her holdings.

Stock, issued. The number of
shares of stock actually sold or
distributed by a corporation.

Stock, outstanding. Issued stock
less treasury stock.

Stock. preferred. The class of

stock entitled to preftrential
treatment with regard to divi-
dends or with regard to the dis-
tribution of assets in the event of

liquidation.

Stock. treasury. Slaires of stock
issued and subsequently reac-
quired by the corporation.

Stock Certificate
A document evidencing owner-
ship in a corporation.

Stockholders
An owner of an incorporated
business with the Ownership
being evido.nced bv stock cer-

tificates.

Stock Split
An exchange of the shares out-
standing for two or more times

their number.



Subpoena

A document that requires a
witness to appear before a
grand jury or requires the wit-
ness to produce records and
documents for the grand jury.

Substantive Law
The body of law that creates.
discovers, and defines the
rights and obligations of each
person in society.

Surplus, Capital
An increase in owner's equity
not generated through the com-
pany's earnings.

Surveillance
The secretive and continuous
observation of persons. places.
and things to obtain informa-
tion concerning the identity
and activity of individuals sus-
pected of violating criminal
laws.

T-Account

An accounting device used f'or
recording increases and
decreases on either side of ver-
tical line, with account title on
the top.

Tax Evasion

Committing fraud in filing or
paying taxes.

Torts

A terms used in civil law, it
refers to the private wrongdo-
ings between individuals.

Transaction
The exchange of goods and ser-
vices.

Treasury Bill
A short-term security offered
by the U.S. Government with
maturities of 13 weeks, 36
weeks, and 52 weeks.

Treasury Bond

A long-term security offered by
the U.S. Government with
maturities of 10 years or longer.

Treasury Note

An intermediate-term security
offered by the U.S. Government
with maturities from one to ten
Years.

Trial Balance

A list of die account balances
arranged in "balance sheet
order- by debits and credits
with adjustment columns for
entries. Used as a basis sum-
mary finr financial statements.

Undercover Operation
An investigative tool where law
enforcement officers or private
individuals assume an filentity
other than their own for the Imr-
pose of gathering information
relating to criminal violations.



Underwriter
A person or firm guaranteeing
and usually participating in the
marketing of securities to the
public. The guarantee states
the dollar amount the under-
writer guarantees that the cor-
poration will receive from the
sale.

Underwriting Syndicate
A group of underwriters formed
for the purpose of guaranteeing
the successful sale of a particu-
lar issue of securities.

Unit and Volume Method
An indirect method of proving
unknown or illegal sources of
funds by applying price or
profit figures to the known
quantity of business.

United States Code

A multi-volume publication of
the text of statutes enacted by
Congress.

Voucher System

A control system within a com-
pany for cash payment.

Worksheet
An accounting device used to
organize accounting data.



Appendix A

This appendix contains a listing
of selected sources of business
information and government
records available to the finan-
cial investigator.

Business Records

Abstract and Title Company
Records

Maps and tract books.

Escrow index of purchasers
and sellers of real estate (pri-
mary source of information)

Escrow files (number
obtaine(l from index)

Escrow file containing escrow
instnwtions. agreements. and
settlements

Abstracts and title policies

Special purpose newspapers
published for use by attorneys.
real estate brokers. insurance
companies, and financial insti-
tutions. These newspapers con-
tain complete reports on
transkrs of properties. loca-
tions of properties transferred.
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amounts of mortgages. and
releases of mortgages.

Agriculture Records

County veterinarians

Commission merchants

Insurance companies (insure
shipments)

Transportation companies

Storage companies

County and state fair boards

County farm agents

State cattle control boards
(some states maintain records
of all cattle brought in and
taken out of state)

Automobile Manufacturer and
Agency Record

Franchise agreements

Financial statements of
dealers

New car sales and deliveries
(used car purchases. tra(le-ins.
and sales)



Service department (mileage,
order, and delivery signature to
indicate presence in area)

Bonding Company Records
Investigative and other

records on persons and firms
bonded

Financial statements and
date

Address of person on bond

Specialized Commercial Credit
Organizations

United Beverage Bureau

National Fuel Credit
Association

Jewelers Board of Trade

Lumbermen's Credit
Association

Produce Reporter Company

Packer Produce Mercantile
Agency

Paper and Allied Trade
Mercantile Agency

1min Furniture Mercantile
Aency

American Monument
Association

Credit Reporting Agencies
The Fair Credit Reporting Act
of 1971 restricts the availabil-
ity of informatim from credit
reporting agencies to govern-

mental investigative agencies.
Credit reports may only be fur-
nished:

In response to the order of a
court having the jurisdiction to
issue such an order;

Upon written request of the
consumer; or

To a person who has a legiti-
mate business need for the
information in regard to a busi-
ness transaction involving the
consumer, including but not
limited to credit, insurance,
and employment purposes.

There is no specific excep-
tion provided in the act that
will allow law enforcement
agencies to obtain credit
reports for investigative pur-
poses. The act provides crimi-
nal penalties for obtaining
information under false pre-
tenses and for unauthorized
disclosures bv officers or
employees of consumer report-
ing agencies.

The identifying information
which is available under the
act is limited to a consumer's
name, address, former
addresses, place(s) of employ-
ment. and former placc(s) of
employment.

If identifying information is
needed for investigative pur-
poses the following credit



reporting agencies can be
checked:

Local credit rating and col-
lection agencies

Local office of National
Association of Retail Credit
Men

Insurance applicants

American Service Bureau

Hooper Holmes Agency

Retail Credit Company

Mortgage Loans

Loan exchange (clearing
house loan information)

Retailer's Commercial
Agency (perfOrms credit inves-
tigations for cre(it cards. bank-
ing, and mortgages)

Transportation

TRI NC (furnishes statistics
on the trucking industry).

Motor Carrier Directory (lists
motor carriers with revenues
totaling S50,000 or more).

Manufacturers

The "Census hle of'
Manufacturers- contains a cen-
sus of manufacturing plants in
the United States.

Nlarketing Services
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Dun and Bradstreet, Inc.

Market Service Bureau

Middle Market Director
(business guide of firms with a
net worth between 8500.00 and
81.000,000)

Million Dollar Directory
(business guide firms with a net
worth of 81,000,000 or more)

Metal Working Directory
(marketing director of metal
working plants in the United
States)

Vendor Account Services
(used by retail stores in pro-
cessing accounts payable. buy-
ing, and merchandise control)

International

International Credit Reports
(a division of Dun and
Bradstreet which furnishes
credit reports (in overseas
credit)

International Market Guides
(Middle and South America
Only)

Continental Eurow (lists
Eur)pean businesses in 39
(ountries)

Guide to Key British
Enterprises (lists prominent
firms throughout the United

ngi loin)



Synopsis of Dun Mexico

Synopsis of Dun Brazil

Reference book Argentina

Bradstreet Register

International Mercantile Claims
Division

Department Store Records

Charge accounts

Credit files

Detective Agency Records

Investigative files

Civil

Criminal

Commercial

Industrial

Character checks

Fraud and blackmail investi-
gations

Divorce evidetwe

Missing persons search

Security patrols and guards

Undercover agents

Shadow work

Lie detector tests

Personnel screening and fin-
gerprint ing

Service checking

Restaurants

0

Public transportation

Stores

Distributors' Records
Wholesale toiletry (cash

rebates are paid by toiletry
manufacturers). Details of
available contracts which pay
rebates to wholesale toiletry
distributors are contained in
publications issued by the
Toiletry Merchandisers
Association, Inc., 230 Park
Avenue, New' York. N.Y.

10017, and the Druggist
Service (i:ouncil, Inc.. 1290
Avenue of the Americas. New
York., N.Y. 10019

Gambling equipment

Wire service

Factory. farm, home. office
equipment. etc.

Drug Store Records

Prescription records (name.
address. (late. and physician
issuing prescription)

Fraternal, Veterans, Labor,
Social, and Political
Organization Records

Membership and attendance
reconls

Dues. contributions, and
payments

Locations and history of
members



Hospital Records

Entry and release dates

Payments made

Hotel Records

Identity of guest

Payments made by guest

Credit record

Forwarding address

Reservations for travel
(transportation companies and
other hotels)

Telephone calls made to and
from room

Freight shipments and lug-
gage (in and out)

insurance Company Records
(Life, accident, fire, burglary,
automobile, and annuity
policies)

Applications (background
and financial information,
insurance carried with other
companies)

Fur and jewelry floaters
(appraised value and descrip-
tion)

Customers' ledger cards

Policy and mortgage loan
accounts

Dividend payment reconls

Cash value and other net
worth data

Correspondence files

Payment records on termina-
tion, losses, or refunds on can-
cellations

Payments to doctors, lawyers,
appraisers, and photographers
hired directly by the insurance
company to act for the company
or as an independent expert

Laundry and Dry Cleaning
Records

Marks and tags (marks are
sometimes invisible and are
brought out by use of ultraviolet
rays)

Files of laundry marks

Local or State police depart-
ments
National Institute of Dry
Cleaning, Inc., 'Washington, D.C.

Lenders Exchange or Consumer
Loan Exchange

An organization known as the
Consumer Loan Exchange or
Lenders Exchange exists in all
of the large cities in the United
States, as well as in some of the
smaller rities. It is a nonprofit
organization supported by and
for its members. Most the lend-
ing institutions are members of
the exchange. It can supply
information concerning of wn
and closed loan accounts with
member cmnpanies. and is a
good source of general bark-



ground information. These
organizations are not listed in
directories or telephone hooks.
Their location in a city may be
obtained through local lending
agencies.

National Charge Plan Records

National agencies, such
American Express, Diners
Club. and Carte Blanche. which
provide credit cards for use in
charging travel, entertainment,
goods and services, can deter-
mine whether an individual or
business has an account from
their central index files. If
details of the account are
needed. information requests
should indicate whether only
copies of the monthly state-
ments or copies of both the
statements and charge slips are
desired. name. social security
number. the time period to lw

cm ered. the subject's address.
and the name and address of the
subject's employer or business.
Requests should be directed to:

American Express Company.
770 Broadway, New )(irk. N.Y.
10003. and Diners Club/Carte
Blanche. Adjustment
Department. 180 Inverness
Drive West. Englewood. CO

80111.

Newspaper Records (from a
newspaper's morgue)

Relatives, associates. and
friends

Previous places of employ-
ment (employee or company
publications)

Police and FBI files

Schools (yearbooks, school
papers, etc.)

License bureaus (drivers,
chauffeurs, taxis. etc.)

Military departments

Fraternal organizations

Church groups

Race tracks

Nightclub or sidewalk photog-

raphers and photography studios

Public Utility Company Records
Present aml previous

address of subscriber

Payments made f<ir service

and "major- purchases

Publications
Who's Who in Anwrica and

%arious States

"l'ax services

City directories

Billboard (amusements, coin-
machines, burlesque, drive-ins.
fain+. Mate, 11d10. TV. magic,



music machines, circuses, rinks,
yeti(litig machines. movies, let-
ter lists, and obituaries)

lariety (literature. radio, TN'.
music, state. movies. obituar-
ies. etc.)

American Racing Manual
(published by Triangle
Publications, Inc.. 10 Lake
Drive. P.O. Box : 315,
Highstown. New Jersey 08520).
Records showing amounts paid
to owners of winning horses lw
each race track in the United
States. Canada. and Mexico

Professional. trade, and
agriculture directories and
magazines

lloody's Inuestors Serrice Inc.

Statulard and Poor
Corporation

Real Estate Agency or Savings
and Loan Assodation Records

Property transactions

Financial statements

Payments made and
received (settlement sheets)

Credit tiles

I Mail applications. These do
not contain quite the same
infortnation as loan applications
given to a bank. A sayings and
loan association depends
marily upcm real estate security
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rather than upon other assets
and liabilities of a borrower.

Telephone Company Records

Local directories, library of
out of city" directories

Message unit detail sheets (in
some areas) which list numbers
called by a particular telephone

Investigative reports on tele-
phones used for illegal purposes

Payments for service

Toll calls. Because of the
existence of more than one long
distance carrier, toll records of a
local phone company may be an
incomplete listing of such calls.
There mav be a second tele-
phone bill from another com-
pany. such as GT&E or MCI.

Transportation Company
Records

Passenwr lists. reservations

Dest Mat ions

Fares paid

Freight carrier-shif )pers.
dc.stinations. and storage pints

Departure and arrival tinws

Government Records

State Police (Central Records
Section)

Criminal cases

Criminal intelligence



Inflammable liquid installa-
tions

Fireamis registrations

Investigations conducted for
other departments

Traffic arrests and motor
vehicle accident investigations

Noncriminal and criminal
fingerprint records

"Rogues gallery"

Investigation of aviation
rules and non-carrier civilian
aircraft accidents

Police training school files

City Police

Criminal identification

"Scofflaw files" (consistent
violator of minor offense pri-
marily traffic)

Other divisions

Criminal division files

Forgery squad (check squad)

Juvenile division

Morals or vice squad files

Narcotics bureau

Organized crime division

Police force personal history
files

Public relations office (press
file)

Traffic division files

Records of arrests. acci- Small Town Police

dents, and general information

--Alphabetical indexes of
every complainant or suspect

"Aided" cards (citizen assis-
tance)

Gun permits or applications
and registrations County Police (Sheriff)

Criminal records

Criminal index cards

Criminal arrest cards

Accident reports

Complaint forms

Offense reports

Lost or stolen articles

Fawn shop files

Towed or repossessed autos

Ambulance files

Business information files

fet

Crimes involving bodik vio-
lence

Crimes involving theft

Crimes invok ing worthless
checks



Personal history sheets on
people connected with the
crimes

Juvenile division records

County business owners

Traffic records

Name. address, license plate
number, driver's license num-
ber, arrest number, date and
place of birth, sex. color, age,
occupation. height. weight,
complexion, color of hair. eyes,
marks, and facts of arrest

National Sheriffs Association
Directory

List of State institutions and
their superintendents

State and Federal enforce-
ment agencies and territorial
jurisdictions

Associate members of
National Sheriffs Association

County sheriffs

Address of National Auto
Theft Bureau

Other State and Local Law
Enforcement and quasi-Law
Enforcement Organizations

Specialized tiolice organiza-
tions

Public., semi-public. and pri-
vate organizations

The industrial security officer

International Association of
Chiefs of Police

The monthly police adminis-
tration review list of police
publications

State and Local Court Retards

Typically. there are three levels
of courts within the State sys-
tem. There is a Trial Court,
where most litigation begins.
an Appellate Court, which is
the first level of appeal. and
Court of Final Appeal.
Sometimes you will find a court
below the Trial Court which
works much like the magistrate
does in the Federal system.

Most litigation, such as
divorce or breach of contract,
takes place in the State and
local system. Documents sub-
mitted to the court in connec-
tion with a divorce are
particularly helpful in financial
investigations. It is not unusual
for detailed asset and liability
information to be present in a
divorce file.

Probate records describing
estates and distribution of
estates are also found in the
State and local court system.
These may be particulark
helpful in negating nontaxable
sources of cash.

Anytirm- a person is involved

in a civil action, whether it be



for breach of contract or some
type of negligence action, a
wealth of background informa-
tion on the individual is usu-
ally provided to the opposing
party through the court. A
record of this information will
be kept in the case files of the
court and is available to an
investigator.

Federal Government
Records

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
and Firearms (ATF)

Distillers, brewers, and per-
sons or firms who manufacture
or handle alcohol. as a sideline
or main product

Inventory or retail liquor
dealers and names of suppliers
as vell as amounts of liquor
purchased by brand

Names and records of known

bootleggers

Names of subjects of investi-
gations bv ATP'

Processors, manufacturers.
and wholesalers of tobacco
products

List o all Vetleral firearms
license holders, including
manufacturers. importers. and
dealers

List of all Federal explo-
sives license holders. includ-

,

ing manufacturers, importers
and dealers

For weapons manufactured
or imported after 1986, capa-
bility of tracing any firearm
from manufacturer or importer
to retailer

Bureau of the Public Debt

U.S. savings bonds pur-
chased and redeemed

Requests for information
must be addressed to:

Bureau of the Public Debt
Division of Transactions and
Rulings
200 Third Street
Parkersburg, West Virginia
26101

Federal Aviation Agency (FAA)

This agency maintains records
which reflect the chain of own-
ership of all civil aircraft in the
United States. These records
include douments relative to
their manufacture and sale
(sales contracts, bills of sale.
mortgages. liens, transfers,
inspections. and modifi(.a-
tions). They also maintain
licensing and medical informa-
tion on pilots.

Federal Aviation Administration
Civil Aviation Security Division
A AC 90, P.O. Box 25082
Oklahoma City. Oklahoma
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Department of Agriculture'
Licensed meat packers and

food canners

Inspections made under
Pure Food and Drug Act

Transactions with individu-
als and businesses (subsidies
and adjustments)

Department of Defense
The Department of Defense
maintains data concerning pay,
dependents, allotment accounts.
deposits, withholdi-tg state-
ments (Forms W-2), and any
other financial information rela-
tive to military personnel. This
information is available at one
the following offices, depending
upon the branch of the Armed
Forces to which the individual
was or is presently attached:

United States Army Finance
Center
Indianapolis. Indiana 46249
Request must include the com-
plete name and Army serial
number

Air Force Finance Center
RIYIT

Denver, Colorado 80279

Director, Bureau of Supplies
zind Accounts
Departtnent of the Navy
13th and Euclid Streets
Clevehurd, Ohio 44115

Department of the State
Import and export licenses

Foreign information

Passport records (date and
place of birth required). Recent
data may he obtained from the
local district court.

Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA)

Licensed handlers of nar-
cotics

Criminal records of users.
pushers, and suppliers of nar-
cotics

Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI)

Criminal records and finger-
prints

Anonymous Letter index

National Stolen Property
Index (stolen (;overnment
property. including military
property)

Nonrestricted information
pertaining to criminal offenses
and subversive activities

National Fraudulent Check
Index

U.S. Customs Service

Record of importers and
exporters

Record of custom house bro-
kers



alecord of custom house
truckers (cartage licenses)

List of suspects

Records of persons who
transport or cause to be trans-
ported currency of more than
$10,000, or certain monetary
instruments at one time into or
out of the United States

U.S. %trot Service
Records pertaining to coun-

terfeit, forgery, and United
States' security violation cases

Records pertaining to anony-
mous letters and background
files on persons who write
"crank- letters

Secret Service's central files
in Washington, D.C., contain an
estimated 100,000 handwriting
specimens of known forgers. An
electronic information retrieval
system facilitates comparison of
questioned handwriting with
the specimens on file for identi-
fication purposes.

U.S. Postal %mks
Mail watch or cover

Current or forwarding
addresses of subjects and third
parties

Photostats of postal MOWN'

orders. Requests for such
records must be addressed to:

Money Order Division
Postal Data Center
P.O. Box 14965
St. Louis, Missouri 63182

Addresses of post office box
holders. These requests should
be made only when efforts to
obtain the information from
other sources are unsuccessful.
Information can be obtained
from the Inspector-in-Charge or
Postal Inspector. Check with
the local post office to learn the
identity of the inspector who
can furnish the informaCon.

Immigration and
Naturalisation Service (INS)

Records of all immigrants
and aliens

Deportation proceedings

Passenger manifests and
declarations (ship, date, and
point of entry required)

Naturalization records
(names of witnesses to natural-
ization proceedings and people
who know the suspect)

Lists of passengers and crews
on vessels from foreign ports

Financial statements of
aliens and persons sponsoring
their entry

Intorstato Commorco
Commission (ICC)

The ICC has information con-



cerning individuals who are or
have been officers of transporta-
tion firms engaged in interstate
commerce. This information
includes the officer's employ-
ment and financial affiliations.

In addition to the record
information available from the
ICC, most safety inspectors of
the ICC are good sources of
"reference" information
because they have personal
knowledge of supervisory
employees of the various carri-
ers in their region.

IRS National Computer Center

The National Computer Center
is located in Martinsburg, West
Virginia and it maintains the
Master File, a tax record of all
known taxpayers. The Master
File is designed to accumulate
all data pertaining to the tax
liabilities of all taxpayers.
regardless of location. The
Master File is separated into
several categories. Two of the
categories are the Business
Master File and the Individual
Master File.

Securitis and Exchange
Commission (SEC)

Records of corporate regis-
trants of securities offered for
public sale. which usually show:

A descriptitni of registrant's
properties and business

3 4/
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A description of the signifi-
cant provisions of the seCurity
to be offered for sale and its
relationship to the registrant's
other capital securities

Information as to the man-
agement of the registrant

Certified financial state-
ments of the registrants

Securities and Exchange
Commission News Digest (a
daily publication giving a brief
summary of financial proposals
files and the actions taken by
the SEC)

The SEC Bulletin is issued
quarterly and contains informa-
tion of official actions with
respect to the preceding month.
It also contains a supplement
which lists the names of indi-
viduals reported as being
wanted on charges of violations
of the law in connection with
securities transactions. It is
available upon request at any
of the SEC regional or branch
offices in the following cities:

Atlanta. GA
Miami, FL
Boston. M A

New York. NY

Chicago. II,
Philadelphia. pA

Cleveland, Of I
Salt Lake City, LT



Denver, CO
San Francisco, CA
Detroit, MI
Seattle, WA
Fort Worth, TX
St. Louis, MO
Los Angeles, CA
Washington, D.C.

The SEC's Securities
Violations Section maintains
comprehensive files on individ-
uals and firms who have been
reported to the Commission as
having violated Federal or State
securities laws. The information
pertains to official actions taken
against such persons, includMg
denials, refusals, suspensions,
and revocations of registrations:
injunctions, fraud orders, stop
order, cease and desist orders:
and atTests, indictments, con-
victions. sentences. and other
official actions.

Soda! Security Administration
The Smial Security
Administration. headquartered
in Baltimore, is responsible for
the issuance of social security
numbers. Records on social
security paid by an individual
or business are not available
for review by the pohlic.

If a social security minilwr is
known, it might lead to helpfid
information wganling the loca-
tion in whidi the card %vas

issued. Since many people
apply fof a social security num-
ber at a young age, this in turn
can lead to locating the place
of birth of an individual. There
are nine digits in the social
security number. With the
exception of the 700 series, the
first three digits reflect the state
of issue. The last six digits are
individual identifiers. The table
on the next page contains a
listing of the states of issue of
the first three digits.



Initial Numbers State of Issuance Initial Numbers State of issuance

001 - 003 New Hampshire 449 - 467 Texas
627 - 645

004 - 007 Maine 468 - 477 Minnesota

008 - 009 Vermont 478 - 485 Iowa

010 - 034 Massachusetts 486 - 500 Missouri

035 - 039 Rhode Island 501 - 502 North Dakota

040 - 049 Connecticut 503 - 504 South Dakota

050 - 134 New York 505 - 503 Nebraska

135 - 158 New Jersey 509 - 515 Kansas

159 - 211 Pennsylvania 516 - 517 Montana

212 - 220 Maryland 518 - 519 Idaho

221 - 222 Delaware 520 Wyoming

223 - 231 Virginia 521 - 324 Colorado

232 236 \Vest Virginia 525. 585. New Mexico
648 - 649 alliwated.not in use

237 246. 232 North Carolina 526 - 527 Arizona

with middle digits 30 600 - 601

247 - 251 South Carolina 528 - 529 Utah
646 - 617 allocated. not in use

252 - 260 Ccorgia 530 Nevada

261 - 267 Flor:da 531 - 539 Wishington

510 - 593

268 - 302 Ohio 540 - 544 Oregon

303 - 317 Indiana 315 - 373 California
602 - 626

318 - 361 Illinois 574 Alaska

362 386 Michigan 575 376 ilawaii

387 - :199 \\ isconsin 377 - 379 \\ ashington. DC

100 - 107 Ventuclo 380 groups 01 - 18 Virgin Islamls

108 - 115 Tenne:-see 380 (gnmps Amy 20) Puerto Ric()
381, 396 - 599

.116 - .121. Malmma 586 Glam. merican
Samoa. Northern
Mariana [slat n Is.
Philippine Islands

125 128.387 Mis.issippi 700 - 728 Railroml emploees
388 allocated. not in use . ith

special rmirement act

129 132 \rkansas

133 - .139 Louisiana

1 1-0 - 1.18 Oklahoma

Sci



Veterans Administration (VA)
Records of loans, tuition

payments, insurance payments,
and nonrestrictive medical data
related to disability pensions
are available at regional offices.
This informati, ri including
photostats, may be obtained by
writing the appropriate regional
office. All requests should
include a statement covering
the need and intended use of
the information. The veteran
should be identified clearly
and, if available, the following
information should be fur-
nished:

--VA claim number

Date of birth

Branch of service

Dates of enlistment and dis-
charge

Federal Reserve Bank (FRB)

Records of issue of United
States Treasury Bonds

United States Coast Guard

Records of persons serving
on United Sues ships in any
capacity

Records of vessels equipped
with permanently installed
motors

Reconls of vessels over 16
feet hmg equipped with detach-
able motors

r.,

7/ensurer of the United States
Checks paid by the U.S.
Treasury are processed through
the Office of the Treasurer of
the United States. Photostats of
the canceled checks may be
obtained by initiating a request
through the U.S. government
agency which authorized the
check.

Notional Crime information
Center (NCIC)

The National Crime Information
Center is a repository of data
relating to crime and criminals
gathered by local, State, and
Federal law enforcement agen-
cies. The NCIC's computer
equipment is located at FBI
Headquarters in Washington,
D.C. The present equipment is
capable of accommodating
nearly 2 million records on
criminal activities. In a matter
of seconds, stored information
can be retrieved through equip-
ment in the telecommunica-
tions network. Connecting
terminals are located through-
out the country in police
departments, sheriff's offices.
State police facilities, and
Federal law enforcement agen-
cies. Dispatchers can respond
quickly to requests. NCIC, as
well as operating statewide sys-
tems, furnishes computerized
data in a matter of seconds to



all agencies participating in the
centralized State systems. The
goal of NCIC is to serve as a
national index to fifty statewide
computer systems and heavily
populated metropolitan area
systems.

NCIC Headquarters might
be compared to a large auto-
mated "file cabinet" with each
file having its own label or
classification. Such a cabinet of
data contains information con-
cerning:

Stolen, missing, or recovered
guns

Stolen articles

Wanted persons

Stolen/wanted vehicles

Stolen license plates

Stolen/wanted boats

Stolen/embezzled/missing
securities

National Law Enforcement
Telecommunkations System
(NLETS)

NLETS is a computerized com-
munication network linking
State and local enforcement
agencies in all 50 States. It can
provide information such as
criminal history. driver's
licenses, and vehicle registra-
tion.

4.)

El Paso Intelligence Center
(EPIC)

EPIC is a multi-agency opera-
tion that collects, processes,
and disseminates information
on narcotics traffickers, gun
smugglers, and alien smugglers
in support of ongoing field
investigations.

If a suspect is or has been
engaged in any of the previ-
ously mentioned activities, it is
possible that EPIC will have
intelligence information on him
or her. This information might
include the name of the indi-
vidual, his or her known activi-
ties, significant events,
associations among individuals
or activities, aircraft or vessels
used by the subject, observa-
tions of both foreign and
domestic movements of the
subject, and his or her associ-
ates and their aircraft or ves-
sels. EPIC also provides the
name, agency, and telephone
number of each investigator
having expressed an interest in
or having data regarding a sub-
ject. EPIC records often contain
substantialfinancial informa-
tion relative to the subject.

International Criminal Polk.
Organization (Interpol)
Interpol is an international
police agency with bureaus set
up in member countries. In the



United States, the National
Central Bureau is under the
direction and control of the
Departments of Justice and
Treasury.

The National Central Bureau
can assist in such things as
criminal history checks, license
plate and driver's license
checks, and the location of sus-
pects, fugitives, and witnesses.

The Federal Courts
This system is basically a three
step process. The first step is
the U.S. District Court:, the
second, the U.S. Court of
Appeals; and the third, the
U.S. Supreme Court. Since
most court records are similar,
we will only deal with the U.S.
District Court in this appendix.

U.S. District Courts

There are U.S. District
Courts in every State (the larger
States have several) and in the
District of Columbia, Guam,
Puerto Rico, the Canal Zone.
and the Virgin Hands.

The U.S. District Court has
exclusive jurisdiction in bank-
ruptcy. maritime and admiralty,
patents, copyright penalties.
fines under Federal law, and
proceedings against consul and
vice consuls of foreign states. In
addition, it has jurisdiction
when the United States or a

national bank is a party, and in
cases where the law specifically
states that the U.S. District
Court has original jurisdiction.

The U.S. District Courts
have concurrent jurisdictions
with State courts on "Federal
questions" when the dispute
arises under the Constitution,
laws, or treaties of the United
States; disputes between citi-
zens of different States; one
U.S. citizen and one citizen of a
foreign state; or a citizen and a
foreign state.

The U.S. District Court has
broad criminal jurisdiction
over all offenses against the
laws of the United States.
When both Federal and State
laws are violated by one com-
mitting a crime, the offender is
subject to prosecution in both
the Federal and State courts for
the separate crimes.

The files of the clerk's office
of a U.S. District Court are not
as complex as those of a State
court of original juriSdiction.
For the investigator, the most
important records in the cus-
tody of a clerk of a U.S. District
Court are the case records.
These records consist of the
files (case papers). the minutes.
and the (lockets.

"l'he files consist of plead-
ings, processes, and written



orders and judgments of the
court, and such other papers as
pertain directly to the case.

The minutes record, in sum-
mary form, of what happened
during the proceedings. In
some courts, the minutes are an
integral part of the file.

The docket sheet on each
case is a chronological sum-
mary, not only of what takes
place in court. but also of the
papers in the file. The docket
sheet can be very valuable to
an investigator who is looking
fOr only one item in a huge file.
In most U.S. District Courts
there are separate sets of dock-
ets for bankruptcy. and civil
and criminal cases. Some
clerks have found it to their
advantage to keep a set of mis-
cellaneous dockets. and most
clerks keep the docket sheets
for closed cases in a separate
area.

The clerk of a district court
will have a record of banking
institutions that have been des-
ignated as depositories for
money of estates in bankruptcy.

Tlw United States District
Courts have judsdiction to nat-
uralize aliens and maintaiu
copies of the certificates of nat-
uralization as well as a name
index of the individuals natu-

35 3

ralized. If an alien elects to
change his or her name at natu-
ralization, both the old an new
name appears in the index. In
addition, a copy of the subject's
Application to File Petition for
Naturalization appears in the
court records. This form (N-
400) contains considerable
information about the alien
being naturalized.

Other Federal Courts

To handle particular types of
cases, Congress has estab-
lished special courts. They are
described in the Guide to Court
Systems as follows:

Court of Claims The U.S.
Government permits certain
claims to be brought against
itself in the U.S. Court of

U.S. Customs Court
When ertain merchandise is
imported into the United States.
customs duties have to be paid
to the U.S. Government.
Customs collectors at various
ports in the United States clas-
sify merchandise and appraise
it. When an importer complains
on the rate. or that the mer-
chandise was improperly
excluded. the U.S. Customs
Court is the court to which the
case must be brought. Appeals



from the U.S. Customs Courts
are taken to the Court of
Customs and Patent Appeals.
This court also reviews certain
decisions of the Patent Office
and the U.S. Tariff
Commission.



Appendix B

This appendix contains infor-
mation regarding the American
Bankers Association prefix
numbers of cities and states
and a listing of Federal
Reserve Districts.

Federal Reserve Districts
1 - Boston

New York
3 - Philadelphia
4 - Cleveland
5 - Richmond
6 - Atlanta

Chicago
8 - St. Louis
9_ Minneapolis
10 - Kansas City
I - Dallas
12 San Francisco

0(7. -ticID



Americo Seekers Assodetien Prefix Members

THE NUMERICAL SYSTEM
of The American Bankers Association

Index to Prefix Numbers of Cities and States

Numbers 1 to 4') inclusive are Prefixes for Cities
Numbers 50 to 99 inclusive are Prefixes for States
Prefix Numbers 50 to 58 are Eastern States
Prefix Number 59 is Hawaii
Prefix Numbers 60 to 69 are Southeastern States
Prefix Numbers 70 to 79 are Central States
Prefix Numbers 80 to 88 are Southwestern States
Prefix Number 89 is Alaska

I New York. N.Y.
2 Chicago. II.
Ok.
3 Philadelphia, Pa.
1 St I.ouis. Nlo.
5 Boston. Mass.
6 Cleveland. Ohio
7 Baltimore. Md.
8 Pittsburgh. Pa
9 Detroit, Mich.
10 Buffalo. N.1.

11 San Francisco. Ca.
12 Milwaukee. W is.
13 Cincinnati. Ohio

Prefix Numbers of Cities in Numerical Order

14 New Orleans. La.
15 Washington. D.C.

16 Los Angeles. Ca.
17 Minneapolis. Minn.
18 Kansas City. Mo.
19 Seattle. Wash.
20 Indianapolis. bid.
21 lAmisyille. Ky.
22 St. Paul. Minn.
23 Denver. Colo.

24 Portland. Ore.
25 Columbus. Ohio

26 Memphis. Tenn.
27 Omaha. Neb.

28 Spokane. Wash.
29 Albany. N.1.
30 San Antonio. Tx.
31 Silt Lake City. Ft
32 Dallas. Tx.
33 Des Moines. !ow a
31 Tacoma. Wash.
35 Houston. Tx.

36 St. Joseph. Mo.
37 hwt Worth. Tx.

Prefix Numbers of States in Numerical Order

50 New lork 64 (;corgia 77 North Dakota

51 Connecticut 63 Maryland 78 South Dakota

59 Maine 66 North Carolina 79 A i.,in
5:3 Massachusetts 67 South Carolina 80 Missiiiiri

31 New Hampshire 68 1 irginia 81 Arkansas

55 \II% Jersey 69 A est virord,, 82 Colorado
56 Ohio 70 Illinois /13 Kansas

57 Rhode Islam! 71 Indiana 81 Louisiana
58 1erniont 71 Iowa 85 Mississippi

59 Ilassaii 73 Kennicks 86 Oklahoma

60 Penns\ Isania 71 Miehigan 87 Tennessee

61 A 1 aka Ina 73 Minnesota 88

62 Delaware 76 Net waska

63 FI(Iriola

- ,

out)

38 Susannah. Ga.
39 Oklahoma Cits..

40 Wichita. Kan.
41 Sioux City. Iowa
42 Pueblo. Co.
43 Lincoln. Neb.
44 Topeka. Kan.
45 Dubuque, Iowa
46 Galveston. Tx.
17 Cedar Rapids,

48 Waco. Tx.
19 Muskogee. Ok.

89 klaska
90 California
91 Arizona
92 Idaho
93 Montana
91- Nesada
93 Nei% Me\ ico
96 Oregon
97 Utah

A,hhigion
99 \\, ming
101 ToTtlintio's

8



Index

A

Account 144
Account Ransactions 85
Accountant/Client Privilege 51
Accounting

defined 1:34. 135
function 135
fundamental equation 140-
141

methods 138
methods compared 139
systems 136-137

Accounting Systems
compared 138
double-entry 137
single-entry 136

Accounts Payable Journal 153
Accounts Receivable Journal

153 Balance Sheet
Accrual Basis Accounting 139 account f'orm 142

Affiant 252, 266 accounts 144-146
Affidavit described 141-144

advantages and disadvan- report form 143
tages 254 Bank Credit Can ls 103
described 252, 266 Bank Deposit Method

for search warrant 266-272 described 209-214
satnple 25:3. 270-272 example 212. 21:3

Alteration Analysis 286 formula 209
American Banker's Association fo nula components

ti

Transit Number 96
Articles of incorporation

content 130
sample 131

Articles of Partnership
content 128
sample 129

Assets
current 144
described 140
fixed 145

Association Matrix 288
Assumed Name Index 70
Attorney/Client Privilege 50
Auditing 160



described 210
prima facia case require-
ments 214
when used 216

Bank Fraud 25
Bank Statement

described 85
sample 87

Best Ev:dence Rule 56
Better Business Bureau 70
Beyond a Reasonable Doubt

42. 43
Biaggi, Mario 2
Blackmail

described 7
statute 25

Boeslor. Ivan 3
Bond

corporate 108
coupon 109
described 106
municipal 108
registered 109
registered coupon 109
treasury 109
treasury bill 108
treasury note 108

Bribery
described 6
statute 19

Business Organizations
mnparison of 133
corporation 130-132
derivations 132
forms 126
partnership 127, 128
proprietorship 126. 127

Business Records

real estate 72
vehicle 76

Business Transaction System
advantages and disadvan-
tages 298
described 297

Capital Stock 106
Case Law 14
Cash Basis Accounting 138
Cash Disbursements Journal

described 153
sample 155

Cash Receipts Journal
described 153
sample 154

Cash Transaction System
advantages and disadvan-
tages 298
described 297

Cashier's Check 101
Casinos, financial records

available 115

Certified Check 101
Chain of Custody Rule 55
Chamber of Commerce 70
Chart of Accounts

described 149
sample 150

Check Spread Analysis 99
Circumstantial Evhlence 1-6
Civil Forfeiture 315. 317
Civil Law 15
Claims. described 140
Clear and Convincing

Evidence 44



Clearing House Banks 95
Clergyman/Penitent Privilege

51

Codification. described 17
Commodities, documents

available 112-114
Comraodities Exchange 111
Commodities Market 106. 110
Common Law 14
Common Stock 106
Computer Crime, general

elements of 32
Computers. evidence from 287
Consensual Monitoring 279
Conspiracy 20
Cooperative 133
Corporate Bond 108
Corporate Records 69
Corporation

Articles of Incorporation
130. 131
described 130-132

Correspondent Banks 95
Counterfeiting

described 7
statute 21

Coupon Bond 109
Credit 151
Credit Memo 99
Criminal Forfeiture 315. 318
Criminal Law 15
Currency and Monetary

instrument Report 309
Currency Schemes 186
Currency Transaction Report

33. 92, 93, 309, 312
Currency Transaction Report

by Casinos 115

Currency Transactions 102
Current Assets 144
Current Liabilities 145
Curtilage 282

Debit 151
Debit Memo 99
Deposit Ticket 88
Deposits. investigating 88-96
Direct Evidence 46
Dividend

cash 107
described 106
property 107
stock 107

Document Examiner 284
Document Restoration 286
Docunwntary Evidence 47
Double-Entry Bookkeeping

accnial basis 139
cash basis 138
described 137. 149
hybrid method 139
methods compared 139

Drug Enforcement
Administration 11

Dying Declarations 54

El Paso Intelligence Center 78
Elect mnic hinds Transfer

ct 31



Elements of a crime 16
18 U.S.C. § 1001 23
18 U.S.C. § 1341 24
18 U.S.C. § 1343 25
18 U.S.C. § 1344 25
18 U.S.C. § 1956 26
18 U.S.C. § 1957 27
18 U.S.C. § 201 19
18 U.S.C. § 287 20
18 U.S.C. § 371 20
18 U.S.C. § 471 21
18 U.S.C. § 641 21
18 U.S.C. § 656 22
18 U.S.C. § 872 22
18 U.S.C. § 873 22
18 U.S.C. § 874 23
26 U.S.C. § 7201 29
26 U.S.C. § 7203 29
26 U.S.C. § 7206 30

Embezzlement
by bank employees 21
described 6
from the government 21

Evidence
best 56
chain of custody 55
circumstantial 46
defined 42
direct 46
documentary 47
from computers 287
real 47
requirement of original 56
secondary 56
testimonial 47

Expenditures Method
described 204-209
example 207, 208

(A. o'J

formula 205
prima facia case require-
ments 208
transaction treatment 206
when used 215

Expert Testimony 55
Extortion

described 7
statute 22

Facilitation 316
False Statements 23
False, Fictitious, or Fraudulent

Claims 20
Federal Bureau of Investigation

11

Federal Reserve Routing Code
96

Felony 15
Fictitious Payable Schemes

183

Filing a False or Fraudulent
Return 30

Financial Interview
objectives 230
purpose 229
question type 230

Financial Investigative
Approach
need for 4
what's involved 4

Financial Investigator
major goal of 4
skills required of 8

Financial Profile 195
Financial Records 104. 105



Financial Search Warrant 273
Fixed Assets 145
Forensic Science

alteration analysis 286
described 283
document restoration 286
handwriting analysis 285
ink analysis 286
paper analy,,is 286

Forfeiture
civil 315
criminal 315
described 314
facilitation 316
proceeds 316

Forfeiture Statutes
Title 18 U.S.C. § 981 317
Title 18 U.S.C. § 982 318
Title 21 U.S.C. § 881 318

Forgery.

described 6
statute 21

Form Letter 256
Formal Immunity 40
Fourth Ameruhuent 265
Fraud

descrilwd 5
indicators 172. 173

Futures Contract III

Garbage. sifting 282
Genral Journal 15:3

Ghost Employee Schemes
Government Records 77
Grand Jury

advantage 11

401

disadvantage 41
process described 38
role of financial investigator
41

Grand Jury Transcript 257

Handwriting Analysis 285
Haven Countries 103, 305
Hearsay

described 52
exceptions to 52

Hearsay Exceptions
dying declarations 54
expert testimony 55
official records rule 54
prior statements 53
res gestae statement 54
shop book rule 54
statement against interest
53
tacit admission 53
valid confession 53

Helmsley, Leona 2
Husband/Wife Privilege 51
Hybrid Method Accounting

139

In Personam Prompding 316
In Rem Proceeding 316
Income Statement

18- described 146
multi-step fiwmat 147. 1-18
single-step format 147

indicators. of fraud 172. 173



Indictment 38
Informal Immunity 40
Informal Notes

described 246
sample 246

Informant 280
Ink Analysis 286
Insider Trading 7
Internal Revenue Code

statutes 29, 30
Internal Revenue Service 11
International Criminal Police

Organization 78
Interview

body 239-244
elosirg 244, 245
conducting 236
contacting the suspec: 234
defined 228
do's and don'ts 24:3
informal notes 246
introduction 237
memorandum 246
outline 236
phases 231
planning 231-234
question and answer state-
ment 249
questioning methods 234.
235
recording 245, 250
selecting witnesses 232

IRS National Computer Center
78

A JA

Joint Stock Company 134
Joint Venture 134
Journal

accounts payable 153
accounts receivable 153
cash disbursement 153
cash receipts 153
described 151, 152
general 153
purchases 153
recording entries 152
sales 153
sample entry 151
types of 153

Journal 151
Judicial Notice 47

Kickback
described 7
statute 23

Larceny
described 6

Law

categories 14. 15
defined 14

Law Enforcement
Officer/Informant
Privilege 51

1.edger
described 156. 157
posting 158
reconling entries 157



subsidiary 160
T-account format 157

Liabilities
current 145
described 140
long-term 146

Limited Partnership 132
Link Analysis 287
Loan, investigating 100, 101
Long-Term Liabilities 146

Magistrate 265
Magnetic Ink Character
Recognition 91
Mail, reading cover 283
Mail Fraud 27
Majority Rule 57
Mala In Se 15
Mala Prohibita 16
Mechanical Recording 255
Memorandum

advantages and disadvan-
tages 247
described 246
sample 24-8

Mens Rea 16
Milken, Michael 3
Misdemeanor 15
Money Laundering

buy/sell transaction 304
defined 26, 296
described 7
fronts 303
income statement 301
indicators 303
legitimate business 299-302

403

methods 298
off shore haven 305-309
statute 26, 309

Money Laundering Statutes
Title 18 U.S.C. § 1956 310
Title 18 U.S.C. § 1957 312
Title 31 U.S.C. § 5313 312
Title 31 U.S.C. § 5324 313

Money Order 102
Moving Money

into the U.S. 307
out of the U.S. 305

Municipal Bond 108
Mutual Company 134

National Crime Information
Center 77

National Law Enforcement
Telecommunicati)ns System
78

Net Worth Analvsi;
approval in court 203
base year 198
described 197
example 200
formula 198
keys to 201
prima facia ase require-
ments 204
when used 215

Non-Account Transaction
described 100
loan 100



0
Offbook Schemes 186
Office of the Inspector General

10

Official Records Rule 54
On-Us Items 96
Operation III Wind 3
Out Clearing Item 96
Over-the-Counter Securities

Market 110
Overbilling Schemes 185
Owner's Equity 140. 146

Paper Analysis 286
Partnership

Articles of Partnership 128.
129
described 69. 127-129
general 69
limited 69

Partnership Records 69
Payroll kickback Schemes 181
Physician/Patient Privilege SI
Point-Of-Payment Schemes

182

Post-Qualifying Niimber 98
Posting, to a ledger 157
Pre-Qualifying Number 98
Preferred Stock 106
Preponderance of Evidetu'e

43, 44
Prima Facie Case 16
Prior Statements 53
Privileged Communications

accmintant/client 51
attornev/client 50

clergyman/penitent 51
husband/wife 51
law enforcement officer/
informant 51

physician/patient 51
rule of evidence 48

Probable Cause
described 45. 266
forfeiture investigations
315, 321

Proceeds 314
Proof

beyond a reasonable doubt
42
clear and convincing evi-
dence 44
described 42
preponderance of evidence

probable cause 45
suspicious situation 45

Proof Numbers 91
Proprietorship 126. 127
Public Records

assumed mune indexes 70
Better Business Bureau 70
Chamber of Commerce 70
corporate 69
court 71
list of 71. 72
partnership 69
real estate 69
trust 70
Uniform Commercial Code

Filings 71
Purchase Journal

described 153
sample l56



Question and Answer Statement
advantages and disadvan-
tages 251
described 249-251
sample 250

Questioned Document 284

Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations 27

Racketeering
described 7
statute 25, 26

Real Estate Records
business 72
public 69

Reql Evidence 47
Reasonable Doubt 42
Registered Bond 109
Registered Coupon Bond 109
Registrar 107
Relevancy And Com1 )etency.

ride of evidence 19
Res Gestae Statement 51
Rose. Pete 6
Rules of Evidence

best evidence 56
chain of custody 55
privileged munninications
50
relevancv and competency
19

requirement of original 56

40'a

Safe-Deposit Boxes 103
Sales Journal

described 153
sample 155

Savings and Loan Scandal 3
Search Warrant

described 264. 265
financial 265

Secondary Evidence 56
Securities

documents available 112
types of ownership 111

Securities Act of 1933 31
Securities Exchange 109
Securities Exchange Act of

1934 31
Securities Market 106
Shell Corporation 134
Shop Book Rule 51
Signature Card 85
Single-Entry Bookkeeping 136
Specific Item Analysis

Nint-of-payment analysis
181

point-of-receipt analysis
182

Specific Item Method
currency schemes 186
described 180
fictitious payable schemes

g1{313()st emidovee schemes
181

offbook schemes 186
overbilling schemes 183
pAyroll kickback schemes
181



point-of-pavment schemes
182

review ing suspect payments
187
thoughts on using 189

Statement Against Interest 53
Statutes

18 U.S.0 § 1001 23
18 U.S.C. § 1341 24
18 U.S.C. § 1343 25
18 U.S.C. § 1344 25
18 U.S.C. § 1956 26. 310
18 U.S.C. § 1957 27. 312
18 U.S.C. § 201 19
18 U.S.C. § 287 20
18 U.S.C. § 371 20
18 U.S.C. § 471 21
18 U.S.C. § 641 21
18 U.S.C. § 656 22
18 U.S.C. § 872 22
18 U.S.C. § 873 22
18 U.S.C. § 874 23
18 U.S.C. § 981 317
18.U.S.C. § 982 318
21 U.S.C. § 881 319
26 U.S.C. § 7201 29
26 U.S.C. § 7203 29
26 U.S.C. § 7206 30
31 U.S.C. § 5313 33. 92,
312
31 t .S.C. § 5324 33. 313

Sting Operation 275
Stock

capital 106
common 106
described 106
preferred 106
treasury 107

Subpoena 39
Subsidiary Ledger 166
Substantive Law 15
Surveillance

described 276. 277
electronic 278
moving 278
objectives 277
stationary 278

Suspect
as a source 66
selecting 64

Suspect Payments
reviewing 187

Suspicious Situation 45
Sworn Statement

described 254
Syndicate 134

T-account 157
Tacit Admission 53
Tax Evasion

described 6
statute 29

Testimonial Evidence 47
Third-Party Check 102
Title 15 31
Title 18 18
Title 26 29
Title 31 33
Transaction 136
Transaction Emil Point 89
Transaction Systems

advantages and disadx an-
tages 298
Imsiness 297



cash 297
Transactional Immunity 40
Transfer Agent 101
Transit Items 95
Traveler's Check 102
Treasury Bills 108
Treasury Bond 109
Treasury Notes 108
Treasury Stock 107
Trial Balance

descrthed 159
sample 159

Trust 70
Typewriting Analysis 285

U.S. Customs Service 9
U.S. Marshall Service 10
U.S. Secret Service 10
Undercover Operation

described 274
objectives 275

Unifomi Commercial Code
Filings 71

United States Code
described 16

Use Immunity
described 40
formal 40
informal 0

V

Valid Confession 53
Vehicle, records 76

407

Wedtech 2
Western Union 115
Wire Fraud 25
Wire Transfers 103
Witnesses, types of 232
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USING THE INSTRUCTOR GUIDE

WHAT IS THE INSTRUCTOR GUIDE

The instructor guide is a set of instructional materials including student
activities, content outline and training aids to be used by you, the instructor,
in implementing the course, "Financial Investigations."

The guide is to be used with the course textbook, "Financial Investigations...A
Financial Approach to Detecting and Resolving Crimes." There is an instructor
guide for each corresponding chapter in the textbook.

HOW THE INSTRUCTOR GUIDE WILL HELP YOU

Each guide provides a resource of "instructional tools." This resource will
enable you to design class sessions to meet the specific needs of your
students. At the same time, it provides suggestions which will help you work
within the parameters of your instructional setting. It may not be feasible to
use or implement all the aids and activities listed.

WHAT THE INSTRUCTOR GUIDE CONTAINS

Each chapter instructor guide contains:

PREPARATION REQUIREMENTS

INSTRUCTOR NOTES AND PRESENTATION OUTLINE

APPENDIX

Exercise Feedback Sheets
Case Studies
Role Play Scenarios
Chapter Transparencies (printed form)
Supplemental Chapter Information

4i2
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FORMAT

Textbook
Chapter Title

Estimated Time
for Instruction*

Chapter
Objectives

Icons Illustrations
representing the
methods and
aids used during
the instruction.
A shaded box
indicates
method/aid used
with the chapter
instruction.

List of
transparencies
used during the
chapter instruction.
Transparencies are
numbered for
easy reference.

Chapter
Reference

PREPARATION REQUIREMENTS

Instructor Guide

CHAPTER 1: WHY FINANCIAL INVESTIGATION?

LENGTH: 1 Hour

OBJECTIVES: State why there is a need for a financial investigative
approach.

Provide a general overview of the financial investigative
approach.

Identify skills required of a financial investigator.

INSTRUCTIONAL
METHODS/AIDS:

I It
ICON LEGDID

used in this lesson ere highlighted)

Q &A

sidoloriabamthe eleirehuitera, DImembaholed liellyChrt

Irp-
ti

tee Ckaimed

Chapter 1 - List of Transparencies
1. Course Goals
2. Crime Classification System
3. Goal of Financial Investigations
4. Financial Investigation Process
5. Types of Financial Crimes
6. Skills and Knowledge Required of Financial Investigators
7. Agencies Employing Financial Investigators

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 1-1 Chapter 1 Why Financial Investigation?

The time estimate should be used as a "gauge" in determining how much emphasis should be
placed on the chapter instruction. The estimate is based on a total course length of 36 semester
hours.

4 3



List of
supporting
activities
in student
workbook

Equipment needed
to conduct the
instruction

References
needed during
the instruction

Instructor Notes
Cues for when
and how to use
training aids,
directions for
administering
activities, or
reminders of
important content.
Icons represent
some of the
instructional cues.

Presentation
Outline of content
to be addressed in
the course.

Instructor Guide

STUDENT Chapter 1 - Workbook Contents
WORKBOOK: Course Goals

Student Questionnaire
Personal Net Worth Analysis Exercise Part I
Categories of Cnmes Exercise
Federal (U.S.) Agencies

INSTRUCTIONAL
EQUIPMENT: Overhead Projector

INSTRUCTOR Financial Investigations...a Financial Approach to Detecting and
REFERENCES: Resolving Chmes

AND yt RESFNTAT!CON OUTLN

Instructor Guide

Instnictor Notes Presentation
-__ ^

COURSE ORIENTATION

Prepare a course syllabus prior A. Course Syllabus
to the first class session.

A sample is included in the
Appendix, page A1-2. It can be
used as format guide.

=.7
Distribute the course syllabus.
Discuss the administrative
requirements such as class location,
testing, grading, attendance,
Instnictor availability and course
schedule.

u i



SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Additional instructional materials provided with the instructor guides include:

Student Workbook (Separate Notebook)
Tests/Quizzes

STUDENT WORKBOOK

Each student attending the course should have a copy of the Student Workbook.
The workbook contains supporting chapter information, case studies and exercises
for the instruction. The material is organized by chapter. The insuuctor 'guide for
the chapter makes reference to when and how to use the workbook. Again, it may
not be feasible to use all the information provided. It will be up to you to select
what best meets your students' needs.

Additional handout materials that you may wish to give your students may be
incorporated into the student workbook, as well as the exercise feedback sheets
used during the instruction.

TESTS/QUIZZES

A "bank" of written test/quiz items is provided for your use in preparing chapter
quizzes, a mid-term and final examination. The items are identified by chapter,
thus allowing you to customize examinations based on the content covered and
time constraints. The items feature a variety of formats and are based on the
chapter objectives.

A printed copy of the test/quiz item bank is included in the Test Section of this
notebook.

415
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CHAPTER 1:

LENGTH:

OBJECTIVES:

INSTRUCTIONAL
METHODS/AIDS:

Instructor Guide

WHY FINANCIAL INVESTIGATION?

1 Hour

State why there is a need for a financial
investigative approach.

Provide a general overview of the financial
investigative approach.

Identify skills required of a financial investigator.

ICON LEGEND
(Those used in this lesson are highlighted)

At i- Q &A
.

1 I:

Role Play Distribute Document Show Transparency Discussion Penod Use Flip Chart

4 *Ail
Val

itilFdlitat
.....=.-....._

Do Group Exervise Refer to Textbook Use Chalkboard Do Individual Exercise

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Chapter 1 List of Transparencies
1. Course Goals
2. Crime Classification System
3. Goal of Financial Investigations
4. Financial Investigation Process
5. Types of Financial Crimes
6. Skills and Knowledge Required of Financial

Investigators
7. Agencies Employing Financial Investigators

1-1 e. , Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



Instructor Guide

STUDENT Chapter 1 - Workbook Contents
WORKBOOK: Course Goals

Student Questionnaire
Personal Net Worth Analysis Exercise Part I
Categories of Crimes Exercise
Federal (U.S.) Agencies

INSTRUCTIONAL
EQUIPMENT: Overhead Projector

INSTRUCTOR Financial lnvestigaions...A Financial Approach to Detecting
REFERENCES: and Resolving Crimes

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 1 -2 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

Prepare a course syllabus prior to
the fwst class session.

A sample is included in the
Appendix, page A1-2. It can be
used as a format guide.

Distribute the course sylabus.
Discuss the administrative
requirements such as class
location, tinting, grating,
attendance, instructor availabirrty
and course schedule.

1. Course Gods

Refer students to the Student
Workbook, page 1-2, for a
summary of the goals ciscussed.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

I. COURSE ORIENTATION

A. Course Syllabus

B. Course Goals

1 -3 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



Instructor Guide

Instructor Notes Presentation

Inform the students that the
textbook is used es the basis of
the course content. The Student
Workbook contains additional
information and exercises to
supplement the materid in the
textbook. Orient the students to
how the textbook and workbook
are organized.

Refer to the Student
Questionnaire in the Student
Workbook, page 1-3. Have the
students remove the
questionnaire, complete the
information requested, and turn
in as requested by you. Use this
information as a guide in
determining the level of
complexity needed during each
chapter topic discussion. Refer
to the information dso when
grouping students for exercise
activities. Recommend that a
combination of accounting and
criminal justice majors ers placed
in each work group.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

C. Textbook/Workbook Orientation

D. Student Questionnaire

1-4 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



Instructor Guide

Instructor Notes Presentation

Refer students to the Student
Workbook, page 1-4. Have the
students read the background
information pertaining to the
exercise or present the
information orally to the class.
Allow students time in class to
complete the remainder of the
exercise or assign the exercise
as an out-of-class activity that
must be completed prior to the
next class session. Clarify any
information.

E. Individual Exercise: Personal Net
Worth Analysis - Part 1

II. INTRODUCTION

A. Attention Getter/Motivator

Example: This chapter focuses on the
question--Why financial investigation?
When bank robber, Willy Sutton, was
asked the question, "Mr. Sutton, why do
you rob banks?," his response was
"Because that's where the money is."
Simply put and to the point. Financial
crimes are on the increase; money is
becoming an increasingly strong criminal
motivator.

Refer to the objectives listed on B. Objectives
page 2 of the textbook.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. State why there is a need for
a financial investigative
approach.

2. Provide a general overview of
the financial investigative
approach.

3. Identify skills required of a
financial investigator.

Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation'?



Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

2. Crime Classification System

Discuss examples of financial
crimes in the news today as
fisted in the textbook on pages 2
through 4.

3. Goal of Financial
Investigations

Refer students to diagram on
page 5 of textbook. Discuss the
reladonship

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

III. INTRODUCTION TO THE FINANCIAL
INVESTIGATIVE APPROACH

A. Comparison of Traditional Versus
Financial Crimes

1. Old crime classification
system (against persons or
property)

Examples: Murder, robbery,
burglary, arson

2. New crime classification
system (by passion versus
greed)

B. Goal of Financial Investigations

1. Identify and document
specific events involving the
movement of money.
Involves a paper trail of
events.

2. Relationship of events

3. Records - the trial

CI

1-6 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

4. Financial Investigation Process

inform students that each phase
of the process will be addressed
in this course.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

C. Financial Investigation Process

1. Identify statute violated and
the elements of the crime

2. Find evidence to prove
elements (using various
sources)

3. Trace and document
financial transactions to
preserve records as
evidence

4. Convince the jury of
findings

'l 44
1-7 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

5. Types of Financial Crines

Refer to eadi crime on the
transparency as discussed. Give
the definition and refer to the
examples in the textbook on
pages 5 through 8. Solicit
kdonnadon from students on
additional examples of the crimes
mentioned. Use dimly newspaper
articles as a source of
information on financid crimes.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

IV. TYPES AND EXAMPLES OF FINANCIAL
CRIMES

A. Fraud Falsely representing a fact
to get another person to surrender
something of value.

B. Tax Evasion Fraud committed in
conjunction with filing or paying
taxes.

C. Bribery - Something of value is
used to influence the action Jf
others.

D. Embezzlement - Person who has
money entrusted to him/her
appropriates it for his/her own use.

E. Larceny - Person wrongfully takes
another's money or property with
the intent of stealing.

F. Forgery - Person passes a false or
worthless instrument with the
intent to defraud or injure the
recipient.

1-8 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



Instructor Guide

Instructor Notes Presentation

Inform students that Chapter 11
addresses additional information
on money laundering.

FINANCIAL INVES1iGATIONS

G. Counterfeiting Person copies or
imitates an item without having
authority to do so.

H. Blackmail Person demands
money or other consideration
under threat to do injury to
another.

I. Extortion Person illegally obtains
property from another by threat or
force.

J. Kickback Person who sells an
item pays back a portion of
purchase price to the buyer.

K. Racketeering Running an illegal
business for personal profit.

L. Inside Trading Person uses inside
or advance information to trade in
shares of publicly held
corporations.

M. Money Laundering Investment or
transfer of money from
racketeering, drug transactions, or
other illegal sources into legitimate
channels.

1 -9 Chapter 1 : Why Financial Inyestigation1



Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

Organize students kito work
groups. The number in the group
will depend upon class size.

Refer students to the Student
Workbook. page 1-10. for
Categories of Crime Exercise.
Have students read through the
exercise drections. Clarify any
questions before bogkming
exercise. Adritional instructor
exercise information is contained
kr the Appendx. page A1-4.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

N. Group Exercise: Categories of
Crimes

3:40

1-10 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

OPTIONAL: Use a guest spealcer V. OVERVIEW OF FINANCIAL
from the Federal Law INVESTIGATION FIELD
Enforcement Geld to discuss
current opportunities avaKable.

6. Molls and Knowledge Required
of Financial Investigators

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

A. Skills and Knowledge Required of
Financial Investigators

1. Know statute(s) that define
the crime

2. Know where to look for
evidence and the
admissibility of the evidence

3. Be able to trace the
movement of money
through financial institutions

4. Be able to use accounting
and auditing techniques

5. Be able to use methods of
proof to link financial events
together

6. Be able to conduct financial
interviews, record their
findings, and summarize
results

7. Use investigative techniques

0

1-1 1 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

7. Agencies Employing Fmancial
Investigators

Refer students to the Student
Workbook. page 1-11, for a
diagram of the Federal Agencies.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

B. Agencies Employing Financial
Investigators

1. U.S. Customs

2. U.S. Secret Service

3. U.S. Marshal Service

4. Drug Enforcement
Administration

5. Office of the Inspector
General

6. Federal Bureau of
Investigation

7. Internal Revenue Service

8. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
and Firearms

9. Postal Inspection Service

10. Nonfederal Agencies

1-12 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



Instructor Guide

Instructor Notes Presentation

VI. SUMMARY

Summarize objectives addressed A. Restate the Objectives
in this chapter.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. State why there is a need
for a financial investigative
approach.

2. Provide a general overview
of the financial investigative
approach.

3. Identify skills required of a
financial investigator.

B. Provide Tie-In to Next Chapter

Example: To resolve today's financial
crimes requires a special kind of
investigator--one who understands the
financial crime committed; how money
moves as a result of the crime, and how
to get and preserve the evidence needed
to convince the jury that the crime has
been committed. The next chapter,
"Laws Related to Financial Crimes," will
address the issue of laws pertaining to
financial crimes.

1-13 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



APPENDIX

Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Instructor Guide
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Instructor Guide

COURSE SYLLABUS
FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

(Building) Instructor: (Name)
Room (Number) Office Hours:
(Day(s)/Hours) Telephone:

This course introduces you to current perspectives dominant in the field of financial
investigations. We will discuss the concepts of law and evidence; sources of
information; accounting; methods of tracing funds; banking and financial record
keeping; and interviewing as they apply to detecting and resolving financial crimes.
Primary emphasis will be placed on theoretical principles and applications of financial
investigative techniques.

Required Text: Financial Investigations...A Financial Approach to Detecting and
Resolving Crimes

Grading: All quizzes (usually unannounced) and examinations will feature
the true/false, multiple choice, and/or short answer formats.

Attendance:

Methods of
I nstruction :

The relative weight of each testing component (as designated by
instructor) is as follows:

Quizzes (percentage)
Mid-term Examination (percentage)
Final Examination (percentage)

Mid-term and final examinations will be administered during class.
The final examination is comprehensive.

University policy on academic dishonesty shall be adhered to. A
statement of this policy can be obtained from (office location).

No extra credit will be given.

Students are expected to attend and participate in discussions.
Excessive absence from class will result in failure of this course.

Lecture, discussion, case studies and practice exercises.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
Course Syllabus

A 1 -2 Chapter 1 Why Financial Investigation?



Course
Schedule:

Class Dates

Instructor Guide

Subject Matter Assignment

(Dates of sessions) (Chapter topic)

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

(Reading assignment,
out-of-class exercises,
etc.)

I
Course Syllabus

A 1 -3 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



CATEGORIES OF CRIME EXERCISE
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Directions to Instructor:

Instructor Guide

Purpose. The purpose of this exercise is to broaden the students'
awareness of the types of financial crimes being committed today.

Procedures. Organize students into work groups. Have available for
students newspaper clippings of crimes that have been committed.
You may wish to bring to class old newspapers for the groups to
search through. The school library or local newspaper publisher may
be a good source. The number of articles distributed to each group is
dependent upon the session time constraints and the availability of
articles. OPTION: If no newspapers are available, synopsis of several
articles that appeared in The Washington Post addressing financial
crimes are included on the next pages.

Article I Gambling
Article II Fraud
Article III Embezzlement
Article IV Money Laundering
Article V Kickback
Article VI Drug Trafficking

Feedback. Exercise responses will vary depending upon articles
selected. OPTIONAL: If time permits, have groups share their articles
with the class.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
Categories of Crime Exercise

A 1 -4 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



Article I from The Washington Post

Six members of an alleged professional
gambling rine were indicted yesterday by a Prince
George County's grand jury on charges that they
illegally operated Las Vegas-style casino nights for
four charities.

The head of the group according to the 23-
count indictment, was Benjy Jay Sorman. 34, a
former New York businessman who ran a public
relations firm with his wife and also was part owner
of a chain of stores that sell furs and leather goods.

Sorman. his wile, Marla Sorman, 34:
Andrew Gordon Zen ler. 33: Iris Sharon Zettler, 35:
Delores Mane Morgal. 45: and Laura Leigh Priola.
27. all were charged with conspiring to commit
misappropriation by fiduciary and conspiring to
violate state and county gambling laws. All but
Marla Sorman and Iris Zettler also face various
charges of illegal gambling and illegally operating a
casino.

The four charities--The Nevey Shalom
Jewish Congregation of Bel Air, Inc.: the Bowie
Volunteer Fire Department and Rescue Squad, Inc.:
the Bowie Boys and Girls Club, Inc.: and Channels
for the Elderly Blind. Inc.--had combined gross
proceeds of more than S700,000 between July 1988
and March 31, 1989, according to reports they filed
with county government.

Deputy State's Attorney Robert C. Bonsib
has said that people running the casinos for charities
generally underreported how much money was
raised to both the sponsoring charity and to the
county government--in some cases by as much as
S8,000 per event. He declined to comment
specifically about the group allegedly led by
Sorman.

The Zettlers. according to federal court
records in Baltimore. declared bankruptcy in May
1989. claiming debts of more than S500,000. But
two months later. while unemployed, according to
their bankruptcy file, they purchased a 1988
Corvette for 526,600 cash. And on May 22 this
year. police investigators executing a search warrant
at their home in Bowie found S25P00 cash.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Instructor Guide

The Zettlers left the United States for
Israel in early June, shortly after the investigation
into the county's casino night operations was made
public with a series of raids of casinos and the
homes of alleged operators in May. Their attorney,
B.J. Hanes, said yesterday that they are still in
Israel but will "vigorously defend their interests at
the appropriate time."

The Sonnans will enter pleas of not guilty
to the charges next week, said their attorney, Fred
R. Joseph. "My clients, directly and indirectly,
raised a lot of money for charities in the Maryland
suburbs," Joseph said. "We certainly expect their
support in fighting these charges."

Joseph, who also represents Warren Jay
Wright, 31. who pleaded guilty on Monday to two
charges stemming from the casino-night
investigation, yesterday repeated his concerns that
prosecutors are "selectively enforcing" the state and
county gambling laws.

"It is interesting to note that tonight
throughout the county there will be Las Vegas
nights going on without any harassment or claim on
criminality." Joseph said. "This selective
enforcement may result in a dismissal of all
charges."

But Bonsib, the deputy state's attorney
heading the investigation, said the new grand jury.
which will be empaneled Monday. will continue to
look into casino operations.

"Our focus right now is on all of the
games that are being run by outside folks or [those]
who are illegally paying workers," Bonsib said.
"They know who they are. It's just a question of us
getting around to them."

The individuals indicted yesterday on the
most serious charges could face more than 20 years
in prison if convicted.

Reprinted hy permiscion: Washingliw Post

t.)
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Article H from The Washington Post

A Fairfax County couple who allegedly
sold bogus vacation packages to people looking for
cut-rate deals were arrested by FBI agents at their
Reston home yesterday and charged with federal
wire fraud.

The couple, who worked in offices
throughout the Washington area, has taken more
than S60.000 from customers for vacations they
never intended to provide, since October 1990,
according to a federal affidavit.

At least 99 people from 21 states and the
District of Columbia have complained to local
consumer agencies about the alleged scam, which
lured customers with newspaper ads for seductively
cheap airfare and lodging packages for Cancun,
Mexico, the Caribbean and elsewhere, the affidavit
said.

Embarrassed victims included a group of
eight friends in Iowa, who spent $4,000 in a bid to
vacation together in Cancun. and a Rockville
professional who paid $1,200 cash to take eight
members of his family on an inexpensive Caribbean
cruise.

Two newlyweds from Falls Church, who
had struggled for months to get time off together
lost S850 they had saved for a honeymoon cruise in
December.

"It sounded really nice," said Michelle
Davidson, 23. whose honeymoon is on hold
indefinitely. "I really don't think we'll get the
money back because there are so many people, so
many complaints."

Federal agents charged Michael C. Barson,
42, and his wife, Se leta H. Barson, 33, yesterday
with one count each of wire fraud. The Barsons
were arraigned in federal Magistrate's Court in
Alexandria and released on $60,000 bond, said
Frank Scafidi. an FBI spokesman.

Under the terms of their release, the
Barsons must live at their home in Reston.
surrender their passports and wear special electronic
monitoring devices. They also have been prohibited
from discussing travel or going near travel agencies.
A preliminary hearing is scheduled for Monday.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS A1-6
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If convicted, each would face up to five
years in jail, and a $1.000 fine. According to an
affidavit filed in federal District Court in
Alexandria, the Barsons roamed the Washington
suburbs. doing business from Bethesda, Vienna and
their Reston home. They depended on a network of
mailing addresses and offices they used for a short
time.

"These people just said all they need to do
business is a phone," Scafidi said. "Why they
chose [to do business] here is anybody's guess."

The Barsons used at least 16 different
company names, such as Sea Breeze Enterprises
and Fantasy Vacations, and a variety of colorful
aliases, including "Skip Town" and "Al Coholic,"
according to the affidavit. Consumer officials in
Fairfax and Montgomery counties say the Barsons'
operation became quite well known to them in
recent months.

FBI investigators and consumer affairs
officials said the alleged scam worked like this:

The Barsons usually began by placing ads
in several newspapers. including The Washington
Post. offering inexpensive cruises, gambling outing
in the Bahamas and trips to Mexico. One offer, for
instance, was for a five-day trip to Cancun for
$449, including round-trip airfare and a five-star
hotel--for two people.

When someone responded to a phone
number in the ad, often a toll-free 800 number. the
Barsons or their employees would describe the
packages or reassure skeptical callers, authorities
said. In the end, callers were told they could get
the packages below market rate for advanced
payment in cash, money orders or cashier's check.

After paying, the callers did receive a
package from the Barsons. but it generally included
a travel-oriented videotape. some brochures and a
voucher for the trip they wanted, court records said.
Airline tickets were never included. When
customers went to cash in their vouchers, they
found they had to go to another company that
would not respond. Or they faced some other
restriction.

"To our knowledge, nobody [ever went on
a vacation]. It was impossible." said Nellie Miller,
an,investigator for the Montgomery County office
of consumer affairs, which recently asked the
Barsons to give $23010 in refunds. "It was just like
a huge nothing."

Reprinted by permission The Washington Post
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Article III from The Washington Post

A Maryland lawyer who has been a
fugitive since November 1988 was charged
yesterday in federal court here with stealing
$3.3 million from the Department of Housing
and Urban Development by failing to hand
over proceeds from HUD foreclosure sales that
he managed.

Earl L. Martin, 44, whose last known
address was in Damestown. was charged in an
88-count indictment with theft of government
property, making false statements and failing to
pay about $625,000 in income tax for 1987
and 1988.

The indictment said that Martin signed
a contract with HUD in 1986 to act as closing
agent for the sales of federally insured
properties HUD had acquired through
foreclosure. Instead of sending HUD the
proceeds from the sale of about 65 properties,
the indictment said. Martin kept the money and
manufactured a phony wire transfer showing
that he had sent the funds to HUD.

Martin disappeared in late 1988 owing
thousands of dollars to dozens of creditors,
including employees of his string of local
courier companies.

The fraud he is alleged to have
committed is similar to one by Marilyn L.
Harrell, also known as Robin Hud. She was a
Prince George County's escrow agent for HUD
who was accused of stealing $5.5 million from
the agency by failing to turn over proceeds
from HUD foreclosure sales.

In the District alone, an investigation
of real-estate fraud in HUD-related programs
has resulted in more than 60 convictions and
more than $6 million in fines, restitution and
forfeitures, said U.S. Attorney Jay B. Stephens
in a statement issued with yesterday's
indictment.

Stephens called Martin's alleged fraud
a "massive" scheme that was "an affront not
only to the law profession hut to everyone who
pays taxes to support housing opportunities for
low income Americans."
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"Essentially, he just took the money
and ran," Stephens added. An arrest warrant
was issued for Martin yesterday, along with the
indictment, and Stephens said that federal law
enforcement authorities had "a number of
leads" on his whereabouts.

Martin acted as a closing agent and
handled escrow accounts on 30 separate
transactions, some involving more than one
property, from June 1987 to April 1988. the
indictment said. All the properties except One
were in the District, with most located in
working-class neighborhoods in Northeast and
Southeast Washington.

Martin had been under investigation by
HUD since 1988, and in 1989 HUD put him
on a list of escrow agents banned from doing
business with the agency.

The case against him represents a third
category of fraud that has afflicted HUD since
the mid-I980s. Stephens said.

In the first, real-estate speculators.
using front men, would get HUD to insure
loans on properties for which they had
obtained inflated assessments. When the loan
went into default, the speculators would pocket
the extra cash from the loan and leave HUD
with a property worth far less On the open
market that its assessed value.

In the second type of fraud. real-estate
speculators would conspire to enter low bids at
courthouse auctions of properties obtained by
HUD through foreclosure. The speculators
would take turns submitting the low bid.
Stephens said, or would pay each othcr
kickbacks in exchange for not bidding on a
property.

"The victims there were either estates
or older people." Stephens said. "Not only did
they lose their property, they didn't get a fair
market value for it."

Each of the 30 counts of theft of
government property in the indictment against
Martin is punishable by 10 years in prison and
a $250,000 fine. The false statement and tax
evasion counts carry a five-year prison term
and a $250.000 fine.

Reprinted by permission: flu. Washingtim Pow
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Article IV from The Washington Post

A federal jury yesterday convicted
the former co-owner of an exclusive
Georgetown clothing shop, Linea Pitti, of
money laundering for the Rayful Edmond
III drug gang, the first time a District
retailer has been convicted of helping a
drug dealer hide profits.

The 12-member jury took 3 1/2
days to conclude that Charles L. Wynn, 35,
of Northwest Washington, had knowingly
allowed his shop to be used for money
laundering by letting Edmond and one of
his key lieutenants buy thousands of
dollars of clothes there, using $10, $20 and
$50 bills that had been used to buy crack
and cocaine on the street.

Wynn's case was not the first time
a retailer in the Washington area had been
charged under a 1988 law that makes it
illegal for legitimate business owners to
knowingly help drug dealers hide profits.
But it is the first time prosecutors in this
area won a conviction under the statute,
said U.S. Attorney Jay B. Stephens.

"This is a very significant verdict,
and it sends an important message that we
take very seriously those who are
laundering money from drug sales, and that
we view them as responsible for
facilitating drug dealing," Stephens said.

Wynn's attorney, Greg Spencer of
the federal public defender's office, could
not be reached for comment. Wynn was
ordered jailed immediately after the verdict
was announced by U.S. District Judge
George H. Revercomb.

The jury convicted Wynn of
conspiracy and of the laundering more than
$190,000 in drug profits brought into the
store by Edmond and one of his
lieutenants, Tony Lewis. It acquitted him
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of obstructing justice and of 29 other
counts of money laundering. Prosecutors
had charged Wynn and the store with
laundering more than $460,000 for
Edmond and his gang members.

The store's parent company, C&I
Inc., pleaded guilty last month to
laundering, the first time a corporation has
done so in the District. It faces up to $1.5
million in fines.

The case against Wynn was a coda
to Edmond's much-publicized 1989 drug
conspiracy trial. Edmond, Lewis and 15
associates were convicted of drug
distribution and related charges. Edmond
and Lewis are now serving life sentences.

In Wynn's case, a jury heard 11
days of testimony that once again detailed
the flamboyant lifestyle of Edmond, who
once ran the District's largest cocaine sales
network. According to government
testimony, Edmond and Lewis routinely
spend $4,000 to $5,000 in a single
afternoon at Linea Pitti, in Georgetown
Park Mall.

Reprinted by permission: The Washington Post
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Article V from The Washington Post

BALTIMORE. May 3--A federal
jury convicted a former U.S. Naval
Academy official today of accepting
thousands of dollars in air conditioners and
other household goods from an Annapolis
builder seeking contracts at the academy

James E. Weston, 47, the
academy's public works officer from 1985
to 1989. was found guilty of conspiracy,
accepting $34,000 in illegal gratuities and
obstructing justice by hiding subpoenaed
documents from FBI agents.

Weston faces a maximum of 20
years in prison and $1.7 million in fines.

U.S. District Judge John R.
Hargrove set sentencing for July 30.
Weston, now retired from the Navy and
living in Henderson, Nev., remained free
on bond pending sentencing.

Defense attorney William M. Ferris
said Weston intends to appeal the
conviction.

Weston acknowledged accepting the
items from Annapolis contractor Carroll M.
Dunton. but said he paid for them with
cash, leaving no paper trail. Ferris said
Dunton demanded cash because he "liked
to play the ponies."

Prosecutor Jane F. Barrett told the
jury that Weston constantly had his "hand
out" for favors from contractors and used
his influence as a naval captain and public
works chief to force subordinates at the
academy to buy Amway products pushed
by Weston and his wife, Mary.

Barrett and another prosecutor,
Richard Kay, said in the 13-day trial that
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Weston received air conditioners, lawn
mowers, water treatment systems, cash and
other gifts from Dunton, who in turn was
awarded more than $2 million in
construction work, much of it above Navy
cost estimates.

In a key contract, Dunton was
awarded $961,333 to install new heating
and ventilating systems in Rickover Hall, a
large classroom building, even though his
bid was 55 percent over the government
estimate.

Before the Rickover award,
according to testimony, Dunton gave
Weston two lawn mowers, a washer-dryer
and several air conditioners valued at more
than $4,700 and said "all is forgiven" if
Dunton got the contract. A few days later,
he won the contract.

Dunton employees testified that
Weston was known as "Captain Crook"
and "Loader" for his habit of filling the
fuel tank of his recreational vehicle at the
gasoline pumps at Dunton's business
without paying.

Dunton, 65. and a former Weston
subordinate at the academy, Eugene E.
Hook, 67, of La Vale, Md., have pleaded
guilty in the case and testified against
Weston.

Ferris told the jurors the case
hinged on whether they believed Weston or
Dunton and Hook. He questioned the
credibility of Dunton and Hook, noting
both testified after negotiating plea
agreements with the government, under
which they could receive lighter sentences
in exchange for testimony against Weston.

Neither Dunton nor Hook has been
sentenced.

Reprinted 1).1 permissitor The Washington Post
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Article VI from The Washington Post

CHARLOTTESVILLE, March 22--
The unprecedented seizure of three
University of Virginia fraternity houses
was a warning to campus drug traffickers
that they will be treated as severely as
street dealers, federal and local authorities
said today.

As hundreds of students gawked
Thursday night. nearly 50 federal and local
drug agents burst into three of the
cavernous houses on the university's hilly
fraternity row.

The: 8:30 p.m. raids on a Thursday
night--known for fraternity parties--came
after more than six months of investigation
by federal and state officials, which
involved student informants and
undercover purchases of designer drugs,
LSD, cocaine and marijuana.

The raid, and the indictments of 12
students, including two from Northern
Virginia, on drug distribution charges, was
meant to send a message, officials said.

"There are no havens, there are no
safe places to conduct drug trafficking,"
said E Montgomery Tucker, U.S. Attorney
for the western district of Virginia. Tucker
said the raid arose from a local drug task
force and was not part of a larger
investigation of universities.

The value of the three houses taken,
their contents and the drugs seized came to
more than $1 million, according to federal
officials who held a news conference today
to display their haul: 12 parfially filled
sandwich bags of marijuana, three bags of
hallucinogenic mushrooms, two sets of
scales and a complete marijuana growing
system that was allegedly rigged up in a
closet at the Phi Epsilon house. The
display, set up in Charlottesville police
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headquarters, also included 24 pipes and
18 water pipes, one of them made from a
wine bottle and another customized with
the Tau Kappa Epsilon logo.

Officials said they believe this is
the first time property has been seized by
the federal government in a campus
community.

The students charged face
maximum penalties ranging from 10 to 130
years in jail and fines of $500.000 to $6.5
million, depending on the number and
nature of counts they face.

Officials at the 172-year-old
university founded by Thomas Jefferson
worried that the incident would tarnish the
school's reputation as one of the nation's
elite public universities. In the admissions
office, which has a record number of
applicants for next year's freshman class,
officials fretted today that fewer would
want to attend, according to one
admissions officer.

Long a sought-after destination for
Virginia high school students, UVA draws
nearly one-third of its students from
Northern Virginia and another third from
out of state.

"UVA is a well-known, prestigious
school, and by doing this, they make a
point about drug use in the larger society,"
said Trisha Wendt, 20, a second-year
student from Richmond.

"There are other schools with
similar problems," said Steve Lobbin, 21,
of Columbia. "It should be done all over
the place."

"This is ridiculous," said a third-
year member of Tau Kappa Epsilon, one of
the three houses raided.

The Delta Upsilon house was also
raided. Members at all three refused to
comment to a reporter.

Students on fraternity row and
elsewhere said they felt unfairly singled

43o
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out. Although UVA has a reputation for
hard partying, "if anything, it's a drinking
school, not a drug school," said third-year
student John Donlon, of Sundbury, Mass.,
a member of Phi Lambda Phi. He and his
fraternity brothers said their neighbors at
Phi Epsilon had been just sitting around
watching television when the police broke
in.

The three fraternity houses. which
are owned by fraternity alumni groups,
now become federal property unless the
owners can prove in court that they were
not at fault in the drug trafficking.

A federal grand jury in Roanoke
indicted six students, including Northern
Virginians Eric Heller, 22, of McLean and
Bryan Schwaab, 21, of Fairfax Station,
while the remaining four were indicted in
state court. Two other students are still
under investigation but have not been
indicted, police said.

The students were charged with up
to four counts a piece of selling LSD,
cocaine, hallucinogenic mushrooms or
marijuana. Three students were picked up
during the raid and five more turned
themselves in or were picked up today.
Charlottesville police said.

UVA President John Casteen III
said the students also may face disciplinary
action at the school.

"Drug-related activities like those
alleged last night offend the university
community and threaten our students' well-
being," Casteen said.

Nearly one-third of U VA's 11,500
undergraduates live in 53 off-campus
fraternity and sorority houses, which are
not under direct university control.

The nearly 60 residents who were
not involved with the probe will be
allowed to stay in their rooms, provided
they sign occupancy agreements with the
U.S. Marshal who now controls the
buildings.
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"We don't want to boot kids out of
their rooms," said Assistant U.S. Attorney
Ken Sorenson, but, "I asked the brothers to
use their discretion. . .Remember what
caused this in the first place."

According to affidavits filed in
federal courts, most of the undercover drug
purchases were small. But agents
described widespread and open marijuana
smoking, including groups of 10 or more
people.

Three students indicted on federal
charges were arrested during the raid:
Matt, Evans, 19, of Virginia Beach; Ernest
Prior, 19, of Gooch land, Va.; and Peter
Shaffer, whose age and home town were
not released. Two more turned themselves
in today. Mark E. Croy, 22, of Pearisburg.
Va.; and David Freelund, 21, of Glen
Cove, NY.

Three students indicted on state
charges were arrested or turned themselves
in today: Steve Marvin, 23, of
Charlottesville,: Patrick Hanrahan, 21, of
New City, NY; and James A. Carter of
Newport News. Three students facing
federal charges are still at large. They are
James Graham, 21, of Richmond, who also
is wanted on state charges, and Heller and
Schwaab. Police officials have not
released the names of the last locally
indicted student.

Reprinted by pertnisston: The Washington Post
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Use transition statement from I. INTRODUCTION
previous chapter.

Refer to the objectives listed on
pages 13 and 14 In the
textbook.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

A. Attention Getter/Motivator

Example: "Before finding something, you
have to know what you are looking for."
This expression applies to a financial
investigator. Knowing what law has
potentially been violated is the first step in
knowing what to look for to prove guilt or
innocence. This chapter addresses some
of the basic laws pertaining to financial
crimes.

B. Objectives

1. Define or describe selected
terms related to the field of
law.

2. Identify the statute related to
a particular crime.

3. List the elements of a
particular crime.
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1. Law

Use definition in textbook on
page 14.

2. Function of Law

II. BASIC LAW TERMS AND CONCEPTS

A. Definition and Function of Law

1. Definition - Formal means of
social control

2. Function Establishes
benchmark for behavior in
society (negatives "Thou
Shall Nots") versus
generation acclimation
(positives - process of
society's "elders" transmitting
society's values to the young)
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3. Categories of Law

Diagram the relationship
between the types of
substantive law.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

B. Categories of Law

1 . Common Law English origin
of American law

2. Case Law Past
interpretations yield current
law

3. Substantive Law
Combination of case law,
statutes and administrative
rules

a. Civil Torts between
private parties

b. Criminal Crimes of
public nature against
the state and
community
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4. Classification of Crime

Refer to each item on
transparency as discussed.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

C. Crime Classification

1 Misdemeanor versus felony

a. Felony Serious
crime; punishable by
over one year's
incarceration

b. Misdemeanor Less
serious crime;
punishable by less
than one year's
incarceration

2. Mala In Se versus Mala
Prohibita

a. Mala in se - Evil in
itself (usually requires
criminal intent - mens
rea)

Example: Murder, rape

b. Mala prohibita - Evil
because it's against
the rules (statutes) but
in and of itself is not
immoral

Example: Government
regulation violations, traffic
offenses, environmental law
violations
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5. Appeal Process

Refer to the diagram in the
Student Workbook on page 2-2
outlining the circuits in the U.S.
Appellate Court System.

Refer students to page 2-3 In
the Student Workbook. Explain
to the students that this
exercise will help them
understand how to read and
interpret case law. Have
students read the directions.

Distribute exercise feedback
sheet located in the Appendix,
page A2-2.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

D. Court Appeal Process

1. U.S. District Court

2. U.S. Court of Appeals
(intermediate federal
appellate court divided into
circuits)

3. U.S. Supreme Court

E. Individual Exercise. Koller Court
Case
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6. Statutes

OPTIONAL: Show copies of
Federal and State Code books
(if available).

Refer to the Student Workbook,
page 2-9, for procedures on
how to look up information in
the code books.

7. Elements of a Crime

Use definition in textbook on
page 16.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

III. INTRODUCTION TO STATUTES AND
ELEMENTS OF A CRIME

A. Statutes and the Federal and State
Code Books

1. Definition of Statutes

a. Laws enacted by
Congress

b. State and Federal
level

c. Recorded in code
books

2. Federal and State code
books

B. Definition of Elements
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Q &A

Use the question and answer
technique to help students
identify the elements of the
crime from the statutes. Use
the tax evasion statute as the
example.

8. Tax Evasion Statute

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

C. Procedures On Detailing Crime
Elements

Example: Questioning Procedures

Q. What does this law forbid?

A. Tax Evasion. Discuss term evasion.

Q. Is a successful "evasion" all that is
forbidden?

A. No, also an attempt. Discuss
meaning of attempt.

Q. Who is forbidden to "attempt tax
evasion?"

A. Any person. Discuss corporation as
"person." Discuss how corporation
can act through one or more
persons.

Q. What does "willfully" mean?

A. Not by accident or negligence, but
on purpose. Discuss how you can
prove another's state of mind.

J
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Use the following pattern when
presenting the statutes on
textbook pages 18 through 33.

1. Give description of
criminal offense.

2. Show statute on
transparency.

3. Discuss elements of the
crime. Suggest
highlighting on
transparency.

A transparency is available for
each statute addressed in the
textbook. Discuss as many as
you feel necessary to ensure
student understanding within
the allowable session
timeframe.

9. Bribery Statute

1r Claims and Services in
fit ters Affecting Government
Statute

11. Conspiracy Statute

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

IV. FEDERAL STATUTES ASSOCIATED
WITH FINANCIAL CRIMES AND THEIR
APPLICABLE CRIMINAL ELEMENTS

A. Title 18: Crimes and Criminal
Procedures

1. Bribery, graft, and conflicts of
interest

2. Crimes and services in
matters affecting Government

3. Conspiracy
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12. Counterfeiting and Forgery
Statute

13. Theft or Embezzlement from
Government Statute

14. Theft or Embezzlement by
Bank Employees Statute

15. Extortion Statute

16. Blackmail Statute

17. Kickback Statute

18. False Statement Statute

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

4. Counterfeiting and forgery

5. Embezzlement and theft

6. Extortion and threats

7. Fraud and false statements

-LI,
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19. Wire Fraud Statute

20. Money Laundering Statute

21. Transactions Involving
Criminally Derived Property
Statute

22. Failing to File, Supply
Information or Pay Tax Statute

ti
4
...c.
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23. Filing a False or Fraudulent
Return Statute

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

8. Mail fraud

9. Racketeering

10. Racketeer influenced and
corrupt organizations

B. Title 26: Internal Revenue Code

1. Tax evasion

2. Failing to file, supply
information, or pay tax

3. Filing a false or fraudulent
return
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24. Reports on Domestic Coins
and Currency Transactions
Statute

25. Structuring Transactions to
Evade Reporting Requirement
Prohibited Statute

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

C. Title 15: Commerce and Trade

1. Securities Act of 1933

2. Securities Exchange Act of
1933

3. Securities Exchange Act of
1934

4. Electronic Funds Transfer Act

D. Title 31: Money and Finance

1. Financial transactions in
Excess of $10,000

2. Structure transactions
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Refer to the exercise in the
Student Workbook on page 2-
13. Explain to the students that
this exercise will help them
practice how to read and
interpret a statute.

Ii
Distribute exercise feedback
sheet located in the Appendix,
page A2-3. Discuss feedback.

OPTION: This exercise may be
given as an out-of-class
assignment.

Q &A

Have students complete
questions individually or work
in teams.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

E. Individual Exercise: Statute
Construction

Textbook Review Questions (pages
35 and 36)
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V. SUMMARY

Summarize the objectives A. Restate the Objectives
addressed In this chapter.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. Define or describe selected
terms related to the field of
law.

2. Identify the statute related to
a particular crime.

3. List the elements of a
particular crime.

B. Tie-In to the Next Chapter

Example: Knowing what to look for is an
important beginning step for the financial
investigator. In the next chapter,
"Evidence," we will learn what types of
evidence the investigator must gather to
prove or disprove a criminal allegation.
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APPENDIX

Chapter 2: Laws Relating to Financial
Crimes
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KOLLER COURT CASE
EXERCISE FEEDBACK

1. What was Koller convicted of?

Drug Trafficking and Money Laundering

2. What federal judge presided over Koller's trial?

Evans

3. What appellate judge wrote the decision?

Fairchild

4. What legal issues did Koller appeal?

Government acted in outrageous manner during a reverse sting
operation.

There wasn't sufficient evidence to prove money laundering.

5. What was the court's ruling?

Affirmed

4 3

Koller Court Case Exercise
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STATUTE CONSTRUCTION
EXERCISE FEEDBACK

STATUTE:

Instructor Guide

Whoever, knowingly and with intent to defraud the United States, or any agency
thereof, possesses any false, altered, forged, or counterfeited writing or
document for the purpose of enabling another to obtain from the United States,
or from any agency, officer, or agent thereof, any sum of money, shall be fined
not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

Elements of the crime:

Intent to defraud

Suspect knowingly used false documentation to get money

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

J 3

Statute Construction Exercise
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CHAPTER 3:

LENGTH:

OBJECTIVES:

INSTRUCTIONAL
A1DS/METHODS:

Instructor Guide

EVIDENCE

3 Hours

Describe the.grand jury process.

Describe the investigative tools used by the grand
jury.

Define evidence.

Distinguish among the five standards of proof.

Describe different classifications of evidence.

Determine the admissibility of evidence by
applying selected rules of evidence.

ICON LEGEND
(Those used in this lesson are highlighted)

= Li,

Q & A !

i===.1

Role Play Distribute Document Show Transparency Discussion Period Use Flip Chaut
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Do Group Exercise Refer to Textbook Use Chalkboard Do Individual Exercise
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STUDENT
WORKBOOK:

INSTRUCTIONAL
EQUIPMENT:

INSTRUCTOR
REFERENCES:

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Instructor Guide

Chapter 3 - List of Transparencies
1. Grand Jury Function
2. Grand Jury Background Information
3. Grand Jury Tools
4. Subpoena
5. Immunity
6. Role of the Financial Investigator
7. Evidence
8. Burden of Proof
9. Types of Evidence

10. Relevancy and Competency
11. Privileged Communication
12. Hearsay
13. Exceptions to Hearsay Rule
14. Chain of Custody
15. Best Evidence and Requirement of Original

Chapter 3 - Workbook Contents
Identifying Evidence Exercise
Admissibility of Evidence Exercise

Overhead projector

Financial Investigations...A Financial Approach to
Detecting and Resolving Crimes

3-2 Chapter 3 Evidence



Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

Use a transition statement from I. INTRODUCTION
the previous chapter.

A. Attention Getter/Motivator

Example: The Perry Mason trial scenes
from television often used the phrase,
"Your Honor, we will show the relevancy,
the motive and opportunity in committing
this (crime), and it will be clear...."
Getting a feel for what needs to be
collected regarding criminal evidence to
prove or disprove an allegation in a court
of law is the next step in learning about
the financial investigative process.

Refer to objectives listed on B. Objectives
page 37 in the textbook.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. Describe the grand jury
process.

2. Describe the investigative
tools used by the grand jury.

3. Define evidence.

4. Distinguish among the five
standards of proof.

5. Describe different
classifications of evidence.

6. Determine the admissibility of
evidence by applying
selected rules of evidence.
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Instructor Guide

OPTIONAL: Use a U.S. Attorney
or Law School professor as a
guest speaker.

1. Grand Jury Function

2. Grand Jury Background
information

3. Grand Jury Tools

4. Subpoena

Inform the students that the use
of a subpoena In financial
investigations Is discussed
more in Chapter 10.

5. Immunity

Refer to the textbook on pages
39 and 40 for a discussion of
the key points on immunity.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

II. GRAND JURY PROCESS

A. Function of the Grand Jury

B. Tools of the Grand Jury

3-4

1. Subpoena Requires witness
to appear to provide
testimony

2. Immunity

a. Granted to convince
witness to provide
testimony

b. Formal and informal

Chapter 3 Evidence
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Instructor Guide

6. Role of the Financial
investigator

7. Evidence

Use the definition stated in the
textbook on page 42.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

C. Role of the Financial Investigator

III. DEFINITION AND FUNCTION OF
EVIDENCE

A. Definition Anything that bears on
the truth on the matter

B. Function Used to prove elements
of the crime

`4.
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Instructor Notes Presentation

8. Burden of Proof

Refer to each Rem on the
Lansparency as discussed.

Explain to the students that the
standards of proof equal what is
commonly referred to as the
"burden of proof."

IV. IDENTIFYING STANDARDS OF PROOF

A. Beyond Reasonable Doubt

Refer to the definition in the 1. Definition
textbook on page 42.

a. Degree of certainty
that a person has in
accomplishing or
transacting the more
important concerns of
your life

b. Must be proven in
criminal cases

Use the example in the textbook 2. Example: Crossing the street
on page 43.

Refer to the definition In the
textbook on page 43.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

B. Preponderance of Evidence

1 Definition

a. Evidence which
inclines an impartial
mind to one side
rather than the other

b. Used in civil case trials

3.6 Chapter 3. Evideme
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Use the example in the textbook 2. Example: Lawsuit
on page 44.

Use the chalkboard to illustrate
scale showing the weight of
justice being tipped to one side.

Refer to page 44 in the
textbook.

Refer to the definition in the
textbook on page 45.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

"Scale of Justice" analogy

C. Clear and Convincing Evidence
not as strong as beyond reasonable
doubt but more than a mere
preponderance

D. Probable Cause

1. Definition All the facts and
circumstances within the
knowledge of investigator
about criminal activity that is
considered reasonable and
trustworthy

2. Use Basis for arrest and
search warrant

a. Arrest Sufficient to
cause a reasonable
person to believe John
Doe committed a
particular crime

b. Search Warrant
Sufficient to cause a
reasonable person to
believe that evidence/
contraband/fruit of
crime exists at a
particular place

4:4 J
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Instructor Notes Presentation

9. Types of Evidence

Refer to each item on the
transparency as discussed.

E. Suspicious Situation Detainment
for the purpose of questioning
person permissible for investigative
purposes if there exists "suspicion"

V. CLASSIFICATIONS OF EVIDENCE

Refer to page 46 in the A. Direct
textbook.

1. Definition Goes to precise
point of issue

2. Example: "I was with Joe
when Joe and Bob discussed
bribe and Bob gave Joe the
bribe money."

Refer to page 46 In the B. Circumstantial
textbook.

1. Definition - Establishes
related facts which create
inferences about the point at
issue

A 0 0
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Instructor Notes Presentation

2. Example:
a. "I saw Joe and Bob"
b. "Bob told my

answering machine
that Joe is bought and
paid for."

c. Bob cashed a $5,000
business check

d. Joe made a $4,500
cash deposit

Refer to page 47 in the C. Real Evidence
textbook.

1. Evidence that is tangible; it
can be presented to the jury
for inspection

2. Examples: Gun, money,
canceled check, car

Refer to page 47 in the D. Documentary
textbook.

1. Writings--
Must be introduced by a
witness who can testify to
existence and authenticity

2. Examples: Letters, contracts,
"drug notes"

Refer to page 47 in the E. Testimonial
textbook.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. Testimony by witness under
oath about what witness saw,
heard, smelled, tasted and
knows

Chapter 3 Evidence
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Refer to page 47 in the F. Judicial Notice
textbook.

Have students work together In
teams. Refer students to the
Student Workbook, page 3-2, for
Identifying Evidence Exercise.
Have the students read the
exercise. Clarify any questions
before beginning. Exercise may
be given as an out-of-of class
assignment which students
would work through
individually.

-
Upon completion of exercise,
distribute exercise feedback
sheets. See Appendix, page A3-
2. Discuss exercise.

OPTIONAL: Chapter 10
Includes a section on
recovering evidence from trash
along with an activity entitled
"Trash Exercise." This
information may be addressed
at this point In the course if
desired.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. Well known fact

2. Example: "Saturday was
September 19."

G. Group Exercise: Identifying
Evidence
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Instructor Notes Presentation

10. Relevancy and Competency

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

VI. RULES OF EVIDENCE AND THEIR
APPLICATIONS

A. Purpose Rules must be followed
so evidence discovered during the
investigation is admissible in a court
of law.

B. Relevancy and Competency (Rule
401)

3 11

1. Definitions

a. Relevant Bears on
question

b. Competent Credible,
reliant, competent and
presented by qualified
witness

Chapter 3 Evidence
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instructor Notes Presentation

Refer to items in the textbook
on page 49.

11. Privileged Communication

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

2. Facts considered relevant

a. Crime motive

b. Defendant's ability to
commit crime

c. Opportunity to commit
crime

d. Threats by suspect

e. Means by which to
commit offense

f. Physical evidence at
crime scene linking
suspect to crime

g. Suspect's comments
and conduct at arrest

h. Attempt to conceal or
destroy evidence

I. Valid confession

C. Privileged Communications (Rule
501)

1. Definition One who has
information cannot divulge
information without consent
of third party
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Instructor Guide

Discuss how each of these
relationships can claim
privileged communications.
Refer to the textbook pages 50
through 52.

The Appendix, page A3-3,
contains a newspaper article
pertaining to the attorney-client
privileged communication
relationship.

12. Hearsay

Diagram relationship of parties
involved in Hearsay situation.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

2. Parties Claiming Privileged
Relationship

a. Attorney

b. Husband/Wife

c. Clergyman/Penitent

d. Physician/Patient

e. Accountant/Client

f. Law Enforcement
Officer/Informant

D. Hearsay (Rule 801)

1. Definition

a. Does not come from
personal knowledge of
the declarant but from
what you have heard
about declarant from
others

b. What someone (A)
overheard another
person (B) tell a third
person (C)

OR
What someone (A) is
told by another person
(B) about a third
person (C)

3-13 Chapter 3. Evidence
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Instructor Guide

13. Exceptions to Hearsay Rule

Refer to each Hem on the
transparency as discussed.
Discuss how each is an
exception to the hearsay rule.
Information on exceptions is
located on pages 52 and 53 in
the textbook.

The Appendix, page A3-4,
contains a newspaper article
elaborating on "expert
testimony."

14. Chain of Custody

Refer to textbook page 55.

2. Exceptions

a. Valid Confessions/
Tacit Admission

b. Prior Statements

c. Res gestae Statement/
Excited Utterance

d. Dying Declaration

e. Official Record Rule

f. Shop Book Rule
Custodian of Records

Expert Testimonyg.

E. Chain of Custody (Rule 901 (a))

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 3-14

1. Definition - Marked, identified
and handled correctly to
maintain original condition

2. Requirement

a. Acquisition by
Investigator

b. Handled by
Investigator

Chapter 3 Evidence
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Instructor Guide

15. Best Evidence and
Requirement of Original

Refer to textbook page 56.

Have students work together in
teams. Refer students to
Student Workbook, page 3-3, for
Admissibility of Evidence
Exercise. Have the students
read the exercise. Clarify any
questions before beginning.

Exercise may be given as an
out-of-class assignment which
students would work through
individually.

Upon completion of exercise,
distribute exercise feedback
sheets. See Appendix, page
A3-5. Discuss exercise.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Best Evidence and Requirement of
Original

1. Best Evidence Actual
document

2. Secondary Evidence
Testimony of witnesses or a
copy of the writing

3. Majority Rules

G. Group Exercise: Admissibility of
Evidence

c I LI
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Instructor Guide

Q BEA

fl
Have students complete
questions individually or work
In teams.

H. Textbook Review Questions (pages
58 through 61)

VII. SUMMARY

Summarize the objectives A. Restate Chapter Objectives
addressed In this chapter.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. Describe the grand jury
process.

2. Describe the investigative
tools used by the grand jury.

3. Define evidence.

4. Distinguish among the five
standards of proof.

5. Describe different
classifications of evidence.

6. Determine the admissibility of
evidence by applying
selected rules of evidence.
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Instructor Notes Presentation

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

B. Tie-In to Next Chapter

Example: In this chapter, we learned what
evidence is and how evidence can be
used in a court of iaw. Once this is
known, the investigator is ready to collect
the evidence needed. The next chapter,
"Sources of Information" addresses where
the investigator can look for the evidence
needed.

I
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APPENDIX

Chapter 3: Evidence
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IDENTIFYING EVIDENCE
EXERCISE FEEDBACK SHEET

The following is a list of possible evidence that could be collected and how it
could be used to prove Jones purchased the vehicle.

1. Copy of dealer jacket and its contents. This could be used to show that
an automobile was in fact purchased and the VIN number will establish
that this is the vehicle in question.

2. All receipts for funds received by the dealership in reference to this
vehicle. The receipts will show from whom they were received.

3. Vehicle registration request. This will establish in whose.name the
vehicle is registered.

4. Invoices. The invoices will show who originally ordered or negotiated the
deal.

5. Conduct an interview with any salesperson or management personnel
who may have knowledge of the deal. These individuals may be able to
reveal the identities of people who actually negotiated the deal. Jones
may have negotiated this deal and requested that the vehicle be placed
in his girlfriend's name.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Identifying Evidence Exercise
A3.2 Chapter 3 Evidence
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Instructor Guide
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IDENTIFYING EVIDENCE
EXERCISE FEEDBACK SHEET

The following is a list of possible evidence that could be collected and how it
could be used to prove Jones purchased the vehicle.

1. Copy of dealer jacket and its contents. This could be used to show that
an automobile was in fact purchased and the VIN number will establish
that this is the vehicle in question.

2. All receipts for funds received by the dealership in reference to this
vehicle. The receipts will show from whom they were received.

3. Vehicle registration request. This will establish in whose name the
vehicle is registered.

4. Invoices. The invoices will show who originally ordered or negotiated the
deal.

5. Conduct an interview with any salesperson or management personnel
who may have knowledge of the deal. These individuals may be able to
reveal the identities of people who actually negotiated the deal. Jones
may have negotiated this deal and requested that the vehicle be placed
in his girlfriend's name.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Identifying Evidence Exercise
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I.R.C. § 50501 - No Attorney -
Client Privilege In

Fee Information

In United States v. Leventhal, 961 F.2d 936 (1Ith Cir. 1992),
the government appealed a district court order enforcing only part of an
I.R.S. summons. The summons was issued to an attorney requesting
information omitted from two Form 8300s. The attorney filed the Forms
8300 indicating the amo t.. it of the fee he had received, but failed to
complete parts I and 11 of the Form, which request identifying
information such as the type of transaction involved, names and social
security numbers. The attorney argued that the information was protected
under the attorney client privilege and that the constraints of the State Bar
prohibited him from compliance. The district court issued an order to
produce some but not all the information. The court did enforce that
portion of the summons requesting the names of the individuals involved
in the transaction, hut not the individuals involved in the transaction, but
not the social security numbers or the description of the transaction. The
district court also inserted language in its order noting that the attorney
acted properly in refusing to comply.

On appeal the Eleventh Circuit vacated the order and remanded
the matter to the district court for enforcement. The Circuit found that
the attorney failed to carry his burden of proof that the summons should
not he enforced, in particular that the requested information violated the
attorney client privilege. The Eleventh Circuit followed the rationale
articulated in the decision of United States v. Goldberger & Dubin, P.C.,
935 F.2d 501 (2d Cir. 1991). Thus, the court noted that fee information
does not implicate the attorney client privilege. Moreover, the last link
exception did not apply since the clients involved were already under
indictment and their identities were already known to the prosecutors.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. 0
Privileged Communication Newspaper Article
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Do experts really know?

Court weighs trial
testimony

By Aaron Epstein
Knight-Ridder Newspapers

WASHINGTON For years,
juries have been accused of often
awarding personal injury damages
based on invalid scientific
testimony commonly known as
"junk science."

And in increasing numbers of
cases, federal appeals courts have
responded by dismissing claims of
injured people on grounds that their
experts were unreliable.

On Tuesday. the Supreme Court
agreed to resolve the potentially far-
reaching question of just how
reliable scientific evidence must be
before a jury is allowed to hear it.

The court's answer, expected in
the spring, could affect thousands
of cases in which scientific
evidence is necessary to prove an
element of ar injured person's
claim.

The justices will consider one of
more than 2,000 lawsuits alleging
that birth defects were caused by
Bendectin, an anti-nausea drug
prescribed for pregnant women to
prevent morning sickness.

More than 33 million women in
21 countries used Bendectin
between 1957 and 1983, when a
flood of suits led Merrell Dow
Pharmaceutical to withdraw the
drug from the market. The
company has cited studies that
found a lack of scientific evidence
linking Bendectin to birth defects.

In the case to he reviewed by
the Supreme Court, two lower
courts barred the testimony of
experts hired by the parents of two
San Diego children horn with birth
detCcts.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

'he experts had re-examined
data from earlier studies and
concluded that Bendectin had
caused the defects in the limbs of
the children, Jason Daubert, now
19, and Eric Schuller, now 11.

Judge Alex Kusinski, writing for
the U.S. Court of Appeals in

California. concluded that the
experts' opinions were too
unreliable to be submitted to a jury.
These analyses were unpublished.
not subjected to the normal peer-
review process, and generated
solely for use in litigation."
Kosinski stud.

In appealing to the Supreme
Court. lawyers for the injured
children assailed the appeal court's
"bizarre publish-or-perish edict for
expert testimony" as "bad law and
had science."

The lawyers said it was "a
blatant abuse of judicial power" to
require that expert opinions be
reviewed by scientists and
published in journals before they
can be presented at trial.

One of the children's lawyers.
Barry Nace. said "the restrictive
approach is confined to the federal
system. We bring the same cases
into the state courts and have no
problem getting to the jury."

Richard Willard. who attacked
"junk science" when he was a
Justice Department official in the
Reagan administration, said Weral
courts are increasingly recognizing
that "juries are not in the hest
position to separate bogus theories
from those that have legitimate
scientific support.

Reprimed ht. permission: Tribune
Media Services

Expert Testimony Newspaper Article
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ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE
EXERCISE FEEDBACK SHEET

What was the main reason for the appeal in this case by Kramer?

Kramer felt that his 4th Amendment rights were violated when the police collected
evidence used in the case against him for drug trafficking. He felt the police violated
his rights by trespassing when they collected evidence from the trash put by the
roadside in front of his house. He motioned to suppress the records claiming the
pickup was unlawful.

What was the final ruling by the court in regards to the admissibility of the evidence?

Court denied post-trial motion. It was stated that the 4th amendment protects at least
three possible interests of individuals--(1) the right of peace and quiet, (2) the right of
not being subject to public scrutiny and (3) the person's interest in public esteem. The
alleged trespassing did not infringe on any of these three points.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Admissibility of Evidence Exercise
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CHAPTER 4: SOURCES OF INFORMATION

LENGTH: 3 Hours

OBJECTIVES: Discuss what factors influence the selection of a
suspect to target in an investigation.

Identify appropriate sources to obtain specific
information.

Analyze financial records for leads.

INSTRUCTIONAL
METHODS/AIDS:

ICON LEGEND
(Those used in this lesson are highlighted)

Q &A.
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Role Play Distribute Document Show Transparency Discussion Period Use Flip Chart
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Do Group Exercise Refer to Textbook Use Chalkboard Do Individual Exercise
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WORKBOOK:

INSTRUCTIONAL
EQUIPMENT:

INSTR' ICTOR
REFERENCES:

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Instructor Guide

Chapter 4 List of Trans arencies
1. Questions Facing Investigator
2. Information is Key to Successful

Financial Investigations
3. Initiating the Investigation
4. Sources of Information
5. Public Records
6. Business Records
7. Closing Statement
8. Application for Certificate of Title and Registration
9. Certificate of Record Copy
10. Government Records

Chapter 4 Workbook Contents
Sources of Information Public Records
George Chapman Embezzlement Case Exercise
Mary and John Crook Investigation Exercise Part I

Overhead Projector

Financial Investigations...A Financial Approach to
Detecting and Resolving Crimes
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Use transition statement from I. INTRODUCTION
previous cheptee.

1. Questions Facing Investigator

2. Information is Key to
Successful Anancial
Investigations

A. Attention Getter/Motivator

Example: When performing an
investigation, every investigator is faced
with these two questions--

Where should I look for
information?
What should I be looking for?

It is importanti that the financial
investigator knows where to go to get
the intormation needed to proceed with
the investigation. Information is the key
to a successful financial investigation.

Refer to the objectives on page B. Objectives
64 in the textbook.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 4 J

1. Discuss what factors
influence the selection of a
suspect to target in an
investigation.

2. Identify appropriate sources
to obtain specific
information.

3. Analyze financial records for
leads.

Chapter 4 Sources of Information
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Instructor Notes Presentation

3. Inn 'sting the investigation

Refer to items as discussed.

II. PROCESS OF INITIATING A FINANCIAL
INVESTIGATION

A. Targeting a Suspect

1. Resource considerations

a. Time devoted to
investigation versus
probability of success

b. Low-level versus high-
level suspects

2. Emotional considerations

a. Impact of accusation
on suspect

b. Likelihood of
successful prosecution

B. Contacting Suspect

1. Identify essence of
allegations and facts
surrounding case.
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Instructor Notes Presentation

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

2. Approach suspect with
professionalism.

a. Ask for information
instead of demanding
it.

Example: Would it be
possible for me to look at
your financial documents?

b. Consider rights of
suspect for privacy.

Example: Constitution
protects the rights of
individuals suspects do not
have to provide information.

C. Other Considerations in the
Investigation

1. Anyone Can Be a Source of
lnformation--Ex-spouses,
friends and acquaintances of
suspect and business
associates.

2. Go to the Source--Legal
custodian of the records can
provide investigator with
information.

3. Have Authority--Follow legal
requirements for obtaining
information based on
statutory authority.
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4. Sources of information

Inform students that this
chapter addresses the first
three items on the transparency.
Chapter 5 addresses
information available through
financial institutions and
Chapter 10 covers Information
on informants.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

III. OVERVIEW OF THE SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

A. Public Records

1. Use of public records

a. Establish leads

Example: Records often provide
information on the location of
witnesses or identify property that
the suspect owns.

b. Corroborate or dispute
the testimony of the
suspect or other
witness
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5. Public Records

Refer to each item on the list as
discussed. A summary of the
types of information available
through public records is
included in the Student
Workbook on pages 4-2 and 4-3.

Refer to the textbook on page
71 for other sources of
information.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

2. Types of public records

a. Real Estate

b. Partnership

c. Trusts

d. Assumed Name
Indexes

e. Better Business
Bureau

C. r

4-7

f. Chamber of
Cornmerce

g. Uniform Commercial
Code Filings (UCC)

h. Court Records

Other records

Chapter 4 Sources of Information
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Instructor Notes Presentation

6. Business Records

Work through the example in
the textbook on pages 72
through 76 on how real estate
records can be used to help
during an investigation.

7. Closing Statement

Use the transparency to explain
the a.c.iysis of the figures from
the real estate transaction.

Discuss the list of information
items located in the textbook on
page 75 that can be obtained
from real estate transactions.

B. Business Records

1. Real estate purchase
example

1.4 0
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8. Application for Certificate of
Title and Registration

Indicate that Vehicle
identification Number and
lienholder information is on
form.

9. Certificate of Record Copy

Indicate that the form
summarizes all vehicle
ownership information. Stress
that each state may have a
different format for providing
this information.

Discuss information items listed
in the textbook on page 76 that
are available through
automobile dealerships.

==

Refer to Appendix A in the
textbook page 369. Have
students review sources listed.

Encourage students to share
any ideas on other sources of
information that may be
available.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

2. Vehicle purchase example

a. Vehicle Ownership and
Lien information

b. Automobile dealership
information

3. Other business records

IA C,
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Have students work together in
teams. Refer students to the
Student Woricbook, page 4-4, for
the George Chapman
Embezzlement Case. Explain to
the students that this exercise
will help them see the process
of how sources of information
can be used to answer
questions. Have the students
read the exercise. Clarify any
questions before beginning.

Exercise may be given as an
out-of-class assignment which
students would work through
individually.

Upon completion of exercise,
distribute exercise feedback
sheets. See Appendix, page A4-
2. Discuss exercise.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

4. Group exercise: George
Chapman Embezzlement
Case

C. Government Records

1. Use of government records

a. Available at local, state
and federal
government level

b. Must follow agencies
procedures for
obtaining information

.4;
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10. Government Records

Refer to each Item as
discussed.

Discuss each agency's function
and location as provided on
pages 77 and 78 in the
textbook.

Refer students to Appendix A in
the textbook for other
government agencies.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

2. Types of government records

a. National Crime
Information Center
(NCIC)

b. National Law
Enforcement
Telecommunications
System

c. El Paso Intelligence
Center (EPIC)

d. International Criminal
Police Organization
(Interpol)

e. IRS National Computer
Center

j
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Have students work together in
teams. Refer students to the
Student Workbook, page 4-15,
for Mary and John Crook
investigation Exercise - Part I.
Explain to the students that this
exercise is a case that will be
continued in other chapters
(Chapters 6, 7, and 10). Have
the students read the exercise.
Clarify any questions before
beginning.

Exercise may be given as an
out-of-class assignment which
students would work through
individually.

Upon completion of exercise,
distribute exercise feedback
sheets. See Appendix, page
A4-6. Discuss exercise.

Q & A

Have students complete
questions individually or work
in teams.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

D. Group Exercise: John and Mary
Crook Investigation Part I

E. Textbook Review Questions (pages
80 and 81)
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IV. SUMMARY

Summarize the objectives A. Restate Objectives
addressed in this chapter.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. Discuss what factors
influence the selection of a
suspect to target in an
investigation.

2. Identify appropriate sources
to obtain specific information.

3. Analyze financial records for
leads.

B. Tie-in to Next Chapter

Example: An essential part of
financial investigation is
understanding what information is
available and where to find it in
public, business, and government
records. In the next chapter,
"Financial Institutions as Sources of
Information," we will continue to
explore another source of
information available to the financial
investigator--financial institution
records.
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GEORGE CHAPMAN EMBEZZLEMENT CASE
EXERCISE FEEDBACK SHEET

PART I - GEORGE CHAPMAN INTERVIEW

What information needs to be verified from the interview?

The main item that needs to be verified is--

Was, in fact, the money from the sale of the old residence used to purchase
the cottage and boat?

Knowing this piece of information will determine whether or not the suspect
lied.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

4-;
George Chapman Embezzlement Case
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PART II SEARCH OF PUBLIC RECORDS

DOCUMENT INFORMATION FROM DOCUMENT

Document # 1528537 Warranty Deed for purchase of former residence

No purchase price listed

Transfer fee paid $44.00

Document # 1528538 Mortgage for Chapmans' former residence

Mr. and Mrs. Chapman borrowed $41,100 to
purchase the residence

Document # 2057172 Warranty Deed for purchase of lot where new
residence is located

Transfer fee paid $92.70

Deed for lot because:

Statement "This is not homestead
property"

Price Cost of lot determined by dividing
transfer fee by the fee rate (After January
1, 1980, fee rate was $3.00 per
thousand.)

Document # 2057173 Chapman's new mortgage

Document # 2057174 Accepted proposal for construction of a new
residence for the Chapmans executed on 12/1/87

Document # 2068393 Warranty Deed for the Chapmans' sale of their
old residence on 2/26/88

Transfer fee paid $219.00

Document # 2071138 Satisfaction of Mortgage for the Chapmans'
mortgage of 7/18/77 Document # 1528538

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS / 'A4 3
George Chapman Embezzlement Case
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PART III EVALUATE FINDINGS

Step 1: Determine Proceeds from Sale of Old Residence

Sale Price of Old Residence
Less Balance of Mortgage:

Original Mortgage
Less approximately
one quarter paid

Balance of old Mortgage
Proceeds from Sale

$41,100

10 100*

Instructor Guide

$73,000

(31,000)
$42 000

A 30-year mortgage, such as this, calls for mostly interest payments in the
early years, and mostly principal payments in the later years. Your best
estimate is that the first 10 years of the 30, Chapman probably paid about
one-fourth of the principal.

Step 2: Determine Cost of New Residence

Cost of Lot for New Home $ 30,900
Plus: Building Contract Price 149,000

Cost of New Residence $179,900

Step 3: Determine Cash Invested in New Residence

Cost of New Residence
Less: Amount of New Mortgage

Cash Invested in New Residence

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

$179,900
122 000

$ 57 900

George Chapman Embezzlement Case
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Step 4: Summarize Findings

Analysis: Since Chapman's sale of his old residence generated
$42,000 and he paid $58,000 cash to purchase the lot and build his
new residence, none of the $42,000 from the sale of the old
residence was left over for the speedboat and cottage. In fact, since
he spent ($58,000 less $42,000) $16,000 more than the cash
proceeds from the sale of his old residence, plus the $42,000 for the
boat and cottage, and "stole" $30,000 from the Widow Jones, you
know one thing and strongly suspect a second thing.

Fact You know Chapman lied about where the money for the
cottage and the powerboat came from, because he put all the "sale
proceeds" towards buying the lot and building.his new house on it.

Theory You strongly suspect there are more victims "out there"
besides the Widow Jones, because Chapman spent:

Cottage Down Payment $12,500
Powerboat Purchase 29,500
Cash down on new house 57,900

Total expenditures $99 900

Chapman only had the following money available that you have been
able to find so far:

Proceeds from sale of old house
Theft from Widow Jones

$42,000
30 000

Total funds available $72 000

Thus, somewhere there is another victim waiting to be found because:

Chapman's expenditures
Less: Chapman's funds available

$99,900
72 000

Total expenditures above the known funds available $27 900

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS A4-5
George Chapman Embezzlement Case
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MARY AND JOHN CROOK INVESTIGATION - PART I
EXERCISE FEEDBACK SHEET

List some of the things the financial investigator might do to begin this
investigation.

Note: Student responses may vary. The following list provides some
suggested ideas. Students may provide more.

Contact suspects for interview

Contact local police department Determine if suspects have any
criminal records

Go to local courthouse Check real estate records for property
ownership

Contact Telephone Company Check to see if calls made provide any
leads

Contact responsible investigative drug enforcement units See if they
have any information on suspects

Garbage pickup services Check for any leads

Interview jewelry store personnel
customer account

Go to Division of Motor Vehicles
information

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Any leads about suspects and their

Check vehicle ownership and lien

Mary and John Crook Investigation Exercise
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4110 CHAPTER 5: FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AS SOURCES OF
INFORMATION

LENGTH: 5 Hours

OBJECTIVES:

INSTRUCTIONAL
AIDS/METHODS:

Instructor Guide

Describe terms related to banking and brokerage
firms.

State what records are available from banks and
brokerage houses.

Analyze bank and brokerage firm records.

State what information is available from Western
Union and casinos.

ICON LEGEND
(Those used in this lesson are highlighted)

F---..,-Li

,..-.±...-_,,- Q&A
._

--t-

:_._._____
I___-7---_7i

Role Play Distribute Document Show Transparency Discussion Use Flip Chart

Do Group Exercise Refer to Textbook Use Chalkboard Do Individual Exercise

t
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STUDENT
WORKBOOK:

INSTRUCTIONAL
EQUIPMENT:

INSTRUCTOR
REFERENCES:

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Instructor Guide

Chapter 5 - List of Transparencies
1. Banks as a Source of Information
2. Types of Bank Transactions
3. Signature Card (Front)
4. Signature Card (Back)
5. Checking Account Summary
6. Source and Disposition of Deposits
7. Deposit Ticket
8. Bank Operations
9. Proof Numbers

10. MICR Encoding
11. Currency Transaction Report
12. Check Front
13. Check Back
14. Cashed Code
15. Check Analysis
16. Credit and Debit Memo
17. Loan Application
18. Cashier's Check
19. Source and Disposition of Bank Checks
20. Lease of Safe-Deposit Box
21. Securities
22. Commodities
23. Brokerage Account Application
24. Customer Account Card
25. Brokerage Account Statement
26. Western Union
27. Currency Transaction Report by Casinos

Chapter 5 - Workbook Contents
Summary of Bank Document Information
Bank Document Request List
Loan Application Form
Safe Deposit Box Lease Form
Bank Reconciliation Exercise

Overhead Projector

Textbook: Financial Investigations...A FinanciLl Approach
to Detecting and Resolving Crimes

t.- j
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Instructor Notes Presentation

I. INTRODUCTION

Use a transition statement from A. Attention Getter/Motivator
previous chapter instruction.

Refer to the objectives listed on
page 84 in the textbook.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Example: Chapman, the drug dealer,
admitted he bought a cottage and boat.
How? He said he bought it with proceeds
from sale of House A. We trace the
acquisition and disposition of the property
by financial papers. We prove he lied!

B. Objectives

1. Describe terms related to
banking and brokerage firms.

2. State what records are
available from banks and
brokerage houses.

3. Analyze bank and brokerage
firm records.

4. State what information is
available from Western Union
and casinos.
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Use bank record terminology on
page 83 in the textbook.

1. Banks as a Source of
Information

2. Types of Bank Transactions

NOTE: This transparency is
used again in Section IV - A.

Give brief overview of items
listed.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

II. INTRODUCTION TO BANKING

A. Importance of Bank Records

1. Definition of bank records

2. How investigator uses bank
records

B. Types of Bank Transactions

1. Account

2. Non-account

r
t.) U
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3. Signature Card (Front)

4. Iignature Card (Back)

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

III. INVESTIGATING BANK ACCOUNT
TRANSACTIONS

A. Opening an Account

1. Documents involved
(Signature Card)

a. Every account has one

b. Different forms for
each type of account

2. Information available to the
Investigator

a. Account owner's
address, occupation
employer, date/place
of birth, and social
security number

b. Leads to other
witnesses or unknown
co-conspirators

Example: Suspect may be using
Mother's maiden name as alias.

c. Sample of owner's
handwriting
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Instructor Guide

5. Checking Account Summary

Discuss the entries on the
sample statement. Emphasize
that the format of statements
will vary but should contain
similar information.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

B. Recording Account Transactions

1. Documents involved (Bank
Statement)

a. Computers reconcile
accounts daily

b. Statement shows view
of all transactions
"Gold Mine for
Investigator"

c. Get all statements
during criminal activity
period

2. Information available to
investigator

a. Indications of high
balances/large
deposits/large checks
in relation to income

b. Timing of deposits
related to illegal acts
like bribes, kickbacks

c. Indications of
unusually large
deposits/round
numbers/ repetitive
deposits that don't
correlate to legitimate
income

t.)
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Q &A

Have students locate items on
the sample bank statement that
might need further
investigation. Use transparency
#5 during discussion.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

d. Absences of "normal
activity"

Example: Cash deposits made the
day before checks written for
mortgage/utilities may indicate
suspect has other account or
suspect deals mostly in currency.

Q. What bank statement item(s) would
you follow up on?

A. $6,750 Deposit
Round number
Need to trace source

C. Depositing Funds to an Account

1. Documents involved
(Deposit Tickets and Bank
Microfilm).

a. Deposit tickets provide
source of deposit
information.

b. Actual deposit items
are not kept by bank
but are copied on
microfilm.

r-
td .1
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6. Source and Disposition of
Deposits

7. Deposit Ticket

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

c. Microfilm can be used
as evidence in
investigation.
"Shop Book Rule"
allows custodian of
bank record to testify
as to the meaning of
records.

d. Must trace flow of
deposit money in both
directions source and
disposition.

2. Information available to
investigator (Deposit Tickets
and other Deposit Items)

a. Source of cash or
check provides leads
to witnesses

b. Photograph of person
making deposit
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Refer to sample deposit ticket
while discussing Benidect
deposit.

Q &A
Have students develop ideas on
following the leads presented in
the example.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Example: Benidect Deposit
(Additional Scenario Information)
Benidect is a union official with a
take-home salary of $1,645.97
every two weeks. Where did
Benidect get the $4,500 cash and
$2,250 check? Reviewing the bank
microfilm provided these leads: (1)
$2,250 in traveler's checks were
purchased by Corporation A and
cashed by Benidect. (2) A cashier's
check to Benidect purchased by
owner of Brown Building with a
business check. (3) Payroll check
from Corporation B to "Joe Blow"
endorsed over to Benidect and
deposited by Benidect.

HOW TO HANDLE LEADS?
Corporation A: How was traveler's
check treated in books? Who
purchased check? Interview person.
Who made book entries? Interview
person.
Brown Building: Interview person
who wrote check.
Corporation B: Does Joe Blow
exist? Who did payroll check?

SCENARIO POINT: It appears
Benidect could be extorting money
from businesses to ensure "no
strikes."

t.)
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8. Bank Operations

NOTE: This transparency Is
used again with next item - 4.
Collection.

Refer to each Item on the
diagram as discussed.

OPTIONAL: Use guest lecturer
from bank to present the bank
operation system.

3. Deposit system

(Customer Presents Deposit
Items)

a. Videotaping of
transactions evidence
(Tape availability is
limited to 30-90 days
because tapes are
commonly reused.)

b. Handwriting evidence

c. Testimony of teller
evidence

(Transaction Entry Points)

d. Teller, cash service
department, intra-
account transactions
or electronic transfers
between financial
institutions are entry
points.

e. Difficult to trace
currency once in
system. Ranks
hopefully separate
currency in question
before depositing.

(Proof Department)

f. Proof process critical
to retrieving
documents (sources of
information, leads,
evidence)
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9. Proof Numbers

10. MICR Encoding

Explain number system.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

9. Proof numbers (way
documents are located
and linked to each
other)

h. Magnetic Ink
Character Recognition
(MICR) Encoding
(High-speed computer
processing)

Micro-filming

(1) Related items
are filmed in
sequence of
receipt (deposit
ticket, cash-in
slip, checks
both sides).

(2) Filmed by teller
(teller #1
transactions,
teller #2 etc.).
Note: Older
system's filming
may not be
sequential.

(3) Everything
except currency
is micro-filmed.

tJ I
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11. Currency Transaction Report

Show report form on
transparency OR

PEE
Refer to sample form In text on
page 93.

u

(4) Currency
transactions
over $10,000
must have
Currency
Transaction
Report on file.
Exception:
Businesses
which normally
have heavy
currency
deposits.

Example: Grocery
store with $100,000
per weekend
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Q &A

8. Bank Operations

NOTE: This transparency was
used in the discussion of the
previous ttem - 3. Oepostt
Systems.

Use transparency to explain
bank collection process. Start
wtth ttems shown on right and
work towards the left of the
transparency.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

4. Collection

Q. How does the bank get the
money that is now credited to
the account to which it was
deposited?

A. Depends upon "Bank of
Deposits" relationship to
"Bank of Origins"

a. Routing items to get
paid

Example Scenario: I deposit
a $100 check from Bill
Steckel. My account is
credited for $100. My bank
doesn't have the $100. My
bank has to collect the $100
from Bill's Bank. Then Bill's
bank subtracts the $100 from
Bill's account and sends Bill
the "canceled check" with the
statement.

b. Bookkeeping
department

Example: I transfer $100
from checking to savings.
Only requires internal
"transfer" (INTERNAL)

Example: I deposit a $100
check from Bill. Both of us
have our accounts at the
same bank (ON-US)

c. Clearinghouse bank

Example: I deposit a $100
traveler's check from Bill. He
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FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

d. Correspondent Bank
Federal Reserve Bank (FRB)

Example: I deposit a $100
traveler's check from Bill.
American Express bank is
Wells Fargo Bank at San
Francisco (TRANSIT ITEM).
It may go through FRB in St.
Paul to FRB in San Francisco
to Wells Fargo Bank in San
Francisco.

D. Withdrawing Funds from an Account

1. Information on a check

a. Every check has at
least one lead - called
"Check Magic."

Example: $25 check led to a
$250,000 condominium.

b. Checks are Prima
Facie evidence.
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12. Check Front

Refer to items on check as
discussed.

Appendix B of the textbook
(pages 389 and 390) lists ABA
numbers.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

(FRONT OF CHECK)

c. ABA transit items

1st # bank of origin's
city, state or territory

2nd # bank's
identification

d. Check routing symbol

3 or 4 digits to identify
Federal Reserve
District and collection
facility

Last digit of zero
means funds paid
immediately other
digits mean deferred

e. Magnetic Ink
Character Recognition
(MICR)

Preprinted items
Post printed items

0
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13. Check Back

Refer to items on the check as
discussed.

14. Cashed Codes

15. Check Analysis

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

(BACK OF CHECK)

f. Proof numbers (relate
items together)

g. Processing dates
(should be about same
as date written)

h. Endorsement
(individual,
corporation)

i. Banks passed through
to get back to bank of
origin

(OTHER)

j. Cashed codes or teller
stamp

2. Check analysis

a. Use different sorts.

By payee, by date,
By payee, by date, by
amount
By date, by amount
By writer, by payee, by
date, by amount

b. Look for patterns and
breaks in patterns.

r
t-)
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Q &A
Have students analyze
information from checks to
answer questions.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

c. Document unusual
payees, unusual
amounts, patterns of
dates, payees,
amounts.

d. Do check analysis on
computer to
"massage" information.

Example: Benidect Check
Analysis

What amount pattern do you
see in the checks to Virginia
Power? Peaks during Jan-
Mar and July-Sept normal.
What is peculiar about the
rent checks? Need to
determine how rent was
paid cash, cashier's check,
traveler's check, someone
else paid, undisclosed 2nd
account.

E. Dealing with Special Transactions

1. Types of Transactions

Credit memo
Debit memo

t.)
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16. Credit and Debit Memo

Refer to Items as discussed.

2. Types of Bank Transactions

NOTE: This transparency was
used previously In Section II, B.
Types of Bank Transactions.

Refer to the bottom half of the
transparency showing non-
accounts. Emphasize these
items do not relate directly to
money flow In suspect's
account.

2. Transactions Involved

Examples: Debit Memo

a. Automatic loan
payment, e.g., vehicle,
mortgage or life
insurance payment

b. Transfer between
checking and savings

c. Cost of check printing

Examples: Credit Memo

d. Interest earned on
savings or checking
account

e. Automatic payroll
deposit

IV. INVESTIGATING BANK NON-ACCOUNT
TRANSACTIONS

A. Definition and Types
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As each item is discussed, list it
on the board.

17. Loan Application

B. Loans

1. Documents involved

a. Loan applications and
personal financial
statements "financial
picture"

b. Loan repayment
ledgers loan details
and payments made

c. Loan correspondence
letters, memorandums.
possible mortgage or
corporate information

2. Information available to
investigator

(Loan Application/Personal

Refer to the Sample Loan
Financial Statement)

Application form in the Student
Workbook on page 5-6. a. Leads to other assets
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(Loan Repayment Ledger)

b. Loan repayment
method

(1) Unusual
repayments

Question: Payment
not coming from
suspect's account.
Where is it coming
from?

(2) Payments
appear above
person's ability
to pay

Question: Does
suspect have
undisclosed assets or
is third party making
payments?

(3) Consistent late
payments

Question: Is suspect
in collusion with bank?
Special arrangements?

(4) Lump sum or
odd amount

Question: Where did
money come from?

c. Downpayment

Question: Where did it come
from?

u
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18. Cashier's Check

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

d. Disposition of loan
proceeds

(1) No record of
loan proceeds
going into
suspect's
account

Questions Was loan
downpayment for
undisclosed assets?
Does suspect have
other accounts?

(2) Tracing
disposition
produces leads
to money wire
transfers out of
country and
possible bank
checks

(Loan Correspondence)

e. Credit checks and
internal memorandum
produce leads to other
assets, loans, bank
accounts

C. Bank Checks (Cashier's Checks,
Certified Checks, Traveler's Checks,
and Money Orders)

1. Documents involved

a. Cashier's Check -
drawn by bank on own
funds with remitter and
payee
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19. Source and Disposition of
Bank Checks

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

b. Certified Check bank
guarantees there is
sufficient funds on
deposit

c. Money Order
negotiable instrument
issued for specific
amount (substitute for
a check)

d. Traveler's Check
internationally
redeemable check
purchased in various
denominations

2. Information available to
investigator

a. If deposited into or
withdrawn from known
account, bank "proof
system" can be used
to trace leads.

Example: Bank check
purchased with account
check. Check can be located
on microfilm and it will tell
who purchased, and
endorsement will tell where
money went.

b. If unknown account
used, then interview
bank personnel for
leads.
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Currency Transaction Report
was previously shown. Refer to
textbook on page 93 or
Transparency 11.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

c. Trace source of funds
used to purchase the
checks and the
ultimate disposition of
checks.

D. Currency Transactions

1. Limited documentation.
Amount exceeds $10,000,
then must file Currency
Transaction Report (CTR).

Example: Money laundering is
accomplished because of this
investigative limitation.

2. Information available to
investigator

a. Bank employee
testimony

b. Search of teller tape
and proof film by
date - If date of cash
transaction is known,
gather several
transactions before
and after transaction
you are interested in.
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20. Lease of Safe-Deposlt Box

Sample form shown in Student
Workbook on page 5-7.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

E. Wi re Transfers

1. Documents involved

a. Bank records of bank
of origin and bank of
destination available

b. Memo entry on
statement

2. Information available

a. Records identify the
sender, amount, date,
and recipient (leads).

F. Safe-Deposit Boxes

1. Documents involved

a. Rental agreement

b. Entry log

2. Information available

(Agreement)

a. Indicates date first
rented and identity of
renter
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FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

(Entry Log)

b. Indicates date and
times of visits, and
reports visitor identity.
May be used to
corroborate testimony
relating to receipt of
illegal currency or the
proceeds from illegal
activities.

Example: A major narcotic
sale by suspect may relate to
same date as visit to safe-
deposit box.

G. Bank Credit Card

1. Documents involved

a. Charge slips

b. Repayment information

2. Information Available to the
Investigator

Leads to purchases of
jewelry, cars, furs

H. Obtaining Financial Records from a
Bank

1. Procedures

a. Consider obtaining
records from suspect.

t.)
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Refer to the Student Workbook,
pages 5-4 and 5-5, for a listing
of bank records available.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

b. Banks cannot provide
access to an account
unless legally
compelled to do so.
Based on the Bank
Secrecy Act and the
Right to Financial
Privacy Provisions of
Federal law. Legal
compulsion is in the
form of subpoenas,
summonses, or court
orders.

c. Banks can inform
Government of
relevant information in
account.

d. Retrieval of records is
costly and time
consuming.
Investigator must
properly select
documents needed.

2. Maintenance of records

a. 5 years - Checking/
Savings Account
Records including:
signature card,
statements, ledger
cards or deposit/
withdrawal records,
copies of both sides of
customer checks, bank
draft money orders
and cashier's checks
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Refer students to the Student
Workbook, page 5-8, for Bank
Reconciliation Exercise. Explain
to the students that this
exercise will help them see the
relationship of several of the
bank documents. Have the
students read the exercise.
Clarify any questions before
beginning. A summary of some
of the bank document
information discussed is
included in the Student
Workbook on pages 5-2 and 5-3.
Exercise may be given as an
out-of-class assignment.

Upon completion of exercise,
distribute exercise feedback
sheets. See Appendix, page A5-
2. Discuss exercise.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

b. 2 years All records
necessary to
reconstruct a
customer's checking
account and trace and
supply a description of
checks for over $100
deposited into an
account

c. Any extension of
$5,000 must be kept

d. Any transfer of
$10,000 out of U.S.
must be kept

Individual Exercise: Bank
Reconciliation
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IV. BROKERAGE FIRMS

OPTIONAL: Use guest lecturer A. Functions
from Brokerage firm.

1. Securities Market buying
and selling stocks and bonds

2. Commodities Market buying
and selling produced goods

B. Overview of Securities

21. Securities

Discuss terminology associated
with each type security listed.

1. Stocks

2. Dividends

3. Bonds

Corporate bonds
Municipal bonds

4. U.S. Government obligations

Treasury Bills
Treasury Notes
Treasury Bonds

5. Registered Bonds

6. Coupon Bond

r: 7. Registered Couponj
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Discuss the function of
organizations.

8. Exchanges/Market

Organized securities
exchanges

Over-the-counter market

C. Overview of Commodities

22. Commodities

Discuss tenn. 1. Future contracts

Discuss organization function. 2. Organized commodity
exchanges

D. Documentation and Information
Available to an Investigator

23. Brokerage Account
Application

24. Customer Account Card

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. Account application

a. Prepared when
opening account

b. Includes personal
data, bank references,
credit checks
performed

2. Customer account cards
Record of customer's account
activity

3. Signature card
Shows who has authority to
conduct transactions on the
account
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25. Brokerage Account
Statement

Point out items on sample
statement as discussed.

4. Securities receipts --
Proof of delivery of securities
for sale to broker

5. Cash receipts
Proof that customer delivered
currency to broker

6. Confirmation slips --
Shows customer the type of
transaction and the amount
involved in transaction.

7. Securities delivered receipt --
Proof that securities received
by customer

8. Brokerage account statement

a. Brokerage firm can
provide source
documents

b. Information as to
purchases and sales,
the name of the
security, the number of
units, the amount per
unit, the total amount
of transaction, the
account balance,
payments received
from the customer,
disbursements to the
customer and the
customer's position.
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26. Western Union

Inform students that some of
the same information is
available on a check.

27. Currency Transaction Report
by Casinos

OR

r.=
==:

Refer to Sample Form in the
textbook on page 116.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

VI. OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

A. Western Union Available
Information and Documentation

1. Application prepared by
sender

2. Request for payment
prepared by recipient of the
funds

3. Bank draft drawn by Western
Union payable to the person
receiving the money

Canceled drafts and original
telegram applications are
stored for three years and
then destroyed, except those
over $1,000.

B. Casinos Available Information

1. Bank account statements,
credit card and loan
applications, hotel/room
service documentation

2. Currency Transaction Report
by Casinos, Form 8362
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Q &A

Have students complete
questions individually or work
in teams.

Summarize the objectives
addressed In this chapter.

C. Textbook Review Questions (Pages
118 through 124)

VII. SUMMARY

r.- -

A. During this class you have learned
how to --

1. Describe terms related to
banking and brokerage firms.

2. State what records are
available from banks and
brokerage houses.

3. Analyze bank and brokerage
firm records.

4. State what informatior is
available from Western Union
and casinos.

B. Tie-in to Next Chapter

Example: In the case of Paul, the
drug dealer, tracing the movement
of funds through a financial
institution is the way to prove the
suspect lied. How this is
accomplished is by using the
techniques discussed in this chapter
when reviewing the financial
paperwork. In the next chapter, we
will explore how financial
investigators trace the movement of
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BANK RECONCILIATION WORKSHEET

9anuary 19 93

STEP 1

Place a checkmark (V) beside each check in
the checkbook register that appears on the
bank statement. Those checks NOT marked
off, list below as outstanding checks.

Check No. Amount

3 559 10 00

3 608 44 86

3 612 200 10

3 614 92 80

3615 10 80

3 616 22 52

.3617 101 80

3 618 65 90

3 619 100 00

TOTAL 648 78

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

STEP 2

Enter the Checkbook Balance 1744 4 7

Add Unrecorded Deposits
24 95from Bank Statement (+)

Subtotal 1769 42

Deduct Account Fees ( ) 12 00

ADJUSTED CHECKBOOK
BALANCE Line A 1757 42

STEP 3

Enter the Bank Statement
Balance

2406 2 0

Add Unrecorded Deposits
0 0from Checkbook (+)

Subtotal 2406 20

Deduct Outstanding Checks
648 78from Step 1. ( )

ADJUSTED BANK STATEMENT
BALANCE - Line B 1757 42

The account is reconciled when Line A and
Line B are in balance.

Bank Reconciliation Exercise
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PART 2

Upon reviewing the monthly bank statement provided for 12/24/92 through 1/25/93,
what might alert the financial investigator to possible financial wrongdoing?

A deposit on 1/3/93 for $2,000.00 and a cash deposit on 1/18/93 for $500 are
not tied to monthly income. Both deposits are in round numbers. Where did
the deposits come from?

Balance seems high for known income. Mr. Wright's income from the two jobs
is the only known family income.

What other bank documents might be helpful to the financial investigator in proceeding
with the investigation?

Deposit Items Trace where money came from for deposits.

Canceled Checks Canceled checks could provide leads as to how money is
being spent. The canceled checks could provide some of the same information
as seen in the check register. From reviewing the register information, several
items would merit closer scrutiny.

Suspect's monthly expenses seem higher than his monthly income
(mortgage, car payment, food, utilities). Where is the extra money
coming from to support the family?

Why were two power company bills paid? Does the suspect have
additional real property besides residence?

Previous Bank Statements Has there been a deposit trend?

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
Bank Reconciliation Exercise
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CHAPTER 6: TRACING THE MOVEMENT OF MONEY THROUGH A
BUSINESS

LENGTH: 6 Hours

OBJECTIVES:

INSTRUCTIONAL
METHODS/AIDS:

Describe the basic forms of business organization.

Explain why a knowledge of accounting is important
to the financial investigator.

Define or describe basic accounting terms.

Journalize transactions.

Post journal entries to a general ledger.

Prepare a balance sheet and an income statement.

ICON LEGEND
(Those used in this lesson are highlighted)

Q &A
.C._

_
:

Role Play Distribute Document Show Transparency Discussion Use Flip Chart

nillIPMIIIV111
titi v ,.

........ --

Do Group Exercise Refer to Textbook Use Chalkboard Do Individual Exercise

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Chapter 6. Tracing the Movement of
Money Through a Business



STUDENT
WORKBOOK:

INSTRUCTIONAL
EQUIPMENT:

INSTRUCTOR
REFERENCES:

HNANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Chapter 6 List of Transparencies
1. Types of Business Organizations
2. Accounting
3. Characteristics of Accounting Systems
4. Types of Accounting Systems
5. Checkbook Register
6. Methods of Accounting
7. Elements of Accounting
8. Accounting Equation (1)
9. Accounting Equation (2)

10. Equation Worksheet (1)
11. Income and Expenses
12. Profit and Loss
13. Accounting Equation (3)
14. Equation Worksheet (2)
15. Accounting Cycle
16. Sample Source Documents
17. T-Account
18. Accounting Equation (Debit/Credit)
19. Blank Journal Form
20. Types of Specialized Journals
21. Blank Ledger Account Card
22. Trial Balance
23. Balance Sheet (Account Form)
24. Balance Sheet (Record Form)
25. Balance Sheet
26. Income Statement (Single-Step Format)
27. Income Statement (Multi-Step Format)
28. Income Statement
29. Auditing Process

Chapter 6 Workbook Contents
Start-Up Business Exercise
Mary and John Crook Exercise Part II
Basic Accounting Principles Booklet

Overhead projector

Textbook Financial Investigations...A Financial Approach
to Detecting and Resolving Crimes

Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement of
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I. INTRODUCTION

Use a transttion statement from A. Attention Getter/Motivator
previous chapter instruction.

Refer to the objectives listed on
pages 125 and 126 in the
textbook.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Example: Criminals often unknowingly
leave a "trail" of evidence (i.e., fingerprints,
blood, etc.), thus making it easier for the
investigator to "catch" the criminal. On the
same hand, financial criminals, by using
the pieces of paper that reflect the
movement of money through a business,
produce a "paper trail" for the financial
investigator to pursue for evidence.
Knowledge ot how money flows through a
business provides the investigator with the
ability to follow the paper trail to answer
questions.

B. Objectives

1. Describe the basic forms of
business organization.

2. Explain why a knowledge of
accounting is important to the
financial investigator.

3. Define or describe basic
accounting terms.

4. Journalize transactions.

Chapter 6: Tracing the Movement of
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1. Types of Business
Organizations

Use textbook description on
page 126.

Use textbook description on
page 127.

Refer to the sample Articles of
Partnership In textbook on page
129.

Use textbook description on
page 130.

Refer to the sample Articles of
Incorporation In textbook on
page 131.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

5. Post journal entries to a
general ledger.

6. Prepare a balance sheet and
an income statement.

II. TYPES OF BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS

A. Description of Proprietorship,
Partnership, and Corporation

1. Proprietorship

2. Partnership

a. Requirements

b. Agreement

3. Corporation

Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement of
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Refer to Chart in textbook on
page 133. Use the information
as a summary of items
discussed in the previous
section.

B. Comparison of Three Types of
Business Organizations

1. Advantages

2. Disadvantages

Use textbook descriptions on C. Other Business Organizations
pages 132 through 134.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

t..1

6-5

1. Limited partnership

2. Cooperative

3. Mutual company

4. Shell corporation

Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement of
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The following sections in this
instructor guide address some
basic principles of accounting.
Based on the students'
backgrounds, present as much
detail as necessary to ensure a
general understanding of the
accounting process.

Recommend that the material be
presented in any of the
following combination of ways:

(1) Assign booklet as an
out-of-class self-study.

(2) Discuss In class key
points from booklet and
textbook.

(3) Use accounting
personnel as guest
lecturer.

Time required to complete this
portion of the instruction will
depend upon the method and
amount of detail required to
ensure students' understanding.

Suggest that the examples
given In the booklet be used to
illustrate the key points
presented in the guide.
Additional examples from other
basic accounting textbooks may
be helpful If additional examples
are needed.

Emphasize to the students that
the financial investigator does
not need to be an accountant,
but must understand the
relationship among the
components of the accounting
process.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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2. Accounting

Use definition in textbook on
page 134. Inform students that
accounting is defined in a
variety of terms but basically it
deals with these items.

3. Characteristics of Accounting
Systems

Use descriptions in textbook on
page 136.

Explain that most businesses
today use a mechanized system
to track the flow of
transactions. Whether an
automatic or manual system is
used, the documentation
requirements remain the same.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

III. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

A. Definition of Accounting

1. Recording transactions

2. Summarizing transactions

3. Interpreting data

B. Characteristics of Accounting
Systems

to'
6-7

1. Designed to track the flow of
transactions

2. Transactions equal
exchanges

Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement of
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4. Types of Accounting Systems

5. Checkbook Register

Point out, using the figures on
register, how each entry
increases or decreases the fund
balance.

Stress that most companies use
the double-entry system. The
examples shown in this
instruction are for a double-
entry system. Indicate that this
will be illustrated when working
through some of the accounting
examples from the booklet.

6. Methods of Accounting

Use textbook description on
pages 138 and 139. Refer to
each item as discussed.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

C. Types of Accounting Systems

1. Single-entry -- Chronological
recording of all transactions
in one place

Example: Checkbook
Register

2. Double-entry Each
transaction affects two or
more accounts resulting in
multiple entries to
recordkeeping system.

D. Methods of Accounting

td

1. Cash basis

2. Accrual basis

3. Hybrid method

Chapter 6. Tracing the Movement of
Money Through a Business
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7. Elements of Accounting

IV. THE ACCOUNTING EQUATION

A. Elements of Accounting

Refer to examples: 1. Assets
Textbook - page 140
Booklet - page 3.

Refer to examples:
Textbook - page 140
Booklet - page 4.

2. Liabilities

Refer to examples: 3. Owner's equity
Textbook - page 141
Booklet - page 4.

8. Accounting Equation (1)

Emphasize to the students the
importance of understanding
the relationship of the
components of the equation.
Performing any accounting task
requires knowledge of these
underlying principles.

Refer to booklet example on
page 5.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

B. Components of the Equation

r:
6 9

1. Items of value (assets)

2. Claims (liabilities + owner's
equity)

Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement ot
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9. Accounting Equation (2)

Explain variation to the equation
on page 5 of the booklet.

Use booklet examples on page C. Effect of Business Transactions on
7 to illustrate principles.

Work through examples on
chalkboard

or use transparency worksheet.

10. Equation Wodcsheet (1)
(Optional)

the Equation Components

1. Principle

Each transaction ultimately
affects other accounting
within the equation.

2. Principle

Both sides of the accounting
equation must be equal at
the conclusion of each
transaction.

Chapter 6: Tracing the Movement ot
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11. Income and Expenses

12. Profit and Loss

Use booklet definitions on page
a.

13. Accounting Equation (3)

Use booklet example on page 9.

Work through the example on

Or use transparency worksheet.

14. Equation Worksheet (2)
(Optional)

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

D. Income/Expenses and the
Accounting Equation

1. Definitions

a. Income
b. Expenses
c. Profit
d. Loss

2. Effect on the accounting
equation

lid
Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement of
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15. Accounting Cycle

Give a brief overview of the
process using the information
summarized on pages 12
through 14 in the booklet.
Explain that each Item is
discussed in greater detail in
the next two sections.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

V. THE ACCOUNTING CYCLE

A. Overview of Cycle

B. Overview of Cycle Events and
Documentation

1. Documenting business
transactions

2. Journalizing transactions

3. Posting journal entries to
ledger

4. Preparing trial balance

5. Preparing financial
statements

r.-

Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement ot
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Two illustrative problems are
included in the accounting
booklet

(1) Karen White's T-Shirt Shop
(2) Larry Olsen's Law Practice

Either one can be used to
discuss Section Vi and VII
topics. For instructional
purposes, the Karen White
example is referred to in this
guide. Reference is also made
to examples of documents
included in the textbook.

16. Sample Source Documents

Identify what some of the
source documents are. Suggest
that real life examples of some
of the documents be brought to
class for illustrative purposes.

FINAN..)IAL INVESTIGATIONS

VI. RECORDING FINANCIAL
TRANSACTIONS

A. Source Documents

1. Purpose - serves as proof of
business transaction.

2. Origin Outside organization
or within organization. Some
source documents sent to
other businesses or
individuals.

Examples: Cash receipts, credit
slips, vendor checks, employee
checks, invoices, property transfer
documents, etc.

Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement of
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B. Accounts

Use booklet explanation on 1. Use: grouping of all like
page 20. transactions.

Refer to examples: 2. Chart of accounts
Textbook - page 150
Booklet - page 16. a. Purpose - Organize

accounts for easy
reference.

b. Numbering system

Use example and terminology In 3. T-Account format
booklet on page 17.

17. T-Account

Work through the example on

OR

FINANCIAL INVESTIGAT4ONS

a. Debit

b. Credit

Chapter 6: Tracing the Movement of
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18. Accounting Equation

Work through example in
booklet on page 18 and 19.

Work through example in
booklet on pages 20 and 21.

Refer to sample General Journal
in booklet on page 22.

19. Blank Journal Form
(Optional)

Work through the example in
booklet on pages 23 and 24.
Use the blank form on
transparency #19, chalkboard or
flipchart while working through
example.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

4. Procedures for debiting and
crediting accounts

5. The accounting equation and
debiting and crediting
accounts

C. General Journal

r.
6-15t) J

1. Use and format

a. Provides chronological
listing of all
transactions showing
debit and credit
information.

b. Each account affected
is shown with
appropriate account
debit or credit.

2. Procedures for journalizing a
transaction

Chapter 6. Tracing the Movement of
Money Through a Business
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20. Types of Specialized
Journals

Stress that these are examples.
Each business may customize
their own.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

D. Specialized Journal

1. Use and format

a. Designed to
accommodate "like
transactions" of a
business.

Example: Most companies
need a journal to show how
much CASH is received by
company.

b. Provides business with
a more efficient way of
locating all like
transactions.

c. Some small
businesses do not use
specialized journals.
Use of specialized
journals still requires
use of General
Journal.

d. Number of specialized
journals used by each
business varies. Most
common ones
discussed in this
instruction.

Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement of
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Review two examples of
specialized journals:
Booklet - pages 26-29
Textbook - pages 153-156.

2. Types

Sales journal

Purchase journal

Refer to the two examples on Cash receipt journal
page 154 in textbook to show
the differences between the
column format versus the linear
format.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Cash disbursement journal

Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement of
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Refer to the sample Ledger In
booklet on page 30.

21. Blank Ledger Account Card

Work through example In
booklet on pages 31 and 32.
Use the blank form on the
transparency, chalkboard or
fllpchart.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

E. Ledger

1. Use and format

a. Used to summarize
journal entries by
accounts

b. Each account is
recorded on an
account card. All
account cards together
make up ledger.

c. Account cards contain
information from the T-
Account format
account title/number,
debit and credit
information.

2. Procedures for posting to the
ledger

Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement of
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Refer to the sample subsidiary 3. Subsidiary ledgers
ledger in the booklet on page
33. a. Designed to provide

specifics about a
particular account.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Example: Business owners
need to know the amount
that each customer owes in
addition to the total amount
due from all customers
(accounts receivable).

b. Format left up to
business usually
includes particulars
like name, address,
credit limits, amounts,
etc.

c. Number of specialized
ledgers needed is left
up to businesses'
needs. Usually they
are designed for
Accounts Receivable,
Accounts Payable,
Loans Payable and
some Expense
Accounts.

Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement of
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VII. SUMMARIZING FINANCIAL
TRANSACTIONS (BUSINESS
STATEMENTS)

A. Trial Balance

Refer to sample Trial Balance: 1. Use and format
Booklet - page 36
Textbook - page 159.

22. Trial Balance

Work through the example In
the booklet on pages 35 and 36.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

a. Used for the purpose
of seeing if all account
debits and credits
balance.

b. Two column format
with debit and credit
information by
account.

c. Usually done on
monthly basis.

d. Used for preparation of
Balance Sheet and
Income Statements.

e. Adjustments made to
accounts require that a
new trial balance be
performed prior to
preparing financial
documents.

2. Preparation procedures

0
Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement of
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Have students work together in
teams. Group students so that
students who have an
accounting background are
placed in different teams.

Refer students to the Student
Workbook, page 6-2, for Start-
Up Business Exercise. Explain
to the students that this
exercise will help them see the
relationship of the accounting
events and documentation.
Have the students read the
exercise. Clarify any questions
before beginning.

Exercise may be given as an
out-of-class assignment which
students would work through
individually.

Upon completion of exercise,
distribute exercise feedback
sheets. See Appendix, page
A6-2. Discuss exercise.

FINANcIAI INVESTIGATIONS

D. Group Exercise: Start-up Business

-

Chapter 6 Tracing tho McApnwnt ol
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29. Auditing Process

Emphasize that the techniques
presented here suggest a way
to approach the investigative
process.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

VIII. ANALYZING BUSINESS BOOKS AND
RECORDS

A. Auditing Techniques

1. Analyze

2. Scrutinize

3. Compare

B. Process

1. Identify unusual or suspicious
item(s)

Example: Informant says Joe Blow
is bribing a building inspector. If

payments by check to the building
inspector are posted to the
purchases account or miscellaneous
expenses account, the evidence is
found.

u 3
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Refer to list of indicators in the
textbook on pages 172 and 173.

Q &A

OPTIONAL: Bring to class any
newspaper articles from local
area which might illustrate the
types of items mentioned. Have
students share any incidence
that they may know of which
illustrate the fraud Indicators.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

2. Identify unusual or
sssuspicious change(s) or
patterns

Example: Informant says Joe Blow
is bribing a building inspector.
Building inspector's name is not
found but, upon review, indications
show that expense account has
increased considerably. Then
expense account is analyzed to
determine why.

3. Analyze each account

Example: Beginning with largest
and down to smallest, look for
checks for "cash" posted to
accounts not usually paid with cash.
Checks to building inspector may be
posted to any account.

C. Indicators of Fraud

Chapter 6 Tracing the Movement of
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Three examples are presented
for discussion. Based upon
class time available, any one or
all may be used as a focal point
in discussing auditing
techniques.

Q &A
OPTION: Divide class into three
groups. Assign one example to
each group. Allow students
time to discuss example. Have
each group present example to
class.

Refer to pages 161 through 168
in the textbook.

=.*

Refer to pages 168-172.

Widget, Inc. Fact Sheet -
Student Workbook - page 6-16.
(Refer to Appendix, page A6-13,
for Feedback Sheet)

OPTION: Widget Business
Example may be used as an
out-of-class assignment for
everyone.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

D. Examples of Financial Investigation
of Business Records

1. Money Laundering example

2. Political Corruption example

3. Widget Business example

Chapter 6. Tracing the Movement ot
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Have students work together in
teams. Refer students to
workbook - page 6-18 for Mary
and John Crook Exercise.
Explain to the students that this
exercise is a continuation of the
investigation started in Chapter
4. Have the students read the
exercise. Clarify any questions
before beginning.

Exercise may be given as an
out-of-class assignment which
students would work through
individually.

Upon completion of exercise,
distribute exercise feedback
sheets. See Appendix, page
A6-15. Discuss exercise.

Q &A

Have students complete
questions individually or work
in teams.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

E. Group Exercise: Mary and John
Crook Investigation Part II

F. Textbook Review Questions (Pages
175 through 178)

r.- o

6
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IX. SUMMARY

Summarize the objectives A. Restate Objectives
addressed in this chapter.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. Describe the basic forms of
business organization.

2. Explain why a knowledge of
accounting is important to the
financial investigator.

3. Define or describe basic
accounting terms.

4. Journalize transactions.

5. Post journal entries to a
general ledger.

6. Prepare a balance sheet and
an income statement.

B. Tie-In to Next Chapter

Example: Knowing how business
documents "tie together" and how they are
used to measure financial dealings helps
the financial investigator in spotting items
that need further investigation. The next
two chapters, "Tracing Funds Using the
Direct Method of Proof" and "Tracing
Funds Using Indirect Methods of Proof"
deal with methods used to prove that the
items discovered can, in fact, be used as
evidence of the crime.

L;
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START-UP BUSINESS
EXERCISE FEEDBACK SHEETS

PART I - A: JOURNAL ENTRIES

GENERAL JOURNAL Page 1

DATE
1992 DESCRIPTION

LEDGER
FOLIO DEBIT CREDIT

Mar 1 Cash 11 2500

Accounts Receivable 12 650

Supplies 14 800

Photographic Equipment 18 9,500

John Reed, Capital 31 13,450

(To record assets contributed to the business)

Mar 1 Prepaid Rent 15 1 500

Cash 11 1 500

Mar 4 Photographic Eguigment 18 2 500

Accounts Payable 21 2 500

Mar 5 Cash 11 575

Accounts Receivable 12 575

Mar 6 Miscellaneous Expense 59 80

Cash 11 80

Mar 10 Accounts Payable 21 500

Cash 11 500

Mar 13 Salary Expense 52 275

Cash 11 275

Mar 16 Cash 11 1,280

Sales 41 1,280

Mar 20 Supplies 14 650

Cash 11 650

Mar 27 Salary Expense 52 275

Cash 11 275

Mar 31 Miscellaneous Expense 59 39

Cash 11 39

(To record telephone bill payment)
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GENERAL JOURNAL Page 2

DATE
1992 DESCRIPTION

LEDGER
FOLIO DEB!T CREDIT

Mar 31 Miscellaneous Expense 59

11

85

85Cash

(To record electric bill payment) I

Mar 31 Cash 11 1 470

Sales 41 1,470

Mar 31 Accounts Receivable 12 975

Sales 41 975

Mar 31 John Reed, Drawin. 32 1,000

Cash 11 1,000

ANALYSIS OF JOURNAL ENTRIES:

Mar. 1 John Reed operated a photographic business in his home on a part-time
basis. He decided to move to rented quarters as of March 1 and to
devote full time to the business, which was to be known as Reed
Photographic Studio. The following assets were invested in the
enterprise: cash, $2,500; accounts receivable, $650; supplies, $800; and
photographic equipment, $9,500. There were no liabilities transferred to
the business.

Analysis: The four asset accounts, Cash, Accounts Receivable, Supplies
and Photographic Equipment increase and are debited for $2,500, $650,
$800 and $9,500 respectively. The owner's equity in these assets is
equal to the sum of the assets or $13,450; hence John Reed, Capital is
credited for that amount.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Mar. 1 Paid $1,500 on a lease rental contract, the payment representing three
months' rent of quarters for the studio.

Analysis: The asset acquired in exchange for the cash payment is the
use of the property for three months. The asset Prepaid Rent increases
and is debited for $1,500; the asset Cash decreases and is credited for
$1,500. (When rent for a single month is prepaid at the beginning of a
month, it is customarily debited to the rent expense account at the time
of payment, thus avoiding the necessity of transferring the amount from
Prepaid Rent to Rent Expense at the close of the fiscal period.)

Mar. 4 Purchased additional photographic equipment on account from Carson
Equipment Co. for $2,500 debt owed them.

Analysis: The asset Photographic Equipment increases and is therefore
debited for $2,500. The liability Accounts Payable increases and is
credited for $2,500.

Mar. 5 Received $575 from customers in payment of their accounts.

Analysis: The asset Cash increases and, is debited for $575; the asset
Accounts Receivable decreases and is credited for $575.

Mar. 6 Paid $80 for a newspaper advertisement.

Analysis: Expense accounts are subdivisions of capital. Increases in
expenses are decreases in capital; hence an expense account is
debited for $80. The asset Cash was decreased by the transaction;
therefore, that account is credited for $80. (Miscellaneous Expense is
debited because total expenditures for advertising during a fiscal period
are expected to be relatively minor.)

Mar. 10 Paid $500 to Carson Equipment Co. to apply on the $2,500 debt owed
them.

Analysis: This payment decreases the liability Accounts Payable, so that
account is debited for $500. It also decreases the asset Cash, which is
credited for $500.

Mar.13 Paid receptionist $275 for two weeks' salary.

Analysis: Similar to transaction of March 6.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Start Up Business Exercise
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Mar. 16 Received $1,280 from sales for the first half of March.

Analysis: Cash increases and is debited for $1,280. The revenue
account Sales, which is a subdivision of capital, increases and is credited
for $1,280.

Mar. 20 Paid $650 for supplies.

Analysis: The asset Supplies increases and is debited for $650: the
asset Cash decreases and is credited for $650.

Mar. 27 Paid receptionist $275 for two weeks' salary.

Ana lySis: Similar to transaction of March 6.

Mar. 31 Paid $39 for telephone bill for the month.

Analysis: Similar to transaction of March 6.

Mar. 31 Paid $85 for electric bill for the month.

Analysis: Similar to transaction of March 6.

Mar. 31 Received $1,470 from sales for the second half of March.

Analysis: Similar to transaction of March 16.

Mar. 31 Sales on account totaled $975 for the month.

Analysis: The asset Accounts Receivable increases and is debited for
$975. The revenue account Sales increases and is credited for $975.
(Note that the revenue is earned even though no cash is received; the
claim against the customers is as much an asset as cash. As customers
pay their accounts later, Cash will be debited and Accounts Receivable
will be credited.)

Mar. 31 Reed withdrew $1,000 for his personal use.

Analysis: The transaction resulted in a decrease in the amount of capital
invested in the business and is recorded by a $1,000 debit to John
Reed, Drawing; the decrease in business cash is recorded by $1,000
credit to Cash.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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PART I - B: LEDGER ENTRIES:

After all of the entries for the month have been posted, the ledger will appear as
shown here. Each account should be numbered in accordance with Chart of
Accounts.

In practice, each account would appear on a separate page in the Iodger.

Entries must be traced from the journal to the ledgers.

ACCOUNT Cash ACCOUNT NO. / /

DATE ITEM
POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

BALANCE

DEBIT CREDIT

Mar 1 1 2500 00 2 500 00

1 1 1 500 00 1 .000 00

5 1 575 00 1 575 00

6 80 00 1 ,495 00

10 500 00 995 00

13 275 00 720 00

16 1 ,280 00 2 .000 00

20 650 00 1 350 00

27 275 00 1 .075 00

31 1 39 00 1 .036 00

31 2 85 00 95 / 00

31 2 1 ,470 00 2,421 00

31 2 1 .000 00 1,42 1 00

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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ACCOUNT NO. 12

DATE ITEM
POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

BALANCE

DEBIT CREDIT

Mar 1 1 650 00 650 00

5 1 575 00 75 00

31 2 975 00 1,050 00

ACCOUNT Supplies ACCOUNT NO. 14

DATE ITEM
POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

BALANCE

DEBIT CREDIT

Mar 1 1 800 00 800 00

20 1 650 00 1,450 00

ACCOUNT Prepaid Rent ACCOUNT NO. 15

DATE ITEM
POST

REF DEBIT CREDIT
BALANCE

DEBIT CREDIT

Mar / / 1 500 00 1 500 00

ACCOUNT Photographic Equipment ACCOUNT NO. 18

DATE ITEM
POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

BALANCE

DEBIT

,

CREDIT

Mar / / 9500 00 9500 00

4 1 2500 00 12,000 00

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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ACCOUNT NO. 21

DATE ITEM
POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

BALANCE

DEBIT CREDIT

Mar 4 1 2500 00 2,500 00

10 1 500 00 2 .000 00

ACCOUNT John Reed, Capital ACCOUNT NO. 3 /

DATE ITEM
POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

BALANCE

DEBIT CREDIT

Mar i 1 13,450 00 13.450 00

ACCOUNT John Reed, Drawing ACCOUNT NO. 32

DATE ITEM
POST

REF DEBIT CREDIT
BALANCE

DEBIT CREDIT

Mar 31 2 1,000 00 1,000 00

ACCOUNT Sales ACCOUNT NO. 41

DATE ITEM
POST

REF DEBIT CREDIT
BALANCE

DEBIT CREDIT

Mar /6 / 1,280 00 1 .280 00

3 1 2 1 .470 00 2 .750 00

31 2 975 00 3,725 00

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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ACCOUNT NO. 52

DATE ITEM
POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

BALANCE

DEBIT I CREDIT

Mar 13 1 275 00 275 00

27 1 275 00 550 00

ACCOUNT Miscellaneous Expense ACCOUNT NO. 59

DATE ITEM
POST

REF DEBIT CREDIT
BALANCE

DEBIT CREDIT

Mar 6 1 80 00 80 00

31 1 39 00 119 00

3/ 2 85 00 204 00

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
Start-Up Business Exercise
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PART II - A: TRIAL BALANCE:

Each account card in ledger is balanced The totals from all accounts are recorded to
see if balance results.

Errors usually due to one of the following:

One of the columns of the trial balance incorrectly added.
The amount of an account balance was incorrectly recorded on the trial
balance.

REED PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO

TRIAL BALANCE WORKSHEET

March 31, 1993

ACCOUNT TITLE DEBIT CREDIT

Cash 1.421 00

Accounts Receivable 1,050 00

Supplies 1.450 00

Prepaid Rent 1500 00

Photographic Equipment 12.000 00

Accounts Payable 2.000 00

John Reed, Capital 13.450 00

John Reed, Drawing 1.000 00

Sales 3,725 00

Salary Expense 550 00

Miscellaneous Expense 204 00

TOTALS 19.175 00 19,175 00

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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PART II - B: INCOME STATEMENT

REED PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO
INCOME STATEMENT

For the Month Ended March 31, 1993

Revenue:
Sales

Expenses:

Salary Expense
Miscellaneous Expenses

Total Expenses

$550.00
204.00

$3,725.00

754.00

Net Income 2,_97.1.00

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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PART II - C: BALANCE SHEET

REED PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO
BALANCE SHEET
MARCH 31, 1993

Current Assets
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Supplies
Prepaid Rent

Total Current Assets

Fixed Assets
Photographic Equipment

Total Fixed Assets

Total Assets

10

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable

Total Liabilities

Assets

$1,421.00
1,050.00
1,450.00
1 500.00

Liabilities

Owner's Equity

$2,000.00

$ 5,421.00

$12,000.00
$17,421.00

$ 2,000.00

Owner's Equity
John Reed, Capital

Beginning Balance $13,450.00
Net Income for the period $2,971.00
Less: Draws 1 000.00
Net Increase to Capital 1 971.00

John Reed, Capital,
Ending Balance $15,421.00

Total Equity

Total Liabilities and Equity $17,421.00

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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GEORGE'S WIDGETS, INC.
Income Statement 199X

Revenue:
1. Widget Sales Receipts

Less: Defective Widgets Returned
2. Rebates from Widget Purchases
3. Interest Received

Gross Receipts

$2,000,000.00
100,000.00 $1,900,000.00

50,000.00
50,000.00

$2,000,000.00

Cost of Goods Sold:
Widget Inventory @ 01/01/9X $ 100,000.00
Plus: Widget Purchases 900,000.00

Shipping, storage, etc. 100 000.00
Sub-total: Goods Available for sale 1,100,000.00
Less: Widget Inventory © 12/31/9X - 100 000.00
Less: Cost of Goods Sold 1,000,000.00
Equals: Gross Profit $1,000,000.00

Operating Expenses:
Sales salaries/commissions $ 300,000.00
Travel expenses 240,000.00
Rent expense 180,000.00
Administrative salaries 100,000.00
Office expenses 60,000.00
Telephone & postage expenses 20,000.00
Insurance expense 10,000.00
Income tax expense 36,000.00

Less: Total Operating Expenses -946,000.00

Net Profit from Operation L...54,00209.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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ITEM B: NET INCOME $54,000.00 (Profit)

ITEM C: ITEMS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

ITEM REASON

Defective Widgets Returned are 5% of Sales
and $1 of each $9 for Widget purchases

Appears much too high.

Rebates 11% are returned by purchasers as
defective. Why is company still purchasing?

Is someone receiving bigger rebate or
kickback?

Interest Income From what? Why would a wholesale operation have
interest income equal to 2.5% of Gross
Receipts? .

Note - Possible legitimate reasons:
Company finances customers big
purchase of widgets

- Could be the business sold its real
estate to individual and he rents
back the real estate for 3 1/2
times the interest-only payments
that is being made on purchase
price (see Rent Expenses =
$180,000).

Beginning and Ending Inventory Appears to be "plugged" (Same figures
both times)

Shipping, Storage, etc. Should be for "freight in," not on items
sold. Items sold should be either billed to
purchasers, or used to "net" gross receipts
(as are defects), or be a separate
shipping expense in operating expenses.

Expenses The first five listed amount to $880,000 or
88% of the $1 mill gross profit. Each
should be examined to determine the
following:

Paid to whom
Paid for what
Contracts
Proof of payment
Proof of vendor's receipt of payment
Proof of services received

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
6 Widget Inc Exercise
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MARY AND JOHN CROOK - PART II
EXERCISE FEEDBACK SHEET

What items on income statement would lead the financial investigator to believe
the Crooks are laundering money through their business?

Sales Revenue and Net Income over the three years show a
constant increase.

Expenses appear somewhat constant and are not increasing in
corresponding ratios.

(Pattern should alert the investigator to further investigate the situation.)

What steps might the investigator take to analyze the available information?

Expense accounts should be scrutinized, as well as sales revenue accounts
for erroneous entries.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Mary and John Crook Exercise
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CHAPTER 7: TRACING FUNDS USING THE DIRECT METHOD OF
PROOF

LENGTH: 2-3 Hours

OBJECTIVES:

INSTRUCTIONAL
METHODS!AMS:

Explain the concept of "direct proof."

Describe various point-of-payment schemes.

Describe information surrounding "suspect
payments" that cause an investigator to become
suspicious.

ICON LEGEND
(Those used in this lesson are highlighted)

,

,

Q &A
C.....

..
Role Play Distribute Document Show Transparency Discussion Period Use Flip Chart

*wee" ..,.,.,

inligr
aillikMIMS

Do Group Exercise Refer to Textbook Use Chalkboard Do Individual Exercise

I C)
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STUDENT
WORKBOOK:

INSTRUCTIONAL
EQUIPMENT:

INSTRUCTOR
REFERENCES:
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Chapter 7 - List of Transparencies
1. Proof
2. Methods of Proof
3. Specific Item Method
4. Specific Item Analysis
5. Point-of-Payment Analysis Example
6. Point-of-Receipt Analysis Example
7. Point-of-Payment Schemes
8. Check Endorsement(s)/Routing
9. Check 2nd Endorsement

10. Third Party Check

Chapter 7 - Workbook Contents
Double Trouble Case Study
National Insurance Case Study
Payment Schemes
Mary and John Crook Investigation Exercise - Part III

Overhead projector

Financial Investigations...A Financial Approach to
Detecting and Resolving Crimes

ti j
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Instructor Notes Presentation

I. INTRODUCTION

Use transition statement from A. Attention Getter/Motivator
previous lesson.

Example: When an individual is suspected
of committing a crime, it is the job of the
financial investigator to find proof to back
up the allegation. From previous chapters,
we know that a variety of sources of
information are available to help the
investigator. This chapter and the next
focus on how to use the sources of
information to find the proof needed.

Refer to objectives on pages B. Objectives
179 and 180 in the textbook.

1. Explain the concept of "direct
proof."

2. Describe various point-of-
payment schemes.

3. Describe information
surrounding "suspect
payments" that cause an
investigator to become
suspicious.
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Refer to page 179 of the
textbook while introducing the
concept of proof and the
methods involved.

1. Proof

2. Methods of Proof

Explain to the students that this
chapter will address only the
direct methodspecific item.
Chapter 8 will cover the three
indirect methods.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE METHODS OF
PROOF

A. Definition of Proof

B. Methods of Proof

1. Categories

a. Direct

b. Indirect

2. Types

a. Specific item

b. Net worth

c. Expenditure

d. Bank deposit
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3. Specific Item Method
Use terminology in textbook on
page 180.

4. Specific Item Analysis

Instructor Guide

HI. DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC ITEM
METHOD

A. Definition and Use

u

1. To prove suspect's receipt
and/or disposition of funds

2. Look for a specific illegal
transaction to show suspect
paid for something using illicit
funds or received funds
through illegal means

3. Nothing implied or inferred

4. Ways of analyzing cases
using the Specific Item
Method

a. Point-of-payment
analysis - Begins at
transaction's origin -
payor of funds

b. Point of receipt
analysis Begins with
receiver of funds -
recipient of funds
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Refer students to the example
in the textbook on page 181.

5. Point-of-Payment Analysis
Example

Walk through the process used
by the investigator in the case
example. Each step In the
process is outlined on the
transparency. Emphasize
process.

Refer students to the example
in the textbook on page 182.

6. Analysis of Point-of-Receipt
Example

Walk through the process used
by the investigator in the case
example. Each step in the
process is outlined on the
transparency. Emphasize
process.

2. Point-of-Payment Analysis example

3. Point-of-Receipt Analysis example

Example: Indirect methods are
often used with cases involving
cash transactions or money not
reflected in business books.
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7. Point-of-Payment Schemes

Introduce items on
transparency. Each scheme Is
discussed separately.

Discuss items as described in
textbook on page 184. A
summary of these suspicious
Items are listed In the Student
Workbook on pages 7-11 and
7-12.

Instructor Guide

IV. POINT-OF-PAYMENT SCHEMES

A. Fictitious Payable Schemes

1. Suspicious items

a. Fictitious vendors and
false billings in
Accounts Payable
Ledger

b. Payment by
check/other
withdrawals made
payable to account on
which illicit payments
are suspected

c. Payments by check for
services rendered

d. Atypical charges for
the business.
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Q &A
Refer to the Double Trouble
Case Study materials located in
the Appendix, page A7-2.
Follow the instructions provided
In the appendix. If desired,
have students read the case
study prior to the class session
so students will be prepared to
discuss example.

Refer to the National insurance
Case Study In the Appendix,
page A7-10, and in the Student
Workbook on page 7-10.
Explain how this case study is
another example of a "fictitious
payable" scheme.

Discuss Items as described In
the textbook on page 185. A
summary of these suspicious
items are listed In the Student
Workbook on pages 7-11 and
7-12.

Presentation

Instructor Guide

2. Examples:

a. Double Trouble case
study

b. National Insurance
case study

B. Ghost Employee and Payroll
Kickback Schemes

1. Suspicious items

a. Employees who do not
have taxes withheld

b. Employees who do not
enroll in health
insurance programs

c. Unusual
reimbursements to
employees
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Instnictor Notes Presentation

2. Example: (Typical Scenario
for this type scheme)

Scenario: Informant provides a "tip"
that ABC Construction Company
has been paying kickbacks to
someone at XYZ Corporation, who
has a contract with ABC
Construction Company.

A review of ABC Construction
Company personnel records
indicate that there are bi-weekly
paychecks being paid for two
employees who have no taxes
withheld, no medical or life
insurance fees deducted, and no
pension plan fees withheld.

Further investigation provides no
formal job applications on file for
individuals.

Investigation results indicate that
XYZ Corporation's Union business
manager was cashing the payroll
checks. The ghost employees were
created to provide a kickback of
funds from the contractor so that
the contractor was ensured the right
number of workers available to do
the job.

r:
0
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Discuss items as described In
textbook on pages 185 and 186.
A summary of these suspicious
Items are listed in the Student
Workbook on pages 7-11 and
7-12.

C. Overbilling Schemes

1. Suspicious items

a. Invoice notation of
"extra or specie-
charges

b. Discrepancies between
the purchase
order/invoice amount
and the amount of
payment

c. Unusually large
amounts on bill or bills
which break pattern

2. Example,: Scheme often
occurs due to weaknesses in
the payor's accounting
system. Often this occurs as
a result of such practices as
"batch billing" --sending out
payment requests monthly in
groups rather than by
individual invoices for items.
There is less of a chance of
each item being validated by
the receiver.
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D. Offbook and Currency Schemes

Refer to Items as discussed in 1. Uncovering offbook schemes
textbook on page 186.

a. Compare business
expenses with others
in same type of
business

b. Analyze unusual costs
and expenses

c. Perform financial
analysis--
inconsistencies in
amount of raw
materials needed to
produce goods and the
amount of actual
goods produced

2. Uncovering currency
schemes

a. Match currency
withdrawals from
Business A to currency
receipts/deposits of
Business B.

b. Compare expenditures
in cash to safe deposit
box entries.

c. Check for cash draws,
wire transfers, or
cashier's checks.
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Items are described in textbook
on pages 187 and 188. A
summary of these items Is
included in the Student
Workbook on pages 7-11 and
7-12.

8. Check Endorsement/Routing

Point out that example 1 on the
transparency shows a business
endorsement using a stamp.
Emphasize that the check which
N endorsed FOR DEPOSIT
ONLY should be credited to that
account. Example 2 is a
handwritten endorsement by an
individual for deposit Into the
business account. Note that a
machine endorsement usually
refers to cash register type
Imprinting that looks similar to
the stamped endorsement.

d. Watch for currency
transactions in
businesses that do not
have internal controls
or in businesses that
don't normally deal in
cash.

V. REVIEWING SUSPECT PAYMENTS

A. Reviewing Canceled Cnecks

1. Endorsement

j

a. Business or personal

b. Stamp, machine or
third party
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Point out bank stamp
Information on the back of the
canceled checks shown on
transparency #8.

9. Check - 2nd Endorsement

10. Third Party Check

Instructor Guide

2. Location of bank where
check negotiated

a. Depository Bank's
Stamp

b. Routing Symbol

Second Endorsements

a. Name of individual
who made
endorsement

Example: On the sample
canceled check (transparency
#9), John Doe signed over
the funds to Rich's Camera
Shop. The words "pay to the
order of" indicated
assignment.

b. Third party
endorsement

Example: On the sample
canceled check (transparency
#10), John Doe is the 1st
party, Harry Jones is the 2nd
party, and Rich's Camera
Shop is the 3rd party.
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8. Check Endorsement/Routing

This transparency was
previously used In Section V-A
above.

Refer to Transparency #8 -
Example 2. Explain that this
check could possibly be cashed
because the endorsement did
not indicate for deposit only.

Items are described in the
textbook on page 188. Use
examples from the textbook.

4. Payable to a business but
"cashed out"

a. Name of individual
who cashed check

b. Split deposits

5. Unexplained patterns

a. Time interval

Examplq: Check written the
same time every month to
same customer may suggest
some form of kickback

b. Dependent on other
activity interval

Example: Checks written to
company if trucks are on time

B. Business "Back-up" Documentation

1. Absence of support
documentation

2. Discrepancies between
payment and backup
documentation

3. Coincidences in backup
documentation
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Refer students to the Student
Workbook, pages 7-11 and 7-12,
for a summary of suspicious
items to be aware of In dealing
with each type of point-of-
payment schemes and suspect
payments.

Have students work together in
teams. Refer students to the
Student Workbook, page 7-13,
for Mary and John Crook
investigation Exercise. Explain
to the students that this
exercise is a continuation of the
investigation started in
Chapters 4 and 6. Have the
students read the exercise.
Clarify any questions before
beginning.

Exercise may be given as an
out-of-class assignment which
students would work through
individually.

Upon completion of exercise,
distribute exercise feedback
sheets. See Appendix, page
A7-11. Discuss exercise.

4. Unnumbered or sequentially
unusual invoices

5. Alterations or photocopies of
backup documentation

C. Advice for Investigator

1. Be inquisitive

2. Challenge unusual or out-of-
the ordinary items

D. Group Exercise: Mary and John
Crook Investigation - Part III
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Q &A

nfl
Have students complete
questions individually or work
in teams.

E. Textbook Review Questions (pages
191 and 192)
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VI. SUMMARY

Summarize objectives A. Restate objectives
addressed In this chapter.

1. Explain the concept of direct
proof.

2. Describe various point-of-
payment schemes.

3. Describe information
surrounding "suspect
payments" that cause an
invetigator to become
suspicious.

B. Tie-In to Next Chapter

Example: In this chapter, we discussed
how an investigator can use a direct
method of proof, the specific item method,
to prove a suspect's receipt and/or
disposition of funds from an illegal activity.
In the next chapter, "Tracing Funds Using
Indirect Methods of Proof," additional
methods of proof are discussed. These
methods have to do with an investigator's
use of indirect means of proving the
suspect's financial wrongdoing.
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APPENDIX

Chapter 7: Tracing Funds Using the Direct
Method of Proof
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DOUBLE TROUBLE CASE STUDY

Directions to Instructor:

Instructor Guide

1. Refer to the newspaper article in the Student Workbook on page 7-3 and ask
for ideas about how the fraud may have been discovered. Remember, there
are no wrong answers.

2. Refer to the bank money order, the post office box rental receipt and the postal
money order receipt in the Student Workbook on pages 7-4, 7-5, and 7-6. Ask
for ideas from students as to unusual or suspicious items. Tell the class the
case began with the bank money order. The post office box rent receipt and
postal money order receipt were among hundreds of items of evidence that
were seized at the perpetrators' residence pursuant to a search warrant.

3. Discuss what broke the case and give a synopsis of the investigative procedure
followed and case conclusion. A synopsis of the case is written down for the
students on pages 7-7 through 7-9.

r

Double Trouble Case Study
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DOUBLE TROUBLE
Newspaper Article

g I

Pair charged with
fraud
State Journal staff

A husband and wife were charged in Dane
County Circuit Court on Wednesday with
defrauding their employers Cisco Union and
Clark Technical College of more than $22,000
over three years.

CATC physical plan director Will Chaffey,
39, and Usa Chaffey, 35, both of 123 Berry Ave.,
were each charged with two counts of parties to
the crime of theft by fraud stemming from thefts
that occurred between 1989 and 1992.

According to a criminal complaint, the two
were in posifions at each school to approve
bogus invoices for equipment or services and
have the schools pay the money to five personal
bank accounts under various aliases and
companies.

Usa Chaffey issued about $14,239 in
fraudulent invoices while she worked for Cisco
Union between January 1989 and January 1992,
according to the complaint. A maintenance
supervisor said the university did not receive
any of the items charged on numerous invoices
issued by her.

Police said Will Chaffey authorized about
$7,795 in false billings while at CATC in the
summer of 1991. An accounting supervisor with
CATC said the school did not receive any of the
items ordered by him.

Each faces a maximum of 20 years in prison
and $20,000 in fines if convicted of the crimes.
A preliminary hearing is set for Aug. 5.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Instructor Guide

J
Double Trouble Case Study
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DOUBLE TROUBLE
EVIDENCE

1133

NBD Bank Evanston, N.A.
Evanston, Illinois 60204

SN 525822 B-NBV EVAN 858 4 1-85

70-113

719 525822
MATCH THE AMOUNT IN WORDS WITH THE AMOUNT IN NUMBERS

L: L L 1:
OPMNLY 543oo

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF CISCO MEMORIAL UNION

APR 11 1992 II FIVE HUNDRED FORTY THREE DOLLARS AND 00 CENTS

$543.00

PURCHASER: Fairmont Co.

MONEY ORDER VOID OVER $543.00 ADDRESS:

Notice To Customers: Purchase of an Ideminity Bond for
twice the amount of this check will be required before this MEMO
check can be replaced in the event it is lost or stolen.

BANK MONEY ORDER

Double Trouble Case Study
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Always show your P.O. Box No. and ZIP Code In your return address
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047
Received Post Office Box/Caller Service Fees
From: (Name of Customer)

Yayne Fairmont

Amount

s 17.00

See Rules for use of Post Office Box and Caller Service or Form 1093. Apphcation for Post Office
Box or Caller Service (May 1976 or later editions

(Dating Stamp)

i'
*.
%
re)

4 FEBaus 15
1991

Box Number

331

111F or one semiannual payment period

For Annual payment period

Reserved Number Fee OSP°

Ending (Date) 7/31/91

Postmaster By

D.Brown
..

PS Form RECEIPT FOR POST OFFICE BOX/CALLER SERVICE FEES
Fe,. 1914 1538 *U S Govommont PnnOng Offic 1987 1947 1114-095

POST OFFICE BOX RENTAL RECEIPT

Original

Double Trouble Case Study
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CUSTOMERS'S RECEIPT
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DO NOT SEND THIS RECEIPT FOR PAYMENT
KEEP IT FOR YOUR RECORDS

451165033790 920105 537001 2.00

SERIAL HAMER YEAR. MONTH. DAY POST OFFICE

Quzeii. Natuivilc (-Ec. WBITER

11:411

IMPRINT AREA

ADDRESS j2IVA04A44e_IN I ADFI

04. P444, IL
:

p .gtot 331
USED FOR cites, pmit, ILCOD NO. OR

U.S. DOLLARS AND CENTS

1111::i11:111:i:1111111 11111

This receipt is your guarantee for rebind of your money order I1 it Ls lost or
stolen, provided you le In the Pay Torrid From Mansion on the monsy coder
in the spame provkled. No Maim for improper payment pemitied 2 yearn after
payment ftyous money order Ls lost or stolen. present Ihis receipt and Be a darn
for a refund at your Post aka.

An inquiry Form 6401 may be filed at any time tor a tee. A
replacement all not be toured until 60 days after the money order
purchase date. provided the money order has not been paid.

POSTAL MONEY ORDER RECEIPT

Double Trouble Case Study
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DOUBLE TROUBLE
CASE SYNOPSIS

CASE INITIATION:

Instructor Guide

On April 2, 1992, the Internal Audit staff at the University of Wisconsin was provided
a $543 invoice from "Fairmont Company" for cleaning supplies. The invoice had
been paid. The referral to Internal Audit resulted from a spot-check by an "Accounts
Payable" supervisor who discovered that the merchandise had not been received by

the University.

An auditor attempted to contact the "Fairmont Company" at the telephone number
on the invoice. After several contacts during which no one at the "Fairmont"
telephone number was able to assist the auditor with any information, the Internal
Audit Staff "froze" any further payments to the "Fairmont Company."

On April 15, 1992, Internal Audit received from Accounts Payable the $543 Bank
Money Order payable to the Cisco Union. The Money Order was received on
4/13/92 by the Accounts Payable section with a hand written note explaining that the
"Fairmont Company" was refunding $543 due to a clerical error that led to a double
billing of the University by Fairmont. The Internal Audit Staff began a systematic
search for any other "Fairmont" invoices paid by the University, and referred the
supposed double billing fraud to the University Police Financial Crimes Unit.

PROCESS OF INVESTIGATION BY INVESTIGATOR:

1. The case detective called the "Fairmont Company" telephone number. After a
brief period of "verbal gymnastics," the detective learned that the telephone
number was not "Fairmont Company" but an answering service (Quick Network)
paid to answer as "Fairmont Company" and to take and deliver messages.

2. The owner of Quick Network gave the detective the name and address of the
person who paid for the "Fairmont Company" answering service.

Jayne Fairmont
P.O. Box 331
Glen Park, Illinois

3. A postal office employee at the downtown Glen Park, Illinois, Post Office
confirmed that P.O. Box 331 was rented by a person who identified herself as
Jayne Fairmont on 02/14/89.

Double Trouble Case Study
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4. A postal inspector obtained physical descriptions of the female who signed the
Answer Network service contract and the female who rented Post Office Box
331. The descriptions were essentially identical. The postal clerk who dealt
with Jayne Fairmont recalled she had been driving an older, white Oldsmobile
with Wisconsin license plates when she rented the P.O. Box in February of
1989. The postal clerk checked her rental records and advised that the same
female again renewed the rental of P.O. Box 331 on 2/15/91 and was driving a
new, red mini-van with Wisconsin license plates.

5. A Gleri Park Police detective examined the past three years' telephone
directories and City Directories for both Glen Park and Evanston, Illinois. The
detective advised there were no listings for telephone service or any physical
locations in those directories for either the "Fairmont Company" or "Jayne
Fairmont." The detective learned there had been no utilities subscribed to by
either "Fairmont Company" or "Jayne Fairmont" during the same three years.

6. The University's Internal Audit staff advised the university police detectives that
the review of the file of Fairmont Company invoices disclosed that all of those
invoices had been "approved for payment merchandise received" by Lisa
Chaffey during the period from March of 1989 through January of 1992, when
Mrs. Chaffey resigned.

7. The university detective faxed a copy of Mrs. Chaffey's ID card photo to the
Glen Park detective. Both the owner of the "Quick Network" and the postal
clerk identified the photo of Mrs. Chaffey as the person each had dealt with as
"Jayne Fairmont."

8. The university detective obtained and examined the trash from the Chaffey's
residence and found, among other items, "Jackson Chemicals" invoices. Those
invoices were for cleaning supplies that were supposedly sold to Clark Area
Technical College (CATC) by "Jackson Chemicals," P.O. Box 331, Glen Park,
IL. A discrete contact with the Accounts Payable supervisor at CATC disclosed
that all of the paid invoices from "Jackson Chemicals" were approved for
payment by the school's Physical Plant Director, Will Chaffey.

9. Wisconsin Department of Transportation records disclosed that the Chaffeys
traded-in their 1986 Oldsmobile on a $22,000 Pontiac mini-van in September of
1990. The mini-van was observed in the Chaffey's driveway by the university
police detective who noted that it was red in color.

Double Trouble Case Study
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CASE CONCLUSION:
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Based on the information that was learned, the university detective obtained and
executed, with city police, a search warrant for financial records and documents
related to the "Fairmont Company" and "Jackson Chemicals" frauds perpetrated by
Mr. and Mrs. Chaffey. The entire contents of two filing cabinets located at the
Chaffey residence were seized during the execution of the warrant. Since one
cabinet was labeled "Fairmont" and the other "Jackson," the cabinets were also
seized. The University Police detective stated later that the Chaffeys were
"compulsive record-keepers," who kept at least one copy of every piece of paper
(also called evidence) that they created in their schemes. The detective also said
that he had never worked a "paper case" before, but now is looking forward to
working "lots more."

Double Trouble Case Study
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NATIONAL INSURANCE CASE STUDY

The following newspaper article is an example of financial fraud involving a fictitious
payable scheme.

STATE/METRO Wisconsin State Journal, Friday, August 20, 1991

Executive charged in fraud
State Journal staff

A mail fraud charged was
filed Thursday in U.S. District
Court against a former National
Insurance Company vice
president who allegedly set up
a fictitious firm that billed the
insurance company for more
than $430,000 in orders the
company never placed.

Michael Findlay, 41, Mount
Haven, who was an assistant
vice president and senior
corporate officer at the Sun
Prairie-based company,
allegedly set up a fictitious
company called S.S. Consulting
and used it to bill National
Insurance for business forms it
never ordered or received.

According to a complaint,
Findlay allegedly used his
position at National Insurance
to approve billing statements
from S.S. Consulting by filling
out a cash disbursement form.
That caused National's
Insurance's accounting
department to

mail checks in payment of the
fictitious statements to a post
office box in Middleton
belonging to Findlay's fictitious
firm, the complaint states.

In all, Findlay collected
$436,335 from National
Insurance between March 2,
1987 and May 1, 1991,
according to the complaint.

At National Insurance,
Findlay was responsible for
several areas of administration,
including mail and supply,
printing, furniture acquisition,
fleet acquisition and
maintaining the Sun Prairie
building and other branches,
the complaint states.

Findlay was fired on May 6.
The case was investigated by
the Sun Prairie Police
Department and the U.S. Postal
Service Inspection Unit.

Findlay is scheduled to
appear in federal court Sept.
17.

National Insurance Case Study
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MARY AND JOHN CROOK INVESTIGATION - PART III
EXERCISE FEEDBACK SHEET

Directions to the Instructor:

This exercise would work well if conducted in stages. Suggest that each team discuss
each part of the exercise and then share their ideas with the group before moving to
the next part.

Student feedback may vary from what is listed here. Encourage students to come up
with their own ideas for the investigation and how they would approach the case.

PART I: SURVEILLANCE

From the observations, what information might be important to the
investigator?

Restaurant "traffic" does not appear heavy even though the business
supposedly is doing well.

People are entering restaurant but do not appear to be using services.

PART II: INTERVIEW

There are four employees.
Do the employee records verify this?

Customer traffic is light - particularly on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday.
How much is recorded from customer sales for these days?

Mary Crook keeps the business records.
No one else sees the books. Do all business records match?

John Crook has frequent visitors
Why are they there?

Mary and John Crook Investigation Exercise
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PART III: BUSINESS RECORDS

A review of the Cash Receipts Journal (CRJ) shows--

Customer sales Total receipts seem to be constant even though
business is slow.

Do the entries in the (CRJ) correlate with daily cash register receipts,
ledger entries and bank deposit information?

A review of the Cash Disbursement Journal (CDJ) shows--

Unusual miscellaneous expense to J. Reynolds Marketing Company.

Is this a legitimate expense or is it an overstatement of an expense by
the business? Is there a customer invoice available? What was the
service rendered? How was the receipt of the check handled for R.
Reynolds?

Salary expenses seem somewhat high.

Why are six payroll checks disbursed? Who are the checks made out
to? What do the employee records indicate for this time frame?

PART IV: BANK RECORDS

A review of the bank statement shows--

Deposits made on Mar. 7th and Mar. 24th do not correlate with journal
entries. What does the deposit slip show?

The J. Reynolds check was cashed.
What should the canceled check to J. Reynolds show?

The business account shows time cash withdrawals totaling $1500.
Where did the cash go? Are there corresponding deposits into the
Crooks personal accounts on the same dates?

C 0
Mary and John Crook Investigation Exercise
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CHAPTER 8: TRACING FUNDS USING INDIRECT METHODS OF
PROOF

LENGTH: 3 Hours

OBJECTIVES:

INSTRUCTIONAL
METHODS/AIDS:

Differentiate between direct proof and indirect proof.

Describe what types of information are gathered
through the completion of a financial profile.

State when it is appropriate to use an indirect
method of proof.

State the requirements of proof for each indirect
method of proof.

Write the formula for each indirect method of proof.

Perform net worth analysis.

Perform expenditures analysis.

Perform bank deposit analysis.

ICON LEGEND
(Those used in this lesson are highlighted)

kit Q&A
:,........

i
.C....

Role I'lay Distribute Document Show Transparency Discussion Period Use Flip Chart

.4410610

biessi":1>.v.,

= ,i____== Ifrg
VA11.=--=

law

Do Gioup Exercise Mei to Textbook Use Chalkboard Do Individual Exercise
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STUDENT
WORKBOOK:

INSTRUCTIONAL
EQUIPMENT:

INSTRUCTOR
REFERENCES:
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Chapter 8 - List of Transparencies
1. Methods of Proof: Comparison
2. Methods of Proof
3. Basic Principle
4. The Financial Profile
5. Disposition of Income
6. Net Worth Method
7. Net Worth Analysis Formula
8. Net Worth Analysis - Jim Dealer
9. Keys to Net Worth Analysis

10. Net Worth Method - Elements of Proof
11. Expenditures Method
12. Expenditures Analysis Formula
13. Expenditures Analysis Jim Dealer
14. Expenditures Method - Elements of Proof
15. Bank Deposit Method
16. Bank Deposit Analysis Formula
17. Bank Deposit Analysis - Jim Dealer
18. Bank Deposit Method Elements of Proof
19. Selecting Indirect Methods of Proof

Chapter 8 - Workbook Contents
Net Worth Analysis Procedures/Worksheet
Personal Net Worth Analysis Exercise
Expenditures Analysis Procedures/Worksheet
Bank Deposit Analysis Procedures/Worksheet
Selecting the Method of Proof
Mary and John Crook Investigation Exercise - Part IV

Overhead Projector

Financial Investigations...A Financial Approach to
Detecting and Resolving Crimes
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Use a transition statement from I. INTRODUCTION
the previous lesson.

A. Attention Getter/Motivator

Example: In the last chapter, we saw how
our suspects, Mary and John Crook, did
participate in an actual illegal business
transaction; the proof was in their business
and banking records/books. It isn't always
possible to find specific items of
wrongdoing. If this is the case, the
investigator has to turn to other means of
proving criminal wrongdoing by using
indirect methods.

Refer to objectives on pages B. Objectives
193 and 194 in the textbook.

j
FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. Differentiate between direct
proof and indirect proof.

2. Describe what types of
information are gathered
through the completion of a
financial profile.

3. State when it is appropriate
to use an indirect method of
proof.

4. State the requirements of
proof for each indirect
method of proof.

5. Write the formula for each
indirect method of proof.

6. Perform net worth analysis.
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Instructor Notes Presentation

1. Methods of Proof:

Comparison

Q &A
In the fonn of a review, solicit
key points discussed In Chapter
7 concerning the direct method.

7. Perform expenditures
analysis.

8. Perform bank deposit
analysis.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE INDIRECT
METHODS OF PROOF

A. Comparison of Direct versus Indirect
Methods

1. Direct Method: definition and
use

a. Method used to show
the receipt and/or
disposition of funds
through illegal means

b. Investigator locates
actual business
transaction that shows
illegal disposition or
receipt

c. Microscopic view of
financial transactions
by looking into books
and records
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Instructor Notes Presentation

2. Methods of Proof

Refer to the three indirect
methods listed on the
transparency.

2. Indirect Method: definition
and use

a. Indirect Methods are
used to show that a
suspect's expenses
exceed known income.

b. Indirect Methods
cannot be used to
prove where income
came from--only to
make inferences.

c. Indirect Methods are
used frequently when
cash transactions are
involved or when
movement of money is
not in business books
and records.

d. Investigator gathers
financial data and
plugs information into
mathematical formulas.

e. Macroscopic view of
financial situation

B. Types of Indirect Methods

1. Net worth

2. Expenditures
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Instructor Notes Presentation

3. Basic Principle

Refer to information on page
194 in the textbook. Emphasize
to the students that this
principle applies no matter what
method of proof is being used.

3. Bank deposit

C. Basic Principle Pertaining to Indirect
Method of Proof

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE FINANCIAL
PROFILE

A. Objective: to describe the financial
condition of the suspect--what the
suspect owes, owns, earns and
spends at a given point in time or
over a given period of time.

B. Means of Accomplishment

1. Interview suspect

2. Review of public records

C
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Instructor Notes Presentation

4. The Financial Profile

Refer students to the Financial
Profile chart on page 196.
Explain what the information on
the chart represents and how it
can be used as a guide for the
investigator during the
investigation.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

3. Contact/obtain information
from third parties

Financial institutions

b. Employers/employees

c. Associates/
competitors

d. Neighbors/friends/
enemies

C. Required Data

5
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Instructor Notes Presentation

5. Disposition of Income

Discuss the four ways shown
on the transparency. Stress to
the students that these ways
are applicable whether using a
direct or any of the indirect
methods.

D. Disposition of Funds

1. Save it

2. Buy assets

3. Pay off debts

4. Spend it

ci,
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6. Net Worth Method

Use the terminology and
explanation on page 197 of the
textbook.

7. Net Worth Analysis Formula

Inform students that a
worksheet on the procedures
for performing a Net Worth
Analysis is available for their
use in the Student Workbook on
page 8-2.

8. Net Worth Analysis - Jim
Dealer

Summarize the results of the
analysis as outlined on page
201 in the textbook.

Instructor Guide

V. PERFORMING NET WORTH ANALYSIS

Definition

B. Formula/Procedures

C. Example: Jim Dealer

C
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9. Keys to Net Worth Analysis

Discussion items located in
textbook on pages 201 and 202.

Emphasize the importance of
this item in the investigation.

D. Keys to Net Worth Analysis

1. Cash on hand

a. Currency in
possession of suspect

b. Most important and
most difficult asset to
establish

c. Establish through
interview process with
suspect

d. Ways of disproving a
"Cash Hoard"

Examples:

b

Prior financial
statements
Low earnings in
prior periods
Bankruptcy in
prior year
Borrowing
money
Installment
purchases
Welfare or
applications
Credibility of
subject's story
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Discussion items located In 2. Cash in banks
textbook on page 202.

Discussion items located in
textbook on page 202.

Discussion items located in
textbook on pages 202 and 203.

4.7:0796740M,YeNV

10. Net Worth Method -
Elements of Proof

Discussion items located in
textbook on page 204.

Instructor Guide

a. Accounts must be
reconciled to
determine balances at
end of specific period.

b. Unusual transactions
must be traced to
source.

3. Asset valuation

a. Assets valued at cost
as opposed to fair
market value.

b. Appreciation or
depreciation is
ignored.

4. Known expenses

a. Difficult to document

b. Estimates should be
low

E. Net Worth Method Elements of
Proof

I. I
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Refer students to the Student
Workbook, page 8-6, for
Personal Net Worth Exercise.
Explain to the students that this
exercise Is a "fun exercise"
designed to help students
understand assets and liabilities
and how they are used to
determine an individual's net
worth. This is a continuation of
the exercise started in Chapter
1. Have the students read the
exercise. Clarify any questions
before beginning.

Exercise may be given as an
out-of-class assignment.

Exercise feedback information
s included In Appendix, page
A8-2. Discuss exercise.

F. Individual Exercise: Personal Net
Worth
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Instructor Notes Presentation

11. Expenditures Method

12. Expenditures Analysis
Formula

Inform students that a
worksheet on the procedures
for performing an Expenditures
Analysis is available for their
use In the Student Workbook on
page 8-7.

13. Expenditures Analysis - Jim
Dealer

Summarize the results of the
analysis as outlined on page
208 in the textbook.

Q &A

Follow the instructions for the
activity, John - The Lottery
Winner. Directions are included
in the Appendix, page A8-7.

VI. EXPENDITURES METHOD

A. Definition

B. Formula/Procedures

C. Examples:

C

1. Jim Dealer

2. John The Lottery Winner
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14. Expenditures Method -
Elements of Proof

Discussion items are located In
the textbook on page 209.

15. Bank Deposit Method

16. Bank Deposit Analysis
Formula

Infonn students that a
procedure/worksheet on
performing a Bank Deposit
Analysis Is available for their
use in the Student Workbook on
page 8-9.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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D. Expenditures Method - Elements of
Proof

VII. BANK DEPOSIT METHOD ANALYSIS

A. Definition

B. Formula/Procedures
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Instructor Notes Presentation

17. Bank Deposit Analysis - Jim
Dealer

Summarize the results of the
analysis as outlined on page
214 in the textbook.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITY: Discuss
the Dan Street example shown
in textbook on pages 211 and
212.

18. Bank Deposit Method -
Elements of Proof

Discussion items are located in
the textbook on page 214.

Q &A
OPTIONAL ACTIVITY: Use this
exercise as a review of the
three indirect methods of proof.
Follow the instructions in the
Appendix, page A8-12.

C. Example:

a. Jim Dealer

b. Dan Street

D. Bank Deposit Method Elements of
Proof

E. Jim Dealer Activity Card

C
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19. Selecting the Method of
Proof

Discussion of the criteria is
listed in textbook on pages 215
and 216. Use the summary of
the criteria as shown on
transparency #19 as discussion
points. The information is also
included in the Student
Workbook on page 8-12.

Use the Billy Bob Smith
example in textbook on page
216 to illustrate this concept.

Continue with the Billy Bob
embezzlement example on page
217 in the textbook to illustrate
this concept.

IX. SELECTING THE APPROPRIATE
INDIRECT METHOD

A. Criteria

B. Other Considerations

1 . indirect Methods used as
investigative tools

Examples:

Show suspect warrants an
investigation.

Convince jury suspect is
guilty.

2. Indirect Methods used in
conjunction with Direct
Method

Example: Investigator uses specific
item method to document a
percentage of the financial fraud
that has been committed and uses
an indirect method to show the
extent of the financial crime.
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Q &A

Have students work together in
teams. Refer students to
Student Workbook, page 8-13,
for Mary and John Crook
Exercise. Explain to the
students that this exercise is a
continuation of the investigation
started in Chapter 4, 6, and 7.
Have the students read the
exercise. Clarify any questions
before beginning.

Exercise may be given as an
out-of-class assignment which
students would work through
individually.
=P

Upon completion of exercise,
distribute exercise feedback
sheets. See the Appendix, page
A8-20. Discuss exercise.

Have students complete
questions individually or work
in teams.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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C. Group Exercise: Mary and John
Crook Investigation Part IV

D. Textbook Review Questions (pages
220 through 225)

C
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Instructor Notes Presentation

X. SUMMARY

Summarize objectives A. Restate Objectives
addressed in this chapter.

1. Differentiate between direct
proof and indirect proof.

2. Describe what types of
information are gathered
through the completion of a
financial profile.

3. State when it is appropriate
to use an indirect method of
proof.

4. State the requirements of
proof for each indirect
method of proof.

5. Write the formula for each
indirect method of proof.

6. Perform net worth analysis.

7. Perform expenditure analysis.

8. Perform bank deposit
analysis.

B. Tie-in to Next Chapter

Example: In order to use any of the
methods discussed for proving a suspect's
innocence or quilt, an investigator must
question the suspect for the information
needed. The next chapter, "Planning,
Conducting, and Recording an Interview"
focuses on the skills required of the
investigator.
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APPENDIX

Chapter 8: Tracing Funds Using Indirect
Methods of Proof

C
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PERSONAL NET WORTH
EXERCISE FEEDBACK

This exercise is designed to show how the net worth analysis method is
accomplished. Responses will vary with each individual.

Copies of the worksheets and lists used by the students in making their
computations are provided on the following pages.

Column I of WORKSHEET A should have been completed during
Chapter I. LIST A and LIST B should have been completed on a daily
basis with the daily total shown. The rest of WORKSHEET A and
WORKSHEET B should be completed at this time.

NOTE: Remind students that personal expenditures should include
such items as food, clothing, gas, entertainment, etc.
Income should include such things as wages, interest
income, spending money from home, etc.

CLt
Personal Net Worth Exercise
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HOW MUCH ARE YOU WORTH?
(WORKSHEET A)

ASSETS

Cash-on-Hand

Cash in Banks

Car

Home

Instructor Guide

COLUMN I COLUMN II
BASE CURRENT

Total Assets (A)

LIABILITIES

Student Loans

Car Loans

Mortgages

Total Liabilities (B)

NET WORTH

Total Assets (A)
Total Liabilities (B)

FINANCfAL INVESTIGATIONS
Personal Net Worth Exercise
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HOW MUCH DO YOU SPEND?
(LIST A)

DATE AMOUNT DATE AMOUNT

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Instructor Guide

Personal Net Worth Exercise
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Ai HOW MUCH DO YOU MAKE?
w (LIST B)

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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HOW MUCH HAS YOUR NET WORTH
INCREASED OR DECREASED?

(WORKSHEET B)

Current Net Worth (Column II)

Minus: Base Net Worth (Column I)

Equals: Increase (Decrease) in Net Worth

Plus: Known Expenses (From LIST A)

Equals: Total Net Worth Increase or Decrease

Minus: Funds from Known Sources (From LIST B)

Equals: Funds from Unknown Income (Unsuspected
Income)

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

G Q u

Personal Net Worth Exercise
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JOHN - THE LOTTERY WINNER
EXPENDITURES METHOD EXAMPLE

Purpose. This is an example of how transactions can be classified as
expenditures (applications) or sources of funds. This determination is an
important step in using the Expenditures Method.

Relay the events in the scenario to the students. A flipchart or
chalkboard could be used to write down figures as discussed. Query
students to help analyze the events and determine the effect that results
from the transaction.

Out-of-class activity (OPTIONAL). Instructor may distribute example for
students to read prior to class or as part of a self-study.

G

John The Lottery Winner
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JOHN - THE LOTTERY WINNER
HANDOUT

BACKGROUND: Consider John. John has just graduated from high school. John
does not have a job, a car, a bank account or any debts at all.
John lives at home (rent free) and has no money (cash) in his
pocket.

EVENTS:

Jan. 1

Jan. 2

Jan. 3

While walking, John finds a lottery ticket. It appears to be a legitimate
lottery ticket and accordingly, he takes it to the lottery store. John finds
out that he has just won $100,000. John takes his winnings in cash -
100,000 one-dollar bills. John places the cash in his pocket.

What has occurred?

John has entered into a "flow of funds" that can be analyzed. John has
become the recipient of $100,000; the source is from lottery winnings.
However, John also now has $100,000 in cash. We can, through
analysis, account for the change in John's financial position prior to
January 1. In other words, we have investigative evidence to document
the $100,000 received by John.

Source Lottery winnings $100,000
Application Cash on hand - increase $100,000

John recuperates from all the excitement of winning!

John decides that he always wanted a car and a boat; accordingly. he
purchases one of each both costing $50,000 each.

How did John pay for these items?

He took cash out of his pocket and paid for them.

What was the source of funds used by John to pay for the car and the
boat?

The source was his cash on hand. He decreased his cash holdings to
buy the car and boat. In other words, a decrease in cash on hand
represents a source ot funds for further expenditures.

Source Cash on hand decrease $100,000
Application Car purchase $ 50,000

Boat purchase $ 50,000

John The Lottery Winner
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Jan. 4

Jan. 5

Jan. 6
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Through this type of analysis we have determined that the car and boat
were purchased from known sources available to John.

John decides he wants to go into business for himself. He always
wanted to be a rock and roll star. He decides to buy an electric piano
that will make him a one man band. He finds one that he likes for
$75,000. He decides to keep his car but returns the boat and gets his
$50,000 back (in cash). At this point in time, John has sold an asset
(boat) and increased his cash on hand in order to prepare to make
another expenditure. Accordingly, the sale of an asset, or in this
instance, the exchange of assets (boat for cash) represents a source of
funds to John.

What does this analysis indicate?

Source
Application

Sale of boat
Cash on hand - increase

$ 50,000
$ 50,000

We can fully document the flow of funds reflecting John's purchase of a
car ($50,000) and cash on hand increase ($50,000) the original lottery
winnings of $100,000.

John determines that he needs another $25,000 to buy his piano. Not
wanting to sell his car, he decides to take out a loan for $25,000. With
the loan proceeds and by decreasing his cash on hand, he buys the
piano.

What does this analysis indicate?

Source Loan proceeds $ 25,000
Cash on hand decrease $ 50,000

Application Piano purchase $ 75,000

Now John has a car, a piano, and no cash. Since January 1st, John has
expended $125,000 and we can document or account for the sources of
all of the applications of funds (lottery = $100,000 and loan proceeds =
$25,000)

John plays his first concert and receives $10,000 as income. The
concert promotor pays John $5,000 in cash and promises to pay the
other $5,000 in 30 days.

6 a j
John - The Lottery Winner
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What has occurred with respect to the flow of funds?

Source Income $ 10,000
Application Cash on hand increase $ 5,000

Account receivable increase $ 5,000

Even though John has in hand only $5,000, the total $10,000 is
considered as a source of funds for analysis purposes.

John decides he needs to buy a trailer for his piano. John talks to the
concert promotor who also sells piano trailers. The promotor agrees to
sell a trailer to John for $5,000. However, instead of paying cash, they
both agree to forgo or forgive the $5,000 promised to be paid to John in
the future. John exchanges his accounts receivable for the trailer.

Source Accounts receivable decrease $5,000
Application Trailer purchase $5,000

At the time of receipt, if we fail to show the full amount of income
($10,000) as a source and correspondingly fail to establish the account
receivable as an expenditure, our analysis becomes invalid.

Source Application

Lottery $100,000 Piano $ 75,000
Loan $ 25,000 Car $ 50,000
Income $ 5,000 Cash on Hand - Increase $ 5,000

$130,000 Trailer $ 5,000
$135,000

Following this INCORRECT PATH reveals an unidentified expenditure of
$5,000.

John decides that rock and roll is not his life. Accordingly, he sells his
piano for $75,000 and receives cash. He sells his car for $50,000 and
receives cash and his trailer for $5,000 and receives cash. He sells his
piano for $75,000, car for $50,000, and trailer for $5,000, receiving cash
for each transaction.

John The Lottery Winner
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Jan. 9

Jan. 10

Jan. 11
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What has happened?

Source

Sale of piano $ 75,000
Sale of car $ 50,000
Sale of trailer $ 5,000

$130,000
Application
Cash on hand increase $130,000

At this point, John has added $130,000 to his already $5,000 cash on
hand and we can document the source of each dollar
(lottery/loan/income).

John decides to take a trip to Paris, France, on the Concorde five times
in one day. The cost is $10,000 which he pays for in cash. This
decision to take the trip was made after considering other types of
personal expenditures (i.e. buying clothes, groceries, furniture, stereo,
dining out, or paying his parent's bills, etc.)

What has occurred?

Source Cash on hand - decrease $ 10,000
Application Personal expenditure (trip) $ 10,000

Still feeling a little dizzy, John rests from his trip!

John decides to take the $100,000 cash he has left and buy 100,000
lottery tickets (each costing $1.00).

What has occurred?

Source
Application

Cash on hand - decrease
Lottery ticket purchases

$100,000
$100,000

John learns that one of his tickets is a $100,000 winner! On the way to
the lottery store to collect his winnings, John inadvertently drops the
ticket, John is unable to find the ticket. John has lost it all.

Jan. 12 John makes application to attend the local university!

John The Lottery Winner
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JIM DEALER CARD ACTIVITY

Directions to Instructor:

(Before Class)
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Prepare a set of index cards for the activity. Make a card for each item (A
through L) listed in the Jim Dealer scenario on page 199 of the textbook,
Include the item name, description from textbook and the names of the three
indirect methods. NOTE: Item B, Bank Information, is split into three different
areas of concern--bank balances, bank deposits, and interest income. A
separate card should be prepared for each of these categories.

A sample of how the index card should look is provided here.

JIM DEALER ACTIVITY CARD

ITEM A: CASH-ON-HAND

Dealer stated he had $1,000 on 12131/90 from an old boat he sold on 12/30/90. Dealer stated he had no cash-

on-hand at 12/31/91.

NET WORTH IMPACT:

EXPENDITURES IMPACT:

BANK DEPOSIT IMPACT:

J- 6

Jim Dealer Card Activity
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(During Class)
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1. State the purpose of the activity. The purpose of this exercise is to show how
the same effect is achieved using any of the three indirect methods. The
student must arrive at the conclusion that all methods show how "unknown
sources of funds" are derived.

2. Distribute cards to students. Students may work in teams.

3. Have students complete cards. If necessary, have them refer to Jim Dealer
examples in the textbook.

4. Each team or individual is to present their findings to the class. Sample impact
statements are provided. Assist students during the process.

5. Summarize activity. Use the chalkboard to illustrate the effect as shown below.
Each had a different starting point, but all resulted with same type of
information.

Method Effect

Net Worth

Expenditures

Bank Deposits

Total Net Worth Increases
Minus: Known Sources of Funds
Funds from Unknown Sources

Total Expenditures
Minus: Known Sources of Funds
Funds from Unknown Sources

Total Receipts
Minus: Known Sources of Funds
Funds from Unknown Sources

U a
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IMPACT STATEMENTS JIM DEALER CARD ACTIVITY

ITEM A: Cash-on-Hand

Net Worth Impact Base Year Year 1 Year 2
$1,000 0 0

Expenditures Impact Base Year Year 1 Year 2
$1,000 $1,000 No effect

Bank Deposit Impact Source for $1,000 of funds "applied" or "expended"
during year #1

ITEM B-1: Bank Information - Bank Balance

Net Worth Impact Dealer's asset "Cash in Bank" went up by $3,250
during Year 1 and $475 in Year 2.

Expenditures Impact The increases in "Cash in Bank" are expenditures
(also called "applications of funds") of $3,250 in Year
1 and $475 in Year 2.

Bank Deposit Impact The increases in "cash in bank" flow through the
computation. Since the funds remained on deposit at
year's end, the funds were not disbursed by the
bank. Thus, these funds were not part of "net bank
disbursements." These increased ending bank
balances thus decreased net bank disbursements
and, in applying the formula, increased cash
disbursements.

638
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ITEM B-2: Bank Information - Bank Deposits

Net Worth Impact None
(Only ending balances, reconciled for outstanding
checks and deposits-in-transit have impact on net
worth method.)

Expenditures Impact None
(Only increases and decreases in the ending
balances of the asset "cash in bank" can be sources
or application of funds and in the amount of the
change in balance.)

ITEM B-3: Bank Information Interest Income

Net Worth Impact The interest received is funds from a known source,
which is subtracted from "total net worth increase" in
the final step to arrive at funds from unknown source.

Expenditures Impact Same as net worth The interest is a "known source"
of funds and is subtracted from "total expenditures"
to arrive at funds from unknown sources.

Bank Deposit Impact Same. Subtracted from "total receipts" to arrive at
funds from unknown sources.

ITEM C: Jewelry

Net Worth Impact Base Year Year 1 Year 2
$1,000 $6,000 $12,000

Expenditures Impact The increases in the asset "jewelry" were obtained
by applications of funds (or "expenditures") in 1991
of $5,000 and in 1992 of $6,000.

Bank Deposit Impact The jewelry purchases are added to Dealer's other
"Outlays of Funds." The effect is an increase of
$5,000 to "outlays" in 1991 and $6,000 in 1992.

Instructor-led
Question: Where would an investigator find lead(s) to this information? Jeweler

639.
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ITEM D: Boat Purchase

Net Worth Impact Base Year Year 1 Year 2
$17,500 $17,500 $17,500

Expenditures Impact None during 1991 or 1992. But you may want to
look for "Boat Club" dues, boat insurance, operating
expenses, etc.

Bank Deposit Impact Same as above at "expenditures"

Note: The net impact of the boat is 0 for all methods, since the asset didn't
change and was not a source or application of funds in 1991 or 1992.

I nstructor-led
Question: Where would an investigator find lead(s) to this information? Boat

Dealer, Surveillance, Department of Transportation

ITEM E: Car Purchase

Net Worth Impact Base Year Year 1 Year 2
0 0 $18,250

Expenditures Impact The 1992 increase in the asset "auto" was obtained
by the $18,250 application of funds in order to
purchase the auto.

Bank Deposit Impact The auto purchase is added to dealer's outlays of
funds.

ITEM F: House/Mortgage Information

Net Worth Impact

Asset House
Liability Mortgage

Base Year Year 1 Year 2

0 $150,000 $150,000
0 $100,000 $100,000

Expenditures Impact The "net effect" of the house purchase is entirely
made up of the $50,000 down payment ($150,000
cost, less $100,000 mortgage). The $50,000 down
payment is an expenditure during Year 1: 1991.

Bank Deposit Impact Same as above. The down payment is added to
dealer's other "outlays."

Instructor-led
Question: Where would an investigator find

Deeds, trash, mail cover, County
lead(s) to this information? Registrar of
Treasurer

640
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ITEM G: Interest Free Loan

Net Worth Impact

Liability Loan
Base Year Year 1 Year 2
$275 $275 $275

Expenditures Impact None - No payments, so neither a source or
application of funds in 1991 or 1992.

Bank Deposit Impact Not received in 1991 or 1992, so not a "source" nor
a "deposit' to be considered. No payments made
(interest or principal), so not an "application" either.

Instructor-led
Question: Where would an investigator find lead(s) to this information (Interview,

financial statement)?

Note: Although there is no real impact, this is included in Net Worth method to
show "complete investigation."

ITEM H: Loan Information

Net Worth Impact

Liability Loan
Base Year Year 1 Year 2
No effect $2,400 $1,200

Expenditures Impact In 1991, the loan is a source of funds of $3,000 and
an application of funds (or expenditure) of $600.
Interestingly enough, the $2400 "net source" ($3000
less $600) is the same as the 12/31/91 balance of
the liability.

Bank Deposit Impact In 1991, the $3000 is a "known source of funds" and
the $600 in repayments on the loan is an "outlay." In

1992, the $1200 ($100/month times 12) is an
"outlay." The liability balance (N/W) of $1200 at
12/31/92 is an unrelated coincidence.
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ITEM I: Mortgage Payments

Net Worth Impact

Liability - Mortgage
Less: Payments
Mortgage Balance
@ end of 1991 and 1992

Base Year Year 1 Year 2
No effect $100,000 $94,000
No effect 6 000 -6 000

$ 94,000 $88,000

Expenditures Impact The $6000 of loan re-payments are $6,000
"applications of funds" (or expenditures) in both 1991
and 1992.

Bank Deposit Impact Same effect as above. The $6,000 in mortgage
payments are added to dealer's other "outlays" in
both 1991 and 1992.

ITEM J: Credit Cards

Net Worth Impact
Neither an asset nor liability. Requires balance be
paid when billed. Included as "known expenses."

Expenditures Impact The $1,460 paid in 1991 and the $3,000 paid in 1992
are "applications of funds" in each year.

Bank Deposit Impact As above the $1,460 and $3,000 are added to
dealer's "outlays" in the respective years.

ITEM K: Personal Living Expenses

Net Worth Impact
The personal living expenses are called "known
expenses" and are added to "increase in net worth."

Expenditures Impact The personal living expenses are called
"expendi fres" and are added to other expenditures
for "total expenditures."

Bank Deposit Impact The personal living expenses are called "outlays" and
added to other "outlays" to get "total outlays."

Instructor-led
Question: Where would an investigator find lead(s) to this information? Trash,

checks, surveillance
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Net Worth Impact The "legitimate income" is a known source of funds
that is subtracted from everything spent (or saved,
etc.) to arrive at the subject's income from illegal
activities called "unknown sources" unless you have
a witness or two to testify as to the specifics of the
source.

Expenditures Impact Same as above.

Bank Deposit Impact Same as above.

643
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MARY AND JOHN CROOK INVESTIGATION
EXERCISE FEEDBACK

The results of the bank deposit analysis are as follows. The students may use the
single-step or multi-step format to make their computation.

Sinqle-Step Format

STEP 1 CALCULATE NET DEPOSITS TO ALL ACCOUNTS

Amount

Total Deposits to All Accounts $70,000

Minus: Transfer and Redeposits 0

Equals: Net Deposits to All Accounts $70,000

STEP 2 CALCULATE NET BANK DISBURSEMENTS

Amount

Net Deposits to All Accounts
(STEP 1)

$70,000

Plus: Beginning Balances 4,000

Equals: Net Bank Funds Available 74,000

Minus: Ending Balances 9,000

Equals: Net Bank Disbursements $65,000
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STEP 3 CALCULATE CASH EXPENDITURES

Examples of total outlay of funds:

Instructor Guide

Purchases of capital assets or
investments, loan repayments,
known expenses

Outlays Amount

Vacation $15,000

Real Estate Taxes 1,200

Vehicle Purchase 36,000

Mortgage Repayment 12,000

Down Payment Lot 25,000

Loan Repayment 4,200

TOTAL OUTLAYS $93,400

Amount

Total Outlay of Funds $93,400

Minus: Net Bank Disbursements
(STEP 2)

65,000

Equals: Cash Expenditures $28,400

STEP 4 CALCULATE TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES

Amount

Net Deposits to All Accounts $70,000
(STEP 1)

Plus: Cash Expenditures 28,400
(STEP 3)

Equals: Total Receipts from All Sources $98,400

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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STEP 5 CALCULATE FUNDS FROM UNKNOWN SOURCES

Examples of known sources:

Instructor Guide

Salaries, business profits, gifts
received, loans received and
inheritances.

Known Sources Amount

Business Profit $48,000

Gift 10,000

Cash on Hand 1,000

TOTAL KNOWN $59,000
SOURCES

Amount

Total Receipts from All Sources $98,400
(STEP 4)

Minus: Funds from Known Sources 59,000

Equals: Funds from Unknown Sources $39,400
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Multi-Step Format

Total Deposits $70,000
0Minus: Transfers between

accounts
Equals: Net deposits

$70,000

Plus: Cash Expenditures
Vacation $15,000
Real estate taxes 1,200
Vehicle purchase 36,000
Mortgage repayment 12,000
Down payment lot 25,000
Loan repayment 4 200
Total outlay of funds $93,400

Minus: Net bank disbursements 65 000
Equals: Cash expenditures $28,400

Equals: Total receipts $98,400

Minus: Funds from known sources
Business profit $48,000
Gift 10,000
Cash on hand 1 000
Total from known sources $59,000

Equals:Funds from unknown sources $39,400
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CHAPTER 9: PLANNING, CONDUCTING, AND RECORDING AN
INTERVIEW

LENGTH: 5 Hours

OBJECTIVES:

INSTRUCTIONAL
METHODS/AIDS:

State the purpose of a financial interview.

List the objectives of a financial interview.

Describe the elements that must be considered
when planning an interview.

Describe techniques used when conducting an
interview.

Identify and describe methods used to record an
interview.

ICON LEGEND
(Those used in this lesson are highlighted)

Li

Q&A
......

Role Play Distribute Document Show Transparency Discussion Period Use Flip Chart

'iltef;f41 tiIni
.=gM

Do Group Exercise Refer to Textbook Use Chalkboard Do Individual Exercise
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STUDENT
WORKBOOK:

INSTRUCTIONAL
EQUIPMENT:

INSTRUCTOR
REFERENCES:

Instructor Guide

Chapter 9 List of Transparencies
1. Interview
2. Purpose of Financial Interviews
3. Objectives of Financial Interviews
4. Types of Interview Questions
5. Phases of the Interview
6. Parts of the Interview

Chapter 9 Workbook Contents
Interview Aids
Special Agent Interview

Overhead projector
Videotape recorder and camera (optional)

Financial Investigations...A Financial Approach to
Detecting and Resolving Crimes
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Instructor Notes Presentation

I. INTRODUCTION

Use a transition statement from A. Attention Getter/Motivator
the previous chapter.

Example: Getting the information you
need during an investigation is not always
easy. One of the most important skills
required of a financial investigator is the
ability to get information from people. This
chapter addresses the techniques of
conducting financial interviews.

Refer to the objectives on pages B. Objectives
227 and 228 in the textbook.

1. State the purpose of a
financial interview.

2. List the objectives of a
financial interview.

3. Describe the elements that
must be considered when
planning an interview.

4. Describe techniques used
when conducting an
interview.

5. Identify and describe
methods used to record an
interview.

650
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Instructor Notes Presentation

1. Interview

Use the definition In textbook
on page 229.

2. Purpose of Financial
Interviews

Refer to the purpose statement
on page 261 of the textbook.

3. Objectives of Financial
interviews

II. INTRODUCTION TO THE FINANCIAL
INTERVIEW

A. Purpose/Objectives of Interview

1. Definition

651

2. Purpose

3. Objectives - To obtain:

a. Information that
establishes or refutes
the allegation or crime
under investigation

b. Leads for further
development of the
case

c. All information and
documents in the
witness's possession
relative to the financial
investigation
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4. Types of Interview Questions

Refer to the examples in the
textbook on page 230.

Examples: Specific detail

Instructor Guide

d. The cooperation of the
witness for any
subsequent legal
proceeding

e. Background and
personal information
about the witness and
motivation for
involvement in the
crime

B. Types of Interview Questions

Examples: General recollection

5. Phases of the interview

Introduce the phases of the
interview. Each part is
discussed in detail in Sections
III, IV and V.

C. Phases of an Interview

652
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2. Conducting

3. Recording
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Inform students that Interview
Planning Aids are available in
the Student Workbook
beginning on page 9-2.

Discuss items listed in textbook
on page 231.

Use examples in textbook on
page 232 to clarify this
information.

Explain categories and how
each affects the interview
process. Refer to category
types mentioned on page 233 in
the textbook.

III. PLANNING AN INTERVIEW

A. Condition(s) Facing Investigator at
the Beginning of the Investigation

B. Selecting Witnesses

1. Who: People having
knowledge or possession of
documents pertaining to
financial transactions

2. Order: Degree of knowledge
or participation

C. Types of Witnesses

1. Neutral

2. Friendly

3. Reluctant or hostile
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Discuss information in textbook D. Contacting the Suspect
on page 234.

1. Reasons for interviewing
during early stages

a. Fear that records may
be destroyed

b. Catching suspect off
guard results in more
responsive interviews

c. May result in quick
confessions or early
indications of
innocence

2. Reasons for delaying
interviews

a. Needed documentation
collected from other
witnesses can be used
to refute suspect's
testimony

b. Confessions
sometimes occur when
suspect confronted
with evidence of guilt
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Discuss information and
examples in textbook on pages
234 and 235.

Emphasize chronological is the
most common.

==

Refer students to sample
interview outline on page 236 in
the textbook. Emphasize that
the hems listed are only key
points to be addressed. A more
comprehensive outline/
worksheet Is contained in the
Student Workbook on page 9-4.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

3. Reasons for NOT contacting
suspect--

a. Beyond reach of law
enforcement

b. Represented by
attorney who refuses
to allow client to be
interviewed on
constitutional grounds

E. Method of Questioning

a. Chronological method

b. Questioning according to
documents

c. Questioning according to
transactions or events

F. Preparing Outline (Do not list every
question)
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Instructor Notes Presentation

6. Parts of the Interview

Model the right and wrong
techniques to the students
using the examples In the
textbook on pages 237 through
239.

Refer back to page 234 for
questioning methods.

Model the appropriate
techniques to the students
using the examples In the
textbook on pages 241 and 242.
Have a student role play as the
witness.

IV. CONDUCTING AN INTERVIEW

A. Parts of the Interview

B. Introduction Techniques

1. Purpose

a. Identify self

b. Purpose of contact

2. Right and wrong techniques

C. Body Techniques

656

1. Purpose/method

a. Fact-finding purpose

b. Structure depends
upon questioning
method used

2. Techniques for employing
"who, what, where, when,
and why" questions
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Instructor Notes Presentation

D. Closing Techniques

1. Purpose

a. Clarify facts

b. Summation

Discuss closing questions 2. Closing questions
presented In the textbook on
pages 244 and 245.
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0 Instructor Notes Presentation

An example of informal notes Is
located in textbook on page
246.

An example of a memorandum
Is located on page 248 in
textbook.

Refer to the textbook on page
247 for advantages and
disadvantages.

V. RECORDING THE INTERVIEW

A. Informal Notes

1. Purpose - Can serve as
written record

2. Content - Date, time, place,
persons present and what
occurred

B. Memorandum

1. When used Details too
numerous to be recorded
informally

2. Advantages/disadvantages
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Instructor Guide

An example of the Question and
Answer Statement format is
located on page 250 in the
textbook.

Discuss items listed in textbook
on page 249.

Refer to the textbook on page
251 for advantages and
disadvantages.

Sample Affidavit Is located on
page 253 in textbook.

Refer to textbook on page 254
for advantages and
di_ -Ivantages.

Refer to page 255 in the
textbook for an example of the
oath that must be administered
with the sworn statement.

C. Question and Answer Statement

1. When used - When complete
transcript of questions,
answers and statements
made by each participant are
needed.

2. Content required

3. Advantages/disadvantages

D. Affidavit

1. When used When
declaration of facts made
vJluntarily and confirmed by
oath is needed.

2. Advantages/disadvantages

E. Sworn Statement - Statement by
witness under oath
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Instructor Guide

Refer to guidelines listed in the
textbook on page 255.

A sample form letter is located
on page 256 In the textbook.

Inform the students that in the
Student Workbook there is a
collection of interview aids
(page 9-2), some of which have
just been discussed, to help
them with the Interviewing
process.

F. Mechanical Recording

1. When used - When a
stenographer is not available
to record all details

2. Guidelines for use

G. Form Letter Used when requesting
information from third parties

H. Grand Jury Transcript Contains all
questions, answers and statements
made by each participant before
grand jury.
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Two role-playing practice
exercises have been provided in
the Appendix.

Role Play #1 - Sherman Hunter
Case, page A9-2.

Role Play #2 - William Groom
Case, page A9-15.

Either one or both of these
exercises can be used to
practice interviewing skills.
These exercises have been set
up as student-directed
activities. Four individuals are
needed to complete each role-
play exercise. Divide the class
into groups accordingly. Follow
the instructions provided in the
Appendix.
OPTIONAL: If equipment
available, videotaping of the
role playing may be done to
provide students with feedback.

I. Interview Role Playing Activity
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0 Instructor Notes Presentation

A
Materials needed to conduct the
role playing exercise are
included in the Appendix, page
A9-33. Refer students to page
9-16 In the Student Workbook
for a synopsis of this exercise.

-

0- I

Distribute role play guides.
Follow directions in the
Appendix.

OPTIONAL: Guest special
agents can be used to role play
the parts of witnesses in this
exercise.

Q &A

Have students complete
questions individually or work
In teams.

J. Role Play: Special Agent Interview

K. Textbook Review Questions (pages
259 through 261)
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Instructor Notes Presentation

VI. SUMMARY

Summarize the objectives A. Restate Objectives
addressed in this chapter.

1. State the purpose of a
financial interview.

2. List the objectives of a
financial interview.

3. Describe the elements that
must be considered when
planning an interview.

4. Describe techniques used
when conducting an
interview.

5. Identify and describe
methods used to record an
interview.

B. Tie In to Next Chapter

Example: Knowing how to get information
from witnesses is key to conducting a
successful investigation. But the interview
alone is not the only technique the
investigator must be skilled at using.
Some of the other techniques used by an
investigator are discussed in the next
chapter, "Investigative Techniques."
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APPENDIX

Chapter 9: Planning, Conducting, and
Recording an Interview
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ROLE PLAY #1
SHERMAN HUNTER CASE

Notes to the Instructor:

Instructor Guide

Inform students that the role-playing exercise is a third-party interview. A person
who has knowledge related to the case under investigation--not the individual
under investigation--is being interviewed.

Organize students into groups of four. Have individuals in each group assume the
following roles:

Case Agent Interviewer
Interviewer Assistant/Recorder
Interviewee (Person being interviewed) Kelly Host (Auto Dealer)
Interview Administrator/Evaluator

Distribute copies of the role playing guides for each individual in the group. The
students will be conducting this practice exercise essentially on their own.

ROOM SPACE - You may wish to arrange for several different locations where
these interviews can be conducted.

VIDEOTAPING If feasible, videotaping of the exercise would be beneficial.
Arrangements would have to be made for equipment and the operation of the
equipment.

Role Player Guides:

1-1

1-2

Interviewer - Case Special Agent

Interviewer Assistant/Recorder

1-3 Interviewee Kelly Host-Auto Dealer
Sales Invoice, 2 Receipts, and 2 Deposit Slips Sherman Hunter.
Sales Invoice, 2 Receipts, and 2 Deposit Slips Sandy Jumper.

1-4 Interview Administrator/Evaluator
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Role Player Guide #1-1
Interviewer - Case Special Agent

Situation

Instructor Guide

Sherman Hunter Case

You are assigned as the investigator doing an investigation of Sherman Hunter, 624
Vandy Street, Indianola, Iowa. A check with the Department of Motor Vehicles indicates
Hunter purchased a 1991 Nissan 300ZX from Mid-Valley Motors, 1625 Clermont,
Indianola, Iowa in 1991.

You are required to conduct an interview with a responsible official of Mid-Valley Motors
concerning the purchase by Hunter. The purpose of the interview is to obtain
documentation and information regarding personal expenditures by Hunter.

Directions:

Plan the interview with the assistant interviewer.
Conduct the interview
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Role Player Guide #1-2 Sherman Hunter Case
interviewer Assistant/Recorder

Situation

You are assigned as an assistant to the investigator doing an investigation of Sherman
Hunter. (See Role Player Guide #1-1, Sherman Hunter Case.)

You are required to assist the chief special agent in an interview with a responsible official
of Mid-Valley Motors concerning the purchase by Hunter. The purpose of the interview
is to obtain documentation and information regarding personal expenditures by Hunter.

Directions:

Plan the interview with the interviewer.
Record the interview results. Choose the format most appropriate for this type of
investigation. The Student Workbook contains materials that will be helpful.
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Role Player Guide #1-3
Interviewee - Kelly Host (Auto Dealer)

Sherman Hunter Case

Situation

You are the sales manager of Mid-Valley Motors, 1625 Clermont Street, Indianola, Iowa.
You will be interviewed by a student seeking information and documents relative to the
purchase of two vehicles. Your name is Kelly Host.

Demeanor

You will deal with the agent in a cooperative manner. However, you will not volunteer
any information. You will provide copies of any documents requested by the student (only
if requested).

Facts You Need To Know

1. Mid-Valley Motors is a Nissan dealership.

2. You sold a 300ZX to Sherman Hunter on 4/6/91.

3. Hunter's trade-in was a 1987 Pontiac Grand Am Iowa Lic. # PRQ777.

4. The balance of the purchase price was paid for with a check from the Central
Credit Union. The check was made out to Hunter and Mid-Valley Motors.

5. Relative to the 4/6/91 sale to Hunter, you have the following documents: sales
invoice, two receipts, and two deposit slips. You should review these documents
prior to being interviewed.

6. If the student asks about any other transactions with Hunter, you will become very
nervous. The reason for the nervousness is you heard the IRS requires
businesses to file some kind of form if they receive more than $10,000 in cash
during a transaction. You have never filed one of these forms with the IRS even
though you heard the penalty would be large if you got caught. In June 1991,
Hunter paid you over $30,000 in cash for a 300ZX you sold to Sandy Jumper.

7. Relative to the 6/20/91 sale to Sandy Jumper, you have the following documents:
sales invoice, two receipts, and two deposit slips. You should review these
documents prior to being interviewed.

8. You do not know what the relationship between Jumper and Hunter is. However,
Jumper is a very attractive woman and Hunter was very attentive to her desires.

110
NOTES: DO NOT ALLOW INTERVIEWER TO SEE DOCUMENTS BEFORE

INTERVIEW.
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Sales Invoice (Sherman Hunter)

Miti-liaffey Motors
1625 Cfrrinont Street

Itufianofa, Iowa

'Date of Safe: 4/6/91 Description of Motor 'Vehicle Terms of Contract

Sold to: Sherman Hunter Make: Nissan
Paid in Fuff

624 Vandy Street Year: 1991
Indianola, IA Moa: 300ZX

Serial #: 9-CL,5305965

Body Sty: 2 door
New/Used: New
Trade-In: Pontiac Grand Am

Optional Equipment Base Price of Car Transportation $30,500.00

Optional Equipment 2,500.00

'Description Price 500.00

Air Conditioner $1,000.00 $33,500.00

AM/FM Cassette 500.00 MI other charges:
Sunroof 900.00 gitle or sales tax $500.00

Floor Mats 100.00 Registration 100.00

Total: $2,500.00

600.00

Note: Mad title to: CASH SALES PRICE $34,100.00

I ndiatwla Central Credit DEPOSIT 1,100.00

'Union CASH ONDELIVEWY 28,000.00

325 9vfain Street TRADE-IN ALLOWAVE 5,000.00

I ndianola, IA

IANOICE #120-91
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Deposit Slip #1 (Sherman Hunter)

Instructor Guide
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Instructor Guide

Book No.
If Savings

DEPOSITED WITH

NORWEST
MID-VALLEY MOTORS

Address

V/ 19 91

CURRENCY
DOLLARS rENTS

COIN

CHECKS AS FOLLOWS

.-1

w

1
z r-I (0

.. $4

o
a)

a) 0
E It

to ..

,..) .Q ()
(n a)

. H
4 o 0

Snumwn 1 7540 00

Edwin 2 8250 00

Hunter
,

3 28,000 00

Greene 4 300 00

TOTAL- 44,090 00

NUMBER OF CHECKS 4

Financial Investigations
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Safes 1Zeceipts (Sherman Hunter)

4/1 19 91

RECEIVED OF
Efeven hutufred and.

April 1 19 91

Shennan Hunter
TO Sherman 9funter %o DOLLARS
FOR HL5305965
(300ZX)

TOTAL DUE
PAID
BAL . DUE

$ 29,100.00
1,100.00

1100.00 S. c. areen$ 28,000.00

4/1 19 91

RECEIVED OF Sherman

.gpril 1 19 91

7-funter
TO Sherman Hunter Twenty eiEht thousand & %o DOLLARS
FOR YlL5305965
(300ZX)

TOTAL DUE $ 28,000.00
PAID 28,000.00
BAL . DUE $ -0- $ 28,000.00 5. C. Green
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Sales Invoice (Sandy Jumper)

gifid-Vaffey %lam
1625 Cfermont Street

Inttanda, Iowa

'Date of Safe: 6/20/91

Sofd to: Santly jumper
500 .Affen Street
Apt. 50
Itulianola,

Description of Motor Vehicle Terms of Contract
Taid in Full

I

Make: Nissan
rear: 1991

Mor&: 300ZX
Serial #: 5fL530-5982
Body Sty: 2 door
Vw/Ilsed: 9(.ew

Trade-In: Npne

Optional Equipment Base Price of Car Transportation
Optional Equipment

$30,500.00
2,000.00

'Description Pice 500.00

Air Conditioner $1,000.00 $33,000.00

Anti-LockBrakcs 500.00 Aft other charges:

AM/FM Cassette 500.00 gitle or safes tax $500.00

$2,000.00 *gistration 100.00

600.00

CASS SALES MOE $33,600.00

DEPOSIT 500.00

CAS5f ONIYELIVEXT .3_3,100.00

INVOICE #229-91
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Sales Receipts (Sandy Jumper)

6/18 19 91

RECEIVED OF
Five hundred.

June 18 1 9 91

Sandy jumper
TO Sandy Jumper 9bo DOLLARS
FOR (51L530-5982)

(300ZX)

TOTAL DUE $ 33,600.00

PAID 500.00

BAL . DUE $ 31,100.00 $ 500.00 S. C. Green

June 20 19 91

6/20 19 91

RECEIVED OF
Thirty three thousand

Sandy Jumper
TO Sandy lumper onthundred %o DOLLARS
FOR (SL.530-5982)

(300ZX)

TOTAL DUE $ 33,100.00

PAID 33,100.00

BAL . DUE $ -0- $ 33,100.00 S. C. Green
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Instructor Guide

Book No.
If Savings

DEPOSITED WITH

NORWEST
MID-VALLEY MOTORS

Address

6/18 19 91

CURRENCY lumper 500.00

Bagman 1,000.00

Do Lbt.tc

1500

-E::":

0 0

COIN

CHECKS AS FOLLOWS

',..i

(1)

'2
(-) 3

r4 -H af

1.1

C
:3 rd

o

5 0
cn

ms .s4
0

r.n CU

-,--1 4-4 ,.

._1 o u

Carter 1 10050 00

*mate 2 500 00

3

5

TOTAL 12,050 00

NUMBER OF CHECKS 2
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Instructor Guide

Book No .

I f Savings

DEPOSITED WITH

NORWEST
MID-VALLEY MOTORS

Address

6/20 19 91

CURRENCY _Jumper 500.00
Do 1..LARC

33,100

'EMT.'

0 0

COIN

CHECKS AS FOLLOWS

--i

w
-(3

'( Q
.., .,:ci-

o
w

w o
e 05
03 ...

in

_Li A u
u.) w
ri 4-1 ..0
-.1 o c)

Wyan 1 8,955 50

Titharg 2 200 00

4

5

TOTAL 42,255 50

NUMBER OF CHECKS
-

2
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Role Player Guide #1-4 Sherman Hunter Case
Interview Administrator/Evaluator

Notes:

Interviewer is unaware that the subject under investigation also purchased a
300ZX during that year for an acquaintance.

Tell the interviewer before he/she begins the interview that an appointment has
been made with the individual to be interviewed.

Allow interviewer and interviewee time to prepare for the interview session
before beginning.

Allow interviewer's assistant time to prepare record of interview before
evaluating session.

Evaluation Criteria:

S = Satisfactory
N = Needs Improvement

ITEM S N COMMENTS

Prepared interview outline

Opened interview with--
Introductions
Purpose of interview

Controlled interview --
Kept interviewee on track
Was not "pumped" for
information by friendly
witness
Did not threaten witness
Remained in control with
hostile witness

.

Used specific, simple and positively
phrased questions

Met the objectives of the interview--
"Obtained documentation and
information regarding
personal expenditures by
Hunter"

Recorded interview accurately--
Selected format to fit
situation
Provided details accurately

Financial Investigations
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ROLE PLAY #2
WILLIAM GROOM CASE

Notes to the Instructor:

Instructor Guide

Inform students that the role-playing exercise is a third-par; :nterview. A person
who has knowledge related to the case under investigation--not the individual
under investigation--is being interviewed.

Organize students into groups of four. Have individuals in each group assume the
following roles:

Special Agent Interviewer
Interviewer Assistant/Recorder
Interviewee (Person being interviewed) Terry Groom (Contractor)
Interview Administrator/Evaluator

Distribute copies of the role playing guides for each individual in the group. The
students wili be conducting this practice exercise essentially on their own.

ROOM SPACE You may wish to arrange for several different locations where
these interviews can be conducted.

VIDEOTAPING If feasible, videotaping of the exercise would be beneficial.
Arrangements would have to be made for equipment and the operation of the
equipment.

Role Player Guides:

2-1

2-2

Interviewer Case Special Agent

Interviewer Assistant/Recorder

2-3 Interviewee Terry Groom Contractor
1990 Statement of Payments and five canceled checks
1991 Statement of Payments and five canceled checks

2-4 Interview Administrator/Evaluator
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Role Player Guide #2-1 William Groom Case
Interviewer - Case Special Agent

Situation

This case originated with information from an agent doing a corporate audit of the tax
returns of Rancher, Inc., a general contractor. The agent discovered payments from
Rancher Inc., owned by Terry Groom, to Danville Drywall Co., owned by William Groom.
Terry Groom told the agent that William, who is his brother, did all his drywall business.
The agent attempted to verify some of the payments to Danville Drywall and found
William Groom very evasive. The agent ordered a transcript and found that William had
not filed returns for 1990 and 1991.

The agent evaluating the information discovered that Rancher, Inc. was only one of
several contractors from which William Groom subcontracted drywall work. Prior years*
returns reveal that Danville Drywall is a sole proprietorship owned by William Groom and
that he reported substantial amounts of income in those years.

You have been assigned as the special agent to the case. William Groom has already
been contacted and refused to talk to you after being advised of his rights. Terry Groom
was contacted for the purpose of obtaining documentation of the payments to Danville
Drywall. Terry Groom was very uncooperative; therefore, Groom was issued a summons
for his records and testimony. You are to interview him at Terry Groom's place of
business, Rancher, Inc.

Directions:

Plan the interview with the assistant interviewer
Conduct the interview
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Role Player Guide #2-2 William Groom Case
Interviewer Assistant/Recorder

Situation

You are assigned as an assistant in the investigation of William Groom. (See Role Player
Guide #2-1, William Groom Case)

The purpose of the interview is to obtain documentation and information regarding
payments made to Danville Drywall Company.

Directions:

Plan the interview with the interviewer.
Record the interview results. Choose the format most appropriate for this type of
investigation. The Student Workbook contains materials that will be helpful.

O 6S0
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Role Player Guide #2-3 William Groom Case
interviewee - Terry Groom (Contractor)

Situation

You are to play the owner of a general contracting firm, Rancher, Inc., in Danville, Iowa.
Your name is Terry Groom.

An IRS Special Agent will interview you to determine the income you paid to Danville
Drywall Company. This company is your brother's business. The interview is being
conducted at your office on the due date of a summons issued to you. You originally
refused to talk to the agent who then issued the summons. You have decided to comply
with the summons.

Demeanor

You are allowing the agent to interview you only because he/she issued a summons
requiring your testimony. You are resentful and uncooperative although you will provide
the agent with requested documents.

Facts You Need To Know

1. In June 1989, you were audited by the Internal Revenue Service and the Revenue
Agent proposed several minor increases to your taxable income. You consider
yourself an honest taxpayer and feel the Revenue Agent was unreasonable when
he proposed the adjustments.

2. Your brother, William Groom, is a drywall contractor. You build five "speculation"
houses each year and subcontract the drywall work to your brother (doing
business as Danville Drywall Company).

3. During the IRS audit the Revenue Agent questioned you about Danville Drywall
Company, and you told the agent this was your brother's business.

4. You paid Danville Drywall Company with one check at the completion of each job.
You also maintain a ledger sheet for each subcontractor. The check and the
amount of each check is posted to this ledger sheet.

5. You will provide the Special Agent with photocopies of the following (if requested):

a. 1990 Statement of payments to Danville Drywall Company
b. Five canceled checks 1990
c. 1991 Statement of payments to Danville Drywall Company
d. Five canceled checks - 1991
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6. You know that your brother subcontracts for other contractors in the area as well.
Sorters Building Co. is the only one you remember. You have discussed the IRS
contact with your brother but do not know why the IRS is investigating him.

7 Rancher, Inc. does not provide any material, tools or labor to Danville Drywall

Company.
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Statement of Payments (1990)

RANCHER, INC.
YEAR 1990

Sub-Contractor: Danville Drywall Co.
Danville, IA

Date CK# Job No.
Remarks

Amount

2/6/90 874 90-115 $13,650.00

5/18/90 911 90-0161 14,500.00

6/10/90 977 90-0242 13,890.00

9/11/90 1007 90-0397 13,950.00

11/24/90 1099 90-0411 14,300.00

TOTAL $70,290.00
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Canceled Check #1 (1990)

Rancher. Inc.

ltrb 300 Main Street
Baker. Iowa

RAY 70 T HE

ORDER OF Danz/ate 'Drywall
thirteen thousand sin- hundred fifty and no/00

WELLS BANK
Baker, lowa

No. 874

Date Februanj 6 1990

$ 13 650."
DOLLARS

Memo Terry Groom

1 :075911205 1: 01 1 1 035 39061 1 1 9789 1 100013650001 1
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D .-
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Canceled Check #2 (1990)

Rancher, Inc.

ith 300 Main Street
Baker, Iowa

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF Danviffe Drywaff
fourteen tiwusand five hundred and no/00

WELLS BANK
Baker, Iowa

No. 911

Date May 18 1990

$ 14 500.gg

Memo

1 :075911205 1: 01 1 1 035 39061 1 1 9789

DOLLARS

'Terry Groom

1 100014500001 1
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Canceled Check 43 (1990)

Rancher. Inc.

193 t
300 Main Street
Baker. Iowa

No. 977

Date Yune 10 1990

°AY TO THE

ORDER OF 'Danville Drywall. $ 13 890."
thirteen thousand eisht hundred ninety and no/00 DOLLARS

WELLS BANK
Baker, Iowa

Memo Terry Groom

1 :075911205 1: 01 1 1 035 39061 1 1 9789 1 100013890001 1

L..
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Canceled Check #4 (1990)

Rancher, Inc. No. 1007
300 Main Street
Baker, Iowa Date Sept 11 1990

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF Danville Drywall
thirteen thousand nine hundredfifty and no/00

WELLS BANK
Baker, Iowa

$ 13

DOLLARS

Memo %try Groom

1 :075911205 1: 111 035 39061 1 1 9789 11100013950001 I
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Canceled Check #5 (1990)

Rancher, Inc.

lgt 300 Main Street
Baker, Iowa

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF Danville Drywall
fourteen thousand three hundred and no/00

WELLS BANK
Baker, lowa

Memo

No. 1099

Date Nov 24 1990

$ 14 300.9'-'

DOLLARS

Terry Groom
1 :075911205 1: 01 1 1 035 39061 1 1 9789 1 100014300001 1
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Statement of Payments (1991)

Date

1/5/91

4/19/91

6/12/91

9/5/91

10/31/91

RANCHER, INC.
YEAR 1991

Sub-Contractor: Danville Drywall Co.
Danville, IA

CK# Job No.
Remarks

Amount

1103 91-005 $14,150.00

1278 91-116 14,350.00

1394 91-131 14,280.00

1502 91-317 13,900.00

1583 91-389 14,050.00

TOTAL $70,730.00
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Canceled Check 41 (1991)

Rancher, Inc. No. 1103

12rb 300 Main Street
Baker, Iowa Date _Ian 5 1991

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF Danville Drywall- $ 14,150.2
fourteen tiwusand one hundred fifty and no/00 DOLLARS

WELLS BANK
Baker, Iowa

Memo Ten-y Groom
:075911205 1: 01 1 1 035 39061 1 1 9789 1 100014150001 1
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Canceled Check #2 (1991)

Rancher, Inc.

t2rb 300 Main Street
Baker, Iowa

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF Danville Drywall-
fourteen thotuand three hundred fifty and no/00

WELLS BANK
Baker, Iowa

Memo

No. 1278

Date April- 19 1991

$ 14 350.2
DOLLARS

Terry Groom

1 :075911205 01 1 1 035 390611 1 9789 1100014350001i
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Canceled Check #3 (1991)

Rancher, Inc.

trb 300 Main Street
Baker, Iowa

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF Danville Drywall-
fourteen tfwusand two hundred eishty and no/00

WELLS BANK
Baker, Iowa

Memo

No. 1394

Date June 19 1991

$ 14 280.99

DOLLARS

Terry Groom

1 :075911205 11: 01 1 1 035 39061 1 1 9789 1 100014280001 1
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Canceled Check #4 (1991)

Rancher, Inc.
300 Main Street
Baker, Iowa

No. 1502

Date Sept 5 1991

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF Danville Drywall- $ 13 900."
thirteen thousand nine hundred- aid no/00 DOLLARS

WELLS BANK
Baker, lowa

Memo 'Terry Groom

1:0759112051 01 1 1 035 39061 1 1 9789 I 100013900001 1

Cr)

40
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Canceled Check #5 (1991)

Rancher, Inc.
300 Main Street
Baker, Iowa

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF Danville Drywall-
fourteen tiwusand fifty and no/00

WELLS BANK
Baker, lowa

Memo

No. 1583

Date Oct 31 1991

$ 14 050."
DOLLARS

Terry Groom

1 :075911205 0111 035 39061 1 1 9789 11000140500011
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Role Player Guide #2-4 William Groom Case
Interview Administrator/Evaluator

Notes:

Tell the interviewer that Terry Groom is being interviewed in compliance with a
summons issued to him as President of Rancher, Inc.

Allow interviewer and interviewee time to prepare for the interview session before
beginning.

Allow interviewer's assistant time to prepare record of interview before evaluating
session.

Evaluation Criteria:

s = Satisfactory
N = Needs Improvement

ITEM S N COMMENTS

Prepared interview outline

Opened interview with--
Introductions
Purpose of interview

Controlled interview
Kept interviewee on track
Was not "pumped" for
information by friendly
witness
Did not threaten witness
Remained in control with
hostile witness

Used specific, simple and positively
phrased questions

Met the objectives of the interview--
"Obtained documentation and
testimony regarding monies paid
to Danville Drywall Company"

Recorded interview accurately--
Selected format to fit situation
Provided details accurately

Financial Investigations
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SPECIAL AGENT INTERVIEW
ROLE PLAY

Notes to Instructor:

Instructor Guide

Purpose. The purpose of this role play is to allow students to perform the task of
conducting a financial interview.

Goal. Students are to act as the financial investigator and are to obtain
documentation and testimony from the witness.

Guest Field Special Agents/Actors/Role Players. To assist in the exercise, seek
the assistance of special agents in IRS. Their role is to play the part of the
suspected criminal. The number of agents needed to perform the exercise will
depend upon the class size. The more agents/actors/role players available, less
time will be required to complete role plays.

Teams. Divide the students into teams of two. Team members are to act as the
financial investigators responsible for conducting the interview with the suspect.

Structure. Distribute role playing guides to students and field agents/actors/role
players. Establish role play timeframes. If time permits, conduct interviews twice.
The first time instruct the suspect role players to use what ever means appropriate
to spoil the interview. The second time instruct them to cooperate and provide all
information but only when asked the appropriate information. At the conclusion of
the exercise (if time permits), demonstrate the correct interview techniques.

Out-of-Class Assignment (OPTIONAL). At the conclusion of the interviews, direct
the students to record the results of the interview and to bring them to the next
class session. This can be used as a graded exercise (quiz). Do not inform
students this is a requirement before interviewing.

Role Player Guides:

1. Task Force Special Agent (Student Participant)

2. Small - Criminal Suspect (Guest Special Agent/Actor/RPle Player)
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TASK FORCE SPECIAL AGENTS
(Student Participants)

Scenario:

Instructor Guide

SPECIAL AGENT ROLE PLAY

You are assigned as Special Agent with a Federal Task Force. You are working
with the task force investigators assigned to investigate the theft of government
funds from a military installation. A contractor (XYZ Company) has contacted the
military and advised them that they have not received payment on a bill in the
amount of $285,000. The military has provided the task force with a canceled
check in the amount of $285,000. The contractor uses a "for deposit only" stamp
containing the contractor's name. The canceled check has a hand-written
endorsement containing the name of a corporate officer (Clark). You interview
Clark, who denies having any knowledge of the check. A handwriting analysis
indicates that the corporate officer did not endorse the check. The address on the
check is a P.O. Box that has no apparent relationship to the corporation. The
documents in the possession of the military appear to have been processed
according to established procedures, except that the voucher used to prepare the
check is missing. There are only two individuals (Smith and Jones) at the military
installation that handle the processing of contractor requests for payment. Smith
and Jones are civilians. Smith received an honorable discharge and is a former
member of Bravo unit, an elite unit at the military installation. Jones has never
been in the military. A supervisor (Baxter) approves all vouchers for payment after
Smith or Jones prepares the payment voucher. As part of the investigation, you
run across an application for the Post Office Box rental. You decide to interview
an individual named Small, whose name was on the application.

Directions:

Conduct the financial interview with your other team member.
You are to obtain information as evidence to use in the case investigation.
Attached is a copy of the Post Office Box rental form.
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POST OFFICE BOX APPLICATION

CUSTOMER: Complete Items, 1, 3-7 (Item 2 for P.O. Use ONLY)
1 Name to AO) box numbetts1 is fare) asugned

XYZ Corporation

2 Box No

123

3 Name of petson makeig appbcalon Of regresenDng an ctganzOon show Hie and name,

Robert Small, Operations Officer Mary White Admin Assistant

4 NMI ins box be used Ice sactOng ct dang busmess vatn tfe putief iDlecec one,

a. D YES b. 0 NO
5 Address iNo Street City State and ZIP Code Recad address charge on reverse and ine out address WINO

1 st Street

Chicago. IL

h TekrhOn N., I If anvi

APPLICANT PLEASE NOTE: Executwn of this application signifies your agreement to
comply with all postal rules relative to Post Office boxes or caller SE rvice.
7 &palm, of appkcant iSatnes as Item 31

Robert Small
8. Date of application

July I. 1992

ITEMS 8-15: TO BE COMPLETED BY POST OFFICE

9 Type of rdenlficatron (Dm., $ kcarse nubble

gfershcafon Ow show der:Oka:on no .

Small Dr. License IL #123-56-6789
White Will provide later

10 EligUty lot
carnerdeivery

CITY

RURAL

NONE

11 Box sae needed

Large

12. Dates of Service 13. Service Assigned 14. Information Verified

a. Started
711192

b. Ended a. (Initials)

MC
a. Post Office Box

b. Reserve Number

PS Form 1093, Dec. 1986

698
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Role Player Guide #2
SUSPECTED FINANCIAL CRIMINAL - SMALL
(Guest Field Special Agent/Actor/Role Player)

Scenario: Background

Instructor Guide

SPECIAL AGENT INTERVIEW

Small served two years in the military. He was in Bravo Unit--the same unit that
Smith, the person involved with the checks in question, was in.

Small served one year in the county jail for a drug conviction. White was also
convicted on the same charge.

Small is unemployed and lives with his girlfriend (Williams' maiden name was
White). His girlfriend's home was recently purchased for $200,000 and paid for
with cash. He stated he has no idea where Williams got the money. Deed is in
Williams' name.

Small drives a new car which was purchased for $60,000 cash. The car belongs
to his mother, who is retired and living on Social Security,

Small states he supports himself with proceeds from an inheritance he received
when his father passed away.

Small banks at a local bank and pays all his bills by check. If asked, he will turn
over all his financial records since he maintains all his financial affairs on a
portable computer.

Small maintains a safe deposit box at the same bank, but it only contains legal
papers. Actually, the safe deposit box contains $900,000.

Small will deny knowing anyone connected to the conspiracy--except for Smith.

Small lives at 1st Street in Chicago, IL, and this is where the interview takes place.

Small deposited the check in question to the business checking account held in the
name of XYZ Corporation at a local bank.

Investigators (students) find out Small's name and address from the P.O. Box
application.

Investigators (students) have not interviewed Smith.
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Demeanor:

Do not volunteer information about the safe deposit box unless questioned.

Exercise will be conducted two times:

1st time Do not give up any information. Use whatever means available and
appropriate to spoil the interview

2nd time Provide all information but only when asked the right questions. (Lead the
students in the right path, if needed.)

700
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CANCELED CHECK #1

U.S. MILITARY
MILWAUKEE, WI

6-77

PAY TO 1HE

ORI)ER OF XYZ corporation

Sep 21 1992 79-1120

759

8205

$ 285 000"

Two hundred and eighty five thousand &Jar efr oko DOLLARS

M&1 Wauwatosa State Bank
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53213-1779

MEMO 'Voucher #8205 U.S.A

1 :075911205 1: 01 1 1 035 39061 I 1 9789 1 100285000001 1

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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CANCELED CHECK #2

Instructor Guide

U.S. MILITARY
MILWAUKEE, WI

6.77

PAY TO THE

ORDER OE xyz Corporation

Dec 24 1992 '9.1121.

"59

18205

$ 500,000"

Tive hundred thousand dollar eg- oko DOLLARS

M&I Wauwatosa State Bank
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53213-1779

MEMO 'Voucher #18205 US.A

1 :075911205 1: 01 1 1 035 39061 1 1 9789 11005000000011

0
El

0
pfi
C>

9.4

C9

0

C.)

0
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<e) <
i"5.3 wow CC 4':( C.1
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CANCELED CHECK #3

U.S. MILITARY
MILWAUKEE, WI

6.77

Ted 2 1993 79-1I 20

759

28205

PAY TO THE

ORDER ()I. XYZ Corporation $ 285 000"

Two hundred and eighty five thousand dollar de 96o DOLLARS

M&I Wauwatosa State Bank
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 53213-1779

MEMO Voucher #28205

1 :075911205 1: 01 1 1 035 390611 1 9789 11002850000011

0
H

V4 A°
(,2)

5.4

^ 0o H
t.4

:>4
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CHAPTER 10:

LENGTH:

OBJECTIVES:

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Instructor Guide

INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES

4 Hours

State the importance of obtaining a valid search
warrant.

Describe the terms "probable cause" and
"curtilage."

State the purpose of an affidavit.

List and describe the types of information required
in an affidavit for a search warrant for financial
information.

List the objectives of undercover operations.

List the objectives of surveillance.

Describe the different types of surveillance.

Describe how informants contribute to an
investigation.

State why recovering evidence from a suspect's
trash, reading the covers of a suspect's mail, and
retrieving evidence from a computer are valuable
investigative techniques.

List and describe the types of analyses a document
examiner can perform.

Use link analysis to show relationships in an
investigation.
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INSTRUCTIONAL
METHODS/AIDS:

ICON LEGEND
(Those used in this lesson are highlighted)

Q&A
=L

....___.

Role Play Distribute Document Show Transparency Discussion Period Use Flip Chart

to -
1,..e.).

r151
_%...,

....4

Do Group Exercise Refer to Textbook Use Chalkboard Do Individual Exercise

Chapter 10 List of Transparencies
1. Search Warrant
2. Sample Search Warrant
3. Undercover Operation
4. Objectives of Undercover Operations
5. Objectives of Undercover Operations (continued)
6. Surveillance
7. Objectives of Surveillance
8. Types of Surveillance
9. Informant

10. Trash
11. Mail Covers
12. Forensic Science
13. Types of Forensic Science
14. Computers
15. Link Analysis
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so
STUDENT
WORKBOOK:

INSTRUCTIONAL
EQUIPMENT:

INSTRUCTOR
REFERENCES:

Instructor Guide

Chapter 10 Workbook Contents
Trash Exercise
Mary and John Crook Investigation Exercise - Part V

Overhead Projector

Financial Investigations...A Financial Approach to
Detecting and Resolving Crimes
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Use a transition statement from I. INTRODUCTION
the previous lesson.

A. Attention Getter/Motivator

Example: In the case of John and Mary
Crook, as is in most investigations, more
than one technique was used to help solve
the crime. This chapter focuses on some
of the "tricks of the trade" that can be used
by financial investigators.

Refer to the objectives on pages B. Objectives
263 and 264 in the textbook.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. State the importance of
obtaining a valid search
warrant.

2. Describe the terms "probable
cause" and "curtilage."

3. State the purpose of an
affidavit.

4. List and describe the types of
information required in an
affidavit for a search warrant
for financial information.

5. List the objectives of
undercover operations.

6. List the objectives of
surveillance.

7. Describe how informants
contribute to an investigation.

10-4
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Instructor Notes Presentation

1. Search Warrant

Use the deilnition listed In the
textbook on page 265.

2. Sample Search Warrant

The sample of the Search
Warrant Is located In the
textbook on page 273.

8. State why recovering
evidence from a suspect's
trash, reading the covers of a
suspect's mail, and retrieving
evidence from a computer
are valuable investigative
techniques.

9. List and describe the types of
analyses a document
examiner can perform.

10. Use link analysis to show
relationships in an
investigation.

II. SEARCH WARRANT

A. Purpose

708
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Emphasize to the students that,
whenever In doubt, you should
always get a search warrant.

B. Financial Search Warrant
Application

1. For financial documents only

2. Prepared by prosecuting
attorney before being
submitted to judge

3. Executed during time period
granted by judge

C. When Issued

1. Probable Cause
Facts/circumstances within
knowledge of investigator that
are considered reasonable
and trustworthy

2. Requirements for Probable
Cause

709

a. Must be current

b. Must be reasonable/
trustworthy to extent
that reasonable person
believes crime has
been committed and
that evidence sought
exists in place to be
searched
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

Refer to the sample affidavit in
the textbook on pages 270 and
271.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

III. AFFIDAVIT AND THE FINANCIAL
INVESTIGATOR

A. Purpose

1. To convince judge or
magistrate that probable
cause exists.

2. To summarize the
investigator's expertise and
the information gathered
during the investigation.

B. Types of Information Needed by
Affiant

10-7 7

1. Affiant's experience

2. Details of criminal activity

3. Descriptions of places to be
searched

4. Financial evidence

5. Items to be seized

6. Conclusions based on
affiant's experience

Chapter 10: Investigative Techniques
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Instructor Notes Presentation

3. Undercover Operation

Use the definition outlined in
the textbook on page 274.

4. Objectives of Undercover
Operations

5. Objectives of Undercover
Operations (continued)

Refer to each objective as
discussed. Objectives are listed
in the textbook on pages 275
and 276.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

IV. UNDERCOVER TECHNIQUES

A. Definition

B. Uses

1. Long-term--Against well-
organized criminal groups or
sophisticated criminal
activities .

2. Short-term--Sting operations

C. Objectives

71 1
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Instructor Guide

OPTION: Use a guest speaker V. SURVEILLANCE
knowledgeable in the area of
surveillance techniques. Have
the speaker address the topics
outlined in Section V.

6. Surveillance

Refer to the definition in the
textbook on page 277.

.

7. Objectives of Surveillance

Refer to each objective as
discussed. Objectives are listed
on page 277 in the textbook.

8. Types of Surveillance

Refer to explanation In textbook
on page 278.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

A. Definition

B. Objectives

C. Types of Surveillance

1. Stationary (or Stakeout)

Examples: Sitting in unmarked cars
or watching residence--Jonathan
Pollard Case

2. Moving

Examples: Following suspect in
vehicle, on foot or in a boat or
watching a vehicle from an airplane

109 712 Chapter10 Investigative Techniques
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Instructor Notes Presentation

9. Informant

Refer to definition in the
textbook on page 281.

Emphasize to students to be
careful when dealing with
informants. Determine what
their motives are (revenge,
money, etc.). Inform them that
a lie detector test may be
administered U necessary.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

3. Electronic

a. Consensual
monitoring--one person
involved in taped
conversations knows
conversation is taped.

b. Must know state
regulations pertaining
to consensual
monitoring.

Examples: Tape recordings,
tracking devices

VI. INFORMANTS

A. Definition

B. Source--people involved in other
criminal offenses

C. When Used

Examples: Surveillance, consensual
monitorings, and as participants in
undercover operations.
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0 Instructor Notes Presentation

e

10. Trash

Refer students to Student
Workbook page 10-2. Follow
instructions on page A10-2 In
the Appendix for conducting the
exercise.

OPTION: This exercise could
be conducted as part of the
discussion on evidence
Introduced In Chapter 3.

11. Mail Covers

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

VII. EVIDENCE RECOVERED FROM TRASH

A. Provide Leads and Gather Evidence

1. If it has left possession of
suspect (curbside), no search
warrant needed.

2. Cannot violate suspect's
curtilage when retrieving
trash.

B. Individual or Team Exercise: Trash

VIII. READING MAIL COVERS

A. Use as Evidence--Based upon fact
that a person cannot attach privacy
to the outside of mail

B. What to look for

Examples: Names of banks, credit card
companies, etc.

ion 714 Chapter 10: Investigative Techniques
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Instructor Guide

OPTION: Use a Forensic
Specialist as a guest speaker.
Provide the speaker with the
topics discussed In Section IX.

12. Forensic Science

13. Types of Forensic Science

Discuss each item listed. Items
listed In textbook on pages 285
through 287.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

IX. FORENSIC SCIENCE

A. Role in Investigation

B. Types

1. Handwriting analysis

2. Typewriter analysis

3. Alteration analysis

4. Ink analysis

5. Paper analysis

6. Document restoration

715
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Instructor Guide

14. Computers

15. Link Analysis

Use definition in the textbook
on page 287.

Refer to examples on pages 288
and 289 in the textbook.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

X. EVIDENCE RECOVERED FROM
COMPUTERS

A. Use as Evidence--Business
transactions performed on
computer.

B. What to Look For

Examples: Physical evidence:
handwritten notes, printouts, manuals,
sales invoices, photographs, and
fingerprints found in computer area.
Other evidence: drug dealer's database,
daily operations of prostitute ring, or
pornographer's mailing list.

XI. PERFORMING A LINK ANALYSIS

A. Definition/Purpose

B. Association Matrix
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Q &A
Have students work together in
teams. Refer students to the
Student Workbook, page 10-3,
for Mary and John Crook
Exercise. Explain to the
students that this exercise is a
continuation of the investigation
started in Chapter 4, 6, 7, and 8.
Have the students read the
exercise. Clarify any questions
before beginning.

Exercise may be given as an
out-of-class assignment.
=p

Upon completion of exercise,
distribute exercise feedback
sheets. See Appendix, page
A10-3. Discuss exercise.

Q &A

Have students complete
questions individually or work
in teams.

C. Group Exercise: Mary and John
Crook Investigation Part V

D. Textbook Review Questions (pages
291 through 293)

71 7
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Instructor Notes Presentation

XII. SUMMARY

Summarize the objectives A. Restate the Objectives
addressed In this chapter.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1. State the importance of
obtaining a valid search
warrant.

2. Describe the terms "probable
cause" and "curtilage."

3. State the purpose of an
affidavit.

4. List and describe the types of
information required in an
affidavit for a search warrant
for financial information.

5. List the objectives of
undercover operations.

6. List the objectives of
surveillance.

7. Describe the different types
of surveillance.

8. Describe how informants
contribute to an investigation.

9. State why recovering
evidence from a suspect's
trash, reading the covers of a
suspect's mail, and retrieving
evidence from a computer
are valuable investigative
techniques.
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Instructor Notes Presentation

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

10. List and describe the types of
analyses a document
examiner can perform.

11. Use link analysis to show
relationships in an
investigation.

B. Tie In to Next Chapter

Example: The investigator has to always
be aware of all the investigative techniques
available to him/her in order to "catch" the
financial criminal. One technique used by
financial criminals is to "hide illegal money"
by means of a legitimate source. The next
chapter, "Money Laundering and
Forfeitures" discusses this criminal
technique and what the investigator needs
to be aware of.
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APPENDIX

Chapter 10: Investigative Techniques
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TRASH EXERCISE

Directions to Instructor:

Instructor Guide

Purpose. Exercise is conducted to show how leads are obtained from trash.
Emphasize trash is used mainly to come up with questions to pursue in the
investigation.

Procedures.

1. Prepare items. Use actual trash items (approximately 15 items). Be
sure all items have been sanitized before use. Have students wear
rubber gloves. Items can be placed in brown bags. Include items that

are distractors.

Evidence Builders Distractors

Bank statements Kitty litter
Match book covers w/inscriptions Wadded tissue
Deposit slips Newspaper
Maps Junk mail
Notes
Cashier checks
Credit card slips
Insurance policy information
Bills (Invoices)
Torn phone book pages
Western Union receipts
DMV information
Telephone bills

2. Divide students into teams of two. Inform students of health concerns.
Have them shift through trash. Set out evidence tags for them to mark
items found. Explain procedures for marking items.

3. Give Feedback. Have each team discuss what they found to the class
and how it can be used in the investigation.

7 21
Trash Exercise
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Instructor Guide

Mary and John Crook Investigation
Feedback Sheet

The association matrix should show the pattern illustrated below.

The investigator would be able to use the information to find out more about the
associates of the Crooks. For instance, suppose upon investigating it was discovered
that Frank Jones, Jessica Brown, and Harry Black were frequent drug customers of
the Crooks. Robert Sights was a stockbroker for the Crooks. All could be leads to
more information.

722
Mary and John Crook Investigation
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CHAPTER 11:

LENGTH:

OBJECTIVES:

INSTRUCTIONAL
AIDS/METHODS:

Instructor Guide

MONEY LAUNDERING AND FORFEITURES

1 Hour

Distinguish between the two types of transaction
systems.

Describe three methods of moving money from the
cash transaction system to the business transaction
system.

Identify methods used to move money into and out
of the United States.

Identify characteristics of businesses used as
money laundering fronts.

Identify and interpret money laundering and
forfeiture statutes.

Distinguish between civil and criminal forfeitures.

Describe the factors that assist an investigator in
establishing probable cause for a forfeiture
proceeding.

ICON LEGEND
(Those used in this lesson are highlighted)

Q&A
c...

Role Play Dis ribute Document
... ... .

., SIldviTransparency..
--,

... ......
thstuSsiee Period Use Flip Chart

Milltahl#411

mate^ 0......,

lirt-11
ag,

Do Group Exercise Refer to Textbook Use Chalkboard Do Individual Exercise
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Instructor Guide

Chapter 11 - List of Transparencies
1. Transaction Systems
2. Methods of Laundering Funds
3. Laundering Funds Through Legitimate Business
4. Laundering Funds Through Buy/Sell Transactions
5. Laundering Funds Through Off Shore Havens
6. Asset Forfeitures
7. Categories of Forfeitures
8. Factors Establishing Probable Cause in Forfeitures

Investigations

INSTRUCTIONAL Overhead Projector
EQUIPMENT:

INSTRUCTOR Financial Investigations...A Financial Approach to
REFERENCES: Detecting and Resolving Crimes
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Instructor Guide

Instructor Notes Presentation

Use a transition statement from I. INTRODUCTION
the previous chapter.

A. Attention Getter/Motivator

Example: Financial crimes are on the
increase. With this comes an increase in
cash flow for the criminal! What the
criminal does with his/her money in the
form of money "laundering" is part of what
the investigator must find out. In addition,
what the criminal obtains in the form of
assets with his/her illegal money and what
happens to these assets are all part of
what the financial investigator becomes
involved with.

Refer to the objectives on pages B. Objectives
295 and 296 in the textbook.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
72A

1. Distinguish between the two
types of transaction systems.

2. Describe three methods of
moving money from the cash
transaction system to the
business transaction system.

3. Identify methods used to
move money into and out of
the United States.

4. Identify characteristics of
businesses used as money
laundering fronts.

5. Identify and interpret money
laundering and forfeiture
statutes.

Chapter 11 Money Laundering and Forteitures



Instructor Guide

Instructor Notes Presentation

1. Transaction Systems

Refer to the advantages/
disadvantages listed in the
textbook on page 298.

Refer to the advantages/
disadvantages listed in the
textbook on page 298.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

6. Distinguish between civil and
criminal forfeitures.

7. Describe the factors that
assist an investigator in
establishing probable cause
for a forfeiture proceeding.

II. TRANSACTION SYSTEMS

A. Cash Transaction System

1. Purpose Method of
conducting all financial
transactions exclusively
through the use of currency

2. Advantages/disadvantages

B. Business Transaction System

1. Purpose Method of
conducting transactions that
generates a trail of financial
records (i.e., checks,
receipts, invoices, deeds,
etc.)

2. Advantages/disadvantages

726
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

2. Methods of Laundering Funds

3. Laundering Funds Through a
Legitimate Business

Refer to each method as
discussed.

Use the examples presented for
the Stage One Records and
Videos Business on pages 299
and 300 to clarify how
overstating revenue can be
accomplished.

Refer to the sample income
statement for Slage One
Records and Videos Business
on page 301 to illustrate how
overstating of expenses can be
accomplished.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

METHODS OF LAUNDERING FUNDS

A. Use of Legitimate Business

1. Overstatement of legitimate
revenue

a. Falsifying invoices

b. Generating phony
invoices

c. Inflating the cost of
goods sold

2. Overstatement of legitimate
expenses

'7 2 7
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

-W--
4. Laundering funds through
Buy/Sell Transactions

3. Deposits of currency

a. Deposits made directly
in legitimate business
account

b. Method is used mainly
to transfer illegal
proceeds to business
transaction system

c. Method leaves person
open to scrutiny of
investigator

4. Indicators of money
laundering fronts

a. Deals mainly in cash

b. Has relatively fixed
costs

c. Is exempt from bank
currency reporting
requirements

B. Buy/Sell Transactions - Using real
estate or other personal property
transactions to hide the flow of
money

728
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

5. Laundering funds through Off
Shore Havens

Refer to each method listed on
the transparency as discussed.

Refer to the examples in the
textbook on pages 305 through
307 used to illustrate each of
these methods listed.

Refer to the examples In the
textbook on pages 307 and 308
used to Illustrate each of these
methods listed.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

C. Off Shore Havens

7 2,9

1. Methods of moving money
out of the United States

a. Physical transportation

b. Wire transfer

c. Cashier's check

d. Attorneys,
accountants, and
money managers

e. Brokerage accounts

f. Wire services

2. Methods of moving money
into the United States

a. Fictitious loans

b. Fictitious foreign
investors

c. Finder's fees

d. Corporate salaries

e. Cashier's checks and
wire transfers

f. Physical transportation
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

@n
Refer to the statute in the
textbook on page 310.

Refer to the statute in the
textbook on page 312.

Refer to the statute in the
textbook on page 312.

Refer to the statute In the
textbook on page 313.

IV. MONEY LAUNDERING STATUES AND
THEIR APPLICATION

A. Title 18 U.S.C. § 1956, Laundering
of Monetary Instruments

B. Title 18 U.S.C. § 1957, Engaging in
Monetary Transactions in Property
Derived from Specified Unlawful
Activity

C. Title 31 U.S.C. § 5313, Reports on
Domestic Coins and Currency
Transactions

D. Title 31 U.S.C. § 5324, Structuring
Transactions to Evade Reporting
Requirement Prohibited

OPTIONAL: Use a U.S. Attorney V. TYPES OF ASSET FORFEITURES
who specializes In Asset
Forfeiture Law as a guest
lecturer.

6. Asset Forfeitures

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

A. Definition of Asset Forfeitures A
legal proceeding initiated by the
government against the proceeds of
an illegal activity.

73 0
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

7. Categories of Forfeitures

Refer to the statute in the
textbook on page 317.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

B. Categories of Forfeitures

1. Criminal and civil forfeitures

2. In Rem Versus In Personam

a. In Rem - Against
property

b. In Personam Against
person

3. Facilitation versus Proceeds

a. Facilitates
Significant connection
to violation

Example: Airplane used to
move narcotics

b. Proceeds Illegal
funds used to
purchase assets

Example: Drug money used
to buy car

VI. FEDERAL FORFEITURE STATUTES
AND THEIR APPLICATION

A. Title 18 U.S.C. § 981, Civil
Forfeiture

731
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Instructor Notes Presentation

Instructor Guide

Refer to the statute in the
textbook on page 318.

EEL:

Refer to the statute in the
textbook on page 318.

8. Factors Establishing Probable
Cause in Forfeitures
Investigations
Refer to each item on
transparency as discussed.

B. Title 18 U.S.C. § 982, Criminal
Forfeiture

C. Title 21 U.S.C. § 881, Forfeitures

VII. FACTORS THAT ESTABLISH
PROBABLE CAUSE

Refer to the example in the A. Close Proximity
textbook on page 322.

B. Means of Support

Refer to the example in the C. Pre-trial Statement
textbook on page 323.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

D. Narcotics Records

73 2
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Instructor Guide

Instructor Notes Presentation

Q &A

M:1
Have students complete
questions individually or work
in teams.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

E. Textbook Review Questions (Pages
324 and 325)

VIII. SUMMARY

A. Restate Objectives

733

1. Distinguish between the two
types of transaction systems.

2. Describe three methods of
moving money from the cash
transaction system to the
business transaction system.

3. Identify methods used to
move money into and out of
the United States.

4. Identify characteristics of
businesses used as money
laundering fronts.

5. Identify and interpret money
laundering and forfeiture
statutes.

6. Distinguish between civil and
criminal forfeitures.

7. Describe the factors that
assist an investigator in
establishing probable cause
for a forfeiture proceeding.
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TEST AND QUIZ ITEM BANK

What the Test/Quiz The bank includes items available for use in
Item Bank preparing chapter quizzes, a mid-term and final
Contains examination.

These items were prepared by instructors who
previously taught the course.

The items used for the chapter quizzes may also be
used in preparing the course examinations.

The items do not cover all the content addressed
in the course. Additional items need to be
prepared for your use and added to the bank.

How to Locate The test/quiz items are identified and grouped by
Test/Quiz Items in
the Bank

chapters.

Printed copies of the items are available on the
following pages.

A separate file on the computer disk is included for
each chapter. The PC-based computer files are
done in Wordperfect software.

Test/Quiz Item The items are presented in a variety of formats:
Format multiple choice, fill-in the blank, short answer, and

true-false.

Often, you will see the same question appear in a
different format.

Test/Quiz Item Each item is included with the correct response.
Responses

The correct response is shown as follows:

Multiple Choice (marked with *)
Fill-in blank/Short answer (phrase in

parentheses)
True/False (underlined)

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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CHAPTER 1

I. For purposes of this class, we have classified all crimes as falling into two groups. The

categories are--

a. crimes against God/crimes against man.
b. crimes against society/crimes against an individual.

* c. crimes of passion/crimes of greed.
d. crimes against property/crimes against people.

2. Today the majority of crimes are motivated by money.

True or False

3. Today the majority of crimes are motivated by passion.

True or False

4. In our society, the majority of all criminal activities are motivated by passion.

True or False

5. To successfully complete a financial investigation, the investigator must be able to
(know) what the suspect is doing or has done; must find a way to

(document) what is being or was done, and must be able to
(convince) the jury. (3 points)

6. The goal of the Financial Investigation/Investigator is to identify and document specific
events related to the movement of money during a crime.

True or False

7. The Treasury Department, the Department of Justice, the Department of Health & Human
Services and the Department of Defense are examples of agencies that are part of the
Executive Branch of the Federal Government. For 2 points, the other two branches of
the Federal Government are the (Judicial) Branch (the courts) and

the (Legislative) Branch (the Congress).

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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8. The Treasury Department, the Department of Justice, the Department of Health & Human
Services and the Department of Defense are examples of agencies that are part of this
branch of the Federal government.

a. Judicial Branch
b. Executive Branch
c. Procedural Branch
d. Legislative Branch

9. Even though every investigation is unique, each investigation should be approached in a
systematic manner. This "systematic manner" is called--

a. the scientific method.
b. financial analysis.
c. accounting and bookkeeping procedures.
d. the investigative process.

10. Even though every investigation is unique, each investigation should be approached in a
systematic manner. This "systematic manner" is the (investigative process) .

11. By definition, what is a financial investigation?

(A financial investigation centers around the financial aspects of a crime. The
investigator attempts to resolve the crime by following the flow of illegal funds.)

12. The techniques used by financial investigators radiate from activities or events involving

the movement of people.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

True Or False
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CHAPTER 2

1. What establishes the benchmark for society's behavior?

a. Ideas
b. Laws
c. Crimes
d. All the above

2. (Laws) establish the benchmark for society's behavior.

3. ."Generational Acclimation" involves elders ingraining societal characteristics on the
young through--

a. parenting techniques (role modeling/teaching, etc.).
b. organized educational efforts (school, on-the-job training).
c. ongoing review/critique of young by society leaders.
d. all the above.

4. Laws are intended to guide or direct human behavior toward ends that satisfy the
common good.

True or False

5. The basis for the American legal system is rooted in English Common Law.

True or False

6. The basis for the American legal system is rooted in (English Common Law)

7. Explain the legal concept - "common law."

(Common law is that form of law upon which the American judicial system is based. It

originated in England prior to the American Revolution. It was derived from uses and
customs.)

73
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8. In the United States, "substantive law" is composed of--

a. case laW.
b. statutes enacted by legislative bodies.
c. administrative laws.
d. all the above.
e. none of the above.

9. Procedural law involves the manner in which substantive laws are--

a. passed or enacted.
b. administered.
c. enforced.
d. "b" and "c."
e. all the above.

10. Procedural law involves the manner in which substantive laws are passed or enacted.
administered and enforced.

True or False

11. Criminal law is that body of law that provides remedies for violations of private rights.

True or False

12. Criminal law is that body of law that provides remedies for violations committed against
the state.

True or False

13. A crime that is classified as "mala prohibita" is considered to be evil or immoral in and
of itself.

True or False

14. Only criminal statutes, as opposed to civil statutes. are derived from substantive law.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

True or False
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15. Civil law is that body of law that provides remedies for violations of private rights.

True or False

16. (Civil Law) is that body of law that provides remedies for
violations of private rights.

17. A crime that is classified as "mala in se" is considered to be evil or immoral in and of
itself.

True or False

18. A crime that is classified as " (mala in se) " is considered to be evil or
immoral in and of itself.

19. One of the most common criminal fraud statutes used by the financial investigator is
(mail fraud)

20. The most common criminal fraud statute used by the financial investigator is--

a. tax evasion.
b. RICO.
c. perjury.

* d. mail fraud.

21. Within the context of this course, "embezzlement" implies--

a. a fraudulent activity.
b. a breach of trust.
c. misappropriation of something of value.
d. "a" and "c."

* e. all the above.
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Questions 22 and 23 tied together

22. "Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any scheme or artifice to defraud, or for
obtaining money or property by means of wire, radio, television communication and
interstate or foreign commerce.....shall be fined not more than $250,000 or imprisoned not
more than 5 years, or both. If the violation affects a financial institution, such person
shall not be fined more than $1,000,000 or imprisoned more than 30 years, or both."

The statute quoted is--

a. tax evasion
b. conspiracy
c. misappropriation of trust
d. wire fraud

23. List the elements of the offense in the statute quoted in Question 22. HINT: There are 3
elements. (3 points)

1. (Intent)
2. (Defraud)
3. (Wire)

Questions 24 and 25 tied together

24. "If two or more persons knowingly join together to commit any fraudulent offense
against the United States, or any agency thereunder, in any manner or for any purpose,
and one or more of such persons do any act to affect the object of the offense, each shall
be guilty of a felony...."

What type of violation does this statute refer to?

(conspiracy)

25. What are the four (4) elements of the crime quoted in Question 24?

I. (Two or more persons join together)
2. (Fraudulent act against U.S. or its agencies)
3. (Act is committed.)
4. (Knowledge)
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Questions 26 and 27 tied together

26. "Any person who willfully attempts in any manner to evade or defeat any tax imposed by
this title shall be guilty of a felony.

What type of violation does this criminal statute refer to?

(tax evasion)

27. List the "elements of the crime" for the statute quoted in Question 26. (Hint: There are
three (3) elements.)

I. (Willfulness)

2. (Attempt to evade or defeat)

3. (Tax due -imposed)
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CHAPTER 3

I. The American system of justice is adversarial in nature.

True or False

2. Describe the "grand jury system."

(Both parties in a legal issue present evidence to an impartial third party for a
determination of who is right or wrong and who is guilty or innocent.)

3. Under our system of justice, a defendant charged with criminal violation--

a. has the right to be advised by counsel.
b. is innocent until proven guilty.
c. must testify at trial.
d. "a" and "b."
e. all the above.

4. Evidence is (anything) that bears truth on the (matter)
(2 points)

5. In a criminal trial, the Government must prove its case--

a. by clear and convincing evidence.
b. to a precise (i.e., mathematical) certainty.
c. by the preponderance of the evidence.
d. beyond a reasonable doubt.

6. In a criminal trial, the Government must pi ove its case (beyond a reasonable doubt) .

7. "Beyond a reasonable doubt" is a legal concept which is defined by statute at the federal
level and through mirroring legislation at the state level.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

True or False
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8. Name four (4) standards of proof.

1. (Beyond a reasonable doubt)
2. (Suspicious situation)
3. (Clear and convincing evidence)
4. (Preponderance of evidence)

9. To obtain an indictment, the grand jury must find (probable cause) to

believe the suspect committed a (crime) . (2 points)

10. Evidence is distinguished from proof by the fact that proof is the result or effect of

evidence.
True or False

11. At trial, the competency of evidence is determined by the jury.

True or False

12. Evidence which proves the existence of the principle fact without any inference is--

a. demand evidence.
b. material evidence.
c. circumstantial evidence.
d. direct evidence.
e. "a" and "b."

13. Evidence which proves the existence of the principle fact without any inference is

(direct evidence)

14. "Chain of custody" relates to--

a. the acquisition of evidence by the investigator.
b. the handling of the evidence by the investigator.
c. the admissibility of evidence at the trial.
d. "a" and "b."
e. all the above.
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15. "Hearsay" is that which does not come from the personal knowledge of the witness, but

1110
from what the witness has "heard' others "say."

True or False

16. (Hearsay) is that which does not come from the personal
knowledge of the witness, but from what the witness has "heard" others "say".

17. What is hearsay evidence?

(Evidence which does not come from personal knowledge of the witness but is a
repetition of what the person heard.)

18. When the Grand Jury returns an indictment, at least (12) jurors must vote to do so.

19. A subpoena Duces Tecum requires the witness to appear, to (testify) and to
bring the (documents) . (2 points)

20. During our discussion of Grand Jury "tools," we spoke of several types of "Immunity."
(4 points)

a. (Informal) Immunity is granted to witnesses by letter from the prosecutor.

b. (Formal) Immunity is granted to witnesses by the court.

c. (Use) Immunity protects the witnesses from the prosecution's "use" of
their testimony against them.

d. (Transactional) Immunity completely protects the witness from prosecution for
any criminal offenses about which the witness testifies truthfully.
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21. During our discussion of Grand Jury "tools." we spoke of several types of "Immunity."

(4 points)

a. "Informal Immunity is granted to witnesses by'letter from the prosecutor.

True or False

b. "Formal Immunity" is granted to witnesses by the court.

True or False

c. "Use Immunity" protects the witnesses from the prosecution's "use" of their
testimony against them.

11

True or False

d. "Transactional Immunity" completely protects the witness from prosecution for any
criminal offenses about which the witness testifies truthfully.

True or False

The 'Shop Book" Rule allows for introduction into evidence of books of original entry
kept in the regular course of business by the person who has custody.

True or False

23. The (Shop Book) Rule allows for introduction into evidence of
books of original entry kept in the regular course of business by the person who has

custody.

24. A police officer may stop a citizen and inquire into that person's identity. business, or
purpose in the area. and may even conduct a "pat down" for weapons, as long as the
officer is able to articulate the factors which lead the officer to believe he is confronting

a "suspicious situation."

True or False

25. A police officer may stop a citizen and inquire into that person's identity, business, or
purpose in the area. and may even conduct a "pat down" for weapons, as long as the
officer is able to articulate the factors which lead the officer to believe he is confronting

a (suspicious situati( n)
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26. A police officer may stop a citizen and inquire into that person's identity, business, or
purpose in the area, and may even conduct a "pat down" for weapons, as long as the
officer is able to articulate the factors which lead the officer to believe he is confronting
a "suspicious situation."

True or False

27. Evidence relating to a series of facts, other than those precisely at issue, which tends to
establish the point at issue by inference is--

a. direct evidence.
b. factual indirect evidence.
c. circumstantial evidence.
d. tangible documentary evidence.

28. Evidence relating to a series of facts, other than those precisely at issue, which tends to
establish the point at issue by inference is (circumstantial evidence) .

29. During a criminal trial, the Government (prosecution) must prove each and every one of
the elements of the offense alleged, beyond a reasonable doubt.

True or False

30. During a criminal trial, the Government (prosecution) must prove a preponderance of the
elements of the offense alleged.

True or False

31. During a criminal trial, the Government (prosecution) must prove each and every one of
the (elements) of the offense alleged, beyond a reasonable doubt.
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32. Through the introduction of evidence, the prosecutor at a criminal trial--

a. asserts judicial notice.
b. influences the grand jury proceeding.
c. tries to create reasonable doubt.
d. sustains the burden of proof.
e. none of the above.

33. The investigator's role in a Grand Jury investigation may include--

a. executing search and/or arrest warrants.
b. preparing witnesses and/or Government attorneys to appear before the Grand Jury.
c. assisting the government attorney in determining if a witness should be granted

immunity.
d. analyzing records and presenting summary testimony (hearsay evidence) to the Grand

Jury.
e. all the above.

34. The Attorney/Client privilege always protects attorneys from having to divulge identities
of clients, information about fees received from clients, and similar information.

True or False

35. The law enforcement officer/informant privilege protects the informant's identity from
disclosure unless the officer or the prosecutor chooses to waive the privilege.

True or False

36. The law enforcement officer/informant privilege protects the informant's identity from
disclosure unless the officer or the prosecutor chooses to (waive the privilege)

37. Hearsay is generally not admissible as evidence because of the possibility of distortion or

misunderstanding.

True or False
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38. Hearsay is generally (inadmissible)
possibility of distortion or misunderstanding.

39. The rules of evidence and procedure--

a. control the investigative process.
b. control the judicial proceeding.
c. control neither "a" nor "b."
d control both "a" and "b."

as evidence because of the

40. John Crook is on trial for federal drug trafficking and money laundering offenses.
Answer the following questions relating to Crook's trial and the issue of "privileged
communications." (3 points)

a. John's wife, Mary Crook, says that while they were married she saw John packaging
cocaine. The judge will allow this testimony.

True or False

b. Mary Crook says that before they were married, John told her that he was a "big
drug dealer." The judge will allow this testimony.

True or False

c. John's accountant is Harry Jones. Mr. Jones prepared numerous financial records for
John. The judge will allow Mr. Jones to testify to the preparation of these records.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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CHAPTER 4

1. The key to detecting and resolving crime is (information)

The "Public Records" rule allows the introduction of books, records, reports and
compilations kept as a regular and routine duty by a public official.

True or False

3. The (Public Records) rule allows the introduction of books, records,
reports and compilations kept as a regular and routine duty by a public official.

4. The best source of information about the suspect's behavior, and motives etc., is the
(suspect)

5. You have been assigned an investigation of a large corporation. Name at least three (3)
sources that you could contact in order to obtain information on the corporation (besides
the corporation itself).

(1) (Securities and Exchange Commission - Public held companies)

(2) (State Government Offices)

(3) (County or Municipal Government Offices)
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CHAPTER 5

1. Every bank (S&L, Credit Union) requires that a signature card be completed for every
account.

True or False

2. Every bank (S&L, Credit Union) requires that a (signature card) be
completed for every account.

3. The completed signature card may be useful to the investigator as--

a. evidence of ownership of the account.
b. an exemplar of the account-owner's signature.
c. a lead to other witnesses, principals and/or co-conspirators.
d. all the above.

4. The sequenfial proof numbers that appear on the back of deposit
tickets and deposit items can be used as evidence that link the deposit ticket to the
deposit items.

5. The sequenfial "proof numbers" that appear on the back of the deposit tickets and deposit
items can be used as evidence that link the deposit ticket to the deposit items.

True or False

6. The sequential number placed on deposit tickets and items which make up the deposit
(the deposit items) are placed on the items in the bank's--

a. loan department.
b. proof department.
c. collection department.
d. safe deposit department.

7. Bank tellers are often a productive source of information, leads or evidence because
tellers know their (customers)
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8. Bank tellers are often a productive source of information, leads, or evidence because
tellers know their customers.

True or False

9. During our review of the bank records related to "Benidect's" deposit of $6,750.00, we
found evidence that--

a. the deposit included an unusually large amount of currency, in relation to
"Benidect's" other deposits.

b. the check deposited by "Benidect" with the currency was the same amount as
"Benidect's" apparent bi-weekly take home pay.

c. the entire $6,750.00 deposit consisted of currency, and the serial numbers all
matched serial numbers used in the undercover cocaine purchases.

d. only "a" and "b."
e. all the above ("a," "b," and "c").

10. Although interesting to know about, bank records are not a particularly valuable source of
information, leads or evidence.

True or False

11. Example(s) of "Account Transactions" we discussed in class are--

a. deposits.
b. withdrawals.
c. purchases of cashiers checks.
d. "a" and "b."

12. Example(s) of "Non-Account Transactions" we discussed are--

a. deposits.
b. purchases of cashiers checks.
c. withdrawals.
d. "a" and "h."
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13. For investigative purposes, "Non-Account Transactions" include--

a. cashier's, certified, and traveler's check.
b. currency exchanges.
c. bank credit cards.
d. safe deposit entry records.
e. all the above.

14. Tracing the movement of money generated by a criminal activity will normally involve
tracing financial transaction through the (banking system)

15. Tracing the movement of money generated by a criminal activity will normally involve
tracing financial transactions through the banking system.

True or False

16. The banking system maintains a record of "account transactions" through the use of bank
statements.

True or False

17. The banking system maintains a record of "account transactions" through the use of--

a. bank statements.
b. loan applications.
c. safety deposit box entry logs.
d. "b" and "c."
e. all the above.
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18. A "deposit" enters the banking system through a transaction entry point.

True or False

19. A "deposit" enters the banking system through--

a. the proof department.
b. a transit item.
c. a transaction entry point.
d. all the above.
e. none of the above.

20. A written order to a financial institution to pay out a specified amount of funds on
deposit is known as a (check)

21. A written order to a financial institution to pay a specified amount of funds on deposit is
known as--

a. a deposit ticket.
b. a loan schedule.
c. a check.
d. "a" and

22. Checks negotiated between two people establish a financial link that cannot be overcome
by verbal denials.

True or False

23. Debit and credit memos are used to record bank account transactions that do not involve
deposit tickets or checks.

True or False

24. On a bank statement, credit memorandum and debit memorandum can indicate--

a. transfers between accounts.
b. electronic deposits and withdrawals.
c. interest earned and interest paid.
d. all the above.
e. none of the above.
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25. A "wire transfer" may be--

a. an electronic transfer between financial institutions.
b. an electronic transfer between different accounts.
c. "a" and "b."

26. What is a "wire transfer"?

(Electronic transfer of funds between financial institutions or between accounts.)

27. Explain the purpose of the Form 4789, Currency Transaction Report. (Explanation
should include: who is responsible for filing; what type of information is shown on the
fOrm, and how it is used by the investigator).

(Financial institutions responsible for filing; identifies the depositor by address, social
security number, and date of birth and the actual owner of the currency, and the types of
bills involved in the transaction; aids investigator in looking for suspicious financial
transactions.)

28. The custodian of corporate ownership records is--

a. the Secretary of State and the IRS.
b. the corporate secretary and treasurer.
c. the transfer agent and registrar.
d. all of the above.

29. Explain the difference between corporate bonds and corporate stock.

(Stocks represent a certificate of ownership in the corporation. Bonds are a claim against
the assets of the corporation.)

30. A bond is a form of security that represents a (loan) to a corporation.
municipality, state or federal government.

31. A form of security that represents a loan to a corporation, municipality, state or federal
government is a--

a. common stock.
b bond.
L. financial statement.
d. "a" and "b."
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32. A form of security that represents ownership interest in a corporation, is a
(common stock)

33. A form of security that represents ownership interest in a corporation, is a--

a. common stock.
b. bond.
c. financial statement.
d. and "b."

34. The "Custodian of Records" for a bank (etc.) is the correct witness to introduce the
bank's records into evidence, under what Rule of Evidence?

a. Police officer/informant privilege
b. Secondary Evidence Rule
c. Shop Book Rule
d. Probable cause

35. The minimum records that a bank (S&L, Credit Union, etc.) maintains relating to safe
deposit boxes are--

a. lease/rental agreement.
b. financial statement.
c. record (or log) of entries.
d. "a" and "c."

36. A bank's safe deposit (log of entries) that reflects your defendant
entered her safe deposit box on every date that your witness said cash bribe payments
were made, could be compelling evidence that corroborates your witness testimony.

37. A bank's safe deposit log of entries that reflects your defendant entered her safe. deposit
box on every date that your witness said cash bribe payments were made, could be
compelling evidence that corroborates your witness testimony.

True or False

38. A bank's safe deposit log of entries that reflects that the subject of your investigation
entered his safe deposit box on every date that your witness testified to buying cocaine,
within 30 minutes before the cocaine transaction, could be useful in establishing probable
cause to obtain a (search warrant) for that safe deposit box.
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39. A bank's safe deposit log of entries that reflects that the subject of your investigation
entered his safe deposit box on every date that your witness testified to buying cocaine,
within 30 minutes before the cocaine transaction, could be useful in establishing probable
cause to obtain a search warrant for that safe deposit box.

True or False

40. Savings Bonds, Treasury Bills, Treasury Notes and Treasury Bonds are forms of
securities which represent money loaned to the Federal Government, for different periods
of time.

True or False

41. Stock certificates may be registered in either the name of the owner or in the name of the
broker with whom the owner maintains an account.

True or False

42. Stock certificates that are registered in the name of the broker or the brokerage house,
rather than in the name of the owner, are said to be held in (street name) ".

43. Stock certificates that are registered in the name of the brokerage house, rather than in
the name of the owner, are said to be held--

a. in an alias name.
b. in "street name."
c. by a nominee.
d. in "flagrante delicto."
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Questions
44 and 45

Douglas Greene Antiques, Inc.
Washington, D.C. 10/21 19 91 Isio. 666

THE RIGGS NATIONAL BANK
WASHINGTON LOAN AND TRUST BRANCH

F STREET AT NINTH, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Pay
to the
order of Louisiana Power & L4ht $ 3 000"

Three Thousand & Dollars

ACCOUNT NO. 043-137 Mike 9. greene
00300000

On the copy of this canceled check; circle and
identify by letter the following: (1 point each)

A. The machine-printed number that tells
you the amount the check was written
for and actually paid.

(00300000 - check front)

B. The identifying number of the bank the
check was deposited to.

(1-71 - check back)

RNANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

ENDORSE HERE

FOR DEPOSIT ONLY
Louisiana Power and Light

fc,;1
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GEORGE R. OR SUSAN M. CHAPMAN5.77
6526 BETTY'S LANE PH. 274-6265

MADISON, WIS 53711

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF Cash

HENOV
9789

12/28 i9 91

& 96o

759 2

$ 501'

DOLLARS

M&I Bank of Hil Idale
Jamestown Division
Madison, Wisconsin

MEMO George R. Chapman

1 :075911205 1: 01 1 1 035 39061 1 I 9789 11000000500011

c'r)

c,)

UJ
1,0

(--. CDZ
(-)
?..-?;

;.

DE 630
PA

BY DRAWEE INSTITUTION

Questions 46, 47, 48, and 49 (1 point each):

On the copy of the canceled check displayed above, circle and identify by letter the
following items:

a. "Teller stamp" (HENOV - Check front)

b. Proof Number (82803 - Check back)

c. Machine printed notation for "check cashed" (Paid by Drawee Institute -- Check
Back)
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. .....

: GRECKi, , .. ,
CgOgwarfgoipm4.e,:

Account Number 35432198
David Davids

8 Mockingbird Lane Statement Period

Herndon, Virginia 22070 08/01/92 08/30/92

Beginning Balance $3,808.15

Transaction Date Amount Balance

Check 182 08/02 <745.00> 3,083.13

Deposit 08/02 1,532.56 4,597.71

2,597.71Check 183 08/06 <2.000.00>

Deposit 08110 5,000.00 7,597.71

Deposit 08/15 1,534.56 9,132.27

9,110.24Check 184 08/20 <22.03>

Check 185 08/23 <189.13> 8,921.11

-Check 186 08/29 <429.84> 8,491.27

Ending Balance $8,491.27

. . :

- . ... . . .. rtgwan
_

Account Number 35432198

David Davids

8 Mockingbird Lane Statement Period

Herndon, Virginia 22070 07/01/92 07/31/92

Beginning Balance $8,491.27

Transaction Date Amount Balance

Deposit 07/01 1,534.56 10,025.83

Check 187 07/04 <5,000.00> 5,025.83

Check 188 07/14 <54.11> 4,971.72

Check 189 07/14 <156.21> 4,815.61

Deposit 07/15 1,534.56 8,350.07

Check 190 07/20 <22.46> 6,327.61

Check 191 07/28 <141.69> 6,185.92

Check 192 07/30 <533.37> 5,652.55

Ending Balance $5,652.55

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Questions 52, 53 and 54:

Circle the three items on these "bank
statements" that you, as an astute
investigator, will want to follow up on.

(1) (8/06 $2,000 Check)
(2) (8/10 $5,000 Deposit)
(3) (7/04 $5,000 Check)
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CHAPTER 6

I. In accountant terms, exchanges of goods and services are called sales.

True Or False

2. In accounting terms, financial transactions affecting a business are first recorded as
(journal entries)

3. In accounting terms, financial transactions affecting a business are first recorded--

a. on the income statement.
b. in ledger accounts.
c. on the balance sheets.
d. as journal entries.

4. While reviewing the Balance Sheet of "Goobers Are Us, Inc", you discover that your
partner had placed his jelly donut on your copy, obliterating the liabilities section. Your
review discloses the corporation reported assets of $2 million and owners equity (net
worth) of $1.6 million. What is the total reported by the corporation of its liabilities?
(1 point)

Show the variation of the "Basic Accounting Equation" you used to derive your
answer. (1 point)

HINT! The words "liabilities, assets and net worth" will be helpful.

(Assets Owners Equity = Liabilities)
($2 Million $1.6 Million = $.4 Million)

5. The two types of "Financial Statements" were discussed in class-- (1 point each)

a. The (balance sheet) is a statement of the financial position of the
entity at a specific point in time ("snapshot").

b. The (income statement) is a statement of performance of the entity
for a specific period of time ("video").

6. What is the book of original entry used by businesses in recording the financial
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transactions of the business'?

(Journals)

7. What method of accounting records business revenues when earned and business
expenses when incurred'?

(Accrual)

8. Write down the accounting equation.

(Assets = Liabilities + Owner's Equity)

9. The claims that are made by business creditors upon business assets are called--

a. net worth.
b. capital.
c. liabilities.
d. retained earnings.

10. Depreciation is an accounting concept designed to--

a. measure the value of debits and credits posted to the balance sheet.
b. expend the cost of an asset over its anticipated useful life.
c. account for the increase in the value of an asset, expressed in dollars that

are decreasing in value.
d. only "a" and "b" above.

11. A partnership purchased a computer for $10,000 to be used solely for business purposes.
The partnership paid $5,000 (via check) and promised that the balance would be paid in

90 days. (6 points)

Make the appropriate Journal entries to record the transaction.

Item

Equipment
Cash
Accounts Payable

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Debit Credit

($10,000)
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($5,000)
($5,000)
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12. In one sentence (two maximum), what does the following journal entry indicate'?
(5 points)

Debit Credit
Cash 10,000

Accounts Receivable 10,000

(A $10,000 payment was "received on account." Cannot tell whether it was by check or
cash.)

13. A ledger is established to accumulate all the transactions
affecting a specific account during the accounting cycle.

14. A journal is established to accumulate all the transactions affecting a specific account
during the accounting cycle.

True or False

15. Make the appropriate debit and credit entries to these "T-Accounts" and prepare the
balance sheet for the UWP Company based only upon the following financial
information: (20 points)

a. On 11-1-92, the corporation sold 25,000 shares of stock. Each share sold for $1.00

410
with the cash from the sale being placed into a business checking account.

Cash Paid-in Capital

($25,000) ($25,000)

b. On 11-2-92, the business purchased a machine for $12,000. It paid $6,000 (with a
business check) and financed the balance with a loan from the bank.

Equipment

($12,000)
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Cash Notes Payable

($6,000)
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($6,000)
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c. On 11-3-92, the corporation bought goods for re-sale (inventory) for $40,000. It

paid $15,000 in cash and promised to pay the balance of the account in thirty days.

Inventory Cash Accounts Payable

($40,000) ($15,000) ($25,000)

d. On 11-4-92, the company bought a second machine for $3,000. It paid cash for
this machine.

Equipment Cash

($3,000) ($3,000)

UWP COMPANY

Balance Sheet

Assets

11-05-92

Liabilities

Cash ($ 1,000) Accounts Payable ($25,000)

Inventory ($40,000) Notes Payable ($ 6,000)

Equipment ($15,000)

Total Assets: ($56,000) Total Liabilities: ($31,000)

Owner's Equity

Paid-in Capital ($25,000)

Total Liabilities and
Owner's Equity = a56.,11212
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Questions 16 and 17 tied together

16. Prepare an income statement for the ABC Company (period ending 09-30-92) based
upon the following financial information: (10 points)

a.

b.

C.

d.
e.
f.

Cost of goods sold
Selling expense
Interest expense
Administrative expenses
Sales revenue
Sales returns and allowances

$30,000.00
$ 5,000.00
$10,000.00

$100,000.00
$145,000.00

$5,000.00

ABC COMPANY

Income Statement
Period Ending 09-30-92

(Sales Revenue) ($145,000)

Less: (Sales Returns & Allowances) ($ 5,000)

Gross Receipts: ($140,000)

Less: (Cost of Goods Sold) ($ 30,000)

Gross Profit: ($110,000)

Less: (Administrative Expenses) ($100,000)

(Interest Expense) ($ 10,000)

(Selling Expenses) ($ 5,000)

Total Expenses: ($115,000)

Net Income

or Loss ($ 5,000)
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17. The officers of ABC Company, described in Question #16, are under investigation for
financial misconduct. Based upon income statement information, where should the
investigator start his/her search, and how should he/she proceed?

a. In the balance sheets
b. Examine the Administrative Expense Ledger Account and related general ledger

entries.
c. Examine personalities of company officers
d. Examine the Inventory and Cost of Goods Sold accounts

18. When a business reports a loss on its income statement, in accounting terms, how can it
generate funds to continue in business (i.e. cover the loss)?

a. Securing more capital
b. Selling assets
c. Incurring liabilities
d. All the above
e. None of the above

19. A balance sheet reports the assets, liabilities and capital of a business. Three (3) ways
financial fraud can take place through the manipulation of balance sheet accounts include
concealment of assets, (under-valuation of assets) and fraudulent liabilities.

20. A balance sheet reports the assets, liabilities and capital of a business. Three (3) ways
financial fraud can take place through the manipulation of balance sheet accounts include
concealment of assets, under-valuation of assets and fraudulent liabilities.

True or False

21. The corporation is the most common form of business organization.

True or False
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22. Name four (4) things found in the "Articles of Partnership."

a. (Names of the partners and the partnership)

b. (Name, location, and type of business to be conducted)

c. (Effective date of the agreement and the agreement's expiration date)

d. (Salary to be paid to each partner and the provisions for terminating the partnership)

23. The sole proprietorship form of business operation holds what advantage(s) when
compared to other forms of business organizations'?

a. Ease of transfer of ownership
b. Limited liability
c. Perpetual life
d. "a" and "c"
e. None of the above

24. Define accounting.

(The system of recording and summarizing business and financial transactions in books
and analyzing, verifying, and reporting the results.)
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CHAPTER 7

1. What is meant by the term "Direct Method of Proof'?

(Method used to prove suspect has paid for something using illicit funds or received funds
through an illegal means. Investigator looks for a specific illegal transaction. Nothing
is implied or inferred.)

2. Give a short scenario in which a Direct Method of Proof could be used.

(Student responses will vary.)

(Situation: Suspect has set up a fictitious payable scheme. Suspect has established
individuals who are not actually employees of the company and has set up means to
receive their payroll checks. Investigator could review company accounting and personnel
records to uncover specific false documentation to prove scheme.)
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CHAPTER 8

1. What is the "net worth method of proof and when is it appropriate to use in a financial
investigation?

(Unknown sources of funds located by analyzing increases in net worth.
Assets liabilities = Net Worth)

(Used when suspect -
maintains no books and records
books and records unavailable
books and records inadequate
withholds books and records)

2. Give a short scenario in which an Indirect Method of Proof would be utilized.

(Responses will vary.)

(Situation: Suspect appears to be spending extravagant amounts of money on gifts and
other personal items. By using the Expenditures Method (an indirect method). the
investigator can determine if the expenditures are resulting from "unknown income."

7 6
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CHAPTER 9

1 What is an Interview? Define.

(A specialized form of oral, face-to-face communication between people that is entered
into for a specific task-related purpose associated with a particular subject matter.)

2. Give three of the five objectives of an interview given in the textbook.

a. (To obtain information that establishes or refutes the allegation or crime under
investigation)

b. (To obtain leads for further development of the case)

c. (To obtain information and documents in the witness's possession)

d. (To obtain the cooperation of the witness for any subsequent legal proceeding)

e. (To obtain background and personal information about the witness and his/her
motivation for involvement in the crime)

3. What are the three phases of the interview process?

a. (Planning)

b. (Conducting)

c. (Recording)

4. What are three methods in which an interview may be recorded?

a. (Memorandum of Interview)

b. (Question and Answer Statement)

c. (Affidavit)
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CHAPTER 10

1. Surveillance includes which of the following types--

a. stationary.
b. moving.
c. electronic.
d. "a" and "b."
e. all the above.

2. What is the intent or purpose of a surveillance? Give three (3) types of surveillance.

(Surveillance provides a means to obtain information and evidence which probably would
not be available by any other means.)

a. (Stationary)
b. (Moving)
c. (Electronic)

3. List one common motive that many informants have.for providing information.

(Revenge)
(Social responsibility)
(To reduce their own sentence)

4. Most law enforcement agencies routinely advise informants that they are not to commit
any crimes while they are obtaining information.

True or False

5. A "mail cover" allows the postmaster to open and inspect a suspect's mai'

True or False

6. In legal terms "cvrtilage" refers to the area inside a suspect's home.

True or False
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7. At least one person must consent to tape recording a telephone conversation in the
absence of a court order.

True or False

8. An affidavIt for a financial search warrant normally requires the affiant/agent to make a
conclusion based on his experience and training.

True or False

9. Which of the following are tests that can normally be done by a crime lab with respect
to financial records--

a. ink analysis.
b. alteration analysis.
c. handwriting analysis.
d. "a" and "b."

* ,.. all the above.

1110 10. The standard of proof for obtaining a search warrant is--

a. beyond a reasonable doubt.
b. preponderance of the evidence.
c. clear and convincing evidence.

* d. probable cause.
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CHAPTER 11

I. By definition, what is money laundering? Why is it the focus of so much attention by

today's financial investigator?

(The process of concealing the existence, illegal source, or legal application of income
and then disguising that income to make it appear legitimate.)

(In order for ciiminals io spend their illegal gains, they have to "launder" the money.)

7 7
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COURSE GOALS

Identify what constitutes a financial
crime

Determine where to find financial
information

Introduce techniques to analyze
financial information

Apply these techniques to investigate
situations
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CRIME CLASSIFICATION
SYSTEM
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GOAL OF
FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Identify and document

specific events

related to the

movement of money

during a crime
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FINANCIAL INVESTIGATION
PROCESS

Identify statute(s) violated and
the elements of the crime

0 Find evidence to
prove the elements

Trace and document
financial transactions
to preserve records
as evidence

Convince jury of findings
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TYPES OF
FINANCIAL CRIMES

Fraud

Tax evasion

Bribery

Embezzlement

Larceny

Forgery

Counterfeiting

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Blackmail

Extortion

Kickback

Racketeering

Inside trading

Money laundering
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SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE
REQUIRED OF

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATORS

m Know statute(s) that define crime

m Know where to look for evidence and
admissibility of the evidence

Trace the movement of money through
financial institutions

Use accounting and auditing techniques

Use methods of proof to link financial
events together

Conduct financial interviews, record their
findings, and summarize results

Use investigative techniques

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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AGENCIES EMPLOYING
FINANCIAL INVESTIGATORS

U.S. Customs Service

U.S. Secret Service

U.S. Marshal Service

Drug Enforcement Agency

Office of Inspector General

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Internal Revenue Service

Postal Inspector Service

Bureau of Alchohol, Tobacco,
and Firearms

Non-Federal Agencies
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LAW

Formal means of social control
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FUNCTION OF LAW

Establishes benchmark for behavior
in society ("Thou shall not's")

'tc's

ss:
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CATEGORIES OF LAW

Common law

Case law

Substantive law

Civil - Torts between private parties

Criminal - Crimes of public nature
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CLASSIFICATION OF CRIME
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APPEAL PROCESS

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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STATUTES

Laws enacted by
Congress

State and Federal level

Recorded in code books

wompagnungurif

Ltag

111111111(
imuffif

U11111111
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(a

0

ELEMENTS OF A CRIME

Parts that must be proven
to show and sustain
a conviction
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TAX EVASION STATUTE

§ 7201. Attempt to evade or defeat a tax
or the payment thereof

Any person who willfully attempts in any

manner to evade or defeat any tax imposed

by this title or the payment thereof shall, in

addition to other penalties provided by law, be

guilty of a felony and, upon conviction thereof,

shall be fined not more than $250,000

($500,000 in the case of a corporation) or

imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both,

together with the costs of prosecution.
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BRIBERY STATUTE

§ 201. Bribery of public officials and witnesses

(b) Whoever

(1) directly or indirectly, corruptly gives, offers or promises

anything of value to any public official. . . or offers or

promises any public official. . . to give anything of value to

any other person or entity, with intent

(A) to influence any official act; or

(B) to influence such public official . . . to commit
or aid in committing, or collude in, or allow, any
fraud, or make opportunity for the commission
of any fraud, on the United States; or

(C) to induce such public official . . . to do or omit
to do any act in violation of the lawful duty or
such official . . .

shall be fined not more than three times the monetary

equivalent of the thing of value, or imprisoned for not more

than fifteen years, or both.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 788
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CLAIMS AND SERVICES IN MATTERS
AFFECTING GOVERNMENT STATUTE

§ 287. False, fictitious, or fraudulent claims

Whoever makes or presents to any person or

officer in the civil . . . service of the United States, or

to any department or agency thereof, any claim upon

or against the United States, or any department or

agency thereof, knowing such claim to be false,

fictitious, or fraudulent shall be fined not more than

$250,000, or imprisoned not more than five years, or

both.

78zi
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CONSPIRACY STATUTE

§ 371. Conspiracy to commit offense
or to defraud the United States

If two or more persons conspire either to

commit any offense against the United States,

or to defraud the United States, or any agency

thereof in any manner or for any purpose, and

one or more of such persons do any act to

effect the object of the conspiracy, each shall

be fined not more than $250,000 or

imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.

lf, however, the offense, the commission

of which is the object of the conspiracy, is a

misdemeanor only, the punishment for such

conspiracy shall not exceed the maximum

punishment provided for such misdemeanor.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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COUNTERFEITING AND FORGERY
STATUTE

§ 471. Obligations or securities of the
United States

Whoever, with intent to defraud, falsely

makes, forges, counterfeits, or alters any

obligation or other security of the United

States, shall be fined not more than $250,000

or imprisoned not more than fifteen years, or

both.

791
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THEFT OR EMBEZZLEMENT FROM
GOVERNMENT STATUTE

§ 641. Public money, property or
records

Whoever embezzles, steals, purloins, or
knowingly converts to his use or the use of
another, or without authority sells, conveys or
disposes of any record, voucher, money, or
thing of value of the United States or any
department or agency thereof, or any property
made or being made under contract for the
United States or any department or agency
thereof; or

Whoever receives, conceals, or retains
the same with the intent to convert it to his
use or gain, knowing it to have been
embezzled, stolen, purloined or converted-

Shall be fined not more than $250,000
or imprisoned not more than ten years, or
both; but if the value of such property does
not exceed the sum of $100, he shall be fined
not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more
than one year, or both.

The word "value" means face, par, or
market value, or cost price, either wholesale
or retail, whichever is greater.

,

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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THEFT OR EMBEZZLEMENT BY BANK
EMPLOYEES STATUTE

§ 656. Theft, embezzlement, or
misapplication by bank officer
or employee

Whoever, being an officer, director,

agent, or employee of, or connected in any

capacity with any Federal Reserve bank . . .

embezzles, abstracts, purloins, or willfully

misapplies any of the moneys, funds, or

credits of such bank . . . shall be fined not

more than $1,000,000 or imprisoned not more

than thirty years, or both; but if the amount

embezzled, abstracted, purloined or

misapplied, does not exceed $100, he shall be

fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not

more than one year, or both.

7 L13
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EXTORTION STATUTE

§ 872. Extortion by officers or
employees of the United States

Whoever, being an officer or employee

of the United States . . . under the color or

pretense of office or employment commits or

attempts an act of extortion, shall be fined not

more than $250,000 or imprisoned not more

than three years, or both; but if the amount

extorted or demanded does not exceed $100,

he shall be fined not more than $500 or

imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 794
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BLACKMAIL STATUTE

§ 873. Blackmail

Whoever, under threat of informing, or

as a consideration for not informing, against

any violation of any law of the United States,

demands or receives any money or other

valuable thing, shall be fined not more than

$2,000 or imprisoned not more than one year,

or both.

795
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o
KICKBACK STATUTE

§ 874. Kickbacks from public works
employees

Whoever, by force, intimidation, or threat

of procuring dismissal from employment .

induces any person employed in the

construction, prosecution, completion or repair

of any public work financed in whole or in part

by loans or grants from the United States, to

give up any part of the compensation to which

he is entitled under his contract of

employment, shall be fined not more than

$250,000 or imprisoned not more than five

years, or both.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 796
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FALSE STATEMENT STATUTE

§ 1001. False statements of entries
generally

Whoever, in any matter within the

jurisdiction of any department or agency of the

United States knowingly and willfully falsifies,

conceals or covers up by any trick, scheme,

or device a material fact, or makes false,

fictitious or fraudulent statements or

representations, or makes or uses any false

writing or document knowing the same to

contain any false, fictitious or fraudulent

statement or entry shall be fined not more

than $250,000 or imprisoned not more than

five years, or both.

79 7
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WIRE FRAUD STATUTE

§ 1343. Fraud by wire, radio, or television

Whoever, having devised or intending to

devise any scheme or artifice to defraud, or

for obtaining money or property. . .by means

of wire, radio, television communication and

interstate or foreign commerce. . . shall be

fined not more than $250,000 or imprisoned

not more than 5 years, or both. If the violation

affects a financial institution, such person shall

not be fined more than $1,000,000 or

imprisoned more than 30 years, or both.
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MONEY LAUNDERING STATUTE

§ 1956. Laundering of monetary instruments

(a)(1) Whoever, knowing that the property involved in a

financial transaction represents the proceeds of some form of

unlawful activity, conducts or attempts to conduct such a financial

transaction which in fact involves the proceeds of specified

unlawful activity -

(A) (i) with the intent to promote the carrying on of
specified unlawful activity; or

(ii) with the intent to engage in conduct constituting
a violation of section 7201 or 7206 of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986; or

(B) knowing that the transaction is designed in whole or
in part

(i) to conceal or disguise the nature, the location,
the sources, the ownership, or the control of the
proceeds of specified unlawful activity; or

(ii) to avoid a transaction reporting requirement
under State or Federal law, . . .

shall be sentenced to a fine of not more than $500,000 or twice

the value of the property involved in the transaction, whichever is

greater, or imprisonment for not more than twenty years or, both.
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TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING CRIMINALLY
DERIVED PROPERY STATUTE

§ 1957. Engaging in monetary
transactions in property derived
from specified unlawful activity

(a) Whoever, in any of the

circumstances set forth in subsection (d),

knowingly engages or attempts to engage in a

monetary transaction in criminally derived

property that is of a value greater than

$10,000 and is derived from specified unlawful

activity, shall be punished as provided in

subsection (b).

(b)(1) Except as provided in paragraph

(2), the punishment for an offense under this

section is a fine under title 18, United States

Code, or imprisonment for not more than ten

years or both.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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FAILING TO FILE, SUPPLY INFORMATION,
OR PAY TAX STATUTE

§ 7203. Willful failure to file return,
supply information, or pay tax

Any person required under this title to

pay any estimated tax or tax, or required by

this title or by regulations made under

authority thereof to make a return, keep any

records, or supply any information, who

willfully fails to pay such estimated tax or tax,

make such return, keep such records, or

supply such information, at the time or times

required by law or regulations, shall, in

addition to other penalties provided by law, be

guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction

thereof, shall be fined not more than $25,000

($100,000 in the case of a corporation), or

imprisoned not more than 1 year, or both,

together with the costs of prosecution. . .

801
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FILING A FALSE OR FRAUDULENT
RETURN STATUTE

§ 7206. Fraud and false statement

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Any person who

(1) Willfully makes and subscribes

any return, statement, or other

document, which contains or is verified

by a written declaration that is made

under penalties or perjury, and which he

does not believe to be true and correct

as to every material matter. . . shall be

guilty of a felony and upon conviction,

shall be fined not more than $250,000

($500,000 in the case of a corporation)

or imprisoned not more than 3 years, or

both, together with the costs of

prosecution.
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REPORTS ON DOMESTIC COINS AND
CURRENCY TRANSACTIONS STATUTE

§ 5313. Reports on Domestic
Coins and Currency
Transactions

(a) When a domestic financial

institution is involved in a transaction for

the payment, receipt, or transfer of U.S.

coins or currency (or other monetary

instruments the Secretary of the

Treasury prescribes), in an amount,

denomination, or amount and

denomination, or under circumstances

the Secretary prescribes by regulation,

the institution and any other participant

in the transaction the Secretary may

prescribe shall file a report on the

transaction at the time and in the way

the Secretary prescribes. . .
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STRUCTURING TRANSACTIONS TO EVADE
REPORTING REQUIREMENT PROHIBITED

STATUTE

§ 5324. Structuring Transactions to
Evade Reporting Requirement
Prohibited

No person shall for the purpose of evading the

report requirements of section 5313(a) with

respect to such transaction -

(1) cause or attempt to cause a

domestic financial institution to fail to file

a report required under section 5313(a);

(2) cause or attempt to cause a

domestic financial institution to file a

report required under section 5313(a)

that contains a material omission or

misstatement of fact; or

(3) structure or assist in structuring, or

attempt to structure or assist in

structuring, any transaction with one or

more domestic financial institutions.

Transparency 25
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GRAND JURY FUNCTION
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GRAND JURY
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

MsLIFC)

16 To 23
voters
of district

Need 12
"yea" votes

for
indictment

FINANICAL INVESTIGATIONS
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"Sit" for
18 months

- Investigate
- Find probable

cause

Role of
fact-finder
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Anything that
bears on
probable cause
is admissible

Evidence
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GRAND JURY TOOLS
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Subpoena

Immunity
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SUBPOENA

Requires witness
to appear and
provide testimony

"Subpoena ducus tecum" - bring records
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IMMUNITY

Granted to convince witness
to provide testimony

Financial investigations

Formal

Judge orders

809

Informal
Prosecutor "grants°'
by letter
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GRAND JURY FUNCTION

Investigate Federal Crimes
Indict

Financial Investigations
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TYPES OF EVIDENCE

Direct

Circumstancial

Real

Documentary

Testimonial

Judicial bar
Anoselestro Ssmoutty

Aml That Osampany

!WPM G York

Dee January 19, 1993

raj io ire ado of Anthony °
Ton Thousand and No/1

(*. 1 mem muck
=CO 0 0000
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$10,000.04
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RELEVANCY
AND COMPETENCY

_Le 401
Relevant
Traceable and significant
connection

Competency
Presented by a qualified
and capable witness

814
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PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATION

A.

RU.Le 501

Based on the confidentiality
of certain communications

Covers communications of a
protective relationship

Cannot divulge information
without consent of other party

815



HEARSAY

Does not come from personal

knowledge of declarant but from

the repetition of what a person

has heard from others

816



EXCEPTIONS TO
HEARSAY RULE

Confessions

Prior statements

Statements against interest

Res gestae statement
(excited utterance)

Dying declaration

Official records rule

Shop book rule

81V/ Transparency 13
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CHAIN OF CUSTODY

-4r

901 (Al

Evidence obtained must be

; marked, identified, inventoried
-L/

and preserved to maintain

original condition until

introduced at trial
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QUESTIONS FACING
INVESTIGATOR

Where to look

What to look for

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Information is the Key
to Successful
Financial
Investigations

821
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INITIATING
THE INVESTIGATION
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Targeting the suspect for investigation

Suspect as source of information
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Public records

Business records

Government reaords

Financial Institution records

Informants

823
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0
PUBLIC RECORDS

Real estate

Corporate

Partnership

Trusts

Assumed name indexes

Better Business Bureau

Chamber of Commerce

Uniform Commercial Code Filing (UCC)

Court records

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 824
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CLOSING STATEMENT

Due

Seller

Buyer

Credit

Sales price $120,000 $(120,000)

Earnest money down 50,000

Appraisal (800)

Real estate commissions (4,200)

Escrow fees (300) (300)

Additional downpayment 60,000

(5,000)

New mortgage $110,000

Balance due to OR
(from)

$109,700 $ 99,700
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DMV APPLICATION FOR CERTIFICATE OF TITLE AND REGISTRATION
VSA 17A (REV. 6/91)

TYPE OF APPLICATION (check one):
0 CERTIFICATE OF TITLE 0 REGISTRATION ONLY 0 CERTIFICATE OF TITLE AND REGISTRATION

0 CERTIFICATE OF TITLE TO A MOBILE HOME
CERTIFICATE OF TITLE FOR (check one): 0 REPLEVIED 0 SEIZED
0 REPOSSESSED (Vehicle must be in your possession) 0 SOLD UNDER COURT ORDER-MECHANIC'S LIEN-STORAGE LIEN

0 ABANDONED (Applicant for title vehicles sold under Mechanic's Lien, Storage Lien and Abandoned Vehicles must
also complete Form VSA 41, "Affidavit of Compliance."

ALL APPLICANTS MUST COMPLETE SECTIONS 1,2,3,4,5 and 8. COMPLETE OTHER SECTIONS AS REQUIRED

1. OWNER INFORMATION (MUST be completed by all applicants)
OWNER'S NUE (FEIST. MIME, LAST) ISOCIAL SECURRY NUMBER

If this application is for joint ownership, do you wish to clear rights of ownership to be transforad to the surviving owner in the event of the death of either
owner named on this title? Please indicate by checking one of the following. 0 YES 0 NO
CO4WNEWS NAME (RRET, mom. LAST)

17MiEws snixt-r ADDRESS

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER OR FEDERAL E) NO.

CITY OH TOM STATE ZIP COD!

VEHICLE PRIKIPALLY GARAGED IN CITY OR COUMIY OF:

0 CRY OF 0 COUNTY OF TOWN YOU RESIDE IN, IF ANY,

2 UEN INFORMATION Complete this section it this vehicle is pledged as security. If no lien CROCK only this block
DATE OF 19H5T LEN LENHOLDEITS NAME

LENHOLDERS RAILING ADOR CITY OR TOWN STATE VP CODE

CITY OR TOWN STATE ZP CODE

9 I I I e comp ee ya aPP can s
VF-HICLE SOLD TO YOU AS (MEM OW).

0 USED 0 NEW 0 DEMONSMATOR 0 SALVAGE

VA. ULALkli L. DAM PUIFICKASE

FROM WHOM PIAICHASED

--arnwr7301=3"-- CITY OR TOWN SALE PlICE SALES AND USE TAX

4. VEHICLE INFORMATION (MUST be completed by all applicants)
WARE 1 Yet WCXJEL. TRAIl PMVEE US TIM MAO

VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER EMPTY WEIGHT
TR

NO. OF AXLESI UCKS 11. TRAILERS OILY
GROSS wr.

FUa TYPE

CHASSIS PFORMATION: COMPLETE
MODEL perrinCATIoN NummER

FOR MULTISTAGE VEHICLES ONLY

SEAIVAi ACITTIBLISES Of&

A vehicle is Multi-Stage if its chassis and body are manufactured as separate units with different make, model year, and/or chassis ID number.

(ALL APPLICANTS MUST COMPLETE ODOMETER AND CERTIFICATION STATEMENT ON REVERSE SIDE)

THIS SECTION FOR DMV USE ONLY

DATA ENTRY
CLERK STAMP

WITH MN 0 YES a NO

COMER CLERK

DATA ENTRY

REASSOCIATION

LICENSE PLATE MISER

EXPIRATION DATE

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 827

SALE PRICE

TAX

VILE FEE

LICENSE FEE

UMY FEE

TRANSFER FEE

TOTAL
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State of Wisconsin
CERTIFICATE OF RECORD COPY

Division of Motor Vehicles

Copy of (Record Descnption)

Record of Certificate of Title number 8931226068 in the name of Charles H. Brown, Maple Lane, Madison, Wisconsin;

reverse side of record of Certificate of Title shows Title Assignment form Charles H. Brown to Don Miller Dodge, Inc.;

date of sale October 5, 1989; Application for Title/Registration number 8931226068 in the name of Mary Smith, High

Ridge Trail, Madison, Wisconsin showing vehicle purchased used from Don Miller Dodge, Inc.; Date purchased and date

first operated this vehicle in Wisconsin as resident; Received October 24, 1989. opened October 25, 1989; Processed

November 8, 1989 showing 1990 graphic automobile license plates EYV375 transferred, expiring the end of September

of 1990; Wisconsin title issued in the name of Mary Smith; no secured party listed; full purchase price $10,620.00; Less

trade-in allowance $2,095.00; amount subject to tax $8,525.00; Odometer Disclosure Statement; Lien release; All covering

a 1987 Dodge two door identification number 1B3BA54kEXHG104749. No record of subsequent transfer in our files.

I certify that the annexed photographic copy of the above described record has been compared
with the original on file with this division of this department, and the same is true and correct
copy of such original record.

In testimony, I sign and affix the Seal of The Department
of Transportation in the City of Madison, this date

Yoyce Gercierman
Joyce Gelderman, Acting Administrator
Division of Motor Vehicles

MV1178 690 Photographic Copy Only

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 828 Transparency 9
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TYPES OF
BANK TRANSACTIONS

Account

Withdrawals
Deposits
Credit/debit memos

Non-account

Loans
Bank checks
Currency transactions
Wire transfers
Safe deposit box
Bank credit cards

8 ',Al

Not directly

related to

money flow

Transparency 2
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SIGNATURE CARD

(FRONT)

The undersigned enter into bank-depositor agreement with the National Bank and
agree that this account shall be carried by said Bank as a
( ) CHECKING account and that all funds on deposit in said
( ) SAVINGS account shall be governed by said Bank's
by-laws, all future amendments thereof, all regulations passed hereafter to be
passed by its Board of Directors pursuant to said by-laws, and by all rules and
practices as to interest and service charges of said Bank relating to said account. If

presented, Bank is authorized to mail or hold statements indicated on the reverse
hereof. Undersigned agree that this agreement shall be governed by the national
Banking Laws and the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia. Undersigned further
agrees that all funds now on deposit or which hereafter may be placed on deposit of
said account shall be the property of the undersigned as: ( ) INDIVIDUAL ( )
TRUSTEE ( ) JOINT TENANT with rights to survivorship who may withdraw funds
upon a number of signatures, indicated below except in the event of conflicting
demands of the undersigned, the Bank may require all signatures of the
undersigned. Undersigned also agree that in the event of death of any of the joint
tenants, the survivor will notify the bank.

The Bank hereby authorized on JOINT TENANCY account to accept and cash, or
to deposit to the account, all checks payable to any, or all of the undersigned when
endorsed by any of us, or one for the other.
Number of signatures required to withdraw funds

Sec.
Number

1.

FINANICAL INVESTIGATIONS 831
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SIGNATURE CARD

(BACK)

1st Signature 1st Signature 1st Signature

Address
1-

City

Telephone

Occupation

Employer

Birthplace

Mother's
Maiden Name

Said Bank is hereby authorized to:

( ) MAIL all statements, vouchers, and notices to the address indicated

above.
( ) HOLD all statements, vouchers, and notices until called for. If not
called for after 30 days, said Bank may mail statements, etc. to the
address indicated above. If the above mailed statements, vouchers and
notices are returned undelivered, said Bank is authorized to destroy
same (2) years thereafter.
Bank is relieved of all liability for items lost in delivery by U.S. Mail or
otherwise, or not called for by the depositor.

FOR BANK USE ONLY

PREVIOUS
BANK/BRANCH

TYPE ID

DATE OPENED OPENED BY OPENING
DEPOSIT

DATE CLOSED CLOSED BY CLOSING
BALANCE

REASON CLOSED

FINANICAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Checking Account Summary National Bank of the
Nation

CUSTOMER SERVICE-OPERATIONS CENTER
P.O. BOX 0001, WASHINGTON, DC 20009

NATIONAL BANK OF THE NATION

ANTHONY BENIDECT
1229 SPRINGTIDE PL, NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20001

STATEMENT PERIOD
03/20/92 04/20/92

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR ACCOUNT, PLEASE CALL 202-555-111 OR

TOLL FREE 800-222-9999

CHECKING SUMMARY FOR ACCOUNT 097405813

BEGINNING BALANCE
3.DEPOSIT(S) TOTALING
INTEREST THIS PERIOD
8 DEDUCTION(S) TOTALLING
OTHER DEDUCTIONS
SERVICE CHARGES THIS PERIOD
ENDING BALANCE

1,532.46
10,041.94+

0.00+
1,246.60-

0.00-
0.00-

10,327.80

MINIMUM BALANCE
AVERAGE BALANCE

1,040.33
4,304.59

DESCRIPTION OF ACCOUNT TRANSACTIONS DATE AMOUNT BALANCE

BEGINNING BALANCE

CASH WITHDRAWAL TRANS #4552

$ 1,532.46

LANDMARK 1 Alexandria VA 03/22 100.00- 1,432.46

CHECK 546 03/23 67.25- 1,365.21

CHECK 547 03/27 234.63- 1,130.58

PURCHASE

MOBIL Herndon VA 03/28 15.25- 1,115.33

CASH WITHDRAWAL TRANS #0849

WEST VILLAGE Washington DC 03/30 75.00- 1,040.33

DEPOSIT 04/01 1,645.97+ 2,686.30

CHECK 548 04/01 623.34- 2,062.96

DEPOSIT 04/02 6,750.00+ 8,812.96

CHECK 550 04/05 118.23- 8,694.73

549 04/12 12.90- 8,681.83

DEPOSIT 04/15 1,645.97+ 10,327.80

ENDING BALANCE $10,327.80

FINANICAL INVESTIGATIONS
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SOURCE AND DISPOSITION
OF DEPOSITS
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Tan Thsuandl ard WACO

Cashlore Omsk
SIM IMMO= =MOM MOO

1,4

8 3 el
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DEPOSIT TICKET

DEPOSIT TICKET

Anthony Benidect
1229 Springtide Place, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20001

DATE April 2 19 92
DEPOSITS MAY NOT BE AVAJLABLE FOR IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL

SIGN HERE FOR CASH RECEIVED (IF REQUIRED) 14

NATIONAL BANK OF THE NATION

CASH
CURRENCY 4,500 00

COIN

LIST CHECKS SINGLY 00

TCYTAL PROM OMER SIDE

iorm. 6,750 00
LESS CASH RECEIVED

NKT DEPOSIT 6,750 00

1: 0 5 4 0 0 0 9 9 1 1: 0 9 7 4 0 5 8 1 3 0 9 9 8 7

15_499
540

USB OTHER SOB PM
ADDITIONAL LASTING

835
836



BANK OPERATIONS

DEPOSITOR
Csa Vicked/or

DEPOSIT TICKET

TRANSACTION

ENTRY POINT

PROOF DEPARTMENT
Independent verification

of lances work and sorting
of Items

1

TRANsrr rrEms
Checks drawn on
out-of-town banks

OUT CLEARINGS
Checks drawn on banks

within area. usually
handled through
clearinghouse

ON-US
Checks drawn o

this bank and
decosk tickets

INTERNAL

DEPARTMENTS
Debits end

Credits

CORRESPONDENT

BANKS

FEDERAL CLEARINGHOUSE

RESERVE

BANKS

Cc4 Motion of out-of-
tow checks =slued

from decoshors

Exchanging of checks
among local banks

BOOKKEEPING
DEPARTMENT

To be posted to customers
accounts

83
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e

PROOF NUMBERS

0 838

Transparency 9
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MICR ENCODING

NATIONAL BANK OF THE NATION
Account Number

.check Number
Chock Routing Symbol

HankiCode

F-11-1I. 054000991 : 0 9 7 4 0 5 8 1 3 o 0 5 4 8

Chock Amount

ill 0 0 2 3 4 6 3

Pre-qualifying Number

8 3

Post-quallfying Number

8 0



,.. 4789 1
Currency Transaction Report

(Rev. smusiobsio) 10 Files separate report ter sock transectlen. Please type or prkit. Willis 1545-0163

Department of Voe Tesesmy Il for Papaw/soh Reduction Act Mice, sse page 3. Ewa: 12-31-91

Intent& *MAW Unice (Compistosil applicab(e etsSso instructions)

1 Check appropriate boas d: e 0 amends odor report. b 0 imeniptIce limit emended. c 0 suspicious tramection.

gip Identity of Individual who conducted this transaction with the financial institution
2 If TOM than one individual is involved. see Instruction end check here

0
3 Reason items 4-15 below me not fully completed (Chia all applicable toms): a0 knore0 cer selwce(01100

0 0 Man Moosdistroment ç Mehtdeposit or ATM trarmaction I 0 Mules* beano:bons (see instnictions)

4 Last name

$ AddreSS (number arid street)

10 City

First name 6 Middle What 7 Social security number

9 Occupation, profession, or business

11 Stets 12 maxis 13 Country(if not U.S.) {14 Oats of birth (see instructions)

15 Method used to verify Identity: a Descnbe identification

b Issued by e Number

Part II Person (see General instnactions) on whose behalf this transaction was conducted
16 Units transaction was conducted on behatf of marathon one person. me instructions and check hire P.

17 This person is an: 0 individual or 0 two 12 if Oust. escrow. brolemee or canard party accounts.. instruct:x.8nd check here 0
19 Individual's last name or Organtsetion's mina 20 First name 21 Middle Initial 22 Social security number

23 Alien identificatim. a Describe Identification
Issued by g Number

Employer identification number

24 Address (number and street) Occupebon, profession. or business

26 City 27 Stat. 26 ZIP code (a Country Of not U.S.) 30 Cued birth (sea instructions)!I I

Part III Types ef screw* wil ambers effected by trusectise (II month. ow of Rs nos typs, owthilliknal spates prerWed Mire)

32 s 0 Saykrgs T 0 securitiss 0 0 CD/Monty marlet

c 0 Checking
0

I. 0 loom
0

.8 Other (apecify)

Type of transaction. Cheek appikabis boxes to describe transactionPart IV

32 1 0 Currency eschew (currency for twenty)
33 CASH IN: ' 0 CD/Msney market porches/0

0 0 Deposit oi 0 For wiretransier

0 0 Security purchased A El Rocsipt from strosii
ID Check purchased 1 0 Other (mecIfY)

35 Taal arnoimt of currency transaction (n US.
dollar equivalent) (always round uP)

Cab ut

Cub est

84 CASH OUT: s CD/FArgwy Market redeemed

e 0 Chsclicashed u 0 From Mrs transfer

o 0 Security redeemed 0 shiment abroad
1/ 0 Withdrawal / 0 Other (specify)

36 Amount in Item 35in U.S. 6100011s Of higher 37 Detect transaction
um wroth*

Cab la $

Cash ovt SI 0 Urinown I I I I

36 If other than U.S. cumency is Invofred. Mean furnish the %Slowing information: a Wove made LI for or 0 born U.S. currency

li CI:entry 4 Amount et currencyOn U.S. dol. equiuMNIO 6 .00

I Country g Amount of eurrenc.On U.S. dollar essuivelent) $ .00

39 If s negotiable instrumento wire transfer voesInvolyed M this blreection, pleme WIWItheffIltreing winnow altg moo this box (see instructions) 0
a Number of negotiable instruments Involved
b Number of wire transfers involved

I Total amount of ell INgsfibleinstrumenfs and
an wrebariefers (in uS. doller equivelenil 5 .00

Financial institution where transaction took place
40.0 Bank (enter code number from Instructions here) ( I

b 0 Savings arid loan association e 13 Crwlit union 110 Securities brokeriduler 0 001.'0110*
42 AddreSsistwe the bomection awful (see Iratnictiores) 43 Employer dentrfication number

Part V

41 Name of financial institution

44 City 143 St.to I 46 ZIP cede 147 MICR number

44 Mrs ts a multi* transaCtion, Memo md gale: Komar of bus100000 e ZIP codes
I Numbr ruclies

ISO Thlo49 Signature (pmparer)

Sign k
Here

Social security number

51 DeM

52 Type or print properses name 153 ApprOving official Diffietom) 54 Dote 155 Telephone number

( )

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 841
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CHECK FRONT
ABA Transit Number

Check Routing Symbol

VIONWRINAM

Anthony Benidect
1229 Springtide Place, NW
Washington, DC 20001

Tete's Ceothhig %akin

t.ARateIt 24, 1992

DIA lunithied avail-god mid 6g/i 00
NATIONAL BANK OF THE NATION

Check Routing Symbol
Account Number

IBlake& .ctieck Number Adorig CRevideet 400.0.0°

1: 0540009911: 0974058130j 0548
loI ll 0023463

548

15=092
} 540

M463

Ma Amount

I I I

EMEMBENIEME

Pre-qualifying Number

E3 ti

Post-qualifying Number

8 4



TRIIIIASETra

CHECK BACK

FOR DEPOSIT ONLY
PETE'S CLOTHING WAREHOUSE

DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

MAR 2593-777051734

FINANICAL INVESTIGATIONS 844

*- DEPOSITOR
ENDORSEMENT

4- PROCESSING DATE/
PROOF NUMBERS

k- BANK PROCESSED
THROUGH

Transparency 13
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CASHED CODE

845

Teller Identification

Bank Identification

Transparency 14
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CHECK ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS BY PAYEE

Date Virginia
Electric

Date Franklin
Gardens

1/23 $101.79 1/3 $650

2/21 $121.32 2/2 $650

3/21 $92.56 3/1 $650

4/25 $87.87

5/21 $59.12 5/2 $650

6/27 $63.45 6/2 $650

7/22 $79.73 7/1 $650

8/20 $98.92 8/3 $650

9/23 $92.83 9/2 $650

10/21 $64.55 10/1 $650

11/24 $58.52

12/28 $87.62 12/2 $650

846 Transparency 15
FINANICAL INVESTIGATIONS Chapter 5. Financial Institutions as Sources of Information



CREDIT AND DEBIT MEMO

CREDIT AND DEBIT MEMOS

CM (+) DM (-)

Interest earned Interest payment

Loan proceeds Loan payment

Wire transfer in Wire transfer out

Special collection of
funds

Check printing fees

Transfer between
accounts

Transfer between
accounts

Electronic deposit Electronic withdrawal

847
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Loan Application
AMOUNT APPLIED FOR PURPOSE OF LOAN (MUST COMPLETE)

$

LENGTH OF REPAYMENT (MONTHS
012 018 024 030 036 048 054 068 OOTHER

ACCOUNT NO PAYROLL DEDUCTION CHECK BOX TO INDICATE WHOM THIS INFORMATION IS ABOUT
a CO-APPLICANT o SPOUSE o EXSPOUSE 0 GUARANTOR

NAME OF APPLICANT I SSN NAME OF JOINT BORROWER I SSN

PRESENT ADDRESS - STREET NO OF YEARS PRESENT ADDRESS - STREET NO OF YEARS

CITY. STATE. ZIP CITY. STATE. ZIP

PREVIOUS ADDRESS (COMPLETE IF PRESENT ADDRESS LESS THAN 3 YEARS) PREVIOUS ADDRESS (COMPLETE IF PRESENT ADDRESS LESS THAN 3 YEARS)

HOMEOWNERS PLEASE COMPLETE
PURCHASE PRICE BAL OWED MARKET VALUE

HOMEOWNERS PLEASE COMPLETE
PURCHASE PRICE BAL OWED MARKET VALUE

HOME PHONE BIRTHDATEI I OF DE; 7 NDENTS HOME PHONE I BIRTHDATE *OF DEPENDENTS

EMPLOYER NAME AND ADDRESS YEARS EMPLOYED EMPLOYER NAME AND ADDRESS YEARS EMPLOYED

EMPLOYER PHONE I JOB DESCRIPTION OTHER INCOME SOURCE EMPLOYER PHONE I JOB DESCRIPTION OTHER INCOME SOURCE

PAY FREQUENCY (VERY IMPORTANT GROSS NET

0 MONTHLY o BIWEEKLY o OTHER
PAY FREQUENCY (VERY IMPORTANT GROSS NET
a MONTHLY 0 BIWEEKLY o OTHER

PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT (COMPLETE IF Less THAN 3 YEARS) YEARS EMPLOYED EMPLOYMENT (CCMPLETE IF LESS THAN 3 YEARS) YEARS EMPLOYED

AUTOMOBILE
YEAR MAKE MODEL BAL OWED

AUTOMOBILE
YEAR MAKE MODEL BAL OWED

AUTOMOBILE
YEAR MAKE MODEL BAL OWED

AUTOMOBILE
YEAR MAKE MODEL BAL OWED

NEAREST RELATIVE (COMPLETE NAME & ADDRESS) PHONE NEAREST RELATIVE (COMPLETE NAME & ADDRESS) PHONE

NEAREST RELATIVE (COMPLETE NAME & ADDRESS) PHONE NEAREST RELATIVE (COMPLETE NAME & ADDRESS) PHONE

BANK (NAME) I TYPE OF DEPOSIT ACCT INTEREST RATE BANK (NAME) 1 TYPE OF DEPOSIT ACCT INTEREST RATE

CREDIT INFORMATION, OUTSTANDING DEBTS
List All Debts i e Car Loans. Bank Loans. Finance Conpanies. Credrt Unions Dept Stores, Credit Card Accounts. Child Support. Alimony. Attach Addrtional Sheet rt Necessary

Name of Creditors Interest Rate Value of Assets if Secured Loans Monthly Payments Balance Owed Amount Past Due

1. Mtg/Rent

2. Auto Pmt.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

You authorize the credit union to obtain and/or furnish information concerning your credit affairs to any association, firm corporation or personnel office When you accept or endorse a check
advanced to yo under thrs Plan you agree to the terms and aho acknowledge recept of (1) informahon regarding billing errors or inquines. (2) the LOANLINERzt Credit Agreement and Truth in
Lending Disclosures You agree to make payments of the amount and at the time shown on the voucher accompanying the check If security and/or a change in terms s noted on the voucher
your endorsement constitutes acceptance of the terms of the secunty agreement and/or the change in terms H the advance will be secured by shares and/or deposits, you pledge the shares
and/or deposits shown on the voucher
You further understand that when applicable. a Personal klentrfication Number (PIN) may be issued This PIN. when validated will allow you. the co.apphcant and any authorized users to
access your crede unions CREDIT CARD/ATM accounts through parocpating Automated Teller Machine (ATM) networks. sublect to the terms and disclosures of the aclulowledgement of receipt
and agreement to the terms of the CREDIT CARD/ATM Access Card disclosures
You proms. that everything you have stated in thes application a correct to the best of your knowledge and that the above information is a corrplete listing of all your debts and obligations You
authonze the croda union to check your employment and credit history and to obtain credd reports in connection with this application for credit and forany update renewal or extenston of the
credit received If you request the credit union will tell you the name and address of any csecht bureau I orn which it received a credit reporton you You understand that it a a federal crime to
wieldy and delberately provide incorrplete or incorrect mfonnaton on loan applications made to federal credit unions insured by the NCUA

APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE
X (SEAL)

DATE

_

CHECK ONE
aCO.APPLICANT aGUARANTOR SIGNATURE
X (SEAL)

DATE

FINANICAL INVESTIGATIONS 848 Transparency 17
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CASHIER'S CHECK

American Security
And Trust Company

Sterling, GA.

REMITTER G. York

Date January 19, 1993

Pay To The Order Of BACHE CO.

TEN THOUSAND AND NO/100

15-55
540

1-59199

I $10$000,00

Dollars

CASHIER'S CHECK Lois E. Smith
Treasurer

00732980 :0540 0 0055: 00940 09 958 0001000000

89
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SOURCE AND DISPOSITION
OF BANK CHECKS

Origin of
funds

Bank checkAtm teal
inuu7a---,..taageom

G. Yoiti
seittir

:.reztorckaranor Benidect

*owe chad'
0000wet owe 000to

FINANICAL INVESTIGATIONS

444.Da,
Towel
woo

850

Destination of
funds
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The National Lease of
BANK Safe Deposit Box

By Two or More Persons

Box No Rental $ Key Nc Date
(Due annually in advance)

the lessor, in consideration of rental at the above annual rate the recept o1 one annual installment of which is hereby acknowledged. by these presents
leases unto the undersigned lessees its safe deposit box bearing the above number, and the space necessary for rts reception, situate in its Side DepositVault in rts banking

house at , from the date hereof to . renewal in subsequent terms of one year each, upon the same general terms, conditions

and agreements, as are herein contained, and in the event that a renewal lease in writing, shall not be executed and delivered, then this instrument shall of itself operate as

and be held to be renewal or successive renewab hereof. subject to the right of canoellation as herein provided

21 11 the lessor do not wesh access to be given in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 20 above and wish to require the presence of two

or more lessees. whenevet access a van to the safe depcsrt box, speaal instructions in vatting relatrve thereto must be given to the lessor Unless such spt-aal instrudions

are given at the time of execution of this agreement ft shall be presumed that paragraph 20 has been approved and shall be applicable Whenever special instructions are given

requinng the presence of more than one lessee at the time of access and one of said lessees shall die. hes personal representatrve shall thereafter act in ha place and stead.

unless the special instructions provide otherwese

The Harlem Sank
UMW

For Safe Deposit Department

We have read the above contract, the meaning of which is clear to me. The provisions of paragraph 9 limiting the value
of property in the safe deposit box are satisfactory to us and we do not desire to place a greater maximum valuation on said property.

Deputy Appointed

Name

Date

Lessee

Lessee

Lessee

Special Instructions gar

Identification
gmormeeonnemmzionnonmam

Name Name Name

Residence Residence Residence

Phone Phone Phone

Employment Enployment Employment

Address Address Address

Phone Phone Phone

Date of Birth Date of Pirth Date of Birth

Ptace of Birth Place of Birth Place of Birth

Pe. ..ier's Mother's Mother's

Maiden Maiden Maiden

Name Name Name

Social Security Number Social Secunty Number Social Securrty Number

Surrender
Date

I hereby certify that the property stored in Box No covered by this contract, has been safely wrthdrawn and the said box a hereby surrendered

Keys giver, to and box found empty by

NOW so ms

FINANICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Lessee

For Safe Deposit DePartment

851
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SECURITIES

Stocks

III Dividends

IN Bonds

Corporate
Municipal

a U.S. Government Obligations

Treasury Bills
Treasury Notes
Treasury Bonds

a Registered Bonds

Coupon Bond

Registered Coupon

II Exchanges

Transparency 21
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COMMODITIES

IIII Future Contracts

Exchanges

853
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FOLGER NOLAN FLEMING DOUGLAS
Incorporated
TYPE ALL INFORMATION
1. White Copy - New Accounts - 2nd Floor
2. Yellow Copy R.R.

NAME FIRST MIDDLE LAST

M R

MRS I . R. SERVICE
MISS

RESIDENCE ADDRESS NUMBER AND STREET
1111 Constitution Avenue , N,W.

CITY STATE ZP '
Washington, D.C. 20224

HOME PHONE BUSINESS PHONE

(2021 184-32E41

EMPLOYERS ADDRESS

EMPLOYERS BUSINESS CUSTOMER'S OCCUPATION

Ret i red

IF MARRIED WOMEN-STATE HUSBAND'S NAME. OCCUPATION & EMPLOYER

BANK OR COMMERCIAL REFERNCE AND ADDRESS

Fairfax County Ntl. Bank, Yorktowne Branch, Fairfax, Va.
HOW WAS ACCOUNT OBTAINED?

0 REFERRAL IN WALK-IN 0 ADVERTISING OTHER

WAS CREDIT CHECK MADE? IP SO. STATE WITH WHOM
Yes Capitol Service Bureau, Washington, D.C.

IF POWER OF ATTORNEY, STAT IN FAVOR OF WHOM

M. Bierman, Annandale, Virginia

SPECIAL MAILING INSTRUCTIONS

None

is un ers oo IS

NEW ACCOUNT APPLICATION

OFFICE ACCOUNT R R

16 01362 819

0 CASH MARGIN a

TRUTH IN LENDING LETTER DELIVERED a

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

691-3(1-4177

DATE OVER 21

Odober 7, 1974 a YES 0 NO

U.S CITIZEN COUNTRY OF

YES 0 NO NON-RESIDENT ALIEN

EVER HAD AN ACCOUNT
WITH COMPANY?
0 YES a NO

RELATED TO ANY COMPANY OFFICER OR
EMPLOYEE?

0 YES a NO WHOM?

HOW LONG HAVE YOU KNOWN CLIENT?
Walk-in

INITIAL TRANSACTION

Rec'd SO s PYC common

EMPLOYEE OF NYSE BROKER, BANK,
INSURANCE CO., OR TRUST CO ?

0 YES IIII NO

REG REP SIGNATURE

9ames A. Milligan

PLEASE TYPE REG. REP NAME
James A. Milligan
OFFICER'S APPROVAL

OFFICER (VOTING) APPROVAL

is a genera ou ine an can c ange rom ume o ume.
INVESTOR'S INDICATED OBJECTIVE

COMMENT AS TO INVESTOR'S GENERAL OBJECTIVES

Short to Intermediate Term Gains

STANDING INSTRUCTIONS:

SALES: PURCHASES:

0 PAY a HOLD 0 TRANSFER 0 TRANSFER a SEGREGATE

411/
PROCEEDS FUNDS & SEND & HOLD

REMARKS (as directed hv cIient)

Transparency 23
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CUSTOMER ACCOUNT CARD

CLIENT Anthony Benidect ACCT. N 40-3801

HOME ADD. 1229 Springtide Place, NW HOME TELE. (202) 555-7896

Washington, DC 20001

BUS. ADD. 94 West Avenue BUS. TELE. (703) 555-3654

Sterling, VA 22170

INVESTMENT OBJ. Growth

SPECIAL INST. None

DESCRIPTION BOUGHT SOLD APPROXIMATE

DATE #
SHARE

PRICE DATE #
SHARE

PRICE PROFIT LOSS

Kingman 6/4 10 22 5/8 6/20 10 17 1/4 $54

II 6117 12 23 1/4

., 8/1 20 17 1/8

Dane Ind. 10/2 40 16 3/8 10/15 40 23 1/2 $280

Kingman 10/4 6 19 7/8

Bremer Co. 1117 22 20 3/4

855
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BROKERAGE ACCOUNT STATEMENT

ROBERTS AND COMPANY Member New York Stock Exchange - American Stock Exchange
INCORPORATED 1485 I Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006

(202) 555-4500

Entry Bought or Sold or Price or Entry Amount Amount
Date Received Delivered Description Description Debited Credited

02/12 100 Overton Sec Rec
Airlines

02/12 100 Overton 9 5/8 $936.30
Airlines

02/14 100 Polk Corp 41 5/8 $4,098.20

02/15 Funds Cash Dsb $5,034.50

02/15 100 Weber Corp. 36 7/8 $3,624.60

02/15 100 Weber Corp. Sec Rec

02/15 100 Dare, Inc. Sec Rec

02/23 100 Dare, Inc. 84 3/4 $8,412.50

02/28 Closing $12,037.10
Balance

Position
None

Mr. Anthony Be lidect 02/28/92 40-3801 1

1229 Springtide Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001 Period Ending Acct No. Page

856
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WESTERN 1

UNION

.To send money The fastest

..

MONEY .

TRANSFER84

way to send money4

Dollar amount Dollar amount

in words

Pay to Da eat write in shaded area

Agency

.

First name Last name

Senders's Name

First name Last name

Senders's telephone (area code) number
Operator
Humber

Sender's address Sant time
and data

Street

-

Money Transfer Control NumberCity State Zr

Additional services available at additional cost. Check services desired.

OSend this message with money.

{
DI want Western Union to telephone the recipient. (area code) number Amount

0 I want a check delivered to the following address: Charge

Street

City State Zip Telephone or deihtety charge

Test question Limit 4 words Question Answer Tax

Use test question ONLY if recipient has no I.D. documents. Special requirements may apply. Message

Customer's signature Total .Sitiatint
receivedlememooteeetemotiomett
Agent'S t Water°THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ON WHICH THE SERVICE IS PROVIDED ARE SET OUT ON THE

REVERSE SIDE OF THIS FORM. bY SIGNING THIS FORM, I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE READ,

UNDERSTOOD AND ACCEPTED THOSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS. FSI 72 (R 11-90)

8 5
8 5



. 8362
RN. swornber MI)
ClegoIMIN el Ino Treerty
enorrel FINVIMP anise

Currency Transaction Report by Casinos
19Ie warble nowt *welsh Inneliellon. Meese type or whit.

(Conpism 6V appikafie partearse Inenucalons)

0M13 No. 1545-0006
Semis 11-31.92

I I Individual or Organbation for Whom This Tmnsection Was
Fiat nem*

Completed
Mete reed Soda( securfly MIMS.frellveluers lel nom

Name al cegerentkei Employer klareillcabon number (DPV PasepcW nwnter County

Adclrew Planter wd ebeel4 Ildeeteee or Occupeelon Auen ragstraticm runter Gamy

Gay Sale ZIP cork Cower/ (V eel ILS.) &Mee bowie Inumber we WM

P.11 t II
identity of Individual Conducting the Transaction (Complete only rf an agent conducts a
transaction for the piison In Part I)

Lad name Fria name Widcle IMO Sahel secuity number

Pddreee (Number and street) Peahen number Gauntly Alin recnerallen furred% Gawky

GIN State ZIP aide Cowley (10X MS.) °Poses tam (number and WW)

P.irt III Patron's Account or Receipt Number

P.irt IV Description of Transaction. ti mors space is made& attack a separate scandals and check this box

1 Nature of transectice (check the ebbilcable boxes)

0 Currency exchange (currency for currency)
b CASH IN

(1) 0 Deposit ((ront and ufekeeping) (3) 0 Check purchased (see Item 6 below) (5) 0 Collection on account
(2) 0 Clips purchued (4) 0 Wks transfer of funds (e) 0 Other cash In

c CASH OUT
(1) 0 Wrthdrawal of deposit (front and safekeeping) (3) 0 Chips redeemed (5) 0 Other cash out... . .

(2) 0 Check cashed (see item 5 below) (4) 0 Credit advance

(sPecliy)

2 Total amount of currency traneectico (In
U.S. dollars)

6 If other than U.S. cummcy le involved. please furnish the following information:
Currency name Country

3 Amount n ten 2 tri SIM) Mils or lipid( 4 Date of transaction (month. clay, and year)

ITotal amain al each fOrilgt Currency (in U.S. dollars)

If a check was involved in Sits transecbon, please furnish the following wilorrnattel (See InsInctions):
Date of check Amours of discs (In US. Wier* Payee of dwelt

Mesa, of duck

Pir1 V

Drawee bark and city

Casino Reporting the Financial Transaction

Name Errployer kIentfficebon number (E66

Address (Number end Weer

ZIP code

Sign
Hens

(Ceek* embloyse who herdiled ii, Inewecton)

Marro ofeds1 nnfrovss ale agerverg the Farm 01362)

Med

NOS

(Dale)

(Dale)

For Paperwork Reduction Act Rotiok see pew 2. Get. No 622112 Form 6362 (Rev 9-91)

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 859
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TYPES OF
BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS

Proprietorship

Partnership

Corporation

860

Transparency 1
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ACCOUNTING

Recording business transactions

Summarizing recorded data

Interpreting results

861

Transparency 2
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0

CHARACTERISTICS OF
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

m Track the flow of transactions

m Transactions = Exchanges

862
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TYPES OF
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS

Single entry

Double entry

863
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CHECKBOOK REGISTER

RECORD ALL CHARGES OR CREDITS THAT AFFECT YOUR ACCOUNT

Number Date Description of Transaction Payment/Debit
(-)

/
T

Fee
(ff Any)

(-)

Deposit/Credit

4

Balance

(+) 793 12

813 5/12 .1 akes Cafe 19 43 19 43

773 69

5/12 Deposit - RM, Inc. 250 00 250 00

1023 69

814 5/13 Walker Ridge 83 29 83 29

940 40

815 5/13 Kilroy's Deli 72 91 72 91

867 69

5/13 Deposit - Sam Jones 84 26 84 26

951 95

816 5/13 Sally Torrence 293 80 293 80

708 38

REMEMBER TO RECORD AUTOMATIC PAYMENTS/DEPOSITS ON DATE AUTHORIZED

86 4
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METHODS OF ACCOUNTING

Cash basis
Actually received
Actually paid

Accrual basis
When earned
When incurred

Hybrid method
Uses both Cash and Accrual (mixed)

865
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ELEMENTS OF ACCOUNTING

Assets--
Anything owned
by business

Liabilities--
Anything business
owes

Owner's equity--
Value of whatever
owner(s) invested
in business

866
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ACCOUNTING EQUATION (1)

Assets MIN

Liabilities

Owner's Equity

867
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ACCOUNTING EQUATION (2)

Assets

minus

Liabilities

868

Owner's
Equity

Transparency 9
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A

EQUATION WORKSHEET (1)

L + OE

869
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Income--
Proceeds from sale of goods or services

Expenses--
Payments made in connection with
producing income

870
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7)1Nr..,;egiO$w%

4431.nal
l'1:1.Wjj.. jag 1$10,iitilitO

'11,1tittimmitior

Income > Expenses

Expenses > Income

871
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ACCOUNTING EQUATION (3)

Assets

Liabilities

Owner's Equity

Net Income/Loss

0,

872
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EQUATION WORKSHEET (2)

+ OE + (I E) = A

873
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ACCOUNTING CYCLE

Documenting business transactions

Preparing
financial statements

Adjustments

Joumalizing transactions

Posting journal entries
to ledgers

874

Preparing trial balance

Transparency 15
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SAMPLE SOURCE DOCUMENTS

Received from Outside Businesses Within Business

Property Transfer

Employee Check

Inventory Form

Sent to Outside Businesses

875
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T ACCOUNT

Account Title

Debits Credits

876
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ACCOUNTING EQUATION
DEBIT/CREDIT

Assets

Dr Cr
MUM

Liabilities + Owner's Equity

Dr
IONE'

Expenses Income

Dr Cr Dr Cr

877
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BLANK JOURNAL FORM

GENERAL JOURNAL Page

DATE
19_ DESCRIPTION

LEDGER
FOLIO DEBIT CREDIT

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

873
Transparency 19
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TYPES OF
SPECIALIZED JOURNALS

Sales Journal

Purchase Journal

Cash Receipt Journal

Cash Disbursement Journal

,E37
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BLANK LEDGER ACCOUNT CARD

ACCOU NT ACCOUNT NO.

880
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TRIAL BALANCE

Frank's Turkey Farm
Trial Balance

August 31, 1992

Cash $15,278
Accounts Receivable 3,925
Land 9,998
Building 4,276
Office Equipment 1,934
Accounts Payable $11,254
Frank Lyn, Capital 24 157

$35,411 $35,411

Transparency 22
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BALANCE SHEET
(ACCOUNT FORM)

123 Company
Balance Sheet

December 31, 1991

Current Assets Current Liabilities
Cash $ 130,000 Accounts Payable $ 270,000
Accounts Receivable 486,000 Accrued Expenses 117,000

Inventory 602,000 Income Tax Payable 30,000
Pre-Paid Expenses 90 000 Notes Payable 320 000
Total Current Assets $1,308,000 Total Current Liabilities $ 737,000

Fixed Assets Long-Term Liabilities
Machinery $ 364,000 Payables 500 000
Equipment 116,000 Total Liabilities $1,237,000
Furniture 300 000

Total Fixed Assets $ 780,000 Owner's Equity
Paid-in Capital $ 701,000
Retained Earnings 150 000
Total Equity $35:1,000

Total Assets $2,088,000 Total Liabilities and Equity $2,088,000

882
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BALANCE SHEET
(REPORT FORM)

123 Company
Balance Sheet

December 31, 1991

Assets

Current Assets
Cash $130,000
Accounts Receivable 486,000
Inventory 602.000
Pre-Paid Expenses 90 000

Total Current Assets $1,308,000

Fixed Assets
Machi nery $364,000
Equipment 116,000
Furniture 300 000

Total Fixed Assets $ 780,000

Total Assets $2,088,000

Liabilities

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable $270,000
Accrued Expenses 117 ,000

Income Tax Payable 30,000
Notes Payable 320 000

Total Current Liabilities $ 737,000

Long-Term Liabilities
Payables $500,000

Total Long-Term Liabilities 500 000

Total Liabilities $1,237,000

Owner's Equity

Owner's Equity
Paid-in Capital $701,000
Retained Earnings 150 000

Total Equity $ 851,000

Total Liabilities and Equity $2,088,000

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS j Transparency 24
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BALANCE SHEET

Total Assets
Total

Liabilities +

Dr
MIN

Cr

Total

Owner's Equity

Dr Cr

4

884
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INCOME STATEMENT
(SINGLE-STEP FORMAT)

ABC COMPANY
income Statement

For the Year Ended December 31, 1991

Revenue:
Sales

Expenses:

Cost of Goods Sold $2,808,000

$4,212,000

Selling Expenses 936,000
Administrative 116,000
Interest Expenses 52,000
Income Tax Expense 120 000
Total Expenses $4,032,000

Net Income L.1130.60M

83:3
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INCOME STATEMENT
(MULTI-STEP FORMAT)

ABC COMPANY
Income Statement

For the Year Ended December 31, 1991

Sales Revenue $4,212,000

Less: Cost of Goods Sold 2 808 000

Gross Profit $1,404,000

Less: Selling Expenses 936,000
Administrative Expenses 116 000

Total Operating Expenses 1 052 000

Operating Earnings $ 352,000

Less: Interest Expense 52 000

Earnings Before Tax $ 300,000

Less: Income Tax Expense

Net Income

120 000

$ 180 000

886
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INCOME STATEMENT

Total Revenue

Dr
MIEN

Cr

Total Expenses

8 7
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AUDITING PROCESS

Identify unusual or suspicious item(s)

Identify unusual or suspicious change(s)

Analyze each account

O 888
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METHODS OF PROOF

Direct

Specific item

Indirect

II Net worth

Expenditures

Bank deposit

e

830
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SPECIFIC ITEM METHOD

Identifying direct proof of illegal financial
transactions by suspect

CUSTOM
S RECEIPT DO NOT SEND THIS R

KEEP IT FOR Y

?WI 9 20 &05 53700 &

4044

oak, I

IIMML DM POT OCR

OMR MYER
WNW MM

SIMMII.M11011t MIN
1.0MIMMOn m momy oar

mmmt onseldermo dm
mmilMoomMallftION

PrOil

moms 3

P r onelliapoWssal
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SPECIFIC ITEM ANALYSIS

Financial transaction

892
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POINT-OF-PAYMENT ANALYSIS
EXAMPLE

REASON FOR INVESTIGATION: Purchase of illegal drugs

PROCESS FOLLOWED RESULTS

1.

,

Interviewed suspect--
Confronted suspect concerning allegation

Suspect denied allegation
Suspect said he doesn't have money
for drugs

2. Reviewed Leo, Inc. business records--
Compared CRJ to bank statements

Everything balanced

3. Reviewed suspect's personal finances--
Bank account records

No money available to buy drugs

4. Contacted Leo, Inc. business customers--
Compared company receipts to what was
in Leo's CRJ

Matched

5. Reviewed Leo, Inc. business records
(second time)--
Reviewed expenses in CDJ

Found suspicious check to Gemini
Corp. for $1500

6. Reviewed Gemini Corp. records--
Reviewed CRJ

No receipt of check for $1500 from
Leo, Inc.

7. Reviewed Leo Inc. business records
(third time)--
Located canceled check to Gemini Corp.
and had handwriting analyzed

Handwriting was not someone from
Gemini Corp. but Mr. Drawer's
signature

SPECIFIC ITEMS OF PROOF: 1. False payable to Gemini Corp. recorded in Leo,
Inc. CDJ

2. Canceled check endorsed by Mr. Drawer

893
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POINT-OF-RECEIPT ANALYSIS
EXAMPLE

REASON FOR INVESTIGATION: Embezzlement of funds

PROCESS FOLLOWED RESULTS

1. Searched bank records of AKP
customer for all cancelled checks
written to AKP Paint Company

Located canceled check made payable to
AKP for full $2,000 for supplies

2. Reviewed AKP Paint business
records--
Compared CRJ to bank statements

.

$750 payment recorded for supplies from

customer
AKP Paint CRJ and bank statements both
entered a $750 payment from customer
Discrepancy still noted:

$2,000 Customer check

750 AKP record notations
$1,250 Discrepancy

3. Reviewed customer canceled check Back of check indicated For Deposit
Only into AKP corporate account

4. Reviewed deposit slip Split deposit

$ 750 Account deposit
$1,250 "Cash back"

5. Confronted suspect (individual who
deposited check)

Confessed to taking funds

SPECIFIC ITEMS OF PROOF: 1. The canceled check and payment records of payor

2. The CRJ of payee and deposit slip

894 Transparency 6
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POINT-OF-PAYMENT
SCHEMES

Fictitious payables

Ghost employee and payroll kickback

Overbilling

111 Offbook and currency

895
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CHECK - 2ND ENDORSEMENT

FRED OR MARY BROWN
2251 ilOSEWOOD LANE PH. 274-6265
HILLDALE, GA 53711

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF

Dec 12 1992

John Doe $ 500"

9789

Tive hundred oko DOLLARS

M&I Bank of Hil !dale
Jamestown Division
Hil !dale, Georgia

MEMO

1 :075911205 I: 0111 035 390611 1 9789

gra Brown

79.1120

759

1 1000000500011

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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THIRD PARTY CHECK

FRED OR MARY BROWN 6.77

2251 ROSEWOOD LANE PH. 2746265
HILLDALE, GA 53711

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF

9789

Dec 12 1992

John Doe $ 500"

Five huruired & %o DOLLARS

79-1120

M&I Bank of Hil Idale
Jamestown Division
Mame, Georgia

MEMO Fred Brown

759

1 :075911205 1: 01 1 1 035 39061 1 1 9789 111000000500011

,
I.& ..,.
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...,

,.... ytz ......

$. .0 V
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6

o

METHODS OF PROOF:
COMPARISON

Direct method Indirect method

Microscopic view

Special illegal
financial transaction
by suspect

Actual proof of
wrongdoing

Macroscopic view

Overall financial
condition of
suspect

Inferences to
wrongdoing

899
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METHODS OF PROOF

Direct

Specific item

Indirect

Net worth

MI Expenditures

III Bank deposit

Transparency 2
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BASIC PRINCIPLE

Money eventually shows up,

directly or indirectly, in the

accounts, assets or

expenditures of

the recipient

901
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THE FINANCIAL PROFILE

Assets

IIII Liabilities

Sources of funds

Expenditures

902
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DISPOSITION OF INCOME

EFFECT ON
WHAT YOU CAN DO HOW YOU CAN DO IT FINANCIAL PROFILE

Save it Cash on hand ftCash in financial Assets

institutions

Buy assets Investments
Real estate Assets li
Vehicles

Pay off debts Pay off loans
Pay off mortgages Liabilities It

Spend it
(Other than for
increasing assets)

Gifts
Travel

Entertainment
Food

Clothing
Utilities

Insurances
Taxes
Rent

Vehicle expenses

903
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Assets - Liabilities = Net worth )

NET WORTH METHOD

?.,

Unknown sources of funds

located by analyzing

net worth increases

904
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NET WORTH ANALYSIS FORMULA

Minus:

Equals

Minus:

Equals

Plus:

Equals

Minus:

Equals

Assets

Liabilities

Net worth

Prior's year's net worth

Increase in net worth from previous year

Known expenses

Total net worth increase

Funds from known sources

Funds from unknown swirces

905
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NET WORTH ANALYSIS -
JIM DEALER

NET WORTH ANALYSIS
SUSPECT - JIM DEALER

Assets Base Year Year One Year Two
(1990) (1991) (1992)

Cash on hand (a) $ 1,000 $ 0 $ 0
Bank account balance (b) 1,500 4,750 5,225
Jewelry (c) 1,000 6,000 12,000
Boat (d) 17,500 17,500 17,500
Car (e) 0 0 18,250
Real estate (f) 0 150 000 150 000

Total Assets $21,000, '178,6250. $202,975

Liabiiities

Note payable - finance company (g) $275 $ 275 $ 275
Loan (h) 0 2,400 1,200
Mortgage on real estate (f, i) 0 94 000 88 000

Total Liabilities va $96,675 $89,475

Net Worth (assets - liabilities) $20,725 $81,575 $113,500
Minus: Prior year's net worth 20 725 81 575
Equals: Increase in net worth $60,850 $ 31,925
Plus: Known expenses

Credit card payments (j) $ 1,460 $ 3,000
Other personal living expenses (k) 11 000 10 000

Equals: Total net worth increase 1221319. $ 44,925
Minus: Funds from known sources

Interest on bank account (b) $ 250 $ 475
Wages (I) 25 200 22 200

Euals: Funds from unknown sources $47,860 $22,250

9 0
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Keys to Net Worth Analysis

Cash-on-hand
Cash in banks
Asset valuation
Known expenses

I'

O 907
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NET WORTH METHOD -
ELEMENTS OF PROOF

Establish reliable opening net worth

Investigate leads showing suspect's
innocence

Establish likely taxable source of income
with evidence of net worth increase

908
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0

0

EXPENDITURES METHOD

Comparison between known expenditures
and known sources of funds

1 I

5ra%
,

M

..All

909

41EN
,
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o

EXPENDITURES ANALYSIS FORMULA

Total expenditures

Minus: Known sources of funds

Equals Funds from unknown sources

9 10
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EXPENDITURES ANALYSIS -
JIM DEALER

Expenditure Analysis
Suspect Jim Dealer

Year One
(1991)

Year Two
(1992)

Expenditures
Increase in bank balance (b) $ 3,250 $ 475
Purchase of jewelry (c) 5,000 6,000
Downpayment on house (f) 50,000 0
Purchase of car (e) 0 18,250
Yearly mortgage payments (i) 6,000 6,000
Credit card payments (j) 1,460 3,000
Loan repayments (h) 600 1,200
Other personal living expenses (k) 11 000 10 000

Total Expenditures $77,310 $44,925

Minus: Known sources of funds

Cash-on-hand (a) $ 1,000 $ 0
Interest on bank account (b) 250 475
Loan (h) 3,000 0
Wages (I) 25,200 22,200
Total known sources of funds 29 450 22 675

Equals: Funds from unknown sources $47,860, $22,250

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

911
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EXPENDITURES METHOD -
ELEMENTS OF PROOF

Establish firm starting point

Establish likely source of income

Investigate leads showing suspect's
innocence

0

91,2
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NationalBanIti

BANK DEPOSIT METHOD

Unknown sources of funds

located through analysis

of bank records

913
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BANK DEPOSIT ANALYSIS FORMULA

*(2)

Total Deposits to All Accounts

Minus: Transfers and Redeposits

Equals Net Deposits to All Accounts

Plus: Cash Expenditures *

Equals Total Receipts From All Sources

Minus: Funds From Known Sources

Equals Funds From Unknown Sources

r 1

Net Deposits to All Accounts

Plus: Beginning Balances

Equals Net Bank Funds Available

Minus: Ending Balances

Equals Net Bank Disbursements

L

r

L

Total Outlay of Funds

Minus: Net Bank Disbursements

Equals Cash Expenditures

9 1 4
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BANK DEPOSIT ANALYSIS -
JIM DEALER

BANK DEPOSIT ANALYSIS
SUSPECT - JIM DEALER

1991 1992

Total Deposits (b) $22,160 - $19,585
Minus: Redeposits (b) 600 100
Equals: Net Deposits $21,500 $19,485

Outlays
Jewelry purchase (c) $ 5,000 $ 6,000
Downpayment on house (f) 50,000 o
Car purchase (e) 0 18,250
Monthly mortgage payments (i) 6,000 6,000
Credit card payments (j) 1,460 3,000
Loan repayments (h) 600 1,200
Other personal living expenses (k) 11 000 10 000

Total Outlays $74,060 $4.4650
Minus: Net Bank Disbursements $18,250 $19,010
Equals: Cash Disbursements &5_,810 MAIO

Plus: Cash Disbursements 55 810 25 440
Equals: Total Receipts $77,310 $44,925

Minus: Funds From Known Sources
Cash-on-hand (a)
Bank account interest (b) 1,000 0
Loans (h) 250 475
Wages (I) 3,000 0
Total Known Sources 25 200 22 200

$29,450 $22,675
Minus: Known Sources
E uals: Funds From Unknown 29 450 22 675

Sources $47,860 $22,250.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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BANK DEPOSIT METHOD -
ELEMENTS OF PROOF

Prove suspect engaged in lucrative
income-producing business

Prove suspect made periodic deposits
of funds

Determine the nature of unusual deposits

Establish unidentified deposits appeared
as income

916
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SELECTING INDIRECT
METHODS OF PROOF

IF ANY OF THESE CONDITIONS
APPLY TO THE BOOKS AND
RECORDS UNDER REVIEW:

AND THIS IS NOTED: THEN USE:

Nun-existent

Unavailable

Inadequate

Withheld

Significant changes in
both ASSETS and
LIABILITIES have
occurred

Net Worth Method

Significant changes in
expenditures have
occurred or
extravangant
expenditures have
been made

Expenditures Method

Unavailable

Inadequate

Withheld

Periodic deposits
which appear as a
known source

AND
unidentified deposits Bank Deposit Method

Appears as being
complete

Available

are not from non-
taxable "known"
sources

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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INTERVIEW

A

Face-to-face oral communication between
people for a specific task-related purpose

918
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PURPOSE OF
FINANCIAL INTERVIEWS

Tool used to determine the knowledge
of witnesses
concerning the ......--m,.._

Appliiihma
investigation ,

mt.
,

919
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OBJECTIVES OF FINANCIAL
INTERVIEWS

To obtain:

Data that establishes or refutes
allegations

m Leads

Financial documents

Witness cooperation

Witness background and personal
data

Motivation for crime

9;:o
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TYPES OF
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Can you closet-119e

the person who

came into the bank?

General recollection

Specific detail

921
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PHASES OF THE INTERVIEW

Planning

Conducting

Recording

Transparency 5
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PARTS OF THE INTERVIEW

Introduction

Body

Closing

0 923
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SEARCH WARRANT

Written order issued by Judge describing
place to be searched and things to be seized

924
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SAMPLE SEARCH WARRANT

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN

AT LAW AND IN ADMIRALTY

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff, Warrant No. 1

vs.

SEARCH WARRANT
(21 U.S.C. § 881 (B))

Thomas Trio

TO: ANY DEPUTY UNITED STATES MARSHAL OR OTHER FEDERAL OFFICER

An affidavit has been made before me by Special Agent John Smith of the United States Internal Revenue

Service that he has reason to believe that Tom Trio of 102 North West Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin is

involved in cocaine trafficking in violation of Title 21 U.S.C. § 881 (B). Special Agent Smith's affidavit

further states that he has reason to believe that evidence needed to support such a claim is located at the

residence of 102 North West Street. I am satisfied that there are sufficient facts and circumstances to

support the probable cause standard to believe that the items listed on the attachment to this warrant are

currently located at 102 North West Street in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and that grounds exist for the issuance

of this seizure warrant as stated in the supporting affidavit.

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to proceed to 102 North West Street to seize the items listed or

described on the attachment to this warrant within a period of three days, serving this warrant and seizing

this property during daytime hours 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., leaving a copy of this warrant, preparing a written

inventory of all the property seized, and promptly returning this warrant and bringing the inventory before

this court as required by law within ten days after seizure.

Dated at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, this day of March, 1992.

ALICE MILLER

United States Magistrate

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 925
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UNDERCOVER OPERATION

-
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f>)
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Individuals assume

an identity other than

their own to gather

information relating to

criminal violations
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OBJECTIVES OF
UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS

Observe and attend planning sessions for
future violations

Identify unknown violators and develop
information related to current violations

1111 Purchase contraband

III Identify fruits of a crime

Develop information related to past crime

Locate contraband or weapons

927 Transparency 4
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OBJECTIVES OF
UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS

(continued)

Locate violation sites

Identify co-conspirators and/or key
witnesses

Obtain probable cause for search and
arrest warrants

Check the reliability of informants

Corroborate witness's statements

Gather information on criminal
investigations

Obtain information on purchases/
expenditures

928
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0
SURVEILLANCE

Secretive observation of persons, places

and things to
obtain information

on individuals

suspected of

violating

criminal laws
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OBJECTIVES OF
SURVEILLANCE

Obtain crime evidence

Obtain probable cause for search and
arrest warrants

Identify suspect's associates/co-
conspirators

II Apprehend violators during the
commission of crime

II Develop investigative leads

II Provide protection and corroboration for
undercover officers

a Locate persons and things

111 Gather intelligence

Transparency 7
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TYPES OF SURVEILLANCE

Stationary

Moving

Electronic

931 Transparency 8
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INFORMANT

A person who provides information

on criminal activity to law enforcement
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TRASH

Used to identify leads and gather evidence

31th
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MAIL COVERS

Provide leads--

Addresses

Postmark
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FORENSIC SCIENCE

Application of scientific techniques

to legal matters
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TYPES OF FORENSIC SCIENCE

Handwriting analysis

Typewriter analysis

Alteration analysis

Ink analysis

Paper analysis

Document restoration

936 Transparency 13
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COMPUTERS

Provide evidence--

Data bases

Mailing lists

Printouts
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LINK ANALYSIS

Putting information together to show
patterns and meanings

0

0
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TRANSACTION SYSTEMS
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METHODS OF
LAUNDERING FUNDS

Legitimate businesses

Buy/sell transactions

Off-shore havens
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LAUNDERING FUNDS
THROUGH

LEGITIMATE BUSINESS

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Overstatement of
legitimate revenue

Overstatement of
legitimate expenses

Deposits of currency
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LAUNDERING FUNDS
THROUGH

BUY/SELL TRANSACTIONS

Real estate or other personal property
transactions to hide the flow of money
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LAUNDERING FUNDS
THROUGH

OFF-SHORE HAVENS

Moving money out of U.S.

- Physical transportation
- Wire transfer
- Cashier's check

Attorneys, accountants, and money
managers
Brokerage accounts

- Wire services

Moving money into the U.S.

- Fictitious loans
- Fictitious foreign investors
- Finders' fees

Corporate salaries
- Cashier's checks and wire transfers
- Physical transportation
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ASSET FORFEITURES

:1-orshett

Ar"

v

A legal proceeding initiated by
the government against the
proceeds of an illegal activity
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CATEGORIES OF
FORFEITURES

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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FACTORS ESTABLISHING
PROBABLE CAUSE IN

FORFEITURE INVESTIGATIONS

Close proximity

Means of support

Pre-trial statement

Narcotics records
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USING THE STUDENT WORKBOOK

INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the world of "Financial Investigations!"

You will be using this workbook as part of your course materials for the Financial
Investigations Course. The workbook is designed for use with the textbook,
"Financial Investigations...a Financial Approach to Detecting and Resolving
Crimes." There are workbook pages for each corresponding chapter in the
textbook.

HOW THE WORKBOOK WILL HELP YOU

Each chapter in the workbook provides a variety of "learning tools." These tools
will assist you in meeting the course objectives. Additionally, the workbook will
provide you with another resource on financial investigations which you may wish
to use at a later date.

Your instructor will be guiding you through the activities and information presented
in the workbook. Some of the workbook activities will require you to work with
other students in the class. For other activities, your instructor may ask you to
complete the activity outside of class.

Your instructor may be distributing additional material for you to incorporate into
the workbook. For your convenience, you may wish to include your chapter notes
at the end of each chapter section.

WHAT THE WORKBOOK CONTAINS

The workbook contains supporting and supplemental materials to the textbook
content. The materials include:

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE CHAPTER

INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP SKILL EXERCISES

INFORMATION SHEETS

CASE STUDIES

WORKSHEETS

ii 951



Chapter 1

WHY FINANCIAL INVESTIGATION?

Student Workbook



CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER SUMMARY

Student Woricbook

The field of financial investigations is changing. As a result, a new set of investigative
skills is required to keep up with the changing times.

This chapter provides a general overview of the financial investigative field and an
awareness of the skills required of a financial investigator.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

State why there is a need for a financial investigative approach.

Provide a general overview of the financial investigative approach.

Identify skills required of a financial investigator.

CHAPTER WORKBOOK CONTENTS

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Course Goals

Student Cluestkmaire

Personal Net Worth Analysis Exercise

Categories of Crime Exercise

Federal (U.S.) Agencies

953 Chapter 1: Why Financial Investigation?



Student Workbook

This course is designed to introduce and apply financial investigative techniques to the
detection and resolution of criminal activity. It is based upon the financial investigative
approach. This approach identifies and documents the movement of money during the
course of a financial crime.

The goal of this course is to show how a financial investigation identifies and links
together financial events to serve as a basis of proof indicating whether or not a crime
has been committed. This is accomplished by:

eIDENTIFYING WHAT CONSTITUTES A FINANCIAL CRIME.

Igi DETERMINING WHERE TO FIND FINANCIAL INFORMATION.

INTRODUCING TECHNIQUES TO ANALYZE FINANCIAL
INFORMATION.

RI. APPLYING THESE TECHNIQUES TO INVESTIGATIVE SITUATIONS.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

954
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Student Workbook

011 STIONNAIRE

NAME:

YEAR: FR SO JR SR HOUSING: ON / OFF CAMPUS

EMPLOYMENT: FULL / PART TIME ATTENDANCE: FULL / PART TIME

MAJOR: MINOR:

LIST THE NUMBER OF CREDITS YOU WILL HAVE AT THE END OF THE PRESENT SEMESTER:

ACCOUNTING
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

LAW
BUSINESS

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE ANY WORK EXPERIENCE IN LAW ENFORCEMENT.

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE ANY WORK EXPERIENCE IN ACCOUNTING/BOOKKEEPING.

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE OTHER WORK EXPERIENCES.

.WHAT ARE YOUR CAREER ASPIRATIONS?

WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO TAKE THIS COURSE?

WHAT DO YOU HOPE TO GET FROM THE COURSE?

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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PERSONAL NET WORTH
ANALYSIS PART I

BACKGROUND:

Student Workbook

As,part of this course, you will be learning about net worth or what is known as an
individual's or company's financial status. In other words, what does a person or
company own, how much do they owe and what is the difference between the
two? This information is important to the financial investigator, who tries to see if
drastic changes occur in a person's or company's financial status. You will be
learning more about this in Chapter 8.

To help you understand net worth and what affects net worth, you will be
computing your own personal net worth. In this exercise, you will see what you
are worth today. Then, on a daily basis throughout the course, you will be required
to keep a log of information on what you spend daily and what you earn daily.
This information will be used in Chapter 8 as part of a continuation of this exercise.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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DIRECTIONS:

STEP 1.

STEP 2.

Student Workbook

Locate WORKSHEET A on the next page. Complete Column I of the
worksheet to determine your base net worth (what you are worth now).
To the best of your abilities, determine all that you own (assets) and all
that you owe (liabilities). Some common items are listed. Blank spaces
have been provided for items not listed. Compute your base net worth
by subtracting your total liabilities from your total assets.

On a daily basis, record on LIST A the total amount of what you spend
each day. A space has been pro.ded for the date and total figure for
the day. Likewise, on a daily basis, record on LIST B the total amount of
what you make each day. Write in the date and total figure for the day.

Daily Expenses:

Daily Income:

Include such items as food, clothing, gas,
entertainment, etc.

Includes such things as wages, interest income,
spending money from home, etc.

Note: The rest of WORKSHEET A (Column II); completed LISTS A
and B and WORKSHEET B will be completed during an
exercise in Chapter 8.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Student Workbook

HOW MUCH ARE YOU WORTH?
(WORKSHEET A)

COLUMN I COLUMN II
BASE CURRENT

ASSETS

Cash-on-Hand

Cash in Banks

Car

Home

Total Assets (A)

LIABILITIES

Student Loans

Car Loans

Mortgages

Total Liabilities (B)

NET WORTH

Total Assets (A)
Total Liabilities (B)

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Student Workbook

HOW MUCH DO YOU SPEND?
(LIST A)

DATE AMOUNT DATE AMOUNT

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 1-7
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Student Workbook

HOW MUCH DO YOU MAKE?
(LIST B)

DATE AMOUNT DATE AMOUNT

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 1-8
960
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Student Workbook

HOW MUCH HAS YOUR NET WORTH
INCREASED OR DECREASED?

(WORKSHEET B)

Current Net Worth (Column II)

Minus: Base Net Worth. (Column I)

Equals: Increase (Decrease) in Net Worth

Plus: Known Expenses (From LIST A)

Equals: Total Net Worth Increase or Decrease

Minus: Funds from Known Sources (From LIST B)

Equals: Funds from Unknown Income (Suspected Income) .

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
961
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CATEGOiiE

DIRECTIONS

Student Workbook

Working together in your group, review newspaper article(s) or synopsis of article(s)
on criminal activities. Determine the following concerning the article(s) described:

Type of crime committed

Article 1

Article 2

Article 3

Criminal motivation (passion or greed)

Article 1

Article 2

Article 3

Your instructor may ask your group to share the article information with the class.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Student Workbook

FEDERAL (U.S.) AGENCIES

BRANCHES

LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

THE CONGRESS

EXECUTIVE BRANCH

THE PRESIDENT
Executive Office of the President

JUDICIAL BRANCH

THE SUPREME COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES

Senate House
White House Office United States Courts of Appeals

Architecture of the Capitol Office of Management and Budget United States Distnct Couns
United States Botanic Garden Council of Economic Advisers United States Courts of Claims
General Accounting Office National Secunty Council United States Court of Customs and Patient Appeals
Government Printing Office Office of Policy Development United States Court of International Trade

Lith-ary of Congress Office of the United States Trade Representative Terntonal Courts
'.1ffice of Te-thnology Assessment Council on Environmental Quality United States Court of Military Appeals

Congressional Budget Office Office of Science and Technology Policy United States Fax Court
Copyright Royalty Tribunal Office of Administration Administrative Office of the United States Courts

Federal Judicial Center
THE VICE PRESIDENT

DEPARTMENTS

Department of
Agnculture

Departmeni of
Commerce

Department of
l)efense

Department of
Education

Department of
Energy

Department of
Health and Human

Services

Department of
Housing and Urban

Development

Department of
The interior

Department of
Justice

Department of
Laboe

Department of
State

Department of
the Treasury
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NCIAL CRIMES

Student Workbook
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER SUMMARY

Student Workbook

In order to investigate the financial crimes being committed, the investigator must know
about the laws that govern these crimes and how laws will affect financial investigations.

This chapter focuses on the laws pertaining to financial crimes and the associated
elements of the crimes.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

Define or describe selected terms related to the field of law.

Identify the statute related to a particular crime.

List the elements of a particular crime.

CHAPTER WORKBOOK CONTENTS

U.S. Court of Ws Organization

Koller Court Case Exercise

How to Use Code Books

Statute Construction Exercise

9 6 5
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Student Workbook

11.3;. OF APPEALS

Circuits of the U.S. Court of Appeals

1st Circuit

Maine
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Puerto Rico

2nd Circuit

New York
Vermont
Connecticut

3rd Circuit

Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Delaware
Virgin Islands

4th Circuit

West Virginia
Virginia
Maryland
North Carolina
South Carolina

5th Circuit

Louisiana
Texas
Mississippi
Canal Zone

6th Circuit 7th Circuit 8th Circuit 9th Circuit 10th Circuit

Michigan Wisconsin Minnesota Hawaii Wyoming
Ohio Illinois Iowa Washington Colorado

Kentucky Indiana Missouri Oregon Utah

Tennessee Arkansas Idaho New Mexico
Nebraska Montana Kansas
South Dakota Nevada Oklahoma
North Dakota California

Arizona
Alaska
Guam

11th Circuit District of Columbia Circuit Federal Circuit

Alabama Washington. D.C. Patent and Customs Cases

Georgia
Florida

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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KOLLER mar CASE
EXERCISE

DIRECTIONS:

Student Workbook

On the following pages is an excerpt from an actual court case. Read the case and
answer the following questions pertaining to the case.

1. What was Koller convicted of?

2. What federal judge presided over Koller's trial?

3. What appellate judge wrote the decision?

4. What legal issues did Koller appeal?

. 6. What was the court's ruling?

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Excerpt...

In the
United States Court of Appeals

For the Seventh Circuit

No. 90-3787
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

JOSEPH R. KOLLER,

V.

Appeal from the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Wisconsin.

No. 9FlO CR 20Terence T. Evans. Judge.

Plaintiff-Appellee,

Defendant-Appellant.

ARGUED SEPTEMBER 20, 1991DECIDED MARCH 3, 1992

Before BAUER, Chief Circuit Judge, RIPPLE, Circuit Judge, and FAIRCHILD,

Senior Circuit Judge.

FAIRCHILD, Senior Circuit Judge. A jury found Joseph Koller guilty of
conspiring to distribute cocaine, distributing cocaine, possessing in excess of 500
grams of cocaine with the intent to distribute, money laundering, and possession
of an interstate firearm as a convicted felon. Judge Evans, Eastern District of
Wisconsin, sentenced him to 20 years on each of five counts and 27 years on each
of three counts, all to be served concurrently. Koller appeals.

Shia Ben-Hur testified that he had sold cocaine to Koller on twenty-one
occasions in 1987 and 1988. Koller resold some of this cocaine to Arlyn Ackley
who sold it to an undercover agent on four occasions. Those sales formed the
basis for Counts TWO through FIVE of the indictment charging violations of 21
U.S.C. § 841(a)(1). Ben-Hur was arrested for an unrelated cocaine sale in
September 1988. Ben-Hur agreed to cooperate with the government in its
investigation of several suspected drug traffickers, including Koller. Ben-Hur

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 9Chapter 2: Laws Related to Financial Crimes
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5 No. 90-3787

participated in a government controlled sale of 512 grams of cocaine to Koller,
resulting in Count SIX of the indictment and an additional violation of 21 U.S.C.
§ 846. Counts ONE and SIX involved more than 500 grams of cocaine. Koller
was convicted on Count SEVEN, money laundering in violation of 18 U.S.C. §
1956(a)(1)(B)(i), and on Count EIGHT, possession of an interstate firearm as a
convicted felon in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 922(g).

On this appeal Koller challenges various aspects of his conviction and
sentence. Each argument will be addressed separately and any fact particularly
relevant to that argument will be set out in the discussion.

I. MONEY LAUNDERING

Koller challenges the sufficiency of the evidence to support the money
laundering conviction on count SEVEN. In April, 1988, Koller's girl friend, Jane
Vossekuil, was taken into state custody for violation of her probation, because she
had not paid her restitution obligation. She was told that her probation would be
revoked unless she paid. Jane called Koller and asked him if he would pay it.
He agreed and indicated that he would get some of the money from outstanding
drug debts. After gathering the money. Koller went to the probation office and
attempted to pay Jane's restitution obligation with over $2000 in cash. The
probation officer, Ms. Ware, would not accept that amount of cash and told Koller
that he needed to get a money order. Koller then took the cash to the nearby
Security Bank and purchased a money order. He told the teller that he needed the
money in order to get his girl friend out of jail. There was no evidence that he
was asked his name or that he made any misrepresentation to the bank. Koller
returned to the probation office with the money order and used it to pay Jane's
restitution obligation. Ms. Ware wrote out a receipt for the payment to "Gerald
Koller." Although Ms. Ware did not testify specifically that he told her his name
was Gerald, she testified that she asked him how to spell his name or that she
asked him how to spell "Gerald" and that he spelled it. She was unsure whether
she confirmed the spelling of his last name. On cross examination she said that
was the only time he told her his name. A rational juror could infer from her
testimony and the name on the receipt that Koller told her his first name was
"Gerald" and could also infer that in doing so it was his design to conceal and
disguise his identity as the owner of the money order and the funds it

represented.'

Congress enacted the Money Laundering Control Act of 1986, Pub. L. No.
99-570, § 1352, 100 Stat. 3207-18 (codified at 18 U.S.C. § 1956), to make money
laundering a crime and, thus, prevent drug traffickers from enjoying the profits of
their crime. S. Rep. No. 433, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1986). Senator Biden
emphasized, upon introduction of the Senate Bill, that "id 'rug traffickers need
money laundering to conceal the billions of dollars in cash generated annually in
drug sales and to convert his I sici cash into manageable form." H. Section
956(a)(I)(B)(i) makes it a crime to conduct a financial transaction knowing that

the property involved in the transaction represents the proceeds of some form of
unlawful activity and knowing that the transaction is designed in whole or in part
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to conceal or disguise the nature, the location, the source, the ownership, or the
control of those proceeds.

There was a conflict in the evidence as to the source of thc funds
represented by the money order. Jane Vossekuil testified that Koller told her he
was going to use the proceeds of his drug dealing, and there was evidence of such
dealings. On the other hand, Ms. Vossekuil, Koller and others testified that he
had borrowed the funds. Koller seems to argue that this was insufficient support
for a verdict that the money originated from drug dealing, although he also seems
to concede that the jury could disbelieve his witnesses. We think the jury could
properly resolve this conflict against Koller.

Koller also argues that his payment of Ms. Vossekuil's obligation was not
an offense because in a "classic" money laundering case the transaction is
designed to hide the tainted money by converting it into something valuable which
will provide a benefit for the money launderer. Here Koller obtained only Ms.
Vossekuil's gratitude or perhaps her contractual obligation to repay the money.

It is true that one court has, in overturning money laundering convictions,
considered whether the transaction could be described as a typical money
laundering transaction, rejecting the argument that "the money laundering statute
should be interpreted to broadly encompass all transactions, however ordinary on
their face, which involve the proceeds of lawful activity." United States v.
Sanders, 928 F.2d 940, 946 (10th Cir. 1991) (quoted in United States v. Jackson,
935 F.2d 832, 941 (7th Cir. 1991). Sanders can readily be distinguished, and in
Jackson, this court affirmed the conviction. We do not think the argument can be
successful here. Even if Koller was making an outright gift to Ms. Vossekuil, a
"transaction" is defined in this statute as including a gift. 18 U.S.C. § 1956(b)(3)
(1988).

There are two transactions in this case, the purchase of the money order
and the transfer of the money order to the probation officer in payment of Ms.
Vossekuil's obligation. Because it is so clear that the purchase of the money
order involved no concealment, we have considered, though not argued by Koller,
whether that fact would prevent conviction for the second transaction.

In order to convict, the second transaction (where there was evidence of
a design to conceal) must be a "financial transaction" as defined in 18 U.S.C. §
1956(c)(4). The part of the definition relevant here is as follows: "a tranSaction
involving the use of a financial institution which is engaged in, or the activities
of which affect, interstate or foreign commerce in any way or degree." 18 U.S.C.
§ 1956(c)(4)(B) (1988). The government did introduce evidence of the activity
of Security Bank, the issuer of the money order, in and affecting interstate
commerce. In the case before us. there is no evidence that the purchase and use
of a money order. and in that sense a "use" of the bank which issued it, was any
part of the design to conceal or disguise anything about the funds. Had Koller
used cash. as he originally attempted. and concealed his ownership. there would
have been no proof of a "financial transaction" and therefore no offense under §

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 2 6 Chapter 2 Laws Related to Financial Crimes
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1956(a)(1). Such a transaction would have been a "financial transaction" only if
the transaction "in any way or degree affects interstate or foreign commerce." 18
U.S.C. § 1956(c)(4)(A). There was no evidence that it did. The statute does not,
however, literally require that the use of the financial institution with the interstate
commerce nexus be a part of, contribute to, or facilitate the designed to conceal,
and since the purpose of the interstate commerce nexus is to provide a predicate
for federal legislative jurisdiction, we think that the use of the financial institution
involved in the transaction may be incidental, as it was here, and need not be
shown to have been a part of, contributed to, or facilitated the design to conceal.

.....

III. OUTRAGEOUS CONDUCT

The 500 gram transaction charged in count SIX increased the possible
penalty upon conviction. Koller argues that the "government's outrageous
involvement in creating the offense for punishment purposes only" violated his
due process rights. Appellant's Brief at 35. Koller impliedly argues that the
government created the offense in order to convict him of possession of a larger
amount of cocaine and, thus, received a longer sentence.4

For governmental conduct to constitute outrageous conduct which violates
the due process clause, the conduct must be shocking to the universal concept of
justice. United States v. Miller, 891 F.2d 1265, 1267 (7th cir. 1989). In this case,
the government supplied cocaine to Ben-Hur, the defendant's supplier, for a
transaction in an amount greater than any of the defendant's previous transactions
with Ben-Hur. Ben-Hur suggested the transaction to Koller at the direction of the
government. Koller had been buying cocaine from Ben-Hur for years and was
clearly predisposed to commit the offense. The governmental conduct involved
no more than a conventional sting operation and could not be characterized as
shocking to the universal concept of justice.

The determination of what conduct is shocking to the universal concept of
justice is essentially a judgment about whether the government has violated the
community's moral standard. Miller, 891 F.2d at 1271 (Easterbrook.
concurring). "There is doubt as to the validity of the outrageous governmental
conduct doctrine... In any event we have never reversed a conviction on this
ground." United States v. White, No. 90-3073, slip op. at 8 (7th Cir. Dec. 6.
1991) (citations omitted); See also, Hampton v. United States, 425 U.S. 484 490,
96 S. Ct. 1646, 1650, 48 L. Ed. 2d 113 (1976) (remedy of criminal defendant for
acts of government agents lies solely in entrapment defense). Because the
governmental conduct here clearly does not meet the standard for outrageous
conduct. we need not decide whether this defense continues to have any vitality
in this circuit.
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IV. CONCLUSION

The convictions and sentences are AFFIRMED.

NOTES:

He also had a motive for concealing ownership of funds which could raise a question as to their source. Koller's
state parole agent testified that Koller reported to him bimonthly as to his activities. At each such meeting, Koller
was required to sign a statement declaring that the report was a true account of his activities and that he understood
that providing false information could constitute sufficient cause for revocation of his parole.

We note that Koller does refer to this defense as "entrapment." but there was clear proof of predisposition.
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What is the United
States Code

UNITED STATES
CODE

IV

Student Workbook

The United States Code (U.S.C.) is a series of books
used for recording federal statutes enacted by Congress.
It consists of fifty separate numbered titles. Each title
covers a specific subject matter.

Examples: Title 11 Bankruptcy Statutes
Title 26 Tax Statutes

Two versions of the U.S. Code are published in
annotated form. Most law libraries carry the annotated
versions.

Locating Statutes in Locating statutes can be accomplished by using any of
the U.S.C. these sources:

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

Using the "citation" to the statute.

Using the general and subject indexes.

Using the popular name index.

2-9
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Using the Citation

Using the Subject
or General Subject
index

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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The reference to any primary law source, including
federal statutes, is termed citation. The citation tells you
where the law is located. Citations to federal statutes
contain the title of the U.S. Code where the statute is
found and the section number.

Example: Citation for the Civil Rights Act of 1964

42 U.S.C.A. § 2000 a-h
ft IT

Title United States Section Subsection
Number Code Annotated Number Letters

Finding the statute using the citation:

Locate U.S.C. book volumes for Title
42. (Note - Titles may contain more
than one volume)

Look for volume containing section
2000.

Each specific title has a subject index in the last volume
for the title. There is also a general index for all of the
titles in the entire code.

IF YOU: THEN USE THE:

Know what title the
statute is in

Subject index for
the title

Do not know the title
of the statute

General index for
the entire code

Example: If you are looking up statutory information on
the use of federal education funds and you don't know
that Title 20 addresses these statutes, you would then
use the general index for the entire code.

974
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Name Index
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Oftentimes you hear a federal statute referred to by its
popular name--for example the Civil Rights Act. You can
find the statute by using the Popular Name index which
accompanies the United States Code. The index gives
you the correct citation number which you can then use
to look up the statute.

Example: Civil Rights Act in Popular Name Index.

('ivil Rights Act of 1957
Pub. 1,. 85-315, Sept. 0. 19S7. 71 Stat. 614 (See Title 5, § 5315919): Title 28, §§ 1141, 1861:

Title 42, §§ 1071, 1975, 1075a, 10756, 1975c, I 075d, 1975e, 19951
PUb. I.. 86-181, ittle IV, § 401, Sept. 28, 1959. 71 Stat. 724 (Title 42, ti 1075c)
Pub. I,. 86-44), Via!, 6, 1960, titk IV, title VI, 74 Stat. 89 (Title 42, §§ 1971, 1075d1
Pub. 1.. 87-264, title IV. Sept. 21, 1961, 75 Stat. 559 (Title 42, § 1975c)
Pub. I,. 88-152, § 2. Oct. 17. 1963. 77 Stat. 271 (Title 42. § 1(.t75c)
Pub. I.. 88-352, titk V. July 2, 1064. 78 Stat. 249 (Title 42, §§ 1975a-I975d1
Pub. I.. 90-108. § I. Dec 14. 1967, 81 Stat. 582 (Title 42, §§ 1975c, 19750
Pub. I.. 91-521. §§ 1-4 Nol.. 25, 1970. Stat. 1356. 1357 (Title 42, §§ I975a. 19756, 1975d.

1975e)

Pub. I.. 92-64, Aug. 4, 1071, 85 Stat. 166 (Title 42, § 1075e1
Pub. 1.. 92-496, Oct. 14. 1972, 86 Stat. 013 (Title 42. §§ 1975a-1975e)
Pub. I.. 94-292. § 2, May 27. 1976. 00 Stat 524 (Tole 42, § 1975e)
Pub. I. 95.112. § 2, (id I 1077, 01 Stat i 157 ( htle 42. § 1975e1
Pub. 1.. 05-444, §§ 2-7, (let 1() 1078 02 Stat. 1067, 1068 (Title 42, §§ 1075b, I075c. 1975d.

1075e)
Pub. I.. 06-81. §§ 2. ; Oct. 6, 1070, 0; Stai 642 (Title 42, §§ 1975c. 1975e)
Pub. I,. 96-447, § 2. Oct. 1 A. MR 04 Stat. 1804 (Title 42, § I075e)

Civil Rights Act of 1960
Pub. I.. 86-449. may 6. 1060, 74 Stat. 86 (Title 18, §§ 837, 1(174, 1500: Title 20. §§ 241,

640: Title 42, 8§ 1971, 1074-197k, 1075d1

Civil Rights Act of 1964
Pub. I,. 88-352. July 2. 1964, 78 Slat. 241 (Tule 28. § 1447: Tule 42. §§ 1971, 1975a-1075d.

200(1a-20006 -61

Pub. I.. 02-261. §§ 2-8, 10, 11, 13. Sitar. 24, 1972, 86 Stat. 101-113 (Title 42, §§ 2008k., 200(k.-1 to
2(881e-6. 20011e-8, 2000e-0, 2000e- 13 to 2000e-17)
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State Statutes

Helpful Hints When
Reading Statutes

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Each state has its own set of statutes. Many of the
principle 3 that apply to researching federal statutes can
be used when dealing with state statutes. However there
are some differences in how the statutes are organized.
Some of the variations used by states to organize
statutes include: "Chapter," "Penal Code," or "Penal
Law" versus "Title." It's important to find out how your
state's laws are organized prior to doing research. Many
states use indexes similar to the U.S.C.

Trying to understand what a statute is actually saying is
not easy because of the way it is written. Below are
some guidelines used by the courts for reading and
understanding statutes.

Read the statute at least three times. Then
read it again.

Pay close attention to "and" and "or."

Assume all words and punctuation in the
statute have meaning.

Interpret a statute so that it is consistent with
all other related statutes, if possible.

Interpret criminal statutes strictly.

9 76
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This exercise is designed to help you identify the elements of a federal statute. The
statute listed is fictitious. Reading the statute, determine the important elements of the
crime that would need to be proven in a court of law.

STATUTE

Whoever, knowingly and with intent to defraud the United States, or any agency
thereof, possesses any false, altered, forged, or counterfeited writing or document
for the purpose of enabling another to obtain from the United States, or from any
agency, officer, or agent thereof, any sum of money, shall be fined not more than
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

List the elements of this statute.

9 7
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

A successful investigation depends on the financial investigator knowing what evidence
to gather and how to preserve the evidence so that it can be used in a court of law. An
investigator must be aware of this early on in the investigative process.

This chapter focuses on what evidence is, the different types of evidence, and whether
or not the evidence is admissible in a court of law.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

Describe the grand jury process.

Describe the investigative tools used by the grand jury.

Define evidence.

Distinguish among the five standards of proof.

Describe different classifications of evidence.

Determine the admissibility of evidence by applying selected rules of
evidence.

CHAPTER WORKBOOK CONTENTS

rice:E)cercise

of:Evidence Exercise
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SCENARIO:
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It has been alleged that Allen Jones is a notorious narcotics trafficker. It has also been
alleged that Jones provides support to several young female friends. As part of this
support, Jones allegedly purchased a 1992 Cadillac in the name of Helen Bates.

Through previous investigative steps, you have been able to determine that the vehicle
in question was purchased from CARS R US. You have also been able to determine that
Ralph Smith was the salesman.

You, as the investigator, are to visit the car dealership and obtain the necessary evidence
to show Jones purchased this vehicle.

DIRECTIONS:

What evidence would you obtain and how could it be used to prove Jones
purchased the vehicle?
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Read and interpret the court case, U.S. versus Kramer, recorded on the following
pages. Answer these questions concerning the case. Be prepared to discuss
case with the class.

What was the main reason for the appeal in this case by Kramer?

What was the final ruling by the court in regards to the admissibility of the
evidence?

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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UNITED STATES of America,

Plaintiff-Appellee,
V.

John A. KRAMER, Defendant-Appellant.
No. 82-2024

United States Court of Appeals,

Seventh Circuit.

Argued Feb. 11, 1983

Decided July 5, 1983.

Rehearing Denied Aug. 5, 1983.

Certiorari Denied Nov. 7, 1983.

See 104 S.Ct. 397

Defendant was convicted in the United States
District Court of the Eastern District of Wisconsin.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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UNITED STATES v. KRAMER
Cite as 711 F.2d 789 (1983)

James A. Walrath. She llow, She -How & Glynn. Milwaukee. Wis.. for defendant-
appellant.

Lawrence 0. Anderson, Asst. U.S. Atty.. Milwaukee. Wis., for plaintiff-appellee.

Before CUMMINGS, Chicf Judge, and CUDAHY and POSNER. Circuit Judges.

CUMMINGS. Chief Judge.

This appeal from a criminal conviction involves a number of issues. the most
interesting of which is whether the warrantless search of people's garbage. put outside
their homes for collection, violates any interest protected by the Fourth Amendment.

Defendant was indicted for two counts of drug trafficking (21 U.S.C. §§ 841(a)(1)
and 846) and two counts of tax evasion (26 U.S.C. § 7201). The indictment charged that
defendant had conspired with unidentified persons to distribute large quantities of
marijuana and amphetamines during the years of 1977 and 1978, that on one occasion in
1977 defendant had distributed some 1.000 pounds of -marijuana, and that defendant had
willfully attempted to avoid paying income taxes owed for the years of 1977 and 19,8.
All four counts were tried together before a jury. Pursuant to Rule 29(a) of the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure, the trial judge acquitted defendant of the tax counts at the
close of thc govenunent's case. and the jury convicted defendant on both drug counts.
The judge denied defendant's post-trial motions, sentenced him to 5 years in prison with
a two-year special parole term and he has appealed. For the reasons that follow. we
affinn.

I. Legality of Seizure of Drug Sales Records

Among the evidence received at trial were records of marijuana sales hy
defendant. The records were found among garbage defendant had put by the roadside in
front of his house to be collected by a private garhage removal service. The garbage was
in plastic trash bags inside plastic garbage containers with plastic tops (Tr. 247-249).
Without a warrant to do so, local police investigators picked up the trash bags. transported
them to a police station. and searched through their contents on the station floor. Prior
to trial, defendant moved to suppress these records. claiming that the garbage pick-
upsthe police made three of themwere unlawful under the Fourth Atnendment. The
judge denied the motion without an evidentiary hearing to determine whether the trash
bags were on defendant's property when the police removed them. reasoning that since
defendant had not shown (1) that what was in the trash bags "was not really garbage" and
(2) "that he had not abandoned the garbage in question" (App.32-33). defendant's Fourth
Amendment rights had not been violated.

III We agree with the trial judge that the special protection the ourth
Amendment accords people in their "persons. houses, papers. and effects" does no! ,.xtend
to their discarded garbage. United States %%Terry. 702F.2d 299 (2d Cir.1981). certiorari
denied. U.S. , 101 S.Ct. 2095, 77 L.Ed.2d 304; United States v. Shelby. 571 F2d
971, 973 (7th Cir.1978), certiorari denied, 419 U.S. 841, 99 S.Ct. 132. 58 L.Ed.2d 139.
Of course people sometimes do not want others to see things--e.g.. maga/ines. financial
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records. correspmdence, doctor hillsthat they sometimes throw away. But people can
easily prevent this by destroying what they want to keep secret before they discard it, or
by not discarding it. Defendant could have burned or shredded his drug records before
he discarded them or kept them hidden somewhere inside his house. The law requires
that people travelling in public take care to keep hidden things in their possession they
do not want others to see. United States v. Lee, 274 U.S. 599, 47 S.Ct. 746, 71 L.Ed.
1202 (1927), and not to say things they do not want others to overhear. liqffa v. United
States, 385 U.S. 293. 87 S.Ct. 408, 17 L.Ed.2d 174 (1966). and that people who want to
kccp secret numhers they dial on the telephone not make their phone calls at home, Smith

v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735. 99 S.Ct. 2577. 61 L.Ed.2d. 220 (1979). There is nothing
unfair about requiring that people not discard things they want to keep secret, or destroy
them before they do.

Because of an added feature of this case we do not agree with the trial judge that
the inquiry ends there. Defendant alleges that the police trespassed on his land to reach
the trash bags. It appears that Judge Warren made no finding where the trash bags were
when the police seized them. Defendant's pre-trial motion' to suppress the drug sales
records was denied without an evidentiary hearing even though defendant alleged in an
affidavit in support of that motion that the trash bat:s were removed form his property.
One of thc policemen who picked up the garbage bags testified at trial that the hags were
located just beyond the perimeter of defendant's property and judging from his ruling on
defendant's motion fOr a new trial. Judge Warren may have credited that testimony as
undisputed:

Any doubts as to the correctness of that Isuppressioni ruling were dispelled during
the offer of proof made by defendant at trial concerning the physical layout of the
area from which this garbage was seized. Therefore, the Court rejects defendant's
seizure argument.

(Government App.5.) However, the Government as much as concedes in its brief
that this testimony was not undisputed by admitting that in defendant's pretrial affidavit
he claimed "that the garbage was taken from an area inside his Iperimeterlfence" (Br.13.)
Therefore. we must assume that the garbage was on defendant's property when the police
removed it.

121 Though one might suppose from the language of the Fourth Amendment that
it does to protect people against searches of their lands, the Supreme Court has interpreted
it to protect all reasonable. legitimate expectations of privacy, United States v. Knotts,

103 S.Ct. 1081, 75 L.Ed.2d 55 (1983): Rakes v. Illinois. 439 U.S. 128. 143, 99

S.Ct. 421, 430. 58 L.Ed.2d 387 (1987): Kat: v. United States. 389 U.S. 347. 88 S.Ct. 507,
19 L.Ed.2d 576 (1976). and there is no reason, in theory at least. why homeowners cannot
have reasonable, legitimate expectations of privacy in their adjacent lands. United States
v. Swart, 679 F.2d 698 (7th Cir.1982): United States ex re. Saiken v. 4ensinRer, 546 F.2d
1292 (7th Cir.1976), certiorari denied. 431 U.S. 930, 97 S.Ct. 2633. 53 L.Ed.2d 245
(1977). Defendant may have had a privacy expectation in the land on which he claims
the police trespassed and if he did. then. assuming the trespass invaded that privacy, and
evidence recovered from the trash bags should have been suppressed--the police acted
on behalf of the state when they conducted the search, and evidence a state obtains in
violation of a person's Fourth Amendment rights may not be admitted against that person
in a federal criminal trial. Elkins v. United States, 364 U.S. 206. 80 S.Ct. 1417, 4L.Ed.2d
1669 (1960). overruling the often criticized "silver platter doctrine etahlished in Weeks
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v United States, 232 U.S. 383, 398, 34 S.Ct. 341, 346. 58 L.Ed. 652 (1914). It does not
follow, moreover, that because any expectation of privacy defendant may have had in his
earhage was unreasonable; it was constitutionally permissible for the police to trespass on
lus land to seize his garbage. Defendant's expectation regarding his garbage and his
expectation regrading his land are distinct. We do not doubt. for example, that had the
police broken into defendant's house and removed the records tmm a waste paper basket
in defendant's bedroom, the records would not be admissible as evidence against him.
even if all that was in the waste paper basket was garbage.

For present purposes. an expectation of pnvacy is simply an interest protected by
the Fourth Amendment. The alleged trespass invaded defendant's privacy if it infringed
some interest the Fourth Amendment was intended to protect. The Fourth Amendment
protects at least three possible interests that would have been at stake had the police
broken into defendant's house to search for his drug records.* First is defendant's interest
in peace and quite. The Fourth Amendment protects that interest by prohibiting searches
that physically disrupt people's households. United States v. United States District Court.
407 U.S. 297. 313. 92 S.Ct. 2125, 2134, 32 L.Ed.2d 752 (1972) ("EPlhysical entry of the
home is the chief evil against which the wording of the 4th Amendment is directed ***)
Police cannot. for example. ransack someone's house, see, e.g.. Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S.
643. 81 S.Ct. 1684. 6 L.Ed.2d 1081 (1961). or fly a helicopter 20 feet above the roof of
his house, see. e.g.. People v. Sneed, 32 Cal. App.3d 535, 108 Cal.Rptr. 146 (CaLCIApp.
1973), to look Mr evidence of criminal conduct. Second is defendant's interest in
relaxation, in retiring someplace. his home. where because what he says and does is not
subject to public scrutiny, he can act as he pleases. Many people enjoy stepping off stage
now and then; it gives them a chance to do and say things they might well be too
reserved to do and say in public. The Fourth Amendment protects that interest; it keeps
people's homes off the public stage by limiting the power of the government to eavesdrop
and spy on home lives even when the spying and eavesdropping do not physically disrupt
households. Alderman v. United States. 394 U.S. 165. 89 S.Ct. 961, 22 1.Ed.2d 176
(1969); Kat: v. United States. 347,88 S.Ct. 507, 19 L.Ed.2d 576 (1976); Dieternann u.
Time, Inc., 284 F.Supp 925 (C.D.Ca1.1968). affirmed on state grounds. 449 F.2d 245 (9th
Cir. 1971). Third is defendant 's interest in public esteem. Most people know facts about
themselves. i.e., habits they have, customs they observe. belielS they hold. thoughts they
think, that they prefer to keep to themselves. not because they would act any differently
if the public knew them but because the public might think less well of them if it knew
them. By limiting the power of the police to eavesdrop and spy in ways that are not
physically intrusive, the Fourth Amendment also protects this interest.

The trespass defendant alleges to have occurred did not infringe any of these
interests. Defendant claims, and as noted above we assume, that the rolice removed
Kramer's trash hags from just inside a knee-high chain fence that runs along a street curb
some 30 feet from the front of the defendant's house. (See Government's Exhibit 102-1-
2). To do so. it was necessary for the police to trespass a few feet upon the outer edge
of yard either by reaching across the fence into the air space above the yard or by
stepping across the fence onto the yard. Neither act was a threat to the peace and quiet
of defendant's home. The trespass did not interfere with defendant's enjoyment of his
front yardthe police emptied trash bags at the station, not on defendant's lawn--nor did
it interfere with the weekly routine defendant Mowed to dispose of his garbagethe
police unobtrusively picked up the trash hags on the same days defendant's regular
garbage collector would have. In fact, defendant did not even discover that the trespass
had occurred until the government told him of it some 31/2 years later pursuant to its open
file policy. Nor was this kind of trespass and sei/ure a threat to the secrecy of
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defendant's home life. It did not enable the police to hear or sec things in or near
defendant's house that they would not have been able to see or hear if they had remained
just beyond the fence, which was a single chain of metal suspended some 2 or 3 feet
above the ground, not a solid 20-foot wall. Compare, e.g., State v. Boynton, 58 Hawaii
530, 574 P.2d 1330 (Haw.1978). The fence may have persuaded passers-by not to wander
onto defendant's front lawn, but it certainly did not keep them from observing activities
about defendant's house.

131 Defendant does, of course, have a possessory interest in his land, an interest
in preventing others from using it, and that interest was infringed by the assumed trespass.
But the Fourth Amendment does not protect possessory interests in land. Rakas v.
Illinois, 439 U.S. 128, 143-144 n. 12, 99 S.Ct. 421, 430-431 n. 12, 58 L.Ed.2d 387
(1978); Hester v. United States, 265 U.S. 57, 44 S.Ct. 445,68 L.Ed. 898 (1924). Every
trespass, by definition, invades someone's tight of possession, but not every government
trespass violates the Fourth Amendment. Hester, supra. Only those that infringe a
privacy interest do; preventing others from using one's land in the circumstances here is
certainly not a privacy interest. Therefore the district court's denial of the motion to
suppress was proper.
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER SUMMARY

The financial investigator must know where to look for information that may ultimately be
used as evidence against or, on the other hand, in support of a suspect.

This chapter focuses on sources of information that may be of interest to the investigator.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

Discuss what factors influence the selection of a suspect to target in an
investigation.

Identify appropriate sources to obtain specific information.

Analyze financial records for leads.

CHAPTER WORKBOOK CONTENTS

Sources of inforrnation -
Public Records

George Cha man Em
Case Exercise

-Mary and jdnri CritiokinveStig004.-.
ExerOse,:--,P004
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SOURCE
E 0

WHAT TO LOOK FOR WHERE TO LOOK

REAL ESTATE RECORDS

Property suspect owns and
location
Purchase price of property
How property was paid for

.

Clerk of Court and Register of
Deeds offices in county property
located

Documents:

Deeds of Ownership and
Title Certificates
Property Tax Records

CORPORATE RECORDS

Owner Verification
Names of corporate
officers
Attorney who handled
incorporation
Board of Directors

State where incorporation
occurred or where doing
business

Documents:

Articles of Incorporation
Annual reports of franchise
By-Laws
Financial Statements (if
publicly owned company -
files with Security and
Exchange Commission)

PARTNERSHIP RECORDS

Partners Names
Capital contributions of the
partners
Agreements regarding division of
profit and loss
Powers and duties of partners

General Partnership no
requirement to file

Limited Partnership located in
state where partnership formed

Document:

Certificate of Limited Partnership
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WHAT TO LOOK FOR WHERE TO LOOK

TRUST RECORDS

Beneficiaries of the Trust
Land transfers and other assets

Registration not required by all
states

ASSUMED NAME INDEXES

Names of hidden principals
Trade or commercial names

.

Filed in county, city or state
where business organized

Document:

Assumed Name Certificate

BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU

General information concerning
operation of business

City or county where business
located

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Names of businesses in local
area
Names of officers in company

City or county level

UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE FILINGS (UCC)

Chattel (non-real estate
mortgages)
Loans made to individuals or
businesses for the purchase of
equipment, furniture, automobiles
and other personal property

State and county level

COURT RECORDS

Divorce decrees
Bankruptcy petitions
Judgements
Insurance Settlements
Property Settlements

Clerk of Court Office

Documents:

Court transcripts of criminal and
civil law suits
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GEORGE CHAPMAN
EMBEZZLEMENT CASE

EXERCISE

SCENARIO:

An informant has provided the following information to your agency.

George Chapman just "stole" $30,000 from a trust fund he was administering for
the Widow Jones and her three babies. Chapman allegedly used the stolen
money for a $12,500 down payment on a lake cottage and a "big power boat."
George and his wife. Susan, live in Madison, Wisconsin.

Your supervisor asks you to handle the investigation. You plan to do the following:

1. Check the suspect out to see what you can find out
2 See what public records can tell you about the suspect
3. Report back to your supervisor with the findings.

PART I GEORGE CHAPMAN INTERVIEW

Chapman tells you that your source of information, whoever it is, is "all wrong."
He admits that he just bought a Ski Master super powerboat and a lake cottage,
and provides the purchase invoice for the boat (cost = $29,500) and closing
statement for cottage (down payment = $12,500). Chapman then tells you the
$42,000 came from the sale of his old house, and he doesn't like cops, so either
arrest him or "pound sand." You leave with copies of the documents, notes of
what he said, and a suspicion that he may not be telling the truth.

What information needs to be verified from the interview?
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PART II SEARCH OF PUBLIC RECORDS

You are now ready to search the records at the County Register of Deeds to see
if Chapman told the truth.

You explain what you want to do to one of the clerks at the county Register of
Deeds office. Being a helpful soul, the clerk shows you how to search the records
and tells you that on January 1, 1980, the Real Estate Transfer Fee rate increased
from $1.00 per thousand to $3.00 per thousand.

Attached are the copies of the documents that you located during your search.
Using the documents provided, complete the chart on the following page.
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DOCUMENT INFORMATION FROM DOCUMENT

Document # 1528537

Document # 1528538

Document # 2057172

Document # 2057173

Document # 2057174

Document # - 2068393

Document # - 2071138
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PART III EVALUATE FINDINGS

STEP 1. Determine Proceeds from Sale of Old Residence

Note: You know that a 30-year mortgage, such as this, calls for mostly interest payments in the
early years, and mostly principal in the later years. Your best estimate is that during the
first 10 years of the 30, Chapman probably paid about one-fourth of the principal.

STEP 2. Determine Cost of New Residence

STEP 3. Deteimine Cash Invested in New Residence

STEP 4. Summarize Findings
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WARRANTY DEED

DOCUMENT NO. 1528537

This Deed, made between

Harvard Builders, Inc..
a Wisconsin Corporation

Grantor and George R. Chapman and Susan M. Chapman,
husband and wife, as pint tenants

Grantee

Witnesseth, That the said Grantor, for a valuable consideration

RETURN TO

TAX PARCEL NO

REGISTER-9 OFFICE I

Dare COUNTY WI 1 SS

RECORDED AT Madison WI I

Juty 19 1977
DOCUMENT NO 1528537

County. State of Wisconsin.

conveys to Grantee the following described real estate in

Lot 2. West Meadow Hills. city of Madison. Dare County. Wisconsin: subject to all Restrictions. Easements and zoning ordinances

of record.
Grantees acknowledge that the land to the southeast of the extension of Putnam Road south and Prairie Road east. is zoned R-3 or
R-4 for future planned unit development: and, that the land south of Raymond Road. north of Pilgrim Road. and east and west of
McKenna Boulevard extended to Raymond Road is zoned C-l. R-3 or R-4 for commercial use. duplexes or apartments, and that

Grantees or their successors will not object to such use.

TRANSFER

$44.00
FEE

This is
(is) (is not)

homestead property.

Together with all and singular the hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto belonging:
And

warrants that the title is good. indefeasible in fee simple and tree and clear of encumbrances except

and will warrant and defend the same

Dated this 18th day of July

David It'ot. Crocker (SEAL)

David Wm Crocker Pres;dent

(SEAL)

Signature(s)

Iris J. Rosenberg

Iris J. Rosenberg, Secretary

. 19 77

(SEAL)

(SEAL)

AUTHENTICATION ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Stan Brown

authenticated this 18th day of July 1977

Atty. Stan Brown
TITLE MEMBER STATE BAR OF WISCONSIN
(If not,

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

STATE OF WISCONSIN
) SS

Dare County.
Personally came before me this 18th day of July

, 19 77 the above named
David Wm. Crocker, President, and
Iris J. Rosenberg, Secretary
of the above named corporation.
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DOCUMENT NO. :528538

D-MORTGAGE

REGISTER'S OFFICE
DARE COUNTY, WI. '7-;

RECORDED ON

Ju ly 19 1 53 PM ' 77

Vo 1 10882

iSPace Above This Line Poi Recording bat&

MORTGAGE

THIS MORTGAGE ("Security Instrument") is given on July 18th
1977 . The mortgagor is George R. Chapman and Susan M. Chapman, his wife and in her own right

("Borrower") This

Security Instrument is given to Department of Veterans Affairs which is organized and
existing under the laws of and whose address is
77 North Broward Street, Madison, Wisconsin 53901 ("Lender").

Borrower owes Lender the principal sum of Forty one thousand one hundred Dollars (U.S.
$ 41,100 ). This debt is evidenced by Borrower's note dated the same date as
this Security Instrument ("Note") which provides for monthly payments, with the full debt. if not paid earlier,
due and payable August 1, 2007 . This Security Instrument secures to Lender: (a) the
repayment of the debt evidenced by the Note, with interest, and all renewals, extensions and modifications:
(b) the payment of all other sums, with interest, advanced under paragraph 7 to protect the security of this
Security Instrument; and (c) the performance of Borrower's covenants and agreements under this Security
Instrument and the Note. For this purpose. Borrower does hereby mortoage grant and convey to Lender,
with power of sale, the following described property located in Dare

County, Wisconsin:

Lot 2. West Meadow Hills. city of Madison, Dare County, Wisconsin

which has the address of 2300 Walter Road Madison
(Street) (City)

Wisconsin 53713 ("Property Address"),
(Zip Code)

TOGETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the property, and all
easements, rights, appurtenances, rents, royalties, mineral, oil and gas rights and profits, water rights and
stock and all fixtures now or hereafter a part of the property. All replacements and additions shall also be
covered by this Security Instrument. All of the foregoing is referred to in this Security Instrument as the
"Property."

BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower is lawfully seised of the estate hereby conveyed and has
the right to mortgage, grant and convey the Property and that the Property is unencumbered, except for
encumbrances of record. Borrower warrants and will defend generally the title to the Property against all

claims and demands, subject to any encumbrances of record.

THIS SECURITY INSTRUMENT combines uniform covenants for national use and non-uniform
covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniform security instrument covering real

property.

WISCONSIN-Single Family-FNMAPHLMC UNIFORM INSTRUMENT

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 49 936

Form 3050 12433

44749 SAF SYSTEMS AND FORMS
CHICAGO, IL
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DOCUMENT NO. 2057172

WARRANTY DEED

This Deed, made between
Jackson Custom Homes and Construction. Inc

a Wisconsin Corporation

Grantor and
George R. Chapman and Susan M. Chapman

Husband and Wife

Grantee.

RETURN TO

TAX PARCEL. NO

REGISTER S OFFICE )

Dare COUNTY WI 1 SS
RECORDED AT

DEC 3 1987
DOCUMENT NO 2057172

Witnesseth, That the said Grantor, for a valuable consideration
conveys to Grantee the following described real estate in

Dare County. State of Wisconsin:

Lot Ten. Ith Park Ridge Heights. in the city of Madison. Dare County. Wisconsin

TRANSFER

$ 92.70
FEE

This is not homestead property
vs) (is not)

Together with all and singular the hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto belonging:
And

warrants that the title is good. indefeasible in fee simple and free and clear of encumbrances except

and will warrant and defend the same

Dated this 1st day of December 19 87

(SEAL) Jackson Custom Homes and Construction, Inc. (SEAL)

Mary Lon Kue

(SEAL) Thomas W Web, President (SEAL)

Thomas W. Web

Signature(s)

rhil Bloke

AUTHENTICATION ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

authenticated this 1st day of December , 1987

Attorney Phil Blake
T:TLE MEMBER STATE BAR OF WISCONSIN
(If not

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

STATE OF WISCONSIN
) SS

Dare County.
Personally came before me this 1st day of December
1987 the above named

Thomas W. Web and Mary Lou Kite

Chapter 4. Sources of Information



DOCUMENT NO. 2957173

D-MORTGAGE

REGISTER'S CFF-Ll'E

DARE COUNTY, WI. 3S

RECORDED ON

Dec i 5. pm

Spa^e Above This Line For Recording Date)

MORTGAGE

THIS MORTGAGE ("Security Instrument") is given on December 1
19 87 . The mortgagor is George R. Chapman and Susan M. Chapman

("Borrower") This Security
Instrument is given to First Federal Savings and Loan Association which is organized and
existing under the laws of United States of America and whose address
is 202 Main Street Madison, WI 53703 ("Lender").
Borrower owes Lender the principal sum of One Hundred Twenty Two Thousand and no/100
Dollars (U.S. $ 122,000.00 ). This debt is evidenced by Borrower's note dated the
same date as this Security Instrument ("Note") which provides for monthly payments. with the full debt. it
not paid earlier, due and payable according to its terms . This Security instrument secures to
Lender: (a) the repayment of the debt evidenced by the Note, with interest, and all renewals. extensions
and modifications; (b) the payment of all other sums. with interest, advanced under paragraph 7 to protect
the security of this Security Instrument; and (c) the performance of Borrower's covenants and agreements
under this Security Instrument and the Note. For this purpose. Borrower does hereby mortgage grant and
convey to Lender, with power of sale, the following described property located in

Dare County, Wisconsin:

Husband and wife and each individually

Parcel A: Lot ten (10), Park Ridge Heights, in the city of Madison.
Parcel B: Lot two (2), West Meadow Hills, in the City of Madison.

which has the address of (Lot 2) 2300 Walter Road and 2000 Jack's Place Madison
(Street) (City)

Wisconsin 53713 ("Property Address"):
(Zip Code)

TOGETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the property, and all
easements, rights, appurtenances, rents, royalties, mineral, oil and gas rights and profits. water rights and
stock and all fixtures now or hereafter a part of the property. All replacements and additions shall also be
covered by this Security instrument. All of the foregoing is referred to in this Security Instrument as the
"Property."

BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower is lawfully seised of the estate hereby conveyed and has
the right to mortgage, grant and convey the Property and that the Property is unencumbered, except for
encumbrances of record. Borrower warrants and will defend generally the title to the Property against all
claims and demands, subject to any encumbrances of record.

THIS SECURITY INSTRUMENT combines uniform covenants for national use and non-uniform
covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniform security instrument covering real
property.

WISCONSIN-Single Family-FNMA/FHLMC UNIFORM INSTRUMENT

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 4 11
Sao

Form 3050 12 83

44749 SAF SYSTEMS AND FORMS
CHICAGO, IL
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Student Workbook

Document No. 2057174 Proposal

BASIN, INC.
30 S. Meadow St.
Madison, WI 53703

Page No
of Pages

PROPOSAL SUBMITTED TO: Phone: 834-4211 Date: 8,20 87

Name: George and Susan Chapman Job Name:

Street: 2300 Walter Road Street: Jack's Place LOT #10 Park Ridge
Heights

City: Madison City: Madison State: WI

State: WI Architect: Jim Vincent Date of Plans:
8/3/87

We hereby submit specifications and cost for building construction as follows:

SPECIFICATIONS INCLUDED

THIS CONTRACT IS CONTINGENT ON SALE OF 2300 WALTER RESIDENCE

Office of Register of Deeds
Dare County, Wisconsin
R,,..7eived for recording July 19, 1977
at 3:05 o'clock p.m. and
recorded in Vol. 10882 of records on page 27
Harold K. Hill, Register

We hereby propose to furnish labor and materials complete in accordance with the above specifications for the sum of.

One Hundred foriv-Nine Thousaml dollars ($149.000.00 I
with payment to be made as follows:
113 on acceptance, 113 on completion of drv wall. 113 on completion

All material is guaranteed to be as specified. All work to be completed in a workmanlike manner according
practices, any alteration or deviation form above specifications involving extra costs, will be executed

orders, and will become an extra charge over and above the estimate. all agreements contingent
delays beyond our control. Owner to carry fire, tornado and other necessary insurance. Our workers

Workman's Compensation Insurance.

Authorized Signature Jr Vincent('

to standard
only upon written

upon strikes, accidents or
are fully covered by

Note: This proposal may be withdrawn by us if not accepted within b0 days

Acceptance of Proposal

The above prices, specifications and conditions are satisfactory and are hereby accepted. You are authorized to do the work

as specified. Payment will be made as outlined above

Accepted: Signature Georqc R. Chairman

Date 1211187 Signature Susan M. Chaimuin

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 4 12 999 Chapter 4 Sources of Information



DOCUMENT NO. 2068393

This Deed, mode between

WARRANTY DEED

George R. Chapman and Susan M. Chapman, husband and wife

Grantor and
James P Kutty and Jenny Lee Kutty, husband and wife,

as survivorship marital property

. Grantee

Witnesseth, That the said Grantor, for a valuable consideration

RETURN TO

TAX PARCEL NO

REGISTER S OFFICE
Dare COUNTY WI , SS

RECORDED AT

Feb 29 1988
DOC NO 2068393

County. State of Wisconsin

Lot Two (2). West Meadow Hills in the city of Madison Dare County Wisconsin

TRANSFER

$219.00
FEE

This is
(is) (is not)

homestead property.

conveys to Grantee the following described real estate in

Together with all and singular the hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto belonging:
And

warrants that the title is good, indefeasible in fee simple and free and clear of encumbrances except

and will warrant and defend the same

Dated this 26th day of February . 1938

George R. Chajunan (SEAL) Susan M Chapman (SEAL)

George R. Chapman Susan M. Chapman

(SEAL) (SEAL)

AUTHENTICATION ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

Signature(s) Harold Langhammer STATE OF WISCONSIN

County.

authenticated this 26th day of February , 1988 , Personally came before me this
, 19 the above named

Harold Langhammer, Attorney
TITLE MEMBER STATE BAR OF WISCONSIN
(If not,

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

) SS

day of

4 13 "LOU() Chapter 4 Sources of Information



2071138 G-SATISFACTION OF MORTGAGE

STATE OF WISCONSIN
DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS Ai-FAIRS

P.O. BOX 7843
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53707

RETURN TO

George and Susan Chapman
2000 Jack's Place

Madison, WI 53717

SATISFACTION OF MORTGAGE

VOL .120(1'44E

J-001-28275 114890 T3J215:2

I hereby certify, that the mortgage executed by George R. Chapman
M. Chapman , his/her spouse and in his/her own right

and Susan

to State of Wisconsin, Department of Veterans Affairs, Madison, Dare County, Wisconsin, dated the
18th day of July , 1977 , and recorded in the office of the Register of Deeds of

Dare County, State of Wisconsin, on this 19th day of July
1977 , at 3:05 o'clock P.M., in Volume 834 of Records on Page
Document No. 1528538 , is fully paid and satisfied.

In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and seal this 7th day of March
1988

Witness State of Wisconsin
Department of Veterans Affairs

Dorothy Omdin by John J. Maury
Dorothy Omdin John J. Maury, Secretary (Seal)

Dennis Spathe
Dennis Smithe
State of Wisconsin

) SS
Dare County

Personally came before me, this 7th day of March , 1988 ., the above named
John J. Maury , Secretary of the State of Wisconsin, Department of Veterans Affairs to

me known to be the person who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged the same, as such
officer, as the deed of such State Department, by its authority.

"This instrument was drafted by the
State of Wisconsin, Department of
Veterans Affairs

Dennis Smithe
Dennis Smithe

Notary Public Dare County, WI
My commission expires June 24, 1990

DVA No. 311a
Rev. 4/85

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1001
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Student Workbook

MARY AND JOHN CROOK
INVESTIGATION EXERCISE -

PART

SCENARIO:

An informant has provided the following information to your agency.

John Crook has been selling cocaine in large quantities for several years. He is
married to Mary Crook who also may be selling cocaine. John drives a new
Porsche, and both he and Mary own a lot of expensive jewelry. John and Mary
have a new home in Brookfield, but the informant doesn't know the exact address.
John uses his mother to purchase cars and other assets. His mother's name is
Susan Dilweg. John may also have a prior drug arrest.

Your supervisor decides to open an investigation. He asks you to conduct the financial
investigation.

In the space below, list some of the things, the financial investigator might do to begin this
investigation.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS Chapter 4: Sources of Information
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Student Workbook

CHAPTER SUMMARY

A financial investigator must be aware of what financial records exist and must be able
to interpret the information contained in the records. Banks, brokerage firms, Western
Union, and casinos all provide a wealth of financial information.

This chapter focuses on information that can be obtained from these financial institutions.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

Describe terms related to banking and brokerage firms.

State what records are available from banks and brokerage houses.

Analyze bank and brokerage firm records.

State what information is available from Western Union and casinos.

CHAPTER WORKBOOK CONTENTS

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 5 1 Chapter 5: Financial Institutions As Sources Of Information
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ACCOUNT TRANSACTIONS

DOCUMENT WHAT THE DOCUMENT PROVIDES

Signature Card Account owner's address, occupation,
employer, date/place of birth, and social
security number
Leads to other witnesses or unknown co-
conspirators
Sample of owner's handwriting

Bank Statements Indications of high balances/large deposits/
large checks in relation to income
Timing of deposits
Indications of unusually large deposits/round
numbers/repetitive deposits that don't
correlate to legitimate income
Absences of "normal" activity

Deposit Tickets/ Sources of cash - lead
Items Source of checks lead

Photograph of person making deposit

Canceled Checks Sources of other bank accounts, credit cards,
purchase or location of major assets and loan
transactions

1005
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Student Workbook

NON-ACCOUNT TRANSACTIONS

DOCUMENT WHAT THE DOCUMENT PROVIDES ..- -

Loan Application Account owner's address, occupation,
employer, date/place of birth, and social
security number
Asset and liability information

Loan Repayment
Ledger

Indications of unusual repayments or lump sum,
odd amount repayment
Payments above what appears to be person's
ability to pay
Disposition of loan proceeds
Downpayment information
Late payment information

Loan Leads to other assets
Correspondence Leads to other accounts

Bank Checks Sources of other bank accounts, credit cards,
purchase or location of major assets and loan
transactions

Currency Teller testimony

Wire Transfer Sources of other bank accounts, credit cards,
purchase or location of major assets and loan
transactions

Safe-Deposit Box Indicates times and dates which can be used to
collaborate testimony

Bank Credit Card Leads to purchase of major assets

1006
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Student Workbook

BANK DOCUMENT
REQUEST usr

El OPEN OR CLOSED CHECKING, SAVINGS AND NOW ACCOUNTS

Signature cards
Bank statements
Canceled checks
Deposit tickets/items
Credit and debit memos
Wire transfer records
Forms 1099 or back-up withholding statements

RETAINED COPIES OF OPEN OR CLOSED BANK LOAN OR MORTGAGE DOCUMENTS

Loan application

Loan ledger sheet
Copy of loan disbursement document
Copy of loan repayment document
Loan correspondence file
Collateral agreements
Credit reports
Notes or other instruments reflecting the obligation to pay
Real estate mortgages, chattel mortgages or other security for bank loans

Annual interest paid statements

Loan amortization statements

El CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT (PURCHASED OR REDEEMED)

Certificate copies
Records pertaining to interest earned, withdrawn or reinvested

Forms 1099 or back-up withholding statements

171 OPEN OR CLOSED INVESTMENT OR SECURITY CUSTODIAN ACCOUNTS

Purchase of security documents
Negotiation of security documents
Safekeeping records and logs
Receipts for receipt or delivery of securities
Annual interest paid statements

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 5 - 4 Chapter 5: Financial Institutions As Sources Of Information
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D OPEN OR CLOSED IRA, KEOGH AND OTHER RETIREMENT PLANS

Account Statements
Investment, transfer and redemption confirmation slips
Purchase of investment documents
Redemption of investment documents
Annual interest earned statements

CUSTOMER CORRESPONDENCE FILE

Account Statements
Investment, transfer and redemption confirmation slips
Purchase of investment documents
Redemption of investment documents
Annual interest earned statements

El CASHIER'S, MANAGER'S BANK, OR TRAVELER'S CHECK AND MONEY ORDERS

Check/money orders purchase documents
Negotiation of check/money order documents
Application

Negotiated check/money order
Annual interest earned statements

111 WIRE TRANSFER FILES

Fed. Wire, Swift or other documents reflecting transfer of funds, to, from, or on behalf of (the

subject)
Documents reflecting source of funds for wire out
Documents reflecting disposition of wire transfer in

OPEN OR CLOSED SAFE DEPOSIT BOX RENTAL AND ENTRY RECORDS

El OPEN OR CLOSED CREDIT CARD FILES

Applications for credit card on behalf of (the subject)
Monthly statements

Charge documents
Documents used to make payments on accounts

El CURRENCY TRANSACTION REPORTS (Forms 4789)

El BANK'S CTR EXEMPT LIST (IF SUBJECT IS EXEMPT) AND DOCUMENTS REFLECTING

JUSTIFICATION FOR EXEMPTION.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 5 5 Chapter 5: Financial Institutions As Sources Of Information
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Loan Application
AMOUNT APPLIED FOR PURPOSE OF LOA"( (MUST COMPLETE)

$

LENGTH OF REPAYMENT (MONTHS
012 018 024 030 036 048 054 MO oOTHER

ACCOUNT NO PAYROLL DEDUCTION CHECK BOX TO INDICATE WHOM THIS INFORMATION IS ABOUT
a CO-APPLICANT o SPOUSE o EX-SPOUSE o GUARANTOR

NAME OF APPLICANT I SSN NAME OF JOINT BORROWER I SSN

PRESENT ADDRESS - STREET NO OF YEARS PRESENT ADDRESS -- STREET NO OF YEARS

CITY STATE ZIP CITY. STATE, ZIP

PREVIOUS ADDRESS (COMPLETE IF PRESENT ADDRESS LESS THAN 3 YEARS) PREVIOUS ADDRESS (COMPLETE IF PRESENT ADDRESS LESS THAN 3 YEARS1

HOMEOWNERS PLEASE COMPLETE
PuRCHASE PRICE BAL OWED MARKET VALUE

HOMEOWNERS PLEASE COMPLETE
PURCHASE PRICE BAL OWED MARKET VALUE

HOME PHONE BIRTHDATEI I OF DEPENDENTS HOME PHONE 1 BIRTHDATE
# OF DEPENDENTS

EMPLOYER NAME AND ADDRESS YEARS EMPLOYED EMPLOYER NAME AND ADDRESS YEARS EMPLOYED

EMPLOYER PHONE 1 JOB DESCRIPTION OTHER INCOME SOURCE EMPLOYER PHONE JOB DESCRIPTION OTHER INCOME SOURCE

PAY FREQUENCY (VERY IMPORTANT GROSS NET

0 MONTHLY a BIWEEKLY a OTHER
PAY FREQUENCY (VERY IMPORTANT GROSS NET

o MONTHLY o BIWEEKLY a OTHER

PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT (COMPLETE IF LESS THAN 3 YEARS: YEARS EMPLOYED EMPLOYMENT (COMPLETE IF LESS THAN 3 YEARS) YEARS EMPLOYED

AUTOMOBILE
YEAR MAKE MODEL BAL OWED

AUTOMOBILE
YEAR MAKE MODEL BAL OWED

AUTOMOBILE
YEAR MAKE MODEL BAL OWED

AUTOMOBILE
YEAR MAKE MODEL BAL OWED

NEAREST RELATIVE (COMPLETE NAME & ADDRESS) PHONE NEAREST RELATIVE (COMPLETE NAME & ADDRESS) PHONE

NEAREST RELATIVE (COMPLETE NAME & ADDRESS) PHONE NEAREST RELATIVE COMPLETE NAME & ADDRESS) PHONE

BANK INAMEI I TYPE OF DEPOSIT ACCT INTEREST RATE BANK (NAME) I TYPE OF DEPOSIT ACCT INTEREST RATE

CREDIT INFORMATION, OUTSTANDING DEBTS
List All Debts e Car Loans Bank Loans Finance Companies. Credit Unions. Dept Stores. Credit Card Accounts, Child Support Alimony Attach Additional Sheet if Necessary

Name of Creditors Interest Rate Value of Assets if Secured Loans Monthly Payments Balance Owed Amount Past Due

1. Mtg/Rent

2. Auto Pmt.

3.

4.
.

5.

6.

7.

8.

You authorize the credd union to obtain and'or furnish information concerning your credrt affairs to any association. firm. corporation or personnel office When you accept or endorse a check

advanced to yo under this Plan, you agree to the terms and also acknowledge recept of (1) information egarding billing errors or inquiries. (2) the LOANLINER . Credit Agreement and Truth in

Lending Disclosures You agree to make payments of the amount and at the time shown on the voucher accompanying the check If security anctFor a change in terms rs noted on the voucher

your endorsement constitutes acceptance of the terms of the security agreement and/or the change in terms If the advance will be secured by shares and/or deposits you pledge the shares

andlor deposits shown on the voucher
You further understand that when applicable a Personal Identification Number (PIN) may be issued This PIN. when validated will allow you the co-applicant and any authorized users to

access your credrt union s CREDIT CARD.ATM accounts through participating Automated Teller Machine (ATM) networks, subject to the terms and disclosures of the acknowledgement of receipt

and agreement lo the terms ot the CREDIT CARD,ATM Access Card disclosures
You promise that everything you have stated in this application is correct to the best of your knowledge and that the above information is a conplete Irsting of all your debts and obligations You

authorize the credit union to check your enployment and credit history and to obtain credit reports in connection wdh this applicationfor credd and for any update renewal or extension of the

credit received If you request the credit union will tell you the name and address of any credit bureau from which d received a credit report on you You understand that d is a federal crime to

willfully and deliberately provide incomplete or incorrect information on loan applications made to federal credit unions insured by the NctiA

APPL ICANT S SIGNATURE

x ISEALl
DATE CHECK ONE

ODD-APPLICANT OGUARANTOR SIGNATURE

x (SEAL)

DATE

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 5 6 1 010t5 5 Financial Institutions As Sources Ot Intormation
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The National Lease of
BANK Safe Deposit BOX

By Two or More Persons

Box No Recital $ Key No Date

(Due annually in advance)
the lessor in consideration of rental at the above annual rate, the receipt of one annual installment of which is hereby acknowledged by these presents leases unto the

undersigned lessees its sate deposit box bearing the above number and the space necessary for rts reception situate in its Safe Deposq Vault in its banking house at

from the date hereof to renewal in subsequent terms of one year each, upon the same general terms, conditions and agreements, as are herein contained and in the event

that a renewal lease in writing shall not be executed and delrvered, then this instrument shall of itsetf cperate as and be held to be renewal or successive renewals hereof sublect to the right of

cAncellation as herein provided

21 If the lessor do not wish access to be given in accordance with the provrsions of paragraph 20 above and wish to requirethe presence of two or m3re lessees

whenever access is given to the sate deposit box special instructions in writing relative thereto must be given to the lesscr Unless such special instructions are given at the time ot execution of this

agreement. it shall be presumed that paragraph 20 has been approved and shall be applicable Whenever special instructions are given requiring the presence of more than one lessee at the time of

access and one of said lessees shall die his personal representative shall thereafter act in his place and stead unless the special instructions provide otherwrse

The National Bank,
Lessor

For Safe Deposrt Department

We have read the above contract, the meaning of which is clear to me. The provisions of paragraph 9 limiting the value of property in the

safe deposit box are satisfactory to us and we do not desire to place a greater maximum valuation on said property.

Deputy Appointed

Name

Date

0
Lessee

Lessee

Lessee

Speciat Instructions Er

Identification

Name Name Name

Residence Residence Residence

Phone Phone Phone

Ernployment Employment Employment

Address Address Address

Phone Phone Phone

Date of Birth Date ot Birth Date of Binh

Puce of Birth Place of Birth Place of Birth

Mother s Mother s Mother s

Maiden Maiden Maiden

Name Name Name

Social Securrly Number Social Security Number Social Security Number

Surrender
Date

I hereby r eddy that the property stored Irl Bor No covered by this contract has been safely withdrawn and the said box is hereby surrendered

Keys given to and box lound empty by

Lessee

Por Safe Deposrt Department

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 5 7 Chapter 5 Financial Institutions As Sources Of Information



BANK RECONCILIATION

SITUATION:

Student Workbook

Richard and Jeanne Wright live in a suburb of Washington, D.C. Mr. Wright is
an accountant working for AFC0 Manufacturing. .To supplement his income,
Mr. Wright works part-time as a bookkeeper for a local health and fitness club.
Mrs. Wright is a homemaker who cares for their four children.

PART 1

Richard Wright's checkbook on 1/31/93 shows a balance of $1,744.47. The
bank statement ending 1/25/93 for Mr. Wright's account shows a balance of
$2,406.20. Using the Bank Reconciliation Worksheet, the monthly bank
statement for 12/24/92 through 1/25/93 and checkbook registers provided on
the following pages, prepare a bank reconciliation. Record your results on the
Bank Reconciliation Worksheet.

PART 2

Mr. Wright is under investigation for embezzling funds from the health and
fitness club where he works as a part-time bookkeeper.

Upon reviewing the monthly bank statement provided for 12/24/92 through
1/25/93, what might alert the financial investigator to possible financial
wrongdoing?

lull
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What other bank documents might be helpful to the financial investigator in
proceeding with the investigation?

1012
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BANK RECONCILIATION WORKSHEET

19

STEP 1

Place a checkmark (1) beside each check in
the checkbook register that appears on the
bank statement. Those checks NOT marked
off, list below as outstanding checks.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

STEP 2

Student Workbook

Enter the Checkbook Balance

Add Unrecorded Deposits
from Bank Statement (+)

Subtotal

Deduct Account Fees ( )

ADJUSTED CHECKBOOK
BALANCE - Line A

STEP 3

Enter the Bank Statement
Balance

Add Unrecorded Deposits
from Checkbook (+)

Subtotal

Deduct Outstanding Checks
from Step 1. ( )

ADJUSTED BANK STATEMENT
BALANCE - Line B

The account is reconciled when Line A is
equal to Line B.

1013
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NATIONS BANK
DELAWARE AVENUE
WASHINGTON, DC 2001

MR. RICHARD WRIGHT
OR MRS JEANNE WRIGHT
2435 MAPLE ST.
ALEXANDRIA. VA 22651

Statement of Account

00-43 8383

LAST STATEMENT DATE

THIS STATEMENT DATE

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO:

414-357-2440

NATIONS BANK

DELAWARE AVENUE
WASHINGTON. DC 2001

Student Workbook

PAGE 1

12-24-92

01-25-93

DATE DEPOSITS CHECKS/CHGS CHECKING ACCOUNT 00-43 8383

12-31 27.00 CHECK 3555

01-21 10.00 CHECK 3556

12-31 52.52 CHECK 3557

100.10 CHECK 3558

01-07 73.29 CHECK 3560

101.80 CHECK 3561

12-31 21.20 CHECK 3562

01-04 52.71 CHECK 3563

65.90 CHECK 3564

01-07 100.00 CHECK 3565

01-04 80.00 CHECK 3566

01-07 75.00 CHECK 3567

400.29 CHECK 3568

01-08 12.92 CHECK 3570

01-07 62.51 CHECK 3571

01-09 24.98 CHECK 3572

01-14 29.34 CHECK 3573

01-14 85.29 CHECK 3574

01-15 55.60 CHECK 3575

01-11 350.00 CHECK 3601

1014
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NATIONS BANK

DELAWARE AVENUE
WASHINGTON, DC 2001

MR. RICHARD WRIGHT

OR MRS JEANNE WRIGHT
2435 MAPLE ST.
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22651

Statement of Account

00-43 8383

LAST STATEMENT DATE

THIS STATEMENT DATE

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO:

414-357-2440

NATIONS BANK

DELAWARE AVENUE
WASHINGTON, DC 2001

Student Workbook

PAGE 2

12-24-92

01-25-93

DATE DEPOSITS CHECKS/CHGS CHECKING ACCOUNT 00-43 8383

01-16 1225.81 CHECK 3603

01-14 60.25 CHECK 3604

01-11 57.60 CHECK 3605

01-15 43.69 CHECK 3606

01-21 24.97 CHECK 3607

01-21 14.98 CHECK 3609

01-22 20.18 CHECK 3610

01-21 10.92 CHECK 3611

01-23 68.72 CHECK 3613

12-31 1,041.15 #SURE-PAY AFCO MANUFACTUR

SALARY 344578231

12-31 24.95 #CREDIT MEMO - INTEREST 4TH QTR

01-03 309.90 DEPOSIT

2000.00 DEPOSIT

01-07 500.00 #TIME CASH WITHDRAWAL

01-07 12.00 #CHECK REORDER

01-14 1,030.30 #SURE-PAY AFCO MANUFACTUR

SALARY 344578231

01-15 200.00 #TIME CASH WITHDRAWAL

365.70 #PRA PAYMENT

01-18 500.00 CASH DEPOSIT

1015
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DELAWARE AVENUE

WASHINGTON, DC 2001

MR. RICHARD WRIGHT

OR MRS JEANNE WRIGHT
2435 MAPLE ST.

ALEXANDRIA, VA 22651

Statement of Account

00-43 8383

LAST STATEMENT DATE

THIS STATEMENT DATE

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO:
414-357-2440

NATIONS BANK

DELAWARE AVENUE

WASHINGTON, DC 2001
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PAGE 3

12-24-92

01-25-93

DATE DEPOSITS CHECKS/CHGS CHECKING ACCOUNT 00-43 8383

DAIIY BALANCES (AVG BALANCE $2,843.74)

1,885.17 12-24 3,536.85 01-07 2,055.97 01-17
1,885.17 12-26 3,523.93 01-08 2,555.97 01-18
1,885.17 12-27 3,498.95 01-09 2,426.38 01-21

1,885.17 12-28 3,091.35 01-11 2,406.20 01-22
2,750.45 12-31 3,946.77 01-14 2,406.20 01-23
2,750.45 01-02 3,281.78 01-15 2,406.20 01-24
5,060.35 01-03 2,055.97 01-16 2,406.20 01-25
4,861.74 01-04

TOTAL WITHDRAWALS 4,385.27

TOTAL DEPOSITS 4,906.30

BEGINNING BALANCE 1,885.17 ENDING BALANCE 2406.20

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS

1016
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RECORD ALL CHARGES OR CREDITS THAT AFFECT YOUR ACCOUNT

NUMBER DATE DESCRIPTION OF TRANSACTION PAYMENT/

DEBIT

( - )

I
FEE

( - )

DEPOSIT/

CREDIT

(+

BALANCE

1,885 1 7

3 555 12/24 Earls Christmas Shop 2 7 00 2 7 00

1,858 1 7

3556 12/26 Yoseph Wright 10 00 10 00

1848 1 7

3 557 12/27 'Brown's Clothing 52 52 52 52

3 558 12/27 Queen yeweler 100 10 100 10

.1,695 55

3 559 12/28 Ma ry Smith 10 00 10 00
. ..

1,-685 55

3 560 12/29 !fair flood Mart 73 29 73 29

1,612 2 6

3 561 12/29 Mutual Life 101 80 101 80

1,510 4 6

3 562 12/29 Barney's Diarmary 21 20 21 20

1,489 26

3 563 12/29 Wal41art 52 71 52 71

1,436 55

3564 12/29 GE WO 65 90 65 '10

3 565 12/29 Cresthill Country Chid 100 00 100 00

1,2 70 65

3 566 12/29 Cash 80 00 80 00

1,190 65

3 567 12/29 Shelf Oil 75 00 75 00

1,115 65

REMEMBER TO RECORD AUTOMATIC PAYMENTS/DEPOSITS ON DATE AUTHORIZED

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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RECORD ALL CHARGES OR CREDITS THAT AFFECT YOUR ACCOUNT

NUMBER DATE DESCRIPTION OF TRANSACTION PAYMENT/

DEBIT

1
T

FEE DEPOSIT/

CREDIT

BALANCE

( ) ( ) (+) 1,115 65

3568 12/30 Stereo 'Discounters 400 29 400 29

715 36

3569 VOID

,

3570 12/30 Wite Aid 12 92 12 92

.702 .. 44

3571 12/30 Gourmet !loves 62 51 62 51

639 93

3572 12/30 Linen & 'Beam Outlet 24 98 24 98

.614 .:95

12/31 'Deposit - AYCO Check
,

1,041 15 1,041 15

,
1,656 10

357$ 1/2 Nation's cable Tv 29 34 29

1,626

34

76

3574 1/2 City Power Company 85 29 85 29

1,541 47

3575 1/2 'Waterworks 55 60 55 60

1,485 87

Check $576 to $600

Lost - Nig Used

$601 1/2 American Express $50 00 350 00

1,135 87

1/3 'Deposit - :Health Chili Paycheck 309 90 $09 90

1445 77

1/3 'I leposit 2,000 00 2,000 00

3,445 77

REMEMBER TO RECORD AUTOMATIC PAYMENTS DEPOSITS ON DATE AUTHORIZED

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 5 15 Chapter 5: Financial Institutions As Sources Of Information
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RECORD ALL CHARGES OR CREDITS THAT AFFECT YOUR ACCOUNT

NUMBER DATE DESCRIPTION OF TRANSACTION PAYMENT/

DEBIT

i
T

FEE DEPOSIT/

CREDIT

BALANCE

( ) ( 1 (+) 3,445 77

)602 1/4 '1'019)

1 . /5 'Time fotlachine 500 00 500 00

2,945 77

.360.3 1/5 Crest Star Mortgage 1,225 81 L225 81

1,719 96

3604 1/5 'Potomac 'Bell 60 25 60 25

1,659 71

3605 1/5 !Farr !lood Mart 57 60 57 60

1,602 11

3606 1,/5 City 'Power Company 43 69 43 69

1;558 42

3607 1/10 K-7tfart 24 97 24

1,533

97

45

3608 1/1 l Children's Clothing Outlet 44 86 44

1,485

86

59

3609 1/14 'Barrie y '3 'Pharmacy 14 98 14 98

1,473 61

1/15 Paycheck - Ay(70 1,030 30 1,030 30

4503 91

1,15 Car Payment 365 70 365 70

2,138 21

1'16 Cash 200 00 200 00

1,938 21

1.18 Depostt 500 00 500 00

2,438 21

REMEMBER TO RECORD AUTOMATIC PAYMENTS/DEPOS1TS ON DATE AUTHORIZED

FINANCIAL INVESTIGA1 IONS 5 16 Chapter 5: Financial Institutions As Sources Of Information
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RECORD ALL CHARGES OR CREDITS THAT AFFECT YOUR ACCOUNT

NUMBER DATE DESCRIPTION OF TRANSACTION PAYMENT/

DEBIT
FEE DEPOSIT/

CREDIT
BALANCE

2,438 I 21

$610 1/20 Bill's Pet Shop 20 18 20 I 18

2,08 03

$611 1/22 Stereo 'Discounters 10 92 10 92

1.1

$612 1/22 A dr NSportim goods 200 10 200 10

2207, 01

$613 1/25 !fair flood Mart 68 72 68 I 72

...213g 29

3614 1/27 Ski Haven 92 80 92 I 80

's 2,045 1 45

3615 1/28 'Brown's Music 10 80 10 I 80

2,034 69

.3616 1/29 Tony:c 'Pizza 22 52

.._

22

2,012

52

17

.3617 1/30 Mutual. Life 101 80 101

1,910

80

$7

3618 1/31 c'ElCO 65 90 65

I,844

90

47

3619 1/31 Cresthill Country club 100 00 100

1744

00

47

REMEMBER TO RECORD AUTOMATIC PAYMENTS/DEPOSITS ON DATE AUTHORIZED

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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CHAPTER SUMMARY

The financial investigator is often faced with reviewing the business dealings of a
suspected criminal. An understanding of business organizations, a working knowledge
of how basic accounting systems function and skill at using auditing techniques are
important to the investigator.

This chapter focuses on information that can be obtained from business records and
reports.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

Describe the basic forms of business organizations.

Explain why a knowledge of accounting is important to the financial
investigator.

Define or describe basic accounting terms.

Journalize transactions.

Post journal entries to a general ledger.

Prepare a balance sheet and an income statement.

CHAPTER WORKBOOK CONTENTS

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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SCENARIO:

Student Workbook

John Reed started a new business, Reed's Photographic Studio, on March 1, 1993.

PART I

Using the information on business transactions that occurred during the first month of
operation, the chart of accounts prepared for the business, and the blank general journal
and account ledger cards provided:

(A) Journalize each transaction
(B) Post to the appropriate account in the business ledger.

NOTE: In order to restrict the length of the illustration and to reduce repetition,
some of the transactions are stated as a summary. For example, sales of
services for cash are ordinarily recorded on a daily basis, but in the
illustration summary totals are given only at the middle and end of the
month. Similarly, all sales of services on account during the month are
summarized as a single transaction; in practice each sale would be
recorded separately.

PART II

Using the account ledger information, blank statements and forms provided, prepare:

(A) A trial balance,
(B) A Balance sheet (Month ending March 31, 1993),
(C) An Income statement (As of March 31, 1993).

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS:

Mar. 1

Mar. 1

Mar. 4

Student Workbook

John Reed operated a photographic business in his home on a part-time
basis. He decided to move to rented quarters as of March 1 and to devote
full time to the business, which was to be known as Reed Photographic
Studio. The following assets were invested in the enterprise: cash, $2,500;
accounts receivable, $650; supplies, $800; and photographic equipment,
$9,500. There were no liabilities transferred to the business.

Paid $1,500 on a lease rental contract, the payment representing three
months' rent for the studio.

Purchased additional photographic equipment on account from Carson
Equipment Co. for $2,500 debt owed.

Mar. 5 Received $575 from customers in payment of their accounts.

Mar. 6 Paid $80 for a newspaper advertisement.

Mar. 10 Paid $500 to Carson Equipment Co. to apply on the $2,500 debt owed.

Mar.13 Paid receptionist $275 for two weeks' salary.

Mar. 16 Received $1,280 from sales for the first half of March.

Mar. 20 Paid $650 for supplies.

Mar. 27 Paid receptionist $275 for two weeks' salary.

Mar. 31 Paid $39 for telephone bill for the month.

Mar. 31 Paid $85 for electric bill for the month.

Mar. 31 Received $1,470 from sales for the second half of March.

Mar. 31 Sales on account totaled $975 for the month.

Mar. 31 Reed withdrew $1,000 for his personal use.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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REED PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO
CHACT OF ACCOUNTS

Assets Revenue (Income) .

11 Cash 41 Sales
12 Accounts Receivable
14 Supplies Expenses
15 Prepaid Rent
18 Photographic Equipment 52 Salary Expense

59 Miscellaneous Expense
Liabilities

21 Accounts Payable

Owner's Equity

31 John Reed, Capital
32 John Reed, Drawing

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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GENERAL JOURNAL Page

DATE
1993 DESCRIPTION

LEDGER
FOLIO DEBIT CREDIT
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ACCOUNT ACCOUNT NO.
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ACCOUNT ACCOUNT NO.
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ACCOUNT
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ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT ACCOUNT NO.

DATE ITEM
POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

BALANCE

DEBIT CREDIT

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 6 .102.t9
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ACCOUNT
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ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOU NT ACCOUNT NO.
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ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT ACCOUNT NO.
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ACCOUNT NO.

ACCOUNT ACCOUNT NO.
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ACCOUNT NO.

DATE ITEM
POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

BALANCE

DEBIT CREDIT
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REED PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO
TRIAL BALANCE WORKSHEET

FOR MONTH ENDED MARCH 31, 1993

Account Title Debit Credit

TOTALS

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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REED PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO
INCOME STATEMENT

FOR MONTH ENDED MARCH 31, 1993

Revenue:

Sales

Operating Expenses:

Salary Expense

Miscellaneous Expense

Total Operating Expenses

Net Income

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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REED PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO
BALANCE SHEET
MARCH 31, 1993

Current Assets
Cash
Accounts Receivable
Supplies
Prepaid Rent

Total Current Assets

Fixed Assets
Photographic Equipment

Total Fixed Assets

Total Assets

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable

Total Liabilities

Assets

Liabilities

Owner's Equity

Owner's Equity
John Reed, Capital

Beginning Balance
Net Income for the period
Less: Draws
Net Increase to Capital

John Reed, Capital,
Ending Balance

Total Equity

Total Liabilities and Equity

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 6 15
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1. Money comes in from three sources, as follows:

(a) Widget Sales - $2,000,000
(b) Interest - $50,000
(c) "Rebates" from Widget Supplier - $50,000

2. 5% of the Widget Sales are returned by Purchasers as defective units and
refunds are paid on all returns.

3. The Widget Inventory is carried on the books at $100,000 all the time.

4. A total of $900,000 of Widgets were purchased during the year 199X. Shipping
and storage costs were $100,000.

5. The books reflect "selling expenses" as follows:

$300,000 for sales salaries/commissions
$240,000 for travel expenses
$180,000 for rent expense

6. The books reflect "Administrative Expenses" as follows:

$100,000 for Administrative salaries
$ 60,000 for office expenses
$ 20,000 for telephone and postage expenses
$ 10,000 for insurance expense

7. The Corporation also paid and recorded in the books an expense for income
taxes of $36,000.

A) Re-arrange the above into an Income Statement. (Use the blank form
provided on the next page. This form utilizes the multi-step format.)

B) What was the net profit from operations?

C) Which items seem to need investigation? (List 4)

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Revenue:

WIDGETS, INC.
INCOME STATEMENT 199X

1. Widget Sales Receipts
Less: Defective Widget Returned

2. Rebates from Widget Purchases
3. Interest Received

Gross Receipts

Cost of Goods Sold:
Widget Inventory @ 01/01/9X
Plus: Widget Purchases

Shipping, storage, etc.
Sub-total: Goods Available for sale
Less: Widget Inventory @ 12/31/9X
Less: Cost of Goods Sold
Equals: Gross Profit

Operating Expenses:
Sales salaries/commissions
Travel expenses
Rent expense
Administrative salaries
Office expenses
Telephone & postage expenses
Insurance expense
Income tax expense

Less: Total Operating Expenses

Net Profit from Operations:

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Mary and John Crook, alleged to be mid-ievel narcotics traffickers, earn an estimated
$300,000 per year from drug sales. The Crooks opened Crook's Seafood Restaurant
three years ago using $50,000 of drug proceeds. The Crook's are alleged to be
laundering their drug proceeds through their business.

Reviewing the Income Statements for Crook's Seafood Restaurant for the past three
years, answer the following questions.

What items on the income statements would lead the financial investigator to
believe the Crooks are laundering money through their business?

What steps might the investigator take to analyze the available information?

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS 6 10 3 9
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CROOK'S SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
INCOME STATEMENT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1990

Revenue:
Sales $83,000.00
Less:

Purchases $8,000.00
Paper Products 2 000.00

Cost of Goods Sold $10 000.00

Gross Profit $73,000.00
Less:
Operating Expenses:

Gas $1,500.00
Electric 2,000.00
Rent 6 000.00 $ 9 500.00

Earnings Before Taxes $63,500.00
Less: Income Tax Expense 6.570.00

Net Income $567930.00

1oiu
Chapter 6 Tracing The Movement Of
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CROOK'S SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
INCOME STATEMENT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1991

Revenue:
Sales
Less:

$158,000.00

Purchases $12,000.00
Paper Products 2 000.00

Cost of Goods Sold $ 14 000.00

Gross Profit $144 ,000.00
Less:

Operating Expenses:
Gas $ 2,500.00
Electric 2,000.00
Rent 6 000.00 $ 10,500.00

Earnings Before Taxes $133,500.00
Less: Income Tax Expense 12 960.00

Net Income $120,540.00

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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CROOK'S SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
INCOME STATEMENT

FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1992

Revenue:
Sales $358,000.00
Less:

Purchases $20,000.00
Paper Products 2,000.00

Cost of Goods Sold $ 22 000.00

Gross Profit $336,000.00
Less:

Operating Expenses:
Gas $ 4,500.00
Electric 3,000.00
Rent 6 000.00 $ 13 500.00

Earnings Before Taxes $322,500.00
Less: Income Tax Expense 30,240.00

Net Income $292,260.00

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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Section 1
INTRODUCTION TO ACCOUNTING

WHAT IS ACCOUNTING

Accounting is a system that provides information about the financial
activities of a business. This information is used to make informed
decisions.

Accounting is concerned with:

Recording transactions
Summarizing recorded data
Interpreting the results.

WHY USE ACCOUNTING

Businesses use accounting systems. They produce goods and
provide services to be bought and sold. It makes sense that the
exchange of goods and services can be observed and measured.
Accounting is the "language of business" because it cbjectively
measures and records the business exchanges that occur throughout
society.

For accounting purposes, a business transaction is the exchange
of goods and services and begins with recording, in dollars and
cents, what is received and what is paid out.

HOW IS IT USED

Business transactions are accumulated over an interval of time designated
as an accounting period or a fiscal period. The period of time may be a
month, a quarter of a year, a year, or any other significant time interval.
Ordinarily financial measurements are made over a period of a year, with
the year being divided into months or quarters.

1045



WHAT'S INVOLVED
IN ACCOUNTING

This document presents some basic accounting principles and procedures
to include:

The Accounting Elements
The Accounting Equation
The Accounting Cycle
How to Record Business Transactions
How to Summarize Business Transactions



Section 2
THE ELEMENTS OF ACCOUNTING
AND THE ACCOUNTING EQUATION

OVERVIEW

Business transactions can be stated in terms of the resulting
changes in the basic elements of accounting--Assets, Liabilities and
Owner's Equity. Income and Expenses. These changes are
reflected in what is known as the Fundamental Accounting Equation.

ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND OWNER'S EQUITY

Assets

Assets are things of value that are owned by a business and are
classified as either current or fixed.

Current Fixed

Cash or any other asset that can be Assets that are not intended for sale
converted to cash within one accounting but are to be used by the business
year. over several years.

(Property, Plant and Equipment).

Cash Furniture/Fixture
Currency in business
Currency in financial institutions Allowance for Depreciation

Notes Receivable Amount fixed assets have
Money owed from debtor decreased value

Accounts Receivable Delivery Equipment
Customer credit

Buildings/Land
Allowance for Bad Debt
Money not paid by customer credit
accounts

us Merchandise Inventory

Prepaid Expenses

3 1047



Liabilities

Liabilities are debts. Those who lend money are called creditors and
the amounts of money owed to them are called liabilities.

Business liabilities are debts owed to a manufacturer for
merchandise shipped on credit or funds owed to a bank which has
loaned the business money.

Current Long-Term

Debts of the business that become due
within the accounting year.

Debts with maturity dates, more than
one year.

ii Notes Payable

Amount owed to bank for
purchases or other expenses
(Formal agreement)

Accounts Payable

Amount owed to others from
purchases of merchandise

Accrued Expenses

Expenses owed but not paid
(i.e. salaries)

Mortgage

Deferred Income Taxes

Owner's Equity

Owner's Equity is that part of the assets which belongs to the
owners after subtracting the claims of the creditors. Sometimes this
is referred to as proprietorship or owner's capital.

EXAMPLE: Mr. Olsen has a computer system worth $6,000 that he uses
in his law practice. He took a loan of $1,500 from the bank to purchase the
system. That p -irt of the system that he owns is $4,500. This is called his
owner's equity.

Computer System Value $6,000
Unpaid Loan 1 500
Owner Equity in System $4,500

4048



ACCOUNTING EQUATION

Assets can be acquired with funds supplied either by owners or by
creditors. Therefore, owners and/or creditors will have certain rights
or claims against those assets for which they have provided the
funds to buy.

The fundamental accounting equation states that the value of the assets
must always equal the value of the rights of the creditors plus the rights of
the owners.

Assets = Liabilities + Owner's Equity

EXAMPLE: Mr. Olsen's computer system (his asset) is worth
$6,000. The bank (creditor) has a claim of $1,500 against it.
Mr. Howard's interest in the computer system is $4,500.

Value of assets = Creditor's interest + Owner's Equity
$6,000 = $1500 + $4500

Here is another way of stating the fundamental accounting equation. The
owner's interest or rights to an asset will equal the value of the asset less
any debts owed.

Assets - Liabilities = Owner's Equity

EXAMPLE: Mr. Olsen's computer system is worth $6,000 and a
debt of $1,500 is owed against it. The value of the system less the
debt will equal Mr. Olsen's owner's equity in it.

Assets - Liabilities
$6,000 $1,500

5

Owner's Equity
$4500

1045



EFFECT OF BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS
ON THE ACCOUNTING EQUATION

When a business transaction occurs, one or more of the accounting
elements assets, liabilities or owner's equity is affected. This, in turn,
affects the accounting equation.

Principle: Each transaction ultimately affects other
components of the equation -- an
addition or subtraction to one item
involves a change to another.

Principle: At the conclusion of each transaction,
both sides of the accounting equation
must be equal.

EXAMPLE:

Business Transaction = Cash received resulting in asset increase

Cash increase possibly due to any of these reasons:

Outsider purchased other asset resulting in asset decrease
Loan made by outsider resulting in liabilities increase
Investment by owner resulting in owner's equity increase

NOTE: This dual aspect of each transaction forms the basis

underlying what is called double-entry bookkeeping. This system
requires that two or more entries be made in the business records to
show the dual effect of the transaction. On the other hand, a single-
entry bookkeeping system requires only one entry be made to record
the transaction. A checkbook register is an example of a single entry

system. Most businesses use the dual system because of the
necessity to show the full effect of the transaction.

61o3o



EXAMPLE 1: The Green Company has cash of $10,000 and merchandise
of $20,000. It owes the bank $5,000, and Mr. Green's proprietorship
interest in the business is $25,000.

At this point, the fundamental accounting equation for the Green Company
would show that--

Assets = Liabilities + Owner's Equit%

Cash + Merchandise = Loan + Air Green Capi(al
$10000 + $20,000 = S5.000 + $25.000

Assume that Mr. Green borrows an additional $5,000 from the bank and
gets cash. This would affect the fundamental accounting equation in two
areas: 1) cash would increase by $5,000: and 2) bank loan would increase
by $5,000.

At the conclusion of the transaction, both sides of the equation are again
equal.

Assets = Liabilities + Owner's Equav

Cash + Merchandise = Loan + Mr. Green s Capital
$15,000 + $20,000 = $10,000 + $25 D00

It is not necessary for a business transaction to increase both sides of the
fundamental accounting equation as it did in the preceding example.
Sometimes, one asset is exchanged for another.

EXAMPLE 2: Mr. Brown starts Brown's Tax Service with $10.000 in cash,
of which $4,000 is his own money and $6,000 was obtained from a bank
loan. His fundamental accounting equation would read--

Assets = Liabilities + Owner's Equity

Cash = Loan + Mr. Brown' s Capital
$10.000 = $6.000 + $4.000

He uses $500 of his cash to buy a typewriter. The new fundamental
accounting equation would ready--

Assets = Liabilities + Owner'S Equity

CUSII + l'ypevi.riter = Loan + Mr. Brown' s Capital
$9.500 + $500 = $6,000 + $4 .000

The totals are the same but the composition of the assets has changed.
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INCOME AND EXPENSES

Thus far, the business transactions discussed have consisted of acquiring
assets either by borrowing or by owner investment. But a business is not
formed merely to acquire assets. Rather it seeks to use the assets to
secure more assets. In other words, it wants to MAKE MONEY. A
business firm sells goods or services which involves income, expenses and
net profit or loss.

Income

The proceeds from the sale of goods or services is called income or
revenue. The income in a manufacturing business or a store comes
mostly from sales of merchandise. The income in a service business
or a profession comes mostly from fees for services performed.
There are also other forms of income such as interest paid by a
bank on a savings accountinterest income.

Expense

Any payments that are made in connection with producing income
are called expenses. Rent, electricity, salaries of employees,
advertising, etc., are typical expenses.

Profit or Loss

If income received during a period of time is larger than expenses,
the business will have a profit. If expenses exceed income, a loss
will result.
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EFFECT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES
ON OWNER'S EQUITY

Every time income is received the ownership interest in the business--the
owner's equity--is increased. Every expense decreases owner's equity. If,
at the end of a period of time, income has exceeded expense, the profit that
results belongs to the owners, and the ownership interest has been
increased. In other words, the interest at the end of the period will be equal
to the original owner's equity plus profit.

If the fundamental equation at the beginning is expressed as--

Assets = Liabilities + Owner's Equity

then the equation at the end of a period of business can be expressed as--

Assets = Liabilities + Owner's Equity + Profit or Loss

OR

Assets = Liabilities + Capital + (Income - Expense)

EXAMPLE: Mr. Olsen, the lawyer, starts in practice with $8,000 of office
equipment, a $2,000 bank loan and $6,000 of ownership (capital) in his
business.

Assets = Liabilities + Owner's Equity

Office Equipment = Loan
$8,000 = $2,000

+ Mr Olsen's Capital
+ $6.000

During the month he collects $5,000 in fees and spends $2,000 in rent and
other expenses. At the end of the month he has--

Assets = Liabilities + Owner's Equity + (Income - Expenses)

Office Mr. Olsen's
Cash + Equip = Loan + Capital
$3.000 + 58,0(X) = 52,000 + S6,000
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SUMMARY

R. The three basic elements of accounting involve:

Assets (what business owns)
Liabilities (what business owes)
Owner's Equity (business assets owned by individuals).

The Accounting Equation states that:

The Value of The Value of the The Value of
the Assets = Rights of the + the Rights of

Creditors the Owners

Businesses increase assets and make a profit when income exceeds
expenses and in turn the owner's equity increases.
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Section 3
THE ACCOUNTING CYCLE

OVERVIEW

To understand accounting, it's necessary to know the relationship among
the events that occur during the process and the documents used to record
the events. The process of recording and summarizing aspects of
accounting is referred to as the "Accounting Cycle."

The flow of the information in the cycle can be illustrated as follows:

ACCOUNTING CYCLE

Documenting business transactions

Preparing
financial statements

11/4.
Adjustments

Joumalizing transactions

I
AL!Li

Posting journal entries
to ledgers

Preparing trial balance



PROCESS SUMMARY

The following is a brief description of the events of the accounting cycle.
Each of these topics is discussed in greater detail in later sections.

EVENT DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE(S)

1

Documenting
Business
Transactions

.

Business event takes
place and information

Purchased land with cash (Purchase
Documents)

is recorded on a
document referred to
as an accounting

Sold merchandise for cash
(Cash register receipt)

source document. Sold merchandise to customer on credit
(Credit card receipt)

Purchased supplies
(Invoice)

2

Journalizing
Transactions

Like transactions are
grouped into accounts.

Sample Accounts (Like transactions)

Cash (1)
Land (51)

General Journal
Specialized Journals

Cash Receipt
Cash Disbursement
Purchase Journal
Sales Journal

Sample General Journal

Account for each
asset, liability, owners
equity, revenue, and
expense.

Transactions are
entered in a General
Journal or S ecialized
Journals referred to as
the Book of Origins.
The record made is
called a Journal Entry.

Transactions are
recorded as a debit or
credit using debit/credit
system.

Acct
Date Name Post DR CR.....-----
Jun 1 Land 51 4,500

Cash 1 4,500
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EVENT DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE(S)

Posting
Journal
Entries
to Ledger

Journalized
transactions are
posted to the ledger

Sample Ledger

ACCOUNT Cash Account No. 1

Date Item Post DR CR

(complete set of
accounts for business).

.............--.....................-........---
Jun 1 1 4,500

ACCOUNT Land Account No. 51

Date Item Post DR CR

Jun 1 51 4,500

4

Preparing
Trial Balance

Balances of accounts
are determined to see
if credit and debit
balances are equal.
Can be accomplished
using an accounting
worksheet.

Total Total
Account Debits = Account Credits

Adjustments made to
accounts prior to
preparing end-of-year
financial statements
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EVENT DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE(S)

Preparing
Financial
Statements

Balance Sheet
BALANCE SHEET

Assets

statement of business
"financial condition."
Concerned with
business' assets,
liabilities and owner's
equity.

Income Statement

Debits Credits

Liabilities

Debits Credits

Owner's Equity

Debits Credits

INCOME STATEMENT

Total Total
Net Income = Revenue - Expenses

statement used to
track business "profit
or loss." Concerned
with business
expenses and
revenue.

SUMMARY

The Accounting Cycle involves events and documents used to record,
summarize and eventually interpret the business transactions of a
company.
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Section 4
RECORDING FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS

OVERVIEW

The recording of financial transactions takes into account the first three
events of the accounting cycle--documenting transactions, journalizing the
transactions and posting the transactions to the business ledger.

SOURCE DOCUMENTS

A business transaction is ordinarily supported by some form of source
document, which serves as evidence or proof of the transaction and gives
information about what has happened. It may be received from an outsider
or it may originate within the business.

SAMPLE SOURCE DOCUMENTS

Received from Outside Businesses Within Business

Vendor Invoice .\
C Customer Cash

P Wan Notes

Property Transfer

Employee Check

Inventory Form

Sent to Outside Businesses

15



ACCOUNTS

Business transactions shown on the source documents are organized
through a system of accounts. Like transactions are kept together and form
an account. The record is often referred to as the account card. There is
an account for each asset, liability, owner's equity, revenue and expense.

EXAMPLE: All cash transactions = Cash Account (Asset)

All the company account records together form what is known as the
ledger. This wi I! be discussed later.

Chart of Accounts

A chart of accounts is prepared in Order to help organize the accounts and
make it easy to locate each account. Each business has its own particular
set. Each account is given a number; the accounts are filed in the ledger
in numerical order; and the chart of accounts shows the number which has
been assigned to it A typical numbering system for the accounts is as
follows:

Assets 100s
Liabilities 200s
Owner's Equity 300s

Income/ 400s
Expenses 500s

KAREN'S T-SHIRT SHOP
CHART OF ACCOUNTS

ASSETS INCOME

111 Cash 411 Sales

112 Accounts Receivable OPERATING EXPENSES

113 Inventories 511 Rent Expense

114 Fixtures 512 Salary Expenses

LIABILITIES

211 Accounts Payable

212 Bank Loans Payable

OWNER'S EQUITY

311 Karen White, Capital
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T - Account Format

In its simplest form, an account is illustrated using a "T format."

Account Title

Debits I Credits

Debit - refers to any amount recorded in the left-hand side of an
account. When an amount is recorded in the left-hand side of the
account, the account is said to be debited or charged.
Credit - refers to any amount recorded in the right-hand side of
the account.

EXAMPLE: The following shows that there is a debit of $100 and a
credit of $50 to the cash account of Karen's T-Shirt Shop.

Cash Account 111

(1) $100 1 (2) $50

Procedures for Debiting and Crediting Accounts

When a business transaction takes place, it affects the business accounts
in several ways.

Principle: More than one account is affected
(Double-Entry Bookkeeping).

Principle: Accounts affected will be either
increased or decreased depending
upon the type of account and the
rules that apply.

Principle: Each transaction will result in equal
debits and equal credits.
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Each of these principles is shown by following the procedures outlined
below.

STEP 1 Decide 'which accounts are affected by the transaction.
Determine -which items have been increased or decreased or
whether income has been earned or expenses incurred.

EXAMPLE: Karen's T-Shirt Shop buys $3,000 worth of hats on
credit from Gray Hat Company. What has happened?

Karen's inventory has increased. This is an asset account.

At the same time, the bills that the Karen's shop owes (its
accounts payable) have also been increased. Accounts
payable is a liability account.

STEP 2 Debit or credit each affected account according to the rules for
debiting or crediting each type of account.

RULES FOR RECORDING
INCREASES AND DECREASES

RULE 1 Assets

Increases on the left Decreases on the right
(debit) (credit)

RULE 2 - Liabilities and Owner's Equity (Capital)

Decreases on the left Increases on the right
(debit) (credit)

RULE 3 Revenue

Decreases on the left Increases on the right
(debit) (credit)

RULE 4 Expenses

Increases on the left Decreases on the right
(debit) (credit)
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EXAMPLE: Karen's T-Shirt Shop transaction involving the credit purchase
of hats affected the inventory account which is an asset account so Rule 1
applies. An increase (debit) of $3,000 in inventory has occurred. At the
same time the accounts payable liability account has increased by $3,000
so Rule 2 applies and a credit to the account occurs.

Inventory 113

$3,000 I

Accounts Payable 211

I $3,000

Be sure the debit and credit from each transaction are equal.

EXAMPLE: Note in the example of the hats purchased on credit the
same amount ($3,000) is debited and credited.
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The Accounting Equation and Debiting/Crediting Accounts

The accounting equation is used to help show how the different accounts
are affected: increases and decreases and balancing the accounts. The
information is used later to prepare the balance sheet and income
statement.

ASSETS LIABILITIES OWNERS'EQUITY

D. Cr. Dr. Cr. Dr. Cr.

(+) (-) (-) (+) (-) (4-)

(INCOME EXPENSES)

Dr. Cr. Dr. Cr.

(-) (+) (+) (-)

EXAMPLE: The example on this page and the next page shows what
accounts have been affected by the transaction listed, the increases and
decreases in each type of account and how transactions show that the
credits and debits are equal. The amounts are numbered so that they can
be identified with the transactions.

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)

Karen White invested $75,000 in cash to begin business operations.
A $900 prepayment was made for rent of a store for three months.
Equipment was purchased on account at a cost of $30,000.
Cash of $28,000 was paid to the creditors from whom equipment
was purchased.
Merchandise costing $50,000 was purchased on credit terms.
Merchandise was sold to customers on account for $48,000.
Paid wages of $800 in cash for two weeks.
Received a promissory note for $8,000 from a customer.
Paid cash of $200 for heat and light for one month.



ASSETS = LIABILITIES OWNER'S EQUITY

Dr (+)
Cr (-)

Cash

Dr (-) I Cr (+) Dr (-) I Cr (+)

Accounts Payable

(1) 75,000 (2)
(4)
(7)

(9)

900
28,000

800
200

(4) 28,000 (3)
(5)

30,000
50,000

Accounts Receivable

Karen White, Capital

(1)75,000

PLUS INCOME

Dr (-) I Cr (+)

Sales

(6) 48,000 I (8) 8,000 I (6)48,000

Notes Receivable

1

(8) 8,000

Prepaid Rent

MINUS
EXPENSES

1

Dr (+) Cr (-)

Purchases

(2) 900 I (5) 50,000 I

Equipment Wages Expense

(3) 30,000
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GENERAL JOURNAL

Because of the need to have the transactions shown in one place,
transactions are first recorded chronologically in a general journal referred
to as the "Book of Original Entry."

Each transaction makes up a journal entry. Both the debit and credit entry
are shown together. This helps to reduce the number of errors resulting
from improper bookkeeping.

Sample General Journal

GENERAL JOURNAL Page 1

DATE
1993 DESCRIPTION

POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

Oct 1 Cash
Karen White, Capital

Investment of $75,000 by Karen
White

75,000
75,000

1 Prepaid Rent
Cash

Rent paid in advance for 3 months

900
900

2 Equipment
Accounts Payable

Equipment bought on account

30,000
30,000

6 Accounts Payable
Cash

Creditors paid on account

28,000
28,000

9 Purchases
Accounts Payable

Merchandise purchased on account

50,000
50,000

12 Accounts Receivable
Sales

Merchandise sold on account

48,000
48,000

15 Wages Expense
Cash

Wages paid for two weeks

801)

800

15 Notes Receivable
Accounts Receivable

Note received from customer on
account

8,000
8,000

30 Heat and Light Expense
Cash

Utilities paid for October

200
200

22
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Journalizing a Transaction

Using the original business document (i.e. sales receipt, invoice,
etc.), determine which accounts are to be debited and which are
to be credited. See page 24 and 25, STEPS 1 and 2, for
information on debiting/crediting an account.

2 Fill in the date of the transaction. Write the day in the date
column. Do not rewrite month or year unless they have changed
since the preceding entry or you are starting a new page.

Write in the exact name of the ledger account to be debited in the
description column and record the amount to be debited in the
debit column. On the next line, indented slightly, write the name
of the account to be credited and the amount to be credited in the
credit column.

Repeat the above steps for each transaction.

NOTE: Leave the Post Reference Column blank while journalizing the
transaction. This column will be completed when the transactions
are posted to the ledger. NOTE: Sometimes this column is
referred to as the LEDGER FOLIO.
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EXAMPLE: Using an excerpt from the General Journal for Karen's T-Shirt
Shop shown on the page 22, see how the following transactions were
journalized.

GENERAL JOURNAL Page 1
,

DATE
1993 DESCRIPTION

POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

Oct 1 Cask
Karen White, Capital

Investment of $75,000 by Karen
White

75,000
75,000

I Prepaid Rent
Cash

Rent paid in advance for 3 months

900
900

2 Equipment
Accounts Payable

Equipment bought on account

_.

30,000
30.000

Transaction 1: On Oct 1, 1992, Karen White invested $75,000 in the business.
The accounts that were affected were the cash account which
was increased by the $75,000 so it was entered as a DEBIT and
the owner' equity capital account which was credited $75,000.

Transaction 2: On Oct 1, 1992, Ms. White paid the rent resulting in a decrease
(credit) to the cash account and an increase (debit) to the prepaid
rent asset account.

Transaction 3: Also on Oct 2, 1992, equipment was purchased on account at a
cost of $30,000. This resulted in an increase (credit) in accounts
payable, a liability account, as well as an increase (debit) in the
equipment asset account.

24
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SPECIALIZED JOURNALS

Often business transactions of a certain type are repeated time and time again.
Thore are likely to be many purchases of merchandise, sales to customers, cash
receipts, and cash disbursements. To record each transaction separately in a two-
column journal as an increase or as a decrease to a given account is unduly
burdensome. Transactions of a similar type should be classified together,
summarized for a period such as a month, and posted as one aggregate
transaction for the month.

Types

The most common types of special journals by a business are the:

Sales Journal
Purchase Journal
Cash Receipt Journal
Cash Disbursement Journal

Remember, these special journals are used in addition to the general journal.
Those transactions which do not fit into the above categories of special journal
transactions would be entered in the general journal.

Other types of journals can be used if like transactions occur frequently enough
to warrant their use.

Format

The format of the journal may vary with each business. Each business must
decide what special journals are to be used as well as the design of the special
journal so that it fits their needs. The following are examples of some special
journals and how they can be used.
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Sample Sales Journal

One of the most widely used special journals is the sales journal often referred to
as the Accounts Receivable Journal. This journal is used to record all sales made
on credit. It does not include cash sales.

SALES JOURNAL PG. SJ-1

DATE
1992 CUSTOMER NAME

(112)
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE (DR.)

(411)
SALES (CR.)

Oct 3 .Customer A 100 100

4 Customer B 500 500

5 Customer A 250 250

5 Customer E 100 100

5 Customer C 500 500

. . .

. . .

. . .

30 . XXXX XXXX

10,000 10,000

EXAMPLE:

Customer A made a purchase of $100 on credit. The transaction is
recorded by date, name of customer and a debit to the Accounts
Receivable and a credit to the Sales Account is noted.

The Sales Journal total Accounts Receivables ($10,000) debit and the total
sales ($10,000) credit are used for posting to the account ledgers instead
of each individual customer's entry. This is usually done on a monthly
basis.
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Sample Purchase Journal

Merchandise which the firm buys for resale to its customers is sometimes bought
on account not for cash. The bills which the firm owes arising out of these
purchases are called accounts payable.

PURCHASE JOURNAL PG. PJ-1

DATE
1992 VENDOR NAME

(513)
PURCHASES (DR.)

(211)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE (CR.)

Oct 1 X Wholesaler 250 250

2 Y Vendor 500 500

3 Z Wholesaler 750 750

4 Y Vendor 500 500

4 Z Wholesaler . 750 750

2,750 2,750

EXAMPLE:

Karen's T-Shirt Shop purchased from X Wholesaler merchandise for resale
on credit. The transaction is recorded by date, name of vendor and the
amount of $250 is debited to the purchase account and the same amount
is credited to the Account Payable account.

The Purchase Journal total Accounts Payable ($2,750) credit and the total
purchase account ($2,750) debit are used for posting to the account ledgers
instead of posting to each individual vendor entry. This is usually done on
a monthly basis.
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Sample Cash Receipt Journal

In many businesses, cash is rf..ceived. For example, cash is received when a cash
sale is made, when a customer pays his outstanding bill, or when the firm borrows
money from a bank and from other sources. The cash may be in the form of
currency or in the form of a check.

CASH RECEIPTS JOURNAL PG. CR-3

DATE
1992 PAYEE

CASH
(Dr)

NR
(Cr)

SALES
(Cr)

Oct 6 Customer 13 50
_

50

15 Customer A 200 200

18 Customer C 250 250

. . .

31 Customer F. 100 100

20,300 9,300 11,000

EXAMPLE:

Customer B made a cash purchase of $50. The transaction is recorded by
date, name of individual or company making the transaction, the amount
debited to the cash account or amount credited to accounts receivable or
sales accounts.

The Cash Receipt Journal total Cash Account debit ($20,300), Accounts
Receivable ($9,300) credit and Sales Account ($11,000) credit are used for
posting to the account ledgers instead of each individual payee entry. This
is usually done on a monthly basis.
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Sample Cash Disbursement Journal

Many business transactions involve the payment of cash by the business. In a
business situation, cash payment refers to payments made with currency or oy
check. All cash payments made by a company may be recorded in a Cash
Disbursement Journal.

CASH DISBURSEMENT JOURNAL PG. CD-2

DATE
1992 PAYEE

CASH
(Cr)

A/P
(Dr)

SALARY
(Dr)

GENERAL
(Dr)

Oct 1 Brown Realty 900 900

6 (;love
Company

1,800 1,800

15 Salary
Expense

2,500 2,500

18 Dressmaker
Mfg.

3,000 3,000

19 Office Supply 57 57

8,257 4,857 2,500 900

EXAMPLE:

The date, name of the person or vendor being paid, the amount being
credited to the cash account (decrease in cash) and the amount debited to
the other accounts involved are recorded. The business would have to
determine which accounts are most frequently used and a column would be
made to record the data. A general debit column is used to record all other
accounts debited. On Oct 6th, the Glove Company was paid $1,800 which
resulted in a credit to the Cash account and a debit to the Accounts
Payable account.

The Cash Disbursement Journal total Accounts Payable ($4,857) debit, total
Salary Account ($2,500) debit, and the total Cash Account ($8,257) credit
are used for posting to the account ledgers. The General Debit column is
not totaled. Each item is treated separately and is posted to the ledger in
the appropriate account. In this example the rent expense account would
be debited for $900.
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LEDGER

After the information has been recorded in the journals, the information is
transferred to the ledger accounts. These consist of the individual accounts which
are grouped together to form the ledger. The journal entries are entered in the
ledger through a process called posting. Posting should be done often enough so
that the ledger accounts are reasonably up-to-date. Some businesses post daily
from journal to ledger; others once a week or even less often, depending on the
nature and the needs of the business.

Sample Ledger

Account
TitlelNumber
Established Os part of
tln. Chart of Accoutas

ACCOUNT Cash ACCOUNT NO. ///

DATE ITEM POST
REF

DEBIT CREDIT
I

BALANCE

Oct 1 Balance 75,000 00 75,000 00

3 900 00 74,100 00

4 28,000 00 46,100 00

5 800 00 45,300 00

15 200 00 45,100 00

Date. This is
not
necessarily
the sante
date that the
entry is
made in the
fiturnal.

IT

Item. Space Post Ref. Used to DebitICredit
to recold record the page Amount and
anythatg number from the Balance. A
unusual journal where the summary of all
about the entry is located. II the account's
iteld. Open can be used to truce debit and credit
a is not item if" necessary transmmins 1.an
used. Sonletintes referred to be obtained.

(IS Ledger Folio. Balance is used
in preparing
statenu'n IS
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Posting to the Ledger

,

: Open the ledger account which is to be debited. Copy the amount of
the debit from the journal to the debit column of that ledger account.

2: Copy the date from the journal.

3: Write the number of the page of the journal from which you are
copying the transaction in the post reference column of the ledger
account.

: Repeat the procedure for the credited items.

Write the number of the ledger account beside each item in the Post
Reference Column of the Journal.

EXAMPLE: The following shows an example of journalizing a transaction
where a cash sale of $50 was made at Karen's T-Shirt Shop.

(Entries in the General Journal)

GENERAL JOURNAL page J-12

DATE
1992

ACCOUNTS AND
EXPLANATIONS

POST
REF

Oct 15 Cash

DEBIT

50

CREDIT

Sales 50



Journal entry is posted to cash account as debit. Journal page recorded as
post reference number.

ACCOUNT Cash ACCOUNT NO. iii

DATE
1993 ITEM

POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT BALANCE

Oct 15 J-12 50 00 50 00

(Journal entry is posted to sales account as a credit. Journal page recorded as
post reference number.

ACCOUNT Sales ACCOUNT NO. 411

DATE
1993 ITEM

POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT BALANCE

Oct 15 J-12 50 00 50 00

(Post Reterence column of the Journal is filled in with the appropriate Ledger
account numbers.)

GENERAL JOURNAL page J-12

DATE
1992

ACCOUNTS AND
EXPLANATIONS

POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

Oct 15 Cash 111 50

Sales 411 50
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Sample Subsidiary Ledgers

Sometimes it becomes necessary for a business to have more detailed
information on certain ledger accounts, such as the accounts. receivable
balances or the amount owed to a particular vendor. This is accomplished
through the use of subsidiary ledgers.

Mary Smith
(Customer A)

DATE
1992 ITEM

POST
REF DEBIT CREDIT

CREDIT
BALANCE

Oct 3 S.1-1 100 100

5 S.1-1 250 350

15 CR4 200 ISO

EXAMPLE: In the example of the subsidiary ledger for Customer A, each time
an entry is made to the Sales Journal or to the Cash Receipt Journal it is
posted to customer A's account. This is done on a daily basis. At the end of
the month a total of the customer's account can be seen.

A similar process could be used for individual vendors (using the Purchase and
Cash Disbursement Journals).



SUMMARY

0
e
mo

Accounts are used as a basis of organizing financial transaction data so
that the information can be recorded. Accounts are established for all the
assets. liabilities and owner's equity aspects of the business.

A system of debiting/crediting the accounts is used to show how an
account is affected by a business transaction.

The increases and decreases to the accounts from debits
and credits must always result in a balance between the two.

Documents used in the recording process include--

Source Documents
General Journal
Specialized Journals (optional)
Account Ledger
Subsidiary Ledgers (optional)



Section 5
SUMMARIZING FINANCIAL DATA

OVERVIEW

Summarizing financial data takes into consideration the last several events of
the accounting cycle--preparing a trial balance and preparing the financial
statements.

TRIAL BALANCE

At intervals, one kind of check is made on the accuracy of the ledger accounts
by preparing a trial balance. This is done after the posting of the journal entries
to the ledger.

Most businesses do this once a month. However, it may be done more J r less
often depending upon the needs of the business.

The listing shows whether or not the debit balances are equal to the credit
balances.

Procedures. Preparing the balance is a two-step process.

: A balance for each account is computed by subtracting the sum of
the credit entries from the sum of the debit entries. This is called
footing the account. These amounts are shown at the bottom of the
column. Subtract the smaller from the larger--the difference is the
account credit or debit balance. If a Balance column, as shown
here, is provided on the card, a running balance is kept. This should
equal the footed balance.
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EXAMPLE: Karen White's Cash Account

ACCOUNT Cash ACCOUNT NO. iii

DATE ITEM I POST I
REF

DEBIT CREDIT BALANCE

Oct 1 Babnce 75,000 00 75,000 00

3 900 00 74,100' 00

4 28,000 00 46,100 00

5 800 00 45,300 00

15 200 00 45,100 00

00 0075,000 29,900

Debit Total $75,000
Credit Total $29,900

BALANCE $45,100 (Debit)

All account balances are copied to one sheet to show total debits and
credits.

Karen's T-Shirt Shop
Trial Balance

October 31, 1992

Debit Credit

Cash $ 45,100
Accounts Receivable 40,000
Notes Receivable 8,000
Prepaid Rent 900
Equipment 30,000
Accounts Payable $ 52,000
Karen White, Capital 75,000

Sales 48,000

Purchases 50,000
Wages Expense 800
Heat and Light Expense 200

$175 000 $175 000
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BALANCE SHEET

One of the simplest ways of showing the assets, liabilities, and owner's
equity of an individual or a business is in a balance sheet.

A balance sheet is a listing of the assets as of a certain date and the claims
against these assets, liabilities and owner's equity, as of that date.

EXAMPLE: If it is assumed that all Mr. Olsen owned and owed on
September 1, 1992, was his computer system and his bank loan, a very
simple balance sheet for him might be drawn up.

Assets . Liabilities and Owner's Equity

Computer System
$6,000

Bank Loan $1,500
Mr. Olsen's owner's equity $4,500



Sample Balance Sheet

The Balance Sheet can be presented either in a report form, with items listed
one under the other, or in the account form, with assets listed on the left side
and liabilities and owner's equity listed on the right side. The Balance Sheet
shown here is what is referred to as a report format.

Karen's T-Shirt Shop
Balance Sheet

October 31, 1992

Assets

Cash $ 45.100

Accounts Receivable $40,000
Less allowance for doubtful accounts 1 500 38,500

Notes receivable 8.000

Interest receivable 40

Merchandise inventory 10.000

Prepaid rent 600

Equipme nt $30,000

Less Accumulated depreciation 250 $ 29.750
Total Assets $131,990

Liabilities

Accounts Payable $ 52.000
Wages Payable 700

Total Liabilities $ 52.700

Owner's Equity

Karen White. Capital

Total Liabilities and Owner's Equity

38 1 0 43 2

$ 79,290

$131.990

Col A Col B



Procedures for Preparing Balance Sheet.

Prepare Heading.

Company's Name
Title of Statement
Date of Statement (Given date moment in time not period
of time)

EXAMPLE: The Balance Sheet was prepared to show the
financial condition of Karen's T-Shirt Shop as of
October 31, 1992.

List and Total Assets.

Assets are listed by name and amount.

NOTE 1: Column A on the sample sheet is used to list asset
account amounts that have a relationship and require an additional
computation prior to being placed in Column B. Column B shows
items from all asset accounts that are used to determine total
asset figure.

NOTE 2: A single line is ruled to show that a total follows. A
double line is drawn to shOw the composite total for assets.
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EXAMPLE:

The total assets shown for Karen's T-Shirt Shop is
$131,990 represented by a double line.

The allowance for doubtful accounts ($1,500) was
subtracted from the Accounts Receivables total ($40,000)
with the resulting total ($38,500) placed in Column B for
further computation.

A similar procedure was followed for the equipment asset
account and the accumulated depreciation amount.

NOTE 3: Some Balance Sheets are prepared separating
assets into the categories of fixed and current.

.>11'EP 3: List total Liabilities and Owner's Equity.

List liabilities account totals and owner's equity total. The
amounts are added together to come up with the liability and
owner's equity total amount.

EXAMPLE: The total liability amount is $52,700 and the total
owner's equity is $79,290 for a total of $131,990 for both
accounts.

Compare the Asset and Liabilities/Owner's Equity amounts.

They should be equal. If so, the Account is balanced.



INCOME STATEMENT

The income statement reports the amount of income the business
earned during the period, the expenses incurred, and the net profit or
loss.

Sample Income Statement

Note: The income statement discussed here is for a mercantile firm,
where most of the income is received from the sale of merchandise.

Karen's T-Shirt Shop
Income Statement

For the Year Ended October 31, 1992

Income:
Sales $48,000
Less: Cost of Goods Sold 40 000
Gross Profit on Sales $ 8,000

Expenses:

Wages $1,500

Uncollectible Accounts 1,500
Rent 300
Depreciation 250
Heat and Light 200 $ 3,750

Total Expenses

Net Income $ 4,250



Format. In preparing an income statement, a single-step format can be used to
show the relationship among the three major items:

Total Income
Expenses
Net Profit or Loss

Another format, the multi-step format, which is designed to show the relationship
of expenses to income at various intervals. This is done in a step fashion. Each
step is a deduction of one or more expenses:

Sales Income
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Profit
Total Operating Expenses
Operating Earnings
Interest Expenses
Earnings Before Taxes
Income Tax Expense
NET INCOME

Some businesses or professions obtain most of their income from fees for
services or commissions, etc., rather than from selling merchandise (doctors,
lawyers, rental agents, etc.). Businesses of this kind will not have a cost of goods
sold section in their income statements since what they are selling are services.
not goods. For such operations, the income statement consists of:

Income (Service Fees/Other Income)
Expenses
NET INCOME (Profit or Loss)

10S6
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Procedures for Preparing Income Statement

Prepare Heading.

Company's Name
Title of statement
Period of time covered by the statement

EXAMPLE: The sample income statement for Karen's T-Shirt Shop was
for a period of one year ending in October.

List Sales Income.

All income company earned during the period.

EXAMPLE: The annual sales income from Karen's T-Shirt Shop was
$48,000.

Calculate Cost of Goods Sold.

When a business obtains most of its income from sale of merchandise,
its expenses are divided into two groups:

the actual cost of the merchandise sold,
all the other expenses involved in the business.

To obtain the cost of the goods sold, take the amount of goods that were
on hand at the beginning of the period and add all purchases made
during the period.

These two items represent the goods available for sale during the period.
To find the actual amount of goods sold, subtract the inve,itory of goods
left at the end of the period (the ending inventory). The difference is
called the cost of goods sold.

Beginning inventory
Purchases
Cost of goods available for sale during the period,
Ending inventory
Cost of goods sold
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EXAMPLE: If the beginning inventory at Karen's T-Shirt Shop was worth
$50,000 and purchases were made totaling $15,000, then the total cost
of goods available for sale during the year was $65,000. At the end of
the period, the inventory was worth $25,000 and the cost of goods sold
was $40,000.

$50,000
15 000
65,000
25 000

$40,000

STEP 4: Determine Gross Profit on Sales.

:Or-f",if'fb re.,)) j

The gross profit on sales is the difference between the income from
sales and the cost of the merchandise sold.

Note: No other expenses aside from the actual cost of the goods sold
are subtracted in determining the gross profit on sales.

Income from sales
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit on sales

EXAMPLE: Sales income was $48,000; cost of goods sold was
$40,000; and the gross profit on sales was $8,000.

List Expenses.

Expenses other than the cost of goods sold.

EXAMPLE:

Selling expense $ 400
Rent expense 400
Miscellaneous expense 200
Supplies expense 60

$1,060



Determine Net Income.

Subtract expenses from the gross profit on sales. The resulting figure is
the net profit or loss on sales for the business for the period.

Sales income
Cost of goods sold
Gross profit on sales
Expenses
Net profit on sales

EXAMPLE: In the case of Karen's T-Shirt Shop, gross profit on sales
was $8,000; expenses were $3,750; and a net profit of $4,250 was
earned.

NOTE: In cases where the cost of goods sold plus expenses are greater
than sales income, the company will have a net loss, rather than a net
profit.
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SUMMARY

11°1
A Trial Balance is prepared as a check to see if the debits and credits
are in balance.

mt*

A Balance Sheet shows the financial picture of the company as of the
date prepared.

An Income Statement shows the financial status of the company.
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Section 6
AN ACCOUNTING PROBLEM

OVERVIEW

SCENARIO

Working through an accounting problem helps bring together all
the accounting principles discussed. The following scenario is
used to illustrate how:

Debits and credits are used to show the effect of business
transactions on an account
Business transactions are recorded in the accounts
Business transactions are used to prepare financial
statements.

The following illustrative problem is used to show the business
transactions of Larry Olsen's law practice as they occur over a period of
one month.

Notes: The number preceding each transaction is used throughout the
illustration to identify the transaction in the accounts.

The accounting equation is used in this example:

Assets

Debit for
increases

Credit for
decreases

= Liabilities + Owner's Equity

Debit for
decreases

Credit for Debit for Credit for
increases decreases increases
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1. On July 1, Larry Olsen invested $5,000 in a new law practice.

Analysis of the transaction: The transaction

Cash increased the cash of the practice and at the
same time it increased the equity of Olsen in

(1) 5,000 I the business. Increases in assets are
debited and increases in owner's equity are

credited. Consequently, to record the

Larry Olsen, Capital transaction, Cash should be debited and

Larry Olsen, Capital should be credited for

I(1) 5,000 $5,000.

2. Paid the office rent ($900) for three months in advance.

Analysis of the transaction: The asset

Cash prepaid rent, the right to occupy the office for

three months, is increased and the asset
(1) 5,000 1 (2) 900 cash is decreased. Increases in assets are

debited and decreases are credited.
Therefore, to record the transaction, debit

Prepaid Rent Prepaid Rent and credit Cash for $900.

(2) 900 1

3. Purchased office equipment for $3,700 cash.

Cash

I(1) 5,000 (2) 900

(3) 3,700

Office Equipment

(3) 3,700 I

Analysis of the transaction: The asset office
equipment is increased, and the asset cash

is decreased. Debit Office Equipment and
credit Cash for $3.700.



4. Purchased on credit from Alpha Company office supplies ($60) and office
equipment ($300).

Office Supplies

(4) 60 1

Office Equipment

(3) 3,700

(4) 300

Accounts Payable

I(4) 360

Analysis of the transaction: This
transaction increased the assets office

supplies and office equipment, but it
also created a liability. Increases in

assets are debits and increases in

liabilities are credits: therefore, debit
Office Supplies for $60 and Office
Equipment for $300 and credit

Accounts Payable to $360.

5. Completed legal work for a client and immediately collected a $500 fee.

Analysis of the transaction: This

Cash revenue transaction increased both

assets and owners equity are credits.
Therefore, Cash is debited and in

(1) 5,000 I (2) 900 order to show the nature of the
(5) 500 (3) 3,700 increase in owners equity and at the

Legal Fees Earned same time accumulate information for
the income statement, the revenue

I(5) 500 account Legal Fees Earned is

credited.

6. Paid the secretary's salary ($400) for the first two weeks of July.

Cash

(1) 5,000 (2) 900

(5) 500 (3) 3,700

(6) 400

Office Salaries Expense

(6) 400 1

Analysis of the transaction: The
secretary's salary is an expense that

decreased both assets and owners
equity. Debit Office Salaries Expense
to decrease owner's equity and also to
accumulate information for the income

statements, and credit Cash to record

the decrease in cash.
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7. Signed a contract with Coast Realty to do its legal work on a fixed-fee
basis for $300 per month. Received the fee ($450) for the first month
and a half in advance.

Cash

(1) 5,000

(5) 500

(7) 450

(2) 900

(3) 3,700

(6) 400

Unearned Legal Fees

I(7) 450

Analysis of the transaction: The $450 inflow
increased cash, but the inflow is not a revenue

until earned. Its acceptance before being earned

created a liability, the obligation to do the legal

work for the next month and a half.
Consequently, debit Cash to record the increase

in cash and credit Unearned Legal Fees to

record the liability increase.

8. Completed legal work for a client on credit and billed the client $1,000 for
the services rendered.

Accounts Receivable

(8) 1,000

Legal Fees Earned

I (8) 1,000

Analysis of the transaction: Completion of the
revenue transaction gave the law practice the

right to collect $1,000 from the client and thus

increased assets and owner's equity.
Consequently, debit Accounts Receivable for

the increase in assets and credit Legal Fees
Earned to increase owner's equity and at the

same time accumulate information tor the

income statement.

9. Paid the secretary's salary ($400) for the second two weeks of the
month.

Cash

(1) 1,000 (2) 900

(5) 500 (3) 3,700

(7) 450 (6) 400

(9) 400

Office Salaries Expense

(6) 400

(9) 400

Analysis of the transaction: An expense
that decreased assets and owner's equity.

Debit Office Salaries Expense to
accumulate information for the income

statement and credit Cash.
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10. Larry Olsen withdrew $200 from the law practice to pay personal
expenses.

Cash

(1) 5,000 (2) 900

(5) 500 (3) 3.700

(7) 450 (6) 400

(8) 400

(10) 200

Larry Olsen, Withdrawals

(10) 200 1

Analysis of the transaction: This transaction

reduced in equal amounts both assets and

owner's equity. Cash is credited to record the
asset reduction and Larry Olsen Withdrawals

account is debited for the reduction in the owners
equity.

11. The cEent paid the $1,000 legal fee billed in transaction 8.

Cash

(1) 5,000 (2) 900

(5) 500 (3) 3,700

(7) 450 (6) 400

(11) 1.000 (9) 400

(10) 200

Accounts Receivable

(8) 1,000 I (11) 1,000

Analysis of the transaction: One asset was
increased, and the other decreased. Debit

Cash to record the increase in cash, and
credit Accounts Receivable to record the

decrease in the account receivable or the
decrease in the right to collect from the
client

12. Paid Alpha Company $100 of the $360 owed for the items purchased on
credit in transaction 4.

Cash

(1) 5,000 (2) 900

(5) 500 (3) 3.700

(7) 450 (6) 400

(11) 1.000 (9) 400

(10) 200

(12) 100

Accounts Payables

(12) 100 I (4) 360

Analysis of the transaction: Payments to
creditors decrease in like amounts both assets

and liabilities. Decreases in liabilities are debited
and decreases in assets are credited. Debit
Accounts Payable and credit Cash.
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13. Paid the July telephone bill, $30.

14. Paid the July electric bill, $35.

Cash

(1) 5,000 (2) 900

(5) 500 (3) 3,700

(7) 450 (6) 400

(11) 1,000 (9) 400

(10) 200

(12) 100

(13) 30

(14) 35

Telephone Expense

(13) 30 1

Heating and L ghting Expense

(14) 35 I

Analysis of the transactions: These
expense transactions are alike in that

each decreased cash; they differ in

each case as to the kind of expense
involved. Consequently, in recording

them, cash is credited, and to
accumulate information for the income

statement, a different expense
account, one showing the nature of the

expense in each case, is debited.



Assets
Cash

Liabilities
= Accounts Payable +

(1) 5,000 (2) 900

1

(12) 100 (4) 360
(5) 500 (3! 3,700
(7) 450 (6) 400
(11) 1,000 (9) 400 Unearned Legal Fees

(10) 200
(12) 100
(13) 30 (7) 450
(14) 35

Owner's Equity
Larry Olsen,

Capital

1 (1) 5,000

Larry Olsen,
Withdrawals

(10)200

Accounts Receivable Legal Fees Earned

(8) 1,000 (11) 1,000 (5) 500
(8) 1,000

Prepaid Rent Office Salaries
Expense

(2) 900 (6) 400
(9) 400

Office Supplies Telephone
Expense

(4) 60 (13) 30 I

Office Equipment

(3) 3,700
(4) 300

" 1097
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LARRY OLSEN LAW PRACTICE
INCOME STATEMENT

FOR MONTH ENDED MARCH 31, 1993

Income $1,500

Operating Expenses:

Salary Expense $800

Telephone Expense . . . . 30

Heat and Light Expense 35

Total Expenses 865

Net Income $ 635

NOTE: This Income Statement was prepared using a Single-Step format. It is

prepared only for a month instead of the usual year time frame.



LARRY OLSEN LAW PRACTICE

BALANCE SHEET

FOR MONTH ENDED MARCH 31, 1993

Assets Liabilities
Cash $1,185.00 Accounts Payable $ 260.00
Pre-paid Rent 900.00 Un-earned Legal Fees 450.00

Office Supplies 60.00

Office Equipment 4 000.00 Total Liabilities $ 710.00

Owner's Equity
Beg. Capital $5,000.00

Larry Olsen-withdrawals <200.00>

Net Operating Profit 635.00

Owner's Equity $5,435.00

Total Liabilities +
Total Assets $6,145.00 Owner's Equity $6,145.00

NOTE: This Balance Sheet is shown in an account format.
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SUMMARY

Each business transaction must be able to be traced through the

accounting system.

Each business transaction affects other components within the

system.

All business transactions that occur must result in a balance to the

accounting system.
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Student Workbook

IN

CHAPTER SUMMARY

The financial investigator must know how to prove the suspect has committed a crime.
There are several methods that can be used to establish proof--either directly or indirectly.

This chapter focuses on the specific item method of establishing direct proof of a criminal
wrongdoing.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

Explain the concept of "direct proof."

Describe various point-of-payment schemes.

Describe information surrounding "suspect payments" that cause an
investigator to become suspicious.

CHAPTER WORKBOOK CONTENTS
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DOUBLE TROUBLE
CASE STUDY

PURPOSE:

This case study is used to illustrate a fictitious Payable Scheme.

CONTENTS:

Newspaper Article
Evidence discovered during case
Case Synopsis

1103
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DOUBLE TROUBLE CASE
Newspaper Article

g

Pair charged with
fraud
State Journal staff

A husband and wife were charged in Dane
County Circuit Court on Wednesday with
defrauding their employers Cisco Union and
Clark Technical College of more than $22,000
over three years.

CATC physical plan director Will Chaffey,
39, and Usa Chaffey, 35, both of 123 Berry Ave.,
were each charged with two counts of parties to
the crime of theft by fraud stemming from thefts
that occurred between 1989 and 1992.

According to a criminal complaint, the two
were in positions at each school to approve
bogus invoices for equipment or services and
have the schools pay the money to five personal
bank accounts under various aliases and
companies.

Usa Chaffey issued about $14,239 in
fraudulent invoices while she worked for Cisco
Union between January 1989 and January 1992,
according to the complaint. A maintenance
supervisor said the university did not receive
any of the items charged on numerous invoices
issued by her.

Police said Will Chaffey authorized about
$7,795 in false billings while at CATC in the
summer of 1991. An accounting supervisor with
CATC said the school did not receive any of the
Hems ordered by him.

Each faces a maximum of 20 years in prison
a d $20,000 in fines if convicted of the crimes.
A preliminary hearing is set for Aug. 5.
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DOUBLE TROUBLE CASE
Evidence

NBD Bank Evanston, N.A.
Evanston, Illinois 60204

SN - 525822 B-NBV EVAN 858 4 T-85

70-113

719 525822
MATCH THE AMOUNT IN WORDS WITH THE AMOUNT IN NUMBERS

PAY TO THE

ORDER OF CISCO MEMORIAL UNION

0 PAY
ONLY 5113oo

APR 11 1992 1 FIVE HUNDRED FORTY THREE DOLLARS AND 00 CENTS

$543.00

PURCHASER: Fairmont Co.

MONEY ORDER VOID OVER $543.00 ADDRESS:

Notice To Customers: Purchase of an Ideminity Bond for
twice the amount of this check will be required before this MEMO
check can be replaced in the event it is lost or stolen.

BANK MONEY ORDER
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Always show your P.O. Box No. and ZIP Code in your return address

Student Workbook

047
Received Post Office Box/Caller Service Fees
From (Name of Customer)

Yayne Fairmont

Amount

, 17.00
See Rules for use of Post Office Box and Caller Service on Form 1093 Application for Post Office
Box or Caller Service (May 1976 or !afar editions

(Dating

4ft

Stamp)

*
vg
co

t.. DO

FEB
15

1991

Box Number

331

For one semiannual payment penod

For Annual payment period

Reserved Number Fee
OSP°

Ending (Date) 7/31/91

Postmaster By

D.Browtt

PS Form RECEIPT FOR POST OFFICE BOX/CALLER SERVICE FEES
Fax 19a4 1538 * u S Govornment Printrig Office 1947 1967 1114496

POST OFFICE BOX RENTAL RECEIPT
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CUSTOMERS'S RECEIPT
DO NOT SEND THIS RECEIPT FOR PAYMENT

KEEP IT FOR YOUR RECORDS

14 5166 50 33?90 Ei 20 &OS 53700 &

SERIAL NUMBER YEAR, MONTH, DAY POST OFFME U.S. DOLLARS AND dews

PAY TO Acemeep.,
- 11,..Q4,4434 Nelocalc
1

CHECK WRITER
IMPRINT AREA 1111111:111311111111111111

FROM 1

ifII" f 44."`49A4
ADDRESS n N--.--- EU II

Gla,-004-1-11:
ADDRESS p 0 .geot331

COD NO. OR
USED FOR Gte" P1441 IL
Thie recalls le your gum** for mead of your money order ll It Is Imt or An inquiry Form 6401 may be flied at any Ime for a tee. A

Men, prodded you 1111 In Me Pay Toured Rom Irdormeaken on fie money order replacement WI not be Issued urea 60 days after the money order

In the mem provided. Hocken for Momper permed permitted 2 years afar purchase Cale. prodded Me money order has not been NO.
payment tf your money order 4 lost or Men. meant Ile receipt end Bo a claim
for a refund st your Poet Offce.

POSTAL MONEY ORDER RECEIPT
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DOUBLE TROUBLE CASE
Case Synopsis

CASE INITIATION:

Student Workbook

On April 2, 1992, the Internal Audit staff at the University of Wisconsin was provided
a $543 invoice from "Fairmont Company" for cleaning supplies. The invoice had
been paid. The referral to Internal Audit resulted from a spot-check by an "Accounts
Payable" supervisor who discovered that the merchandise had not been received by
the University.

An auditor attempted to contact the "Fairmont Company" at the telephone number
on the invoice, during normal business hours. After several contacts during which
no one at the "Fairmont" telephone number was able to assist the auditor with any
information, the Internal Audit Staff "froze" any further payments to the "Fairmont
Company."

On April 15, 1992, Internal Audit received from Accounts Payable the $543 Bank
Money Order payable to the Cisco Union. The Money Order was received on
4/13/92 by the Accounts Payable section with a hand written note explaining that the
"Fairmont Company" was refunding $543 due to a clerical error that led to a double
billing of the University by Fairmont. The Internal Audit Staff began a systematic
search for any other "Fairmont" invoices paid by the University, and referred the
supposed double billing fraud to the University Police Financial Crimes Unit.

PROCESS OF INVESTIGATION BY INVESTIGATOR:

1. The case detective called the "Fairmont Company" telephone number. After a
brief period of "verbal gymnastics" the detective learned that the telephone
number was not "Fairmont Company" but was an answering service (Quick
Network) paid to answer as "Fairmont Company" and to take and deliver
messages.

2. The owner of Quick Network gave the detective the name and address of the
person who paid for the "Fairmont Company" answering service.

Jayne Fairmont
P.O. Box 331
Glen Park, Illinois

3. A postal office employee at the downtown Glen Park, Illinois, Post Office
confirmed that P.O. Box 331 was rented on 02/14/89 by a person who identified
herself as Jayne Fairmont.
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4. A postal inspector obtained physical descriptions of the female who signed the
Answer Network service contract and the female who rented Post Office Box
331. The descriptions were essentially identical. The postal clerk who dealt
with Jayne Fairmont recalled she had been driving an older, white Oldsmobile
with Wisconsin license plates when she rented the P.O. Box in February of
1989. The postal clerk checked her rental records and advised that the same
female again renewed the rental of P.O. Box 331 on 2/15/91 and was driving a
new red "mini-van" with Wisconsin license plates.

5. A Glen Park Police detective examined the past three years telephone
directories and City Directories for both Glen Park and Evanston, Illinois. The
detective advised there were no listings for telephone service or any physical
locations in those directories for either the "Fairmont Company" or "Jayne
Fairmont." The detective learned there had been no utilities subscribed to by

either "Fairmont Company" or "Jayne Fairmont" during the same three years.

6. The University's Internal Audit staff advised the university police detectives that
the review of the file of Fairmont Co. invoices disclosed that all of those
invoices had been "approved for payment - merchandise received" by Lisa
Chaffey during the period from March of 1989 through January of 1992, when

Mrs. Chaffey resigned.

7. The university detective faxed a copy of Mrs. Chaffey's ID card photo to the
Glen Park detective. Both the owner of the "Quick Network" and the postal
clerk identified the photo of Mrs. Chaffey as the person each had dealt with as

"Jayne Fairmont."

8. The university detective obtained and examined the trash from the Chaffey's
residence and found, among other items, "Jackson Chemicals" invoices. Those
invoices were for cleaning supplies that were supposedly sold to Clark Area
Technical College (CATC) by "Jackson Chemicals," P.O. Box 331, Gler: Park,
IL. A discrete contact with the Accounts Payable supervisor at CATC disclosed
that all of the paid invoices frorn "Jackson Chemicals" were approved for
payment by the school's Physical Plant Director, Will Chaffey.

9. Wisconsin Department of Transportation records disclosed that the Chaffeys
traded-in their 1986 Oldsmobile on a $22,000 Pontiac mini-van in September of
1990. The mini-van was observed in the Chaffey's driveway by the university
police detective who noted that it was red in color.
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CASE CONCLUSION:

Based on the information that was learned through the financial (and other)
investigative steps taken, the university detective obtained and executed, with city
police, a search warrant for financial records and documents related to the "Fairmont
Company" and "Jackson Chemicals" frauds perpetrated by Mr. and Mrs. Chaffey.
The entire contents of two filing cabinets located at the Chaffey residence were
seized during the execution of the warrant. Since one cabinet was labeled
"Fairmont" and the other "Jackson," the cabinets were also seized. The University
Police detective stated later that the Chaffeys were "compulsive record-keepers,"
who kept at least one copy of every piece of paper (also called evidence) that they
created in their schemes. The detective also said that he had never worked a
"paper case" before, but now is looking forward to working "lots more."

WI
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NATIONAL INSURANCE CASE STUDY

The following newspaper article is an example of financial fraud involving a fictitious
payable scheme.

STATE/METRO Wisconsin State Journal Frida Au ust 20 1991

Executive cnarged in fraud
State Journal staff

A mail fraud charged was
filed Thursday in U.S. District
Court against a former National
Insurance Company vice
president who allegedly set up
a fictitious firm that billed the
insurance company for more
than $430,000 in orders the
company never placed.

Michael Findlay, 41, Mount
Haven. who was an assistant
vice president and senior
corporate officer at the Sun
Prairie-based company,
allegedly set up a fictitious
company called S.S. Consulting
and used it to bill National
Insurance for business forms it
never ordered or received.

According to a complaint.
Findlay allegedly used his
position at National Insurance
to approve billing statements
from S.S. Consulting by filling
Out a cash disbursement form.
That caused National's
Insuruice's accounting
department to

mail checks in payment of the
fictitious statements to a post
office box in Middleton
belonging to Findlay's fictitious
firm, the complaint states.

In all, Findlay collected
$436,335 from National
Insurance between March 2.
1987 and May 1, 1991.
according to the complaint.

At National Insurance,
Findlay was responsible for
several areas of administration,
including mail and supply,
printing, furniture acquisition,
fleet acquisition and
maintaining the Sun Prairie
building and other branches,
the complaint states.

Findlay was fired on May 6.
The case was investigated by
the Sun Prairie Police
Department and the U.S. Postal
Service Inspection Unit.

Findlay is scheduled to
appear in federal court Sept.
17.
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WHEN REVIEWING LOOK FOR THESE SUSPICIOUS

Accounting Books and Records
(Cash Disbursement Journals,
Cash Receipt Journals, Ledgers)

Entries in CRJ and CDJ that do not
correlate with source documents,
ledgers and/or bank information

Bank Account Information
(Check Registers and Records of
Payments: canceled checks, wire
transfer receipts, receipts for purchases
of cashier's checks, money orders and
withdrawal slips)

Account withdrawals made payable
or charged to account on which the
illicit payments are suspected

Payments by check for services
rendered

Atypical charges

Personnel Employee Records
(Employment Application, Tax
Withholding Forms, Social Security
Numbers)

Payroll Records
(Time and Attendance Sheets, Payroll
Checks)

Employees who . . .

Do not have taxes withheld from
paychecks

Do not participate in company's
health insurance program

Have unusual reimbursements
other than normal salary (i.e.
"extra" travel and expense
reimbursements)
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Sales Documentation
(Purchase Orders, Invoices)

Notations that break out "extra" or
special charges which require no
delivery of goods

Discrepancies between purchase
order or invoice amount

Unusually large amounts that break
pattern

Unnumbered or sequentially
unusual invoices

Alterations or photocopies of
backup documentation

No backup documentation available

Discrepancies between payment
and backup documentation

Coincidences in backup
documentation

Canceled Checks . Individual making endorsement on
business check

Third party checks

Payable to business but "cashed
out"

1113
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Mary and John Crook, alleged drug dealers, are being investigated by your
investigation unit. You have been assigned the investigation. Thus far in the
investigation, the following has been noted:

Their business, Crook's Seafood Restaurant, has been doing extremely well
over the past three years.

Review of police records did not produce anything noteworthy.

The cars and jewelry that the Crooks received in 1991 appear to be legitimate
gifts to the Crooks from John's mother.

So far in the investigation, the Crooks have been very cooperative--almost too
cooperative. Something, just doesn't seem right to you. You set out to make one
more attempt to see what you can find.
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PART I: SURVEILLANCE

The first thing you decide to do is to "hang out" near the Crook's restaurant to see if
you can get any clues to what is going on. You found out the restaurant is open
nights from 5:30-10:30 Monday through Thursday and 5:30-12:00 on Friday and
Saturday. The restaurant is closed during the day and on Sundays. You decide to do
your surveillance work the week of March 21-27, 1993. This is what you noted:

Monday through Wednesday was very slow. Only a handful of people went to the
establishment each of those nights. However, you did notice that several times
people entered the restaurant only to exit it about five minutes later. You
observed that none of them were carrying anything out with them.

From the observations, what information might be important to you?

PART II: INTERVIEW

The next thing you decide to do is to talk to one of Crook's employees to see if you
can learn any more about the situation. You got the name of the employees from a
knowledgeable source.

Sue works as a waitress for the Crooks. This is what Sue had to say:

I'm really getting tired of the job. The tips are lousy and I can't stand to just stand
around and do nothing. It's really bad tf you have to work Monday, Tuesday or
Wednesday nights. Mr. Crook is an "okay kind of guy" to work for, but he is hardly
there. When he is there, he has all these people that "pop in" to see him. On the
other hand, Mary Crook is a "real bear" to work for. She practically runs the place.
Maybe she is so difficult to deal with because she has a lot on her shoulders. They
don't employ many people to help run the place--besides herself there is Patsy and
Tina who wait on tables and Joe, the cook. Mary fills in Pr Joe and does the
cooking on the nights he has off. Besides doing the cookingshe sometimes has to
wait on tables if one of us gets sick. I guess she spends her days ordering all the
supplies and keeping up with the records. I know she does all the recordkeeping. She
signs all the checks.

From the interview, what information would be important to you? What from this
interview, might give you clues to look for when reviewing business and bank records?
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PART III: BUSINESS RECORDS

The next thing you decide to do is to go back to the Crook's business. Since the
Crooks have been cooperative thus far, you hope to stretch your luck a little more and
see if you can review some more of their records. When you asked the Crooks to
review their business personnel and accounting records, you noted a slight nervous
glance from Mary towards John; maybe you were on to something.

From the documents provided, see what might be important for you to pursue in your
search to find a specific item of financial fraud. What other documents might you ask
to see to help with this investigation?

CASH RECEIPTS JOURNAL

DATE RECEIVED FROM FOLIO # DEBIT CREDIT

1993

3/1 Cash 11 2,500.00
Sales 31 2,500.00

Record customer receipts

3/4 Cash 11 4,500.00
Sales 31 4,500.00

Record customer receipts

3/7 Cash 11 500.00
Sales 31 500.00

Records customer receipts

3/12 Cash 11 1000.00
Sales 31 1000.00

Records customer receipts

3/16 Cash 11 1280.00
Sales 31 1280.00

Records customer receipts

3/24 Cash 11 800.00
Sales 31 800.00

Records customer receipts

3/31 Cash 11 .2,500.00
Sales 31 2,500.00

Records customer receipts

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL

DATE
1993 PAID TO L.F. DEBIT CREDIT

3/1 Rent Expense 61 500
Cash (CK #275) 11 500

Paid to R. Realty

3/5 Telephone Expense 62 75
Cash (CK #276) 11 75

Paid telephone bill for February

3/5 Supplies
Cash (CK #277) 41 575

Paid to Linen Warehouse 11 575

3/6 Miscellaneous Expense
Cash (CK #278) 46 9000

Paid to J. Reynold's Marketing 11 9000

3/15 Salaries
Cash

(CK #279, 280, 43 2480
281,282,283,284) 11 2480
Bi-monthly payroll

3/20 Supplies
Cash (CK #285)

Paid to Fair Market Wholesale 41 1245

Foods 11 1245

3/31 Salaries
Cash (CK #286,287

288,289,290,291) 43 2629
Bi-monthly payroll 11 2629

PART IV: BANK RECORDS

Without letting the Crooks know what you found, you went to the bank where the
Crooks do their business banking. You were able to review the following bank record.

What information in the records would be important to you and how might the
information be used to locate a specific item of proof in the investigation?
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HOME SAVINGS BANK
2330 BAYSIDE ROAD
SEASIDE, MD 34571

CROOKS SEAFOOD RESTAURANT

2435 DUNE ST.

SEASIDE, MD 34571
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Statement of Account

00-43 8383 PAGE 1

LAST STATEMENT DATE 03-04-93

THIS STATEMENT DATE 04-02-93

DIRECT INQUIRIES TO:
414-357-2440

HOME SAVINGS BANK
2330 BAYSIDE ROAD

SEASIDE, MD 34571

DATE DEPOSITS CHECKS/CHGS CHECKING ACCOUNT 00-43 8383

03-04 500.00 CHECK 275

03-08 75.00 CHECK 276

03-10 9,000.00 CHECK 278

03-17 610.29 CHECK 279

03-17 620.57 CHECK 280

03-18 618.98 CHECK 282

03-19 621.18 CHECK 283

03-21 1245.00 CHECK 285

04-1 628.72 CHECK 286

04-1 611.29 CHECK 287

04-2 609.11 CHECK 289

04-2 611.52 CHECK 290

03-04 4500.00 CASH DEPOSIT

03-07 1500.00 CASH DEPOSIT

03-08 500.00 #TIME CASH WITHDRAWAL

03-12 1000.00 CASH DEPOSIT

03-16 1280.00 CASH DEPOSIT

03-18 500.00 #TIME CASH WITHDRAWAL

03-24 1600.00 CASH DEPOSIT

03-28 500.00 #TIME CASH WITHDRAWAL

03-31 2500.00 CASH DEPOSIT
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER SUMMARY

Oftentimes the financial investigator cannot find a specific item to prove the suspect has
participated in some form of financial wrongdoing. The investigator must then resort to
other ways of proving financial fraud--indirect methods of proof.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

Differentiate between direct proof and indirect proof.

Describe what types of information are gathered through the completion of
a financial profile.

State when it is appropriate to use an indirect method of proof.

State the requirements of proof for each indirect method.of proof.

Write the formula for each indirect method of proof.

Perform net worth analysis.

Perform expenditures analysis.

Perform bank deposit analysis.

CHAPTER WORKBOOK CONTENTS

._NetWOrttl:Aria $ip. IMO Elre$

P arson Analysis Exercise

sis Procedures/Worlishesi

Bank Depos ProceduresiWorksheet

Selecting the Indirect Method ot Proof

Mary and John Crook Investigation Exercise - Part IV
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NET WORTH ANALYSIS
PROCEDURES/WORKSHEET

STEP 1 DETERMINE FINANCIAL PROFILES FOR BASE YEAR AND YEARS
UNDER INVESTIGATION*

*Note: The form is designed to show figures for a base ear and two years of
investigation. If more years are involved, additional columns would be needed.

Record each asset and liability and the total amount of each in the
appropriate spaces.

ASSETS BASE
YEAR

YEAR 1 YEAR 2

Total Assets

LIABILITIES

Total Liabilities

Typical assets

Residence
Real estate
Bank accounts
Stocks and bonds
Automobiles
Insurance
Cash on hand

Jewelry
Clothing
Collectibles
Pensions
Home furnishings
Boats

1121

Typical liabilities

Mortgage(s)
Other loans
Lines of credit
Credit cards Installment purchases
Accounts payable
Taxes and other bills
Alimony and child support
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STEP 2 CALCULATE NET WORTH FOR EACH YEAR

BASE
YEAR

Student Workbook

YEAR 1 YEAR 2

Total Assets(STEP 1)

Minus: Total Liabilities (STEP 1)

Equals: Net Worth

STEP 3 CALCULATE INCREASE IN NET WORTH
(FROM BASE YEAR TO YEAR 1 AND YEAR 1 TO YEAR 2*)

Base Year to Year 1

Net Worth Year 1 (STEP 2)

YEAR 1

Minus: Base Year Net Worth (STEP 2)

Equals: Increase in Net Worth

Year 1 to Year 2

YEAR 2

Net Worth Year 2 (STEP 2)

Minus: Year 1 Net Worth (STEP 2)

Equals: Increase in Net Worth

*Note: If additional years were being investigated, the calculations would be continued
using subsequent year figures.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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STEP 4 CALCULATE TOTAL NET WORTH INCREASE
(YEAR 1 AND YEAR 2*)

Typical expenses

Rent and mortgage Clothing
Health costs Utilities
Interest on loans Food
Credit cards Insurance
Car payments Travel

Known Expenses Year 1 Known Expenses Year 2

TOTAL KNOWN
EXPENSES

TOTAL KNOWN
EXPENSES

Year 1

YEAR 1

Increase in Net Worth Year 1
(STEP 3)

Minus: Total Known Expenses Year 1

Equals: Total Net Worth Increase

Year 2

YEAR 2

Increase in Net Worth Year 2
(STEP 3)

Minus: Known Expenses Year 2

Equals: Total Net Worth Increase

*Note: If additional years were being investigated, the calculations would be continued

using subsequent year figures.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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STEP 5 CALCULATE FUNDS FROM UNKNOWN SOURCES

Typical funds sources

Salary
Gifts
Rental income
Dividends
Interest
Sale of assets

Insurance proceeds
Commissions and fees
Awards
Inheritances
Disability payments

Student Workbook

Known Sources of Funds Year 1 Known Sources of Funds Year 2

TOTAL KNOWN
FUND SOURCES

TOTAL KNOWN
FUND SOURCES

Year 1

YEAR 1

Total Net Worth Increase Year 1
(STEP 4)

Minus: Total Known Sources of Funds Year 1

Equals: Funds from Unknown Sources

Year 2

YEAR 2

Total Net Worth Increase Year 2
(STEP 4)

Minus: Total Known Sources of Funds Year 2

Equals: Funds from Unknown Sources

"Note: If additional years were being investigated, the calculations would be continued
using subsequent year figures.

NOTE: These procedures employ a single-step format of working the formula versus the
multi-step format presented in the textbook.
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This exercise is a completion of the exercise started in Chapter 1. In this exercise,
you will be computing your current net worth and determining if you have had an
increase or decrease in your net worth since the beginning of the course. You will
be using the net worth analysis method.

DIRECTIONS:

STEP 1. Go to the Net Worth Exercise located in Chapter 1 of this workbook.
Locate WORKSHEET A. Complete Column ll of the worksheet to
determine your current net worth.

STEP 2. Compute the total amount of your expenditures from LIST A.

STEP 3. Compute the total amount of your income from LIST B.

STEP 4. Calculate any increase or decrease in your net worth by following the
formula listed on WORKSHEET B.
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EXPENDMIRES ANALYSIS

STEP 1 DETERMINE TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND KNOWN SOURCES OF
FUNDS FOR EACH YEAR*

Classify transaction (asset or liability) as an expenditure or a source of
funds.

Expenditure
(Application of Funds)

When cash-on-hand increases

When bank accounts increase

When assets increase

When liabilities decrease

When personal living expenses
are made

When cash expenditures are
made

Source
(Source of Funds)

When cash-on-hand decreases

When bank accounts decrease

When assets decrease

When liabilities increase

When assets are sold

When loans, gifts, or
inheritances are received

When salaries or business
profits are earned

When other sources of income
are known
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Record each expenditure and known sources of funds and the total amount
of each in the appropriate spaces.

*Note: The form is designed to show figures for two years of investigation. If more years
are involved, additional columns would be needed.

EXPENDITURES YEAR 1 YEAR 2

Total Expenditures

KNOWN SOURCES OF FUNDS

Total Known Sources of Funds

STEP 2 CALCULATE FUNDS FROM UNKNOWN SOURCES
(YEAR 1 and YEAR 2)

YEAR 1 YEAR 2

Total Expenditures (STEP 1)

Minus: Total Known Sources of Funds
for each year (STEP 1)

Equals: Funds from Unknown Sources

NOTE: These procedures employ a single-step format of working the formula versus the
multi-step format presented In the textbook.
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BANK:.

PROCEDURES KSHEET

NOTE: If more than one year is being evaluated, the procedures would be repeated for
each year under investigation.

STEP 1 CALCULATE NET DEPOSITS TO ALL ACCOUNTS

Amount

Total Deposits to All Accounts

Minus: Transfer and Redeposits

EqUals: Net Deposits to All Accounts

STEP 2 CALCULATE NET BANK DISBURSEMENTS

Amount

Net Deposits to All Accounts
(STEP 1)

Plus: Beginning Balances

Equals: Net Bank Funds Available

Minus: Ending Balances

Equals: Net Bank Disbursements
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STEP 3 CALCULATE CASH EXPENDITURES

Examples of Outlay of Funds:
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Purchases of capital assets or
investments, loan repayments, known
expenses

Outlays Amount

TOTAL OUTLAYS

Amount

Total Outlay of Funds

Minus: Net Bank Disbursements
(STEP 2)

Equals: Cash Expenditures

STEP 4 CALCULATE TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES

Amount

Net Deposits to All Accounts
(STEP 1)

Plus: Cash Expenditures
(STEP 3)

Equals: Total Receipts from All Sources
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STEP 5 CALCULATE FUNDS FROM UNKNOWN SOURCES

Examples of Known Sources:
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Salaries, business profits, gifts
received, loans received and
inheritances.

Known Sources Amount

TOTAL KNOWN
SOURCES

Amount

Total Receipts from All Sources
(STEP 4)

Minus: Funds from Known Sources

Equals: Funds from Unknown Sources

NOTE: These procedures employ a single-step format of working the
formula versus the multi-step format presented in the textbook.
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IF ANY OF THESE CONDITIONS APPLY TO
THE BOOKS AND RECORDS UNDER

REVIEW.
AND THIS IS NOTED: THEN USE:

Non-existent

Unavailable

Inadequate

Withheld

Significant changes in
both ASSETS and
LIABILITIES have
occurred

Net Worth Method

Significant changes in
expenditures have
occurred or extravagant
expenditures have been
made

Expenditures Method

Unavailable

Inadequate

Withheld

Periodic deposits
which appear as a
known source of
income

AND
deposits are not from
non-taxable "known"
sources

Bank Deposit Method

Appear as being complete

Available
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MARV AND JO N CROOK

SCENARIO:
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The investigation of Mary and John Crook continues. Even though, as the investigator
assigned to the case, you came up with a specific item of proof indicating the Crooks
did commit financial fraud, it's not enough. You now must resort to using an indirect
method of proof to show the extent of fraud being employed by your criminals.

Even though all of the business records provided to you look "legit" and you know that
regular deposits are being made into the Crooks' business account, you decide to do
a bank deposit analysis to see if you can compute their funds from unknown sources
for the year 1992.

DIRECTIONS:

Using the facts here and the formula and procedures provided in the textbook and this
workbook, perform the Bank Deposit Analysis. You may use the single-step or the
multi-step format.

FACTS

a. The Crooks have a checking account which they opened on June 1,
1991. Their balance as of December 31, 1991 was $4,000. During
1992, the Crooks made total currency deposits of $70,000 and
disbursements of $65,000. Their balance as of December 31, 1992 was
$9,000.

b. A search of your county real estate records shows that the Crooks
purchased their present home in 1991 for $150,000 and that they
obtained a $50,000 mortgage. Real estate taxes on the property
amounted to $1,200 for the year 1992. Contact.with the lending
institution shows that the Crooks made monthly payments of $1,000 to
the lending institution during the subject years.
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c. City records indicate that the Crooks purchased a lot for $50,000. They
made a $25,000 cash downpayment and received a loan of $25,000 for
the remaining amount. Monthly payments are $350.

d. Information obtained from a local dealership shows that the Crooks
purchased a recreational vehicle on.June 4, 1992 for $36,000 in
currency.

e. Records from a local travel agency disclosed that the Crooks took a
vacation to Europe during 1993. It cost $15,000.

f. Your review of the books and records from the restaurant shows a net
profit of $48,000 for 1992.

g. From an interview with the Crooks, they said their cash on hand was
$1,000.

h. The Crooks received a cash gift of $10,000 from Mr. Crooks' mother for
Christmas in 1992.

COMPUTATION

1153
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INTRO

CHAPTER SUMMARY

Getting the right information from someone is not always easy. One of the most
important skills of an investigator is the ability to get people to open up and talk to them.

This chapter focuses on interviewing techniques the financial investigator can use.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

State the purpose of a financial interview.

List the objectives of a financial interview.

Describe the elements that must be considered when planning an interview.

Describe techniques used when conducting an interview.

Identify and describe methods used to record an interview.

CHAPTER WORKBOOK CONTENTS

intetviewirttAi0.

SpeciW
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VI ING AIDS

Interviewing requires a great deal of skill. Knowing how to prepare for the interview, what
to do during the interview and how to record the results are vital in conducting a
successful interview.

To help with performing an interview, the following aids have been prepared. They folloW

on the next pages.

Interview Preparation Checklist

Subject Interview Outline

Summons Format

Subpoena Format

Interview Memorandum Format

Question and Answer Statement Format

Affidavit Format

Form Letter Format
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INTERVIEW PREPARATION CHECKLIST

WHAT IS THE SITUATION PRIOR TO THE INTERVIEW?

CHECK WHAT APPLIES (1)

El Crime alleged or committed but no 0 Records or documents reflecting financial
fact(s) established transactions related to suspected

criminal activity have surfaced.

0 Complainant or victim identified 0 Rumors, innuendo, or factual information
(Individual, business or governmental pointing to a specific suspect have
entity) emerged.

0 Other

WHO SHOULD BE INTERVIEWED?
WHAT ORDER SHOULD THEY BE INTERVIEWED?
WHAT TYPE OF WITNESS(ES) ARE THEY?

People who have documents or knowledge
pertaining to financial transactions

Order to be
interviewed Type of Witness(es))

Name
Rank Order
(1,2, etc.)

Neutral
(i)

Friendly
(,)

Reluctant
or
hostile*
(I)

*May need summons or subpoena

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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SUBJECT INTERVIEW OUTLINE

(Series of questions that may need to be asked of subject being interviewed. Interviewer
must select applicable items only.)

DATE TIME

PERSON INTERVIEWED LOCATION

PERSONS PRESENT

REGARDING
HOME

FULL NAME TELEPHONE

CURRENT ADDRESS

SINCE

PREVIOUS ADDRESS

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

PLACE & DATE OF BIRTH
DATE &

MARITAL STATUS PLACE
M AIDEN

SPOUSES NAME NAME

PLACE & DATE OF BIRTH

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

CHILDREN'S NAMES DATE & PLACE

OCCUPATION & EMPLOYER
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MILITARY SERVICE

DATE & PLACE OF DISCHARGE

HEALTH

HAVE YOU EVER DECLARED BANKRUPTCY

WHERE & WHEN

WHAT IS EXTENT OF YOUR FORMAL EDUCATION?

ELEMENTARY HIGH SCHOOL
NAME

COLLEGE
NAME

What was your major field of study?

DATE(S)

DATE(S)

What was your minor field of study?

GRADUATE SCHOOL
NAMES DATE(S

What was your major fiekl of study?

What was your minor field of study?

The following questions are to he considered within the ENTIRE United States. Canada. Mexico and the Caribbean as well as
outside these locations.

RANKING - ALL RANKS. CREDIT UNIONS & SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOC.

CHECKING ACCOUNTS Are statements. canceled checks & deposit slips available? yes no

Institution Account number

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS - Are statements available? yes no

Institution Account number
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InNtitution Account number

BROKERAGE ACCOUNTS Are statements available? yes no

Institution Account number

MORTGAGES

Institution Account number

LOANS
Payment

Institution Date Amount Amount

Have you loaned any money to any persims/companies/corporations?

Name Date Amount

114 0
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INSURANCE POLICIES
Date &

Institution Policy Number Amounts

Are there any outstanding loans from any insurance companies?
Date &

Institution Policy Number Amount of Loan.

ANNUITIES, PENSIONS Or OTHER NON-TAXABLE SOURCES of MONEY?

Gifts. inheritances. VA or Social Security benefits, ADC and/or unemployment, to name a few.

Date &
Source Policy Number Amounts

Have you had any insurance claims and settlements?

Date &

Source Policy Number Amounts

1141
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Have you cashed in any insurance policies?

Source Policy Number Amounts
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Date &

KEAL ESTATE

Do you own any real estate?

Location Date Acquired Purchase Price

STOCKS. MUTUAL FUNDS. BONDS & SAVINGS BONDS
Date Purchase

Name Quantity Purchased Price

AUTOMOBILES

Make &
Model VIN Cost

Date & Place
Purchased

BOATS. AIRPLANES. MOTORCYCLES. TRAILERS & OTHER VEHICLES

Make &
Model VIN Cost

Date & Place
Purchased

1
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OTHER ASSETS
Jewelry, furs, electronic devices, etc. that cost more than $1,000.00?

Date
Item Purchased

Student Workbook

Cost

CREDIT CARDS

Institution Account number

CASH On HAND

Have you ever kept cash on hand (cash NOT in a bank cash in the cookie jar, stuffed in mattress, hurled in the yard or cam'.
etc...) in an amount exceeding $1,000?

yes no

How much When Where Who else knew or saw

How much cash do you noimaIly keep on hand? $

As of December 31, 19_, how much $

As of December 31, 19_, how much $

1143
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Fogm 2039-A

(Rev Jan 1991)

SUMMONS
Department of the Treasury

Internal Revenue Service

In the matter of the tax liability of

Internal Revenue District of
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue

To

At

Periods

You are hereby by summoned and required to appear before an

officer of the Internal Revenue Service to give testimony to the tax liability or the collection of the tax liability of the person

identified above for the periods shown and to bring with you and produce for examination the following books, records, and

other data.

Business address and telephone number of Internal Revenue Service officer named above:

Place and time for appearance:

at

on the day of , 19 at o'clock M.

Issued under authority of the Internal Revenue Code this day of , 19

Sognatufe of Issuing Officer
Title

SInaluie of Awroving Office, Id applcabIel
Tft le
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United States District Court

DISTRICT OF
TO:

SUBPOENA TO TESTIFY
BEFORE GRAND JURY

SUBPOENA FOR:

DPERSONAL HDOCUMENTS OR OBJECT(S)

YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED to appear and testify before the Grand Jury of the
United States District Court at the place, date, and time specified below.

PLACE ROOM

DATE AND TIME

YOU ARE ALSO COMMANDED to bring with you the following document(s) or object(s):*

( ) Please see additional information on reverse

This subpoena shall remain in effect until you are granted leave to depart by the court
or by an officer acting on behalf of the court.

CLERK

(BY) DEPUTY CLERK

DATE

This subpoena is issued upon application of the United States of
America

NAME, ADDRESS AND ',NCNB NUMBER OF ASSeSTANT U S ATTORNEY

if not applicable, enter "none To be used in lieu of A0110 Form OBD-227
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MEMORANDUM OF INTERVIEW

In re: (name and address of subject being investigated)

Present: (person being interviewed, attorneys, investigators, all persons present during
interview)

Place: (location of interview)

Date: (date of interview)

Time: (time interview started and time interview concluded)

(body of report)

All pertinent information relating to the interview should be in some logical
manner, either in order of topics discussed, importance, chronological, or any
other appropriate order.

I (prepared/dictated) this memorandum on (date), after refreshing my memory from notes
made during and immediately after the interview with (person interviewed).

Special Agent

I certify that this memorandum has recorded in it a summary of all pertinent matters
discussed with (person interviewed) on (date).

Witness
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QUESTION AND ANSWER STATEMENT FORMAT

Testimony of (name, address) given at (location including address) at (time) on (date) about (subject of
investigation and their address).

Present at this interview are (names and titles of all persons present).

Questions were asked by (name and title of person asking the questions) and answers given by (person
being interviewed).

This interview is being recorded, as agreed Upon, by means of (method of recording).

1. Q. You were requested to appear at (location) to answer questions concerning (subject matter). (If
appropriate, advise the person being interviewed of his or her rights to counsel, etc..)

2. 0. Please stand and raise your right hand. Do you (person being interviewed) solemnly swear that the
answers you are about to give to the questions asked will be the truth, so help you God?

3. Q. (Question 1)

A. (answer)

4. 0. (Question 2)

A. (answer)

Note After the questioning is concluded, the interview is brought to a close with the following
questions.

0. Have I, or has any other investigator or officer, threatened or intimidated you in any manner?

A. (answer)

0. Have I, or any other investigator or officer, offered you any rewards, promises or immunity, in
return for this statement?

A. (answer)

0. Have you given this statement freely and voluntarily?

A. (answer)

0. Is there anything further you care to add for the record?

A. (answer)

After this statement has been transcribed, you will be given an opportunity to read it, correct any errors, and sign
it.

Note When transcribing the statement include the following:

I have carefully read the foregoing statement consisting of page 1 to (last page number), inclusive, which is a
correct transcript of my answers to questions asked me on (date of statement) at (location where statement was
given), relative to (subject of investigation and their address). I hereby certify that the foregoing answers are
true and correct, that I have made the corrections shown, have placed my initials opposite each correction, and
that I have initialed each page of the statement.

(signature of person giving statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me at (time), on (date) at (present location).

(signature and title of investigator)
(signature and title of witnessing investigator)

I (name of person transcribing statement), do hereby certify that I took the foregoing statement of (person
giving statement) from (method of recording) and personally transcribed it and have initialed each page.

(signature and title of transcriber)

114 'I
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United States of America
, District cif

1 1,

Student Workbook

AFFIDAVIT

2 1 reside at

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

state that:

1 have read the foregoing statement consisting of pages. each os which I have signed. I fully understand

this statement and it is true. accurate and complete to the hest of my knowledge and belief. 1 made the corrections

shown and placed my initials opposite each.
made this statement freely and voluntarily without any threats or rewards, or promises of reward having been

made to me in return for it.

(Signature of afflant)

Subscribed and sworn to before me this
dav of , 19 at

(Signature)

(Title) (Signature of witness, if any)
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SAMPLE FORM LETTER

Ms. Michelle Tallmadge
1111 B Street
Glynco. GA 31520

Dear Ms. Tallmadge,

Student Workbook

Prosecuting Attorney's Office
Glynn County
300 South Main Street, 4th Floor
Brunswick, GA 31523

Telephone: (912) 555-5982

June 4, 1992

This office is conducting an investigation concerning Rosemary Westbury for the years 1989, 1990, and 1991.
Ms. Westbury is a corporate officer of Massey TB, Inc. She is also the trustee for Massey TB Trust. We
have reviewed the bank records of Massey TB. Inc., and Massey TB Trust. We found several checks made
payable to you. Please answer the questions below which relate to the checks we found. We have included
copies of the checks for your review.

Should you have any questions. please call investigator Dennis S. Paul at the telephone number listed above.

1. Did you receive checks number 1521, 1571, 1681, 1952, 1991?

2. Did you endorse these checks?

3. Please explain why these checks were deposited into Massey TB Trust's bank account.

4. We would like to talk to you about these checks. Please call us, or provide your daytime telephone
number so we can schedule an appointment.

Sincerely.

1145
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SPECIAL AGE RVIEW
ROLE PLAY

OBJECTIVE Conduct an interview as part of the financial investigation.

PARTICIPANTS You will be assuming the role of a financial investigator assigned
to conduct the financial interview. Special Agents from the field/actors/role players
will be participating in the role play exercise assuming the role of the financial
criminal.

PROCEDURES Your instructor will be providing you with instructions on how the
role play will be conducted and a written scenario describing your part in the
exercise.
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Chapter 10

INVESTIGAnvE TECHNIQUES
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INTROD
:

CHAPTER SUMMARY

The financial investigator must use all means available to ensure the investigation is a
success. This chapter focuses on the "tools of the trade" used by financial investigators.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

State the importance of obtaining a valid search warrant.

Describe the terms "probable cause" and "curtilage."

State the purpose of an affidavit.

List and describe the types of information required in an affidavit for a
search warrant for financial information.

List the objectives of undercover operations.

List the objectives of surveillance.

Describe the different types of surveillance.

Describe how informants contribute to an investigation.

State why recovering evidence from a suspect's trash, reading the covers
of a suspect's mail, and retrieving evidence from a computer are valuable
investigative techniques.

List and describe the types of analyses a document examiner can perform.

Use link analysis to show relationships in an investigation.

CHAPTER WORKBOOK CONTENTS

Trash Exercise

Mary and John Crook Investigation
Exercise - Part V
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TRASH EXERCISE

PURPOSE: To identify leads to use in a financial investigation by searching through
trash.

PROCEDURES:

STEP 1. Sift through the trash provided in the bag with your team member.
Look for items to use as leads in an investigation. BE SURE TO
WEAR RUBBER GLOVES. THIS IS FOR YOUR SAFETY.

STEP 2. Mark items with evidence tags provided by instructor.

STEP 3. Be prepared to discuss what you found and how it can be used in
the investigation.

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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MARY AND JOHN CROOK
INVESTIGATION EXERCISE -

I. PART V

SCENARIO:

Student Wcrkbook

The financial investigation you started on Mary and John Crook, the alleged drug
dealers, has turned up quite a bit of evidence. You have uncovered some direct
proof that some of their business records have been altered and have proven that
they have received considerable funds through unknown sources.

When doing the investigation, you did a check with the phone company and asked
for the telephone toll information from the Crooks' business telephone service for
a period of one month. After reviewing the Crooks' record, you requested
information on several other frequently called numbers as indicated from the
Crooks' record.

DIRECTIONS:

A. Perform a link analysis to see if there is more information you can use in
connection with the investigation. Use the information on the following
pages to prepare an association matrix.

B. How might this information help the investigator?

F I NANG I AL INVESTIGATIONS
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AT&T JOHN CROOK

Acct 704 672 6471

Student Workbook

NOV 10, 1992

Number Date Time Rate Min

703 645-2219 Oct 13 2:06 "D 2

704 622-1325 Oct 13 2:40 'D 5

704 622-4321 Oct 14 3:45 'D 10

703 632-5722 Oct 15 6:07 'E 7

703 622-7211 Oct 16 7:23 'E 8

803 721-6500 Oct 18 6:22 *E 11

704 622-1325 Oct 18 2:31 *D 3

704 651-1133 Oct 19 5:32 D 6

703 632-5722 Oct 20 6:27 *E 12

704 651-1133 Oct 21 5:46 'D 3

704 622-4321 Oct 22 2:32 *D 2

704 622-6551 Oct 23 3:30 'D 4

704 622-1325 Oct 23 1:50 'D 3

703 651-1133 Oct 24 7:30 "E 2

704 622-1325 Oct 24 3:36 'D 3

704 566-8212 Oct 25 1:31 *D 20

704 622-1325 Oct 26 8:22 "E 3

704 651-1133 Oct 27 9:25 'E 8

901 211-3352 Oct 29 1:12 'D 2

704 566-2713 Oct 31 2:52 *D 12

704 622-1325 Nov 2 1:33 'D 15

704 622-4321 Nov 4 2:37 'D 22

804 234-7623 Nov 5 4:23 *D 24

704 622-1325 Nov 7 3:22 'D 34

704 651-1133 Nov 8 7:25 'D 23

704 651-1133 Nov 9 2:26 'D 11
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AT&T FRANK JONES

Acct 704 622 1325

Number Date Time Rate Min

703 582-1259 Oct 14 9:16 'D 5

704 872-1226 Oct 16 7:31 *E 11

704 672-6471 Oct 16 3:45 *D 8

704 651-1133 Oct 18 4:06 *D 7

703 589-7211 Oct 20 6:24 *E 20

704 672-6471 Oct 22 6:32 *E 8

704 652-2212 Oct 24 3:24 'D 3

704 672-6471 Oct 27 5:32 *D 6

704 672-6471 Oct 31 6:27 *E 12

704 652-3321 Nov 3 5:49 *D 3

704 622-2235 Nov 5 9:32 *E 15

806 422-7431 Nov 9 10:32 *E 21

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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0 AT&T JESSICA BROWN

Acct 704 622 4321

Student Workbook

NOV 10, 1992

Number Date Time Rate Min

507 572-2320 Oct 15 10:22 'E 30

704 631-4266 Oct 20 3:51 'D 5

704 672-6471 Oct 23 3:50 'D 10

703 632-5722 Oct 29 7:13 *E 15

703 823-5628 Oct 31 7:23 *E 12

803 823-5514 Nov 2 9:34 *E 11

805 215-2267 Nov 5 5:31 *D 3
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AT&T HARRY BLACK

Acct 704 651 1133

...

Number Date Time Rate Min

704 672-6471 Oct 12 2:06 'D 2

704 622-1325 Oct 13 2:40 'D 5

704 622-4321 Oct 14 3:45 'D 10

703 632-5722 Oct 17 5:07 *D 7

703 625-8833 Oct 18 9:24 *E 22

704 672-6471 Oct 29 5:31 'D 5

704 655-2136 Oct 30 2:31 *D 3

704 643-5678 Nov 8 5:32 'D 6

FINANCIAL INVESTIGATIONS
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AT&T ROBERT SIGHTS

Acct 704 632 5722

Number Date Time

eN

Rate Min

703 645-5216 Oct 11 2:06 'D 6

704 622-1325 Oct 12 2:40 'D 9

704 622-5320 Oct 14 3:45 *D 10

703 632-5722 Oct 15 6:07 *D 7

703 657-2351 Oct 16 7:23 "D 8

803 721-6500 Oct 18 6:22 "0 11

704 622-1325 Oct 18 2:31 'D 3

704 651-1133 Oct 20 5:32 *D 6

703 632-5722 Oct 21 6:27 'D 12

704 651-2133 Oct 21 5:46 *D 3

704 622-4321 Oct 22 2:32 'D 2

704 622-6551 Oct 23 3:30 'D 4

704 923-4517 Oct 23 1:50 *D 3

703 634-8855 Oct 24 7:30 *E 2

704 622-1325 Oct 24 3:36 'D 3

704 566-8212 Oct 25 1:31 'D 20

603 588-2315 Oct 26 8:22 *D 3

704 421-8840 Oct 27 9:25 *D 8

704 672-6471 Oct 29 1:12 'D 12

704 566-2713 Oct 30 2:52 'D 12

704 622-1325 Nov 1 1:33 'D 15

502 542-5321 Nov 3 2:37 *D 22

804 734-7623 Nov 5 4:23 *D 24

704 622-1275 Nov 7 3:22 'D 34
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER SUMMARY

With the increase of financial crimes, the financial investigator will encounter techniques
used by the criminals to "launder" their illegal money proceeds.

This chapter identifies methods and techniques for detecting money laundering schemes.
In addition, this chapter addresses the information the financial investigator needs to know
concerning asset forfeitures that result from financial crimes being committed.

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

Distinguish between the two types of transaction systems.

Describe three methods of moving money from the cash transaction system
to the business transaction system.

Identify methods used to move money into and out of the United States.

Identify characteristics of businesses used as money laundering fronts.

Identify and interpret money laundering and forfeiture statutes.

Distinguish between civil and criminal forfeitures.

Describe the factors that assist an investigator in establishing probable
cause for a forfeiture proceeding.

1161
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